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Abstrøct

Arendt left an unfinished treatise of judgement and a neglect of her own beginnings in philosophy'

I intend to examine her initial study of the thought of Augustine and the concept of right love and

match this to her final concern with the thought of Kant and her particular notion of the judging

individual-in-the-world. An important emphasis will be placed on Arendt's 'idea of community' and

her reading of man as homo temporalis and as an extension to this I wish to propose an outline of her

intended treatise on judgement. To do this I will highlight the role of trinitarian thinking in her work

throughout her life and how this became the theme of her own world-view. From her analysis of

Augustine,s trinity of memory, understanding and love to her temporal divisions of promise-makit g,

forgiveness, and trust together with her final theory of the mind as thinking, willing and judging'

Arendt remained close to this methodological triadic imperative.

I argue that her final trinity although never written in her intended third volume on ]udgingnThe

Lrf, of the Mind series would have been remembrance, the understanding heart and some form of

Gemüt. This trinity defines her unwritten theory of judgement and can be constructed because of

Arendt,s temporal dimension of past possibility: a temporal dimension determined in reaction to

Augustine,s and Heidegger's emphasis on the future. This past possibility is her memory of the

present that locates a reference point for action. Her theory of judgement would have reflected this

possibility; a possibility captured by primitive Christianity and Roman experience of foundation, but

lost in an Athenian-Judaeo tradition of thought, but still captured within St. Augustine's words' For

Arendt this temporal dimension is achieved through storytelling where the individual history being

told unfolds between past and future, and can convey a valid authority of tradition to fellow

individuals-in-the-world in the form of a principle of judgement. I propose therefore that storytelling

in Arendt's thought reflects a temporal relationship between a theory of illumination and an ethic of

inspiration; a relationship which relates the validity of authority as principle in foundation.
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Introduction
Hønnøh Arendt: Looe ønd the Moment of ludgement

7. Summøry of Argument

Arendt left an unfinished treatise of judgement and a neglect of her own beginnings in philosophy.

I intend to examine her initial study of the thought of Augustine and the concept of right love and

relate this to her final concern with the thought of Kant and her particular notion of the jtdgg

individual-in-the-world. An important emphasis will be placed on Arendt's reading of man as homo

temporølis and therefore her temporal dimension of past possibility. As an extension to this, I wish to

propose an outline of her intended but unwritten treatise on judgement. To do this I will highlight the

role of trinitarian thinking in her work throughout her life and how the trinitarian dynamic originally

defined by Augustine became the theme of her own world-view' From her analysis of Augustine's

trinity of memory, understanding and love to her temporal divisions of promise-making, forgiveness,

and trust together with her final theory of the mind as thinking, willing and judging, Arendt remained

close to this methodological triadic imperative'

I suggest that her final trinity, although never written in her intended third volume on Judging in

The Life of the Mind series, would have been remembrance, the understanding heart and some form of

Gemüt.This non-theological trinity defines her unwritten theory of judgement and can be constructed

because of Arend.t's temporal dimension of past possibility: a temporal dimension determined in

reaction to Augustine's and Heidegger's emphasis on the future. This past possibility is her memory

of the present that locates a reference point for action. I suggest that her theory of judgement would

have reflected this possibility; a possibility captured by primitive Christianity and Roman experience

of foundation, but lost in an Athenian-Judaeo tradition of thought. This was because this possibility

was captured within St. Augustine's words, and Arendt, using Heidegger's lectures on the subject as

guidance, sought to delineate them for her own project. For Arendt, this possibility is a temporal

dimension and its impact is achieved through storytelling. In storytelling as illumination the

individual history being told unfolds between past and future, and can convey a valid form of

tradition to fellow individuals-in-the-world and establish a principle in judgement. I propose

therefore that storytelling in Arendt's thought reflects a temporal relationship between a theory of



illumination and an ethic of inspiration; a relationship which relates the validity of authority as

principle in foundation even if no substantial principle can be determined from Arendt's extant work'

(Ð Arendt's I'Inwritten Treøtise on ludgement

Arendt knew from the start that the faculty of judgement provided no certainties'l The operation

of this faculty is obscure because it is about reflection and inner deliberation. The factors that make up

the process are vague - defying precise definition - and lacking any comprehensive standards for

evaluation. The contribution of discriminatiory discernment, imagination, sympathy, detachment,

impartiality, and integrity, (to use Maurizio Passerin d'Entréves' list), as secondary considerations

contribute to what is one of the most difficult subjects in political thought.2 Arendt tells us that

thinking, "prepares us ever anew to meet whatever we must in our daily lives'" But thinking was a

prelude period to judging: "That you must remain in a way empty after thinking ' ' " Arrd once you

are empty, then, in a way which is difficult to say, you are prepared to judge' That is, without having

any book of rules under which you can subsume a particular case, you have to say "this is good,"

"this is bad," "this is right," "this is wÍot:lg," "this is beautiful," and "this is ttgly"."3 This indicates the

reason why Kant's Critique of ludgemenf was so important to Arendt's understanding. It was not

because of her interest in aesthetics per se,but because the way we say "that is right, that is wrong" is

not very different from the way in which we say "this is beautiful, this ugly."" The purpose of this

thinking was to lead to judgement, "the truly political activity of the mind."4 \YVhen considering the

life of the mind after a period of exploring the life of the actor Arendt felt the blindness that derives

from the conviction of the future and the infallibility of progress leaves the pleasure of thinking

through remembrance, and willing was not in a struggle with judgement but rather should merely not

be dominated by it. Furthermore, in an indication of her overall intent, Arendt felt that the

relationship of these three faculties should be considered as a "treatise on good governance";

1 The meditatio ns tnLfe of the Mind are by no means conJident. It must be remembered rhatThe Life of the Mind was a product of

an impatient thjnker who could not afforâ the time for re-edits that the text demanded. The text of judging that Mary McCarthy

included in the second volume was actually the lecture notes from a political philosophy couse on 'Judgìng' that she presented

at the New School. Young-BnrchJ, HannahÁrendt: For Loae of the lNortd, (New Havery New York University Press, 1981), p' 470'

2MauÅziopasse¡in d' Ilnftèves, Modernity,lustice ønd Community, (Milan, Franco Angeþ L990) reprinted asThe Political

Philosophy of Hannah Arendt, (London, Routledge, 1994), p' 102'
3 This is ;a;t of a much more extensive quote (and printed in e of the World, p. 452) that was from a speech

to The A-merican Society of Christian Ethics, in Richmond, V 1973.T]ne transcript is in the Library of

congress. Reiner schürmann also sees significance in this speecì : on Judging and Its Issue" tnThte Public

Realln: Ë,ssays on Discursiue types in Potiticøt Philosophy, Reiner Schürmann, (ed.) (New York, State University of New York Press,

7e89), p.7.
4 the e'mptiness that A¡endt has spoken about enables someone to judge "without any preconceived system." See Young-

Bruehl, F or l-oae of the World, p. 453.
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suggesting that the faculties of thinking, willing and judgement should balance and check each other'S

It is in 'Willing' that Arendt provides an insight into her own ontological underpinning of her

philosophy of politics. Returning to Augustine and the concept of natality she observes the ability of

the Occidental tradition to cloud this concept by returning to the idea of the older to stop the

recognition of the new. This continual denial by especially the tradition of political theory, however,

can be usurped, in Arendt's eyes, by one potential alternative. \ trhile this is introduced as the potential

ontological underpinning of aVirgilian philosophy of politics, it describes Arendt's own perspective'

This alternative, and therefore Arendt's own particular purpose, is provided by Augustine the Roman,

not as a Christian, and "the only philosopher the Romans ever had"' The simultaneous creation of

man and time defines man as homo temporalis and makes him novel through the occurrence of

natality.6

Arendt's attraction to Augustine is partly his formative influence on the development of western

thought.T His use of the various traditions - neo-Platonic and Stoic in this instance - became the

foundation of succeeding interpretations especially, and for Arendt's understandi^g i. particular, the

concepts of the individual and the community. The dyramics that Arendt perceived in the continuing

treatment of these elements find their initial articulation in Greek and particularly Platonic

philosophy. Flowever, the essence of Plato's understanding is intensified by the Neo-platonic

philosophers, and especially plotinus.s The division between aita actiaa and aitø contemplntiaø becomes

intense in plotinus' work and became a significant influence on the formation of Augustine's Christian

understanding.g The indication of this is seen from reading Augustine. However, it was not the

Christian Father that reveals this link, rather it is the Roman mind of Augustine that provides an

initial rmderstanding of this development. fust as Augustine was the constant companion of Arendt,

Cicero was also always utilised when she turned to the tradition to try and clarify a point being made'

69 (013824) Arendt writes to Kenneth Thompson of the sking for funds'

in the following manner: "I want to analyse, describe ¿ three mental

are constitutive"for all potitical action: thinking, action, first discovered

and which were the events and experiences that causéd men to become aware of them in Western Flistory? What happened to

each of them in the modern age? Ánd which are their [marietxyJ political functions? And behind all these seemingly academic

problems looms the question.."How can we approach the quest-ion of evil in an entirely secular setting? How do we know good

from bad?"
6 Li¡e o¡ the Mind,yoI.2Wilting,MaryMcCarthy, (ed.) (New York, Harcourt Brace & Company, 7978), p.217 lhercalter referred

to asWillingl
7 This is especially true, Arendt thinks, of the temporal trnderstanding that pervades his work. See Arendt's discussion of
,,Traditioni,, p. A (OZalSO; in her "Introduction" tó her course "F istory of Political Thought" given at Berkeley in 1955'

8 See J. M. Rist, ptotinus: The Roød to Eternity, (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1967), p' L81 and also Pierre Habot,

plotiius or The Simplicity of Vision, t¡ans. \4ichael Chase-, intro. Arnold I. Davidsorù (Chicago, Chicago University Press,1993), p'

98.
e Arendt,s rather severe reading of the irnplications of Plato's thought becomes clearer when this is taken into consideration An

interesting take on this relationãhip see Paul G. Kuntz, "Practice and Theory: Civic and Spiritual Virtues in Plotinus and

Augusdnã,' in Arbeit, Musse, Mediiation: Studies in Vita Actiaa a td Vitø Contemplatioa, Brian Vickers, (ed') (Zürich, Verlag der

Fachvereine, 1991).
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The number of Ciceronian quotes by Arendt is not a coincidence as many of the elements in Arendt

that surprise a contemporary reader are evident in the works of a Roman mind. The Cicero that

Arendt saw is captured by Emerson when he describes Cicero's contribution to humanity as the

picture of a man thinking.lO Ttris man thinks with upmost human dignity and yet acknowledges

equally those elements of the human existence that guide and limit this thought; the human passions,

the individual's fraglltly, and the brief moment on earth between'not yet' and'no more/' Cicero,

writing for the citizen with a blend of the political and the contemplative, is Arendt's

unacknowledged role model'l1

These two influences must be seen, however, in the context of the Heideggerian in Arendt's

framework, especially his reading of temporality, which provides an indication of why Arendt tumed

to Kant to accomplish her final purpose. Returning to the early influence of Heidegger's reading of

Aristotle especially regarding the Greek's archøi, Arendt is seeking a foundation that contains the

principle. In the manner of this searcþ Arendt reflects Heidegger's methods discussed in Being and

Time.WhaT needs to be acknowledged is that Arendt's particular method of thinking was also a

statement of what she thought thinking was as a practice. FIer concern is with the 'break of tradition'

and its consequence for modernity and elements of thought in the succeeding era'12 Her reaction to

Heidegger's thinking was based on its futural perspective, one shared by Augustine, but yet

Augustine's also contains a relationship to the past. The 'not yet' in Heidegger's thought was integral

to the notion of understanding.ra The purpose of his new way of thinking was to unleash thought in

the present from that element of control. Flowever, the 'no more' was not entirely redundant in

relation to this methodology of thought. The past still had a role, if it could be harnessed

appropriately in a method of return and recovery.la This is clearly seen in Being and Time when

10 MacKendri essay "On the Oversoul" also suggested that the "soul

answers neve l{ow therefore can Augustine seek to speak and persuade

the ineffable? eks to use both persuasion and illumination as di¡ection for the

neighbour. For a further discussion of this see the int¡oduction by Quincy Howe Jr. lor Selected Sermons of St. Augustine, ttans.

and ed. Quincy Howe jr., (London, Victor Gollancz,1967), p' v
11 It is not a coincidence that when asked to write a laudatio for Karl ]aspers in Men in DarkTimes that Arendt turns to Cicero to

introduce her Karl Jaspers.
12 This is very evideniin her commentary on Benjamin that accompanied the collection of his essays she edited for publication.

See especially ,,Walter Benjamin: L892-\940: An Introduction" in Walter Benjamin, llluminøtions, Hannah A¡endt, (ed.) (London,

Fontana Prcss,7992), p. 50'
though it can mean in the presence (of someone or something),

root-structure thus detetmining it to mean the present (as in past

eing ønd Time, [Robinson translation], p. 47 , n.2'

be, this battle against those subtle forces conspiring to forgetfulness and thereby resulting in a loss of our own humanily is

Hannah Arendt's most enduring contribution to pótiticat th"oty." Bernstein follows this up saying that " . . it is a description

which has powerful normatirre ãonsequences . . ..-" though he never explicitly explains the possibilities of this understanding'
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Heidegger writes, "[t]he retrieval of what is possible neither brings back "what is past," nor does it

bind the "present" back to what is "outdated." Arising from a resolute self-projection, retrieve is not

convinced by "something past," in just letting it come back as what was once real." This recovery, or

act of retrieval, requires something else; "[r]ather retrieve responds to the possibility of existence that

has-been-here." Instead, it seeks to recover the initial energy contained within the past.1s The present,

or the temporal space in which this past is brought back from, emerges into a moment which still

contains a residual notion of the Kierkegaardian resolution, standing between the 'no more' and the

,not yet,. Heidegger expresses this when he says ". . . responding to the possibility in a resolution is at

the same 1trne, as in the Moment, The disavowal of what is working itself out today as the 'past.'

Retrieve neither abandons itself to the past, nor does it aim at progress. In the Moment, authentic

existence is indifferent to both these alternatives."l6 An existential element of the Moment is a

rejection, albeit a passive one, of the extensions of time into the past or into the future.17 \¡Vhile this

advocation is contained within Being and Time, Tine futural aspect that is also present in his other

thoughts directed Arendt to a reconsideration of the importance of the past in the Moment.l8

This approach to the role of the past in the future is defined by the temporal dimension of past

possibility - encapsulated by Arendt's notion that the act of foundation contains a principle, or a

fundamental order reflected in the right action. With this in mind the thesis turns to the role of

Richard J. Bernsteirç "Hannah Arendt: The Ambiguities of Theory and Practice" tnPoliticølTheory ønd Prarls, (Minneapolis,

University of Minneapolis ,1977)' p.154.
15 lotsøi,Arendt wrote an application for a grant. The project was to be a follow up to her work in Tå e Human Condition calTed

ears old" and "Large parts of it exist in first d¡aft"'
ion of Arendt's understanding around this time. She says "In

particular methodology for re-thinking the political in the

olitical thinking, "means and end; authority;
i.ll be seen as 'debunking' these concepts' Rather, she

from "before they became like worn-out coins and abstract

s, she says he was "listening to the tradition that does not

17 Arendt explores the absence in Heidegger's thought using Ja conceptof 'existential time'. This concept of time, separate

but not exc¡lsive to Kant's intuitive and therefore objective time, is betrveen this concept of time and nuns stans' As |aspers says

ìn ,,acts of original freedom, in all forms of absolute óonsciousness, in every act of love . . . my temPorality-not forgottery but

accentuated, rather, as decision and choice-is simultaneously broken through to eternity: existential time_ as a phenomenon of

true beingbecomes both inexorable time as such and its transcendence in eternity." Jaspers, Philosophy, Vol' III, p' 50'

18 This leads to a consideration of another reflection in Heidegger's p¡elirninary work before the publication of the final revision

o1 Being ønd Time.Tlese lectu¡es on Kant were presented during the winter semester o17925-6 and are considered to be an

outlineof thesecond,unpublished'partoÍBeiigøndTime.:Il::.theÍou¡thsectionofløntøndtheProblemof Metnphysics,Heidegger

lays out his revaluation metaphysics laid by Kant in TI:'e First Critique. This is a 'repetition' lwiederholung]

though it is a repetition Heidãgger explainå his intelt in the opening sentence by saying that his 'repetition'

is a 'ãisclosure ãf U,r" p s concealed in-[ttre problem]' The de Í

transforrning the probiem and thus presewing it in its import as a problem' Kar

Chnrchill, (Bloomington, Indiana University Press, 7962), p' 27\'To achieve this

is a particnlar wuy. R""orr".y of t}te original sources is the fist stage thus allowing the problem to be revealed as a problem and

the variations to come forth and be transcended.
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remembrance in Arendt's own work and explores this element through her engagement with

Augustine's latter trinity of understanding, memory and the will. Understanding this temporal

dimension in Arendt's thought requires a return to her dissertation and her approach to the problem

of love in Augustine's thought. In the process, I will examine the influences that would have informed

Arendt,s study of love in Augustine and attempt to reconstruct her intellectual framework that would

have guided her analysis. Subsequently, there is an examination of concepts such as phronesis,

eudaimonia,knrdiø, andkairos and the way they are represented in her published study.

I will argue that Arendt sought to retain the primitive Christian emphasis in the use of these terms

and was especially influenced by this final conception of time.19 Arendt's dissertation acknowledges

that western thinking is caught within the paradigm constructed by the Christian view fused with the

platonic view of humanity and its existence. The dissertation sets that terrain for Arendt's later

understanding of the political and the philosophical in the twentieth century that she revealed in later,

post-World War II thought. Through Augustine Arendt creates a view of the human condition caught

between the temptation of the vertical and the horizontal, between the transmundane and the

mundanei ultimately demanding, as a consequence, a return to the act of foundation. This leads to an

examination of the temporal dimension of past possibitify in terms of both the self, the neighbour, and

the world of Arendt's actor and spectator. From this, it becomes clear that the role as a neighbour

establishes the third context relevant to this study of Arendt's thought; the individual-in-the-world, or

as a constituent of the world constructed inbetween people and out of the Augustinian desert. It is

argued that this transient community of relationship can only work if there is a harmonious

relationship with the individual that leads to a notion of illumination and an ethic of inspiration.2O In

this manner Arendt,s work on Augustine is also seen as a point of initiation for her evolution to her

final theory of judgement.

\Á/hen Arendt turned to Kant ín the final phase of her thinking she turned to him with very

particular d,emands in mind. Her final point of destination with Kant's thought is the role of the

imagination in her temporal framework. Kant provides this entry point when he also says that

imagination resides in the moment between past and future, or in Kant's terminology between the 'no

1e The Human Condition, (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1958) contains discussion of the Ancient Greek's use of

eudaimonia, prcuis and,poiesis, ald phronesis (pp.192-99 and.p. 226) as well as the N¿zr Testnment in the section where she

discusses Jesus and the power of prornise-making.
20 In a broad sense this is Arendt's theory of knowledge. \4lhen Habermas and Bernstein su88est that Arendt retains a platonic

theory of knowledge and therefore the distinction b"tweetl episteme and doxa a estepping the

role of Augustine ii Arendt's thought and the actual'¡eason; that Arendt held Kanl',s Critique of

ludgementlseefürgen Habermas, "Éannah Arendt's Communications Concep .. . 44, No' L

iSpii^g t9Z7), pp."3-Zaand Richard J. Bernstein, Beyond Objectiaism and Relatiaism, (Phìladelphia, University of Pennsylvania

Press, 1983), pp. 227-3.
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more, of memory and the 'not yet' of divination. The present, or non-temporal moment (say,

immortality or eternity as timelessness), involves the imagination. With the influence of Augustine in

mind this directs the reader towards illumination. Arendt's use of Parmenides and Anaxagoras in her

Kant lectures on imagination is an indication of this perspective. This provides an answer to the

question of why Arendt sought to translate Verstand as intellectus and focusing on Vernunft or reason'

This was to delineate the Verstønd of understanding/intellect from ltre intellectus/intelligentsiø central

to Augustine's philosophical conception of the mind that was fundamental to her intention nThe Life

of the Mind. This particular conception of the intetligentia comes closer to the role of imagination in

Kant and therefore Arendt's notion of understanding heart. It is suggestive to see this imagination as

the inner sight similar to the Augustine's illumination.2l This illumination maybe brings about the

unperceived presence of Being, the determinate element in productive or originary judgement of

Critique of ludgemenf. This Being located itself in the source inviting a return to the foundation,

becoming a law without a law. Again the harmonisation factor becomes apparent. In Critique of

ludgement when imagination and judgement concur there is a production of pleasure as in this case,

taste and the achievement of the sublime. The meaning of this is different from an Heideggerian

disclosure rather a bringing out the presence of something here but still unseen, or the source in its

role as inspiration and proper imitation.22 The important element of an ethic of inspiration that both

Arendt and Augustine correspond to is love for its own sake. The significant aspect of this inspiration

is that it does not lead to possessiveness. A vital consideration as it can therefore be shared by all

without being lost. As Arendt's thought develops the love of sociøl caritns turns to a new form in the

politicat arena becoming almost the spirit of the eternal just as Augustine's love became the Spirit of

the Trinity.23 The Augustinian love of spiritual Beauty is translated by Arendt into the principle of

foundation which also retains his association with order: "ordinste in me cnritøtem"'24 This particular

trait of the Augustinian concept of love remains with Arendt as an undercurrent to her thinking later

in her life and becomes especially apparent in hr approach to Kant. From this premise builds a

framework of good judgement that eventually sees Arendt turn to Kant's aesthetics tn lnis Third

Critique.Augustine provides an indication of the forces involved in this process when he equates love

with weight, inferring responsibility if not an obligation; a "material body is borne along by its weight

21 This co-es from Gìlson's work on Augustirc inThe Christian Phitosophy of Søint Augustine, ttans. L. E' M. Lynch, (London,

Gollancz,196I).
22 Lectures on Kant's political Philosophy, Ronald Beiner, (ed.) (Chicago, Universily of Chicago, 7982), p' 80'

23 This is evident in Augustine, De Quøntitøte Animøe,34.77 as Du Roy suggests itL'intelligence de Ia foi en la Trinité selon saint

Augustin, (Paris, Veritant, 1966), p. 26I.
2a Augustine, Song of Songs,2.4.
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in a particular direction, just as a soul is by its love."2s This love leads to a delight but not one of use

(uti) or enjoyment (frufi.zo

As a result, this thesis seeks to understand Arendt's dissertation in these contexts' Having achieved

this the purpose is then to explore her Augustinian-derived thought found in her later work on

political theory and philosophy. This is especially the case with those elements that I suggest led to

her interpretation of Kant's Third Critiqu¿ and consequently the faculty of judging without a universal

assisted by his concepts of sensus comrnltnis, exemplary validity, and enlarged mentality. Nonetheless,

it is realised that inbetween these two points of her intellectual journey are her political

considerations. In this period Arendt sought to recover aita øctitsø from the tradition of aitn

contemplatiaa and support the fragility of this life of action through a continuing analysis of concepts

such as storytelling, space of appearance forgiveness, and natality' Having established this context I

will also show how Arendt further developed other secondary - though unexplored - elements of her

conceptual framework such as illuminatioru initiation, inspiration and therefore correct imitation'

These underlying Augustinian-derived concepts also assist in understanding her final intentions with

Kant,s work that involve his notion of Gemüt in her unwritten theory of judgement. Though Arendt

never specifically acknowledged this element of Kant's thought in her interpretatiory I argue it

represents a potential and appropriate culmination of her evolving thought from the foundation of her

original reading of Augustine represented in her dissertation. Therefore, the idea of Gemüt becomes

the controlling element in Arendt's final trinity and an element that echoes her first attempt at

philosophy - her concept of social caritøs'

2s Augustine, The City of G0d, LI.28.
26 

John M. ç¡st, Augustine: øncient thought baptized, (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1994), p.175
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Chøpter One

Approøching Arendt ønd the Question of Ethics

1. Amor Mundi and the Dignity of the Present

(Ð Past Possibility and the Question of Love'..'
(iÐ Towards a Theory of Judgement.'..........'..""

9

L0

22

32(iiÐ An Ethics, or a Treatise of Good Conduct?

7. Amor Mundi ønd the of the Present

When Arendt further reflected upon her The Origins of Totølitnriønism in the summer of 1950, she

wrote:

to escape from the grimness of the present into nostalgia for a still intact

past, or into the anticipated oblivion of a better future, are vain'1

This points directly to her imperative for examining the questions central to this work. The dignity of

a person and their relationship to their personal, societal and cultural past is unstable and therefore

fragile. yet, the escape route of 'nostalgia' or the 'anticipated future' from the 'grimness of the present'

is not part of the answer. Arendt still wishes to retain ttre dignity of the presenf through an exploration

of its worth and its relationship with both the past and future. Subsequently, it is lhe memory of the

present not the memory of the past that Arendt seeks to explore. This is why in her discussion of Walter

Benjamin she references Heidegger as similar thinker who "listenls] to the tradition that does not give

itself up to the past but thinks of the present".3 In an echo of her men in dark times, the dignity of the

present is intimately linked to the dignity of the individual. Furthermore, for Arendt, when she spoke

about ømor mundi, or love-of-the-world, she was also speaking about care-of-the-individual' The

individual and the world were intimately linked in the present. From this connection Arendt develops

an understanding that eventually leads to her consideration of judgment. This moment, or concept of

the ,present, , plays as a strong undercurrent in her work and is part of her enterprise that deals with

the question of modernitY.

I Origins of Totalitariønisrø, (New York, Meridian Books, 1958), 2"¿ Edition, p. ix.

3 Men in DarkTimes, (Harmondsworth, Penguin, 1973), p.198 and repeated in her "Walter Benjamin: 1892-1940: An

Irrtroduction,' in Walter Benja m¡, Illuminøíions, Hannai-, Arendt, (ed-.) (London, Fontana, 1972), p' 50' Taken by Arendt from

Martin Heidegget, Kants These über døs Sein, (Frar*JurL,1962), p' 8'
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This understanding of her intellectual age and the ensuing attitude towards that age is

partly the reason why Arendt approached Augustine for her dissertation study. The experience of

Arendt in her youth was the experience of Germany in the 1920s. While these experiences had some

material effect on Arendt as a teenager, a more prominent inJluence on her thoughts was the

prevailing intellectual mood of the time.4 The two experiences of action and of thinking in a situation

of crisis also have an impact upon Arendt's later thought, but they are contained within a framework

constructed in her dissertation. This leads to the Arendtian questiory what should be "the relatiors

between men in the sphere of concerted action?". ln the last paragraph of her article n The Listener

where she raises this question, Arendt leaves room for an appeal for thought; or, talher, thought that

would reintroduce the self-confidence and pride that would prevent lapses in the dignity of man that

was so well regarded in ancient times - simply, "the status of being human".S This is what it means

when Arendt thinks of criteria for action; in other words, responsibility, dignity and fulfilling the

definition of being human. Informing this understanding of being human, there are a vast number of

notions that weave in and out of Arendt's work, and these determine the criteria for action and

therefore judgement in Arendt's work'6

(Ð Pøst Possibility ønd the Question of Loae

One of Arendt's most significant pieces of research has been neglected in many of her recent

studies. This work is the dissertation tlTled Der Liebesbegriff bei Augustin and was written under the

supervision of Karl Jaspers in the 1920s.7 This dissertation exploring the thought of St' Augustine

a Arendt,s father died when she was young and her mother, Martha, had to constantly look for incomes to supplement the

meagre amount left to them. Arendt was a temperame

at the age of fifteen. As a result of this, she was sent to

Latin and theology lectures at the University of Berlin

and a headmaster olhöhere Schule as a tutor, she entered the U
that her
,itcanb
trng.Bru World,P.34.

s The argument at this stage retuins to the first half of h and the discussion of the unde¡standing of responsibiJity for

those who do r'rof occupy positions in the public sphere'

to have no responsibfi
position to ameliotate,
a¡e also the positions b
impact and the government
government is usuallY regar
achieve. The result is one of

ener,(Attgusl6,1964), ts of

"there should be no sl cts

till responsible for the consequences'"
6 See 

,,personal responsibility under dictatorship", p 186. In this article Arendt traces the development of a new conscìottsness

in those who take the lesser äf two evils. These 
-p"opl" 

b"li"rr" that they have chosen the right way, but having done so they

begin to assìmilate their choice into a new scheme of their existence'
t È"id"gg". also held Augustine in high regard and taught the thought of Augustìne in one of hìs early courses' These are

discussJj in John van Btuen, The Youlg Heldegger: Rumir of the Hidden King, (Bloomington, Indiana University Press, 1994),

Theodore Kisiel, The Genesis of Heidegg-er's Being and Time, (Berkeley, California, University of California Press, 1995), and

Elisabeth youn g-Bruehl, Freeáom ani"Xarl laspels's Philosophy, (New Haven, Yale University Press, 1981)' Augustine had been
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provides the reader with a glimpse of Arendt's thought in her early, formative years. At this stage of

her intellectual career her concerns were purely intellectual and therefore philosophical' It can

therefore be regarded as a source of Arendt's early philosophical thought and the validity of this

approach is supported by the name given to the first and only authoritative translation by E. B'

Ashton and overseen by Arendt; Loae nnd St. Augustine: An Essay in PhilosophicøI lnterpretation.s The

Second World War and the events leading up to it were yet to influence her life and thought' This

dissertation is an introspective piece of research that is caught up with the feeling, techniques and

designs of the time it was written; Germany in the 1920s. The defeat of the First World War brought

chaos for Germany's population and it was this atmosphere that surrounded Arendt during her youth

and university studies. It is doubtful that the shy Hannah Arendt was overtly aware of the

background that framed her existence in Marburg and then Heidelberg, but the malaise that beset the

academic and cultural community would have been in evidence. During this period, sections of

Germany's academia were expounding a theory of crisis with a critical energy that was very attractive

to many students. At the centre of this was the work of Karl Jaspers and Martin Heidegger as well as

the figures of Friedrich Nietzsche and Søren Kierkegaard. When Arendt sought to reflect upon her

experiences as both a student and a |ew in Germany during the emergence of National Socialism, she

organised them in accordance with the intellectual scheme she had developed through her

Augustinian examination. She sought an understanding of the modern mind that would enable the

comprehension of this crisis of modernity.g Subsequently, Arendt's conception of modernity,

developed under the guidance of Heidegger and Jaspers is complex. Flowever, Arendt's desire for

the seminal source for Heidegger's development of his philosophy at the University of Marburg while jaspers was just starting

his extended commentary oriÃugustine's thought and continued influence in his series The Grettt Philosophers,The Great

philosophers,yols. 1 & 2, 
'"The 

Eoindations and Original Thinkers" ,Hanrtah Arendt, (ed.) trans. Ralph Mannheim, (New York'

l{arcou¡t, Brace & Wofld,1962/6).
s There are actually five versions of Arendt's dissertation. I have however attempted to refer to the published version for

simplicity although I worked frequently from the other v
bearing on my reading. The five are: tfre submitted thesis

version and finally a poìished version of this manuscript
Arendt and E. B. Ashtory with editing and interpretative essays

University of Chicago, 1996). The working title of the work w
Philosophicat Interpretation. The subtitle "An Essay in Philosop n

of the concept of love in St. Augustine. This Ch¡istian Farthe¡

(Plotinus) school of Neoplatonic philosophy with the demands

assimilation still laid claim to u pi1ìlotopiú*I (as opposed to a straight theological) fou¡rdation. In fact this tension is the reason

for Arendt's examination of Augustinets thought. The tradition of Western thought underwent a profound change in its

composition after tl-re rise of Christianity, a chánge that still presides over the interpretation of ancient phìlosophy today. But

Arendt,s intent was from the start a phiosophical one and it was this intent that drew seve¡e criticism from her reviewers upon

t ical interpretation, that seemingly neglected the theological

I o.,".

9 Arendt revised her dissertation on Augustine during her mos

through to On Reoolution and there are ùnkages betwòen these dt

wrote-three lectures on the question of morali. This tirning is significant to how the changes to the dissertation should be read in

this later period.
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distinction making, a fundamental part of her methodology, means that she develops her answer in

sections. Her definition and reading in Totnlitørianism, her work tn The Humøn Condition, and her

reaction contained in Eíchmønn in lerusølem are all represented in the essays of Between Past ønd Future'

Arendt felt that the essay form was her best method of commentary and observatiory allowing her to

deal with single issues in the totality of her understanding. Each of these essays, at some stage of their

development, contains the thought of Augustine.l0 Her academic beginning in exploring Augustine

remains with her throughout this period of her writing. Arendt uses Augustine's thought as an

illustration, a sounding board, or as a location for deliberation. In each of these occasions, Augustine

becomes an exercise in description from which Arendt is able to convey her understanding and

intention of using his thought.ll These moments are only glimpses, and her relationship to

Augustine,s thought is not prominent in every twist and turn of the essays' arguments. Yet she finds a

place to express her understanding of Augustine in each one'12

St. Augustine is a figure that reappears throughout Arendt's intellectual career, especially fuornThe

Human Condition through to The Lrf" of the Mind. Previously, this Christian thinker has only been

directly consid.ered. in terms of Arendt's conceptual understanding on a couple of occasions'

References to Augustine have generally been focused on Arendt's treatment of his understanding of

the will tn The Lrft of the Mind.rs The treatment of Augustine's thought and his use of the concept of

love has occurred. on only two occasions.la This is based partly on the false assumption that Augustine

is only a Christian Father. But Arendt did not necessarily read him though this lens only. Instead, as

Arendt states in an article on Augustine printed in the Frankfurter Zeitung iliÌ 1930,15 Augustine is

,,both a Roman and a Christian".16 The point to Arendt's Augustine is that it founds her

10 References P' 301

and.479;parr 0-1

and 132; and ¡th'

Middlesex, Penguin Books, 1993).
11 This is especially t¡ue of her use of Augustine lnThe Origins of Totalitariønism.
12 The length of T/re t Arendt expresses her debt to Augustine on only one occasion, and therefore

leaving refitively fe ole in her thoughts. For this understanding the dissertation on love and St.

Augusiine needá to the influence of her later work'
rs willing, pp. 84-110.
14 Lorre as a sentiment o¡ an ernotion is rejected by Arendt in her later work but this does not invalidate the dissertation as a

source for understanding. For an int¡oductory treatment of love as sentiment in Arendt's work and its possible relationship to

Aristotle's concept of friendship, consult
Citizenship", The Reaiew of Politics,Yol. S

interesting perspective on the concept of e

fails to look beyond Aristotle to Augustine despite its apparent i

agnostic in Arándt's thoughts lsee pl soal which is a common failure in those who depend upon Aristotle for their

interpretation of A¡endt.
1s No.9o2, (12 April, 1930).
16 Hannøh Arendt, Arendt: Esssys in lJnderstønding, L930-1954,Jerome Kohn, (ed.) (New York, Flarcourt Brace Jovanovich,7994),

p. 25. For conJirmation of thisLderstanding seã "What is tes in

relation to freedom, "[t]he only explanation-that comes to and

"The Concept of History", where Àrendt states that n her

lecture "Phjlosophy and Pottics: The Problem of Ac
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understanding of the human condition in much broader conception than in the seminal wotk, The

Human Condition. Augustine's description of a complex individual in the world, which Heidegger had

originally acknowledged, yet was slowly moving away from, was the attraction of Arendt to her

d.issertation topic. As William Barrett states in the preface of Robert Meagher's book on Augustine:

It is not by chance that the most monumental philosophical analysis of

human existence in our century-that by Heidegger-should have been

produced after a long and reflective study of Augustine. Indeed, Heidegger's

Being ønd Time, winidn analyzes our human reality as essentially one of care

andìelf-concerry is thoroughly Augustinian work-up to a point. For if we

return to Augustine after reading Heidegger, we shall find the latter lacking'

Heidegger,s Dasein-his incarnation of human being-does not have

Auguslinian love at its centre, and to that degree is empty and falls short of

full personal being.17

Arendt initiates an intricate system for contemplating the individual in society that contains this

centre. This individual - in relation to both their internal dlmamic and their external actions - is the

focal point of Arendt's studies, both in published form and in her lecture formats. Her study it The

Origins of Totølitarianism was not exactly an historical account, rather a study of the forces upon an

individual in a community. In her understanding of political action, the individual was her focus and

when she turned to the question of the mind and political judgement again, her concern was for the

singular, or the individual thinking as an individual. Consequently this is a significant and constant

theme in her work. Yet she was also concerned about their conduct in a society she believed in and

needed. This desire to understand both the individual and the community in which this individual

existed caused her considerable theoretical problems. This dependence on tradition and a search for a

constraining authority seems at odds with the freedom given the individual in the political realm. Yet,

the individual was expected to maintain the vitality of a comrmrnity without destroying it in the

process while the actor's political action was expected to be without constraint in order to maintain

the political as a vibrant realm. In return, the community surrounding this realm was never supposed

to be threatened by this energy. This is a classic paradox of advocating the individual in the

community. In her later work, Arendt focused upon the concept of 'sensus cornmunis' and enlarged

between Tertr¡Ilian's anti-worldliness and Augustine's. the difference she believes is due to the fact that Tertullian was
,,con-fronted with an intact body politic". Library of Congress papers, P. 18. In a reply (005954) to a letter from Mr' William

Everett who had just published an article inEncounter, Vol. 36, No. 1, she thanks him fo¡ sending the off print and says that

whjle there we¡e revolutionary and forceful words spoken by Jesus that they will never amount to a principle for an institution'

And she finishes by adding the remarks of Tertullian; "no thing is more alien to us than the public thing".
17 Wi-lliam Barrett in Robert E .Meagher, An lntroduction to Augustine, (New York, New York University Press, 1978), p' xvi

Another important though broad iridication of Aug d within her dissertation when she

states that Plotinus was ìrnportant for Augustine. Ã hirn the 'strangeness' of hrunan

existence and the ,,depth oi the gulf betuãen man and world". And it is this potential for revealing

the strangeness of human existence which saw Augu
Augustine was the fi¡st to ask the question "Who am
has taken for granted." ibid', p 25. He is regarded by e

r.¡niverse o, 
"rret 

the perplexities of Being" but, rather, the self and the ultimate investigation.
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mentality as the foundation of sound political judgement, but this focus can be partially misleading'

The element that Arendt was actually striving to define and extend remains only a potential, as the

conceptual language provided by the western intellectual tradition was inadequate in its scope to

convey.18 Flowever, this concern for the other is also a reflection of Arendt's concern for the

individual and the manner in which the tradition conceptualised the individual's existence. This task

led her to ask questions about the 'natuÍe' of the individual, and similarly question the foundations

for society, the modern state and civilisation in general. Arendt's approach has at its centre an

understanding that politics is an'inherently valuable kind of enterprise' and not one reducible to rules

and principles of logic, dogmatic metaphysics, or the natural technical sciences. Consequently, as

peter Steinberger suggests, it is an approach that rejects an idea of justice that is premised on appeals

to these foundations.lg But there is no absolute rejection of foundation in Arendt's work - just the

traditional foundational locations of religion, tradition and authority identified in Between Pøst and

Future.20 In order to realise what these foundations are requires a re-evaluation of her underlying

conceptual framework as these indicate through their design and implementation what her intentions

were with this project'

Arendt is noted for her generation of a new vocabulary to investigate the experiences of the new,

post-holocaust world but the concepts she used were produced by her interpretation of the

phenomenological method. A sustained reading of Arendt's post-war published essays and books as

well as the many letters and lectures that have subsequently emerged allow many key concepts in her

work to be recognised. These are extensively discussed in the secondary literature reflecting on her

political commentary, and include 'natality', 'human plurality', 'public space', 'the common world'

18 The i¡fluence of Heidegger on her thoughts has become one of the most debated points in the Present wave of inte¡est,

sought help from the dissertation. The dissertation
cator, Heidegger similarly wanted to overtu¡n the

s intention. In these terms, Arendt's accomplishments are much

ork in the lectures and seminars of Heidegger she attended at

Marburg. Husserl's phenomenological method sought to reveal "things themselves" ìn the field of science. (Arendt discusses

llusserl,s role ìn the tradition of G"e¡man Exi stenz jt:-"Whatis German E¡ls tenz?" by using the pfuase "the things themselves".

Furthermore, Arendt determines his contribution by saying that "Husserl sought to re-establish the ancient relation between

Being and Tho home in ihis world, by a detou¡ through the intentionalst¡uctu¡e of

consciousness, suggests that Husserf i contribution was not merely methodological as commonly

assumed as he h¡to escape the "fetters of historicism".) The historical weight of traditions and

Heidegger, (New
new vocabular y es the rudimentary elements of_Heidegger's 'phìlosophy'

in his int¡oduc ü. enology, inlroduction and translation by Albert Hofstadter,

(Bloornington, Indiana University Press, 1988), Rev. Ed, pp xvü-xvüi'
ìep"t".¡.St.inberger,"l{annahArendtonjudgement", Americnnlournølof PoliticølScienceYol.34(August1990),pp 815-16'

20 See especially hãr discussion of the notion of fou¡rdation in Roman thought in "What s Authority?" and "What is Freedom?"'
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and the resulting 'space of appearance'.22 These concepts are innovative and original in their

implications as well as applications. Yet, they indicate a philosophical understanding that is not

necessarily explained or justified in Arendt's political writings. In this thesis, I will develop an

understand.ing of concepts such as trust, forgiveness, conscience, promise making, imitation, habit,

memory, inspiration that are evident in the dissertation and illustrate how they relate to the

incomplete project Arendt set herself tn The Ltf, of the Mind. This phenomenological method was

initially defined by Heidegger and she similarly embraced his research into Augustine and primitive

Christianity. This is reflected, I believe, in her choice of Augustine as her dissertational study' In this

study her use of concepts such as phronesis, knrdia, kniros and eudaimonia form the background to her

study of the concept of love. Consequently, I suggest, the basis of her vocabulary and conceptual

framework emerges out of Heideggerian influence defined by his work on Augustine' Nonetheless,

the questions that arose from her experiences form the reference point for her work. Arendt herself

said that her "thought trains" were inspired and guided by her own experiences, but the approach she

took in understand.ing these experiences was already formed from the time of writing her

dissertation.23 She sees language as capturing the experiences of an actiory event and era in the eyes of

an individual. They become concepts as these experiences are conveyed through time. But they also

become distorted or de-contextualised in the process. Her concern was to reveal the original meanings

without generalities and distortions and to understand the implications of this new, revealed

understanding.2a To do this Arendt wished to separate concepts that had become conflated in their

modern usage and then strip away the meanings attached to them through their misappropriation

and misuse. Arend.t wished to return to the original and therefore her methodology played heavily on

distinction making.2s In fact, her intellectual creations were driven by the need to make these

distinctions. 26

z See the introductions to Michael G. Gottsegen. of Hønnah Arend ly New York

Press, I994),Mau¡izio Passerin d' Entrèves, úode Community, (M:I rinted as T/r¿

PoliticalPhilosophy ofHannah Arendt,(London, Ro nd Seyla Benhab ofHønnøh Arendt'

(London, Sage, 1996) amongst others'
23 A metapho
University Pr
banal phrase
conclusion to
defines it fu¡ther saying that "[t]ime deterrnines the way these r
order of a sequence/ and these sequences are what we usually c

Regarding e*þerie.rce, it is a poini repeated by Richard j. Bernstein in "Did Hannah Arendt Change Her Mind?", p' 143 in

Hlnnøh ,[rendt; Twenty Yeørs-I-ater, (iambrid[e, Mass., MT Press, 1996). Larry May and Jerome Kohn, (eds')

2a young-Brue li', For Looe of the World, p. 318 also talks about Arendt's method at the beginning of the section on The Humøn

Condition.
2s Arendt's sensitivity To her tradition,both in terms of her methodology and direction, if not its relationship to the

contemporary pr"r"nt.h" found herself in, is well illustrated in this urueferenced quote in her Congress papers from the

op".ing pugér'of Kierkegaard 's The Concept of Anxiety; "The age of making distinction is past' It has been vanquished by the

"y"t"-If., 
o.-* day, whoãver loves to make distinctions is regaided as an eccentric whose soul clings to sornething that has long
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Arendt's 'wood.sman's path', or her thought trains, lead to a different space than Heidegger

- it leads to the space of memory. Arendt's reading of modernity has memory in jeopardy. Involved in

a desire for recovery is also that which modernity has already lost: an appropriate conception of

memory. Modernity's loss of the capacity to recover correctly is directly linked to its lack of

appreciation of memory. Therefore, in Arendt's eyes, if you understand memory you do not lose the

capacity to recover. Arendt was writing her dissertation in an era where culture was thought to be in

crisis and continually threatened with extinction and she links this concern regarding loss of tradition

and authority with the loss of memory. As she develops her argument on the different concepts of

love in Augustine she subsequently begins to focus on the concepts of memory, remembrance, and

imagination. For Arendt, the loss of memory became the highest example of the division between

thought and existence (and an example of this for her is the break between philosophy and political

action). She is still critiquing the tradition with which she maintained an attachment to because no

past is the same as nothingness.2T This understanding of "loss of memory" has some interesting

effects on Arendt's thoughts. Without memory, or tradition, an act faces not only the "abyss of

freedom" that opens up in front of the actor each time they truly initiate a beginning, but when that

act founds a political movement this effect becomes exaggerated. When this abyss is faced without

tradition then maybe too much is being asked of the individual.2S This means memory acts as the

collation of meaningful experiences. Thus we can only remember what we have experienced, yet

Augustine goes further than sense perception and the notion o1 tnbula røsa and includes, as God's

creatiory the memory of God. In a turn in his thinking that emerges in Arendt's own thought,

Augustine rejects the Platonic reminiscence as an explanation for the origin of ideas or knowledge.

Therefore Augustine inihis Memorin relects line memory of the past, replacing it with Thre memory of the

since vanished. Be that as it may, yet Socrates still is what he was, the simple wise man, because of the peculiar distinction that

he expressed both in words ur,á itt lif", something that the eccentric Hamann first reiterated with great admiration two

thousand years later: "For Socrates was great in 'that he distinguished between what he understood and what he did not

understand.""'(p. 2)

oduction
the convi
of the fac se'

etween Pø of

Augustine.
Concept of
forgotten a

Future, p.8
leaves Arendt vulnerable to misleading, partial interpretations'

understanding and second her substantiâtion of this understanding. For example, there is an understanding that her work in

The Humøn Conditionis a statement of her political perspective anùthat the agonal is at the fouldation of her understanding of

society. In fact, this position can be regarded as only one side of her argument and understanding'
27 willing,p.207.
28 ibid.,pp.207-14,"The abyss of freedom".
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preseú.29 Whereas Augustine sees this present as God present to the soul, with Arendt's new temporal

understanding of past possibility, she sees it in terms of the mind. Also, Augustine notes that while

memory is limited by experience, imagination is not similarly constrained.3O This raises a question

regarding the relationship between experience and the imagination and the role of 'storytelling' and

'sensl.ts communis'in Arendt's work. In this context lingering questions in']udging', such as the role of

,common sense' and imagination and their relationship to memory and remembrance/ are assessed.

Subsequently, memory becomes a complex and foundational idea for Arendt as she develops her

understanding based on Augustine's formative discussion of the faculty in The Confessions, Book X

and this requires a reading of her work that is sensitive to Augustine's influence.

As an indication of this influence, Arendt had Heidegger's equally extensive lecture series

on the same book in his analysis of Augustine. Yet what she actually intends with her own

understanding is a temporal dimension that uses both Augustine's and Heidegger's reading to resist

their emphasis on the future. An illustration of this comes from her reading of Walter Benjamin and

his understanding of history and her treatment of Rahel Varnhagen immediately after her

dissertational studies. In her reflection upon Benjamin's life and work collected in Men in Dnrk Times,

Arendt foreshadows her own attempts to establish the tradition of authority vital to her theory of

judgement.3l Involved in Benjamin's idea of citability is a temporal dimension that is essential for

comprehending Arendt's intentions with Augustine's and Heidegger's philosophy.32 She starts by

noting the relationship of the past to the present if the accepted concept of tradition has broken down:

[i]nsofar as the past has been transmitted as tradition, it possesses authority;

insofar as authority presents itself historically, it becomes tradition. Walter

Benjamin knew that the break in tradition and the loss of authority which

occurred in his lifetime were irreparable, and he concluded that he had to

discover new ways of dealing with the past. In this he became a master when

he discovered that the transmissibility of the past had been replaced by its

citability and that in place of its authority there had arisen a strange power

2e This reading of Augustine's
scholarship. In fact the debate
Martin Grabmann's work, Der

Aschendorff, 7924).There is no evidence to suggest Arendt was

coincidence. It is also worthwhjle to return to Àõr description of Benjamin's and Heidegger's task as "listening to the tradition

that does not give itself up to past but thjnks of the presãnt" for an initial understanding of this notion. "Walter Benjanrìn", p.

43. [Heidegger's words, Arendt's translation]
30 DeTrinitate, Book 11, "The Image in the Outward Man", p' 3'
31 See her essay on Benjamin in "Walter Benjamin", llluminations, p. 18 and pp' 54-5' For an extended analysis of Benjarnin's

works and thoughts lnctuait g a discussion áf Arendt's reading see Richard Wolin's INølter Beniamin: An Aesthetic of Redemption,

(Berkeley, University of Califo¡nia Press, 1994).
32 There is an echo in Arendt's theory of action of Benjamin's own, unsuccessful doctoral thesis on the origins of German

tragedy, its hist therefore his Arendt's personal

hi"tory it ls inte relationship potential associations'

See Walter Benj echt, tra¡s.Á Left Books' 1973)'
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to settle dowry piecemeal, in the present and to deprive it of 'peace of mind,'

the mindless peace of complacency.33

Next Arendt details a metaphor for the path of time and the way in which her temporal dimension

delivers to the present an essential element in its attempts to hold together the moment between past

and future:

this thinking, fed.by the present, works with the "thought fragments" it can

wrest from ihe past and gather about itself. Like a pearl diver who descends

to the bottom ol the sea, not to excavate the bottom and bring it to light but

change,, and survive in new crystallised forms and shapes that remain

immune to the elements, as though they waited only for the pearl diver who

one day will come down to them and bring them up into the world of the

living.3a

The ,,process of decay is at the same time a process of crystallisation", and this describes how Arendt

saw the process of time presenting the past and therefore providing the individual with the authority

to determine the future. This is the dimension of past possibility which manifests itself in the activity

of storytelling for Arendt, an approach evident in her treatment of Rahel Varnhagen. This form of

biography as autobiography is a retum with a future. As Arendt wrote, it "was never my intention to

write a book about Rahel . . . What interested me solely was to narrate the story of Rahel's life as she

herself might have told it'"35

The impact of this temporal dynamic suggested in her reading of Varnhagen will be

explored, focusing specifically on her need to return to the source encapsulated in the act of

foundation. This element in her published work occurs when she discusses revolution in general, but

especially when she analyses the foundation of Rome. But there is a dimension to her work that

precedes this discussion. This is found in her study of Augustine. What is evident in this study is her

reading of primitive Christianity and their community of foundation. From this study, a sense of her

own found.ational understanding can be determined. There is an image of right order that emerges

when the temporal trinity of past, present and future are in harmony' In this harmony emerges the

condition for knowing the right love and contained within this is an order or a principle for the

contemporary that is captured in the working of a trinity of the mind.

33 From the same version of the essay in llluminations brl reprinted in Mør in Dark Times, p. 193.

34 ibid.,pp.205-6.
35 Ar".rãi, Rnhel Varnhagen: The Life of a lewish Woman, (New York, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 7974), rev ' ed', p' xi'
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In following this direction there is a retum to an illumination in the form of her

methodology of investigation: "[w]hat I meant to do was argue with her, the way she argued with

herself."36 Later, when she published Men in Dark Times, she explored this dimension further

suggesting that

even in the darkest of times we have the right to expect some illumination,

and that such illumination may well come less from theories and concepts

than from the uncertain, flickering, and often weak light that some men and

womery in their lives and in their works, will kindle under almost all

circumstances and shed over the time span that was given them on earth -
this conviction is the inarticulate background against which these profiles

were drawn.37

This illumination contained inherently within this dialogue with the past embraces a possibility, and

therefore a future. Arendt's study of Varnhagen after her study of Augustine reveals a crystallisation

of her fundamental temporal understanding of the individual in the world which is part of this

'inarticulate background'. The present as moment is mediated between a Jewish sense of time and

Augustine's Christian legacy. The first focused on remembrance while the second is futural in its

emphasis.38

The present, location of the between past and future, is the individual's freedom and, while Arendt

uses Augustine to discuss this possibility, as well as Kierkegaard, Benjamin, Heidegger, Hegel, and

Nietzsche, her favourite writer, Franz Kafka, is used to reveal her train of thought on this matter;

Only insofar as he thinks, and that is insofar as he is ageless-a "he" as

Kafica so rightly calls him, not a "somebody"-does man in the full actuality

of his conciete being live in the gap of time between past and future. The

gap, I suspect, is not a modern phenomenory it is perhaps not even a

historical dãtum but is coeval with the existence of man on earth. It may well

be the region of the spirit or, rather, the path paved by thinking, this small

track of non-time which the activity of thought beats within the time-space

of mortal men and into which the trains of thought, of remembrance and

anticipation, save whatever they touch from the ruin of historical and

biogråphical time. This small non-time-space in the very heart of time, unlike

the woìld and the culture into which we are born into, can only be indicated,

but cannot be inherited and handed down from the past; each new

generation, indeed every new human being as he inserts himself between an

itrtltrit" past and infinite future, must discover and ploddingly pave it
anew.39

36 Written in a letter to Karl Jaspers, Hønnøh Arendt/Kørl løspers correspondence, 1926-1969,Lotte Kohler and Hans Saner, (eds')

trans. Robe¡t Kimber and Rita k;-U"., (New York, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1989), p. 200, who expressed concern about

Arendt's approach in a lette¡ dated 23'd August, 1952' (p 793)
37 Men in Dnrk Times, p. u.
3s The fewish position is highlighted by Benjamin when he says "we know that the Jews were prohibited from investigating the

future. The To¡ah and the iruy"ers instiuct tÍrem in remembrance, however. They stripped the future of its.magic, to which all

those succumb who turn to thl soothsayers for enlightenment." See "Theses on the Philosophy of History" in llluminations'

XVIIB, p. 255. The Ch¡istian is found in-Augustine whose antiworldliness was a result of an expectation of a future reward in

the afterlife.
3e Between Pøst and Future, p. 13. This is also used again in a changed form nThinking, p.210.
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Arendt states that men are also storytellers, not only rational beings, and memory becomes a realm

where poetry becomes conversation - with the past, present and the future' Memory is a timeless

world where the present is constructed through storytelling. By reading Arendt's observation in this

manner, this reflection using Kafka suggests a suitable focus for understanding her theory of

judgement. The individual has a responsibility in the present and this is a need to seek in this moment

an elusive indication of the right action. Therefore, it is guidance that "can only be indicated, but

cannot be inherited and handed down from the past; each new generation, indeed every new human

being as he inserts himself between an infinite past and infinite future, must discover and ploddingly

pave it anew." With this in mind, Arendt's dissertation on the thought of St' Augustine is read as a

treatise on time as well as desire (or rather love).

Arendt's conceÍn is thinking 'in time' and the effects this has on our capacity to think as

individuals. The importance of the present in the context of past and future is the perspective that

Arendt evolves in her dissertation and later work. An individual's relationship to time determines

whether or not a person is an active thinker or not. The individual is linked to the world and this

relationship is fundamental to their existence. When Arendt turns to a consideration of the mind, this

relationship is still fundamental in her treatment. The result of this is an understanding of the

individual who is caught between past and future. Standing in the present, the individual is tempted

to either look back or look forward for a reference point therefore distorting who they are at that

moment.40 At the end of her volume on Thinking, Arendt reveals her understanding of this faculty.

She asks the leading question, "Where are we when we think?". She replies to this question by saying

that what becomes meaningful during the process of thinking is essence, or "distillations, products of

de-sensing." These essences have no spatial location; in other words, they "cannot be localised'

Human thought that holds of them leaves the world of the particular and goes in search of something

generally meaningful . . ."41 Yet it is also not temporary localised either. Thinking occurs in the "gap

between past and future . . . only in reflection".4? Slne goes on to say that the source of the present is in

a0 While the thesis has dealt with the beginning of Arendt's intellectual career, there is also the question of the beginning of

Arendt,s political awareness. whjle Areidt sulgests herself that she was already politically aware in the lead up to the outbreak

of the Second World War, here is one incident that is rightly the cause of much conjecture. How does Arendt deal with the

d

published in Ar endt : Ess øy s in lJnde r s t nndin g, 1 9 3 0 -1 9 5 4, J erome I
A¡endt would have had an opinion on whJther Heidegger's phìlosophy lead to his involvement (though her closeness to him as

an ex-Iover as well as his phìliosophy has to be taken into accãunt). The treatment of the conclusion to this endeavour should be

beyond doubt. Arendt urã ¡"* with close brushes with the German authorities and having left the country because of the threat

thé Nazi policies posed fo¡ her would have wanted nothing to do with such aspects of Heidegger's philosophy'
41 Thinking, p. 199.
42 ibid., p. 206.
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the conjunction between past and future. Her metaphor to describe this is a graph that has a straight

diagonal line that stretches to infinity but starts at the intersection of past and future.43 It is in the

present that Arendt's concerns focus upon and both action and thinking are required to occur in this

moment. Arendt's individual also existed in this moment of the present, caught between past and

future. The tension between the remembered past (common sense and judging) and the anticipated

future (natality and willing) could only be resolved by thinking. And, this is the first topic before

willing and judging; the will "is as obviously our mental organ for the future as memory is our mental

organ for the past."44 The faculty that used to look back is memory, while the one to look forward is

the imagination. Yet, both these faculties of the mind use the same reference point, the moment of

attempted eternity or timelessness.

This indicates a significant role for temporality in Arendt's thought and requires an extensive

investigation to delineate the influence it has on her later thought. This temporal dimension is past

possibility as Arendt's temporal dimension is evident in her thinking and, as such includes the notions

of imagination, imitation and immortality which all play a role in her philosophical politics'4s Read in

this manner, the source of Arendt's most popular contributions to discussions in political philosophy

and theory are evident in her dissertation. Arendt's concern with natality rather than death; her need

for a space, that later became a space of appearance; and plurality in understanding as well as an

element of a community. The latter one is signalled when Arendt turns to a consideration of the

foundation of a community. Each individual in the community is expected to be treated as an

individual; the contribution of the other, standing next to one, is singular and in no way unified'

a3 This is a repeat of her 'parallelogram of forces' in Between Pøst nnd Future, p' 72 ar.d ThinkinS, p.75.

enced Martin Heidegger. For Arendt conceptualising the

ux of the problem of modernity' Its futural projection
This moment between past and future was given form by

nd anticipated future' Whjle the anticipated future struck
mbered Past, or the lost treasure she sought in her later work'

a5 This temporal interpretation is conversely emphasised in Arendt's reading of the notion of end in Augustine's thought lt is

an end in a twofold sense. The firs t is the last point in a life and a " radical" indication of life's ttansience while the second is an

end in terms of life terminating and the point in which life is üved for. In this latter sense end could be seen as a point where life

meets eterniLy - eternity is achieved by life and - in the former sense end or finis uitae "confronts life with its own 'before"' and

albeit ,,provocative" as A¡endt desc¡iúes it, this is the onty meaning. summarised by "[t]he end itself is understood as sheer,

i¡revocâble nothingness to which life keeps heading and irom which life can only save itself by 'returning"' (Arendt) - ìn the

latter meaning, the termination of existenlce, or the end, becomes eternity and is incredibly positive, " . . . and a bid for lingering

gaze and.reflätive calm". Arendt is saying that the twofold end does not necessarily mean two diffe¡ent contexts, rather they

ãre ünked through the concept of 'refeiring'/'returning'. Loae ønd St. Augustine,p.74. Arendt saysthat when we look forward

we retu¡n to the'before' urdû.i,'future bãfore' is immutabilify. In this context man as c¡eated and God as Creator does not

matter. The ambiguity of the end displays the 'guiding phenomenon' of life or that beginning and end are interchangeable The

context fo¡ this co.-mpiehension is thá'dubiousness' of life when enclosed by "notyel" and "no more" and an uncertainty as to

whether this contributes anything towards life itself To understand this interchangabiJ-ity and its meaning, an'explication of

the world, is needed u. *"í u, w"hat beginning and end mean in terms of birth and death. It must be ¡emembered that the

wo¡ld according to Augustine is also twofold ánd "factually heterogeneous". When createdness and concrete mortality is

considered it is life "with and in the wo¡Id". Life in this manne r is not independent from the world, and neither is the world
the world to the source). Instead life
out of it. Arendt is reiterating the
e world find themselves co-habituating
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Arendt utilises this belief to the extent that reality is here and it is constructed by the community of

faith; and faith later becomes trust aided by promise-making and forgiveness. This course of thinking

allows Arendt to construct an alternative theory of judgment in the final stages of her life'

Her use of the temporal trínity of past, present, and future indicates the approach that is required

explore her thought. It should be remembered that Arendt maintains her critique of Augustine, and

indirectly Heidegger, without seeking the answer in a conception that negates the dynamics for its

initial existence. The tension in the relationship of the here and now of the individual and the

anticipated future cannot be bypassed through a soothing and encompassing conceptual construction.

This tension does have another release open to it: the past. The completion of the trinity of past,

present and future, all equal in a Christian, and not a Neoplatonic trinity, provides Arendt with

another pathway. This pathway is toward a similar unity but not a static completion. This aspect to

Arendt,s Augustinian study becomes the foundation for her later work; a dynamic harmony in the

form of a trinity.a6 This theme becomes central to Arendt's understanding, from worþ labour, and

action, to trust, promise-making, and forgiveness, and to thinking, willing, and judging and, as I

argue, her final trinity of remembrance, understanding heart and her own notion of Gemüt'

(iÐ Towards a TheorY of ludgement

Arendt,s view of morality was far more complex than the discussion of right and wrong. Arendt,

through her reading of Kierkegaard, Nietzsche and Heidegger, realised that the questions being asked

in the tradition of moral philosophy were no longer adequate to understanding the correct actions of

an individual.aT This suggestion is clearly illustrated by * incident discussed in Elizabeth Young-

Bruehl,s biography. At the age of sixteen, while attending the University of Berlin after being expelled

from school, Arendt became fascinated with the thought of prominent existentialist and Lecturer in

Theology, Romano Guardini. Arendt returned to his lectures in 1952 and in a letter to her husband

Blücher, she wrote about the number of students packed into the theatre to hear him speak' She

a6 This change from the Plotinian to the Augustinian (and therefore Christian) TriniÇ is at the base of Arendt's critique of

Platonic influence.
47 In an often repeated events by suggesting that a discussion of ethics and

morality was núsguide "was as though morality, at the very moment of its

collapsá within ai old, I meaning, as a sel of mores, of customs and manners,

which could be exchan uld take to change the table manners of a whole

ify what it is she wants to explicate in this matter' The first is

ot resist actively. The second is those individuals who did
n the second case do conditions exist when it is a valid

k we shall have to adrnit that there exist ext¡eme situations in
I one, cannot be assumed because political responsibiìity always

presupposes at least a a1inin.um of political power. Impotence, complete powerlessness, is, I think, a valid excuse'" "Personal

responsibility under dictatorshtp" , p.205.
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writes, "Heard Guardini in his lecture course, with nearly 1200 people, sitting, standing, lying, packed

in. He spoke, as ever, about Ethics; it was moral philosophy on the highest level but entirely

inadequate."4S When reflecting on this letter, Young-Bruehl reads the description "totally inadequate"

as a description of the quality of the teaching: in other words, an example of the deficiency of thought

in the academy after the events of the Second World War. I argue that Arendt was saying that the

quality of the moral philosophy was "on the highest level" and not, as Young-Bruehl suggests,

insubstantial in quality. Lrstead, I suggest that Arendt was stating that moral philosophy was 'totally

inadequate' for its intent'49

The reason why Guardini's work was not sufficient for its purpose requires a reconstruction of

Arendt's understanding of the problem of the ethical, or non-problem as the case may be. This in turn

requires a return to her reading of Augustine in the dissertation and an exploration of the implications

of his influence on her contemporary political thought and her unfinished theory of judgement' In

order to undertake this, there are three considerations that must be detailed. ln other words,

considerations which allow a proposition of what Arendt's theory of judgement could have looked

like if it indeed was finished before her death. Firstty, there is the question of the intellectual and

political context of Arendt's conception of judgement and, secondly, the influences on her way of

thinking that can be used to determine the intellectual imperative that determines her solution of

judgement. A final consideration will be the question of which periods of her thought, from pre-

Second World War to her political writings after the conclusion of the War to her final philosophical

writings, provide the most suitable material for this reconstruction.

To recall the first of these it must be remembered that the date of the letter was 7952 and Arendt

had not yet attended the trials of Adolf Eichmann.s0 In the seminal year of 1964, after rh.e Eichmann

book had been published and the controversy surrounding it was at its height, Arendt acknowledged

several significant aspects to her thought. Firstly, that Eichmørzr¿ contained an analysis in which the

moral implications had not been fully understood. Secondly, that the book itself did contain some

a8 Quoted in Yotrng-Brue|i, For Loae of the World, p. 283'
ae But ttris declaration should come as no surprise ìf Arendt is understood from within her own tradition of thought' Friedrich

Nietzsche espoused the same belief tnHumøi, All-Too-Human, when he states that "[b]eing moral or ethical means obeying

ancient established law or custom." Human, All-Too-Human, Seaenty-Fiae Aphorisms, $96, translated by Walter Kaufmann in On

the Genealogy of Morals/Ecce Homo, tta s. Walter Kaufmann and R. |. Holtingdale, (New York, Vintage Books, 1989), p' 169-170'

An interestinSillustration of how Arendt firmly believed that aI in Nietzsche was her reaction

to a student's attempt to collate examples of a potential ethica ller reaction was to simply

throw it u*uy - 
^rráh 

to the apparenilndignation of the studeni cts in disgust). Heidegger in

Whøt is Calteá ThinkingT also 
"o^mrrrents 

upon the same ¡nisunderstanding, and adds an extra dirnension to this concern stating

that,,ethics as a mere doctrine and irnperãtive is helpless unless man first comes to have a different fundamental relation to

Being.,, trans. J. Glenn Gray, (New York, Perennial Libra ry,1968), Lecture 9,Parl1, p. 89 '

50 Th"" ,"qrr"rr.e of events that saw her a¡rive ìn Jerusalem was initiated in 1960 with the Israeli kidnapping of Eichmann from

Argentina. Arendt a¡rived in 1961 for the trial.
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indication of what an Arendtian theory of political morals would appear like: as she states in a letter

to Meier-Cronemeyer at this time, "[t]he writing was somehow a cura posterior for me' And that it was

[as you say] an approach toward 'the groundwork for creating a new political morals' is true-though

I would never, out of modesty, use such a formulation."Sl Reflecting this, in an address entitled

"personal responsibility under dictatorship", Arendt reveals the reason why she would not be able to

write a "MorøIia" in the traditional sense.S2 Instead Arendt sought a political critique of judgement;

something she felt would be much less total and much more viable. It is in this address that we see the

future direction of Arendt's work developing.s3 \,t/hy did Arendt not pursue a Moralia if this was her

life-long shadow? Because she felt the answer lay in the question of authority. Arendt tried to come to

terms with the shift in modernity in the twentieth century. This predicament is highlighted in her

book, Between Pnst ønd Future;

[authority's] loss is tantamount to the loss of the groundwork of the world,

which indeed since then has begun to shift, to change and transform itself

with ever-increasing rapidity from one shape to another, as though we were

living and struggling with a Protean universe where everything at any

momlnt can become almost anything else. But the loss of worldly
permanence and reliability . . . does not entail, at least not necessarily, the

ioss of the human capacity for building, preserving, and caring for the world
54

Arendt was therefore seeking a source of authority in a world where the traditional ones had been

removed. But as an indication of her thinking when she sought to discuss this matter she turned to the

realm of oita contempløtiaø and started to write about the faculties of the mind. In her lectures of 1964

Arendt engaged Kant for this purpose, seeking to justify why his political philosophy should be found

tnllits Critique of ludgemenf and his discussion of taste'ss

In an important essay, "IJnderstanding and Politics", published in 7954, which reflects

significant aspects of this conceptualisation, Arendt argues that Montesquieu was the first to realise

that morality was simply customs.56 The type of judgement that Arendt turned to, in order to salvage

51 A reply to He¡r Meier-Cronemeyer, 18 lny 7963 quoted in Youn g-BruehL For Loae of the World, p' 374.

52 "Personal responsibility under dictatorship", p' 186.
53 Although he, pretirr,i.ruty tectures on Kant's political philosophy reveal the intellectual f¡amework she ìntended to use for

tlrls purpãse. Seå her lecturä notes in the Library of Congress collection titled "Kant, Political Philosophy: Chicago, FallI964" '

[hereafter referred to as Kant 1964]
sa "what is Authoriry?". p. 95.
s5 FIer essay tnBetwien Pàú nnd Future, "Ctisis in Culture", was st version of her lectures on

Kant's poliiical philosophy. The forme¡ briefly mentions the ide tter'

56 See pp. 314-5. des Lois, Book VIII, Chap dation, Montesquieu argues

that the nation i 'belief" - belief that their laws worked and the¡efore wor:-ld work in the futu¡e.

(Arendt follows "Some Questions of Moral Phìlosophy", pp.7a0-1.) The community is comrnunity of

iaith-in-comrnon si¡nilar to the one Arendt defined as the Cfuistian comrnunity in her dissertation The demand for community

was only partial and individuals remain in isolation. In sirnilar ways she argued that the worldly comrnunity could only be a

tru. co*å¡nity if they shared a coÍunon ancestry through foundation. Without this, according to Arendt, they had lost their

capacity for poitical u.tior, u, the individual becomes lesi than a full citizen. The way of acting in surh a republic is based on

tradition uná tt i" tradition can only resist new circumstances for a limited period of time before the laws cease thei¡ cohesive
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the loss to which Montesquieu refers to, requires the individual to be in the world in the temporal

dimension of the'now' and the space created by the Arendtian community' Within these two definíng

elements, the positioning of the spectator is an important aspect in her theory and a reflection of her

methodology of distinction making. For her, she sees personal judgements, especially aesthetic ones,

always taking into consideration surrounding opinions. The isolation of the spectator, or the

philosopher as solitary thinker, is not her focus. Alluding back to her assertion on plurallty rn The

Humøn Condition, she rephrases the same understanding, only this time for the spectator that is

present in her thoughts; "I am human and cannot live outside the company of men' I judge as a

member of this community and not as a member of a supersensible world."57 In Thinking Arendt

emphatically states that "[t]he spectators, although disengaged from the particularity characteristic of

the actor, are not solitary."s8 Its context is the community. Consequently, thought becomes intimate

with political action in the form of judgement. In "Thinking and Moral Considerations", thinking is

placed in the ephemeral sphere and judgement in the practical one.59 Contemplation seems to be

defined as the discovery of truth, whereas judgement avoids this and instead is about the decision: "it

is not knowledge or truth which is at stake, but rather judgement and decision."60 Judgement is not

about founding rational certainty, but rather, "[t]he power of judgement rests on the potential

agreement with others, and the thinking process of pure reasoning, a dialogue between me and

myself, but finds itself always and primarily, even if I am quite alone in making up my mind, in an

anticipated communication with others with whom I know I must finally come to some agreement."

And again as judgement cannot "function in strict isolation or solitude; it needs the presence of

others."61 Yet, given her distinction between aitø nctiaø above aitø contemplatiaø, stre writes tnThe Lrf, of

role in society. Consequently, as Arendt phr
up. The framework within w}úch understan
understanding and judging as the most imp
furthe¡, Arendt suggests, and in turn comes close to the conte

human natu¡e. In the same way jonas describes man as a huma s

himself in society to the thoughts and impressions of others, is equally capable of knowing his own nature when it is shown to

him and of losing the very sense of it (d'en perdre jusqu'au sentiment) when he is being robbed of it." (p. 316) The consequences

are equally evident to Aråndt after her reflection on the trial of she also stated this

positãn *h"r, referring to Nazi Germany: it "was as though m within an old' highly

civilised nation, stood revealed in its orifinal meaning, as a set could be exchanged fot

another set with no more trouble than itlould take tò change the table manners of a whole people." Arendt, "Personal

responsibility under dictator ship" ,The Listener, (Augtst 6, ß6\, p.205.) But what this extract from Montesquieu reveals is

ArËndt,s continuing sensitivity ìo the Augustinian ¿1fined di¡ective of 'know thysetf'. Knowing his own temporal nature o¡ self

is important to ilre îndividual and the leehng (sentimenf) it provides when it is realised. The important aspect is that this self is

not self-sufficient and can never satisfactorily exist in isolation'
s7 ibid., p.62.
sB Thinking, p.94.
t "fninl<rng and Moral Considerations", p. 446 and. then a repeat o f lhis trThinking, p. I93. As Yarborough and Stern suggest,

judgement is the form that thìnking takesãn in the political world. Yarbourgh and Stern, "Vita Actioa andVitq Contemplatiaa",

p.337.
ffi Between Pøst ønd Future, p.223 and Lectures on Knnt's Political Philosophy, p' 75'
61 ,,Crisis in Culture", p. 220. This description should be in the context of Arendt's criticisms of Heidegger in "What is Existenz

Phìlosophy? ", P nr ti s an Rea iew, Y ol. 13, No. 1 (Winter 19 46), pp' 34-56'
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the Mind, "The principles by which we nct ønd the criteria by which we iudge and conduct our lives depend

ultimately on the life of the mind"'62

In this context I}re Liþ of the Mind series will be read as a treatise on the right conduct of man'63

Arendt felt throughout her life that ethics was not an adequate field of studies to explain the actions of

man in terms of right and wrong. To talk of ethics and morals, Arendt suggests, is merely to talk of

customs and habits.6a In the introduction to the first volume, "Thinking", Arendt explains the reason

for her inspection of the faculty of thought and her rejection of ethics and morality as concepts to

discuss good and evil. What captured her interest in Eichmann and the "banalily of evil" was the

absence of thinking. In developing this idea, Arendt suggests that perhaps wickedness is not a

necessary condition for evil-doing. This seemingly paradoxical assertion indicates the line of

reasoning she was attempting to pursue. In terms of thinking, absence of wickedness in Eichmann

lead her to ask whether it was possible that, "this activity be among the conditions that make men

abstain from evil-doing or even actually "condition" them against it?" Arendt is still concemed about

the conduct of man but she will not discuss this conduct in terms of ethics and morality. The treatment

of traditional questiors in an untraditional way was not a development of her later thought. It was a

consideration that had been with her during the middle phase of her life. However, because of

Arendt's prominent treatise of the trial of Adolf Eichmann, Arendt's understanding of ethics is

generally believed to have emerged during her reflections on his trial. The question of evil, coupled to

ethics and this branch of philosophy's neglect, leads to a question of thinking.6s Aho - and just as

significantly - the question of evil is defined by Arendt to be about thoughtlessness, and therefore its

banality. It is this unique response, and one that involved Arendt in such controversy at the time, that

can be traced back to her reading of Augustine. With Augustine's notion of illumination and his use of

Christian and Neo-Platonic framework of lightness and darkness and his temporal reading, an

indication of Arendt's understanding of judgement in the twentieth century can be located.

Without doubt, Arend.t's thinking on this subject had been developing for a long time and whilst

the war and its atrocities had brought it into sharp focus, her foundations of thought lay in a

62 Thinking,p.71' and also see p. 91. [my emphasis]
.. Thi, *ur, fo. Arendt, u ,r".y 

"los" 
and personal example of how alienated thinkers can become when they withd¡awal from

the public space; Young-B.rr"lrl .ornrn"r,[s that Arendt Àaw that "good judgement ' ' " PresuPposes a withdrawal from the

*orìd fo, ttliofi.tg, U"t-it does not necessarily follow from such a withdrawal." Arendt agreed that Heidegger had shown a vast

of people as people. Heidegger's alienation was

work for American publication, noted to his f¡iend
lack of critical perspective was felt by Arendt to be

partly the answef to Heidegger's perplexing accounts. see Young-Brueil, For Loue of the world' p. 443.

ä Sh" 
"tpluin, 

that because lw" .rrrrully treat good and evil in cowses in "morals" or "etltcs" [this] may indicate how little we

know about them . . ..",Willing,P' 5.
65 Thinking,p.6.
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philosophy of crisis. Her morality, if it can be called that, is about the moment of crisis, when the

traditions of ethics and morality cannot recall an answer to a dilemma.66 To understand what

Arendt,s thoughts were regarding this moment and the resources an individual could depend upon

requires a return to the dissertation and the thoughts of St. Augustine. The dissertation provides an

insight into the philosophical foundations at work in Arendt's later thought and the method of

thinking that she applied to the questions raised by her experiences of the wotld.67 The concerns

shown by Arendt in the context of Augustine's work and examined in this first work appeil on the

surface to be very different from those that occupied Arendt in the post-Second World War' Arendt's

interests throughout her examination of philosophical and political theory questions are themselves

determined by a question that caught her attention as a student. This overarching concern is the

question of meaning in an age where the traditional sources were no longer valid.68 This post-

Nietzschean understanding was derived from the time spent with both Martin Heidegger and Karl

Jaspers and the general milieu of Germany in the 1920s.69 Consequently, understanding the import of

Arendt's dissertation requires an evaluation of her context in the 1920s' Consistently, her references

always came from the tradition of German thought as did the formulation for the potential solutions

and it is within this framework that Arendt can be examined.T0 As Arendt comments tantalisingly

herself, "if I can be said to 'have come from anylvhere,' it is from the tradition of German

66 As an illustration of how significant this concern was to Arendt, in a reply to a letter from Richard King (007765) dated

November 6,1971,, she says tfiut itr 'ff,i"f.ittg and Moral Considerations", "I stress that thìnking in and by itself can prevent

catastrophes only in the ráre moments wherr-the chips are down." She continues to say that the reason she put the word "error"

into quotation marks lin he¡ discussion of Heideggeì's actions ìn "Heidegger at Eighty"l was because_"I wanted to indicate that

I think this was mo¡e than an error, - although one could interpret error in Heidegget's sense, in which it means more than in

our usual sense. But nothing Heidegger did ãr wrote fitted the complete 'thoughtlessness' of which I spoke in my essay lt was

bad enough but he left the iazi enterprise afte¡ ten months, that is at the moment when he himself knew 'that the chips were

down'."
67 Without this retu¡n certain difficulties beset any attempt to read a 'cursory'morality into Arendt's work. Sometimes the

solutions sought underrnine the foundations of Arendt's understanding, making a relational claim an unstable proposition at

Ieast. Here is ãne example of the way the concern is expressed: "[n]ot only are Arendt's reflections on morality cursory an$

'nconvincing, 
but the ábr"r,." of a justification of the riormati,re dimension of the political, that is, of the question of social and

political justñ-e in her work, ìs deepiy disturbing." Seyla Benhabib , The Reluctønce Modernism of Hønnah Arendt, (London, Sage,

1996), p. I9a.

is dead", or rather "the traditionalthought o1God", as well as p

to point out,
they were co PrioritY

that is given
Conseq"uentl at the

same time.
69 ¡aspers as the philosopher of Existenz was attracted to those

form of appropriation. The thjnkers Jaspers choose for his wor
the contemporary era come to terms with questions that are re
70 Bhìkhu C. Parekh, Hønnah Arendt ønd the Seørch for a New Pol

19g1) argues in chapters tfuee and eight that Arendt was consistent with these traditions throughout her career. This

assumption will remain at the basis of my exposition'
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philosophy. "Tr As such 'the tradition of German philosophy' is relevant to Arendt's philosophical

understanding but it also refers to the cultural understanding that this philosophy encapsulated,

especially during the period immediately after the First World War and into the late1920s.72

Therefore, to und,erstand the foundations at work in the thought of Arendt, a clearer

understanding is required of her introduction to philosophy through the supervision of ]aspers and

Heidegger and then her purported turn from philosophy' Similarly, to understand Arendt's

Augustine we should first turn to the understanding of the Christian thinker that her two teachers

designed and then reflected and explored in their own works.73 The initial question of why a German

Jew would study the founder of the Christian Church is given greater illumination when Jaspers

describes the worth of the Bishop.Ta laspers does not feel that Augustine can only be seen in the light

of his attachment to Christian thought. Instead, by pre-empting the answer to his question on whether

Augustine can be detached from the Christian faith, Jaspers writes "thinking with Augustine means:

to experience the thematic and existential coincidence of his movements of thought with those of

71 ,,Eichmønn in lerusalem:Reply to Gersolem Scholern" , Encounter, Vol. 22, No. l, (1964), p. 53. Another element that must be

considered is Arendt's self-pàrception of her style of Arendt says that she does not

appreciate the label'philosåpher; replying "I am not called that - is political theory' I

h'aie bid ph.ilosophyiy rni tu."*ån. AJyou know mean that I have stuck to it'"

Quoted in Yotrng-Bruehl, For Loae of the World, p' 327 '
72 This thesis intends to treat Arendt's work as ph-ilosophical in order to realise some of the problems evident in he¡ ideas afte¡

Stan Spyros Draenos writes that "[i]n keeping with the

es to elaborate ultimate philosophical positions and

for publication lr.1r979l. The continual tension between phìlo
statèment when he suggests that Arendt's 'radicalism' requir

foundations. A pervasive idea advanced by commentators wh
methodology of political thinking is that Arendt had no stable

made tluough her understanding.T2 [For a discussion on this se e

understandi-rg thatThe Life of th; Mindwas "het only attempt a f

the most influential thjnkers on the subject of the Mind' Lr othe

considering the long publishing career that commenced 1It1.929 with her dissertation.
73 There is ánother person who attended Heidegger's seminars at the same time as Arendt and a became close companion' The

figure was inische

Freiheitspro is thatJonas and

Arendt wo best sunrmation of
lien God and the

pilogue was an adventure, in an 'experimental vein',

"idegg". 
and the question of Gnosticism' Jonas is not the

fi¡st to wonder at the equivalency of these two forms of thought, however he does seem to be the first to inquire into the

tradition of Gnosticism. As we have seen the argument put
ms of influence as a negative - of Gnosticism in the

that researches back into the seventeenth century where the

illustrates this u¡rderstanding with a reading from Nietzsche;

"this weirdest of all guests," "stands before the door'"

Meanwhi-le the guest has entered and is no longer a guest, and, as far as philosophy is concemed, existentialism is trying to live

with him. Livin! in such company is living ìn i crisis." The quote by Nietzsche comes from Will to Power' Ê I'
z4 The question ãf Arendt,s Jewishress is developed decisively in Richard J. Bernstein's Hannah Arendt and the lewish Question'

(Cambridge, PolitY Press, 1996).
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original philosophy. "Ts T]¡e potential of Augustine's thought is clearly at the forefront of jaspers' own

perception of this ancient philosopher's worth and not as merely a Christian thinker.

In order to understand Arendt's reading of Augustine there is a need to determine her reception of

the direct influence of both faspers and Heidegger. This then provides an insight into the influence of

Augustine on her own thinking. The first glimpse of Arendt's understanding of her philosophical

context after the war comes in the form of an essay published in the Partisan Reaiew tn 1946'76 Tlne

essay, titled "\vVhaTis Existenz Philosophy?",was for a long time the main public indication of her

understanding of this tradition. The work is an explanation in English to an American audience of a

virtually unknown German style of philosophical thought. It was also a detailed examination of the

orientation of German Existenz and its roots in the western tradition. Significantty, it is also a

statement of her impression of Heidegger's philosophy.TT Nonetheless, she taught a course on Jaspers

and Heidegger in 1954 and she assumed a significant role in the translations of Heidegger's work,

though always unacknowledged.TS The article is also importantly a statement of unreserved

admiration for the thought of Karl Jaspers.Tg Arendt states her position of the development of German

Existenz and its participants - Schelling, Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, ]aspers, and Heidegger.S0

7s 
Jaspers, The Greøt Philosophers,Vol. 1, p. 228. Another answer to this immanent question comes from the paragraph before the

o.r" tti" quote is taken when Jasp"tr ruyr that "[t]he greahress of Augustine for those who ph.ilosophise resides in the fact that

the truth he awakens in us is no longer Augustine's Cfuistian truth." But Augustine offers much mo¡e than an intense

experience of thought, considered sõ rare in the twentieth century. These two volumes, however, are not the expected results

given the initial intãntion. Hans Saner has revealed Jaspers' original intention in the thinker's Nachlass. One aspect was to focus

ãn,,forms of thought", the second "philosophic contents" such as existence, spirit, world and transcendence and the third - the

one we have - "phìlosophic purro.ru-liti"r". ihir r.t 
^ury 

comes from Richard Wisser, "laspets, Heidegger, and the Struggle of

ExistenzphilosÇhyfoitheËxistenceof Phìlosophy" InternøtionalPhitosophyQuarterly,Yol.24,(Jme1984),p'145.Oneaspectof

Jaspers' descriptìon of Augustine's Cfuistian importance must also be noted. He comments about a "sttange atmosphere of

utrogu"t tr"-iUty, "fp.229.One thinks of
Heidelberg. The psyc
have been led to seek answers in Augustine'
76 "What is Existenz Philosophy?", Partisan Reaiew,Yol- 13, No. 1, (Winter 19aQ, pp' 3a-56'
77 Nonetheless, Arendt played a large part in all of Heidegger's American reception. She did design a seminar series on the

thought of both jaspersì"á H"ia"gg"ì ¡tsss, though only fragments of that cou¡se remain. Arendt was the¡efore continually

thi"È.g about Heiãegger during heì time in Ame¡ica and on her re-acquaintance with Heidegger after the war. In a discussion

with GIãnn Gray (lettãidated Oãtobet 30,1962) they are discussing the then only english t¡anslation of Heidegger's Being ønd

Time.Bolhweré annoyed at its looseness and comp'liment Ralph Manheim's wo¡k on Heidegger. A¡endt was mentioned in the

english t¡anslation which upsets Arendt. She say nlations' and

gui" ..p trying to convince him. In fact the new t of Arendt's

irrfluerrce. See Being andTime, ûans. |oan Stamba some quatters

this new translation has not been well received, for reasons rep t a Hundred

Translation Blooml A Modest proposal about Being and Time" , Man and World, Vol. 30 No. 2 (1997)' pp. 227-38 and also
,,Heidegger'sNewAspect: Oiln-be¡n,Zeitlichkeit,andTheGenesisofBengandTime",R¿seørchinPhenomenology,Yol.2S,(7995),
pp.207-25.
7dAll tl-rut r"rnains in her archives is essentially a page of hand w¡itten notes. What is of interest is that Arendt does highlight

the notion of conscience in Heidegger's Being and Time evenú she does not develop this concern'
7e Karl Jaspers held a debt to both Kierkegaard and to Nietzsche, though ìn different ways. Kierkegaard's understanding,

though ad-mìred by faspers, was rejected because of its conclusions. This is not to say that the understandìng ìn its entirety was

rejecied, just ttrose elements that diove Kierkegaard to place his faith in faith. Reason, despite its tendencies, was stìll a secure

fo'uttding fot ¡usperian conclusions. Nonetheleis philosophical faith still provides the bridge just as religious faith did for

Kierkegaard. Instead of looking out though, Jaspers wants to look inwards'
80 In terms of man Arendt defines Existenz as the "prue factual characte¡ of his existing in aII its contingency". "What is

Existenz?", p. 43. Schelling is the one thjnker on this list not to be discussed although John Llewelyn Provides an incidental

explanation of why Arenãt included him so prominently on this list. It is the way he associates Arendt and Kant with Schelling;
,,Árendt's applicaiion to politics of Kant's 

"titiqn" 
of art and aesthetic judgement in general is akin to Schelling's application of
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Chronologically, the figures of Kant, Kierkegaard, and Nietzsche were significant to the development

of Arendt's understandíng, probably even before her exposure to the philosophies of Jaspers and

Heidegger.Sl A consideration of the possible dimensions of Nietzsche's and Kierkegaard's influence

also allows the brief indication of why Arendt turned to the work of Immanuel Kant in her later

explorations, and why she conceived his work as being of benefit to her concerns' A significant part of

the answer to these preceding questions regarding the influence of Jaspers and Heidegger on Arendt's

thought must be considered in conjunction with a treatment of Arendt's potential reading

Kierkegaard and, with this established, Kant.82

In conjunction with this approach outlined above I will read Arendt's work as a continuation from

her dissertation to 1¡er Liþ of the Mind lecture series.83 There is a dominant tendency in the

interpretations of Arendt's to see The Humøn Condition as the central, most significant work of her

many publications.S4 Tl"ris needs careful consideration because what is neglected is the fact IhaI The

Humøn Conditionwas published in i.958 - when Arendt was 52.85 Arendt's articulation of the concerns

that Kantian critique to philosophy tn ù:te System of Transcendental ldealism." See The HypoCritical lmøgination: Betueen Kønt and

Leuinas, (London, Routledge,2000), p. 141.
81 While the following is speculation it should be re

Jaspers lPsychologie der Weltønschauungen] and then

at the end. (An interesting proposition is the relatio

her theology and philosophy eaen though she wøs a lew. An.d, as

she "Was bleibt? Es bleibt die Muttersprache [1964]" in

Ges ünchery R' Piper' 1976)'pp'17-8'
82 It is difficult, if not impossible to discern the role of Kant in Arendt's early thought. He is mentioned at this stage because on

several occasions Arendt adds him to her list of important thinkers. When she does, Arendt surnmarises her concem for

philosophy in its contemporary form and the needs

evident, according the erendt'in the philosophy of nd

its fou¡rdation in the equality of essence and existen

phìlosophy: who has lii"*iá" remained till the present time its also

ãestroyed the tradition of philosophy as contemplation'
83 Late¡, during corresponãence with Richard J. Bernstein, Arendt reflects on his approach to her own work that mi¡rors her

f understanding. In
he has just finished
work, which allow

are elaborations or variations of one theme." Container 7,

The letter from Richard Bernstein has no reference number

stamped on it.
e Some, such as Margaret Canovan, have argued that this perception is incorre_ct, regarding instead, Arendt's wo¡ktnThe

origins of rotalitariønlsm as containing th" 
"rã".r." 

of Arenát's understanding. canovan claìms that The origins of rotditørianism

is .rä* o.rt of favou¡ with political thãorists as they concentrate on Tke Human Condition and she believes that this is incorrect as

they are so inte¡connectedl Canovarù Hnnnah Arendt: A Reinterpretation of Her Political Thought' p.7 '
8s The Human Condition'srole in describing Arendt's political understanding is central but only if her political concerns are given

even amongst Arendtian scholars, is that the dissertation was

have examined the manuscript as well as the original German

ut have found little if anything worthy of consideration in this

ix to her biography of Arendt suggests that the understanding

hical concerns shown in the dissettation we¡e abandoned

ottical action raised questions that would not yield to such a

,purely phìlosophic Loae of the World, Appendix 3, p. 500. Yet, on the_ previous page/ Young-

Bruehl says during endt's revision of the text that "the concerns of the third part are restated in

muchlesscompact adistance-inTheHumanCondition." ibid.,p. gS.Ontheonehand,the
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that determined this publication are her mature reflections as are the framework, conceptualisations

and theory that she invoked in her analysis. These tools for analysis were developed and clarified in

The Human Condition, making this work the best source of Arendt's theoretical and philosophical

understanding. As her readership increased, Arendt's concerns also diversified, yet her foundational

understanding remained the same.86 \Âtrhat is significant about the unfinished The Life of the Mind is

that at the beginning of its conception Arendt suggested the trilogy was to be "a kind of second

volume of The Humøn Condition" .87 Interestingly, Arendt does admit that her tum to aita contemplatiaa

was a turn to 'trans-political things'.88 Nonetheless, The Humqn Condition will be treated as Arendt's

central text, but only because Arendt's understanding of philosophy, its role in the history of the west

and her particular view of the tradition of western thought is clearly stated in this volume.89

As a distinctiory Arendt's separation oÍ uitø øctiua and aita contemplatiaøhas a purpose; a purpose

that is ftmdamental to Arendt's understanding of the western tradition of thought.go Arendt explains

her understanding of the 1errn aita nctiaø aT. the beginnin g of The Humøn Condition. Vitø øctiaø, fot

Arendt, came into being at the same time as the western tradition of political thought. This moment

was the trial of Socrates and a metaphor for the division between the philosopher and tlne polis.97 Tlne

Holocaust provides the breach between he¡ work in Germany and that which developed during the Second World War in Paris

and was consummated in America. But the "thought trains" of Arendt's later work are already evident in her first significant

study. Yorlng-Bruehl is in part Arendt's

experiences as a Jew are much
Håwever, a fuller exposition o of the

dissertation is favou¡able when compared to those who do not Arendt'

Reflectìng upon the new publicationof the dissertation, Richard Wolin provides an extreme example of tlLis consideration. It
must be remembered thai ttL¡ t¡eatment occurred. in conjunction with (and its tone could have been spurred on by) his review

of Elzbieta F,ttingel s Hannøh Arendt qnd Mørtin Heidegger, (New Haven, Yale University Press, 1995). See Richard Wolin, "An

affair to rememberr Hannah and the Magician" ,The New Republic, october 9, (1995), pp.27-8'
s6 For example, Arendt's concerns after this book included the modern loss of meaning in the essays that co_mprised Between

past ønd Fuiure,the trial of Adolf Eichmann, and consideration of the French and Ame¡ican revolutions in On Reuolution and

finally the lecttrres that comprised The Life of the Mind'
87 Aråndt says this in a letter to Mary McCarthy written on the gth February 1968. Hannah Arendt and Mary McCarthy Between

Friends: Thetorrespondence of Hannah Arendt ønd Møry McCørthy,1949-1975, Carol Brightman, (ed') (New York, Ha¡court Brace

Jovanovich, 1995), p. 89.
88 This admission was made during her preparations for the lectures that became The Lit'e of the Mind. Hans Jonas, "Acting,

Knowing Thinkin1", Social Research, VoI. 44 No' 1 (Spring 1977),p.27'
8e The Human Conditionis a product of Arendt's political thìnking and while this method is clearly at work in this book a

consideration of Arendt's oiher work is needed io delineate the meaning of he¡ understanding and consequently her assertions

and conclusions. But it is asThe Humøn Condition stands - that is, as a singular work of political phìlosophy - her influence is

most heavily observed. The z-,l of Being" can

"reveal itseú only in complete ontemplation

and truth are very closely rela n over

thought.
e0 L, i964 *h"n Arendt was applying for a grant she wrote a justification of her intentions and included the following

srrrilnary: "The exanrination of the book is to f

human plwality and the institutions that cotr
exist two basic modes of being together: to be

Io.,,"^

e1 The term comes from an understanding of Aristotle's bios pol ' The

Humøn Condition, p.12. This life is divideá from the pursuit of beauty and that of contemplatiory emphasising inslead thle praxis

that is required toiaintain and ìmprove the polis. Tñe categories of work and labour are not considered a life by Aristotle, 
-

mainly bËcause they were not free ives, but rather driven by necessity. But was not the life of a 'politician' also one bound by
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loss of T1.e polis - the ancient city-state - for Arendt also means the beginning of the disappearance of

aitø actiaa. Augustine is considered by Arendt to be the last to understand the meaning of aita actiua in

these terms. Bttt uita actirsa's denigration, from an activity of the free to the realm of necessity , lefl aita

contempløtiaø as the only remaining activity that was free. The point of Arendt's description is to

highlight platonic philosophy's effect on the way the western tradition perceives one of the most vital

elements in human association: aita actiaa22 The ascent of aitø contempløtiaa - reinforced by the

Christianity of St. paul - meant lhar aita øctiaø was defined in relation to aita contemplatioø's status. This

became a status that covered the whole spectrum of human activity. This is Arendt's poinh she rejects

this definiti on of afta øctiaø aurtd the position Thal uitø øctiaø finds itself in the hierarchy of human

activities; "[m]y contention is simply that the enormous weight of contemplation in the traditional

hierarchy has blurred the distinctions and articulations within the aita actiaa ltself'"93 Nonetheless,

Arendt did not seek to elevate aitn actiaa above aitø contemplatiaø.g4 This perception is of concern to

Arendt, and she concludes her opening discussion onuita øctiaøby saying that her "use of the term

vi1a øctiaa presupposes that the concern underlying all its activities is not the same as and is neither

superior nor inferior to the central concern of the uita contemplatiaø."9s This relationship provides an

insight into how Arendt sought to guide political action ttr the aitø actiua with the assistance of Thte aitn

contemplatiaa.

(iiÐ An Ethics, or a Treøtise of Good Conduct?

Arendt consistently argues that political action emerges out of moral concerns, and is guided by

principles of justice and human dignity. In On Violence Arendt states that the student protests during

the 1960s were led by moral concerns; they were "almost exclusively inspired by moral

necessity? Aristotle felt that this was not so as the meaning of the polis did not suggest a necessity in the association' It was free

b".u.,." th" polis wasa freely formed association even though the Greeks acknowledged that political organisation was still a

necessity.
e2 It is in plato's sixth and seventh books of The Republic, that he states Book VI , p. 484d; "Shall we make them Guardians then?

O¡ shall we prefer the phìlosophers, who have lea¡ned to know each true reality, and have no less practical experience, and can

rival them in all depariments åf hrr-u.r 
"r."llence." 

From he¡e Plato starts displaying his distrust of politics in earnest with the

use of tle sea-captain analogy, see p' 488.
9s The Human Condition,p. 17. Arendt follows orù arguing that even through thinkers such as Nietzsche and Marx have

attempted the ,,turning upside down" of the philosophic hierarchy, they still left the conceptual framework "more or less

intactt and sttlLleff aifu contemplnti'ø at the pinnacle of hurnan activity.
9a In Octobe¡ lgTlDtakeTempest wrote to Arendt in admi¡ation and asked a few questions about het wotk inThe Humøn

Condition.Of the tluee, brief questions only one attracted Arendt's notice in the reply. Drake, finishes a- qrrestion about the role

of thinking by saying, '[ylou erd your conclusion as you begin your prologue, namely with a praise of thought"' Container 20,

Letters T, O1OáOS.-R.ãr,ai replied thus, "I was struck that you became aware of the beginning and the end of The Human

Conditionbecause L self l'm just in the process of writing something about the

activity of thinking ought and action'" The reply is a carbon copy on the back

(01020'g). Of cou¡sã eturns to the interaction rather than revise.

ss The Humøn Condition, p. \7.For Arendt, the effect that this Platonic hierarchy has had on western thought is easy to discern;

contemplation is ny advocators. Moreover, it is the only genuine path to truth - almost,

it can bå argued, e where the west has located freedom. in the withdrawal f¡om

interactionwith 's accomplishment'
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considerations" and "acted almost exclusively from moral motives."96 She continued saying that the

students reflected a "conspicuous moral coloration of the movement" and that the moral factor has

always been present.gT Arendt believed that actions do indeed have consequences and reflected upon

these consequences and their effect on the process of action. She provided several Passages that can

illustrate this; for example, "[t]he boundlessness of action is only the other side of its tremendous

capacity for establishing relationships, that is, its specific productivity; this is why the old virtue of

moderation, of keeping within bounds, is indeed one of the political virtues par excellence."9S This

quote illustrates the type of thinking that Arendt sought to use to establish her theory of judgment.

The notion of forgiveness in Arendt's thought has a substantial contribution to make to controlling

action as well as the custom of promise-making and -keeping. These 'moral precepts' come out of, or

rather, "arise directly out of the will to live together with others in the mode of acting and speaking,

and thus they are like control mechanisms built into the very faculty to start new and unending

,,ooprocesses.'--

With these indications it is significant that Arendt suggests that the individual has not lost

everything in rejecting ethics as they are still 'thinking beings' and, through a process of illumination,

the past can still contain valuable information relevant to the contemporary. The only thing lost by the

,thinking being' is the constraints of the past traditions and its prescriptions.l0l Nonetheless, her

conception of judgement needs something to create certain boundaries in order to secure

,,foundations" of some kind, or its viability would be contestable, even before its legitimacy could be

questioned. The subtlety and fragility derives from the historicized and anti-metaphysical tradition

Arendt finds herself responding to. The foundations are merely contextual, based on convention

rather than traditional precepts. This radicalisation of the foundational notion leads to a consideration

of the use of a theory of judgement that evolved from such as position; it would seem worthless,

especially when considered by the traditional context for judgement' In response to this

characterisation, Arendt felt the problems that besieged political judgement was a problem of how the

question was phrased. Arendt was distrustful of a philosophy that laid down a set of inviolable rules.

Her distrust of the philosophical system is an indication of this attitude. In her eyes, the existence of

e6 Crises of the Republic, p 130 then p. 203.
e7 ibid.,PP.204-5.
e8 The Humøn Condition, p.191.
ee ibid,p.246.
100 Thinking, p. 71 and also see p. 91. [my emphasis]
ror 4r"n¿¡ -u¡es these arguments by implicitly using her own understanding authority in the twentieth century worked out in

Between Past and Future.
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an individual was never a simple thing and therefore a set of rules to be consulted at the appropriate

moment is an absurdlry.roz

The certainties that Arendt is looking for in a world where change is inevitable, even welcome, are

again defined with the schema of future, past and present. Arendt wishes to retain the "human

capacity for building, preserving, and. caring for the world." But what are these capacities that Arendt

speaks so urgently about? The middle concern is for preserving but how exactly does Arendt envisage

preservation occurring? These questions can only be asked in the framework of Arendt's deeper

tmderstanding of the world and the reality that constitutes it. Along with this understanding of the

individual as homo temporalis and the other as the neighbour is also an equally significant need to

understand the world they inhabit. This world is not the natural world of nature, rather the world

generated by humanitY.

A consistent focus in Arendt's work is a seminal concept for her: the idea of amor mundi' Lawrence

Biskowski argues that the substance of Arendt's politics can be found in her understanding of the

world; that is, 'care for the world'. This interpretation founds itself on the idea that Arendt's political

action will always need to be vigilant of the world that this action leaves behind; as Biskowski puts it,

action is measured by "what the world will be like in the wake of one's actkrg-"r06 It is therefore

Arendt's amor mundi that provides politics with its substantive element and the most important tool to

facilitate this project. Emphasising a rich strain of thought initiated by Heidegger's Being and Time,

102 Even though Arendt states in Th¿ Humnn Condition, p. 205 that action is purely agonal and should be judged on its Sreatness

instead Arendt's main concern in saying this was the desttuctive natwe of ethics. It destroys spontaneity demanding

conformity
understand
middle and I

deny their demand for energy in a society though it is doubtful u
sense Arendt is reading KieiÉegaard's trágic heio at this stage. He is the hero who cannot be judged with the rules of conduct in

mind but must make his mind uP.
103 Lawrence J. Biskowski, "Politics Ve¡sus Aesthetics: Arendt's Critiques of Nietzsche and Heidegger" , Reuiew of Politics,Yol'

57 No. 1, (Winter 1995), p. 87.
104 Dana Villa, ,,Beyond èood and Evil: Arendt, Nietzsche, and the Aesthetization of Political Action", Political Theory,Yol.20

No. 2 (May 1992),pp.274-308.
ros 1¡" ¿r"r.¿1ian commentator who takes the aesthetizication charge to the extreme is George Kateb. Kateb sees Arendt as

describing action for its own end; or the "existential supremacy of political a-ction'" George Kaleb, Hanruh Arendt: Politics,

Conscienã, Eztil, (Oxfotd,Martin Robertson, L983), p. 6ff. He goes on to say, "Action is its own end: its greahress as revelation

needs no further validation, only philosophical elaboration. For Arendt, to pless beyond the revelatory qualities of action is

absurd because it is to demand an answer to the question, Why
adherence to the unique and supreme existential achievement

this becomes the ultimate rejection of ethical thinking in Kateb'

ftre polis, she severs the whole point of political action - its re

from moral motivation o¡ intention." (p. 30) This expressive

well. It lacks moral criteria and Kateb advocates the subordinat

Arendt dismisses moral judgement from her theory of action; "if morality is one kind of imrnorality, then a few moments of

recklessness Arendt celebraies immorality." And tirat "A¡endt talks about particular acts in a general theory of action can too

reat substantial evils, even the system of rianism

that Arendt actually prescribed a system talitaria

Passerin argues that Kateb does not pay cative d
106 Lawrence j. Biskowski, "Practical foundations for political j action a ol' 55

No. 1, (November 1993), p' 880.
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Biskowski sees the solution to the 'p:uzzle', the search for "substantive ethical foundations of

authentically political jud.gement" in the "care lor the world", or amor mundi'rï7 Flowever, it is a

reading that falls back onto the Heideggerian influence that orùy partially founded Arendt's

understanding of modern politics and philosophy, and it therefore presents the need for further

investigation to fully realise the potential of this suggestive course of analysis' Another example of

this is seen in Richard Wolin's The Politics of Being. He suggests that we still do not have an adequate

account of how Arendt's political philosophy uses Heideggerian categories and he provides a few

indicators of how such an account could be developed.108 For example, tn The Human Condition

Arendt,s 'dramaturgical' model of actiory in which a person discloses their self through speech and

deed, is the highest form of practical life. This model cannot be understood through any interpretation

of Heidegger apart from, Wolin suggests, Heidegger's understanding of "clearittg" (Lichtung) - I},.lre

locus of unconcealment. In other words, the 'publicness' of Arendt is the political philosophical

version of Heidegger's clearing, or "openness of an open region"'1Og But Wolin also suggests that

Arendt,s appropriation of Heidegger's understanding could be so radical that their origins become

obscure and therefore irrelevant. As Heidegger's "publicness" is situated in inauthenticity, for Arendt

it is human action and therefore the highest form of human existence, or completely authentic.11O 1¡it

leads to the question as to whether decisionism is the appropriate description for Arendt's model of

action. The essence of Arendtian politics is the revelation of oneself in a public situatiorç but how does

this person determine how to measure an action as just or unjust as revelation, and what is the

normative basis for these decisions?

An indication of an approach to this concern comes from a consideration of the notion of care in

Heidegger's thought around. the time Arendt was attending his lectures, and its reflection in her

understanding of love. \Ä/hile Biskowski is correct in seeing importance in Arendt's concept of the

107 Biskowski, "Practical foundations", p. 878. Biskowski argues in his article "Politics Versus Aesthetics", p. 87 that Arendt's

work is "a lengthy exe¡cise in moral intãrpretation under the disturbing and uncertain conditions of modernity'"
108 Wolin, fheþoi¡t¡cs of Being, p. I97, n.3. In his book, A rendt ønd Heidegger: The Fate of the Political,Yilla attemPts to delineate

their intellectual relationshii irrrritir'rg Ni"trrche and others in to help this process. Several questions, however, remain at the

end of Villa,s study, aside fä- th" ui.rexplored potential of Augustine's and Kierkegaard's role. The fi¡st is the meaning of

Arendt's attraction to the thought of Kant, and in a sirnilar vein, her attraction to the role of science in the twentieth century'

Villa misses Arendt's place in tie tradition of German ph-ilosophy. FIe assumes that German philosophy meant simply Martin

Heidegger and to a leiser extent, KarI Jaspers. This peripectivå involves Niet"sche and Kant in a discussion, but only in terms of

their p"hìlosophical system and not in terÀs of theirthought's position in the development of German philosophy since Kant's

Eirst Critique.
109 Continuing this Wolin suggests that Arendt's 'worldliness' could be seen as an appropriation of Heidegger's own

understandin"g of ,,world.' and "The origin of the work of Art". wolin
Heidegger's i-itellectual re he chooses the context of Ettinger's story of

this rel'alionship for their r s which is a shame. See Richard Wolin, "An

the Magician", The New Republic, Oclober 9 , (7995), pp' 27-37 '

110 He foes further saying that it wou-ld be interesting to understand the shortcomings of Arendt's political phìlosophy and the

possibiJity that they are traceable back to their Heideggerian origins'
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world, it is actually Heidegger's understanding of care (Sorge) and its evolution as a concept in his

thought that is the most significant influence. In this regard it actually determines Arendt's concept of

the world and her temporal understanding of past possibility.lll As she announces in one of her

lectures ,,[t]o be confronted with a world without a past - namely the knowledge that it existed before

us -- means to lose the trust that it will continue to exist when we are gone. In this respect: Care for the

world,, ladditional margin comment].112 In this addition she also directs herself to a later section titled

,,What do I mean by politically minded?". In this sectiory Arendt discusses her meaning of Amor

Mundi.It is a dedication to the world, premised on the fact that we are not immortal, and the world is

both public and common.113 1ni, notion of care takes an important role in Arendt's analysis of

Augustine,s thought in her dissertation. Her rejection of Augustinian individual's self-sufficiency is

also a rejection of Heidegger's isolated self. The other - the neighbour in love - is an essential aspect to

the Arendt's individual-in-the-world.

An interpretation of this nature must acknowledge that Arendt's public realm has a different

imperative from Heidegger's though its connection is through their respective use of Augustine'

\ /hile Heidegger asserts that the "light of the public obscures everything", Arendt believed in her

own notion of the world, or rather her space of appearance. This was a concern because "public realm

has lost the power of illumination which was originally part of its very t',u1,t1s.//114 This factor of

111 Heidegger's apathy towards everydayness has been no

White alludes to the development of Heidegger's thought

the section called "Politics, Will and Intersubjectivity", White is

matters. Heidegger wanted to escape from willing and wanting,
actors and the iÃsion and space thiat connects thãm. white tf'î;ff'ffliî"î 

,H::|;#;,î,îl;,ît"i;"î;ttff:;"Ï,.?L
and Time. As White notes great leaders have to be

the benign dictator. This simple assertion from Heidegger.

swlth&eing andTime;ít does not adequately conceptualise

t in which Arendt avers from Fleidegger's phi-losophy' She

t. Augustine. ller response to the ego or Self at work ìn his
rticiPation
-28. Ir

talks about destiny lschicksøtland- earth lËrdeland"rootedness 
H'eideg8er

White, Politics and the Postmodern, p.37 '

ll2Library of Congress papers: "Introduction to Politics", (Chicago Fall 1963), p. 1b (023801)'

tts ¡6¡¿.,p. 3 (023g03). anothe¡ indication of Arendt's u¡derstanding on this matter comes from her criticism of George A.

Sch¡ader in tibrary of Congress papers: "Basic Moral Propositions", pp.2-3 (024538-9). Her position is partly due to

Heidegger's influence ot t ir U,rl"ti.tg. FIer central cotr."- it truth as the criterion for moralìty and the alienation of the

individual. The article is "Responsibiity and Existence",Nomos,Yol. 3 "Responsibilify", Carl j. Friedrich, (ed') (New York, The

Liberal Arts Press, 1960), pp.43-70'
114 See Arendt's speech "On Humanity in Dark Tirnes" for The Lessing Prize given at the City of Hamburg in 1959 ' Men in Dark

n tlús

6),P.

261..
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illumination is significant to Arendt's intention in her exploration of western thinking similar to

Heid.egger's project. But Arendt's basis for this concept can be found directly in Augustine ' In De

Trinitate, Augustine writes that "we must rather hold that the nature of the intellectual mind was so

made that, by being naturally subject to intelligible realities, according to the arrangement of the

Creator, it sees these truths in a certain incorporeal light of a unique kind; just as the eye of the body

sees the things that are found all around it in this incorporeal light, and has been created with a

capacity to receive it and with a suitability ¡ot 1¡".115 |ust as the idea of appearance is important to

Arendt as part of her phenomenological methodology so is the concomitant concept of

illumination.ll6 Just as Augustine's theory of illumination is his response to the threat of evil, where

he eventually rejects Plato's 'memory of the past' for a theory based on'the memory of the present', so

Arendt's notion eventually becomes her reaction to the actions of Adolf Eichmann expressed as

banality.117 Lr this phase of her thinking the temporal dimension of past possibility is still at work in

Arendt's thought.

In an extension of this dimension in her work, during her theorisation of aita nctiaø fhe Augustinian

notion of greatness seen in the Roman and even Machiavellian context, and become her concept of the

heroic explored tnThe Humøn Condition is also part of her framework. To understand the concept of

illumination, her reading of inspiration and imitation this temporal dimension is essential. These will

be examined, including a discussion of what their subsequent role is in her theory of judgement. In

these terms, they relate to a notion of source or foundation and therefore an authority through the

temporality of past possibility. Having established this reading, the role of an ethic of inspiration can

be examined and it relationship to her unwritten unfinished of judgment.

The way in which this connection is made can be seen through her concept of exempløry aølidity.

This emerges in the last few lectures in her course on Kant's political philosophy. In her conclusion to

the lecture series, Arendt returns to Kant's introduction in the Critique of ludgemenf and follows his

thinking once more. Kant's difficulty is the judgement of the particular (or, as Arendt quotes of Kant,

,,the faculty of thinking the particul ur"rrs¡ when judging without the general to guide it. Judging the

1r5 D e Tr initnte, 12.\2.24.
116 While I share his imperative, I disagree with Stuart fustman's reading of the role of disclosure in Arendt's thought, believing

instead the concept of ùumination is the correct course of analysis. See his "Hannah Arendt and the idea of disclosu¡e",

Phil o sophy T o day, Y ol. 20, Issue 1 (Summer 19 82), pp - 23 -37'

;
cern that "[h]ow this presence is to be understood is one of the

notorious difficulties of Augustinianism".
118 From Kant's Critique of ludgement, qtnted ìnLectures on Kant's Politicøl Philosophy, p.76.
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particular with an extant precept - such as "a rule, a principle, a law" - causes Arendt and Kant no

problem: the problem arises, and beckons the point of Arendt's analysis, when the particular does not

have a general to aid the und.erstanding of it. It is this moment - a moment that contains within it a

lack of reassuring familiarity - that welcomes in the use of judgement that Arendt is attempting to

conceive and facilitate in her deliberations. Experience, Arendt tells us, or an outside signification

could be available to judge this particular, but in exception this may not be the case. Consequently, the

emergency that this moment initiates requires now a standard to be derived from somewhere else; one

would "need a tertium quid or a tertium comparøtionis, something related to two particulars and yet

distinct from both." Arendt, though, does not see just one " tertium comparntionis" , b:ul two of them.

The first is located mainly in Kant's political writings and evolves around the idea of purposiveness'

As Arendt describes it, this idea is "the idea of an original compact of mankind as a whole, and

derived from this idea is the notion of humanity, of what actually constitutes the humanness of

human beings, living and dying in the world, on this earth that is a globe, which they inhabit in

common, share in common, in the succession of generatiot'tr.2119 This is source alone is exceptionally

suggestive of Arendt's way of thinking regarding a source of standards but Arendt highlights a

second "solution"; exempløry aatidity.l2} \Alhile the interpretative commentary's focus is on the second

source, the first provides an indication of the framework of Arendt's thought and the importance of

foundation and temporality in her thinking at this stage of her work. Nonetheless it must be seen in

conjunction with her second suggestion. The notion of exemplary validity, introduced by way of

illustrating how categories (such as Plato's idea or Kant's schema) help define an object (for example,

a table), relies on having an example with which to compare. This standard remains, for Arendt, a

particular itself but "its very particularity reveals the generality that otherwise could not be defined.

Courage is llk¿ Achil¡1"."!21' Arendt therefore leaves us with two questions that need answering; first,

how can a particular become a general without becoming a general and, second, how do we evaluate

the choice of the particular?

trs ¡6¡¿.
120 Arendt immediately af ter introducing this idea quotes Kant as saying "Examples are the go-cart of judgements" frorn

Critique of Pure ReøsonBI73.
127 Lectures on Kønt's Politicøl Phitosophy,p. 77 (original itatcs). This again engages Arendt's understanding of "enlarged

mentality,', or the irnagination's cafacify to enablã distant objects to be present. But, and this is a often repeated question aìrned

at Heideggerian derivãd thought, how á." *", as either the spectator or the actor (more on this later), able to decide what is a

worthy eãmple. This is a preJsing question in the context of judgement, but for the moment it must be noted that the move

itself -'f¡om a particular U,råt t"-ui.ri particular even when generalised to a generalisation of this particular - is presented as a

fait accompliby Arendt, and one that she does not see the need to dwell upon. Arendt leaves this point to resume a discussion on

the spectator/ actot concePtion.
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An illustration of a potential solution to the problem these questions indicate exists is provided at

the end of Beiner's interpretation of Arendt's study of Kant's Critique of ludgement' He has already

established his reading of Arendt's concept of political judgement, but he finishes with a chapter

entitled, "Further Thoughts: Arendt and Nietzsche on'this gateway, Moment"'.122¡r. this section of

his study, Beiner considers the relationship between Arendt and Nietzsche in the context of their

consideration of the moment. In Beiner's opening quote from The Dawn of the Døy, Nietzsche laments

the man who waits until the end of the day to make judgement on his activities. In this case the man is

an uninterested judgement but without the energy expended during the day to maintain his clarity.

But as Nietzsche asks, who has the time to ask after 'life and existence' in amidst their daily

endeavours, and equally who having waited for the seventh day can know for "he had missed the

right momey¡¡1'r23 Through this comparison Beiner correctly recognises and uncovers the importance

of the moment in Arendt's work - both as a theorist of political action and a philosopher of the mind'

In Arendt's search for meaning, between the transcendental and the purely humanist options, she

seeks a foundation in a halfway house. Meaning is nothing if it cannot escape the changing fortunes of

¡ims.124 lnThe Life of the Mind, "Thinking" and in a section titled "The gap between past and future"

Arendt again quotes Nietzsche;

Behotd this gateway, dwarfi. . . . It has two faces. Two paths meet here; no

one has yet followed either to its end. This long lane stretches back for an

eternity. And the long lane out there, that is another eternity. They contradict

each other, these paths; they offend each other face to face; and it is here at

this gateway that they come together. The name of the gateway is inscribed

above: "Now" ["Augenblick']' ' '. Behold this Now! From this gateway Now,

a long eternal lane leads bøckwørd; behind us lies an eternity [and another

lane leads forward into an eternal future]'125

\Alhile Arendt has used the translation of Kaufmann for this quote, she has made one very

important change; the Moment becomes Now and she indicates her understanding of its meaning by

adding " Augenblick". This is a strategic change reflecting her understanding of the Now as Augen-blick,

or the moment of phronetic insight. This is an indication of Arendt's way of thinking, which equally

captures the temporal nature of Arendt's thought, but it needs to be broadened to include other

notions involved in this process of insight as an approach to the problem of judgement' Again

lD Beiner,,,Hannah Arendt on judging" , pp 144-756 undertakes a 'fanciful' and 'speculative' study of the,confluence between

Arendt's intended study of judge^-"ttt u"ãÑl"tzsche's notion of eternal retu¡n; a study that is in a decidedly Arendtian marmer

leading to more questions than answets.
123 The Daun of Dny,No' 317. Beiner uses johanna Volz's translation'
72a Bu! atthis stage of his Arendtian study, Beiner is certain that Arendt changed as her focus shifted from action to the mind - a

change determined by her search of the moment.
vs 7f,u, Spake Zørathistrø,3rdpart, "On the Vision and the Riddle", pp. 157-8. lArendt's additions] Quoted ftomThinking, p'

204.
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¡nderstanding Arendt's method of distinction making is important here. Arendt respected the

thought of Friedrich Nietzsche and saw him highlighting certain destructive tendencies in the

tradition of western thought that had evolved through the millennia, including a variant of

Christianity.l26 gs¡ Arendt's work, with its primitive Christian imperative of foundation, sought to

maintain the dignity of individuals in community and not advocate the sterile option of the

aesthetic.127 There is still a Nietzschean element ín this way of thinking and this emerges when her

notion of judgement in the life of the mind is considered which requires an analysis of her

involvement with Kant. It is the pathways established by her reading of Augustine which inspire both

her reading of the crisis of judgement and the potential solutions available. This influence allows a

reading of Arendt's particular use of Aristotle, Kant and Nietzsche to reveal her intentions in her

theory of judgement.

The Nietzschean dimension of Arendt's thought has already received some attention. Biskowski,

mentioned above, acknowledges the elements of Nietzsche in Arendt's thought, or the agonistic and

aesthetic aspects in her political theory.128 In fact, in his article, Biskowski is reacting against the overt

Nietzschean interpretation argued by Dana R. Villa in an essay titled "Beyond Good and Evil: Arendt,

Nietzsche, and the Aestheticization of Political 4"1iot'rrr.129 Published in 1992, Villa's article drew a

number of critical responses of which two were published tn Politicøl Theory as a respolìse to his

argument. One was by a s;nnpathetic Nietzschean interpreter Bonnie Honig and the other by |effrey

C. Isaac.130 Honig in her introduction sets up an Arendt balancing between two abysses. On one side

126 This -as a reading Arendt also retained for Machiavelli. As she reflects, "if you do not resist evil, the evildoers will do as

they please. Though is it true that, by resisting evil, you are likely to be involved in evil, your care for the world takes

pr"."ã"r,"" in poúics over your 
"urå 

fo. the self-whethe¡ this self is your body or your soul. (Machiave-lli--s "I love my native

iity -or" thun -y sor¡I" is áily a variation of: I love the world and its futu¡e more than my life or my self")" . Lectures on Kønt's

Political Philosophy, p. 50.
127 The Arendtian commentator who takes the aesthetizication charge to the extreme is George Kateb' Kateb sees Arendt as

describing action for its own end; or the "existential supremacy of political action'" George Kaleb, Hannah Arendt: Politics,

Conscienã, EaiI, (oxford.,Martin Robertsorç 1983), p. 6ff. He got s on to say, "Action is its own end: its greahress as revelation

needs no fu¡ther validation, only philosophical elaboration. For Arendt, to press beyond the revelatoty qualities of action is

absurd because it is to demand átt utrr*"ì to the question, \Â/hy be human?" (p. 23) For Arendt there is "a single-nLinded

adherence to political action ' 28) A consequence of

this becomes eyes; "insofar a ught to the action of

the polls, she tory existential of human identity -

from moral motivation or intention." (p. 30) This expressive conception of political action is, for Kateb, the G¡eek conception as

well. It lacks moral criteria and Kateb idvocates the subordination of action to cont¡ol of mo¡al criteria. Kateb's charge is that

Arendt dismisses moral judgement from her theory of action; "if morality is one kind of imrnorality, then a few moments of

recklessness Arendt celeb¡aies immorality." And that "Arendt talks about particula¡ acts in a general theory of action can too

reat substantial evils, even the system of
that Arendt actually presctibed a system

Passerin argues that Kateb does not pay t'
12s As such, Biskowski is sensitive to the agon of Arendt's theor at

illustrated tfuoughout her life's work.
12e DanaVilla, ,,Èeyond Good and Evil: Arendt, Nietzsche, and the Aesthetization of Polìtical Action" , PoliticøI Theory,Yol.20

No. 2 (May 1992), pp.274-308.
130 Bonnie Honig,;'in Politics of Agonism: A Critical Response to "Beyond Good and Evil: Arendt, Nietzsche, and the

AestheticizationofPoliticalAction"byDanaVilla",PoliticalTheory,Yol.2l,No 3,(August7993)'pp.528-533-Law¡ence

Biskowski also responded to Villa's uiti"l" b.rt itr was not publishedinPolitical Theory. Anof}:Ler respondent with less

Nietzschean desigirs and with greater veracity is Jeffrey C. Isaac, "situating Hannah Arendt on Action and Politics", Political
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is the "dialogical consensualism of her Habermasian appropriator"".l3l On the other is the "creeping

subjectivism of Nietzsche's purely agonistic 
^o¿"1'.132 

Villa tries to solve Arendt's dilemma

chronologically by seeing her addressing the Nietzschean element in her thought with a later, maturer

reflection on Kant and his concept of sensus communis.l33 Honig thinks that this characterisation of

Arendt's thought is misleading. Not only this, she also is concerned about Villa's characterisation of

Nietzsche's philosophy, especially his description of Nietzsche and his "excessive agonism"' Honig

however thinks that Villa is on the right track; it is just that he is not investigating all the possible

solutions. Honig still believes that a correct reading of Arendt is through Nietzsche and that the

Nietzsche required is one that is not as 'postmodern' as Villa assumes. Honig asks for a reading of

Nietzsche that considers the 'institutionalism' of Arendt and Nietzsche over the 'aestheticism'Villa

provides in his treatment. It is strange that Honig sees Arendt (and Nietzsche) as institutional thinkers

even if the institution is Nietzschean in its principles. But she has picked up on the considerable depth

to Arendt's understanding and that Arendt was not dependent on reductive ideas such as Nietzsche's

aestheticism. To do this Honig calls for a consideration of the other possible 'stabilising' factors such

as "aclion in concert, promising, forgiveness, law, the public-private distinction, foundings,

constitution-making, and amendm s1¡¡." 134

Honig is correct to see that Arendt's balancing act of was not because of lack of conviction but

because she saw both the consensual and the agon at work in a society; the "tension is a site of contest

in a democratic regime, a site from which action is generated.zl3s 11tit call seems strange because of its

association with the work of Nietzsche. Honig has undertaken a considerably redemptive reading of

Nietzsche's work and now wishes to approach Arendt with this new understanding. Honig wishes

only to dwell upon her Nietzschean Arendt and not to consider the other possible sources for her

desire to stabilise Arendt's political action. Honig argues that Arendt has a conceptual debt to

Nietzsche, yet Arendt misreads him. In the footnotes Honig attempts to show the reasons for these

partial misreadings. Arendt's criticisms of Nietzsche's rejection of the will is based on an incomplete

quotation fuorr- WilI to Power, and with promising there is a similar example ftorn Genealogy of Morals'

Theory,yol.21 No. 3, (August 1993), pp.534-540. Villa put forward his understanding given their interpretations in "Response",

American Politicøl Science Reaiew, Vol. 88, No. 2, (June 7994)' pp. a303'
131 The.e are several theorists who have graduated from Habermas to Arendt. Seyla Benhabib is one of these theorists as her

opening line to one of her a¡ticles attests: "In a democratic polity agreement among citizens generated_through processes of

plbt. ãiulog.." is central to the legitimacy of basic institutions." See "fudgement and the Moral Foundations of Politics in

Arendt's Thou g}tt", P olitical Theory, Y ol. 16 (1988), p. 1 .

roz llotrln "The Politics of Agonism", p. 528.
rs3gun¿¡¿Hinchman,inherarticle"ComrnonSenseandthePoliticalBarbarismintheTheoryof HannahArendl" Polity,Yol.77

No. 2 (Winter D}a), pp.377-g3g, also argues that Arendt's moral standards can be found in her conception of common sense.

le+ Honig, "The Politics of Agonism", p' 529.
tts ¡6¡¿.
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With the concept of forgiveness though, Honig argues that Arendt does not acknowledge debt. But it

can be equally argued that it was Heidegger's reading of Aristotle and Arendt's realisation of this

through her reading of Augustine and his discussion of forgiveness that prompted Arendt.136 The

individualism of Arendt's thought is essential to her understanding of twentieth century politics and

philosophical thought. In each of these readings, the theorists have utilised only one side of Arendt's

understanding without considering the Augustinian element in her thought' Without this

consideration, they are not appropriately conceiving the real site for a perpetuating and vital society

that provides the foundation for Arendt's idea of community. Honig, by missing the element of

Arendt's Augustinian beginnings, does not realise that Arendt did not depend upon Nietzsche for her

understanding of human interactiorç rather her residual notion was Augustinian in its conception and

was expressed in her dissertation.

The Augustinian element in Arendt's thought is most apparent in the dissertation. In a

consideration by Ronald Beiner of Augustine's influence for an edited volume entitled Hønnøh Arendt:

Twenty Years Løter, the question of his impact is discuss"¿.l37 16it chapter article concentrates on the

conception of worldliness in the dissertatiory or rather its contradistinction to Christianity's

antiworldliness.l3S Building on Patrick Boyle's initial treatment of the dissertation in "Elusive

Neighbourliness: Hannah Arendt's Interpretation of Saint Augustine" where he focused the themes of

"ontology, stance towards the world, and relationships to others in the world", Beiner asks questions

about this *or1¿.139 In this manner, Beiner highlights the otherworldly element in Augustine's

Christianity and Arendt's reaction to this focus. Arendt is concerned about Augustine's (and

Christianity's) neglect of 'this worldliness' and the community of the social' My focus does consider

Arend.t's treatment of Augustine's anti-worldliness but in the context of his antitemporality. His anti-

136 See Aristotle's Nicomachean EthicsYI,ll and is mentioned trrBeing øndTime, p.1'6a1p.159 of Macquarrie].
137 Ronald Beiner, "Love and Worldliness: Hannah Arendt's Reading of Saint Augustine" inHannah Arendt; Twenty Years Inter,

Larry May and ]erome Kohn, (eds.) (Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press,1996)'pp'269-284'
138 6"¡".', 'challenge' in his treatment of Arendt's dissertation is the division of A¡endt's work between pre- and post-

Holocaust writing Ãd thinking. He points out that it is a division made with her encouragement using Arendt's concern fot
,living experiencJ' as the g"rr"rì, of thought rather than mere absttaction and contemplation. See B.etween Past and Future, p.14.

euotãd ii B"in"., ibid., p.n6g. Beine¡ is very sensitive to an equal abstraction of Arendt's thought from "historicist and

biographical reading" current amongst most of Arendt's interp s

inte"rpåtations of ináividuals in the history of thought and het ought'

Howiver, the 'lived experience' does suggest that Arendt did n of the early

1930s. Surely her sense-of individuality and the necessities of living alongside others would have been powerful to the young

and astute Árendt. (The experienc"r of th" young Arendt are well-detailed in YoungBruehl's biography )
139 patrick Boyle was in one of the prelirninary edited studies that considered the thought and influence of Hannah Arendt and

was appropriätely entitled,,4 mor úundi: Expiorations in the Faith and Thought of Hsnnøh Arendt.His sensitivity to the religious

"I"1n"ni 
i¡1ir"rrit is profo,rnd but his intent is only expository even though he gives direction to future interpretations. He

attempted to make sÀse of the dissertation and suggest a role for its argument in Arendtian scholarship in 1987 from its

disoráered manuscript form. Patrick Boyle, "Elusive Neighbourliness: Hannah Arendt's Interpretation of Saint Augustine" in

Amor Mundi: Explorøtions in the Føith and Thought of Hnnnah Arendt,JamesBernauer, (ed.) (The Netherlands, Martinus Nijhoff,

1987),pp.81-114. Boyle does discuss the commr.urity onp.97.
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worldliness derives from this aversion lo temporø\is.14O From this reading of Augustine, Arendt

becomes sensitive to the dimension of time and she sees man's condition as homo temporølis.

Nonetheless, Beiner is correct when he poses Arendt's concerns in terms of simple choice through

opposítions; "Belonging or estrangement? Loving the world, or coming to view it as a desert? Being at

home in the world, or "world alienation"? These are the alternatives with which Arendt grappled, not

only in the book on Augustine but throughout her philosophical career."741 This encapsulates the

sense of contradiction inherent in Arendt's way of thinking yet it does not highlight the imperative of

not solving these contradictions, rather realising their meaning for human endeavour.

This dimension of temporality which is at work in Arendt's work offers insight into her own

contradictions. This is illustrated by Seyla Benhabib's articulate evaluation of Arendt's thoughts on

judgement:

Arendt's reflections on judgement do not only vacillate between judgement

as a moral faculty, guiding action, versus judgement as a retrospective

thinking'.142

Benhabib captures the dimeruion in Arendt's later thought where on one hand she seems to deal

with the particular or singularity, while she also seeks to deal with the universal aspect of judgement

and its impartiality. But there is a division in the temporal emphasis in these two approaches' In

distinction, the first system, dealing with the actor is forward seeking and investigates the thought

founded in the potential future. And the second, the spectator, deals almost exclusively with the past

and the role of memory and remembrance. \Ä/hat needs to be considered is when they come together:

the temporal dimension of part possibility.

In other words, this dualistic reading of Arendt's concerns does not consider methodology of

thinking that is trinitarian.la3 The tripartite dimension of her thinking, which has gone unnoticed in

commentaries, reveals the dlmamic of her thought. Arendt locates the problem of Augustinian love as

140 As Arendt says in her dissertation: "for Augustine, being and tirne are opposites. In order to be, man has to over come his

human existencé, which is temporality: "Hencò so that you too may be, t¡anscend time." Therefore the "transit" consists in

transcending temporality, andïhat needs to be forgotten, and is forgotten, is mortality. Iust as the love_r forgets himself over

the beloved,-mortã1, t"rrrpo.ul man can forget his existence over eternity." Loae and St Augustine, p' 29. [Arendt's italics]
141 Beiner, "Love and Worldliness", p. 280.
1a2 SeylaBenhabib, "fudgement and the moral foundation of politics in Arendt's thought", Political Theory,Yol' 16, No' 1

ways, distinguishes th¡ee
dsiÁs. Therelore
eían"alysis, is required to
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love as desire. Her solution is therefore a conception of love without this desire. Love has already been

presented as the solution to fear and unhappiness in Christian thought. The fact that Augustine has

two loves that he wishes to choose between becomes illustrative of Arendt's usual methodology to

search for a solution to a problem. The formation and subsequent search for an understanding of their

dynamic is the trait of Arendtian thinking that pervades all her work. In this case, the construction of a

third love is sought to mediate between the two Augustinian concepts. The criticism made agairst

Arendt's project by faspers was that she sought to explain Augustine's contradictions rather than to

learn from them. Her search for a new love as a solution is made untenable by the fact that Augustine

has already designed love as the solution to the antithesis inherent in life. John Burnaby in Amor Dei

sets up Augustine's ideal of man's true end as three antitheses.l44 These antitheses describe the

relationship between the worldly good life that changes and the anti-worldly huppy life in changeless

eternity. The results of this are a relationship between conflict and peace (feeling and willing), action

and contemplation, and faith and sight (seeing and knowing).fn" middle antithesis is significant for

Arendt's later work tnThe Life of the Mind as it is the bridge between the will and knowledge'las \Alhile

Augustine does not wish to dwell on this tri-conception of love (or lover, loved and love), Arendt

sought to determine the true relationship of an individual to themselves, their neighbours and the

world.146 Using this association she found a platform to determine a universal without compromising

the particular involved: the individual as part of a community that does not compromise the plural

nature of their worldliness. This requires an approach that is aptly described as the "way of the

philosopher beyond Day and Night''142

It is often this unstated dimension of Arendt's conceptual framework that provides the clue to

Arendt's intentions. This is especially true with her reading of Augustine, the theorist who conceived

the most powerful commentary of the trinity of man although in the shadow of the Holy Trinity' Of

this Holy Trinity, it is the dimension of the spirit that fascinates Arendt - which becomes the spirit of

the eternal, or the enigma of the now - a fascination that is reflected in her choice of love for her

le ¡ohn Burnab y, Amor Dei, p. 82. Flowever, from this it is u¡certain as to the order of theì¡ relationship. St. Thomas Aquinas

later draws the àonclusion tliat contemplation and therefo¡e the intellect, the pathway to God, is the primal element. Yet,

Augustine is also the fi¡st advocate of the will and therefore action'
ras "1¡"r" is a vision belonging to ou¡ time here . . . If we believe, we see; if we love, we see . . .. He who has love needs not to be

sent upon a long journey to r"ã God . . .. He would see God upon Flis tfuone in heaven: let him have love, and God dwells in

hirn even as in heaven." Enarrationes in Psalmos, CXLIX,4. Quoted iutBulrnaby, Amor Dei, p' 82. More signficantly, Burnaby

comments that Love-this is what Augustine means-is the confounde¡ of all antithesis. It breaks the Line between the here and

the hereafter, between change and thã changeless, time and eternify. It is peace in conflict, contemplation in the rnidst of action,

sight piecing through faith. For in love ttre divine meets the human: heaven comes to earth when Christ is bo¡n, and man

rejoices in the Truth.
146 It is Book VIll of De Trinitøte that Augustine passes over this possibi.lity'
147 Lecture notes, p.024464' Second Sessiory p. 2.
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dissertation and her construction of a third type of love social caritas to solve Augustine's

contradiction of caritas arrd cupiditas.

In this context, love in Arendt's dissertation - especially love of the neighbour - is seen as a

pathway of exploration into her foundational thinking.l48 The dimensions of this exploration become

evident when the context for Arendt's study of Augustine's thought is investigated. Heidegger,

Jaspers and the milieu of Arendt's Germany in the 1920s is considered.lag HeidegSer's project for

Being andTime dwelT on the thought of Augustin".1s0 y¡¡¡1" Arendt treats this aspect of Augustine's

thought as a problem of the neighbour in his love of God, she is also exploring the impact of ancient

Athenian thought on western thinking.lsl This will be read into Arendt's discussion as she develops

Social Cnritas as a resolution to this Augustinian dilemma. What remained in Arendt's understanding

and Augustine's continuing influence on her thought was therefore not the grand plan' of Social

Cøritas, but rather Augustine's description of the individual-in-the-world' Subsequently, while the

imperative that resulted in Arendt formulating Socisl Caritss may have been disappointing for Jaspers

- and eventually Arendt - still the pathway and framework of exploration behind the attempt never

left Arendt. At the end of the dissertation Arendt provides the insight into her concerns which

involves the implication of the redemption of Adam through Christ:

detachment from the world. Mutual love lacks the element of choice . . ..

Love extends to all people in the ciaitøs Dei, jusl as interdependence

extended equally to all in Ttre ciaitas terrena. This love makes human relations

definite and explicit. coming from the thought of one's own danger that is

experienced in conscience in God's Presence, that is, in absolute isolation'

148 French interpretations are much closer to my reading of Arendt's dissertation but they remain unde¡ the thrall of her

Heideggerian a-ssociation. See Myriam Revault d'Allonn es, " Amor Mundi:L Politique:

øctes dlVoiloque Hannah Arendt, Édlté par Vfiguel Adensotu (Paris, Editions 47-9-

liVhen Sylvie boufine-Denamy , Hannih Arenãt, (Pais, Beuond, 1994) in her ugustin",

pp. tsz-t6s ¡eads A¡endt's dissertation in an expository manner without a_sense of how
-lrlarie 

Roviello , Sens Commun et Modernité chez Hannah Arendf, (Bruxelles, Ottsia,7987),

86-11.8 seeks the totalitarian ìn Arendt's thought and does not consult the dissertation as

discussed in the context of The Life of the Mind.
1ae The editors, |oanna Vecchiarelli Scott and Judith Chelius Starþ in the accompanying interpretative essay to the translated

manuscript form of the dissertation give broad considerat
any of them in detail. Scott also published her own a¡ticle
""4 Detour tfuough Pietism": l{annah Arendt on St' Aug
pp.394-425. Their ongoing interest however is in Arendt's concep
't*s 

reaLm of the free. In this capacity they provide a sound insight into the potential dynamics of Arendt's Augustine.
150 Specifically, Heidegger's "Augustinus und der Neuplatonismus" Iectu¡es in Phänomenologie des Religiösen Lebens, Volume 60

of Gàsamtøusgabe, (Frailfurt am,"Main, Vittorio Klostermann, r.'tnThe Genesis of

Heidegger's Being and Time, (Berkeley, California, University
rsr ¡u* along with "Gradus","The

Supreme our in St. Augustine: A preparation for or the

essential 7. He follows this exhaustive article with

another more focused treatment; "The Distinction beLween Lov e for Neighbour in St. Augustine",

Augustiniøna,yol. 32 Nos 1-2, (1982), pp. 5-47. See also his ìntroductory comments in Tarsicius J. van Bavel, The Rule of Saint

Augustine, trans. Raymond Canning, (Garden City, N.Y., Image Books, 1986)'
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Thus, love does not turn to humankind but to the individual, albeit every

individual. ln the community of the new society the human race dissolaes into its

møny indiaiduøIs. Hence, the human race as such is not in dønger, but eaery

indioidual is.152

The need for the individual in the world to comprehend existentially the role of the neighbour in his

or her life provides an important element in understanding her later work.153 This eventually leads

Arendt to the thought of Immanuel Kant for assistance in understanding the individual-in-the-world

and the principles and their manner of direction. Arendt herself associates her reading of Augustine

with Kant in her lectures on his political philosophy 1r'1964. The key is the existential element of love'

She introduces him when discussing the idea of desire without possessiveness. As she notes

"Augustin: Amo: Volo ut sis. A confirmation of the sheer arbitrariness of being: We have not made

ourselves, we stand in need of confirmation. We are strangers, we stand in need of being welcome. !

want )¡ou to be."154 yuls¡ in the same lecture Arendt further clarifies this, writing "It does not

presume a "need or want". (What Aug. actually meant: I want you to be - independent of any need on

my part, independent of any use etc. And the distinction between uti and frui which runs through

Augustine has something to do with this.)"155 Her beginnings are very much related to her end.

Nonetheless, her theory of judgement is incomplete and has become the focus of much attention

because of its ambitious nature. The argument over her interpretation evolved around whether she

should have used Aristotle's phronesis or continued to pursue the rigidity of Kant's rationality'156 The

attempt to mediate between these two positions has caused much of the debate'157 Essentially it is

between the contextuality of Aristotle and the formalism o1 ¡.11.158 But Arendt was seeking to

752 Loae and St. Augustine, pp' 110-1. [my italics]
153 Someone who takes up this concern is Garrath Williams who selects predorninantly from Arendt's political works to express

an etlric of responsibility. Garrath Wilt;ams, "Love and Responsibility: a Political Ethics for Han¡ah Arcndt" , Political Studies'

Vol. a6 $ggÐ)pp.937-950. A retu¡n to Augustine and Arendt's dissertation is prominent in Lauren Swayne Bartold's sea¡ch for

an et¡ics in erån¿fs thought. Flowever, the focus on the role of the will in Arendt's thought means that Bartold does not fully

engage Arendt with the dlnamic of Augustine's thought and especially the rich implications of the trinity at work in Arendt's

pf,íoiopny. See "Towardá an ethics of lóve: Arendt on the will r nd St Augustine", Philosophy and Sociøl Criticism, Vol. 26 No. 2

(2000), pp. 1-20, and especially p. 9.
fA Ka;t1964, (032288). [Arendt now suggests he¡ audience imagine the opposite.] In handw¡itten notes beside this, Arendt

herself equates Augustine and Kant. "Tã their desire of existence regardless of profit: Augustin" and then "The beautifirl

teaches us to love without intentions[?] of profit. The Metøphysir s of Morals, S17." lFrom the "Metaphysical first principles of the

doctrine of virtue, Doct¡ine of the elements of ethics, Episodic Section of Chapter two", Ak. 6:443. In Grego¡'s translation she

represents this state or stimmung as 'disposition'. Kønt's The Metaphysics of Morøls, t¡ans' and ed. Mary Gregor, (Cambridge,

CåmbridgeUniversitypress, 1.eloø¡,p.tb2.Seealsop.I62forKant'sdiscussionof ¿rmorcomplacentiøe(LiebedesWohlgefnllens).1

1ss ¡utl¡ 1964, (032290).
1s6 The first comes from Ronald Beiner in his interpretative essay accompanying his editorial role onLectures on Kønt's Politicøl

philosophy and "Judging in the World of Appearances: A Com¡nentary on Hannah Arendt's Unwritten Finale" , History of
politicàl ihought,Vol. llssue L, (Spring f9e,0), pp. 177-735 while the second from Albrecht Wellmer, "Hannah Arendt on

Judgement: T|e Unw¡itten Doctrine oi R"urotl" inHannøh Arendt; Twenty Yenrs Lttter, Larry May and ferome Kohn, (eds')

(Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press,1996), pp. 33-52.
157 The best and clearest expression of has problem has been by Benhabib. First published as "Arendt, Politics and the Self",

politicalTheory,yol.ro,No.r(Februaryuss),pp.29-51 Reprinted,tnSituøtingtheSelf:Communicatit¡eEthicsøndtheClaimsof

Gender, Community ønd Postmodernism,þ'"fity lt".r, Cambridge, 1992) where it appears in a section titled "Neo-Kantian and

Neo-Aristotelian Perspectives on Judgement" , frorr. pp' 733-\4
ls} ibid.,p. 134. As Benhabib expresses it, "a central issue in the current debate is whether a universalist moral standpoint must

be formåtstic, a prioristic and ðontext insensitive or whether moral r.¡niversalism can be reconciled with contextual sensitivity'"
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achieve something that had been an unarticulated part of her ongoing and developing understanding

of the individual-in-the-world. Arendt's simple perspective is that the individual who is not self-

sufficient exists in a world created with others.1s9 16it is seen by Gottsegen when he develops his

understanding of Arendt's political community and specifically the way in which its citizens interact

by offering the concept of humønitøs with a cognate conception o1 isonomy, or formal political

equality.160 The essence of this community is mutual understanding.l6l Gottsegen rightly suggests

that the 'cognitive capacity' needs to be understood in order to clearly comprehend how the

realisation of this communication can come about. He offers his view of this scenario suggesting it is

dependent on the interaction of the faculties of the will; individuals will a collaborative process

determined by a common interest and the intellect follows this will. With this assumption, Gottsegen

tums to the normative dimension of the community and its links to her theory of action. Gottsegen

develops his argument in the right direction but he has underestimated the role of Augustine in

Arendt's thought.

The essence of an Arendtian community is mutual understanding and the question of her specific

reading of phronesis is vital. In his reading, Beiner suggests that the concept of phronesis would have

served her purposes well. FIe is correct in his assessment but it is not strictly the Aristotelian concept

that he suggests.162 Rather there is already an extant residue of her primitive Christian

und.erstanding.l63 Equally when he suggests "[w]e must inquire why she turned exclusively to Kant

for inspiration when she sought to explore the theme of judgement . . .", the answer is that she saw in

Kant a style of thinking that responded to her own framework, founded in his early interpretation of

philosophy. The key to this duality of actor/future and spectator/past and Arendt's use of Kant and

This understanding and Benhabib's i¡fluence is reflected in the interpretations of Maurizio Passerin d' Entrèves, The Politicøl

philosophy of Uønnlh Arendt and,Majid Yar, "From Actor to Spectator: Han¡rah Arendt's 'two theoties' of political judgement",

Philosophy ønd Socinl Criticism,Yol.26 No. 2 (2000), pp- 7-27.
1se 1¡i. is not to suggest a clear cut case of empathy, a specific solution that Arendt denied in "Crisis in Culture" in Between Past

and Future, p.22I.
1e In his section'Humanitas andPublic Discourse', Michael G. Gottsegen argues that there is a lacuna in her The Human

Conditionregarding this notion of Isono mia. She, in fact, does discuss this notion in the context of Aristotle in Library of

Congress papers, Introduction to Politics, pp. 9-10

essays 'Politics and Unde¡standing' and 'Politics a

on Political Philosophy. Gottsegery Political Thought

Citizen: Persönliche lntegrität und politisches Handeln: Eine Rekonst

of the ìntroduction.
161 Gottse gery P olitical Though t of Hannah Ar endt, p' 61.
162 See Beiner, "Hannah Arendt on Judging" , p.'1,40. Also Christopher Lasch, "Introduction" , Salmagundi, Vol. 60, (Spring-

Summer 1983),pp.L-6.
163 One influence that is not explored in this discussion but remains indicative ìn this approach is the writing of Martìn Luther

and especially his constructive reading of Aristotle's notion of phronesis despite its use by Scholasticism. The combination of this

notion with tie kariological moment is essential to his argument. Subsequently, his critique of Aristotelian thought is found in

Kierkegaard's work as Kierkegaard sirnilarly challenges the Christianity of his day. See John van BY:",y, Young Heidegger, p.

tea anã John O. Caputo, " Sorge and. Kardia: Tine Hermeneutics of Factical Life and the Categories of the Heart" in Rending

Heidegger from the Start: Essøys in his earliest thought, Theodore Kisiel and John van Buren, (eds.) (New York, SUNY Press, 1994)'

p.328.
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Aristotle is the temporality of Arendt's thinking, the relationship between past and future in the

present.164 Therefore this must be seen in the context of how her understanding of primitive

Christianity enters her political consciousness and the notion of principle in foundation guides her

thinking through a temporal framework defined by past possibility. The question is how this relates to

her reading of Kant at the very end of her intellectual career. In Willing, Volume Two of The Life of the

Mind, Arendt intimates the way she should be read when she expresses that

it is by virtue of this idea of mankind, preset in every single man, that men

are human, and they can be called civilised or humane to the extent that this

idea becomes the principle of their actions as well as their judgements. It is at

this point that actor and spectator become united; the maxim of the actor and

the maxim, the 'standard', according to which the spectator judges the

spectacle of the world become one'165

In a section of her Lectures on Knnt's Political Philosophy, Arendt describes her intention with Kant's

thinking in the Critique of Judgemenf. Arendt tells her students that Kant never wrote his political

philosophy but the best determination of its possible form is in "Critique of Aesthetic Judgement". In

other words, by looking at taste, judgement and production of artwork, he 'confronts an analogous

problem'. The themes of judgement are prominent but also communicability, spirit, a trinity, and the

mind. These themes are indicative of Arendt's thinking throughout her intellectual career. This is an

insight into the style of thinking that Arendt used throughout her work and represent an outline of

her intended culmination in the third section of The Ltf, of the Mind. \ÂIhile the lecture is a direct

articulation of Kant's thinking it is also a fair indication of the framework she would have used to

conclude her investigation of the mind. Its formulation relates back to her foundation in the thought of

St. Augustine and his trinitarian concept of the human mind. In the lectures Arendt is working Kant to

fit him into her understanding of the dynamics of the mind she is already seeing as a suitable

structure for judgement. To understand Arendt's thought and especially this underlying structure at

this juncture of her thinking on judgment her Augustinian legacy becomes essential.

The point Arendt seeks to make evolves around the distinction Kant makes between genius and

taste. Genius is the production of art, while taste for judging the produced art - which two is nobler

though, Kant wonders? Subsequently, Arendt has Kant asking, "which is the condilion sine qua non

1@ This takes up Jasper's (and Arendt's) methodology of reading Augustine. Years later Arendt's advice to her own graduate

students still reflects this as she says that the key to t¡nderstanding profound thinkers of the Western tradition is not seek to

solve their contradictions, rather understand wirat causes them. See Arendt's introduction in her lectures on "History of
political Thought," Berkeley. 1955, pp. I-5 (023944-48) in her Library of congress papers.
t6s Willing, pp-.220-7. This is also quoted in Richard J. Bernstein "Judging - the in Proceedings of

"Uistory,2ihics, Politics": A Conference Bøsed on the Work of Hnnnøh Arendt,Patri þ Empire State College,

ßg2), p.157 where he says the "search to find some resolution between the ac inues to be one of the

deepest problems of our time".
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"to which one has to look in the jrdg g of art as beautiful vlls?""766 The answer to this perplexing

question is given by Arendt in the form of a quote by Kan1.167 In the quote Kant answers this question

by saying that taste provides guidance for genius and therefore taste should be the dominant factor

especially because of its communal nature.168 As a follow on to this, Arendt has Kant stating "for

beautiful art . . . imaginntion, intellect, spirit, and tøste are required," and comments that he adds that

"the three former faculties are united by means of the forlh," or in other words, taste which is

judgement.169 In a step that seems to confuse her purpose Arendt now states that spirit is a special

faculty apart from imaginatiory intellect ønd now reason which provides genius with the capacity to

communicate subject notions that are 'communicated to e¡¡s¡s/.1'70 Arendt sees this as meaning that

genius can express "the ineffable element in the state of the mind fGemütszustøndl" and that which

guides this communication is taste and is not the 'privilege of genius"'.171 Arendt is clearly attempting

to fit Kant's thought rn lhe Critique of Judgement inTo her way of thinking in a trinitarian manner. This

signals the fundamental role that Augustine is assuming in her thinking'

The notion behind this is that if the actor and the spectator do not have a familiar frame of

reference then the communication would fail and the action or fabrication would become

meaningless. Arendt expresses this in more Kantian terms. Arendt points out that we can speak of the

genius in the singular but we c¿m never speak of the spectator in the sarne way - they "exist only in the

plural". The spectator is always involved with fellow spectators and therefore they share the faculty of

judgement. This is an old insight and Arendt traces it back to the Latin (and notably not the Greek).

Arendt quotes Cicero's On the Orntor and using him to note that the differentiation between a good

judger and a bad judger is little though in the context of fabrication it is signific¿¡¡¡.I72 Kant in his

166 Arendt with Critique of ludgement, gS0. Arendt acknowledges that although the two are porhayed as different there would be

some people with both caPacities.
167 ¡., i¡, entirety: "Abundance and originality of ideas are less necessary to beauty that the accordance of the imagination in its

freedom with tìre conforrnity to law of the understanding [which is called taste]. For all the abundance of the former produces

in lawless freedom nothing tut nonsense; on the other hand, the judgement of the faculty by which it is adjusted to the

understanding. Taste, likejudgement in general, is the disciple (or training) of genius; it clips its wings ' . . , gives guidance " ' ,

brings clearness and order linto the thoughts of geniusl it m
urr"ttt"d to, and capable of being followed by others, and of o

properties in a proåuct rort 
"tÌ.it 

g must be sàcrificed, it should 188'

(Arendt's deletions and additions)
1tr This is despite, as Arend.t points out, without genius what would taste do? Significantly Etienne Gìlson makes a sirnilar point

about Augusúne's theory of the mind when he diicusses the relationship between reason and intelligence. See The Christiøn

Philosophy of Søint Augustine, p. 270, n- I.
169 Pluhar uses fine fo¡ beautiful in an attempt to stop confusion over the word beautifirl.
170 Lectures on Kant's Politicøl Philosophy, p' 63-

17r See Critique of ludgement, S49. And to continue, the "judgement of the spectator creates the space without which no such

object could app"ut ãt ul. The public realm is constituted by the c the actor or the makers. And

this critic andiþectator sits in åvery acto¡ and fabricato¡; without doer or maker wo'ld be so

isolated from the spectator that he would not even be perceived." sophy, p' 63'

r72 ibid. Tlle quote in full is "For everyone discri¡ninates ldijudicarel, distinguishes between right and wrong in matters of art and

proportion by some silent sense witiout any knowledge of art and proportion: and whjle they can de this in the case of pictures

ãnd statues, in other such works, for whoseunderstanding natu e has given them less equþment, they display this

discrinrination much more in judging the rhyttrms and pronunciations of words, since these are rooted [infxø] in common
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Anthropology, Arendt believes, expresses the same thing; insanity is the loss of common sense and the

ability to make judgements. The opposite is the sensus priaatus, or the logical faculty' This can function

without communication because it is about drawing logical conclusions. The interpretation of this

private sense requires coÍunon sense though.

Arendt revises her position and suggests that all common sense, judgement, and discrimination all

depend on the faculty of taste. Of the five senses three are of the external world and can be

communicated with ease; sight, hearing, and touch. The other two are inner senses such as smell and

taste and these are harder to communicate. They are therefore a private sense' The three objective

senses can also røpresent something - they can be used to reconstruct the absent.173 This is the faculty

that Kant calls 'Imagination' and excludes both taste and smell. The thing about these two senses is

that they are immediate and overwhelming unlike the other three because they can be blocked. So,

Arendt asks, why should taste become the faculty of judgement? And why this judgement and not

another, such as a cognitive one? And why should this be based on private sense? Again why is taste

dependent on that? The key is ttre lmaginøtion: "Ikre ability to make present what is absent, transforms

the objects of the objective senses into "sensed" objects, as though they were objects of inner ssn""".774

Arendt notes that this happens by reflecting not on the object but rather on its representation. The idea

behind this is that the object is now represented in the memory and that it cause either pleasure or

displeasure and not the object itself - this is Kant's "operation of reflection" '175 
y¿1r¡, Arendt suggests,

was very astute early on that in the private/subjective sense something nonsubjective was evident or

present.176 Kant states that "the beautiful, interests [us] only [when we are] in society. ' .' A man

abandoned by himself on a desert island would adorn neither his hut nor his person . . .' [Man] is not

contented with an object if he cannot feel satisfaction in coÍunon with others."t77 ¡r.nL¿¡ provides us

with several other quotes from Kant, including quotes from Kant's written papers but the most

important one is the final one: "In Taste egoism is overcome", or ir'r other words/ we are considerate'

All this proves for Arendt that "the nonsubjective element in the non-objective senses is

intersubj ect ív l|y" .r7 I

sense, and of such t¡ings nature has willed that no one should be altogether unable to sense and experience Ihernlexpertusl'"

Cicero, On the Orator,3. 153. [Arendt's insertions].
i73 Arendt uses the examples of building, melody and velvet'
r74 Lectures on Knnt's Politicql Philosophy, p. 65'
175 Critique of ludgement, $40 [p.160 of Plul'rar].
176 Lectures on Kant's Politicnl Philosophy, p' 67.

r77 Critique of ludgement, $41 [p. 165 of Pluha¡].
178 Lectures on Kant's Politicøl Philosophy , p. 67 .
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By exploring Kant's thought in the manner, Arendt generates a trinitarian conception of the mind

and she holds the factor of communicability to be an essential element in this construction along with

the faculty of memory and imagination. One of the central ideas is the role of the community in this

way of thinking. Here a form of communication with the other in society is achieved through a

particular state of the mind. This is a universality in an individualist format. Taste appears to be this

factor, and Arendt has already described it as the bond between imagination, intellect, and spirit,

where spirit is the bond between imaginatiory intellect and reason which allows the communication of

genius. This double trinitarian model requires an unfolding through Arendt's intellectual

development to fully comprehend. The starting point is her dissertation on Augustine. Read through

this lens, taste and intersubjectivity reflect a particular reading of the community and the relationship

between individuals in that community. The foundation of a theory of judgement that Arendt is

seeking to articulate through Kant's Third Critiqu¿ is connected to a perspective that involves phronesis,

knrdiø, kniros and eudaimonia. These concepts are not defined by the Athenian tradition of thought

however, and therefore the post-Augustinian Christian traditiory but rather by primitive Christianity

reflected in the letters of St. Paul. Arendt, a young Jew, is seeking to delineate the experiences of these

primitive Christians from the institutionalised Church and its use of Hellenic philosophy.lTg

17e 1¡i, is captured in Robert E. Meagher's existential An lntroduction to Augustine,when he also suggests that the intrigue of

Augustine's-thought is partly explained by h-is position in the history of western thought. He stood at the moment in history

whãn the two greát haáitions oithought clashed at the death of an ernpire. Consequently humanity was conceived by

Augustine it tãr*r of human speech ãs the signifier of humanness and he therefore found in both traditions a path to follow.

The word was of course much more important than utterances, instead the emphasis is not its uniqueness and encompassing at

the same time. Il as Augustine did, you were to ask the question "know thyself", the aspect that stands enrinent as a

consideration is the words of an individual. llowever to understand these words requires a methodology to determjne the

purpose of these words. Augustine had two traditions to draw upon and each gave him a different answer. The Hellenic

i.uáito.r suggested speech Ã disclosure, whjÌe the Hebraic tradition suggested speech as c¡eation. There is therefore a tension

at work in Àrigustine-'s understanding that travel on forward as his influence and the metger of the Hellenic and Hebraic

tradition contiirues through other passages created by the ongoing tradition of western thought. At the heart of this division is a

question of strength and weaktress. Do we have the capacity to create the world in which we live in, or do we merely dwell in

the world that is const¡ucted previous to our existence?
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7, Arendt's Article on Augustine: Indications of ModernitY

Arendt's joumey towards a theory of judgement starts at her engagement rvith Augustine,

the Christian Father. In this manner, it is significant that John Caputo calls Arendt a jewgreek as

he seeks a 'counterethics' in his book Against Etltics.r \\trile he appreciates Arendt's perception

of the fragility of action in modernity, his description oi her thinking as a je',r-greek limits his

orvn understanding of how she seeks to protect this action. It must be acknorvledged however

that *'hile Arendt is a Jew who educated herself not onìv in the philosophies of Ancient Greece

and Rome but also in that which can be positioned inbehveen these bwo paradigms of thinking

ior the west: the thought of primitive Christianih.2 The reason that this is important to

understanding Arendt's lifelong intellectual endear-our is partly to do with the question of why

Arendt chose the subject matter of Augustine and lor-e for her dissertation. Arendt ignored the

theological attractiors of Augustine's rvork, in the Process drawing criticisms from her

revie$'ers, and instead used the emerging phenomenological methodology a,q a guiding light

into the mind of Augustine and the foundation of Christian philosophy.3 Ar'rgustine stood at the

change in periods, from the thought of Ancient Greece to the inclttsion of Christianity's

w.orldview. Augustine's intellectual dominance of the new Grecian Christianih'means that his

.,r'ork is rich material ior delineating the variotts for-rndations of the future modernity. The role

:luh¡D Captrto,,Again,siE:lrics: ContributionstoaPocticso.f O!'.:;a!!:':'¡úhCo¡tsttntrtfcrencetoD¿--",struction,

Bloomington, Indiana Uni'. ersity Press, I993¡, pp 111-2

: In h..r .lissertation Arendl refers to AcloLf r on Flarnack's sennal L¿::'nLch tlar Dognengcschtrhte 
"''l 

1, (Freibr'rrg-

Lei¡.¿1.¡, lS9{) rc'gartiing the role of Ancir,nt Crcek thotrght in e¡¡h C¡.¡L;ti.rn scnsilrilitics. Flarnac-< = inter¡rrch.ttiou is

Jisi.Lsse,l .rt lc'.gth rn t i. -r. \Volfson, Thc Ph:1.'.sopiut o,f llt'Chr::::.¡t: F,¡:'.¿r: Vol. /, (Cambrielge, \Ia.... TrLrn.rl Prcss,

Ì916 t.

I Fo. ar, overview of the en-.LLing book's receplion see Robert \Ier ers.'n, "FIannah Arendt: Roman¡ic in a ToLrlitarian

.\ge", Ph D thesis from the University of lvlimesota, 1972, chapter one
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of Ch¡istian thought together with the Gnostic and Neo-Platonic influences emerge in the

origination and subsequent crisis of modemify. The experience that Arendt is seeking to

uncover in her work is not the Greek and Roman secular experience, rather the lived experience

of the primitive Christian before the colossus of Ancient Greek thought imposed itself on these

pure experientially-based insights in the crystallisation of Augustine's Ch¡istian thought.a

(Ðs Through the Memory of Attgttstine

Just after Arendt had published her dissertation and in 1930, Arendt published an article on

Augustine to help celebrate the occasion of Augustine's fifteenth hundredth anniversary' This

reflection was entitled "Augustin und Protestantismus" and publish ed rn Frankfurter Zeitung'5 It

was her first publication after the release of the revised dissertation the previous year and is

read as a pertinent summary of the major aspects of Augustine's thought that had impressed

her during her dissertational studies. ln the article, Arendt provides the contemporary reader

with an excellent measure of her general impressions of his overall contribution to western

thought and life. Her purpose in the article was to provide an overview of Augustine's position

as the iorefather of the Christian understanding as it stood on the anniversary' Similar to the

suggestion in her dissertation, Arendt acknowledges in Augustine's thought the role of the

intellectual currents of the day. She even slates that he was an inlellectual 'dandy'; following

fashion in his youth and never really abandoning his last fascination, Neo-Platonism in the form

of plotinus' writings.6 Early in the dissertation Arendt already saw the problem with

Augustine's thought as reflecting this residue of Neo-Platonic thought evident in his work,

though she never really expounded upon what the implications of this influence was in any

detail. The problem that Arendt sees in Augustine's work is therefore determined to not

necessarily be especially Christian in its origin; rather it is seen to be Platonic, or more

I This L. rr-here James Bemauer approaches Arendt perfectly in his article but he rnaintains that Arenclt has a
,theologic.rl preoccrLpation' withåut clarifying the meaning of this exactly. See "The Faith of Flarurah Arendt: Amor

.ùlrr¡r,;r ¡n,l iis critiqire-Assi¡nilation of Reiigi,ctts Experieni :" 'tn Amor Ntuntli: Etplorations in the Faith nndThought of

H¡¡tn,i:.-1,¿¡rdi, James W. Bematter, (ed ) (Boston, lvlartinus Nijhoff, 1'937)' p 9

5 Frttn\.:.,r:¿r Zeítung, No. 902, (12 Apriì, 1930).
6 She ako makes the statement that she regarcls Atrgrr-stine as a Roman thinker as this fascination of the human existence

rr..rs borrsht to be.rr on the emc'rgence of Ch¡istianitv in the decline and last years of the Roman Empire Arent-lt believed

that man-r pcople, incltrding heãelf, regard the Church.rs an heir of the Roman En'rpi¡s. Sl'Le savs th.rt the Christian

church :,. tlìc, Roman Ernpire .rncl this rclmark, althoLrgh not significant for this short strtrlv, becomes exccptionally

inr¡rçr¡¡.1¡¡ for Are¡rit's later r..le.rs a political tl'rinker. -\rendt says that Attgtrsline c.rn only rca]lv E'e apprcciatcd if his

tltral erl.ience in rLne{erstoocl, "as bt¡th a Roman anrl a Christlrn". But it also inclLLdcs thc essenco oi the Roman Empirc,

and br--\renc-lt's reading, she m.rkes this a rc.flection oi primitive Christianity' Llannah Arenclt, "Augtrstine antl

Protestantism" in Arendt: Essays in Llnderstantiing, p 23,
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specifically, Neo-platonic in origin.T Plorinus' understanding utilised by Augustine has no

difficulfy with desire as freedom or rather the cessation of desire and its occurrence in the mind

that is possessed by the individual.s The consequence of this conception is that an individual

'dies, as he is no etemal opbion in his worldly preferences.9 In other words, the world in which

the individual finds him or herself provides no access to the precious etemal, instead

demanding another rvorldly option for satisfaction. For Arendt this worldlessness presented

itself as a significant problem in Augustine's thought.lO It led directly to her consideration of the

role of the neighbour in his thought and consequently the role of love and it is this element of

Augusline's understanding that Arendt reacts to as she develops her own thought. Plotinus

caph-rres poignantly the strange existence of the individual in the world and yet dismisses the

world in his philosophical deliberalions. tn doing so, Plolinus assumes that an individual is self-

sufficient and it is an assumption that Augustine continues. Arendt realises the error of this way

of thinking, stating simply that "Man is not self-sufficient".11 The neighbour plays a role in this

stafement from Arenclt, yet this is a¡ illustration of an even greater canse brought lo pre-

eminence in his thought: the temporal dimension oi human existence.12

In reaction to the influence of A¡cient Greek thought, Neo-Platonic thinking, and

Manichaean Gnostics on Augustrne's thoughl a new empire was crealed though his writings -

as Arendt states it, the empire of the inner life.13 The soul becomes something new in this new

empire as well and therefore its meaning is transformed rnto the modern, popular conceplion of

the soul as the innermost essence. Arendt Llses a story'telling metaphor to describe the change

Augusbine brought about. In this manner, Augustine's Confessions were nol there to glorify

7 The result is an appreciation th.rt includes "the hierarchical order, the rhetorical eloquence, and 'Jre claim to

uni'e¡saljtv". Thethristiatr,v of Augustine includes the legacr'of the Platonic order by undersianding the world in

terms of tJne "philosophical-cosmological"'
3 For fuhue reference, Arendt defines notrs as human spirit'
e Arendt clearly associates U,te with action not coniemplation in this sentence,_thotrgh whether th.is is in Plotinus, or a

raclical inlerpreta tion or not is unclear. See Plotints in Enneatìs, VI, 8, I and vI, 8,2. The question ìs was it desire tha t

sent Arendt to action, or aclion to desi¡e?
r0 Ronal,l Beirier, ,,LoVe and Worldliness: Hannah A¡endt's Reading of Saint Augustine" lnHan¡'tt Arendt; Trttenty Yenrs

Inter,Larm. May and Jerome Kohn, (eds.) (cambridge, Mass , \IIT Press, 7996), p-269.

rrLr"¿o,:iSt Augustine,p ls.Arendtsuggeststhatitisspeakingoflovethat.Augustineshou'siÌredetrimental
influence of the ideas of autarchy and seúìuJficiencv and con-.equenilv sees the individual as separated from the

extemal .,r.orld and has no control over its existence - the external is the rvorld but also the bodr' This, Arendt observes,
,,is an aÌienaiion frorn the outside ç,orld, rr'fr-ich is much more radical lhan anything reqr-rested or el-en possible in

orthoclc.r christianiry,', p, {i. Arendt srrggests that "-\ugustine's order of_love is an indication oi ''Jre utterlv tlerivative

ch.rracte¡ofallrelationsthatgobevondth"^"..useofrvorldlvdata" lvhenanindividtral mc'.asotttof thesphere

cleclicated to srrn ivlng and Lo"oks tá those arorurd him or her, ther'.rre not as important as the reiationship they have

rr.ith G.-<i Thc notior-r here seems to be that friendships on earth.rre seconclarv'

irThescaceof ap¡re¡¡¿¡ç(jbchveenbirthane-ltleathisthecorrlertfor.\renclt.Tollcarguesrvhr -':encltrcjectctltheidc'r
o i .r hru:.¡ n n.r ture. Scc. Cu rclon T olle, Hum,tt Nn lr r r¿ :¿ rtr/¿r F ir¿: Tltc P::::ical Phtloso¡thy oi Hnnnt'. -1'¿¡1¿1¿, ( l!'¡shing ton,

D.C , Urjr ersity Prt:ss of America, 19E2).

li Thj,. nerv worlcl inserted into a mixed tradition of thought also demanc{ed a nerv langttage, a cüiicultl' that Arendt

highlithted in her dissertation.
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Augustine or to generate a public biography of his heroic deeds to be transmitted that was the

prevailing Greek conception.l4 In Augustine it is to reveal the true Power of God and his

capacify to redeem. This new ability of the Christian God to redeem focuses Christian theology

and commentary on the role of time due to the Second Coming. Yet a life of sin needs strength

in the individual to be redeemed and strength in the neighbour not to expect damnation. This

role of time is seen by the role of memory in a confession.ls Its path of time is linear as it brings

back Êrom the past that which needs forgiveness to make to fubure better, "[m]emory opens up

this life for us; only in memory does the past take on everlasting meaning; only in memory is

the past cancelled out and preserved for all time".16 The two purPoses of memory appear to be

at odds with one another, a contradiction in terms. But the role of the interpreter is important

here. As Arendt notes, Augustine's set of 'confessions' have been criticised as being falsified

through either fabrication or exaggeration. Lr answer to this criticism, Arendt says, that a

representation can never be faithful to the origrnal - to argue so is absurd' Arendt is not

interested in truth in this case, rather the concern is the role of the literature in AugLrstine's life

a¡d those around hrm, before him and after him. All three time periods, past, presenl and

future are effected by the book. Reality is not being sought by the author, only a message. Thus,

memory is needed however 'imperfect' othenvise the past would not exist. Consequently

memory becomes the essence of tine Confessiorts and its meaning'

In this article Arendl reveals that, for her, the conception of memory is the most important

element in Augustine's Confessions.IT An illustration of memory becomes the main topic in his

last chapter which is occupied by a "long philosophical discourse on memory in which memory

is shown to be the essence of the inner life, that is, of the life of the Christian human being."1S

1J The role of the actor in derermining their story and its rvorlh rather than the spectator is an imporhrnt theme in

Arendt's rvork and one thar she dealiwith only in the final vea¡s of her life. See T/r¿ Life of the Mind,Yol.l ancl II,

especially t}.'e postscript in \-ol. II
15 Kierkegaard wrote about his times in a similar manner to Augustine, even publistr.ing his own'confessions' in Slnges

on Life's ívny.The first step ',hat Kierkegaard takes when communicating his own life is to clarify the difference behveen

memorv- anã re-collection. Ihe first pafes of the chapter titled, 'In Vino Veritas', Kierkegaard is at pains to differentiate

tJre porvers of youth from the po*"ir of age. The first has the porver of memory while the second the porvers of

recollection. Recollection is idåat$ and seeks to maintain an eternal continuiby in life for the individual while memon-

is simplv ineliscriminate. 5!,¡.-¿s on Life's Way, edited and trarrs Horvard V. Hong and Edna H. Flong, (Princeton,

Princeton Universi$ Press, 19E8), p 10.
lb ".{ugr.rstine and Protestantism" , p.26.
l; This rmclerstanr-ling is comparecl to her description of the modern meaning of the confession, at least the one taken ttp

b' the Catholic Church. It L. åne that is restricteà by ¡rrivacl and the power of the Atrgusiinian confession is therefore

also restricted. In clistinction to the Protcstant traclition th.rt emerged from the actions and understanding of Lttther The

Church as nrediator belw,een lhe sou[ anc{ Cocl has been r an,1Lúshecl, so the bcliever stands alone ancl isol¡ted before

the.riervofCocl,scekingth,epresenccof Ct¡tl ForAreneltthisch,rngt'issignificant.rstheAugtrstinlrnrrnderstanclingoi
prrblicitr.Ìras bccn re.stoied. \ot that Arenclt is strggesting that everv one shotrld pulrlish their criticisrns (althottgh in

irer l¡tei rvork Arenclt certainlr.fclt this to bc a mark Lìf the legilimiìcl'of an action), Arendt nevor exL)ressecl a rcaction

to F{eideggc.r's l.rck of conie-sion. Was this becatrse - in her er es - he ctid uot unclerstand the role of memorv in being?

rs "Augustine and Protestantism", p.26.



This role of memory appears to be a private and contained role but for Arendt there is a

dimension that she does not mention explicitly. In The Conaersion of St. Augustine, by Romano

Guardini, whose lectures Arendt attended, he links the confession not with the private world

but the public one: "[tlhe word [confession] signifies a stepping forth from the inmost reserve to

the open, the public."19 Of course, Augustine conceived this as a step forth into a religious

arena, but in his lechrres Guardini emphasises that it is an arena for fellow men to also hear, not

just God.20 The arena is a place for disclosure of an individual in a space of appearance

constructed by fellow men'

tn choosing these themes of worldlessness, memory, and meaning to highlight in her

reflectir-e article, Arendt also highlights her interest in Augustine as a philosopher of tlne

temporal and her ongoing philosophical interest of the individual-in-the-world' The themes of

the dissertation that this piece of work conbinues, though with a new, more specific focus, is the

temporal aspect of the individual's existence, or man as homo tetnporalis. The inner life,

descrit'ed in the varions traditions as spirit, soul, essence or the mind is dependent on memory/

one component of the temporal order. In iollowing Augustine's demand of stepping from the

private to the public Arendt steps from the private to the public when she conceptualises

socieh', now the arena for men to hear. Corsequently, the world, mirroring the same temporal

imperative, is the historical world, sneurlrnn, ". . . the world in rvhich we all live together as a

matter of course".21 This focus on memorr-is in contradistinction to the futural r.rsually resident

in Christianity and the life in anticipation for life after death. The destructive potential of this

emphasis on the aspect of death in the individual's existence becomes evident at the end of the

dissertation when Arendt saYs,

[h]uman mortality, which formerlv had been a necessity, here

becomes a menace. Thus the necessary co-existence in the ciaitns

terrent becomes a free inclining (inclinnre) toward the other who is
equally menaced. The mere reflection on the danger has detached the

individual from the old companionship of fale'2z

The result is a community that wishes to be 'of-the-world', rather than a companionship

based on the same fate. The effect on the individual becomes then a wish to avoid this'menace',

re Cuar.lini, Thc Conuersíot: :.i St. Augrrstine, (Chìcagc Regnerr', 1969)' p 3'

l0 Cuarcirni conti¡tres in the p.rragraph; " . Here, io¡ religious reasons, the stcP is t.rken God-rr'ards r\ private life rr'ith

its acts, jri-st as it turfole-led i.å^ uitit.ìd" and intelleci'.ial strr.rggle, is displayed-¡ubliclr-, bttt also piouslv-be fore Gocl,

Lrtrl so tr.¡l nìL'n tna)' ['rear ' :i'l¿I.

ll Lo¡t,.i.:,i -Sl ,-l¡¿¡r¿-sliÍc, p 103. Arendt savs th.rt'ciar'.gt'r', or thc ineviLrbilitl'oi Ceath, gencratcs .r iceling of

togethe-ess. Deith is rcgardcd ðs a rnenAL-e tr'¡ the erLctence oi the inclividual, ¡arher than as it !\'as Pre!'iotlsly s€'en -.1

step to elernity
¿ ibr,i, p 109.
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or to reduce its significance in life. The way that Arendt believes this is achieved is also through

memory. \ /hat defines the investigation of this context is that "both the fight against it and the

concem with it are comprehensible only by this fact of belonging to the world."23 This is the

common world that pervades Arendt's work and it is a historic world shared by others in the

world.24 And it is in the context of the temporal dimension of this shared world where the role

of storytelling finds its genesis in the thought of Arendt'25

(iÐ The Role of Tempornlíty: Loae nnd the lndiaidual

That Arendt does not mention love in her 1.930 article on Augustine seeking instead to

portray Augustine's role in the establishment of the Catholic Church is surprising especially

when the concept of love had been Arendt's focus throughout her dissertation. This is possibly

an indication that her mood regarding her dissertation was already changing but not for her

wealth of insights she derived from its formation. Arendt's examination of love in Augustine

had other, more subtle priorities, that require, as Arendt talks about Augustine's thought, some

"subtlety of unclerstanding". Its purpose lvas to examine the "incongruities" of individuals'

existence in a world that was there when they entered and also remai¡s when they leave. The

major concern is stated when Arendt opens the argument to her analysis by describing her

purpose as defined br' fhe "neighbour's relevance for the believer who is esiranged from the

rvorld ancl its desires".26 A further two pages on Arendt reiterates this link when she says thal

"[t]he several parts of this essay are linked only by the question concerning the other human

Ð ibid., p. toz.
2r This is echoed in Jean Bethke Elshstat{s Augttstine and the Limits of Politics, p. 91 when she says that "We are time-

bound creatrues, doomed or compelled to narrate ou¡ Iives within temporaliby, wittrin what AtLgustine calls the

saectilrLm,can gather together the self ancl forge a compellìng of not conJlict free identity. Wisdom comes f¡om

experiencing fì¡Iy Ure ambivalence and ambigtLihv that is the human condition. That is what Augushi¡e called otu

business "within this common mortal life, " and anv politics that disdains this business, this caring for the quotidian, is

a dangerors or rnisgtúded or misplaced politics".
5 This question becomes for Arendt a question of 'free rvill'. Arendt did return to the question of love in Augustine.

During irer cliscussion of rsilling in her last phase of her life Arendt dedicated a section to Augustine, "tìre fi¡st

philoõpher of the Will". A¡endt explains that the volume Willing succeedsThinkingbecat¡se she sees lhe need to "ask

à*sulnà, rvhether men of action rvõre not perhaps in a better position to come to terms with the problem of the Will

than men of thought . . .." llilting, p. 6. Thlnking had caught Arendt's attention because of the role ii played - in terms of

its absence - in the actions oi Adolf Eichman¡. Yet s'illing is the "spring of action". It is in this context she retr.rrns, albeit

briefly, to ihe qrtestion of love. Incluclecl in this discussion is a statement that was missing from her dissertation This

slateÁent p.o*,id", a cìear and concise declaration of rvhat prompted her phenomenological examination at the start of

her inteLleitrral travels; "IAugustine] diagnoses the rrltimate unifuing will that eventually decides a man's condrtct as

Loue." Willing,p. 95. The rolá of love as "the rveighl of the soul" is also its guicting force (or larv of gravih as Arenclt

ptrts it). ttrtrs for Augustile the souls' gravity is, in -A.renclt vierv, "the essence of rvho somcbody is, anct which as strch is

inscrtrtable to the hrman e\-es . . . [ancl] becomes maniJest in this love". Bttt together with this introduction of free rvill

into the re.rlm of hum.tn speculrtion comes the question of iudgement, or how this polverful caPacif,v should be trsed

This is one of thc co-editor's tndc.rstancting of Arenclt's endeavotr. ""4 Detonr through Pietism": l-{ann.rh Arendt on

St Atrgtrsline's PhilosophÍ r¡i Frc'ct{onr", Polity,Vol 20, No.3 (Spring 1988), pp 39l-{25
2oLot,eon,isl,Arrgrrslirre,p 3 Arcndtcletailsthc¡rremiseof [re.rexaminationassheproccedstoconstrtrctthelirnitsof
her discussion of .\ugtrstine s thought. The first significant clelineation that Arenclt turrlertakcs and thc one that

attached lhe most criticism on its eventtral ptLblication is the separation of Augustine from the religiotts On this point

Arendt is emphatic that Augustine can be read as a philosopher rather than a theoÌogian.
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being,s relevance."27 The most difficult incongruify it Augustine (and therefore Christian

tradition) that presented itself to Arendt was the notion of caritas. At the heart of Augustine's

exhortation is to worship and love God but what about loving yourself and even your

neighbours?28

Arendt therefore asks, why should an individual, seeking God and "isolated from all things

munda¡e . . . be at all interested in his neighbour?"2g Agun, Arendt clearly states her concern,

"[i]n taking tp caritns the necessary, ontologically based imitation, of every man becomes as

explicit assimilation to God (sicut Deus). At the same time, this 'being out of the world' destroys

the individualisation and isolation of man that are derived from this world'"30 The attitude of

the Augustinian individual towa¡ds his neighbour, Arendt says, emerges out of caritns and has

lwo manifestations; love of the neighbour as God loves him (sicut Deus) and as the individual

loves himself (tnmqtnm se ipsum). To these assumptiors at the base of the relationship bebween

the individual and the neighbour, Arendt adds lwo further questions; "horv does the self-

denying person meet his neighbour; and second, in this encounter what is the neighbour's

role?"3l This questioning leads to the subject of the earthly community and its character

through formation.32

In the dissertation, lherefore, Arendt is concemed rvith Augustine's individual through the

role of the neighbour and therefore also the communitv i¡ rvhich they become invoh'ed' Arendt

eventr.rally suggests that it is guided by the wrong foundational principle. This principle is a

T ibitt., p. -l The relevance of the other rr'hen conceiving the indir.idual is the central thought train that gr.ddes her

through her study of Augustine's thought and is a di¡ect reaction to her reading of Fleidegger's phìlosophical

understanding in Being ond Time.
5 Augu-stine is quick not to preclude these f¡om his consideration saving about the former, "it is impossible fo¡ one lvho

loves-God not to love hi¡t çeif. Fo¡ he alone has a proper love fo¡ himseU rvho aims diligently to the attai¡rment of the

chief and hue good; and if this is nothing else but God, as has been shorr'n, n'hat can prevent one *'ho loses Cod from

loying tLimselfJ' Quotes from Vincent Brümmer, The Model of Lore: A stiø ín philosophicnl theologu, iCambridge,

Camb'ridge University Press, 1993) who reads Augustine's tnderstanding of love thror-tgh De Monbus Ecclesia Cotholicn'

De ÌvforihtLs Ecclesía Catholict,26.48. A resolution, in Augustine's eves, is bV loving God you are also loving l'otrself. Fo¡

the laiter, relationship to the neighbou¡ is seen in terms of their loving God as vou do. In other words, r'ou love them as

r or.useü; "What, then, you aim at it youtself vou must aim at in you neighbour, namely, that he mav lor e Cocl with a

perfect affection. For yóu do not lové him as voruself, u¡less yor.r try to drarv him to that good which vou are yotuself

þursuing." (26.49) Ali things are therefore relegated by the love of God. To love anything else in a greater manner is not

io loo-e God at all. In hß Di Doctrinn Chrí:tn¡ln Augustine cìarifies these different loves and the hie¡archv involved in

them in terms offui and r¿lí. In another commentary Atrgustine say's that "[t]o enjoy a thing is to rest rvith saiisfaction

in it for its orvn sake To use, on the other hand, is to employ whatever means are at one's clisposal to obtai¡ what one

clesi¡es". Dc Doctrinn Christnna,1.4.4. See T SrLllivan, De Doctrìn.r Ch¡L.tiana: A Commcntary, (Washington D. C.,

Catholc Lniversilv of America Press, 1932;, p. 30.
lo Loi'c,rt:,í St. Augustint, p 7ì/ì''-" /¿t/.1., F /ò.
rl rhrt/ , ¡r. 93.
lr Arenclt takes the premise tha t Christian caritns \s inçolved rvith the lo'. e of God. ibitl., p 98 From this premise and

throtrgh -\trgtrstinei thoughts Arenclt thinks that she has reve¡lccl the cc'mection be'trvc'en man and God is cìiffcrcnt in

c.tc¡ case -\s a conscrlucnce to this the lor e of ncighbour' is'irrcompr.':.ensible in its trttc relcvancc The lhree lllvcs -

.-[ the .eishboLrr, of Gocl, anc-l of one's seLf - aro invoh'ed in the lraditionri conccption antl all thrcc are connectecl in its

,rsse'rlion Brrt as Arenclt noles, Augusline alrr'.rys talks abottt the phr.rse, '.rs oneself", ancl this bccomes cenlral k) her

turrlerstanding of the indi\ idtral as u.ell This focus on the individual in lhis manner signifies Arendl's conlinual

approach to the subiect in her thoughts
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fubural one. In reading Augustine to this point she is following the reading of him already

undertaken by Heidegger in his course, Attgttstinus und Neuplntonismus delivered :r;;.7920/1.33

But her concem in the dissertation is the implications of Heidegger's reading for the individual-

in-the-tvorld. tn these lectures Heidegger "introduces a phenomenology dedicated to

recovering what was forgotten by the entire westem tradition but which, even if

unthematically, was understood by early Christianify: life in its here-and-now facticity, factical

life experience . .."A This factical life experience discussed by Heidegger in these lectures

becomes the template for Dasein tn Being and Time. With Being the temporality of Dasein

becomes significant and in a criticism that encompassed both Augustine and Heidegger, Arendt

sought to counter the tendency that emphasised death in their view of the individual-in-the-

world.35 The problem also involves the solution as Arendt evenfually determines in her final

chapter. The individual in remembrance travels along a path that brings them back from

etemi¡v and the releasment from craving, on his refum from this releasment the individual's

relationship to himself and others is one of distance. This distance is causecl not by a new

'objective state', only that previous relationships have been forgotten in the process. The

individual has found himself in a state of self-denial and in total isolation in terms of meaning'

A consequence of this is that the other - as well as the self - mttst be denied'

33 In the srutuner semester of 1927, Heidegger has formulated a cou¡se on "Augustine and Neoplatonism" anci

published ln Phänomenologie des Religiösen l¿bens, Volume 60 oÍ Gesnmt¡tttsgabe, (Frat*fttt am Maìn, Vittorio

klostermann, 1995). The notes on which they are based upon are supplemented by several sets of student notes

especiallv Oska¡ Becker. Heidegger evaluates the treatment of Augustine's thought and asks how these cornmentators

upþ.o".n Atrgustine's thoughts ãnd for what purpose. In evaluating these commentaries in such a manner, Heidegger

ir t."utl"g them as primary texts rather than simply commentaries or secondary texts. The PtrPose of this treatment is

to i.llu_st¡a=te how Airgustine has become an object in the tradition of western thought. Augttsti¡e has a position in the

order of development whether he is an ethicist, the religious reformer or an epistemologist. (Fleidegger uses the

example of Troåltsch, Harnack and Dilthev respectively (i¿r¡d., S1-3) Two senses of time are at work. (ibid ,56, pp. 168-9)

The fi¡st sees time as a line rvith which to ordei developments whjle tlne other sees it as a period of inclLrsive collective

and therefore separate from the present. Augustine becomes an object in history. The second aspect that Heidegger

highlights in his introductory study of the commentaries is the reason implicit in these different approaches. All three

hj7e u"p..por" in mind regarcling their use of Augustine and therefo¡e the past has a specific meaning for the present:
,,In eacir case, it is claimed that "ùe historical has such-and-such a meaning for the present." This in itself already poses

a problem". It is this point that Heidegger wishes to take rrp by avoiding iÇ "Die Absicht geht weder auf ein Cesamtbild

von >Leben und Werk< Augustins noch sollen die Werke als >Ausd¡uck der Persönlichkeit< verstanden rverden in

einem bi-ldhaft darstellenclen Sinn Wo von Entwicklung und dergleichen die Rede ist, geschieht das ohne die

dildgebenc-le Abzweckung" (ibitl.,56, p. 170). This understanding of time becomes a central concern for Heidegger's

later plLilosophl' leacling to the publication of Being nnd Time '
t Tho.rlo, Sheehan, "Heidegger's "lntroduction to the PhenomenologY of Religion", 7920-2l",The Pcrsonalist, Vol 60,

No 3, ijrü\' 7979), p.312
r5 Sh..eh.rn, ibict ,p.3I5later says, "ln clealing with early Christianity, [Fle.ictegger] s¡rells otrl the pre-theoretical element

in terms of Life-experience, ancl the selËexceccling "cl¡awnottt-ness' in terms of facticity . . Iu earlv Chrislianity this

prirrrr-rt-li¡[ ¡,rastt'ti-xntinl movcrncnt is rLncierstood in terms of temporalilv, where.rs in c.rrlv Crcck ex¡rc-rience, thc prcs-

ab-scntial movement is thematizc'cl in terms of disclosure or "truth". Temporalilr ancl truth-the t"\'o !v¡\s of lookir-rg.rt

Fleiclegger's onc ancl only topic [Bcing]-.rre rooted respectively in his readings of e'arly Christianih'ancl oi ¿rchaic

C."".à; Together rvith tire Ro.tlnn then thc American experience of foundation, these re¡nain Arendt's primary source

of irrspiration throughout her work as *'ell.
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ln her conclusion Arendt again stresses in a series of questions that she is perplexed as to

why the question of the neighbour plays such as important role in Augustine's thoughts.36 In

looking for solutions to this problem, Arendt seeks 'another empirical context' that might

explain tJre persistence of this idea in Augustine's thoughts.3T This empirical context has to be

'different in origin' to bring the neighbour to a state of relevance. To do this Arendt first wishes

to examine the question of common faith, which leads to assertions about 'true fellowship'. A

socieh of believers has two defining marks. Arendt suggests that the first one is that

foundational principle is not mundane, worldly, or horizontal but is rather based purely upon

'possibilily'; it is in other words, futural. This possibilify leads to the second one and "the

commrinily of faith that is realised in loving each other calls for and demands a total resPonse

from each person." The worldly community similar to citizenship asks only one thing of a

member, while the communily of faith, the world inbeFween, demands the 'rvhole' person.38

The i-colation still remains however even though this faith is exactly the same amongst its

commr.Lnity of believers and Arendt looks to the 'common ground of experience'. To do this

Arendt seeks to understand the concepfual framework that primitive Christianity used to

articulate this experience in distinction to its Jewish heritage and prior to its subsumption by the

Greek lradition of thought. While reading Augustine's work Arendt seeks to mediate befween

the hr-o elements of a 'society of believers': the City of God, which is futural and encapsulates

possibility, and the Citv of Man, which is historical and therefore foundational. Without stating

it explicitly, Arendt uses a new dimension of the temporal that combines both the futural and

the hlçtorical. This is not fully developed b-v Arendt but it later emerges as the 'past possibility'.

For norv, Arendt believes that this mediation leads to a new definition of love. This love is

inr,olted, in this primitive Christian framervork that is not a¡ simple expression of their Jewish

historv and has not been subsumed within a Greek intellectual framework'

36 Lo¡'e ;t:,¡. St. Atrgustine,p 98.

'' r,tl
s The idea here seems to be an emphasis on faith Arendt is saving that rvhile failh is different for each, the faith is
'radicaL1., a corrunon faith. A consequence to this radical faith is that a fellow individLral becomes I'ierved as simply
"from lhe perspective of the potential faith that would make him a felìorv belever". Arendt continues sal'ing that ". .

at ihe sane time, this faith Lq rrnderstood as a last and most radical possibilify of being httman". The text points to Part

II, cha¡te:2 for this point. Stili, Arendt now seems to change tack and savs that this'radically corunon faith' does not

11nite i¡.dí',-iduals rather retains their isolation, This is becar,rse a common refe¡ence point vt'rticallr-does not have any

signi-ficar.ce on a horizontal level As Arendt s.rys, it "is i¡reler,rnt to the being of the individual". Horvever, rvhat cloes

pãdr,." a cornmunihy of the faithful? Or horv can intemal faith become exiernal bonds? Bv making this inquiry in this

-"ntr..r, -àrenclt believes she can locatc the "common grottnd oi experience" which makes the commlrnih'applicable for

the ùrd:.. l.-'1ual's consicìeration Ancl Arcnr'lt.rsks a further qrtestion; "tvhere cioes this experiential grotLnd comc frotlt

lh.rlc.rn:..1ìlongL.rbetracedbr thcinnerclialecticsof f.-rith?" Cr.rvinganclreferringback,alre.rclvdescribedbyArenctt,
¿re inr oir-ecl ntith th" divine grace alone'. They have no relationship to the comrnturity Yet 'faith as i.-rith' is tied to "a

c-listinct and concretely historical fact" The question of the neighbour does not come from "l am a qrtestion turto

mvsell", rather it is a "historically pre-existing reaLitY". LbiLl., p 99'
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In order to determine the implications of Arendt's thoughts throughout the dissertation her

unde¡standing of this primitive Christian thinking needs to be determined' In the period from

7917 to 1919, Heidegger had used the texts of Augustine inhis "Einführung in die Phänomenologie

du Retigion'.39 During the development of these lecbures, Heidegger had consumed the

writings of Wilhem Dilthey on Augustine and having satisfied himself with this commentary

developed his own understanding. What is important for Arendt's reading of Augustine is that

this t¡nderstanding was centred upon the tenth chapter of De Trinitnte.ln this section of D¿

Trínitnte Heidegger higNights the certainty that Augustine had regarding the existence of the

self.a0 This certainly is repeated again in Descartes' work, yet in Augustine's understanding

there is a significant affirming implication to the results of persistent doubt.41 This is a vitalify,

or form of energy that through affirmation generates life. This happiness and affirmation

though involves a tum from the world of the senses into an inner sanclum obtainable through

the process of self-retlection in the ma¡ner of 'as oneself'. In highlighting this aspect of

Augr.rstine's thought Heidegger was not seeking the Platonic end, rather he was seeking the

source of the soul and its ground.

This is a partial glimpse of Heidegger's frame of mind when rvith the commencement of her

stqdies in Marburg A¡endt met her 'hidden king', Martin Heidegger.42 He had shed his own

theological period and rvas turning to Aristotle for answers to the problem of metaphysics and

its conception of thinking as seeing and therefore Being as a being-in-view, or a constant

presence.43 Consequently when Arendt surprisingly chose Augustine she was making a

significant statement regarding how she read Heidegger/s ernerging initial position that

eventually became the thought of Being nnd Time.aa \Alhen she chose love as a topic of her

3e The texts trsed by Fleidegger wereThc Triníiy including the chapter'O1 the W:dI", On the 83 Questions, chapter 9,

Agtrinsi ihe Acndem'ics, chaftür 3, S24 (on the senses) amongst others. See tltr¡ iisj 
on n' 48, p 524 of Theodore Kisiel, The

Ginesis c.f Heiclegger's Being and Time, (Berkeley, California, Universihy of California Press, 1995).

s Fro* Steven MacKenna's t¡anslatio n Íor The Fnthers of the Cftr¿rcft series (vol. 45¡ book 10, section 14; "if he doubts, he

lives; . . . if he doubts, he u.ishes to be certain; if he doubts, he thìnks; iJ he doubts, he knows that he does not know . .

..", p. 30S.
rr This is disctrssed in Heidegger's "Augustinus und der Neuplatonismus" Lectu¡es $3, ibid', p.764.
i2 ¡þ¡s phrase to describe Heidegger's pre-Being nnd Time perrod is not merely one generated by infatuation, rather a

descripiion of his effect and influence in this period without ever having publishecl anything substantial. See John van

B.uen, fl,c young Hcidegger: Rumor of the H¡dden King, (Bloomington, Indiana Universitv Press, 1994), especially chapter

one rvhich includes Arendt's description of the'hidden kìng'.
13 Pös.9eler, Der Denuag N\trlin Heideggcrs, (Pfullingen, Neske, 1983), 2''r ed, p 46

lr Kisi;l strggr.sts that this religious focus by Fleitiegger is over ancl the turn to Aristotlc is to a less Gocl-definecl

unclerstanJiig ancl a more egó-centric ancl ontologicallv strttctu¡ed analysis of human action. Heidegger dlstingttishes

behr een thr. tivo virtues of piactical action; art and prurlence. These are ciifferentiaLetl bl'art being external and

pruclence.rs i¡tcrrral ¿rncl seif-refercntial - action fr¡r its orvn sake. Kisiel, G¿¡r¡sis, p. 219. i\t this p

clariiies thc thrcc qrrcstions th¡t sustain his exarnin.rtion tÌrrotrgh to thc final drail of Being ttntl Ti

are frmd.rncntal ancl include: What cloes the'world' mean here?; lvhat cloes'ür' a rvorld inply?;

in lhe rçorlci appc.rr?. The last qrrestion is clcarer if it is poseci as "who is in the n'orld?". From these three fundamental

q¡estiors Arenàt methodology of thinking derives its direction and ultimate search ibr meaning.
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dissertation she was also issuing an indication of where her intellectual mentor was failing in

his develop*gn¡. Quite unremarkably though she found her supervisor to be Karl Jaspers

whose work, Die Psychologise der Welt&nschauung, had inspired Heidegger. s But in his

subsequent reading of the work highlighfing its methodology he failed to heed the warnings

contained within. These waming were regarding the implicit consequences of reading the

lessons of primitive Christianity through the framework of the Greeks.46 The result was that

when Heidegger turned to Aristotle in his quest for an answer to 'what is Being?' he failed to

compensate for the effect it would have on his individual's relationship to the world. The

differences fum on Heidegger's reading of care as Sorge thus neglecting the dimension of cura'47

As Heidegger develops his reading of utí and fruí they become modes of caring (utrnre). Despite

the Christian context of Augustine's thought Heidegger is reading him as part of the secular

tradition. The result is an interpretation of the word cura as Bekiimmertsein or'berng-troubled'.a8

The important aspect of this coupling of terms occurs tn Being snd Time where the word for

caring becomes Sorge as Fleidegger drops utrø.In the Latin etymological tradition curn is related

lo qtnero (search or seeking). The idea is that the question being asked is always seeking an

answer that is described by anxiety. The object of fnû is alone, always enjoyed purely for its

own sake. There is no relation to anything else while rrfi is alrvays use of something else to an

end. These definitions and trnderstanding by Augustine lead to the conclusion that "the eternal

r-rnchangeable things are to be enjoyed, the temporal changeable things are to be used as a

means to some other end."ag Heidegger suggests that fni designates Augr-rstine's essential

attifude toward life. The Neoplatonic tradition reveals its continuous influence on Augustine in

ai 
Jasp"rs first appeared on Arendt's intellectual horÞons soon after he came to prominence with his sftrdy, Psychology

af Wirld Vietos'trt 1919. She re.rd this volume in 1922 after she had acquainted herself wìth Kierkegaard and Kant

Yotrng-Bruehì, For Lozte of the World, p.36
ró Heidegger's inr-olvement in Augr.rstine's thought is part of a t¡ansformation tha t was directing hi¡n torvards his

anal¡rsis n Sring ttndTime The eidetic treatment of religion, representative of the voung Heiclegger changes to a

histórical t¡eatment as life ilself becomes seen not as an object but i¡ its full, turbulent existence. Kisiel, Genesis, p.278.

LiIe is regarded as such that it does become the Augustinian understanding in that "l have become a question unto

,¡_vs"If".'Ír, earlr' 1919 Heidegger gave a course "The ldea of Philosophy and the Problem of Worldviervs" where he

comes to terms rçith what phi-losophy actually is and should therefore be. Heidegger's definition is repeated by Otto
pöggeler from remarks Heid"gg"i^odc dtuing the seminar: "Phenomenologr, is tJre investigation of life in itself.

Oelfit"theappear.rnceofaphilosophyoflife,itisreallytheoppositeof aworldriew Aworldviervisanob.iectification

and'immobilù-ing of life at aìertain point in the life of a culttue. In cont¡ast, phenomenology is never closed off, it is

ahça,r's provisio*-tl it itt absolute immersion in life as such. In it no theories are in clispttte, btrt onlv genr.rine insights

t".r.i, tih" turgentline. The genuine ones can be obtained onlv by an honest and unreservecl immersion in life itseLf in its

uenrrineness, ãnd this is ultimately possibte only throttgh the genuinencss of a personal life". This dcfinition of

pUosophf is an inclica tion oi th¿i aiirac tiveness of thinking th.r t bc'siegecl Arendt in hcr timc a t i"LIa rb urg. ibitl , p. 17 -

r; Captrto, "Sorgc.-rncl Knral¡: The Flermencutics of F.rcticaI Life and tl're Categories of the Ëlcart" in Rcar/rrl3 Haitltggcr
+¡rr ¡h¿ Shlrt; E-..,n¡s in /¡is ¡rlr/icst thorryht, ectitr.d bv Theoclore Kisiel arrel John I an Btrrcn, (Nerv York, Stale Univcrsitv of

\err York Press, 1994), ¡r. 337
-il{ei,legg.'r, Ph,ünonenologtetlcsrdigiösan Lrbcrrs,cds \l.Jrtng,T Rcgehlvanc'lC Slrtrl¡c,(Frankfirrt-lv{.rnn,

Klosterm.rnn, 1995), $ 12, p 205.
:e ibù|.,p 2oB.
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the description of beauly as being involved in the highest good (summum bonum). But the

Christian conception of the factic life resists a complete assumption of Plotinus' understanding

of fnti. While the extemal representation of the self makes it appear that they are the same, the

intemal remains separate and the love of God is different from - deriving from a different

course as well - the tiþ of the self.sO Arendt rejected the Aristotelian emphasis in Heidegger's

thought seeking instead to retain the primitive Christian perspective that evolves around the

other. Ironically, her guide for this rejection was Augustine who had made a similar mistake to

Heidegger in his own theological investigations. Consequently, the use of concepts such as

eudaimoniø, phronesís and kairos and the topic of much of the commentary on Arendt a¡e

different from those presumed to be at the heart of her thought'

2. Love in Actuality

The order of love in Christian thought is a concem because while designating the priority of

love as what is above us in regards to what is below tts, there is a problem for that which stands

beside us. This order is determined by the "highest good" yet the attitude towards the world

that is constrained by either enjoyment or use is no longer adequate. Arendt declares that a new

kind of love is required and one that is not love as craving. Arendt designates this love as 'social

caritas'. In this definition when love has accepted the 'right order' it is no longer craving or

desire. It no longer craves an object and therefore gives up this controlling factor, instead it is

determined by the general order of everything or what the lover is parl of even if the lover is

the point of reference.5l The 'order of everything' refers to the world which is a particular

conception of the world. It is the world in-befween created by man on earth out of the desert

that does not nse (rrti) nor enjoy (fnú) this man-made world.52 Understanding rvhat Arendt

means by this 'order of everything'requires an investigation into what she was reacting agarst'

In Heidegger's Being nnd Time the concepl of order is mentioned only once but is plays an

il Kiriel, Gcnesis, p, 202.
ll Thìs means. Arendt continues, is that the worldly and material which inc|.rdes the body, is lower on the order of love

and "must be lor.ecl for the sake of the highest". The highest mttst be loved fo¡ its own sake lt is all still from an

indir iclual perspective, and one that A¡endt seems to want to strcss (hvice in a couple of paragraphs) saving that "\ot
even.thing, brrt only what stands in some relation to mvself, is inclucled in the love of love" She contìnues this linc bv

s.i'ing "this relatron is eshblishecl in a community (socielns) of those rvho, like mt self, can achieve happiness onll' in

."go.ã to Gocl a rrcl " the highes t good " a ncl therc'fore a re " closes t to me" (¡trorimi), n-rv true neighbotLrs. " Lot¿ n¡td S t .

.1 rr-;rr-;linc, pp. 39-{0
il ,,ln.rsimil.rrrçar', Iestabljshthisrel.rtiontornybodvasthea¡r¡rrLrtcnanceoImve¡rthh'existcnce Thercfore,the¡eis

.-r ,lifference bcrrveLn the mere use of the rvorld (rrfl) in complete alienation from it anci this love that also is di¡ected

toryard the worlcl, even though it is not permitted to enjoy its objects for tl'reir o*'n sake Çrui)" ibid., p. '10 [Àrendt then

Augtrstine quote]
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important, if underdeveloped, role. He says that "[t]he principle of order has its own content,

which is never to be found by means of such ordering but is already presupPosed in it"'53

Inherent in each level of order is its ord.er that can be brought back to a foundation.sa While this

understanding is poietic Arendt is seeking one for prn.tls through her reading of love in

Augustine. Arendt through her investigation of Augustine seeks a love that is primary and

creates a new world inbefween: "[e]strangement itself gives rise to a new togethemess, that is,

to a new being with and for each other that exists beside and against the old society."ss It is

significant for Arendt's emerging framework that Augustine sought to associate the Spirit with

caritas in his hinify and the role of Spirit was the funclion of ordering.s6 This ordering is the

same as the Christian Trinity. The emphasis in the primitíve 'lived-experience' of Christianily is

on the horizontal not the 'hierarchical order' of the Platonic. It is a love that acknowledges the

relevance of that "which is beside and next to me, I-m-vself and my neighbour."s7 It is this

association that drives Arendt's love in the dissertation and remains with her way of thinking

into her post-World War Two explorations of aitn actian'tn European thought.

(i) Seeking the Right Loae

In the disse¡tation Arendt argues that il become evident that Augustine's methodology of

opposilion (use and enjoyment and ends and means) does not encompass another kind of love -

one that cloes not exist under the label of craving. She sar-s that the vertical of above and below

is the suilable realm of caritns but she asks, what about that which "is beside anci nexl to me, I-

myself and my neighbour, is neiiher to be "used" no¡ to be "enjoyecl""? Whal is therefore

required is a concept that is completely different and, this becomes the purpose of Arendt's

conclusion.SS Arendt determines the solution to lhis problem around a basic Aristotelian

assumption regarding human nature: the search for happiness.59 The Augustinian ego has the

t3 Heidegger, Bei ng and T ime, p. 52 lp. 77 of \lacquarriel.
n Fetlr \fu¡chadha, "Futu¡e or Futu¡e Past: Tempora[lv Between Prn.r¡s and Pot¿-'is in Heidegger's Being andTime",

Philosophy Todny,Yol.42, Issue 3 (Fall7998), p.262.
33 Loue and St. Augustine, p.708.
56OliverDuRoy, L'intelligenccdelnfoienlttTrinitêselonSnintAugustin:Genèsed¿:ttthéologietrinitairejusqíen391,(Paris,
Etudes .{r"rgusti.,i".rr,"r, 7966), p.261 \larie-An¡re Vannier, Saint Atrgri'lin et Ie n't;tère trinitaire (Paris, Editions du Cerf,

1993),p. i6 also reflects on Du Roy's discrrssion of this as well as the implicatiorrs of Ar.rgustine's association
j7 

Loue nnrl St. Augustine, p. 40 Arendt is pointed in her statement regardìng th-L< as she determines that what is reqtdred

is a concept that is completely clifferent and that is the ptupose of Part Il, ch.rpter 3.rnc{ Part III of her dissertation.
58 These relationships are relevant to Arendt's discussion of love as desi¡e, Arenclt says, becattse of its relationships are

orclerecl frorn otrtsiáe, the view point of the "highest good". The idea thal Atrgustine's attempt to examine love (as

cravi¡g) c.tnnot sustain itself .rncì nc.eds iurther broadening of its rnderst.rnding .\rendt.ìrstLcs th.lt "It]he strong

infltrerices ¡f Stoic ancl Neoplatonic tcrminology on.\ugttstine's e.rrlr th.ttrght t.:\t's it rcvonlte hcrc,.rud tho re'strlt is all

theimort confr.rsing as these [quoting H.rns Jonas] "form.rl conccPts ren.ain truchangecl throtrghotrt all the stages" of his

devclo¡rmcnl", ibrcl. ¡rp. 40-41.
5e She maintains the belief in happiness as a ftndamental imperative of rlne indir idu.rl again ttrrning to this i¡r her essay,

'What is Existenz Philosophy?' in Essays in Llntlerstanding, p.769-
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priority here as the individual is only interested in their own satisfaction. Using Augustine's

distinction between use (ufi) ("a means for obtaining something else") and enjoyment, Arendt

says that happiness is obtained when the lover and the loved become one. Consequently "[t]he

fulfilment and end of desire is "enjoymenT" (frui)" and "[t]his is the goal towards which love

aims and which constitutes "happiness"".60 Ttris reveals the fundamental disposibion of the

Auguslinian individual because, as Arendt says, "[s]elf-love is the root of all desire, of cnritas as

well as of cupiditas".6l The satisfaction of the individual in the world is paradoxically at the

centre of Augustine's work. The ego of self-love in their attihrde towards the neighbour is given

several choices by Augustine and yet Arendt argues that these choices are not possible. By

loving God the neighbour becomes irrelevant as the individual avoids that which resides on the

earth and is perishable. This is linked to the concept of time that Augustine (and Heidegger)

develops in his understanding but it is worthwhile, initially, in separating them from each

other. However, it must be remembered that both these forms of love lead to an isolated

individr.ral; "BoTh cnritas and ctrpidifns testify to a fundamental isolation of man from rvhatever

might bring him happiness, that is, to a separation of man from his very self" -62

This leads Augustine to define love and incidentally happiness as; "[c]raving or love, is a

human being's possibility of gaining possession of the good that will make him h"ppy, that is,

of gaining possession of what is most his own".63 At this point Augustine's understanding of

love becomes involved with a related concept of fear and then evil.64 To love involves a risk and

this risk of loss becomes a source of fear and evil; "the desire to have (appetittts hnbendi) turns

into a fear of losing (metus nmittendi)". According to Augustine, "[n]one will doubt that the oniy

causes of fear are either loss of what we love and have gained, or failure to gain whal we love

û Lote ,tt,I St. Augustinc, p.32 (8:033757).
61 ibi,l ,p 19 (8:033r44).
62 ibitt , p.20 (8:033144).
61 ibi,l., p.9.
il Heidegger discusses the relationship between fear and loving; "Fear and desire thus always belong together. One is

not possible without the other". Heidegger goes on to explain that Augustine's insight does not stop hcre and reveals

that the tension (or cliscordance) is present within fearing/desiring as well. Asking whether something being ieared is

"lamentable or joyous, good or bad". As Heiclegger goes on to say, "Thus, the distress of concern is not sirnplr- there but

is i tselÍ experienced in a specific w^y t as miserable or joyful. Curare itselÍ. is pervaded by a mbigtritv antl i¡sectui hv This

discord.rnce is itself inclicative of the trial that belongs intrinsicallv to being human, not just to somethilg that comes

from the outside lvl.olcstin is an all too human onrrs: "l am a bttrden to myself". (Chapter 28) Inasmuch as th-L< burden

and insecrrrity constittLte the essence of factic life [ater, Dasein], "l have become a question to mvsclf". (Chapter 33) The

qtrestionbelongstotheverl'beingofhumanlife'.Kisiel,Ccn¿sis,p.203 Heideggerconclttcleshislecttrres*'ilha
s¡n¡11¡r\ ¡ithehyobasic[carshcsccsap¡raro¡tirrtlrc.wrtrkof Augtrstineane{alsorcler.rulkrtrnderstandingthe
inclir itlLial i¡r the world; "Íirst, ti¡nor ser¿'llis, "rvorklly fear," the anxiottsness which bc'falls trs from the rlorlci-aL.ottt ancl

the*'o¡ld-rvith Incontrast,thereislinrorcnslrrs,"scllìvfear,"u'hichismotivatedintruehopc,intheconfidence
brotrghl alive purely out of itself. This fear is clevelope'd in connection with tl're concern (Bekiimmerung) of life ior
arrthentic self-experience" , ibitl., p. 277.
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and have hoped f.or".65 Evil is that which takes happiness or the craved away and therefore the

individual must 'shun it'. Temporal things therefore, by their very nabure are what we fear

being taken away from us. The temporal good exists independently of the individual and being

temporal will evenbually cease to exist; but the individual is related to this temporal good

through craving. From the perspective of the individual, one is "[c]onstantly bound by craving

and fear to a future full of uncertainties, we strip each present moment of its calm, its intrinsic

import, which we are unable to enjoy. And so, the fulure destroys the present".66

In this single sentence there are Fwo very important indicators of Arendt's reading of

Augustine. The first is the role of death in Arendt's argument and therefore her reading of

Augustine. It is still important to her understanding and therefore the argument of her

dissertation that she rejected Heidegger's death-oriented philosophy but this does require some

qualification. Arendt acknowledges this problem and does not seek to resolve it, instead

agreeing that, in Augustine, "life characterised by death craves something that, in principle, it

cannol obtain, and pursues it as though it were o¡ i¡5 di-sposal".67 Death is at the end of all lives

and also the reference point of every moment. "Human life is ahvays "not yet"" and the present

is defined by the future or the expected fulure and the expectation is defined by the person's

desire al that moment. When these desires are fulfilled, they are replaced by other desires or

cravings, but they are always overshadowed by death; "every fulfilment is onlv apparent

because at the end looms death, the radical loss".68 Corseqr,rently the future is threatening and

thus only a moment without a future can be free of tvorry and without concern of

dispossession. This possession is simply life itself69 and the idea of uita bents is 'life itself'; or a

Iife with a particular state that cannot be dispossessed, or a sense of living. Secondly, the

happiness mentioned here seems to take on an Aristotelian character bul Augustine is trying to

express a particularlv Christian r,rnderstanding of the concept with overtones of the

eschatological. The last quote is full of this inference. The lemporal nature of the indiv'idual and

especially its futural emphasis in a Heideggerian reading of Augustine removes the potential

obtainment of calm from the moment and therefore its 'intrinsic import'. This characterisation

of the moment -- and its lemporal primacy -- in this sentence indicates Arendt's sustaining

r' i 
R c f t' r t' n c c c1 to E i g h t y -T h r ;': D i t'f a r t' n t Q t t cs I t o t L;.

Do lcr.,c ,7':ri -st Ar¿grrsli¡¡c, F. 10

6; ri'r,i , ¡.p 12-3 (8:0331341
6i il,ai, p t3.
6e ibi.t , pp l3-4.
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perspective in her reading of Augustine. The 'enjoy'of this sentence is not the Augustinian¡?al,

rather a serìse of pleasure that corresponds with an Augustinian not Aristotelian notion of

happiness. The differentiation of these two types of happiness are the most significant aspect of

Arendt's reading.

This leads to an inquiry regarding what Arendt actually means by happiness (both ttitq beata

and eudnimonin) tn the context of her dissertation. This also highlights the influence of the

Heideggerian and Augustinian emphasis on isolation and death. An indication of her response

is provided by her statement above. Both of the elements contained within her discussion above

require the achievement of harmony in the Arendtian individual, a state of being that becomes a

leitmolif for Arendt and founds her conception of judgement through its various

tra¡sformations. The solution to judgement without a universal is shadowed in her proposal of

a love without desire. In order to see how this emerges through her dissertation requires an

analysis of her 'solution' to the Auguslinian contradiction: socinl cnritns.

(ii) Three Types of Loue: Cnritns, Cttpiditøs nnd Socinl Caritns

The main distinction between the fwo forms of love - caritns and uryiditns - that Arendt finds

in the rvork of Augustine is the object that these hwo forms of love lead the individual to desire

or, the common ground of these two Augustinian concepts is nppetittts.T0 Appetitus is present in

both forms of love. Augrrstine begins his concern with love from the point of craving or

desire.71 Consequentlv Ar-rgusline links the two because "to love is indeed nothing else than to

crave something for its own sake" and then says that "love is a kind of craving".72 Arendt then

goes on to suggest that "every craving (nppetittts) is lied to a definite object, and it takes this

object to spark the carving itself, thus providing an aim for it" and this defines loves, as

Augustine writes, as "a kind of motion, and all motion is toward something".73 k is the link

behveen the individual and reality and is that which controls the urge of the thinking being to

escape material realitv and gaze at their own thoughts from outside their own world; "Desire

mediates bebween subject and object, and il annihilates the distance betrveen them by

70 As A¡en.lt explains on trvo occasions,"caritns,like any love, mustbe turdcrstooc-l as craving and is dist.i¡suished from
cup¡Lltti:br-itsobjectalone" Loo¿nndSt Angustint',8:033152,p.2T.Thisisrepcateclearlierrvhenshesarsthat"¿ll
craving is rletcrmined by its objr.ct and trrrns into cnrilns ctr cu¡sitlitns L¡r' *'hat it sccks." ibid , p 73 f B:0331JS
;i As h.. savs, "It]he relationship of man to a thilg (rcs), tlìat is, to evcn'thilLg that exists, is dctcrnrineel [rr lc', e.rs

desire '

72 Fro^ Eighty-Three Di[fercnt Questions 35, 1 and 2.
73 See ¡h,d , I.
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transforming the subject into a lover and the object into the beloved".74 This loosely translated

notion of desire is all important to Arendt's understanding. Yet, she argues that the source of

this understanding is not the New Testament but rather the tradition of thought from Aristotle

to Plotinus and in particular the Stoic school of thought. However for Augustine, the Stoic

pursuit of fearlessness or self-sufficiencv cannot occur because as a Christian this salvation

cannot happen in this rvorld.

The next element that Arendt requires in her explication of Augustine's understanding is the

idea of enjoyment. Arendt believes that this 'good' is defined by Augustine in bwo different and

unrelated contexts. Arendt discems two possible definitions of "good" at work in Augustine's

thought up to this stage. The reason, Arendt believes, is due to his dependence'on the language

of Greek philosophy to articulate his understanding. And, as she adds, this is especially relevant

to the discussion of appetittts. Arendt makes a comment about Aristotle as the initiator of this

line of thought and adds that he does not make this fear part of an understanding of man. The

first is the good as an object of craving and one that operates in this world. \Alhile the second is

that defined by the fear of death. In a similar view, Arendt believes, death also has hwo

interpretations corresponding to here and now and the ftlbure. The first interpretation of death

in Augustine is dealh as a representation that life cannot control itself entirely while the second

is the .rvorse evil, its antilhesis. The first is i¡temal while the second is external; "only when

death is regarded as Ure upmost evil, meeiing life from outside, is the unity of the argument

(love as craving) preserved".75 However, the element that actually heightens the consciousness

of the individual is the loss of this possession, even if the possession remains a mere potential.

The exact description of these actual or potential possessions is irrelevant to the way the

indiyidLral feels. In fact, this matter is impossible to determine and therefore a distraction

because a definition would never fullr- encompass the possibilities. A result of this

understanding is that "a happy llfe (ltentn i'itn) is actually life itself" and therefore the fear is the

threat of no life at all. The conclusion to this is seen by Arendt as the reasoning that leads to the

Christian attitude ton'ards death; "It]hus the good love craves is life, and the evil fear shuns is

cleath" brrt as a con-seqqence "life on earth is a living death, mors oitnlis, or uita mortnlis. It is

7JLot,t,;,...i_St.A¡rE¡slinc,p 1"s(B:033143) Desirec.rn,".c'terislforitsorvnsake,rathe'ritnecdsanextc'rn.rlioctrs This

objcctmrrsl.rlsoÙervithinthe.rrvarr.nr,ssof theindi'.idtral -lnurdirirlu.rlcannotdcsi¡e',r'hateloesnotexist Of cottrse,

it áoes n..t neccssarily har e to bc. an ob.ject, but it is assuncd to be .r "goor1"; Arendt sttmm.rrises this saving "It]hc thing

ryeknorr'anclclesi¡eisa"goocl"(bonutn),othenvise',\'e\\oLildnotseekitforitsolvnsake",íbicl',p9'
Tt ibitl ,p L2.
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altogether determined by death; indeed it is more properly called death." In summary, and pre-

empting Arendt's conclusions, the result of all this is the Christian faith and its story of

immoralily because the goal in these terms is simple - fearlessness. The etemal life after death is

a life without fear of loss. It is a life without a fuhrre and hence without the fear of

dispossession; "[t]his fearlessness is what love seeks. Love as craving (nppetitus) is determined

by its goal, and this goal is freedom from fear (metu cnrere)-"76

There are fwo things that determine what is the correct love. The individual seeks happiness

and they only achieve happiness when they possess what they desire. Yet the individual

becomes what they desire as they become one with possession. This results in a calm as love is

stilled by the possession. As such the individual is what they desire. As a consequence the

Augustinian individual in wishing to avoid fear seek a possession that will never be lost. And

therefore they seek eternity; "[e]ternity is "what you cannot lose agairut vour rvill"".77 The only

eternitv that can be found by the individual is that which is not of the earthlv world (because all

in the rvorld is doomed to die or perish). The continual existence of death therefore determi¡es

the appropriate object of love and this object eternity can also be defined as freedom from fear.

So cnrittts is this love that the individual driven by desire to seek happiness should choose as it

achieles freedom from fear. On the otherhand there is crtpiditns. This love is also examined in

terms of whether happiness can be obtained through this direction. In Arendl's reading,

cttpiditns is oubward looking and desires objects in the world. Yet, as Arendf has already

revealed, in Augustine's understanding objects to be loved in the world will always be lost. The

main reason for this is that being extemal the objects are always bevoncl tn" .oì-tt.ol of the

individual and consequently things I "can lose.agairsf my will".78 Therefore, wllh cttpidítas,

happiness can never occur. When an individual loves the world it must be acknowledged that

one nrrrst always eventually leave it; "in cttpiditns, man has cast the die that makes him

perishable. In cnritas, whose object is eternity, man transforms himself into an etemal,

nonperishable being.";9 To want the world is to want something that is alwavs only transient.

This leads to the Christian self-denial. If fear of loss is the main propr-rlsion for life and one

therefore seeks certaintv, 'love of the worlcf is the wrong love. The correct love must therefore

be lor.e of 'eternity ancl the absolute future'. Arendt then says that "Ar.rgustine calls this right

7" A.*,'.if rvith Atrgtrstine oltote from Eis/rty-Tltrtc Dr.tfercnt Qrrc-stiorr-<, 3-l

77 Lor'¿ .¡..,i St. Augustinc, p 13 (8:033135) Arcnclt quoling Augrtstine (unreferencerl)
78 in¡'ri:.s tuìt¡ttere lrossum. ù:,i., p.20 (8:0331a5).
7e ibi,l , p rs (8:033143).
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love cnritas; the "root of all evils is cupiditns, the root of all goods is caritas"".80 Desire itself is

then not wrong, rather what you desire determines what is right and wrong. And again love is

not wrong but what you love is the important aspect; Augustine warns that "Love, but be

careful what you love".81 The sentence next to this assertion is"Caritns says: love of God and

love of neighbours; ctryiditas says: love of the world. and love of this age (sneutlttm)" '82 Tlne

problem is the definition and understanding of the 'neighbour' in caritas' This becomes the crux

of the problem for Arendt which requires mediation in terms of its temporal nature.

Arendt changes the focus of her investigabion from the individual, her primary concern, and

focuses on the other in love and the moment. This new individual is also an individual that

seeks self-denial in his way through the world to the other world. It is because of man's

relationship to God that a relationship emerges with the world that God created. Consequently

this relationship is constructed around the God-man dimension and the question emerges in

Arendt's investigation that if God is to be loved, how can one love the neighbour in his

particularity and what in the world is r¡,orth living for? The solution is Socinl Csritns although

we are not too interested in the validih- of this solution but rather in the dimensiors il

inlroduces into Arendt's way of thinking'

Arendt summarises the problem oi the isolation of the individual and the proposed

connection to the neighbour. Arendt n-ishes to detail how an individual can meet their

neighbotrr and escape the isolation i¡herent 1n cnritas. The dominant understancling of the

neighbotir is deficient and needs rehabilitation, but there is another source that requires

unravelling. As Arendt says in the dissertation "by the fact of referring back, man as crealure

gairs his own being" and this occurs in God's presence. The relum, however, through

providing the individual with his own being and the subsequent isolaiion that occurs "is the

sole source of neighbor,rrly love". The result of this search, Arendt believes, will lead to a new

love. This new love is dependent on the return and the remembered past. Arendt terms this

new lo,,'e as "social" caritas". \Mhat Arendt is introducing into her thinking is the notion of

foundation as the reference point. This social caritas is justified because "httman beings belong

together due to their common historic descent from Adam" and "[e]r'en thor-rgh this belonging

s0 rl'r,l , p 17 (8:033t39) qLroting Atrgtrstinc from C--.:-:.,'rtutri¿s tn th¿ P-sa/ms,90 1 S

sl .{trgrstine, Co¡nmcntaries, 37.5.
s2 As lhe editors of Arenclt's disscrtation point out *^''¿ tntl Snint AugtLstíne, p' 77
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is of the world, it gives the neighbour a definite relevance even in self-denying love".83 What is

also important is the association that Arendt makes when locating this beginning. Self-

understanding is significant in this process: "[t]he prerequisite of the right comprehension of

my neighbour is the right comprehension of myself".& This leads for Arendt to a state where a

commonality behveen individuals emerges allowing communication to establish a successful

bridge bebween isolated individuals. This comprehension is the surety "of the truth of my o1!-n

being that I can love my neighbour in his true being, which is in his createdness". This means

for Arendt that you do not love him in the "concrete and worldly encounter with him" but

rather in his createdness. This is something that you see residing in him and notably, something

that he is unaware he is; "For you love in him not what he is, but what you wish that he mav".S5

Arendt has previously described the search for the source that man undergoes and how it leads

'beyond the world' to the absolute source or the Creator. Because it is out of the world -

"exceeds every source that is historical and immanent i¡ the world" - it must relinquish "anv

independent choice and any originally established relalion with the world".86 Arendl stresses

the worldliness aspect that is rejected in this search for the absolute source regarding "[tìhe

historical source of man would be the very token of his n'orldliness and would accord with his

being of the world".87 Arendt states that because man is tied to his own'source' (which in tfLis

instance is God) he cannot relate to the neighbour for the neighbour's sake or even for his orrrr

sake; "[rn]an's absolute isolation in God's presence leads to absolute self denial and therefore a

release from all originally established relations with the rvorld".88 The purpose is to return to

the source to achieve an understanding of the meaning, "an understanding of my own existence

83 ibict., p 95. Self-denying love means to deny the love of oneself too completelv and this means that all others mtr.r be

lovecl completely regardless. The consequence is that the indistinguishable occtus and a desert aPPea¡s to the lover \o
identi$ can be determined anci therefore no ob.iect for the lover to love -\lso as a consequence to this it means that', ou

do actuallv to love them as vou¡self - in denial.
e Note the potential relationship to understanding Arendt's thesis in T::¿ Lifc of the Mind.
8s Augtrs tine 'tn Hotnilies on the F irst E¡tistle ol St. lohn, Yil, 10. Atl this lear es the love¡ and the neighbo ur in isola hion a;

there is no relationship, as it is merely a 'summons into God's Presence" In self-denying love, Arendt believes that the

inclividual denies himielf and the neighbour but he does not forget him. Arendt shows this in part one of chapter three,

however, "I deny the other person so as to break through to his real t'eing, just as in searching for myself I denv

myself", Lo¿eandst.Augustine,p.g6.Thisprocessofdenialseemstot'eoneof purificationorarvavroundtheobscu¡ih'
oithe other's being. Through clenial one can "break through to his real being", and achieve the'u'ho' rather than meielv

the 'what'. This understanding of denlrl is phenomenoÌogical in its iniliation as it seeks the turfettered in a person's

existence
36 ibict., p 9-l and thcn 95. Therefore Arendt confirms once nore "[]or e oi neighbour leaves the lor er himself in absoi,lte

isolation¡ncitheworlctremainsadesertforman'sisolatedexistence" \etArendtgoeserenfurther.rndsavsthat"l.f¡.
".rsCod"tlestroysevcryhrrmanstanclardanclscpar.rte'sloveofneight'urttrfroma¡rvcarnallovc" lbil,p 91 Arend:

nolv ttrrns f rrr m he.r s¡rnma r_\ o f thc conscq rrc.nccs of A ttgus tinc's chc. ice in lor c .r s clesi¡c lo thr' rtnc tha t h r: neglec ler

Tlrc tiglrt oi crryitlitns becomes more [.rvourable bccattsc'c'ven thoLrgh ii is lhe rr rong "before", it mtrst Lrc remelmbt'rei

that its plrrpose is locatecl in its forlvarc-l inclin.rtion, or being "alter thc- 
"''urrlt1"

87 ibirl
88 ibid., p.9;



as originally fraught and weighted with meaning". The 'denial of the other person' is not the

purpose of this; in fact it is the beginning; "the neighbour's original being is pointed out in the

denial that is a comprehension of his being".89 In Arendt's eyes without God another source

must be located where meaning can be determined.

The search for all in this is the eternal in the individual that is not only always present but

the source of the individual. In Augustine we can see his emphasis on death and as a result its

determination of the fuhrre both as a problem and as a solution. Death is at the end of all lives

and also the reference point of every moment.90 This leads to the priority of an attitude of

antiworldliness in Augustine and therefore a rejection of this understandi^g i. Arendt.91 The

Augustinian conceptions of love both result from the sarne source and utilise the same faculty.

What is different is the result of deciding 'about our abode' - this world or the one to come.

These alternatives are external to the individual. Yet, as man is not self-sufficient, love is a

necessity and "the question of who [an individual is] can only be resolved by the object of

ltheir] desire."92 So Arendt introdnces into the formation of a person's identity a foundational

link and a decision regarding a person's nature.93 Augustine is seen by Arendl as saying that

man searches for that which will last forever, the essential self. For Arendt, however, this

essential self in Augustinian terms is the etemal in an individual that is disclosed by

illumination of the foundational moment as 'past possibility'. This is because the Augr.rstinian

search only reveals that death is the only stable element in a person's life and that human

existence is unreliable.g4 In other rvords, this "whence" is the soLrrce and the eternal and "Love

proves its strength precisely in considering even the enemy and even the si¡ner as mere

8e ibid., p 97.
m It is interesting to note that Arendt asserts that "death, not just fear of death, *'as the most crucial experience in
Augtstine's life. With exquisite eloquence he describes in the Confessioru what it meant io him to lose his friend, and

how "he became a questiõn to himself" as a consequence of this loss" . ibid., p. 13 (8:033135-6). (urueferenced quote ftom

Augustine). Later on in Arendt's life she held experiences (especially political experience) as vital to urderstanding the

world and as a complement to her turderslanding of 'words and cleeds' in her work'
el This antiworldliness is n'ell captured bv Augustine when he desc¡ibes the follorving journey, "suPPose, then, we

were rvancierers in a strange cormtry, and could not live happily away from our fathe¡land, and that rve felt wretched in

otu u'anderings, and wishing to ptrt an end to otu misery, determined to retum home. We find, however, that we must

make tL.e of some mocle of conveyance, either by land or water, in order to reach that fatherland where ou¡ enjoyment

is to commence. Btrt the beauly of the cormtrv through which we pass, ancl the verv pleasure of the motion, charm ow
hearts, and turning these things which we ought to use into objects of enjoyment, we become trnwilling to hasten the

end of our journey; .rncl becoming engrossed in a factitiolrs ctelight, otrr thoughts are diverted from that home whose

ctelights *'otrlcl make us trulv ha¡rpy. Such i-. a pictu¡e of otrr conrlition in this lìfe of mortality. We h.lve u'anclered far

from God; and if we wish to retqrn to oru [alher's home, this n'orlcl mttst be ttsed, not enio;'cd " Atrgtrstine, De Dottrint
C/rri-sfirlrl¡, 1 4.4.
e2 Lot'¿ ;t".;l5l Arrgrislinc, p 1S (B:0331-13)
elArcndlsaysthatiImancan"besaicltoh.rveanesscntiallìatttrcatall,itlvotllclbelackofself-strfficienc,v" ibñ.,p 19

(B:0331-13). ñfan is tl.rrown into the worlcl and is distinct from everything, especiallv that *'hich will c{e[ver happiness

ibul , p.20 (8:033144).
et ibid., p. za.
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occasions for love. It is not really the neighbour who is loved in this love of neighbour--it is

love itself."95 Love becomes Arendt's focus, or the third element in the trinity that also includes

the lover and the loved. Arendt now says that "[w]e saw above how, in the sea¡ch for its own

self, human existence itself becomes the object of craving and desire: that is, a 'thing' that is

loved as though it were objectively extant, a 'true life' outside the present life." And she

continues saying, "This 'reification' of existence is completed precisely by its projection into a

ftrhrre of timeless stability. He who rebums from the absolute future to regulate the rvorld will

see even his own present existence as a 'thing' among things, to be fitted in to the rest of what

exists." Love as desire means that a man can decide (through judgement) on their conduct by

referencing the fuhrre; "[h]is present mode of existence rvas hope and anticipation"'96 With his

view of the future and his belief that it could hold the 'highest good' and its inherent objectivity,

man can use this potential to generate an'order' and decide which objects he should love and

how he should love them. However, this ordering with reference to the a¡ticipated fuhrre, an

individual ignores or at least avoids self-love and the lor-e of the neighbour. The hermeneutical

relationship belween the lover and the object - which not onlv affects the object but also the

lover - invalidates ils pre-futural arrangements with the world including that which brings

about self-love. The problem with this conception of love was that love as craving was not

suitable, or adequate, because it expected to crave something in the future'

Arendt summarises her understanding obtained in her conceptual examination of

Augustine's notions of love. The problem as she sees it, is that the definition of love as desire is

a problem. In this guise, love demands dependency on the future through the prospective

attainment of the 'highest good' and through this futural gain, the present is understood. A

major problem of this notion that desire is forward looking and forward looking onlr-, neglects a

proper understanding of what happiness it seeks actuallv is. Also to actually desire happiness, a

conception of what this happiness is must be present beiore the initiation of desire ca¡ occur.

Otherrvise the expectation would be that an individual decides to desire and then proceeds lo

seek something to desire. In asking this of Augustine's conception of desire, Arendt is making

plain her unclerstanding that desire is not an n priori mental slate, rather it is derivative in real

life. The dependency on the future leaves out a dependency on the present. Il is the past that

e5 tbitl , p 97. Arendt finishes this section saying that "It]hus the neigh.ce.tr's reler.tncc as a neighbour (rr hìch rr'.-rs

p.eviotislr.described as a discrepancy) is overcome and the individual L. Ieft in isolation".
e6 ibid., p. +5.
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produces the understanding of what the happy life is, and should desire when this has

occurred. In summary desire can only desire something it has acknowledged of beforehand.

Augustine, Arendt says, saw this knowledge residing in memory. Augustine sees memory's

role in deciding what to desire as similar to how it enables an individual to remember what he

or she appears to have forgotten. 'Appears' is the correct term here because if you have

forgotten something completely you would not know that you have in fact forgotten it in the

first place. Consequently, an understanding of what it means to exist in a happy life is present

in an individual's understanding akeady, even if it is only a faintly perceivable qualify.gT This

search for a new love, dependent on retum and remembrance, is at the heart of Arendt's

dissertation. Arendt has found an answer to a question that only arises later as she responds to

Heidegger's thought. This involves the problem that Heidegger has transferring his

understanding of the factical Christian experience into a non-theological context of Dasein. The

self of this lived experience is embedded in the context of man's relation to God. -lhis becomes

apparent when Paul's notion of knowing, or the eídenni dimension of factical life that becomes

phronesis, is considered and the dimension of past possibility through return and remembrance

not death becomes Arendt's reference point.

3. Primitive versus the Hellenic: Reading Augustine and Aristotle

\^trhile seemingly a passing observation in the dissertation, an aspect of Arendt's concern

regarding the tradition is the neo-platonic terminologY used by Augustine to express his

nndersianding of the emerging Christian experience. This is the essence of Arendt's concerns

that lhe tradition of westem thought has forgotten the originary experiences that its

philosophical vocabulary was initially developed to express. This leitmotif of her rvork found

inspiration in Augustine's use of the Greek tradition to articttlate the primitive Christian

experience contained in the New Testament. More specifically, what is the focus of Arendt's

ongoing critique of Heidegger's thought is his use of an AristoLelian eudnimonin and phronesis.

This is seen by Arendt as the basis for his move to an ego-based understanding of the modern

e7 Aren.ìl asks the qrrestion, is it an innate ide.r; prior to all experience? In fact, Arentlt says that it Lq not simply an

in¡ate iclc.a, rather it is "specifically stored trp in memorv as the seat oí consciottsness". Arendt contintres saving

"[rv]hen h.r¡rpiness is projectc.cl inti thc aLrsolrrte futurr', it is gr.t.rranteed bv a kincl of .rbsolute p.rst, sincc knor''leclge of

it, rr.hich is þìcsc.nt in rrs, can¡rot possibtv bc ex¡.lainccl Lry ant'c'xperience in this rvorltì " iLtíd , p 17 So do ',''e rentt'ntbcr

the h.rp¡.r liic? Arrg¡stine ansrvers, "is it like the rr'¡r rve remember jov? perh.rps so, [or even lvhen I .rur sad, I

.".r,"*É". joy, just as when I am miserable', I remember the h.rppv liie Btrt I never salv, or heard, or smellecl. or Lrsted

joy rvith the úodily sense I experiencecl it in my mind rvhen I rejoiced .rnd knowledge of it has clturg to m,' memory "

Quote from il.rid.
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individual rather than retaining the insights of primitive Ch¡istianity provided by Luther,

Pascal, Kierkegaard and JasPers.

In this understanding there is an element of the New Testament theologian Rudolph

Bultmann with whom Arendt studied while concurrently attending Heidegger's lectures.

Heidegger, with the assistance of Bultmann at one stage, sought to recover the lived experiences

of antiquity that had been encapsulated by Aristotle's philosophy.es 
^, 

the same time

Heidegger thought that he would also be retrieving the experiences of the Nerv Testament

Ch¡istian. The reason there is no differentiatiory Caputo suggests, is because for Heidegger this

would result in the same factical life being uncovered as this life was considered - at this point

in his intellectual development - formal and ahistorical.gg Bultmann, however, sought to locate

only the Christian experience of existence and this amounted to a reversal of Heidegger's

existential analytic refusing the universal, instead seeking the Christian specific. For New

Testament theologians applying the principle of Heidegger's thought sought to determine their

'living existential Christian message' (kerygma).100 Immediately after Jesus the man died,

historical communities formed and 'gave mythological formulation to their collective memories

of Jesus'. These memories it was believed contained the Christian truth. \ÂIhen Arendt was faced

with the decision of sludying Augustine over Aristotle she made a decision that meant she

stepped away from Heidegger's ahistorical individual torvards Bultmann's historical analysis

(and others at Marburg). The later concepts of return a¡d referring, foundation and storytelling

find their genesis in this decision and lead to more diiferentiation from the Heidegger projecl

such as the implications of eudemonia andphronesis.

A primitive Christian conception of phronesis that considers the other directs Arendt to reject

the dominance of aitn contemplntiua, and look instead to the implications of forgiveness leading

therefore to a Kierkegaardian notion of eamestness, and the moment as singular. Throughout

this analysis is an overarching appreciation of the idea of harmony in the mind, the soul, and in

sB Bast Problems in Phenomenology, introcluction and translation by Albert Hofstadter, (Bloomingtcn. Indiana Universitv

Press, l9SE), Rev. Ecl., p.232.
ee 

John Caprrto, "Fleidegger anci Theology" tnThe Cambridge Companíc't :c H¿i¡¿:.?er, Cha¡les Cuiz¡,on, ied )

(Cambriclge, Cambrictgã Universiby Press, 1993), p 274 This 'formaLl.ed, ontologìzed' factical [fe s Buìtmann's
;clemvthoiogisecl' Christian life and therefore rvithout the'ontico-mvthical rr'orldview'of 1'r centu:,'cosmologies See

FIans-GeorB Gadamcr, "Martin Fleidegger and MarbtugTheology" i¡ Prliirìso'l'¡rr.?1 Hcrm¿ncttits,::arr'. D Li¡8e'

(Berkc'lev, Universitv of Californir Press, 1976), pp.798-212
I00Captrttr,,'FleicleggeranctTheology",p 275 SecBr.rÌtmann'sKen¿5-rr:.r¡r:ri.\l:¡:;1,(NervYork, I-l¿-erandRorv, 1961)

York, Flarper Torcl1books, 1965). CapLrto also belicves that Patrl Tillich u.rs seeking lhc s.rme thin: See l'-z Couroge lo

Bc, (Nerr i{..'u"n, Connecticrrt, Yale Ùnive'rsihy Press, 1952) and.rlso'Kaùos in Tt:'¿ Protcstant Era, -am.-s L .A.dams, (ed )

(Chicago, university of Chicago, 1948). I usecl an anthology of his work edited and commentated ':',' \lark Kline Tal lor

in Pntl Titlich: Theologian of the Boundnries, (London, Collins, 1987)'
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society. It is with the use of these insights that Arendt sought to examine the particular and the

implicit, non-dictatory universal it contains. Ttris is aided by another fundamental element in

Arendt's thought emerging at this time. In Heidegger's challenge to Ernst Troeltsch's

metaphysics of religion, he again tumed to the first text of the New Testament, Paul's Letters to

the Thessalonians.l0l Therefore, in his Augustine course in SS 1921 Heidegger sought to reveal

how Augustine emphasised the Greek notion of theoriq or contemplafio when discussing his

unclerstancling of primitive Christianity.l0z The end result is not a moment of revelation in the

moment of reception but rather the purily of thought prevalent in the Hellenic hadition.1O3

Action of the moment is replaced by contemplation in response.1O4 Heidegger thought that

Luther, Kierkegaard, and Dilthey all failed to un¡avel this as a new possibility as they remained

evenlually under the spell of Greek concepts.l0s By the time Heidegger had lumed to Aristotle

in his quest for being, Arendt also made a similar determination. For Arendt kairological time is

the time of action, (or being-awake in Paul's I Thessalonians. 5:3) agairst the demand of

chronological time associated with the notion of presence that leads to contemplation and

quietism.106 Arendt rvished to retain the active element in this understanding of temporality.

Fate does not determine the condition of man therefore disabling his capaci$ for judgement.

Heidegger in his lecture refers to the I Thessaloniars 1:10 and Paul's statement that they must

remain in state of readiness when he says "you have turned to God and alvay from idols in

order to serve a living and true God and to wait for his Son from Fleaven." This waiting is not

anticipation of this expected event rather a readiness or judgemental condition in the

kairological state of the 'now'. Sheehan in his interpretation of this passage suggests that '[t]he

Christian--or Pauline-meaning of eschatologv Heidegger calls a Vollzngzrtsamrnenhnug mit Gott,

101 Note the relationship to Romano Guardini's The I't;t Things: Concerrúng Denth, Purification nfter Denth, RestLrrection'

Itdgernent, nncl Eternity, tran-s. Charlotte E. Forsyth and G¡ace B. Branham (Notre Dame, Universih' of Notre Dame

Press, 195-l).
102 This coruse on religion *'as taught at the Universih'of Freibtrg and rvhile religiotts thinkers contintte to appear in

his work and studies, in the foilowLg years Heidegger disavon'ed tJre religious understanding announcing his belief jn

the inherent "atheism" of phitosoph/tate in 1SZZ Èeia"gg". moved to Marburg and a change in emphasis occu¡red as

he left this religious urp".i b.hi.,á o.rd .onr"q.r"t tly an acttte interest in the moment' By the ti¡ne ,\rendt reached

Marburg the tñeologicãl aspect to l{eidegger'i r.rnderslanding of Augustine had_ di¡ninished. In fact, Augustine became

involveã in the devãlop-".,t of hi, hermeneutic phenomenologv as Heidegger looks to encomPass the intentional

dynamics of the phenomena he now sees as important. work, "[iln short, formal indications,

uú ph.,.,o-".,ologicaì explicata which prefigure the phe ly of their vectorial tendencies,

'ltimatelr.seek 
a nondisìruptive u.."r, to the very tempor.r the pretheoretical phc'nomc'na" and

thc religiótrs experience comes closest to the possible subiects. Cenesís, p 277.

r03 Sec Þöggel" r, Der Dentcei Ìvlnrtin Heitlcggers, pp.39-12 and .\ugusline , Eiçhty-Thrce Diffuent Questions, trans. David

L. Mosh..rlÍh" Fathcrs of the Chtrrch, vol.70, (Wash.ington, D C , C.rtholic Universily of America Prcss, 19S2)

l0r van Bltreu, TlvYoung Herrlt'.ggr:r, ¡r. 186
r0s See John van Btrren, "Ìvlartin Fleiclcgger, M.rrtin Luther" ùì RL1?r/lr¡il Hciil:gg,:r fron tfu Stnrt: Es:a'ts itt his mrli¿st

thorryhi,eciited by Theoctore Kisiel anctlohn van Bttren, (Nerv l'ork, St.-rte Univcrsity of Nov York Press, 199+), pp 170-1

ancl a reference to Pöggeler's Der Dtnucg Mnrtin Heícle;gers, p {l'
106 van Btuen, "Martin Heidegger, Martin Luther" ' 

p' 11>5'
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a context of enacting one's life in uncertainhy before unseen God. The weight has now been

shifted to the "how" of existence".r0T Heidegger replaces God rvith death, however, therefore

denigrating the role of faith in the parousia of Cfuist while seeking to retain the original

dynamics.lo8

(i) Ettdøimonin: Víta Benta ns Harmony

The Confessions ß the greatest example of Augustine's terminological confusion and

significantly its location is in the complex reasoning of Book X. This was Heidegger's textual

focus as he explored his phenomenological Augustine. At a particular point of his investigation

in the Confessions, Augustine's concephral framework becomes bankrupt.1Og The weight of his

Neoplatonic background finally corrupts his message. Both Heidegger and Arendt drew this

conclusion and used ít as their main point of entry into Augustine's thought. Equally for both of

them, the implications of this bankruptcy loom large, although only Heidegger continues this

investigation further. In his WS 7925-6 lecbure series, Heidegger similarly analysed the

Aristotelian conception of etñaimonin as contemplation, which becomes part of Augustine's

enjoyment of God. This merger of the two intellechual framerçorks lav lhe foundation for the

western tradition trarsmitted through the lvork of Thomas, Descartes, Kant a¡d Hegel.110 The

new philosophy can no longer express what Augustine is seeking to express in his words of the

Confessiotts. The truth he is writing about is prior to the truth of the philosophical canon yet it is

expressed in these words. It also challenges this conceptual notion bv seeking a non-cognitive

way to truth. Nonetheless, Augustine still attempts to use the Greek tradition to express his

thought here, using the concept of sttmmttm borutm and its definition of the immutable'l1l A

conseqLrence of this is that the new truth is equated wlthfrui while evervthing else i¡ the world

is under the countenance of t¡¡¡.772

r07 Sheehan. "Fleidegger's "lntroduction to the Phenomenologv of Religion", 19)t:-27", p 3?2

r08Ballard,TheRoleolMoodmHeidegger'sOntology,(Lanham,UniversitvofAmericaPress, 1990;,p 111.

rOe For a discttssion on this see Buren, "Martin Heidegger, lvfartin Luther", pp 1:t-61'
1r0 See Hei.{egger's Logik: Die Frnge nach der Wnhrheít, Walter Biemel, (ect.) (Franlnrrt, Klosterm.rnn,7976), pp.774-123
lll The lectures on Augustine by Heidegger detail Heidegger's examination of the factic liie through Ar.tgttstine's rvork

on ¡ti (using) and.frui(enjoring). Heidegger obse.rves that Augutine is in agreerr.ent rviÙr the Greeks thal the good is

,t,"tnlrrr,,talrle,andtheimmrrtableisthe'highestgooc-l'(,s¡¡7¡1¡,tttLro¡ttn¡t),orTru'irandBeing \Vhen-/iriiisLhestateof

bcing then it is in accordance rvith the highcst good and thert'tbre Trttth.rncl Bcr¡.: Kisiel. 5¿¡1¿-';-', p 200

t12 Irr Dc DL)ctrintt Christiqna,{ugustine furthcr clarifies t'r¿l and rrti introdttcing a r:ip.rrtite il.rssiiicatiorr: objects to be

trscd, obje.cls to bc enjoyed.rnc{ objects to be used and enjoyed De Dctirítn Chn::'..i'trt,l, 3 ,Thc neighbour, horvever, is

still to be rlc'fineci in this scheme De Doctrinn Christinnn,1, 22. And it mtrst bc' remembered tha l rl hich is loved for its

own sake is the happy life. see Ktsiel, Genesis, p. 20.1 for fruthe¡ disctrssion on thi-s
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The relationship of this Heideggerian reading is close to Arendt's own reading, especially in

Part II 'Creator and Creature: the Remembered p¿5¡'.113 At this point she is still strictly within a

Heideggerian framework of hermeneutic interpretation. Yet while she follows closely his

entrance into Augustine's thoughts in the Confessions she appears to not pursue it to Chapter 33

and the question of knowledge. But this hesitancy is only apparent if her thoughts are read

without the influence of the Thomastic Gilson. ln his seminal work on St. Augustine's thought

he argues that delight (detectatio) is 'closely associated' with love.114 This is because delight is

the very thing that love pursues in the object it is loving, and is especially significant if the love

of love becomes the object.115 Arendt's social caritas is a rejection of love as desire and the

achievement of delight becomes its replacement. Arendt seeks this solution because through her

investigation in the dissertation she sees the difficulty that Augustine runs into because of his

concepbual framework.l16 a¡6 delight leads Arendt to a pre-philosophical (and therefore pre-

religious in Augustine's work), primitive Christia¡ understanding of truth; "Happiness is the

]oy which comes from truth".117

Through their interpretive frameworks, Heidegger and Arendt arrive al a point where truth

becomes an issue in Augustine's thorrghts. In the Tenth Book, Augustine seeks his Cod through

the faculty of the memory, or at this stage, the -¡¿.118 Moreover, he also realises that he musl

go beyond the simple existence of memorv and therefore forgetfulness to find Him and that the

process of searching holds the answer he is seekrng. This acknorvledgmenl by Augus[ine leads

him to establish a new way of concepbualising man's existence. This ftlndamental re-

concepfualisation of man's life is due to the sense of anxiety he gets from this search for God

because implicit in this search is the sense of living, or ". . . so that my soul may live"'119 To

achieve this, Augustine reasons, he must understand hotu To live the huppy life bringing about a

realisation of uhnt is therefore intended in life. The happy life, or aitn bentn, is now consolidated

as the focus of Augustine's investigation. One thing that Augustine is certain of is that it is

t13 ¡-0r,, tlnLl St. AuStßtine, pp.15-97.
lll "Delectatio quippe qtrasi pondus est animae. Delectatio ergo ordinat animan ubi delectatio, ubi ihesaurus: ubi

atrtem cor, ibi beatitttdo aut miseria" tromTrsctntus D¿.\ft¡''i.¡, 6.77'29'
1 15 Gilson, Th¿ Christian Philosophy of St. Augustine, p 370, n. 29.

116 Lote rtntl St. Augustine ,p.10 ancl a ftrther example L. on p, {1 (8:033170-1). Arendt sars that this deficiency in his

terminologv'takes it revenge'on his thinking. She uses jonas. a iellow Augustinian doctoral sttrdent, to support her in

this claim in the re'"'isions (p. +1, n 16).
l17 Con¡cs-.iorr-s, Book X, Ch.rpler 33.
ItB O'Dah-, AugustLna's philo;o¡thy of tha Mind, (Lonclon, l957r. p 136 doubts that the mind = meniorr (= scli) ralhcr

srrggeststhatmemorybccomestherninclwhenthemenlorvis.rtworkandothcriacrtltiesappearpassivc ['lcevc'nsars

in i foornote. that Protrst is the reason lvhy many readers associate tl'ris lvhen readLng Augustine.
rte Confessiotts, Book. X, Chapter 20.
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contained within himself, as the gravity of the soul (pondus animae).7zl Only a strong will or

desire achieves this good life and it comes to presence onlv through concem (curare or

Bekümmenmg).121 The happy life is therefore a state of living particular to the individual and

requires the state of delectntío, (or pleasure) that leads to joy in lruth (guadium de oeritate¡.122 1l"

h"ppy life becomes inlerrelated with the establishment of truth. But this truth is a primitive

conception of truth.123

In the dissertation Arendt starts her discussion of this by sarìng that Augustine's 'order of

Iove' is defined by hir Roman manner as 'virtue' tn The City of God. Arendt quotes Augustine

linking these fwo ideas; "[h]ence it seems to me that a brief and true definition of vi¡hre is the

order of 1ou"".124 This is, however, as Augustine admits a simple definition. At length it is a

complex idea and involves Augustine's Platonic legacy and it leads Arendt to her concept of

socinl cnritnt.72s 3t following this association the foundalions that Arendt lav for her

unperceived political work can be determined. Arendt indicates her understanding rvhen she

that "love that has yielded to the right order can no longer be u-..derstood as craving and desire

because its direction is not determined bv any particular oblect but by the general order of

everything ¡1'ru¡ ¡r.-126 This is love in on a higher plane bui rvhat is the 'general order of

everything' in this sentence? By reading Augustine with an e\-e on his Platonic (through the

neoplatonists) the meaning of this statement becomes clearer. The relationship beFveen Spirit

and 'ordering' takes on a new dimension when with Aug'.i-.tinian originality he starts to

identify Spirit in the Trinity wllh cnritas in On Humnn Respor,.;ibility.127 When a ma¡ loves a

women he both lusts after her body and, in AugustLne's eves, loves her withìn, seeking a

r20 Trnctattts de Mttsicn,Chapter Book 6,77,29.
r2rKisiel, Genesis,p.202.Seealsohis"Fleidegger(1920-21) onBecomingaChr-.:an:AConceptualPictureShorr"'in
Rcading Heidegger from the Stnrt: Essnys in his'earliest ihoutht, Theodore Kisiel anc 'oh¡ van Btrren (eds.) (Nerr- York, State

Universig of New York Press, 1994), p. 18J.
tn Confessions, Book. X, Chapter 33.
r23 Loue ond St. Augustine, "Part 1: Love as Craving: The Anticipated Futu¡e - TL¿ Order of Love", pp.36-4J
na' ibid., p. 36 from The Citu of God, Chapter 75, 522.
l2s It is interesting to see Augustine in comparison to Plato's treatment of love h -he Symposium, where Plato believes

that man loves the material and not the form, or the bearrtiful body and the Bea'¿:-' itself. See Etienne Gilson, file
Christinn Philosophy oJ Saint ,|ugustine, trans. L. E \f . Lvnch, (London, Collancz '-961), p' 755.In On Humsn

Responsibility, Ar.rgustine starts to stress that while man has the knou'ledge of u..e Good in the impressed ideas, he L. so

siupid or dark that he cannot aspire to them. His love is rveak for the Good. Th:. :ecomes a motivation of negatir ih', in

ArLgtrstine, because man desi¡es the wrong and therefore evil Later on AlLgu<i-:.e maintained the distinction behveen

an indit'idtral's property ancl thc communin*'s. Thts there are Lwo loves, one p:r ate and one social Ancl the right
attitude tolvards good become an attitude to torvarcls rvh.rt is comrnon, not th.a:'.';hìch is lo bc'acqtrired for personal

t¡se. See Litt,rttl Com¡nentunt,1I.15.79-20 for a description of ¡rride that rejoices F, ::ir.rte goods and horv pen'erse-lor e

itlcr-rtifiesrvhatiscomnìonrrithlvhatprivate-aneihorr- jealouslprerails The:=..emshlbc.rgrcatfottndalionfo¡
Arcnclt'sdistinctionbctn'eenprivateandsociaLhere Btrtthetermrnologvchai:=>.rstheprivatc'rvishesbeccnrein
Arcnclt's trncìerstanding thc soclrl and the social bccomes the political
126 Lotc ttntl St. Augustine, p.39 (B:033169).
r27 Dtr Roy, L' intelligence de la foi en h Trínité selon Satnt Augustin, p - 261.
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mutuality of love.128 This is a spirilual beauty that he perceives and it obtairs a state of the soul

where peace is achieved - outside the usual fear of loss - and the soul is at rest through a

communion with another.l29 a¡" inability of Augustine to articulate this non-cognitive state

leads him to illustrate his meaning through powerful analogies:

And have the sense of the body their delights, while the soul is
abandoned by its own pleasures? ' Give me a man in love: he

understands what I mean. Give me a man rvho yeams: give me a man

who is hungry; give me a man travelling in the desert, who is tJrirsty

and sighing for the spring of the etemal country. Give me that sort of
man; he knows what I mean. But if I talk to a cold man, he does not

know what I am talking ¿6o¡¡.130

This is the Platonic idea of beauty in an Augustinian context; a Beauly recognisable to all.

This beauty does not inspire the desire to possess unlike worldly, materia-l goods that only

irspire pride. Rather this beauty just leads to inspirafion: "Love, who are always ablaze . . .

excite me".131 In this conception of inspiration is the seed that will evenfually take Arendt to her

interpretation of Kant. For now, rehrming to the beginning, this inspiration is the right love, or

the right order of love that Arendt discusses in her dissertation. This is therefore the

inspirational beauty that in Aristotle is Knlon that leads to a Greek theory of ethics.132 It is the

primitive Christian happiness not the stmmltm bonttm of the Aristotelian genre that is sought by

Augustine to achieve aíta benta.733 This leads to a new definition of truth as the right action, not

a cognitive trulh of the philosophical tradition, and to the entrance of pfuonesis into their

thinking. This new way of knowing is further rer-ealed from a similar hermeneutical

examination of the role of phronesis in Augustine's Neoplatonic thought.

(ii) The Menning ofPhronesis in Augrtstine

Heidegger had already investigated a similar path to Arendt's Augustine but on this next

comparison the divergence from his uncompleted path becomes apparent, as does the move to

the influence of jaspers. In his leclures on Augustine Heidegger extends his consideration to all

128 Sermon,34.2.4. See Canning, 1987,pp.77-83.This explains why Arendt ignored the sensuous natu¡e of Augustine's

concepts of love. It simply did not enter inlo he foctts on this 'divine' love
r2e See Burnaby , Amor Dei: A Study of the Religion of St. Augttstine, (London, Flodder and Stoughtcr,. . 1938), pp. 96-7.
t3o On ]ohn's Cospel 26 4.
rJrConftssions,102940.(amendecltranslation) InthisstatesomeoneL.alsofreebecatsetheyha"ethecapacitytobe
free. In the following Line Arrgustinc savs "Give u.hat vott command .lnd commancl what you *'ill'' This encapsulates

Arendt's trtte definition of freedom as on.lr r.'hen 'rvill and to-be-able-to' coincide in the lvorld of nan. See [ohn, Nf.

Rist,,4rrgrr,<firrc: nnciant thought bnptized, (Cambridge, Can'rbriclge Unir ersilv Press, 1994), p 157

Lr2 Sec, Orvens, ,'Tl¡e Knlon in Aristotelian Ethics", p 261, Also see \fru:.rr', Rise of tht Crcú Epic, ç )1
ll3 Arendt is cltritc cle.ar.rbout this when she replies to Gttnn.rr l{ullgren's strggestion that he is "a ',cir s'il n'esl possible

cl'e'n trorrver unc txplication et ltne solution d.rns ttne mauière dilferénte d'envisager le sumtnum :".n¡n." Lor nnd St.

Augustine, pp. 43-4, n. 24. A¡endt responds bv s.rying ihat it is preciseh' the notion of Cod as s¡rmn'.¿n bonum that creatcs

the diffictLlry.
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lwelve verses of Thessalonians I and in doing so locates the advantage of knorving the moment

as a situation in conjunction with the mood of the heart (furdia). The harmony of the mood with

an understanding of the context the individual is in provides a more appropriate response/ or

the right action/love. This knowing is a dvnamic between a particular type of comprehension,

mood and discourse.ll Heidegger again uses Paul's Letter to the Thessalonians as the source of

this interpretation. This type of knowing is not theoretical knowledge but rather practical

knowledge or phronesis. To determine the complete picture of this concept of practical

knowledge it must be seen in relation to an emphasis on mood. Significantly, and a point that

will be raised later in the next chapter, the harmony behveen the two is brought about through

communication such as preaching, or the Christian'bringing of the message'.

At this stage of Heidegger's concephral development the notion of phronesis being

investigated in his interpretation seems to be an Aristotelian concept. \r[e¡s6r-er, this is another

example where Augustine used the Greek framework to discuss specifically primitive Christian

experiences. But, when Heidegger turned To phronesis he Fumed to a knowurg thal dealt with

the ever changing, to motion rather tha¡ stasis, a type of thinking reflected not just in Aristotle

but also the Bible.135 In his lectures examining the factical life of primiFive Christianily

illustrated by St. Paul in his letters, Heidegger makes the following obsen'ation: "within the

first lwelve verses of the epistle there is a striking repetition of two sets of ierms: on the one

hand, various forms of the verb genesthni (to have become), and on the other, forms of the verbs

mnqomni (I remember) and eido (I knorv-infinitive eidenai; perfect tense used as present:

oidn)."130 The temporal of these points is highlighted in Heidegger's lectures. Sheehan in his

interpretation also suggests a way of reading this passage;

[t]his kind of "knorvìedge" differs from anr- ordinary cognition or

memor)', for it is 'comprehension of the slfLralion' and hence is had

only from out of the situation from ottt of factically lir-ed

experience. We recognize here lvhat Belrrg nrì Tinte lvill call 'Versi¿hcn'

as 'seinskonnen'-which is not to be trarslated as understanding qrrn

'potentiality for Being' . . . , bttt rather as 'sar-r'l-' or 'know how'.13;

In Being and Time as lvell as Tltc Bnsic Problents of Plrnonenolo.gi/ and The Hi:lcry of the Concept

of Time, Heidegger lavs great emphasis on a fttndamenlal understanding oi Verstelrcn that is

lll ln t,\,s 1920-1, Hciclegger talks "ho',r'c.rre is defined Erv a particulai :-.:e oi rLn.lerstancling, mr:'-i,.tnd discottrse"

V.rrr BrLren, "tvlartin LIcielcgger, Martin Luthcr", p lí:).
l3l Capr,rtc,, "5orge ancl Knrtint", p.330
136 "Phä.ron-,enologische interpre tation des Galaterbriefes", !16 and ¡i1l
r37 Sheeh.rn, ,'Heidegger's "lntrodtrction to üre Phenomenologv of Relìgion" ,1920-21" , p.320.
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before the common cognitive conception prevalent in the discussions on 'ùtis topic. In $68

Heidegger describes what his understandit g is not; "neither a definite kind of cognition, as

distinct from explaining and conceiving, nor a cognition in general in the sense of grasping

something thematically."l3S ¡l fact, in Being and Tíme Heidegger devotes several sections to

discussing his particular concept of understanding.t:r He begins $31 by saying, "Atfunement is

one of the existential structures in which the being of "there" dwells. Equiprimordially with it,

understanding constih¡tes this being."1aO ¡1¡r concept of understanding is one of the central

elements in his 'fundamental ontology'.

The interesting dimension of Heidegger's design for understanding is ils futural possibilify

as "[o]ne has this kind of understandi^g by taking risks, trying thinæ out, "projecting"

¡hgm".1:11 The priority of possibilify is important over the usual epistemological emphasis on

the actual. It is not simply cognitive at all, rather it reveals the 'existence-structure' that is prior

to its cognitive worth. It does this through Seinkönnn, or'able-to-be/can-be'. The'able-to-be'is

Arendt's later 'to-be-able' and 'can-be' is her will. Thi,s moment of equality is ',r'hen power really

emerges in the individual. The potentiality is not an -\ristotelian understanding, but instead

self-arvareness. We are aware of the ability-to-exist a¡rd ihe possibilities. As a corsequence to

this, understanding in an existential sense is prior to the cognitive one. The notion of

understanding expressed in this definition is one of nrtural emphasis in a 'Know Thyself'

endeavotrr. The character of understanding in this Heideggerian sense ís Enit,urf, or throwing

forward. This involves an understanding of Heidegger's conception of the "r'orld. 
Possibilitv

becomes the important aspect that determines proper understandint.l42 1¡. framing of this

term bv 'projecting' is interesting when considered rçith its fellow terms 3'ezesfftni (to have

become) and mnnomai, (l remember): out of the pa-st comes the futnre, or rath.er possible fubures

based on multiple of conceived potentials. The strict futural emphasis in Heidegger's eyes

becomes related and dependent on the past in A¡endt's, The comprehension part of the trinitv

of knorving has a particular temporal aspect - pasl possibility.

I38 Bcin.t ttul Tim¿, $63, p. 30S [p. 336 of Stambatrgh].
r3e Speciiic.rlly SlS, 531 and 568
lrl) Martin I{r'irlcgger, fuingrntlTinv,p 131[¡rp. 142-3 of Stamt'.rtLq:-'
rlr Sheeh..¡, "Ileic{eggcr's "lnlrodtrction to thc Phenomenolc'g\ of i{e:¡ion", 1920-?1", p 320 'r.: emph.rsis)
ll2 Prc-un.lt'rstancling or'existence-structure' is the im.rgination of -l::rrll's first trc'atment of Lì-.. ';b.it'ct in 1954.

Fle'iclegger'sp.rrticularconceptionof 'understanding'isanticipalon L",ilsemphasis.rnd.rnelern¿':.tinhisthinkingth.rt
had consequences in political life.
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The structure of these Christian and Aristotelian concepts of phronesis is the same. In a sense/

both are nous artd a kind of insight that used principles that evolve and require 'practical-

cognifive' skill to apply.143 The particular is seen as self-contained and yet a r.rniversal can be

determined from its situation that involves an extant principle.laa The difference in emphasis

becomes apparent, however, when the meaning of the word in these two different contexts is

analysed. The etymological history of phronesis is illuminaling. Phren is the heart, and in the oral

tradition of Homer it is considered to be the soui covering both passion and reason. Aristotle

and Plato derive their meaníng from a different source, ínstead using the Pythagorean tradition

that places thought in the brain thus making phronesis is noetic force.145 The Ch¡istian notion of

phronesis - in distinction to Aristotle's - is based on a much more embracing sense of to whom it

applies and has mercy at its centre. \ /hile Aristotle conceived hís phronesis to be applicable to

the higher echelons of society, the Chrishan notion sought to embrace those that sociely

generally rejected, the poor, meek, and ill. This is lhy knrdin is important to this conception.l46

In other words, his care became Sorge neglecting the dimension of curn.In a modem context the

bible is about caring for the poor arolrnd but still rvithin the laws of societt-; laws thal have

generated the conditions of this povertv. The concept of the world in Heidegger does not

consider those who cannot operate in public because of their circumstances. This is lack of

appreciation of the flesh, seeing the body in strict phenomenological terms of thoughi, as a mere

funcfion to thought that operated in comfort. Feeling remained private psychological states yet

he did allow a role for stimmung in his thought. This mood or buning is defined as a certain

response to the world after an individual had found himself or herself.l+7 A response to the

Augustinian directive implied in the belief that 'l have become a question to mvself'.

The difference therefore behveen the Aristotelian version of phronesis and the primitive

Christian one appears to be the role of the other. This is not clear cut horvever and is the cause

of the confusion for some commentators but the difference allorvs Arendt's reading of

Heidegger to emerge.l{s For example, Heidegger does mention the other in this sense rvhen he

rrr Note Aristotle's schcmnla and Arendt's dealing rsith Kant s C,ttitlt'¿ o-f lutlgement later inher life
r! Captrto, "Sorge and Knrdin", p.337
rr; Caprrto, ibitl., p.332
Ll6ThisisthereasonwhyThomasargrresthatitiscrr':5;-.notprtLdenti.-rthatdefinesvirtttes InotherrvordstheyenstLre
the ap¡rliç.1¡16¡ of ¡rrinciples is httmane.
lr; Sce Bcrrrg ontl Timr:,$29 Captrto, ",Sortc anc{ Knrti:,1'. ¡ 33r
LlBAren.-lt'slaterandmorespeciiicrearlingof thìssut'ìeclisnclrerr enlightening Laleronirrherliiesheciot:scliccrtss
this concept. Using Kant as her gr,ride Arendt srrggests that the context of iudging is restricted to those rvith ',r'hom one

jrrclge.sandthereforecloesnothaveuniversalvaliditr Sheu-.esÅristolletostrpportherinthissaringthatrrhatshehas
just described is phronesis or a political capacity of irsight and tlr.is is distinguished from the singular rvisdom of the
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translates the Aristotelian synesis (comprehending the other) as RÌicksichf and syngnome

(forgiveness) as Nachsichf (when used in the sense of forbearance).14e This is the seed of

Arendt's later position in promise-making and forgiveness, assisted by her reading of

Nietzsche, in a temporal context. Nonetheless, Heidegger did not Pursue this comparison

himself as he moved to the Aristotle of Being and Time: as Caputo says, "it did not draw his

interest" as he "never noticed the revealing difference belween Arislotelian and the biblical

paradigms".1sO Thouglì Caputo does not provide examples of this, an important one in is

context the transference of his primilive Christian readings to the phenomenological analysis of

Being.lsr This is seen in the call of conscience that Heidegger derives from his studies at this

stage. It is deprived of is theological context and therefore the role of Cod. The knowing

described above is dependent on the situalion of factical life experience that demands a role for

God. Heidegger does not consider this element but Arendt does with her concem for the other

even in a non-theological context and this raises the question of a source for the individual other

than God. Her own analysis of the seif is more about the situation of the self amongst others to

understand the "comprehension of the sifuation" that Heidegger pointed to in his lectures. This

acceptance of the role of the disregarded other in Arendt's thought had several significant

implications for her Christian notion of pfuonesis. The role of mercy is a constiluent element in

this way of knowing. The basis of the application of these principles in the bible is not ¡totrs as

such, but rather a sense of mercy. The application of primitive Christianity's concept of mercv is

phìlosopher because it is vi¡tue of the statesman. B¿lteen Past snd Fttture,p.221. This is later expancied upon rr'hen it is
giventhetitleofpracticalreason,areasonthatisnotnor¿sthataspi-restotheetemalbutratherp/rronesis Willing,p.61.
1+e 1¡r¡r is seen in Aristotle's Nico¡nnchenn EthicsYl,1l and is mentioned 'tnBeing andTime,p.16a [p. 159 of \facquarrie]
1l Caputo, " Sorge and Knrtiia" , p. 331. Because of a Kierkegaardian framework at rvork in her thought, Arendt's tum to
Augustine as a subject of her dissertation provides a significant indication that this concern emerged earlv in her

understanding of Heidegger's wo¡k. Her understanding of Heidegger phììosophv rvas generated during the rrLost

intense phase of its development; during the period of 1924 to 1925. During this period Heidegger made several

significant changes in his language, terminologl' and, of course, understanding The most resor.mding shif t tha I

ocitrrecl during this period of gesLrtion was from hictorv to being to time. Kisiel, Cenesis, p 313 The main guidìng Line

throughout this development is as, Kisiel puts it, "the core of the drafts, the formal indication used in guid.ing their

respective analyses of the human situation, nuanced diÍferently in each of the d¡afts in its attempt lo indicate the

immediacy of experience-under way rather lhan finl.hed, undergo.ing tmderstanding i¡rstead of the stilling ¡el-lecfion

of intrútion-although thev are almost lhe same: being in the world, to-be, ex-sistence." ibitl., pp 313-{ (original italìcs).

The drift in these phases of Being nntl Tirne's development is away fromDtsein. The intent of the author in Beinl nnd

Time is a complex matter and dete¡mination can onh'ever be partial, partly because of its long gestation period, its

incomplete nattue, as well as the later inferences on its meaning from the author himself. However, some oi the main

intentions of the work are cle.rr ancl one of these rsas Heiclegger's attempt to deal rvith the separation of the Cartesian

Self from the external worLl The first phase, 'Being-in-tJre-rvorld', reveals this origin and Fleidegger's concem

regarding modern inclividu.rlism. Heidegger corLnters lhis path being travelled br rvestern thought bv retr.unìng to lhe

Creek conception of the selt This ancient conception of the self determined it in terms of the commtlni(t' and cosmos

The most important element in this tmderstanciing is the boundaries of the selt'are not able to be cle.-rrl"'definet-l These

l¡otrnrlaries are alwavs in t-ltrx ancl e! en trcspass - .¡s the modern tLnderstancling 
"r 

tlttlt'l define it - inlo oikos and the po/r-s

Fcrr frrrlher rcscarch in this possitrlc rrnclcrslanc-ling sec Bnuro Snell, Tltc Discote-., :.f tla ÌvÍittLl, (Ner' \'ork, Fl.rrp.'r

Torclrlrook, 1960),JohnJone:,OnAristotlatntlGrt,e'':.T,aitth¡,(Lontlon,Chatto.rn.]lVintlus, l962lancl\[ I Fi¡Jer,fåc
World of Otlyssttts, (Ne'rv \ ork, Viking Press, 19til)
Iil See Thessalonians 4:9 as Sheehan examples in "Heidegger's "lntroduction to the Phonomenologl'of Religion", 1920-

21", p. 108.
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involved with the heart (kardia¡.152 1¡ is the 'understanding heart' that Arendt mentions in her

essay, "Understanding and Politics". The result of Heidegger's sludies that led him to the

position of Being and Tíme, mercy and the role of the heart were removed from his thinking and,

as a consequence the role of the other in his lvork diminished. Esen if she is a little harsh in the

process, the influence of the Aristotelian conception of the ego comes to the fore.153 The

t¡arulation of Kierkegaard's existentialism bv Heidegger produces a fundamental ontology. Yet

it also a weak methodological and abstracted version of Kierkegaard's exhortations to personal

authenliciby. The "onlic-existentiell" message from Kierkegaard is lost in the "ontological-

existenlial" development of Heidegger's understanding in his Bang and Time. In other words,

Heidegger takes Kierkegaard's call to personal authenticiFy and strips it of any existential

significance.lSa a¡" result is that the social significance of 'they' is negated as part of this loss of

existenhial significance.l55 This is reflecteo in his 1925 lecture series entitled Prolegomenn zur

Geschichte des Zeitbegriffs, although the srmrathv of this element in his interpretation can still be

seen i¡ his approach to the question. The question of empathy' (an emobion having a suggestive

resonance with Arendt's primitive conceP¡on of the neighbour) and therefore the role of the

other is a point of discussion for Heidegger rvhen he says that the "rejection of this pseudo-

problem of empathy-how does an initiallr isolated subject ¡each another?-by no means

implies that being-with-one-another ano its comprehensibilit"' does not stand in need to

phenomenal clarification." But significanii'.-, he adds it "onl¡' claims that the question of co-

Dasein must be understood as a question oí Dnseín t¡t"1¡."156 In her Jaspers/Heidegger seminar,

delivered in 1951, Arendt purposely tra¡u.lates Section 12 of Heidegger's Being andTime for her

students and her focus of discussion. The -ction is titled, "Being-in-the-World outlined from

1i2.As an example of how tlLis continued to play a ¡ole::.\rendt's thought, in8¿:-..¿¿n P'¡:: ¡ntl Fttture,p.157, when

talking about freedom she refers to the httman heart
t 5r - 11'¡u ¡ ß Existenz?" , p. 37 .

la The restrlt is a path to decisionism, National Socia.l.::r and a long silence. See ^--'reo Oit. trlartin Heidegger: A Politiúl
LilÞ, tran-s. Allan Blunden, (London, Harper Colliru<, 1:!ì r

155 In a letter to Mr. George F. Ackerman, Arendt repì:es to hi-q concem over the u-.e of 'masses' in her *'o¡k. (Container

7, Folder Corresponclen ce " A" ,004672). This emergec ¡ut of an article by M¡. He::',' FairLie rvho spoke of the

demeaning nse of the word 'm.rsses' by German imr:¡:anl academics. [F.tirlie's a--:icle rr-as pr.Lblishec{ 'tt¡' Ne¡u Hernld

Ti¡n¿-., 31 Dec. I9731A¡endl obiects to this characteri:.¿:u.n of her rrnderstandins -: ihe masses and the idea that she

implies th.rt the masses are "an amorphous mass oi;¿:trsonaljsed tmits with nc:ersonal i¡dividttaLibv and no public

chiracte¡".(ContainerT,FolderCorrespondence"-À -,.'-{710)Sherepliesbyquc:rgfromOn Rctolutíon,pp 247Íf

rr-[ich s.rr-s "It]heoretically, the most relevant and rr,¡;::emiciotLs among certah åeories is the equation of "people"

anr-l "m.rsses"". In the process, she rc'jccts the groupr-".: ,.i her ideas rvith others, .:ch as Eric Fromm atlcl Herbert

\l¡rcLst', because simply she has nothing in commc¡.:i--:h lhem.
l¡ósrrggeslivelylle.ic{eggerconlinrrcsanc-lsays"If]l^:. -:.:ic.rlh'erislenliell"ori':r--:[¡'. i.nolontologicallvobvit¡Lrs It

does nc.f elinrinate the ontu.logical problem of empa-:-', i{eidegger, Prolegont'..; -.,- C¿:-'.:;ittt: das ZeitLr¿{ri.ifs,

Gesanrtarrsgabc'20, (Frankfr.rrþ!1ann, Klostermam, l:-: Translaled by Theodi:= Kisiei.rs History oi tlte Concaptt oJ

Ti¡ne: Pr:l¿gonrcrrn, (Bloomington, lnrìiana Universit', l:¿s:;, 1992) The discttssion::r ¡i26 called'The'who'of being-in-
the-rçorld' is regarding Drcein as be.ing-with-others *: op. 335-6 (Kisiel's trarsL¿ron from p. 2{3 oÍ the History).
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the viewpoint of in-Being".157 14h"¡ is happening in Heidegger's lectures, and something that

can be regarded as svmptomatic of Heidegger's thought as far as Arendt's later commentary

was concerned, is a changing role of the world as well as the other in his thinking. Heidegger,

himself, recalls his earlier classifications of the world to inform his students of a fu¡damental

change in his interpretation. The 'with-world' (Mitwelt) of the early Heidegger becomes the

'being-with' (Mitsein) reTlecting the change in emphasis in conceiving Heidegger's individual

and their context.158 It is a change that fully evenh¡ates tnBeing andTime.759

Though Arendt never addresses the relalioruhip of Heidegger's and Kierkegaard's

philosophies in her work, there is contained implicitly in her development, a partial retum to

Kierkegaard's position.160 This is especially evident in the importance she gives the 'public

sphere' and the 'common world' for the individual.l6l Arendt rejected Heidegger's evenlual

ego-centric, distanced conception of the self; as Arendt says, "the most essential characterislic of

this Self is its absolute egoism, its radical separation from all its fellows".162 Kierkegaard seeks

the authentic self within the self already constituted in the world. He does not seek that outside

himself to enforce his search and lo provide the contents. Augustine's own search for the self

provided Arendt with her own material. Kierkegaard wanted to construct a scaffolding a¡d did

indeecl seek to structure the search. Yet when the end had come into focus this structure was to

disappear as ils task of communicating the implied gave wav to the individual flourishrng

under their own impetus. Behind this is the question of meaning in life and the¡efore

aulhenticity. This is indicaled for Kierkegaard in hvo ways. The first is passion, the passion of

r57 Librarv of Congress papers, (024229-31')-
r58 Heidegger, Being nnd Time, p.333lp.2a2 of Macquarriel
r59 Scin und Zeit,p.178. Stambarrghprovides a clearer hanslation of his t¡eatment, see her translation of BeingandTnne,

p. 112. Heiclegger says "It]he rvorld of Da-sein ts a tith-ttorld. Being-in ß being-ti:h others. The i¡nerwo¡.ldlr being-in-

itself of others is Mítcln-sein " Kisiel, Cencsis, p.363 ß qtúck to inierpret lhis passage as suggesting a retum to hls original

position Regardless, Arendt's reading is clear.
10 Arendt fi¡st heard of Heidegger in the early 1920s and when she commenced her university studies in the auhrmn of

1924,shie chose his lectu¡e theatres for her philosophical education. Pursuing the emerging school of Husserl's

phenomenology at the Universiby of Marburg, she encottnte¡ed its most dynamic teacher, ùIartin Heidegger Young

Brtrehl, For Loue of the World, p. 46. Arendt did not complete an extensive discussion of either of these influences in her

work though her latter work rvas more critical, less explanaton- in its intent. Arendt's underlying respect for both these

thinkers also seemed to preclude her f¡om publicly eniering many of ihe publc debates that su¡rounded her and

American academic circles in the post-war years. There is one notable exception to this in Heidegger's case *'ith her

article"ìvlartinFleideggeratEighty",andherselectivetreatmentofhisthoughtnTheLifeof theMtntlseries Th¿\¿tc

Reaiezu of Books (October 1971); reprinted in Heidegger tnd Motlcrn Philosophy: Crit:cal Essnvs, Michael \lttrrr', fed.) (\erv

Haven, Y.rle Universily Press,'1978), pp. 293-303. An indica tive piece, less acadernic and more ret-lective is a

posthttmotrsly ptrblishecl piece, "I-Ieit{egger the Fox". Arendt: E;'ctys in Llntlerstnn'lr'lg, Jerome Kohn, (ed ) l-\err'York,
Llarcor.r¡t Brace Jovanovich, 1991). Arendt does talk specificallr .rboLrt Kierkegaard in a short.rrticle ior the Frn¡rkfi¿rl¿r

Ztitung, \o 75-76,29t1ì Janua rv, 1932. In this a rticle .Àrend t a cknorvledges the impor tance of choice in his though t,

although shc. says in an aside this notion of choice has Lrken on.l some\\'hât abstnct qu.rlih'
16tln 1923 Ffeidcgger ackno',r'lec'lges l'ris cìel¡t to Kicrkega.rrd in reg.rrd to his descriplions of "pttblic" brtt rri-.hes qttite

c.nrpl-rat.ically to avoid tlrc'modishness of Kierkegaard prevalent at the time Kisielr, Gcnesi;, p 275
162Thiscriticismw.rsmadeptrblìcanclpublishecl ^r.I9lT.See"WhatisE.ri-slcnzPhiJosophv?", Psrtisttt Ret'¡¿¡c,Vol 13

No. 1 (Winter 79a6), p.50.
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commitment, while the second is a relum; a "relum to the genuine origins of our selves, our

feelings and our 6u1iu¡r'.163 This is a search of origins for originalily to become evident. There is

a notion of originalify at work in Kierkegaard - or in Arendtian terms, beginnings. In latter

years of her own thinking Arendt equally seeks a foundation for the primitive Christian

experience. Contained within her deliberations that became The Lífe of the Mind is the pervasive

notion of enlarged mentalily. The notion is a response to Heidegger's failure and is based on

this temporal notion of mercy.

This is the framework for Arendt's understanding of the individual-in-the-world. The

individual is seen through its temporal nalure and the relalionship with the other is equally

determined in this manner. The question becomes the point of this relalionship and how it is to

be conceived. This is equally true for the relalionship to their orvn self and wo¡ld. It should be

noted that harmony is paramount in this relatiorship although n'hat achrally is this relatiorship

is still to be determined. In seeking this direction Arendl quoles Augustine in De Trinitnte,

"[w]hat else is love except a kind of life that binds, or seek to bind, together some bwo things,

namelv the lover and the beloved? And this is so er.'en in extemal and camal love". \Â/hile

Augustine goes on to say that camal desire is nol an appropriate love, partly because it is an

extemal love, rather it is the (Augustinian) soul that should be ioved; "[w]hal is it that a friend

loves in his friend other than the soul?"16s Horvever, the Augustrnian soul like other terms used

bv Augustine in his deliberations is difficult to determine. Yet rvhen matched to Arendt's

understanding of the Augustinian soul a clearer picbr.rre of her particular focus starts to form.

Even at this stage of her thinking the mind and its role in the individual's life is important. An

indication is given by Augustine's belief that to go 'higher in our ascent', as he says, is to reach a

stage rvhere each individual in the lo.,'e of God can unclerstand each other and where they have

163 Quoted in Golomb, In Searchof Authentitity,p.39.
tt Joht Btunaby, Amor Dei, p. 82. However, from this it i-s uncertain as to the o¡der of thei¡ relationship. St. Thomas

Aqtdnas late¡ drarvs the conclusion that contemplation and therefore the intellect, the pathrvav to Cocl, is the prim.rl
element Yet, Augustìne is also the first advocate of the rçill and therefore action
165 "1¡"." is a vision belonging to ou¡ time here . . Ii rr'e believe, rçe see; if lve lo'.-e, rçe see .. He who has love needs

not lo be sent upon a long joruney to see Cod . . ,. He rr'ould see God upon His lÌr¡one in heaven: let him have love, and

God drçel-ls in him even as in heaven." Enarrdtrcnes m P:ilmo:, CXLIX, -l Quoted in Bumabv, Amor Dci, p 82 More

s.ignificantlv, Bttrn.rbv comments that Lor-*-this is rr hat -\ugusline mea¡r-ç-is lhe coniounder of all antithesis. It breaLs

the line behveen the here and the hereafter, behveen change and the changeless, time and eternity Ii is peace in conl-licl,

conlemplrtion in the midst of action, sight piecing thror-rgh faith Fcrr in love the ciir-ine meets lho human: heaven comes

to c.rrth rvhr'n Christ is born, and man rejoict's in the Trlrlh
Lt"' 1¡ ¡s Book Vlll of D¿ Trinit¡t¿ that Ar.rgustine P.lsses o\ er this possibilih
l6i LecttL¡e notes, p 024464 Se'concl Scssion, ¡r. 2
r6 

Qr.roted in Lou nntl St. Attgustine, p. 18: B:0331{3 irom .{ttgr.rstine, Th¿ Trinítt VIII, 1l 10 The eclitecl mantrscript is

incorrect in locating this passage in Book VIII as 10.1{
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searched for their understanding of ço¿.169 The importance of this is that the searcher has

found the correct process and location for this search and similarly so has his neighbour. In

Augustine's eyes finding God is a universal experience shared and understood by all those who

participate, even if they are still isolated in their temporal existence.

Before this search is pursued, however, there is a need to establish the context in which this

occurs for Arendt. This requires a consideration of the community and the framework from

within which the search proceeds. This is especially important because of the role these criteria

will play when Arendt turns to the political and seeks to guide the actor in the space of

appearance without the assistance of modemity's universals as the foundational security' The

form of the community encompassing the temporal beings and its implications for truth will be

determined in the next chaPter.

16e 1¡i" ascent goes from outer sense (related to ønima) to internal sense (related to animus) to intellect (or spiritus).See

Confessions. Book 10.7.11.
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7. Modernity' s Lost Treasure: Love and the Right Action

Arendt left an unfinished treatise on judging rvhen she died in 1975.lHer theory was expected

to be dependent on Kant's Third Critiqu¿ for its proposal and analysis. However, I believe there is

an intellectual influence that would have had a significant impact on her final articulation of the

third section of her trinity; thinking, willing, and jtrdging' This figure is St' AugLrstine whose role

in her intellectual endeavour is still a relativelv unexplored aspect for her thought'1 He¡ first

philosophical proposition was a solution of social cnritns, or a solution of how lo love ín theit'orld,

and, zuitltthose who share it. Read in this manner Arendt's socíal cnritrts can be seen as an attempt

to define a new form oi judgement.2 An additional element that is required to be analysed Lq the

context for her understanding of the individual rvhich defined by that individual's temporal

condition as homo tempornlis. The richness of Augr.rstine (and Arendt's interpretation of him) is

dependent on seeing him, as Arendt did, as a thinker primarily situated between 'fwo' traditions

of thought: Athenian and the Hebraic. These traditions have an impact on the temporal nature of

the individual in the community and this climension, though a hindrance to the AugustLnian

member of a community, is used by Arendt to aiiirm the individual's common place amongst

others. In Augustine's thought love took this role and in the guise of right action, love is a guide lo

I The most comprehensive discussion has becn the interpretati','e essay "Rediscovering Hannah Arendt" by Joanna

Vecchiarelli Scott a^d Jrrdith Chelius Stark, who were the editors for the extant translation of Arendt's clissertation Ste

Lor¡e nttL:, -;,¡int Augustulc, trarrs Hannah Arenrlt and E. B Ash.[¡n, (Chicago, Unirersity of Chicago' 1996)'

2 This pc.ssibility is atludcd I t

trnclertaking rcvisions she rc

A ugustiue's ¡rlril¡ls thcrcfore
¡..îd.t . ¡cçisiotrs if sce n .rs I

r-rnclenlerrt rcvisitrns. Loue nici St Augtrstinc, p l2l Thcv e

cnrilns can Lrc seen as thc "basis for for'rnding new coÛunLut

cletermining "fact" of shared history'" ibid' p' 122'
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an individual,s actions in the world.3 Love of the neighbour is regarded by Augusline to be at the

centre of all laws in Ch¡istianiry and we love our neighbour simply because, as Arendt suggests,

,,[t]he law bids us love one another." This regulates the actions of the individual-in-the-world or

,,what is done in the lvorld by man who regards the world as a desert and lives in relation to his

own source,, and "[s]ince the world has always been conshiluted by men, it defines how men act

towards each other."l Arendt's interpretation of this aspect of Augustine's thinking leads her to

establish a lìew frameryork involving thc temporal dimen-sion of the 'now' as past possibility and

the element of storytelling.

(Ð Tíme: A Moment in Crists

A significant part of the intellecbual cullure surrounding Arendt in the 1920s was attempting to

examine a crisis; a crisis of the moment.S This problem Lc framed b,v lhe relationship of the past,

present and future. The result is one of embracing the hrFure and a deification of the notion of

prog.ess.6 Modernity rvith its primacy of science and its belief in reason and progress was being

qtrestioned. In Arendt's critical review of Karl Man¡heim's Ideology nnd Lltopit published in 1930,

just afier the publication of her dissertation, Arendt provides a glimpse of her developing

time fror¡. n
aLin*'. It is e it is
Ei;her/Or) thics.

eenloveo fthe

of lor-e to occur. For further clrrification of this attempt see C

Contous of Modernity" ;n l(ierkegaard in Post/ModerÃiúy, Martin J. ìvfa h-.trt and Nferold iVesþhai, 'eds'ì 3lcomi¡8ton,

Indiana University Press, 1995). p. 16, n. 13.

t Lote ¡'.rl St. Augustine, p. 93.
5 At the centre of these di-cc.1ssions was Martin Heidegger as he reflected upon Osllald Spengler's D¿clin¿ -'!:r'e W¿st and

Heittegg:' ; Crísis: Phila ) ; ;:i Cermtny,

iallv Chapter 1 "Nfome Crapter Three

ears in Hars Blumenbe -.: :te lfodern Age'

ert ìvf. \\'allace with Int ize, \fass., MIT
cv of modernih' is "late:.: in tJre ::,cdern age's

elween this claim and ti.t realh' ,f Ìristorv, which
n the German understanihg of :.cdernily and

sfory, (CfLicago, Universih'of Chica¡c Press :9191'

f the secularisation of modernih' rr':'l'lin the ::a¡nervork of

of Lö*'ith's position is that the Ch¡3iian tracition saw the

r Nlodernil'''s conception of progras= reiects -:ìs and sees it
es it is that the result is one *'ilhout =:iher tl.¿ :eleological

al instances sltch as the Final ludgei:-.n1, or .j^¿ Greek

role of gS.osticism in modemih"s c::strttclicn is noted bv

Iin anci Hars Jonas The rc.= :i gnc.::cltm in

ts'.stine from a \fanichaea:. :c Ch;i-'::¿n amidst the

philos..phv of ancit'nt Cre'ek thotrght.
ã The ,-r¡..ierst.rncling of the rheological and ancient conceptions.rnd lhei; reception in modernit" :' :t'mir'-¡¿nt of \lartin

I Iei.its¡,:r.rncl thislstrotrld .o,.,-r.. o-", no strrprise cltre to Löivith's [ormai]r e vears being >pent.rs i:-:-{cgg'.: ; .rrtelont atrtl

tc¡chùi.rssista^t I.[he ir.:¡r¡tl.ctiontoB'lurncnberg'sbook,f{¡b€'¡l\\'.]il.rcenotesthesimilarit. :¡"r'eil :. liift'rtrrce's)of

Lörçilhs,Stratrss,nrr¿lLl.rru",ahArendt'sunclerstandingoflvloclernitr -lrlth¡eerr'erelinkedloir=::c'gge;::.dercnil,¡sis
the case .,çith Str.rrrss, it is a relationship of antagonism though rvith a n"te of respec! \fodernitr i-as a pa::icul'rr

conception in this intellectual tradition.
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awareness of significant questions in both political philosophy and theory'7 Mannheim's thesis i¡

ldeology and Utopia was the topic of much discussion in Germany at the time as socialists tried to

determine its validity and therefore worth to their analysis of history and society.s Her concern in

the review and one that she states in the introductory paragraph is the theoretical premises built

into Mannheim's work, or as she describes them, "the book's basic philosophical intent'"g In

constructing this perspective on Mannheim's (and sociology's) work, Arendt displays a concem

for the fou¡dations of thought of thc modem age/ or in her words "the questionable nahrre of all

modem thought,,.lO The nothingness of modem man is achieved by the loss of immortality'll

Together with the loss of remembrance comes also the loss of the potential of etemity'12

Importantly, the question of the role of past and future is also involved in Arendt's argument'

The descriptions of ideology and utopia are representations of past (the source of a worldr-iew)

and utopia (the escape into the future). Arendt does not believe that detachmenl is the prerequisite

of genuineness and agrees with the sociological argument against philosophy' Howeve¡' the

presr.rmed opposite a¡d counter to this, an anchor in commttnal life, is equalli rejecled by Arendt'

The dichotomy of solifude and the community are seen as a mistaken framervork. \^/hile Arendt

does not mention Augustine by name, her example of Christian love is suggestive that social

caritns is on her mind. Belween these bwo opposites Arendt declares a third one involved in the

Christian concept of brotherly love: "this is the possibility of living in the wo¡ld but being guicled

by a transcendence that does not conceive of itself as realizable on earth (eschatological

e Arendt first of the meaning of Heidegger's and Jaspers' phjJc'ophr

's and August e. as I have suggested, but it does allow the reader a

of Ha¡rnah Ar of her dissertation' The priorities of the review st¡uchi¡e

d about the natlue of philosophy in comparison to that

is used to explore the possibility of freedom in philosophr',

k in th.is rvork is the distinction behr'een the ontic and :he

I-ot'e of the World, pp S3-l believes that Arendt displa"'s a

principle of love for Living

:r's argurnent, even tl'rough he beleves that "all thougì''t Ls

situation-borrnd,' The prir.ilege he discerns for himself in the quest to find a reati$ is actually a problem about the

possibililv of ptrity of thought.
9 "Revierv", p. 28.
r0 As the translators, Robert and Rita Kimber, point out Arendt tses the term Geistgkeit to describe this'modern tlc''Lghl'

The term involves the German word for'spirit-' but refers to the existence of a mental sphere or le"'el rather than a

religious, transcendental one.
sidering philosophy's claim to absolute vatidi$ and r'¿ r''ar'

can question this claim, she says that philosophy can e\cept

ent associated with philosophy is not a prime isstte icr her'

d .rs it Ls rvith thotLght, Arendt belie'. es that meaning ard
in the guise of Mannheim's thesis

des. -\lfrt'd Kazin recalls A¡endt's main intcllectu¡l cc:'cern

.rtthetimehc'metherin\ervYork,jtrstaftertheSecontlWorld\Var,being"theclecisivebreakrrithtradilion" 
Ab:=t1

K.rzin,.\'¿¿, YorkJait,,(tr-e',r York, Alie.1 A Knopf, l973), p 196 tThis eluoteappears wìthin qtrott m'rrks in K'rzin ' ::rt 'r¡

Irell.)She belicvcr-ì ttrat "Inr]orlernity t'as a tragltly becatise oi the rr rong thinkingbehincl it" anci shc rvantetì to c':.r:ernt

the gap lh.rt remai.ccl, the nothingness, the "extreme sittr.rtion" of "modern man"" (p 197) 'rnd ihen ¡r' 19E' lt is u:¡lear

w.hether Kazi. is arvare th,rt the dîscription "extreme sittration" is a concept fron'r Karl J.rspers' Reg'rrdless it is a si-Iican:

description
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consciousness)./13 This abshaction (or "remove from the world") involves neither ideology nor

utopia. The example of Saint Francis of Assisi is presented as having "lived in the world as if it did

not exist and renlized this "as-if-it-did-not-exist" in his concrete life."l4

Much of the thinking that occurred around this time was all about the thinking of time, but not

the historical aspect. This is seen in Heidegger's thought because for him the meaning of Being is

Time.15 At the initial stage of Heidegger's schematic development towards Being and Time care is

very important as philosophy becomes 'caring questioning', or care in action: "self-caring" -

Selbstbekümmerung. yet the purpose of ph-ilosophy is considered to be the understandíng of the

present, or, as Rüdiger Safranski puts it tn Martin Heidegger: Between Good and EaiI, lo "sharpen our

sense for the throbbing heart of Time, for the "moment".16 This moment becomes ver. important

but at the same time presents a difficulty. The moment has to be uncovered, or disclosed and

discovered; ,,The moment of vision is nothing other tha¡ the look of resolute disclosedness in

which the full situation of an action opens itself and keeps itself open."17 The moment is a mark or

virtue of authenticity and this moment must be approached and its path to a decision

acknowledged. This "moment ot-r'ision" is very much part of the culture of the 1920s' Many of

Heidegger's contemporaries were developing their own particular understanding of the moment,

all inspired by the originator of the moment, Kierkegaard.lS Kierkegaard's moment is that

moment when the leap of faith beckors the indiviclual. The time of history and that moment in

time becomes insignificant as Christ embraces the individrral without the constrai¡ts of historical

time and therefore in the now of eternitv. The moment confronts and is expected to shatter the

pre-existing normality of the passing, historical time. This change in the fundamental dmamics of

time through the concept of the moment coordinates the aspect of decision. There is both a vertical

as well as horizontal aspect to this time of the moment.lg This moment is also a Presence of mind

as the individual needs to be sensitive to the demands and opening of time. -\s safranski

illustrates through Kafka's The Castle, K's missed opporhrnity through lacking the presence of

l3 "Review", p. 40.
1t Arenclt frrrther ctefines this characterisation as "a *'orlcl historicalÌr'st¡uctrued in a particr'rlar rçar and cc.e 

"r'hose
historicitv is seen as absolute". lbid.
15 Rti.llger Safranski, Mnrtin Hcitlegger: B¿t¡t'¿en Gootl nntT Ez'i/, (Cambridge, Han'ard Universitv Press, 199J ' tran-s Ewald

Oscrs, p 172.
tu ib¡,i. ìh" presence of mi,ncl br.comes p.rrl of the search for a rttPtLtre or t'rc'.rk.as is evidcnt in Bloch's nolic'n of 5¡rttrcn

(Traccs), nenjaml-n's Einl.tnltnstr¡sse (One-\\'ar Street) ancl Jtinger's ALt¿t::tL¿rliches H¿r: (Aclventtrrotls FIea::"

r7 Gcs,rl/rhrrrsgøbt:;lrrsgnl,c lct:,t¿r Hnntl series ed Flermann I-lcirìeggcr, Fr.rnkftlrt
rts Ernst Blocl.r,s 

,,c,larkncss of the livcd moment", C.rrl Schn-ritl's "momert c.f decisíon", Ernst Jtinger s "¡tr!:!ien fright" and

PatrÌ Tillich's Kniros .rre c.xamples of the extension of this unele¡standing

re Sec Rudolf O ïto,Th¿ Snint published in 1917. This desire for tlte moment of intensity is at the heart of ¡l''e Dad'r

movement prominent during this time.
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mind becomes a'metaphysical horror scena¡io'.2o The right state of mind thus becomes important

to grasping the moment in history. Kierkegaard's moment allows the Other to break in to an

individual's life. This forms the Kierkegaardian community. On the other hand, Nietzsche had the

individual break out from the other, and the birth of the free spirit.21

In other words, Kierkegaard invites the Absolute in his work while Nietzsche keeps it

individual; Nietzsche's moment achieves the absolute of spontaneity, freedom or possibilities'

Arendt with her understanding of Socinl Cnritns and tire concem for the neighbour cannot take

Nietzsche,s path of pure individualism, staying instead close to Kierkegaard's.22 From this

moment, for Arendt, there emerges the chance of a decision in this temporal location'23

Heidegger,s moment is also the state of exceptions but also with Nietzsche and Kierkegaard

something that allows an entrance and an exit. This moment changes and Arendt is sensitive to

this change and its implications. Involved in Arendt's reading of Augustine is responding to this

demand for a consideration of the moment. The concept of time is verv important to Augustine

and in fLrm the reason rvhy Auprstine was very important to Martin Heidegger.24 In her reading

she de'elops an nnderstanding that "[f]earless possession can be achieved only under the

conditions of timelessness, equated by both Ar-rgusline and Plotinus with eternify''25 Arendt does

equate timelessness with etemity. She seeks this in another way - still following Augustine's lead

- by formulating a response that later deselops into storytelling and the space of appearance'26

This moment of vision leads to Arendt's space of appearance. As the name suggests it is a visual

arena but this does not take into account man as lnmo temporalis in Arendt's thought' The

echt and nerv Realism also pursues this presence of mind' As

r' akening". Dns Passngen-\4' eri, p. 7250

quake: the yottthful soul is all at once convtilsecl, torn

and impulse rules and masters it like a command; a

dangerous cu¡iosih' , . flames and flickers in all its

ighning bolt of contempt for rt'hat is called "dttTy," a

rebelliotrs, arbitrary, volcanically erupting desire for travel." Hiit¡¡t , all too Humnn, trans' Hollingdale' p' 7'

2,,The good for which lor'" c.u.res lies beyonrJ all mere desi¡es" -\rendt, Looe nnd St' Attgusline,p' I3

¡ Fro^-^otLingncss comes a decision wittr the inherent demand "to cleate the mother from ti:re son and to s[mmon the

faiher irom nothit gn"tt". Th¿ Socinlist Dtcision, trans F Sherman p 22

z{ A .{rendt sees Atrgnstine as r-aluing all tJrings set in time, calling tJrem relative; Augtrstine says

that things existing L th" *o, anct in ìime means that they cannot be trtLsted- From this is seems

tha t . A,,tå, Arendi asks, ho$' ? And this leads her to ask

ano be said to exist at all?" A¡
2j Aren.lt, Lott: nnd St AugrL;tine,p. 14. Kierkegaarcl illtrstrate ting lime inThc Concapt oJ

Drcati, p.s0, ,,[t]he instant Ls th.rt ambiguotrs moment in rvhich tr-me other, thereby positing l/rc

ttnr¡tor,r!,rvherc time is constantly inteåecting eternirç anci etem.ilÏ is constarltly permeating time" Fleitlcggcr rt'spoutls to

tlris rurrlerslanr'ling of thc nlo.,',.'nt in Bcirrg oitlTinu , ¡iS3.rnc1 in :he footnott's of the scction

:e tinrc. S.. ¡u.ultl it bc that thcv possess.r capacitl to conservc'time

cncl bcin existencc ancl time? Arendt.rnsrr'ers rvith 'rnother
, antl the varcìstick by lvhich we me(ìstrre it is spacc. lVhcre is the

Lore nt:i¡ St. Augrrslirlc, P. 15.
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importance of storytelling in her work is grounded in the fact that it is an aural medium not a

visual one.

In this understanding there is the seed of Arendt's rising political awareness. Her ambitious

concept of. social carítns sought to answer some of the problems in Augustine's work, but

concurrently it also provides an Arendtian analysis of the direction her estranged mentor

Heidegger was taking in his thinking.2T While Arendt did not sit through Heidegger's lecbures on

Augustine during her time as his shrclent, he nonetheless generated the framervork for her initial

examination of the community of the temporal individual and their framework of reference.

Heidegger felt that the tradition of westem thought had lead to a 'dead-end" (Impeg) and

therefore required a rehrm to the 'primordial origin' to start afresh.28 This positíon demanded a

consíderntion of pnst possíbilities, n methodology that became sn essentinl temporøI dimension for Arendt.

I¿Vhat is significant when reading Arendt's dissertation is that while Heidegger reached back to

the pre-Socratic philosophers, Arendt reached back to Augustine and equallr-sought an answer

using his hidden understanding of primitive Christianity and their foundational experience.2g

This is an indication that she thought from within this conflation of Gnostici-sm, Platonism and

Christianity something had been forgotten; something that became her lost lreasure.3o In the

process of the recovery of this lost treasure, Arendt is seeking her own non-theological source: a

foundational reference for the individual-in-the-world in her httmanisi phenomenological

approach. Her understanding of the temporal and an approach to the huma¡ condition through

27 Ho*erer, this intention should be compared to Jaspers' own designs on the h.istory of westem philosophr" lVhile

rendt's approach to its consideration, Jasper-:' supewision
ilosophicnI Autobiogrnphy, "great metaphysiciarr' of the past

shion that, in peneiraiing the present situalicr.. rr'e could
The Philosophy of Knrl laspers, (Ner'''r'ork, Tucor Publishing
ology being pror ided to the contenporan' '¡ut not the

eidegger's philosophical enterprise m mind, she encou.ntered

a method being utilisecl by Jaspers in hìs work on Att
approach to the tradition see Richard Wisser, "Jaspet

Existence of Philosophy" Internationnl Philosophy Qun
æ Ravmond f . Coget, ;¡urp"r', Critique of Fleiclegger: The A Vol'

27 No. 2 Issue 106 (June, 1987), p. 170'. These *orJs u." fro- ogel's

partial translation of Jaspe'rs' Nòtizcn zu Mnrtin Heidegger) though they are of common interpretat:on
i, I., th" dissertation Arendt spen,Js some time discussing the fusion of Ch¡istian thotrght of the \err' Tesi¿r,ent and that of

Athenian philosophy. Atheniin philosophy (and especially Aristotle's) is considerecl through the

Augrrstiná and the áimensions this acldcd to the development of the modern understanding. The

revlale.l sLtte is delineated behveen these hvo conflicting schools of thought The language of Au ly

Creek, btrt the meaning is intentlecl to be Christian. Throughout hcr dissertation Arendt hiShligh:¡ and dr-<errr' lhe clash

of thinking evident ûr t-hc lnng.,ags Lrgr.rstine's thought. As witl be shc',''n i¡ tf.e ¡,ert se'ction,

Arr..clt isiery concernccl abotrt thc thotrght as she delimits his work. lhjs opera:es, holvever,

notonlvintcrmsof langtragtbtrtal tions.Thcrcfore-\r-rgtrstincrr'.r=ça::l-.ecen::=,f thisconccrn

for some Gerrnan intellecttr.rls
i0 ltisthissense of alosttre¡strrtthatpcrvadesherlatertvorkanrlbcc.rmeafocalpointforherF'-.ilicali:-::-<rng For

cxa mple, see the introdtrc tion to Bt,ttt titt Pnst nnd F uturc: Eight Err'rcis¿s in Politicnl Thought, enla r3eci ed , Ha rmondsrvorth,

Vtidrllesex, Penguin Books, 1993).
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the individu al as homo temporalis requires a consideration of her own kairological framework and

therefore the role of storytelling.

A realisation of this dimension founded in Heidegger and developed in her dissertation

requires a separation of two particular elements vital to Arendt's development of her

understanding of the individual-in-time and the subsequent search for a reference point. The first

requires an investigabion into the world in which Arendt conceived the individual's existence.

Because Arendt was only interested in the world inbetween individuals not the natural wotld per

se, the idea of community is this actual focal point. The second aspect leads on from this important

clarification, and it is the form of knowing that regulates the individual's action, communication,

and reference point in this context. \Â/hen examining these elements it is important to recognise

the presence of Jaspers; a figure who has always been acknowledged by commentators but rarely

discussed.3l His influence, however, is best determined through an examination of his most

significani mentor, Soren Kierkegaard.3z In fact the movement of Arendt's thought away from

Heidegger's emerging ego-centric tendency is counlered by Arendt through her appreciation of

the Da¡e's i¡fluence on existential thinking.33 It is very hard to determine what Arendt's

philosophical understanding was before she selected Augustine and the topic of love for the

dissertation sludies $'ith Karl Jaspers. The only rvay of shedding some further light on the

dissertation and the thoughts of Arendt that it contains is to read her backwards, or think as if

i1 The one direct analysis oi his influence on Arendt is Lewis

Politicize,l: Arendf's Debt to Jaspers", Reaieu of Politics,Yol' t

commentan' cornes f¡om Elisabeth Young-B:nte1nl, Freedom nncl s'

tt

: Arendt a¡dExistenz Philosophr'" inLorc and Snínt

(Chica go, Universiry of Chica go, 799 6), pp' 173- 277 - F or

unsel see Flannah A¡endt and Karl laspers, Hnnnsh

Hans Saner (eds.) trans Robert Kimber and Rita Kimber,

(\eq' Ycrk, Llarcotut Brace lovanovich, 1989).
32 Thj_. L. best illu_stratecì br. faspers in his Nollez nor Heidegger. These comments written n 1954/5 reflect the overtones

made t,,. -årendt in her ,,What is Existenz?" article written ã decade earlier; an article complimented by Jaspers' Jaspers

;;tþs, ;; \; te üme rvhen Heidegger's work appeared, large sections oj"ffirî",å"Sreadv rvorked or¡t; it was 
^ot 

ut 
lÏnu,

ve me much benefi the

, I consieler his wor in

the meastue and the manner of his objectifications that can

be so eas,lr.become dogma because they can bc lcarned-l alwavs have to de

consi,lerei immeclLrtely and readily in accord with mv philosophy' and my-

This is iue to the lenrlencr-, present in those readers *'ho merell'¡bsorb and

philose-pì'.ies, and rvhom Fleicle¡5ger meets half w-ey-not I, at least not rvhen

itself.,.. l:¡nslateclb'EdithEhr'li;h,Leonarclll.EÉrlchanclGeorgeB PepperinKnrllnspars:BasicPhilosoplticolWritittgs'p

i03, n lll
rr ln th:s ar,e.tnrìor, l.lspcrs f.rt-rr iclcs a stritablc sttggcstion ¡s to Aretltlt's trse of l-leitlegger's thoLrghl, though not his

p.rrtic,_ri;r iotrrrìations. Jai¡.e.s rcspo.rdccl t<-, thciassoci,rtion often madc betwcen his philosophv anel Fleitleggt'r's bv

la'ing ,.1 conside¡ his wori. so he'tcrogcneous from minr. in motivation, contcxt, and philosophical intcnt": the same cotLld

have Èeen said br' .{rendt Jaspers, Knrl Jnspcrs, p' 503'
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Arendt had written the dissertation under the influence of Kierkegaard.l There is no doubt that

the dissertation is a reflection of Heidegger's influence yet in attempting to then understand her

dissafisfaction with his philosophical perspective it is worthwhile to attempt to establish a

position before this fruitful examination conunences. By suggesting that Kierkegaard was the first

philosophical influence on Arendt's seminal years several aspects of her early thought come into

perspective.3s The first is the choice of love as a topic for her dissertation, and the second is the

chance to clarify what she was attempting to achieve with her examination of Augustine' Overall

it should be noted that in her use of and reaction to Heidegger - especially through her reading of

modernity - Arendt sought to ground ttre renl communily of man thus allowing her to locate the

source of their reference point with her own temporal dimension'

(ii) Kierkegaard, Truth and Faíth,Tntst and Right Comprehension

An illustration of how the bwo elements -- commnnity and knowledge -- eventually return to

complement each other can be seen in the relatiorL-chip befween Kierkegaard's and Hegel's

thor-rght in Arendt's reading.36 A pervasive idea contained in Arendt's work, and one will later

become significant for understanding her polemical rvork on aitn nctius and aita contemplntiae, is an

attempt to conceptualise the mind correctly and in harmony with a worldly reality. This is evident

in the thesis with her consideration of nppetittts (desire) and love as socinl cnritns. The best

indication of Arendt's intention comes from another German who started out his intellechual

career pondering the role of Christian love. This German is G. W. F. Hegel whom Arendt

identified herself with though she believed she had resisted the temptations he had succumbed to

through philosophising.3T In his early theological .,vritings, Hegel argues that Liebe provides a

unity in existence and that it therefore overcomes Kant's demand for an autonomous individual.3S

! Kierkegaard was certai¡rlv the modem heir to the tradition of thought initiated by the great Ch¡istian Fathe¡. In a recent

-onog.ulh on Kierkegaard, Wesçhal compares the Dane to Augustine. The reason for associating them is due to a

slmilaiiry in their persþectir,", o.r indirrid.,ulir*, o. more specificallv for these Cfuistian thinkers, the incìividual before

Cod. Foi Augustine thì di¡ect relationship behveen the human being on earth and the God in heaven is ba¡e and

immediate. Ii a dialogue written in Augustine's Soliloquies he presents this imaginary conversation: "A: I desire to knorv

God and the sotrl. R: Nothing more? A:Ñothing whatever". Augustine, Soliloquíes, Book 1, $2 in An Augustine Render, ed.

JohnJ.O'Meara,(NewYork, ImageBooks, 1973).p 42.SeeMerold\Vesçhal,Kierkegntrd'sCritiqucofRensonandSociety,
(pennst,lvania, Pennsylvania State Universitv Pres, 1987). See the introdLtction to chapter 3 tittccl "Kierkegaard's Polìtics".

35 Kierkegaar.ì, with his demand for a leap of f.rith, echoes this relrtiorrshiP and followed this rrnderst.-rnding He also

37 This.rssociati<¡n co¡nc.s fronr an asirle' rr.ritten on reflection.rfter a cc.niercnce on Christian Ethics It *'as founcl in her

personal papcrs in the Librari'of Congress collection
38 Steuer, B. Smith, Hegd's Critique of Libernlisnt: Rights in Contctt, (Chicago, Chicago University Press, 1989¡, p 50.
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Hegel later replaces his Liebe witlt reason in his scheme of thinking as he also hrrns to the

community. Nonetheless, the essence of this belief in love is not lost from his later thinking due to

his complex understanding of reason. Arendt mirrors this evolution as she hrms from lirer socinl

cnritas or the right action to an order of love and eventually to harmony in her final unwritten

treatise on judgement. Arendt continues to be concemed about the philosopher's individual

reflected in their concephralisation of freedom. Arendt's rejection of the Augustinian individual's

"self-sufficiency" is premised on a simila¡ intention although she is wary of Hegel's later answer

in the Weltgeist, or the World Spirit of history. This provides further illumination when seen in

distincfion to Arendt's reading of Heidegger's position'

Arendt believes that Heidegger's tum in philosophy eventually mirrors this Hegelian path,

evident when she refers to Heidegger's orvn World Spirit.3g Yet manv people have criticised

Heidegger's conception of authentic exi-stence for nol considering the individual and their

connection to others i. *y detail.a0 In hi,c descriptions rn Being nnd Time, Heidegger emphasises

the isolation of the individual in their BeL..e-torvards-Death.4l This anticipated future involves the

individual in their singularity and therefore others are rejected, neglected or ignored reflecting

Augustine's Christian position. This lead-ç Arendt to search for another temporal context that

allow-s the other to remai¡ yet still provides an authentic existence. Earlier tn Being and Time, in thre

chapter 'Care as the Being of Dnsein', Heidegger savs lhat

[i]n Angst, the things at ha¡d i¡ the surrounding rvorld sink away, and

so do i¡r¡rerworldly beings in general. The "world" can offer nothing
more, nor can the Mitda-sein of others. Thr.rs Angst takes away from
Dasein the possibility of understanding itself, falling prey, in terms of the

"world" and the public wav of being interpreled'42

As .\rendt sees it, this distance that is generated bv freedom towards death must be balanced

rvith a sense of heightened awâreness of being-in-the-world. Even Heidegger says that "far from

transposing an isolated subject-thing into the harmless vacuum of a worldless occurrence that it

brings Dasein in an extreme sense preciselv before its world as world, and itself before itself as

being-in-the-world."al Returning to Hegel's early view a clue is provided by his thought; the

Christi.rn religion of lor-e not only proviCes for a close relationship with God, but also with others

19 Àlth..'gh this characteris¿tion and srrbscqucnt t:::j.sm does emerge turtil mtrch later i¡r -\rendt's life iis sottrce is

prL.sent ,.,ifhi, t,,..t in her thjrking. For her latcr ¡:::c';i.:tion see lrf¿ of th,: Mind, 'lViÌling" p 5{)

lo Lnr, ."... Vogcl, Tlre Fr,¡::l: "Wc": Etlticd lrn¡,!:.;:;--';,. ,--t ff¿il¿-:---¡'r's Bcing and Time', (lllinios, \orth-Wcstcrn Uniçersitv

Prcss, i-.-Ì), p 72.
rrseet_l-,ei¡ecdomtorvardi:athelescri¡.tior.rinB¡:.:: ¡-..¡Tint¿,p 106[¡.2-l5of Stanrbaugh,
{l il'r,i . p ISZ Ip 175 of Star,batrgh].
!1 íbi,i., p 183 [p. 176 of Starc'baugh].
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in society; "[i]n love the separate does still temain, but as something united and no longer as

something separate; life senses llfe."M This love leads to an appreciation of life, heightened in its

sersitivity similar to the final Augustine's delectatio, the pre-cursor to his notion of truth'as

For Arendt when she started her examination of Augustine's concept of love, time was already

an essential element of her thinking due to her reading of Kierkegaard and contained in this

approach was the germ of her understanding of storytelling.46 Th" harmony of phronesis and mood

of storytelling through communicabion such as preaching or the Christian 'bringing of the

message' was discussed and in this context the notion of the moment needs to be considered its a

knirological frnmunork. Brian Stock in his Augustine the Render notes that tnDe Ordine Augustine's

rntionnle, the faculty of reason in the soul, is differentiated from rationnbile, action and speech

through the use of reason.47 This particular aspect of reason leads to the conclusion for Augustine

that "reasonable action deals with the right living".aS In this guise, reason forms the community

(ratio commttnis) and "the nalural bond that unites them is speech."49 Speech contairs the elements

oi the correct relationship belween individuals in the communify and leads lo a communal

comprehension, or an understanding of 'truth' in a community. So what is Arendt's rntionnle?

There is a need to explore Arendt's notion of the community and how its leads to the kairological'

a E,trlltTheological Works,trans. T. M. Knox, (Phìladelphia, Universitl-.of Pennsylvania Press,1977), pp.3Gl-5. InTheLifeoJ

:¿¿ \llitrl,ereÀctt that ,,there exists no metaphor that could plau-sibly illuminate tìre special activitr of the mind, (i.e.,

:n"

urquires about the truth whose living flame goes on burning
qone br"'. "Walter Benjamin", Men in DnrkTimes, p.'157 '
i5 .\rentlt seems to be in a diificult position. She appears to follorv Kierkegaard's extended commentary on LIegel's rvork

:.Lrning io the individualist's'self in society' through
neidegger's direction. Yet, in terms of the inclividual'

-rption. This highlights the problems that face Arendt
äe modem world, especialh'a world where the later

-\¡enrlt seeks is involved in her use of storytelling and tl¡re em
r" It is not coincidental that the role of the mornent in an individttal's existence comes into focus in EitheriOr during a

Cl.cnssion on love. Either/Or,Part II, p, 133. In order to elucidate on ihe moment in his thinking, Kierkegaard illustrates his

neaning through a discussion of beauty and how aesthetics changes from the spatial to the temporal, or from painting to

ntr.ic ai.i po"ily; ,,muric has time as iis element but has no continuance in time; its significance is the conti¡ual vanishing

:¡r time; it sàLnds in time, but also fades and has no continuance. Ultimately poetry is the highest of all art-< and therefore

¿L.o the art that best knows horv to affirm to the meaning of fi¡re " it,ttl , p.736' This intimation of a nerr' tenporal

¡e.nrlition from Kierkegaarcl becomes ihe r:ssence of storytelling for the political Arcndt inhcr space oiaprearance'
:i D¿ O,rltttt,,2.1 1.31: " Nnm rntionale essc tlitcn¡ú, L¡uod rntione tú¿ret ur rrcl utí possct, rnlionabile nutcm, qILo(ì rj:rcn¿ -ftitl utn csct

.¡., : i :; !',it¡t." (p. 725, lines 2E-30)

=i ,,':,: , I 12.35 (p. 127, lines 1-5)
-' Stock. .-Il,qrrstinc th,: Rantl¿r: M¿clitotion, Srlf-Kttoitlcdgc, nntl ti,¿ Etlttcs o.i lt.tt rPr.atntion, (Cambrirlge, \[as' fhe Bclkn'rp

l:ess r.f I l¡rvard Univcrsilr', 1996), p 133 This ¡r.rssing rema¡k is inspired by this rc'ading of Arcndt's diss¿rtation'

:ele-¡encer.l to pp. 75-90 ol ti," Cermån original. 1fn. finat section, 'Soci.rl Caritas' in translation). Stock's e.p[-¡ration of

-lirsr.Lstine i. åËfirt"a through the Ch¡istian Father's cap.rcibv as a 'reader of the rvritten rvord' making this observalion on

sneech very interesting indeed.
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This requires an u¡derstanding of how Arendt conceives knowing through trust and not

understanding in the context of her community.sO

In the opening to the third and final part of her dissertation titled "Social Life", Arendt clearly

describes her concern; why does the neighbour remain in Augustine's thinking despite his

devotion to God and God alone? Arendt looks for another "empirical context" that retains a

presence in Augustine's thought if not his theory; one that stands outside of his understanding of

the Christian faith. Arendt tums to the experiential gound of Augustine and his understanding of

the early Christian followers where he describes them as having "faith in common".S1 Arendt

asserts that the relational aspect of this understanding can indicate lwo things. The first is the

fulural aspect of this faith - the possibiliFy of what can happen in the future based on a

tránsmundane reference. The second leads on from this because of its radical possibilify in that it

demands all from each individual in this community of love, just as God demands all from an

individual. Even though the Christian religion is a religion of individual faith, the slartling

similaritv of each of these individual responses brings about a homogeneity that refuses this

distinction. Arendt relates this understanding to a'rvorldly' communih-. These communities have

a requirement that onh-part of the individual needs to belong to these rvorldly communities to be

parl of them.

The point that Arendt is rnaking is the distinction befween a faith that places the individuai as

an indir-idual in the presence of God and yet provides them with a community of common faith'

This corstruction of a community through faith though must be seen in distinction to the capacity

for isolation that faith also brings upon an individual. The acts of crar-ing and referring back are

dependent on God. Th.e point being that even though all share the same faith, this faith does not

necessarily mean that an individual needs to acknowledge this and understand its significance;

"[t]he simple sameness of the God in whom fhev all believe does not as vet bring about a

community of lhe faithful".52 The most significant element in the earthly community, cioitns

tcrrenn, is foundation-q, or in the primal Ch¡istian tmderstanding, ils colrurlon ciescent from Adam'

Becapse of this common descent all individual's share a common ar.cestry and "It]his kinship

creates an equality neither of traits nor oi talents, bLrt of situalion" or, sinplv put, "[t]hey all share

1l Tht' rror lh o f this t1iscus.i,, n is ¡;iven f ur ther r .r lirl.r tit¡n bv A renrì l's p.r rtictrla r lr¡ Lcla:: - :, ol V er:l¿htn a ncì [/¿rç fnrt,i in

i::., L:ti ,.i rlr¡ i\,lu¡d
i: In the Hr.nrili¿,-s on th¿ Fy.: ='tistb of John I, 3, Arrgtrstine s.rr s, "Thosc'sarv: we ha e nc'¡ ::en .1¡ìd r et rvc'are fellorr s

t'ec¡lLse *'e hold the faith ir contmon".
í: loi','¡n,l 5f. Augrrstinc, p :9
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the same fate"þ3 Therefore an individual has others who are connected to their self by this

common destiny. From this the communify is linked; through their fellowship or as Arendt

translates lt, societas.g Every member of this community is born with this primal character in their

lives. Arendt translates the Latin phrase tamquam radicaliter as 'rooted' to suggest this relationship.

Therefore from this an interdependence is generated and this underlies all interactions in the

community.

The tolerance from this situational equality shown in society results from this premise- In a

foolnote, Arendt quotes Augustine saying, "Since ít is by muhral give and take that human society

is bound together."ss Practical knowledge can be generated but it will always be belief that founds

a sociely. Arendt continues and says that "[w]e comprehend all historp that is, all human and

temporal acts, by believing-which means by trusting but never by understandng (intelligere)'"s6

Arendf says that "[t]his belief in the other is the belief tlnat he will prove hirnself in our common

future." With this understanding proof is not required but belief is and this founds and coheres a

community. She believes that "[r]ather it resis on necessarv belief, without which social life would

be impossible."sT But what is visible is the belief in a community rather than any substantial

practical knowledge. What is therefore important in this belief (credere) ß trust rather than

trndersta¡ding(inteUigne); "[f]he continued. existence oi humankind does not rest on the proof'

Rather, it rests on necessary belief, without which social life would become impossible."5S Arendt

has determined the difference in knowledge required in different locations of human society. Now

Arenclt says that "until its relevance is knorvn, men's muLttal interdependence cannot be replaced

by the isolation in which the individual searches for his being." The individual's self relates to the

community although this equality is hidden.59 Arendt quotes Augustine saving that the will

cannot be seen and therefore trust must be involved in the acknowledgment: "[s]eeing is a

possibilitv of knowledge and an evident one at thai. Horsever, knowing another's will towards me

is reler.ant only in mutual interdependence". It i-s this 'interdependence thaf Arendt says

"essenlially defines social life in the worldlv communitr-" and is clearly visible in the daily form of

people living together.60 In suggesting this, Arendt pre-empted the basis from ',r'hich she analysed

3t ibd
a Not.' the rtsc of societas lnThe Humd¡t Condition
5i Lo,'.',t':,i St Augrrstína, p 101, n 12
io il,i,i . ¡. 101. This passâge s!¡ggests Arenc{t's distinclitrn L.et'."-'-en tr.nierstantlirrg ancl knolvlcclge

i; Note th., rrsc of equaliti in aLl this ancl the rrnLìcrst.rndinii ¡: -rrt'rde:en.ìencc th¡t is ftrtt¡rdt'cl pa::lv on this belie f.

13 Lo¡'¿,lr:,; -Sl. Ari.qrrsti¡r¿, p 101.
¡gEqtralitr.onlyemergesif deathisnotregarcL.tlmerr.lr asa:a.terf nalu¡ebutrathc'rasanindica:::nof sinfillness.
û Lo¡,e ¡,Lri St. AugrLstine, p 701.
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the crisis that European thinking would be facing after the Second World War and offered a

rebuke to Martin Heidegger. However, before this can become a consideration, the fwo aspects of

the community and the kairological mentioned above need further examination.

(iiÐ Arendt and Kiukegaard: Searching for the lden of Community

Kierkegaard refused to call himself a philosopher because the scientific revoltttion resulted in a

separation of experience and knowledge. Truth had become the consequence of thought not

meaning. Its objectivify had meant that the particular had given way to the universal.6l

Philosophy was no longer interested in the individual. With this rejection of the individual

automatically came the rejection of the neighbour, and therefore socieFy. Kierkegaard uses the

analogy of playing domínos: "one does not live, one does not act, one does not believe; but one

knows what love and faith are, and it only remains to determine their place in the system. In the

same way the domrno-player has his pieces lying before him, and the game consists in putting

them together."62The attempt therefore is to rei¡troduce singrrlaritv inio issues of thinking and

subsequently society. This is the ground of shared experience but rvithout an automatic claim to

the universal.63 Kierkegaard regards the contemporary thinker as a curious creature, and therefore

"to thi¡k existence sttb specíe neterni and in abslract terms is essentially to abrogate it, and the merit

of preceding is like the much trumpeted merit of abrogating the principle of contradiction."il

An attempt to delineate Arendt's early concept of judgement can also be related to

Kierkegaard's examination of similar concerns. Continuing his concem with thought in the

contemporary age, Kierkegaard asserts that true thinking of the communal is apparent n'hen in

the moment of decision thought considers 'the background' or "the more fdet Mere] that u'ill not

6r Ttt o Ates, p. 86. This essa\' lvas developed ou t of the revierç of Ttt'o Ages a book br Fru Gl Uemb u¡g and follows on lrom

another polemic titled, Th¿ Rnohúionary Age. See the int¡oduction by Alexandra Dru in Sø¡en Kierkegaard, The Pre:,2: Age,

trans.anàintro byAlexandraDru,(FontanaPress,7962l,p. l0.Theessavsseemlofouncithecultureofcrisisandcontain
many of the prominent points that we¡e later taken up especiallv bv the existentialists The review rvas written in 1ù16, just

afteiThe Coicttding Llnicientít'ic Postscript.It became more than a review, as Kierkegaard sarv within its story the ston of

two separate cuttrres that inkigued him, the age of the (French; revoltttion and the Present age. When talking about ihe

recepti,on of r}¡e Present Age Wesþhal says that "[t]his little book has had a rema¡kable, though to mv knowledge,

trntraced,historywithintheexistentialisttradition.. .". lVesþhal, Kierkeganrd'sCr::ítlLIe¡.f ReasonantlSociety, p. 1{ The

ryork of Kierkegaard that details his understanding of the (thenr contemporar\ era L< titled lhe Ttuo Ages. The full title is

Tuo Ages: Age of Reuolution dnd the Present Age, A Literant Re¡'in¿', ed, and trans Hor''ard Y Hong and Edna H. Hone,

(Princeton,NcwJersey,PrincetonUniversityPress, 197S; Inthehvoessavstheerlendedi.iteraryreviervcontains,
Kierkegaard clevelops a polemic tlìât accuses his age of being "essentlrllv one of ur,derstanding and reflection, x'ithc'ul

passion". His compirison of thc 'rcvohrtionary age' of the French Revoltrtion and thal of his orvn'present .IBe' are rere.rled

in the follorving ccntury with thc publication of Thc Humtn Con,i:tto¡t aud on R¡'':.:,:io¡r
('2 

Contlrnlitrg LInscit-¡tiJic Postscri¡tt, "Thc Strbjcctivc Thinker", S] ttrans S*'cnson , p 3tli This rvas in Kic'rkcg.1.1rd': ¿',rrs a

rcjcctionof Èlcgel'ssemin.rl inflt¡cnce of thoughtthrotrghtogic SeeBdi¡t'r'd¡lPrl.r.:':;il,::,'.'.¡.5Tfttrfurthcrassoci.rli-ns
lnanintcrtsti¡ljc()uìrnentthat¡rrcccdcsthisrluoteKierkeg.rarcl¡.rr th¡tinlhe 's¡:enliiicnûnlentoIthotrght',illl.l:]:.¡liolì

.rnd feeling arL. [e[t bchind ancl thotrghl rcrnains.rs the last stage
6l See Ta'o Agcs, p. 62.
d Concluding Llnscientific Postsuipt, p.273.
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merge in the individuality".65 The moment of decision is in itself the ethical act and it seeks "not

to mor-e from the individual to the generation [usuallv translated as race from the Danish

Generationen] rather from the índividual to the generalion to achieve the individual."66 From the

dissertalion, Arendt was aware of the importance of generation as well as its destructive nabure.67

Subsequently, while Arendt does not discuss her justificalion for examining Augustine's concept

of lor-e, it is suggestive to think that this examination was a continuation of Kierkegaard's

examination of the individual influenced by an early Hegelian idea of love.

Her examination of Augustine was as the first philosopher of the will but also as a philosopher

who sought to clarify the role of love in the earthly community. The first philosopher of freedom,

a guarantee of singularily for the individual, was confronted with the role of the neighbour in

emerging Ch¡istian theology which had therefore sought to understand horv this Éreedom also

meant obligation. This is also the potential starting point of Arendt's concept of plurality' |ust as

Kierkegaard was attempting to establish the idea of the community, Arendt rr-as seeking her own

unctersi.rnding of the individual in the world through a similar notion of plurality. Plurality is a

socieh' oi differences, and love is an element in an individual's life that is shared in the

communiby of the individual. This balance bebween the individual and their'society of the other'

is il¡.rsi¡ated by Arendt's most prominent claim in her analvsis of Augustine's thought, that man is

not seli-sufficient. Similarly, Kierkegaard is wary of claims that society does not i¡r fact reflect the

idea oi community. In rejecting a commonality, individuals are characterised as isolated beings,

self-sufricient. The thought that seeks to conceplr.ralise the individual is its orr-n framework, as "it

ignores the concrete and the temporal, the existential process [or becoming], the predicament of

the existing individual arising from his being a synthesis of the temporal and the eternal situated

in exisience."6s The Kierkegaardian'idea of communit\-' neans just that, it ha-c meaning, not truth

and the¡efore cannot be explained rationally in a HegeLian manner using intdligere.69 Rather, in

6. Ett;,¿. C,, Vol. II, p. 143 This is in a chapter called 'Aesthetic Validir.' ,'i \farriage'. Kicrkegaarcì discussion the moment

at lene'i.
tr Refe:¿.ce.l to JotLrnal entrr', no. 4770.lournnls of SørenKierkegnarri, *¡::-¡. Alexander Dru, (Londrn, Oxford Universiby

Press, j:lj,anc1 Sorer Kierkeittrd'slournalsantlPnpcrs,trans andedil¿':'cvFIorvardV t-long,e¡¡. lBloomi¡gton, Indiana

Univer=::, Press, 1967).
6;See ¡...]tcentisdefinedbvgcnerationanclnotbycreation",Lot'¿.;*..i-il-Arrgrrslinc,p 104and'itistheverypossibilih'
,rf isol.:::;r.th.rtenablcstrstorlelachorrrselvcsfronhrtmanhistorr anc:¡omitsirrevocableenchanmentbvgcneration"

Lo¡',',;':.. :: .1rr¡rrstirlc, p. 109

'i C..':.'. :..: :,:-.' IIrr:'cr,:rrti/it' P . : : :t r i p t, p. 2n7
ogThe:.:::..ncrIcommtrnitr.rtrvorkins.r-vAristotlcisanexter¡r.rlno¡:.-:-.rrÌriletheicleainKierk::aardis.rnint(lrnalone
Elset et 

-¿.:str*p, "A Questic.ning of Jtrstice: Kierkegaarcl, the Postme.d:::'. Criliqtte .rnd Political Tb.eorl " Polrtitol Thrcry,

Vol. l3 \o 3 (Augtrst No. 31, P. 430.
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Kierkegaard's eyes, it is based on faith.70 For Arendt, however, this solution was ouLside her own

framework of understanding as she was seeking the development of a new "humanism" through

German phenomenoloy.Tr Nonetheless, this 'idea of community' still grows out of the thinking

betng.72 As part of his nature, Kierkegaard believes that man has always longed for a community

as both a social and political being, and suggests that those who weary of the crowd or the masses

are mistaken, irstead ". . . the cure is precisely to learn all over again the most important thing, to

understand oneself in longing for communlty."73 Arendt follows this course herself and this

reasoning allows a reading of her solution in a different light that can lead to an analysis of her

attempts to ground a community with social caritns,, and a regulating principle for this new nobion

of communily: love as trust.74

In order to proceed in this direction it is useful to return to her essay on her tradition of

thinking. After the Second World War, Arendt was asked to comment on the development of

German Existenz for the New York joumal, Partisan Review.75 In this introductory a¡ticle Arendt

for the first time discusses her reading of her mentors.T6 If this description of Heidegger's and

Jaspers' thought in the post-war article is taken as a trtte statement of Arendt's thoughts

concerning the philosophers involved in her tradilion of thought it is constructive to use it to

capture a picture of their developing understandings from the pre-war years' In doing so a few

T0SeeArendt'scliscussionof thisinthedissertation Arendtarguesthatrvhatisvisibleisthebelief inacommunibyrather

than anr. substantial practical knowledge. What is therefo¡e important in this belief (credere) is trust rather than

tuderstancling (inteiligere); "It]he continued existence of humankind does not rest on the proof. Rather, it rests on necessary

be[ef, rvithoui which social life wor-rld become impossible." I-ooe nnd st. Attgtrstine,T}L-
71 The Hinchmans argue that in her thinking Arendt had two related intentions. The fi¡st rvas the development of a nerv
,,humanism" in Gerrnan phenomenology rather then the liberal-socialist tradition and the consequential convictions about

htrman nature and its behar.iour. The seiond which rvill be considered later, was showing how this humanism was taken

in a different way from the di¡ection Fleidegger took. Arendt was convinced that classical liberalism and socialism had

some stllctural problems For example, they saw man as social not political animals. Therefore, these ideologies san'

political institutions as unnatural only existing because of the economic order and the vacillation of human nattue.

Þh".o*".,ology and existentialism piovided much more specific altematives to the liberal-socialism dualism becau-.e thev

lvere so oil enãámpassing in their rurderstanding of the contemporarv situation This rvill be examined in Section II. Lervis

p. Hinchman, andsandra K. Flinchman, "In Heidegger's shadow: Ha¡rnah Arendt's phenomenological humanism", The

Reuiett,o.f Politics, Vol. 46 (April, 1984), pp. 184-5.
72 

Jegstrup in "A Questioning of Justice" uses Blanchot's notion of ecstasis to explore this 'idea of commu¡rh". While

Jegsirup àoes not explicith-aìticulate this connection, it is not a coincidence that she also looked at the thought of Hannah

¡ien,iiin the context of Danish Jews and their experiences of the holocatst in the Second World War

73 Work o.f Loue,Chapter IV,'Otrr Duty to Love Those We See', p' 153

7l 
Jegstrup herself attempts to determine a regulating principle for her Kierkegaardian communilv and uses the pfuase

'love as obligation' to explore this possibilty. See "A Questioning of Jtrstice",pnssim'
Tt Within the article there remain strong links to her rvork on Augustine in the clissertation from seventeen i'ears ago. The

themes cor er the relationship of the inãividual to the universal, ihe capacily of man as the Creator (not a creator), ancl

contradiction Also the placáment of Man as the master of Being, the right relation lo Being as mean.ingiul, the

homelessness ancl isol.rtion of man (in a clesert), the need for commtrnitv', and at a fund.rmental ler el in her analvsis is the

ongoing conccrn for the meaning and implicaiion of the Now and immortality
7o Ar..,.lt', orvn portrait oilaspcrs in "What is Existenz Philosophv?" emphasises the tenLrtiveness of lasFers'project. For

hc.rthisisan.rtlmirablctr.ritinJasptrsthcmanandonethatcharacteriseshisphilosophr Therealrvorlhcflaspers'rvork

is thc thought tr¡irrs that ht'st'ts in motion rathe'r tll'rn ¡ manifest svstem of ansivcrs; "laspers has comc to all the

frrn.larne ,iürl ¡rr.blcnrs of contcm¡rorary philosophr, rr'ithout anss'ering or settling .rtu'of them in a conciltivc- rvar' "

Wh¡thasb.,cntle causelorcriticisminsomeofJas¡.g15'con1¡rent.ltorsisapointof cclcbrationforA.renut Thisis

enrph.rsised ¡.he¡ she compares Jas¡rers to I-leidegger amiclst her description of Jaspers' thottghts "lVhat is Etistcn:

Philosophr'?", p. 55.
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significant elements can be higruighted and these elements enable us to construct a context for

understanding Arendt's pre-war thoughts.z Emerging in this article is her irsight that the uifn

actiaa mtst be salvaged from the tradition of the uita contemplatian, as the modern tradition of

philosophy has constantly refused to accept the world of man, seeking instead to re-configure and

then fit man back into the natural world of causality. ln other words, the 'idea of humanity' is

incorrect and consequently so is the tradition's understanding of the 'regulating principles in all

political activify'.78 Arendt follows the tradilion of thought she identifies with Existenz

philosophy. ln her vierv this tradition finds its foundation in the thought of Kant "who is the real,

though . . . secret founder of modem philosophy" .T9 Kanl's contribution in this context was to

disrupt the unihy of thought and Being and, as Arendt later comments, the 'pre-established

harmony befween man and world'.8O Yet he did not proceed far enough in his thought and

remove the security of Being from man's existence. This security was retained in Kant's

determination that man was only sr-rbjectively free 'in himself' not objectivelr-. or in the world of

nature where causalifi' ruled. \Alhile modem philosophr-, she concludes, has deiied this they have

aiways mistakenly fallen back onto fate in the process.Si A discttssion of the indir idual and the

multi-faceted world in which they reside dominates -\rendt's framework of discussion in this

article.S2

A replacement fo¡ this way of attempting to ur,derstand the world is an Augustìnian

'cliscordance of Being' (not the Being of ontologies), alior','Lng Arendt to percei','e a solution to this

disharmony. Man can now attempt to create a world, or a home, out of lhe desert er-en though the

existence of alienation can never allow the rvorld to be a real home. Arendt savs here emphatically

that man is uncomfortable in the world as a home, but he can create one i¡ rvhich he does feel

comfortable - but he mr-rst make it him-qeli in order to be worldly. As can '¡e seen from these

77 The conclt¡sions that emerge from this reading mu-.t ahvavs be arr'a:: '.hat inbeFveen Arendt's cssertalion and this

article is the Second World \Var and the Holocaust
78 Essttvs in Llnderstnntling,p 172.
7e ibnl., p.768.
80 ibid., p. 770.
8l Arendt uses Nietzsche's entort'nti,Heiclegger's resoluteness, and Ca:-'-1.' rebel.Liolts man as exa::-:les rr:ti, p 171' The

exception is Jaspers.
s2 Th" .on,porison of Jaspers' conccpt of "failrr¡e" s ith Lleidegger's ' i:-i" is initially to avoid a r¡-:¡under:tancling but it

becomes a statement of n'h.rt is admirable in Jasper's philosophv and ¡:r-.eqttentlv what is not in iieidegger's. Jaspers'

conce-pt of "failtLre" is not a "structurally necessirv Fall from onc''s ari'j'.¿rlic Being as a man", b','r' r.ich -{rendt tneans

Heic-le,gger'srrnclerstancling Shegoc.son.rndsavsthai"l.rspershtld.=:iinphLioso¡rhyeveryon::logvcìaimingitcansar
,,h.-rtã"ir,greallyis,is.rSlìnp.i¡g:awayfAt:.ileiten)uri-.thc.-rbsr,lLrtisi:'.: ¡p.rrlictrl.rrcatcgorioso:3=irg'll,r*'evcr,inthe
process,hJir,.,o-ttothink.,i'nim.tcltaiaCreator,onlr¡s.rcrt'.rttr B:i.:thereforeshotrldbeseer:ìsttrí-'r'tntlingtrs,

iencom¡r.rs5¡g?) ancÌ thereiorc ontology is 'Liqrrielate.l ; or as .\rencìl ì;',:, "1\'ith thc libcration of =:-' s o¡ltl frorn the ghost

of being onct ti-re illtrsion of being ableiå undeistancl it. therc'disappea:a.ì the necessity of having :'- explan it mor-Listicalll'

fro* oãe principle-namelr', irom this all-pen-asive subsLrnce." "\\'ha: ! lxisten=?" , p' 55.
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concurrences much of the language, and imagery is derived from the Gnostic, Stoic, Neoplatonic

and early Christian discussions about the world and the role of man. Consequently Arendt

conceives the world in which man resides as beyond his grasp; it appears as a desert. Nonetheless,

man can construct his own world in this desert. Arendt suggests that in the Being that surrounds

us and is 'unknowable' there is an island that allows Man to exist 'unmenaced by the dark

Unknowable' and therefore be free.83 Any attempt to step outside of this world and reach for the

'true' reality starts a disintegration of man. Man realises that he cannot know nor create Being and

therefore is not God and therefore understands the limitations of his own existence. The role of

philosophy is not to construct a Being and make man subservient to it, but rather to brace these

limitalions, the limitations of human Existenz. Jaspers talks of the need for 'unconditional deeds' in

extreme situations. They include death, contingency, and guilt.e These are present in the work of

Kierkegaard and further developed by Jaspers; both used consciously in Heidegger's intellechral

and conceptual development.S5 This deed evolves through communication with others and these

other people collaborate in reason and through this process illustrates the freedom of man and

nurtures this freedom.

There is a warning however, implicit in this project, that man's capacity to create is not equal in

its capability as the Supreme Being. The world exists before Man and will exist after. Man is

inbehveen these two significant temporal limitations and man must always remember that he is a

temporal being. As a consequence to this man will continue to feel separated from the worlcl of

being, the natural world, but he can create a home for himself and this worlcl is the common

world, created along with other men. Man (or Existenz) is never isolated and is dependent on

communication with others. As a summary to her understanding of their respective was of

thinking, Arendt says that whereas in Heidegger's thought others destroy Existenz, for Jaspers

"Existenz can develop only in the togetherness of men in the common given world".86

This description of jaspers' thought also describes Arendt's intentions rvith her theory of

political action. In fact, she goes so far as to describe the basis of all suitable politics when she

33 ¡¿'i,/
s Arcnrlt's own classification. iDiri., p. 45.
85 ,,Situations strch as: that I am always in situations, that I cannot Live eithe¡ rvithout struggle and rr ithotrt strifering, th.rt I

inclrrct.rbly t¡kc guilt upon myse'lf, that I must elie-these I call linit sitrtations". Jaspc'rs, Phtloso¡thie, Vol II, p 2{)3

1'r.rnsl.rte.j [rv Ecl]th Ehilich, Leon.rrrl FI Eh¡lich and Ceor¡;e B, Pr'pper in Krtrl /n-.Èr¿'r-s; Bnstc Pl¡ílos,tttit¡cnl l'\''ii:¡¡s-s, Selection

12, p eô
s6 .,if'ha¡ is Eristanz?", p. 55 Are.nclt's use of Atrgustine has gone from a Flcicleggerian ttse oi tht'Christian F.rther to a more

Jas¡r¡,¡;1n interpretation althorLgh it still rctains the same couceptttal framework only nox'b.rscd on an Augustinìan

schema
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suggests that, human freedom and dignify are the "regulative principle of all political action".87

This pre-emptorary comment by Arendt frames her pursuit for the rest of her intellechral career.

Freedom presents the demand of and opportunity for a life of dignity. This diSnify in Arendt's

understanding has lwo dimensions; each equally as important as each other. The first is the need

for trust as an ability to construct the stable world of individuals in a temporally fragile

environment (or the Augustinian desert). The second is a bond bebween individual in this stable

world based on coÍununication and right comprehension. Both of these definitions lead to the

Arendtian space of appearance and the activities that occur in this space but the second aspect

establishes a serìse of how an individual should think.88

t7 ibi,ì , p -12 In thr'nervh' translatc'd version of this ariicLe in Es-¡,rys in Llndcr::,¡';!i¡r.q, p 171) the'autonom.'of man' is the

'c-lignitl of mau'
JB This i. froignantly illtrstratccl by Arenclt's focts on the thoughtlessness of Eichr¡.rnn, the httntnn;:,t; of Jaspers and other

such men in 'dark times' and Kant's description of stupidity to detail admi¡able or disiasteful indir idtrals Both good and

b.rd in the community of men helped form Arendt's ideals, ancl her perception oi the appropriate Life of the mind.
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2. Now in the Community

This rebums to the Arendtian conception of the communily that was emerging from her

dissertational sbudies. Similar to Kierkegaard's 'idea of communiby', and through reading

Augustine, Arendt develops her own understanding of community, establishing how the

individual can conceive ol and parhicipate in, this collective identihy. Using her post-War thought

her understanding of communify has been investigated in several commentaries. Gottsegen

posited the idea of humanita.s in his search for the Action-Ideal, d'Entrèves used the 'communities

of memory' in his communitarian-based discussion, and Sheldon Wolin initiated the discussion

suggesting in Arendt's polis: "the audience is a metaphor for the political community whose

nalure it is to be a community of remembrance."S9 Similar to the editors of the translated version

of the dissertation, Scott and Stark, each of these approaches involve the faculty of memory in

their analyses, suggesting in broad terms that the collective memory of experiences brought

individuals together with a sen-ce of community. There was no doubt that this bond between

individuals wor,rld be fragile, based on a type of tradition and therefore authoriby, and where

storytelting would play a central role in the communication of this idea of community.

(i) Storytelling, Memonl and the Order of Loae

ln Loue and St. Atrgustine, Arendt explores the aspect of morlality present in the worldly

community a¡d the subsequent imperative of a search for the creator.9O In her understanding of

Augustine's love it leaves this world but returns three times and this triple retum is utilised by

Arendt to explore "the relevance of the neighbour" for her own purposes. Time is intimately

involved in this search in the form of memory which is regarded as the storehouse of personal

experience. In the dissertation, it is seen as a mental faculty and Arendt commits a lof of space in

her investigation to understanding its role in Augustine's thought. Simply puI Arendt says thal in

Arrgrrstine's work a space of memorv is created which allows past and future to meet. In response

to this Scott and Stark sr,rggest in their interpretative essa)'lhal "caritns bridges reason and

juclgement in the space provided by memory" and that cnri fns ancl free ,,vill turns the

Heicleggerian "they" into a true community of neighbours who are loved for themselves and also

'ieShcl.lonWt¡lin,"tlarn¡hArcnrltandtheOrdi¡r¡nccof-fime",SocittlRt'st:trth,VoÌ.{-l,No l(197ll,p gTantlscc.rlsohis

"ConfractantìBirthright",Politicnl Thcarv,\'ol. l-l,no.2(ñlay1956),pp 779-93 See.rlst¡BrttceJ.rmes5mith,Polific-'¡rtd

R.'nembrnilce; RcpublicnnThcnrcs in Mochtttt'elli, BtLrk¿ attdTocquei,illa, (Princeton, Princehln Universitv Press, 1985).

Ð Scott and Stark, "Rediscovering l{arurah Arenclt", P. 1'12
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for their "Common Source".91 The editors were intent on exploring Arendt's concept of Éree will

in her interpretation of Augustine and in doing so they suggest that the glimpse that we are left

with - of Arendt's judgement from her reading of the Crítique of lr.dgemsnt in tJire lectures on Kant

- is inadequate without the assistance of the dissertation. In the dissertation Arendt does analvse

Augustine's model of judgement though she argues that it is ambiguous. There are two sides. The

first is the world being alien because of the appetitrrs model of love. 'fhis creates desire for the

eternal, for God and therefore beyond this world. The second occurs when on rehrm to the rçorld

the Augustinian individual realises that he is merely a thing in the world and the¡efore

regulated.g2 Nonetheless, the editors continue, the dissertation can be used to establish a

foundation that she drew upon to develop her reading of Kant.93 From their reading of ihe

dissertation, they see the basis of judgement as this mental space where past and future meet in

the present and provide the point of judgement for the observer (and as well as the actor).91 They

recommend the concept of 'memory' as this space becomes "the existential context for the mental

act of judging".95 In summary they suggest that "both forms of caritas require a retr-rm to the

world to either regulate it or to found new moral communities."96

What they have not explained however is the details of the role of memory in Arendt's early

thinking. The link is cnritns through Arendt's transformation of this love into social cnritns and the

implications of this solutíon regarding her concerns surrounding Augustine's conception of a love

that does not adequately embrace the neighbottr in their worldly existence. Amidst Arendt's

analysis of Augustine's conception of freedom, is also an emerging advocation of respon-sibilih'

that exists contemporaneously with this nerv found capability and includes the faculty of memory.

Arendt spends much of her life evolving her analvsis of Augustine's faculty of memory rvhich at

the same time provides her with the material to refine her understanding of the principles that

should be the guide for this faculty's use. This is the art of remembrance. It is this a-spect of

Arendt's mental faculties that becomes the main determinant in an individual's life, especíallr- as

part of her idea of community.

et ibirl.,p lt3.
e2 See Lotr, anrl St zlrrguslirrr, p,37 (B:033767). Scott and Stark, "Recliscor-ering Hannah A¡endt", P. 1-19

93 In doir.,g so the'y rccognise the problcm that co¡rtinu.rllv beset .{rendt's thinking, thc tcrrsion bL'h\ L'L'n frcedom ¿n,j. åe
l.rw. This ch.rracterisation is proviclccl rvitl'r ¡ furthcr r-limension rvhen it is dc'fined .rs the te'nsion betrvcen thc passit'r ll lhe

c{aytirtrc "rnrl tho l¡rv of thc nigt-rt, a ch¿rr¡ctcris.rtion rcflected in l.rspers orvn thottght.
er Scott anrl Stark, "lìcdiscor erùrg I [.rnnah Arendt", f' 1-13

es This mentaI spacc is also reg.rrdcd as the fotndation of tl'rinking and free rvi-ll. rbiLl , p. 1]3,
e6 ibid., p.719.
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Throughout Arendt's examination the role of. caritas can ¡ead in fwo different ways; as the

desire for the eternal, or as the union of creator and created. Scott and Stark suggest that it is

desire for the etemal that creates a reference point from which judgements can to be made and

consequently the Augustinian individual is informed by the 'order of love' in a 'world' created

and maintained by men. But love (cnritøs) inspired by desire (øppetittts) is in contrast to the habits

constructed by cupiditas and this has an effect on the human free will. It is the union of the lover

and the loved th¡ougþ caritns that inspires Arendt's thinking on this subject' The former option

and tlle preference presented by the editors is a misreading of Arendt's intentions though they are

correct regarding the centrality this plays in her thought. Arendt seeks a different kind of

immortality that is not etemily as such. Rather it is a timelessness that results in the moment

through harmony, or a balance bebween the temporal stages.g7 This particular timelessness is

achieved in a state that produces this mood of harmony that becomes important to Arendt's

framework.

This is a complex point in Arendt's development from a Heideggeria¡-based analysis of

Augustine towards her own understandrng premised on a new conception of the temporal at

rvork in the individual's life driven by the need to acknowledge the other. The idea of community

leads to a consideration of memory, both individual and collective. The fulurally defined

dimension indicated by Heidegger's investigation is sound if used for building a community in

the inbefween and out of the Augustinian desert, but not rvhen it determines a life lived in

anticipation of death.98 The love of the neighbour is too immediate and too restrictive' The

Augustinian individual aims only to be satisfied with this worldly option, as they "have a

justifiable existence only to the extent that they can be "used" for the sake of something that is

radically different and separated from them." The neighbour can be regarded as beside me purely

because he has entered into the same relationship with God and the absolute future' The

relationship is one of mutual help in loving God or being helped to love God but this is an

i¡dication that this love is slill love for the sake of. And this Augustinian position will "rule out

e;Thisissimilarh rr.tlcctcdinherc-liscussionsinTfte HumnnContlttton. Inthefinalpartofherintroduclor,v-sectionArendt
trses the comparison bcbween eternity and immortality to highlight the neglect of the ¿¡itl¡ nctit'n, and also the nced to

achieve a balance behveen the rectilinear anci cvclical concepts of time. see pp, 17-21.

el Arc,nclt srrggcsts th.rt thc Stoic and Neopl.rtonic elemcnts cmerge ',vhen .{lrgr.rtinc t¡lks abotrt the notion of c'njovment

thc [utrrrt. Tháugh,.rs shc contilrtrcs, the fLrtr,rre is a p.rrticttlarlv.\trgtrstinian.rs rvcll .rs thc ic]c'a that

crrrìcr that..-r.,.,..ì", thc presr'nt; "[i]ndcecl, insof.rr as tÌre ftrttrre is anticip.rletl in dt'sirc, thc "highest

the present .rncl can clorninate and regulate Iifc in this rvorlcl. LIort'evcr, the iact th.rt tlcath that lvill p

from the lvorlcl and his present existence is not minimizccl". Therefore man Ls not.rble to reach the desi¡ed perfection or

happiness as long as hc exist in this world. Lot:e ancl St. Augustine, p' 41'
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meeting my fellow men (in their concrete worldly realiqv and relation to me) in their own right."99

Arend.t's temporal order emerges through her coruideration of a new order of 1orr".100 tn the order

of love, the neighbour is beside me, horizontally on a vertical scale, but also on the same level as

the "tripartite hierarchy", and therefore Arendt suggests I should "love him as myself".1O1 In an

indication of her own direction Arendt says that Augustine is aware of,this problem, and that he

does not simply tum another individual into a means not an end-unto-itself. Consequently Arendt

has Augustine saying, "[i]t is a great question whether men should enjoy or use each other, ot

whether they should do both". And he comes to the following conclusion: "[f]or if we love

somebody for his own sake, we enjoy him; if for the sake of something else, we use him. But it

seems to me that he should be loved for the sake of something else. The h"PPy life is grounded in

what must be loved for its own sake; and the thing which constibutes this happy life is not yet at

our disposal, although the hope for it consoles us in the present time." The hope that it will occur

stays us in the present and Arendt argnes, it is "actualised in love and determines its order". Hope

comes first and then love evolves out of its presence and Arendt states, "[i]t is not love that

disclosed to me my neighbour's being".102

This order of love emerges out of hope or the fuhrral but Arendt is aware of the role of

Augustrne's faculty of memory. Arendt is seeking to reconcile this tension behveen what can be

described as anticipation and remembrance in the manner of the passion of the daytime a¡d the

law of the night. The temporal dimension at the heart of Arendt's understanding is therefore pnsf

possibilitv. This dimen-sion becomes essential to Arendt's developing theory of judgement and her

later tum to the political. It is important to establish the framework from which Arendt is seeing

Augustrne's work and its implications for her orvn position. The communitv based on memory

relates thror-rgh anticipation and establishes an order of love. The individual however must be

called to this understanding of the other from a life lived in a different, restrictive temporal

climen-sion. This life is lived in habit and this habit must be broken. The other is the call to the right

orcler and therefore the right action in love. This order of love establishes the bond and therefore

es iltirt.
I00 A rcn.l t says rvi th concern th.r t " A trgrrs tinc's orctcr of love is a n ind ica tion o f tl'rc utterl'. cleril a live cha racter of ¿ lì

rclati¡¡sth.rigobcytrn.lthemerc'uscofworlcllyciata" simplr,rrhenaninclividtralmorcsotttof lhcs¡rhcrccletlicatedto

sr.rrvir i¡g ¡¡.{ looki t1r tIu=.,¡rotrnti hinr or hcr, thc ncighbotrr is trol.rs inìPortant as the r¿l.rtiolrship thcv have rr ith Cr>d

ibitl.
l0l I Ier qtrole marks, thor,rgh no refe'reucc.
toz Lott n¡rrl St. Augustina, p 12.
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the trust to stabilise this fragile world of the inbebween. The bond emerges through a process of

communication and the right comprehension.

The relation of the moment to eternily also plays a role in another Arendtian idea: storytelling.

This storytelling appears to derive from a romantic interpretafion of the anti-platonic maintenance

of the Homeric tradition of public storytelling. ln a similar manner to Heidegger's preaching - the

Ch¡istian 'bringing of the message' in his discussion on pfuonesis - Arendt develops a theory of

storytelling in communication or the discourse of care. This is a reflection of Heidegger's trinity of

care (mood, comprehersion, and discourse) and from this influence Arendt develops her own

primary hinify.103 This trinity evolves out of a discussion on the moment without time; etemiFy

and timelessness. In r}re Confessions Augustine presented himself with the problem of whether

time had an extension or not. The examjnation by Augustine is about whether the moment or the

particular can simultaneously be the etemal or the general.l04

Aug'ustine's treatment of time in the Confessions is Platonic in its imperative.lO5 This work's

focus on Genesis demands an examination of the role of fime in the divine. The present become a

focus for this discussion: "As for the present, if it were ahvavs present ancl never moved on to

become the past, it would not be time but eternity. If, therefore, the present time only by reason of

the fact thal it moves on to become the pasl, it would not be time, but eternity . . .. In other words

we ca¡not rightly say that time is, except by reason of its impending state of not being."106 The

argument foclrses on the question of rvhether the present has an extension or not.107 His

discussion in Chapter Eleven leads to the conclusion that God's knowledge should leave us in awe

and our own knowledge fragile in its temperament. The role of genesis thor.rgh i¡troduces an

interestrng slant for Augustine. Whal is the relationship of time and etemity? The present without

exten-cion is still continnous and therefore extended, or horç can the present be both momentary

and etemal? Taking his lead from Plotinus and the Neo-Platonists in general, Augustine artlles

that this contradiction has a solulion, or rather it is explained by the Soul. There the present has

three dimensions, past, present and fuhrre and these three dimensions of time exist in the

Aristotelian sense of the discrete, or the Noiu. Using the framervork Ar-rgusline has norv reached

103 In !\s 1920-1, Heiclegger t.rlks "how care is clefined by a particr.rlar trpe oi rLnderstanding. mood, and dlçcottrse" Van

Btrren, "\l.rrti¡ Lleiclc.gger, \l.rrtin Luther" in R;aLiin; Heidcgger t'rom tlu S:,t,:: E:;ays in his ettrlit'st thouglrl, edited bv

Theodt re Kisiel .rnd John r .rn Br.rrcn, (Nerr' \'ork, St¿te Universiiv of Ne'.ç \ e¡rk Press, 199+), p' 162

l0l This is lht concern that Arendt picks trp in her er.rmination of K.rnt's C"t!:,ì:¡¿'t.f lutlgr:ment mLrch later in her lifc'

l0i Time is lhe im.rgc of cternih ca¡rtttrcd br Pltrtìntrs in thc E¡nc¡rds, IIl, l, i
106 Ar.rgr-r-.linc', Corfissior¡s, Book 11, S ll
107 See H -\f L.rcer, "Empiricism and Arrgr.rstine's Problem about Time" in .{lr;:r-.itnc, Markrrs, (ed ), (London, Routleclge,

1989). p lS0-308.
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$22 of his Confessions and is still no closer to a satisfactory conclusion. Prayer and the Psalms are

now involved in the argument. This strange tum in Augustine's thinking is because he has found

a way to allow the discrete present to contain the continuous extension of past and future. From

S25 onwards, Augusbine uses the example of speech over and above his example of motion. How

do you measure the voice or speech? While the voice is heard it passes from the future to the past

but does it have an extension? The answer to this question leads to a perspective that grounds

Arendt's concept of storytelling.

Augustine wants to understand what is going on when he says a Prayer or a psalm to and

about God. The approach he uses is temporal in nature. The soul contains the three phases of time,

past, present and fulure. Time in fact is the product of the activities of the Augustinian soul. A

literal translation of Augustine's description is expectation, attention and memory.1O8 This is

Arendl's first step torvards her own trinily of the mind that we later see emerge as thinking,

willing, and judging: a trinity with the same temporal elements.lOe The soul in the present

maintains a relationship to the continuum or eternity. By S2B Augr'rstine is using the example of a

song as his illustration. The individual remembers the whole of the song before he or she begins to

sing the song and before the song is commenced there is the expectation of the song in its entirety.

The past contains the firture just as the fuhrre will contain the past. As the song is sung it changes

from expectation back to memory again. How are these three periods combined into one? Which

element is the instigator of the unificafion? In fact, according to Augustine, it is the song. The

song, or in Arendt's u¡derslanding the story and its telling, unites the particular and the *1',o1".110

The story therefore reflects the temporal state of pnst possibility that is fundamental to her response

to Heidegger and leads to her later examination of judgement. In a sense Arendt's reading of

Heidegger's reading Jaspers' reading of Kierkegaard provides her with the iruight that links these

three elements of her thinking together. Kierkegaard says that this relatiorship "is the secret of

conscience; this secret that an individual life has with itself; that it is simultaneously individual

a¡d univerru1."11l Arendt's conscience directed by her reading of Augustine establishes her

paradigm of the mind.

:03 Atrgrrstint, Conlessions, Book 9, S2E. "Nnn¡ ¿l ¿'-rpcrirt ¿t adtentlit nt mcmittit".ln Pine's translation st'e p 278

l0eFrrrmAugustint'ssonl .\renrìtarrivesathermind Willingistheftrtrtre,judgingisthe pastanclthinkingisthcpresent
.rs tinrt'lcssncss, not etcrnit '
ir0 Sce Stcrck, AugLrstinc the Raultr, p. 133
rrr etrotecl in Joh¡ van Buren, Tht Yorrng Hcitltqger: Rumor of the Hitlclen King, (Bloomington, Indiana Unir crsitv Prcss,

199{), p 18.1.
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This solution in storytelling, or at least the Auguslinian song at present, also provides the

temporal context for conscience and judg-g Conscíence is also very important because of the

joumey from nunc stnns to memorin and as acknowledged by the editors but it also leads into

timelessness.llz 1¡ breaks the 'habit' of thought and calls the Augustinian man back into the

presence of god. It breaks the rule of habit maintained in the world.113 pot Augustine Lhere is no

togethemess or being at home in the world that can lessen the call of conscience but for Arendt

"[i]n the human world established by man, the individual no longer stands in isolated relation to

his very own "whence"; rather, he lives in a world he has made jointly with other men".114 ¡.

Arendt's eyes the call of conscience into the presence of God becomes the Chrislian determination

of the sourc".115 4r"t't¿¡ asks whether it is possible because when man seeks his own Presence as

eternilv, through the process of 'referring back' he reveals another being through a face-to-face

confrontation and it is a being that he hitherto had never realised existed. This being is not

'capable' of finding 'being as etemity' without help and it is caused by the etemal dependence; a

dependence expressed in imitation.116 a1lit imitation though is more subtle than it apPears,

Arendt assures the reader. Arendt states lhat imitation is the basic ontological structure of man's

existence. Imitation means simply that man has not yet 'called himself into being', or the right

temporal order. It does not mean thal man can ne\-er achieve this being or "the "whence" of his

createdness." In Augr.r-stinian terms the conscience i-c the source of our need to retum to Being, yet

the pon.er to do so comes from the Creator and is divine grace and is outside of ourself. "We

defined the "outside ourselves" of the Being that makes us what we are as the hvofold "before" of

eternitv". The command is ours even though it rvas placed by God in our nahure and the

acknowledgment of this inadequacy, makes us ar\¡are of the Creator. This is a new direction and

lays bare our sinfulness; "which is inevitable and ingrained in one who is "of the rvorld" and thus

rr2 Scott ancl Stark, "Interpretative Essay", p. 148. Nunc 5ln¡rs is the menlal 'space' of memory, ibid., p.112.It will laler

emerge in Arendt's discussion of medieval phìlosophv nThe Ltf¿ :f thc Nlind
ll3 The rvill is weighed dor.-n by habit and is a sickness of the rnind A¡endt continues to describe the po'rler of the rçill

being held down by habit. The acknowledgment of the inabilits of the rvill demands a return to God and norv Cod

beco-es not simply the Crealor btrt also a helper and giver. But He can help onJv those that have been humblecl

(hurníliaius); those ihat real:-¡ thei¡ own incapacib,v. ¡\fter this a ne"r'relationship between the Creator and the creattue is

occrrrs as "Grace is God's r¿nervecl acccptance of the creatu¡e He has made and corresponds to the plea for help in the

renerr.erl ttLrn kt Gocl". Th-L... Gocl's love and reallv allol.s a re-creatltre to happen; "lt is love (tlilectn) onlv the humbletì

canknorr-anclaccept", Lo¡:.¡"ttlSt.ArLgustine,p.89.Or,"[m]anisre-createdbl'beingdelivereclfromhissinfulnessand
thrrsicrrnrbcùrgof thervor.¿', ibitl.,p.g0.Thisnervrelationshipailor''smanloseethervorldasadesertagainthotrghthis
timt he is not tòst; "[h]c car. ilr e in tÁe world, because in cnrilns he norv has lhe "*'hcncc," and therebv thc meaning of this

lifc "
Itl .\Lrgrrstinc's unclcrst¡rr,_i-:.,¡ t{estroys the mc.anirrg ¡[ be'ing loc¿ther on e.rrth: "It]hcrc is no flecing from c(/Iìscien.r'

Thcrcisnokrgcthcrncssar.,.lnobcingathomeinthe,,çork-lth.rtt¡nlesscnthebtL¡clensoiconscio¡rcc" l:.rrLi,p S1

Il: rlti,l , ¡. 55.
l16 1r., ¡.,.' original Cerman r olume Arendt's explanation of this hrñ-s to the Present tense and rvith u'rclusiçe Pronoun5
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has already chosen the wrong "before" tfuough ¡^6i¡".t17 Arendt translates this as a corìscience

that calls man into the right temporal order that is the 'lwofold "before" of etemity'. The etemiby

is now the Arendtian bimelessness achieved through harmony though not of the Augustinian soul,

but rather though the individual's mind. Arendt has established her own trinify.

What it also mea¡s is that this call of conscience is an inherent capacity, however, it is only

acknowledged when man is in habitation and this returns to the role of freedom in Arendt's

thought.118 It is lack of power and not lack of will that prevents man from adhering to the law of

Being. Therefore, at the heart of this matter is the difference belween'to will' and 'to 6" 
"51"''119

As Arendt reads Augustine, in God, power and will exist together. ln humans, their lack of Power

over their own being is the problem and again makes them dependent upon the Creator though

more decisively this bime. Man is searching for his own being and has tumed away for the world

and it is God's decision whether this inherent goal of mankind and his imposed 'isolation' from

the world will be successful: "[e]ven in conscious acknowledgment of the law (srrb lege), man gains

nothing but a knowledge of sin. His sin as such remains in the discrepancy belween will and

porver".120 The conce¡ted attempt of the creator fo 'retum in conscience' means that the creature

feels the law bestowed by the Creator, yet he ca¡rnot adhere to it completely and again realises the

Creator. From this experience, man encounters 'grace'.121 At"t't¿¡'s reading of this is simply to

realise that without the community man ca¡not follow through the will because there is no power

to do so. This acknowledgment leads to an acceptance of the neighbour and an attitr-rde

encapsulated by a sen-se of togetherness.

The power of the rvill is weighed down by habit and is a sickness of the mind.7221n Augustine

this faltering brings the individual back to their dependence on God. But He can help only those

that have been humbled (fumiliatrrs). After this, a new relatioruhip between the Creator and the

creature occurs as "[g]race is God's renelved acceptance of the creature He has made and

corresponds to the plea for help in the renerved turn ,o 6o¿2.123 This new relationship allows man

:li ibi,l., p 88.
::3 [n thl. state, the demand lhat is contained within the indir-idual actually comes from otrtsicle the individual Arenclt

gir es an example of rvhat she is saying. The command, "Thou shalt not covet" is an illustration of the demand i¡herent in

in indir idtLal. 
t'Thus the fulilment of the law is the "perfecting of good" and the "consuming oÍ evtl"" . ibicl , p.86.

: :e In thi. is a new confronLr tion with Cod tha t ptr ts us in the 'presence of God' lcornm Dcol just rvhen we realise otu

in.-rclerltracv. God makes a demand of us as lalv and rte can¡tot achieve the lalvs demands "Thc gulf betrr'een rvill and

po*'"i.or."rponds to the uncertainty of "to rvill" and "to nlll" (partimit¿[l¿, ¡tnrlínt no//e,¡ Wh.rt comnt.rnds in lhe Iaw is otLr

conscience, which.rt thc's.rme time is ou¡ w'ill". ibid , p. 88.

:lo ritr,.f, p 37
:l: Àn -\trgtrstilìc qttotc sar ing that the ca¡r'rbleness oi m'rn's * ill is given by Cocl
:: ,,",i , p, S9.
:r This' L. Goct's love and re.rlly allorvs a relationship !o the cre.rtttrc to h.tppen "ll is love (dilcctio¡only the humblcd can

knor\' .rnd accept". ibid.
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to see the world as a desert again though this time he is not lost. For Arendt what is significant for

the individual is the implications of their relationship to their source: he "can live in the world,

because in caritns he now has the "whence," and thereby the meaning of this life." Arendt follows

this by saying "caritas accomplishes the "tending tobe," as crryiditøs accomplìshes the "approach

to nothingn¿"""."724 The first quote refers to the return while the second refers to the fuh¡re. In

caritas both the past and the future are referred to at the same time. In this Process articulated by

Augustine there is a transformation of the individual. The Christia¡s call it a humbling before God

and a condition of grace or humíliatus. Of course, their divine grace occurs in cnritas and as

'referringback'this caitas is also referred to as "lovingback" (rednmare);"lolrly in this rehrm of

love can man refer back so as to come to the truth of his existen 
"."725 

Arendt takes this as a

movement towards discovering the source or the 'chance of actualis"¡¡ot't'.126

With this establishment of the temporal dimersion that provides the foundation of Arendt's

enterprise in her dissertation there is the understanding that allorvs a rehrrn to Heidegger's

thought. He also has this element as part of past possibility as part of his notion of conscience. The

call of conscience in Heidegger is involr,ed in his interpretation of Aristotle'spraxis as he moves

from his theological phase towards Being nnd Time. This call emerges out of nowhere and through

a ruphrre in the accepted continuum of histor\'. Therefore it is ner,v and is mirrored in the idea of

natality which emerges out of Arendt's exploration of Augr.rstine's 'no more' and 'not yet' in the

dissertation.l2T 7¡" nerv breaks the old order bv rnserting itself into the conlinuum that is the old

world. Is there a new rvorld as a consequence of this birth? Time provides the answ'er as the old

1a ibid., p. 90. And also "ìvfan is re-created by being deLir e¡ed irom his sinJulness and thus from being of the world "
tË ibid., p. 91. Arendt nou. quotes Augr,rstine quoting Cori¡thian I,27-28 sayng "And vou have chosen the ignoble '.hLings

of this world, ancl the despl.ed things, and those rr'hich are not, as if thev were, to bring lo naught the things that are".

[Pine's translation is much clearer saying "For you have chosen rr'hat the world holds tr'eak, so as to abash the strong; vorL

haye chosen what the wo¡ld holds base and contempbible, na\'\'oLr har e chosen rr'hat is nothing, so as to bring to notlLing

*'hat is now in being."l Arendt now argues in a foofrote agairut both \ietzsche and Scheler The point oi disputation

seerns to be the resuit of the'bring to naught'/'bringing to nothing' in this sentence. Arendt sees Augustine saying that the

chose represented in this sentence is very completeh'deshuctir e, *'hereas Nietzsche and iriend see it as causing a relersal.

Arendt feels that it is the 'annihjlation, not the rer,ersal, of all human conduct' A precursor to her argumenf.'tnThe H'.unnn

ConLlit¡on.
126 This is a refe¡ence to a non-theological alternatise to "divine actualisation". Lo,'e nnd St Au3tt:ttne, p. 78 In her

dissertation'actuality' is tsed to desc¡ibe how the Creator does not seek to make man dependent upon him as a corr'ciotts

one, thotrgh he is of cou¡se dependent on the Crealor's creation. But the actttalisation cannol occtL¡ in cnrif¡-.. The divr,re

aciualisation is something that is not really of this rçorld, as it seeks something *'ithout and takes man from rvithin t\e
ryorld Ancl because God is outsit-le the world, a relation-shiP rçith God also takes man outside the w'orld and he then

becomes.rs well something that is withont, not n'ithin the r''orld The attachment to God takes .rn indiviclual fronr tl'.e

* orld ..rnc1 allows him to rise above it.
l2; "The notion of crc.ation cont.rins an inhercnt assr.rrnption th.rt it h.rs come to be (.ti¿ri) ancl thereiore the'strttctttre t'f
tr.rnsicnce'- each crcatrrre in this corncs from'rrot ret '':,'lrír¡'r:, and leads tolr'.lrds'no more' t!i. mtn)" iirLl , p 70 -\s w'ill

bc .ìiscusscrì in hc lrcxt scctir.n Arcnclt attachc.s vil.rl inrpr.rt.rnce io this r.urrlerstanding r-'f fhc int-li' ìdLral: "If]his snì¿l nLrlì-

time-sp.tce in thc vcry hcart c.f timc, turlikc tl-re. rvorlcl ¿ncl lhe trtltnre into w'hich'.re arc b,rrn intc, c.rn onlv bc indic¡:¿tl,

btrt c,rnnol bc inhcrite'cl .rncl h.'rnclc.rl clorvn from tht'p.r:t; r.ach nel\ gener.rlion, incleed e" eri nc1\ hLrman being as he

inserls himself be lwcen an iniinite L)ast anL'l i¡finite iuture, mLrct discover ancl ploddingl,,' par e it anerv" Br'l¡¿'ccrl Pû:: rnLl

Fulure,p 13.
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world is the past, while the new event becomes a possibility. The relationship in time is the one of

past possibiliry.l28 The past as such is dead while the new reveals the fulure as possibilitr.l29 ¡¡

this moment the chronological concept of time is useless but the kairological Augenblick, especially

as moment of vision, provides an appropriate framework for understanding its dynamics.

The basis of moral judgement in Arendt's thought has its foundations therefore not in an exact

replica of Heidegger's call of conscience but rather in 'conscience through cnritøs' that c¡eates links

with the creator but also the neighbour. The call does not rely on Augustine's God and instead on

standing alone like Heidegger's call. Arendt's locates the foundabion of the new as the source that

retains the contexbual relationship of knowing the call of conscience requires. This conception of

knowing becomes clearer when Jaspers' and Kierkegaard's notion of conscience is involved with

the understanding of the biblical phronesís. At the beginning of Heidegger's studies that lead

directlr- lo Being nnd Time, his use of conscience was at its infancy still to emerge in its final form in

the book. Jaspers, inhis Weltnnschauungen, uses Kierkegaard's concept of conscience to explore his

limit sihLrations. Conscience leads the indir idLial to the position ',vhere they can seek inner truth

amongst other possibilities and possess the quality, llke phronesis and memory, of being both

nniversal and individual in nature. This is a personal conscience and one thal requires a specific

mood that is the attunement to the internal. This attunement is therefore a balance or sense of

harmonr. that leaves the individual receptive through silence (Schueigtn) and listening

(Gehors,tnt).730 This attunement is simiìa¡ to Heidegger's atbunement. Arendt's concern is

Heideggerian in its emphasis but not in its entiretv.

This notion of understanding is Arendt's concept of trust that emerges in her dissertation but

becomes a substantive element in her thinking as she reflects on the political and becomes a

significant element of her framework in I;¡ Htnnnn Condition. This description shorvs the role of

storr-telling in her notion of trust and its emphasis on the past as future possibility. This leads to a

123 See Ba:rg nndTime,pp.316-9.
rre Felir O .\ftuchadha,l'Fut,.o" or Futtue Past: Tempcralih' Between Prn.tis and Poiesis in Heidegger's Being and Time" ,

P hi I osot ht T o tlny, Y ol. 42 Issue 3, (F aIl 7998), p. 265.
1r There is another basic comparison belween Arendt and Jasper's thought. Regardless of the di¡ection or conteni of

philosophv taken by Arendt there is certain belìef she =hared rvith Jaspers. Arendt te¡med it " thinkrng without l¡anisters"

ir-hl" lu.p".. desc.íbed it as "[a]t the end rve have no irm grouncl turcler us, no principle to hold on to, bttt a suspension of

thoughl in infinite space-n'ithout shelter in concep

srLspend¿d, flo.rting strttctttre of thought is only on c

Concepi. '.i Iaspers' Phìlosophv" 'nTht Philosophy

.rnrl is fri.m Won Ll¿r tNtthrh¿¡i, p. 185 of thc original
mtntalit', o[ Kant's is cchoecl ir,j"r¡r".t charg.'that pl-.:lcsoph It

sùr.nìs \ c:., stLilable th.rt Arenrlt refcirrocl to Kilt's eru¡--lt.t nrcntalitv when rvriting abotrt Jas¡rcrs in .\fcrt ¡¡; D¡¿rk fi¡r¡¡; ln

i.rct l.rspt,rs iclt th.rt to take a singtrlar positi¡¡ orr the:.:th lc. Being as to entcrtain an intcÌlecttral v, rLl to porver Instcatl

I.rs¡.¿.a .-r.*"., f.r the o¡rposile, an opcnnoss "not to se¿i ícùssttrance in a satisft ing ,S¿l¡t¡oiss¿'¡r, l¡trl io listcn, in lhe open,

hoiizonless sp.rcc, *'hiih cncloses all horizons, to all t¡..rt sl-.e.rks to me, to pcrceive thc light-signals lh.rt point a tlirection

that rr-anr, th.-rt c'ntice'- and perhaps annotrncc thai, tr hjch L: ' "" Wnhrheit, p' 187 '
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discussion of Arendt's tJreory of knowledge that is at work in her work that is suggested to have a

Platonic foundation. By reading the dissertation and Augustine with this in mind Arendt's

concem for the prevailing theories of knowledge and their limitations is discussed and the notion

of trust is introduced as a possible altemative theory of knowledge. Coupled rvith her reading of

modernity and the tradition from within which she sought answers, the moment of decision in a

kairological framework becomes the next focus.

(iÐ Homo Tempornlis and Knirological Thinking in the Crisis of Modernity

This sensitivity to the question of time in Heidegger's developing thought manifests itself in

another way and leads to an interest in the work of Aristotle. Heidegger is developing an

understanding of presence in his lectures around this time. Consequently, the nohion of space is

also r-ery important. lnvolved in this discussion of space is the concept of kttiros. This involves

opinion-formations rçhich becomes life and death situations, human action, and especially

decision-making.tat Using this understanding, Heidegger analysed and utilised tn Being nnd Tíme

the ancient Greek notions of kniros, the 'moment, or Augenblick, while the related Greek conception

of Being as 'presence' (Anuesenhcif) is seen the error founding the misgr.rided hadifion of westem

thought.132 At this stage, Heidegger approaches the work of Aristotle (not Parmenides yet) and

especiallv Nicomschestt Ethics in his 'confrontation of the onlological tradition'. The development

of Heidegger's thought through the twenties has a strong link to lhe thor-rght of Aristotle. 133 p¡s¡¡

SS 1921 to the end of 1924 Aristolle played a consistent role in Heidegger's exegesis that

evenfr-rally became the first draft of Being and Tinte. The focus highlighted br- these passages of

Aristotle's thought that received the most attention are Nicomachenn Ethics (Book 6). The theme of

huma¡ disclosure in the first division reflects on the art of making objects and in the second

131 Fo, an exhaustive analvsis of the term in the context of the \ew Testament see Johannes Behm, "Kai¡os",Theologicnl

Dictio¡,.,i-t cf the NuuTestnnent, trans. Geoffrey W. Brorniley, Gerhard Kittel and Gerhard lV Friedrich (eds.). Vol III,
(Grand Rapids, Michigan, lVilliam B. Eerdmans, 1985), p. 455. I¡ the disct¡ssion bv Behm he notes the potential for the

rvord to be trsed in a spatial sense even iJ it is ra¡e. For a discu.sion of Heidegger's tse, see Kisiel, G¿,'r¿sis o/ Being ancl

Time, p 198.
r32OttoPoggeler,"'Historicih"inFleidegger'sLater!Vork",ThcSouth¡t,esternlotLrnnl of Philosophy,\'ol l,(Fall \91 -1),PP'

53-73 and especially p. 56. There is also an discr.rssion of the onto-theological implications of this reading in Brian D

Ingrafiia. PostmodernTheor,¡,¡ntl BiblicnlTheology, (Cambriclge, Cambridge Universily Press,19951, rp 111-5 although he

did noi i-ar e access to the original lectttres at that stage
133 The iiei.leggcrian Aristolle that emerges from this period Ls ambigtrous ìn his role, being regarCed as mocìern,

premorìem as rvcll as a phenc.me-nologist. Franco Volpi says in lhe opening of his article " Being nttì Time: A "Translation"

of the -\.:,,-ryr¡rc/rnn Ëthics?" that Flcidegger's work is the'most sipificant philosophical confrontalir-'n'of Aristotle's
thotrght :his ccrrttrry' Whv then lvould Arr.ndt h.rving lìstened to the messagc of Hcide'gger's tliou:ht then retttrn lo the

Aristtrtje cI r¡lt1? The follorçing .rrticle in the book, Walter Brogan's "Thc' Place of .Aristotle" continues the erpl.rn.rtion of
Aristoil¿ ur tht dcvelopment of Flcidegger's early thought. Thj-i gives further rise to the potencl'oi lhe Arisloteli¡n element

in Arenc-lr highlighted in sever.rl commc'¡riaries. These articles are reprintetì in Reotling Hetdegger ft:m thc Stttr!: Ess¡t; ín hís

earlici :c.:rL¡ht, Theoclore Kisiel and John van Buren (ed.), (Nert' York, State Universily of \erv York Press, 199{).
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human action.134 The themes already being developed in Heidegger's previous lectures and

courses become, through his engagement with Aristotle, less dependent on God and primal

Christianity and more ego-centric in the ontological framework of human action. It is Aristotle's

distinction befween lwo forms of practical action; art (dependent on an external element ready-at-

hand, (Zuhandenheit) or poiesis) and prudence (inherent in the act and therefore the self or praxis)

that becomes the focus, and subsequently the apparent neglect of the significance of the

moment.13S But this is only apparent because both these forms of practical action involve time and

Heidegger retains this sense of time - and the mornent - in these lwo through their differentiation'

As discussed in the last chapter by the time Arendt reaches the lecbure rooms of Marburg,

Heidegger has divested himsetf of an or-ertly theological orientation and has moved on to

discovering the tradition of ontology in the works of Aristotle. Arendt would have sat through

and listened to Heidegger's lectures titled "lnterpretabion of Platonic Dialogues (Sophists,

philebus)",136 and possibly a lecture "Being-here arrd Being-true according to Aristotle:

Interpretation of Book Six of the Nicortccìi¿nn Ethics". \\Ìiat these lechures contained is the final

turn from an Augustinian perspective to his Aristotle investigations. The expected course on

Augustine for SS 7924 is replaced by this Ìecture on Aristotle as Heidegger takes up a Greek

orientation even though he maintai¡s some previous terminology such as Augen-blick as the

moment of phronetic insight.l37 This link provides an insight into Heidegger's conception of Prsxis

and Arendt's reading of this change in emphasis that drifts awav from her preferred pathway that

becomes her olvn.138 Wllh poiesis,, when the instrument at hand breaks, it reveals reality and the

la See tlre introductory essav by Theodore Kisiel and lohn van Buren n Reading Heidegger t'rom the Stsrt, p. 10. This is also

disctrssed by Franco Volpi essay "Dasein comme Pra¡L<" in Heittegger e: .'ltlée de Ia Phénoménologie, eds' Volpi et al,

(Dorchrechi, Kluwer, ¡SSS¡,pp'.1-44 and further deselopedt:r."Being at:Time: A Trarrslation of the NicomnLlrean Ethics?",

trans. John Protevi in Reading Heidegger t'rom the stttr:: i::ays ín hís enrl;::: :hought, pp.795-277.
Lli In ihe "Fundamental Concepts of Metaphysics" der.ivered in 1929-3tr. Heidegger still says that the moment allows in the
,inner terror', thotrgh after his move back to Freibrug ùere is a change i:'- his tone. See lectu¡e in Bnsic Writings; lrom Beng

andTime (1921)toTheTaskof Thj¡rling,1r96Ð,ed.ar,dtrans DavidFa:rellKrell,(London,Routledge, 1993)'p.705

Arenclt's clistinction between work and action utitses .l¡istotle's orvn d-iinction belween poiesís and ¡rrn-ri't However,

there Ls not a complete overlap. On the question of ac5ng, Aristotle dlsË:lguishes. belween making and doing or behveen

poiesis and,prn.rrs. ihe distinciion is made in Aristotle s tLnclerstanding because of the separate felos involved in each of

these activihies. See Nicomnchenn Ethics,Book 6, Chapter 3, 11{0a, 1-5 I¡ r¡'n.tis it is the 'quality of the deed' that i-s the end

rvhereas inpoiesísthatisanactof fabricationorratherthei¡herentpurroseinvolvedint-lr.is.rctistheend.Thisdistinction
becomes clearer when the agent is considered. In po::-.:s the end ls outsice of the agent but not in prn-tis wh.ich is an end to

itself Fromthisdescription,itir"urytoseeArendtc:iegoriesof rvorka:,dlabourfallingwithinpoiesisrvhileprn'ri-'

encapsulatesaction: ".. inactingandspeaking,men;holvshotheva:e,revealactivelvtheirr.rniquepersonalideniities
...,d ihw make their appea¡ance in the httman worli Thc Human Cor.i:::cn, p 779.

136 It is important to note that the subject matter \\'as:r.Lìsllv on Arislolle Jespite the title Ptrblished as Pl¡ton: Sophístes,

Vol 19 Ingeborg Schüssler, (ecl.) (Frankfurt, Klosterr".ann, 1992)

rr7 Kisiel, Thc Cen¿sis of Heidegger's Being and Time, p 1S2

LlsEitnrØr,crenget,"l'lcicleggerandArendt:AgainsiihelmperialismriPrivac'", Philo:otthtl Totl¡u,Yc¡l.39No 1,(rvVinter

1995),pp +30-lllargucsthiitorLnrìerslandtheinlcll:.tu.rl rcl.rtionsh:;¡t't',r'eenArt'nclt.rntlIleidr'ggcritisnotArcnrlt
tha t nti.,.l s to bc rr,-eva lua tecl, btrt ra ther Heirlegge r \.. :.! nL'eds to be d:ar.. n to .r n tutdcrs l.r ncling in tt rms o i p ra ris r.r tlrt'r

lhan ¡roiesis. When Arcndt t.rlks about aciìon reveali:.: the'rvho' rathe: à.rn the'rvhat' she is trsing this disti¡rction to

illusti.¡te the me.rning of this assertion. Arendt's exisr¿ntial backgrouni -omes to the fore here as she is rcjccting the notion

thathumanshaveanessence.Floweverth.isbeliefLstnJr thathumarsêonothaveanessenceassttch,ratherthisessenceis
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existence of a principle of order.139 Without this ruplure future time is simplv vet to be what has

always been. The instrument at hand is now seen in a world that was there aì¡eady and therefore

poiesis has a past orientation. This practical action of the maker is dependent on a plan of action, or

a blueprint. The rupture reveals a new plan in poiesís but this plan can also be ruptured suggestíng

that a new plan will be revealed. \¡Vhat becomes apparent is that there will ahvays be a new plan

leading to an infinite chain of plans. But this would only occur if there was a limeless plan, or a

plan in a changeless state which must be outside of time because in time there is inherent change.

Heidegger argues that this is apparent in the fact that in poiesis the materials do not have their own

time demands. Rather the maker imposes the time ¡trtt't".140

ln contrast, this is not the same for Prnxis.In the Plato Lectures Heidegger interprets Aristotle's

praxis to suggest that there is a right time to act (ngathon).141 This involves sensitivity to the

moment. This moment occurs similarly to poiesis when the right order breaks down and the

revealing of a new order. In lhe last chapter we saw Arendt determining the Augustinian right

order as no longer craving and in terms of the right action through her examination of his concept

of love. Arenclt's interpretation of this prnxis is reflected by her discussion in the dissertation of the

'order of everything' and the 'chain of generation'. Her later approach to totalitarianism is

premised on the fact that the tradition could not deal with this new phenomenon, and this figures

in the rrnderlying tenet of action tnThe Humsn Conditiott. For Heidegger,Dasàn does not see the

new because of his falleness and subsequent isolation. This condition however is broken by the

call of the other through conscience and therefore Augen-blick as the moment of phronetic

insight.la2 The relationship bebween these two concepts is founded on sharing the same type of

temporality and the role of the other.143 The neighbour, mercy and kardin are slill playing a role in

the Arendtian interpretation of Heidegger.144 In conscience you call yourself and follow similar to

thei¡ 'who'. This description occurs in opposition to an object that does have a stable essence The space where this

revealing occurs therefore becomes very important. This is this revealing cannot be done in private tluough reflection on

the self The concept of worlclliness becomes important here. The coÍunon world is one oi disclosu¡e and is not made. In

other words it has no end involved in its 'fabrication' and is therefo¡e not fabricatecl. A¡endt sttmmarises tlLis inThe Humnn

Condition rvhen she say that; "[t]he public realm, the space within the rvorld which men in order to aPPear at all, is

therefore more specifically "the work of man" than is the work of his hands o¡ the labou¡ oi his bodv". The Humon

Condition, p 208
r3e See Being nn d Time, p. 52 (p.77 of Macquarrie).
rr0 Heidegger, History of the Concept of Tinre: Prolegomenn, trans Theodo¡e Kisiel, (Bloomir,zton, Indiana Universitv Press,

1995), p 192
tJt PIato,t, Sophistr:s, p.52.
t12 ibirt , p 156, n. 12.
lll As F.'li.r Murchac{ha says "It]he expcric.ncc rvhich lies at the hea¡t of phronesis is that r-i inte'ractlon, of de.rling rvith

wl.rat is not rvithin orre's po*,er, rvith whal nìay act ancl react unprerìictablr', rramely other reoplc'. at its most intimate .r

lovcr or.r fric¡r1 " Fcli.r Ó Nltrrchadha, "Ftrttrre or Future Past: Ternporalifv Betrvoen Pr,i.'.:-'and P,:::'i; il Ffeiclogger's

Bting nni Tint", Philosophy Totlrty, Vol. '12 Issut'3 (Falt 199S), p 16ì
rrJ For.r clisctrssion of this terms in the Nerv TestamcntseeJohannes Behnr, "Kardia" in the Tl¡colc;::tt[ Dictionory of lh¿ N¿a'

Testoment, trans. Ccoffrcy W. Bromiley, Gerhard Kittel ancl Cerhard !V. Friedrich (eds.), \ ol. Ill, (C¡and Rapids, lvlich.igan,
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a call of a trusted friend. As a call is aural - like the storyteller and the preacher - not visual it can

come out of nowhere without any spatial configuration; in other words it ca¡rnot be *en coming'

you must always be ready to hear and because it is unpredictable one must be ready to act

anew.L4s Therefore in praxis an act is always unpredictable because of the tvpe of l'tme (kairos)

involved in the act.146

While this transfer of Heidegger's focus is complex, il heralds a change in his understanding of

the individual in the rvorld. Arendt comments on this change in broad terms aJter the war in her

commentary published in the Partisan Rniew and reveals her understanding of man as homo

tempornlís as the sifuadon of the seü.147 It should be remembered from the last chapter that the

phronesís Heidegger and then Arendt sought was a "comprehension of the situation . . . from out

of factically livecl experi"t't."'.148 The sibuation in Heidegger's eyes did not remain in the

theological context of the primordial experience. Arendt attempted to retain this ',hrough the

other. The self is defined by the sihuation and therefore understood by this context and this makes

the other is important to Arendt for conceiving the individual. In the 'What is Eristenz

philosophy?' article u'hen Arendt turns to Jaspers after her c¡iticisms of Heidegger's Seli, there is a

significant change in tone.149 Arendt's understanding of Man, which is at the ba-cis of all her

political writings and draws upon her examination of Augustine's thought, iinds a condttcive

reception in the thought of Jaspers. Heidegger attempted to redefine Man through the quesbion of

the nahrre of Man, consequently rejecting the otherworldly Christian man. -\rendt al-'o seeks a

new unclerstanding of man along similar lines, or the modern conception of a t'iological and

William B Eerdmans, 1985¡, p. 611. It has several meanings: such as, the centre of inner life; unders',andin:, scurce of

thought and reflection; soutcã of the will; and feelings, emotions, desües and passions. All influence Aug::':-r.a's and

therefore Arendt's reading of this term.
r!5 Beíng nndTimc, p. 163 (p 206 of Macquarrie)'
116 Arisiotle separates several forms of knorving: making (techne), scientilic (epist,eme), philosoph-v t;:thin) ¿:-c inhrition

(norrs). In terms of judgem ent phronesis (practical n'isdom) is important to Arendt against that of fe:rre (rna-cne,r or

rovides general rules, not for specific irL<tances. Phronesis is also taken o\e: :':t"'ia because

as therels unchanging logic to the $'orld, to uncover something mus¡ ls¿ j ãerr'n a specÍic

dy there waiting tð b" diriou"r" d. Phr:n¿sis is about choice and tÌ,.erefore :.o designated

answer Deliberation is the start oi this decision-making paradigm (called boulettsis or prohniresis, in cther r'':¡d-', the

process that paves the war.for decision making or the actual act itself). Reason is not intirnately inlolved l- åe process'

ìr7 Arendf s position is that the imperative io philosophv should arise irom ou¡ sitttation. This sho'uld be':.¿ ;iart of rvhat

is being - opiosite to Heidegger's. See J. Glenn Gra1 ,l'The nerv image of man in Martin Heidegger'; phiìc -: rh-',"', ^\a¿r

Europr'án eitílosophr¡ (or ùtr:,:i¡n Philosophy Todnfl, G. KLine, (ed.) (Chicago, Quadrangle Books, 19ó5,, p 3:
trg Sheehan, ,,Heiclegger's "lntroduction to the PhenomenologY of Religion", 7920-21", p.320.
l{9 Late.,.¡s Arenelt i"rponar to the events of the rvorld, cert.ri¡ themes emerged more concreteh'i -Àrer.;: =:ìrilosophy
anclthisclescriptio¡próvìdesaviviclillustr.rtionof Àrrgustine'splaceinherphìloso¡rhy Jaspers'ic.utior. -:.:?I'dttellstls,
is ¡rot nrore pt itorop-t y directed towards a new totalih', rather an 'appeal' to life of the individual ard tht;-: ¿:otLnd lhem'

InJaspt,rs'cãnclLrsion-tc, his t-lisctrssion on Angtrstine he states that is scmeone lvho believecl that ---i'¿r-ts::= .:¿:lt'd .r

tracìitionrrhoscmostrcccnlmanifcstationsrve'reKierkegaard.rndNietzsche.The'sclÊpcnetraiion ¡ithr:::.: -:ritiateclbV

Auglrstrne, attractccl Arendt to these hvo fourclers of E-rlsfu'n: thought. This intensity of the se'lf as: qLtes::,:. s ion1elhing

thairvhilerecogniserìbyJasperswasgraspedbyl-{eidr'gger.Thismethodofcommruricatingtherr'eaning -:-:s¡ers'
investigations fir,dr it..""at itr Kierkegaarcl and Nietzsche, itrst as does his desi¡e to restore Man to a stai< ;i Êeedom
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evolutionary man and its foundatioru in the Greek, rational animal (zöon logon echon).rsD ln

distinction to Heidegger, Jaspers seeks to understand the situation of the self because philosophy -

including a philosophy not specifically focused on the individual - cannot afford to ignore the

¡¿i'rri¿.r¡.151 Arendt sought to avoid the ego-centric view of the individualisl. Existenz

philosophy. In the following paragraphs of the a¡ticle Arendt not only expresses her admiration

for Jaspers' open wav of thinking, but her language obtains an ease that is different from the

previous treatments in the essay. Arendt characterises jaspers' thinking as a critic of all systems

that seeks to protect Man from the reality of his Existenz.152 The expansive nature of these

doctrines mearìs that the individual is provided with a foundation that denies any meaning or

resporsibility. Jaspers gives an indication of Arendt's resporìse to this when he says that

Augustine provides the reader of his work with an adventure into the "innermost point where the

soul transcends itself, the source of speech and guidance, where men can meet as -"t',.'153

The atomised individual of Heidegger is rejected in Jaspers' understanding as Man retai¡s his

capacitv for spontaneity and his relationship to others in freedom. These bwo capabilities presenl

Iìealih- not as the processes of thought which means that a reality of this nature maintains its

'giveness'. Arendt provides two extra illustrations of this giveness as "the incalculability of one's

fellow men, or the fact that I have not created myself". The escape of reality as only available in

thought provides "the triumph of possible freedom". In this context philosophy is only "a

preparation for the reality both of my self and the world", as Arendt phrases it, and this leads to a

space lvhere "an unconditioned deed thal would invoke transcendenr"".754 The importance of

"words and deeds" (as Arendt puts it) in the 'space' of human interaction is something thal is

repeated time and time again in her work. The non-theological dissertation also looks for this

space and tries to ansrver where it is in the existence of man. Augustine has provided Arendt with

a staring point that developed through politics and back into philosophv.

150 po. u disctrssion of Heidegger's concept of man and its place in his philosophy see Grav, "The nerv image of man in
ìvlartin Heidegger's philosophy" , pp.31-58 What is interesting about this article is the inflttence that Arcndt had on Cray's
readingof Heidegger.Thisi-sreprc'sentedinthelettersavailableinherPapersatiheLibrarvofCongress Whilethis
conception of man occupied Heidegger's thought because of its influence on the western tradition, he eventu.rlly
concluded that Being shotrld t-iefine'man. I{eidegger points out that logon usually translated as indicating the factrlh'of
rcasorr, is rlerived from the verb indicating to Lrlk or to hold discourse. See S¿in untl Zcit, p 25 (German).
ItlThis .rspect of Jaspers' approach is clcscribec-l in grr'atcr cletail bv Wisser, "Jaspers, I leidegger, and the Strr-rggle of
E.rlst¿r: Philosophy for the Existcncc of l'hilosophr ", p 14'l
Ìil Aren.-lt follon,s this poinl in lrcr an.rlysis of Frcnch existe'ntialism in "Concorn lvith Politics in Recent Ettrope.tu

Pl'rilosophical Thougl-rt" in 195{ .-rncl publisht'cl it Arutdt: Esscrys irt Llttderstnntling,1930-1951.
l;l "¡1-¡o¡ is E,ristt'nz Philosophy?", p. 40
lil First -\rencl t's words and then this quo tc by Jaspers though no reference is given. ibid., p 53.
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From this understanding of Existenz, Arendt believes that a positive philosophy can develop,

one that "proceeds from Existenz", arrd one that goes back to the 'uncompleted path' offered by

Schelling in the aftermath of Kant's challenge of a subjective freedom and objective necessify.lss

This reflection on Arendt's part clearly states her role for thought in the hventieth cenfury; the

construction of a positive philosophy that draws upon tJre past and its questions but only because

of its influence on the present. Jaspers was aware that appropriation, and not ahistorical

constructions, was occurring. There are lwo interpretations then, one of the thinker and the other

of the age.1s6 This can be taken further in its inferences by saþg that one must be a philosopher

of the present to be a philosopher of the p"rt.1sz This final concem is highlighted when she says an

individual exists when Existenz "which I am conlinually but momentarily, which I cannot grasp

by Reason, is only this of which I can be unquestionably certain.-158 ¡t.t't¿¡ seems to be

developing her understanding along the approach laid out by Jaspers in his work and in recoil to

Heidegger's conception.

The emphasis that Arendt places on the present offers a¡ insight into the later development of

Arendt's political thinking. The immediacy of the present, placed behveen past and future, is

reflected in Arendt's theory of political action. The accepted view by manv of Arendt's

commentators and critics that the lack of control - presumably inherent in this spontaneous

present - cannot contain any restraint needs to be considered i¡r view of Arendt's developmenl of

the present into a space in the public realm. The transier of Arendt's understanding from the

temporal to the spatial is a delicate operation in Arendt's thought and one that requires the

foundations to be clearly evident. Arendt sees Augustine as ansrvering this question as the space

residing in the memory. The memor|, or the "storehouse of time", is the space in rvhich resides

that which is "no more" in a similar wav to expectation is the space where "not vet" resides. You

cannot measllre something that has O"*"0 but irutead voll measure something that is placed in

153 ibi,t., p. 37 and then p. 42.
156 An important aspect to this approach is the wo¡th it places on the philosopher as rvell as the phjJosophr t'eing

inspected. The personality of the individrralwho through thei¡ rçork has become'great'was an attraction to Jaspers. This

simple sketch leads towards an understanding of Jaspers as a teacher and hìs petception who is signiücanl and why in the

history of human thought. This portr.rit of Jaspers al.o confi¡a- an elemeni in Arendt's own approach to -\uSrstine. The

irlea that Arendt approached Atrgustine because of love is given a phììosophical rather than an overlv senti¡r,.ental

justification. Personal experiences as a way of approaching the tr.rc{ition, tnderstancling the person rr'ho s'rcte th.rt

phiÌosophy ancl fin.rlly rc'alising their im¡rortance becattse of questions c.f the Present that they have somelhi¡.s tLniqtte ancl

tinrclcss to contribute.
ll7 Tl-ris ir an.r¡rproach that cncompassts the notion that expericnces .rnrl lheir sloric's conhrin impc-rrtanl i¡..ìic.rlions to

¡nsrvcr in litc. The rurderstanr-ling of an E-risl¿r: philosopher mttsl take ce.nsider.rlion that a phikrsopher'. ¡,',',n E,ri-qfetli

This kincl of scnsitivity to a philoso¡rher's liie and their turdcrst.rnrling is r erv evitlettt in Arcncli's philoscpi'.ical-

biograplrical essays such as those ptrblished ln Men in Dnrk Ttnc; and is an comPonent of Arendt's ston teihng
1r8 -wh.rt is Existenz?", p. 13.
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the memory. Subsequently, "[i]t is only by catling past and future into the present of remembrance

and expectation that time exists at all." The 'now' then is the only legitimate tense in these terms;

"[n the Noø, past and fufure ¡¡ss¡rr.159 They exist together for a 'fleeting moment' when they can

be stored in the memory. But at this point it is as though time stands still and this point is the

moment of eternity for Augusting.160 3r¡ life as such never stays still, is always moving and

therefore man can never live in this 'present'.161 For someone to live just for etemily after death

mearìs that "the wiìl to possess and the will to dispose of something have become simply

^6tut¿".162 
To desire desiring results in fear and as desire of external objects is to enhance life

then the end of all desire is the desire for life itself and "[l]ife is the good we ought to seek, namely

true life, which is the same as Being and therefore endures forever. This good, which is not

obtained on earth, is projected into etemily and thus becomes again that which lies ahead from

outside. For man, etemiby is the future, and this fact, seen from the viewpoint of eternity, is of

course a contradiction in terms.'163

(iii) Knriologicnl Thinking nnd the Politicnl

The end-point of this kariological conception of time that is realised by Kierkegaard and

discussed by Jaspers tn Weltsnschnuungen involves the moment and this notion of mood of the

heart. Heidegger discusses this time in his Lectures when analysing St. Pau1.164 Augustine sees

this moment as the soul as if the soul is time and is characterised by a mood generated as things

pass and disappear. Kierkegaarcl makes the huma¡ self a synthesis bebween the past and the

ftlture based on the moment, or situatior't.165 pto^ the future to the present requires a leap that

allorvs something nerv into the world because of the moment.166 In Kierkegaard this

understanding leads to two other concepts: contemporaneity and repetition. Contemporaneity is a

r5e And it should be noted this seems to be the source of A¡endt's titLe for her book, Betzt'een Past nnd Ftrf¡lrc. .Arendt cloes

not reference this herself but in Aristotle's Ethics he talks of pleasure against movement occtrring in the instantaneou.s/ or

'ln the norv', or at the point of time that separates past and future (Book 10, 7774b,7'24)
læ Arendt also quotes Plotinus, "Generally speaking, the past is time ending now, and the ft¡ttue is time beginning now."

Enn¿ads, Book III,7,9.
16l -The goocl, which can be understood only as a correlative to loçe defined as craving and which is unobtainable for

mortal UJe, is projected into an absoltrte present commencing after death". Loue nntl St AugtLstine, p 13.

16l rr.¡¡,i .{rendt seems to be explaining why Atrgustine trrned to the Cfuisiian faith; she explains the role of a death of a

frien,l in his üfe. A¡endt believes that this event made him introspective. As she explains on the next page - "fear of death"

in his earh, years had recalled him from "carnal pleasures" and it rvas Patrl in the New Testament that foctrsed his

t¡rclerstan.l'ing significantlr-on the qtrestion of death It seems thar .{rendt is explaining ChristiarLiW .-¡s the Ch¡istianihv of

Augusbinc lvhich lvas the PatLline version.
l6i ¡l,l,i , p i6. Thcre is a probLem he're with hcr use of life as it seems lo have duaI meaning in tl-rcse scntences, One is liie

orr earth *'hilc' thc other is'lrtre lifc' (which shc cr¡rates rvith Beingt. The contradictiou in tcrms I assttmc relcrs to thc f.rct

th.rt r,ternity - ALrgLrstirrr.'s.1n\-!v.ìy - is thc momt'nt LrclrYcon Lrast.rne-l prosent, (or rathcr the ¡rei¡¡ of thcir or crl.r¡rping)
rn l-lei.legger, Phiinont,nol.-a:¿ tles rdigiösm Lclrt,l-s, ods lvlJturg, T Rt'gchlv antl C Strtrbc, (Frankftrrl-!l.rnn, Klostcrnranu,

1995t, pp. 102-5
ror B'.uen, Thc Young Htitleg¿tr, p.lL)2
166 Sec. Conce¡,f of Anxicty, pp 82-90, pp. 108-17 ancl pp. 419-32.
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view of the past as alive and open to the present and which has fubural possibilily. The past

becomes the future in the moment. Repetition is also contained within this understanding as

recollecting forward through the future and the moment.167 Repetition is a challenge to fate and a

challenge to the tradition that an individual uses to make a decision. Memory is the forgetfulness

that this repetition challenges. The past referred to by memory is the inauthentic given. Pöggeler

says that "Memory, which only recalls the past theoretically/ presupposes the forgetting of this

repeatedly required revocation. It thus retains the past only on the basis of this forgetting."168 This

means that repetition is the heightened moment that demands a new decision, not a mere

restatement of what has past and gone.169 There is a warning in Pöggeler's analysis of this aspect

especially about memory as the storehouse. The question remaining is that what it contains could

be arbitrarily chosen. Therefore the real art is what to remember, or rather the act of remembrance.

Arendt goes from the challenge of this inauthentic given to phronesis in the context of a new

decision that has to be made. The act of remembrance provides this solution through Arendt's

reading of phronesis and eudemon¡a. She is seeking a solution that fits within her framework. We

see later in Arendt's thought that storytelling fulfils this role of transmitting this type of

knowledge bul the questions remains as to how this is done. In a similar wav, Augustine faced

this problem and discussed his solution tn llne Confessions where he involved prayers or psalms in

his reasoning. This moment is the new beginning that Arendt talks about H'hen looking al new

events. A closer look al the foundation laid by Heidegger's studies of the kariological in both time

and ethics provides some insight into the solution that Arendt sought to explore later in her life.

In his Artgttstinus und Neuplntonismus Heidegger also analyses how the nerv Christian

tradition's conception of Kariological time also suffers from Augustine's intellechtal constructions,

In his reading, the experience captured in the fourth and fifth chapters of Paul's Letter to the

Thessalonians I reveals how a Christian lives in perfecl time where past, present and future are all

167 See also Fenr nnd Trembling, p. 149 and p. 131 as we[,as Conrcpt of Antiety, pp. 89-91. Brr.rehl-Yor.rng, in her rvork on

Jaspers and prior to her biography of Arendt that emerged from tlüs work, highlights that ]aspers, like Kierkegaard, rced
the G¡eek trnderstanding of recollection together with his own concept of Repetition Young-Bruehl, Elisabelh Freedom and

Kttrl lnsltcrs's Philosophy, (Nerv FIaven, Yale Universih'Press, 1981). See footnote, p 240. However, i¡stead oisaving that
".rll that is has been", Jaspers says that "Existenz which has now been now becomes". Also in Repe::tion Kierkegaard

reveals his r.tnderstanding of time. Kìerkegaard's treatment of the Platonic rmderstanding of recolleclion see Repeúition and

also Philosophicol Frngmcntsflohnnnes Climtcus, edited .rnd trans. Howard V. Flong and Edna FI. Hong, (P¡inceion, Princeton

Universih' Press, 1985), SY lY , L79-90; Stagcs, SVVI 15-21; ancl Postscript, SV Vl-I,172-73.In Pla to sep- Ph¿nti,::,7j0,275a;
Ph¡¿tlo,73-76,92;.rnclilt¿no,85-85.Alsose.eCollactít,cDittlogucsofPlnto,EclithIlamilton(e.t.),pp J9;-98,j:\),1-60,73-71,
369-7tJ
16 Põgeeler, Martin Ht'tda,qg¿r's Pnth o_f Tlinking, tr.rns Daniel lv{agttrshak anc'l Sigmturcl Barbc'r, (Ati.rntic ii:¿hl¡nds, \ Ì,
lhun.rnities Press, I9E7), p 1-lS. Pöggclcr is thc first to L.xamine this r-rotion in l-leitleggcr.
Ió9 The rol.. of rc¡retition is lherc though harcl to dctcrn'Linc. Sec also Pögge'le r, "Temporal Intcrprelaiion a¡.i Ficrnronetttic

Pl'Lilosophy"' lnPh¿nont'¡tologv: Dittloguesrtnd Britlgt's, tr.rns Thc'odore Kisiel, R Bnrzina ancl B. Wi.lt-hire, ied; ' /.\lb.1n)',

Nerv York, SUNY Press, 7982), pp.79-97.
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present and leads to a state of expectation. Unlike the Greek concepbion of constant presence,

Heidegger's thematic concem, the Ch¡istian appears to live in a state of fufural anticipation of the

Second Coming. This Christian moment becomes a very important aspect in Heidegger's thought.

Beíng nnd Time seeks to understand the implications of this and conceive of a new philosophy to

deal with it. The leading question is whether or not the moment concepbualised in this letter can

be dealt with bv the tradition of thought that deals with universals. This encapsulates the new

philosophy sought bv Heidegger (and then Arendt who seeks to understand the decision).

lvforeover, the difficulty of the Greek framework being imposed on the primitive Christian

experience is evident. In 1927 ln Basic Problems of Phenomenology Heidegger even thought he could

see Aristotle's attempts to understand this moment in the Nícomachean ¿¡¡¡¡t.770 But Aristotle

according to Heidegger "was unable to co¡rrect the specific temporal character of kniros with what

he formerly recognised as time (as the nun or now)."171

The moment is the¡eiore an exceptionallv important element in exploring this issue. Because of

the ma¡ner in rvhich ne Greeks saw time, the moment becomes the etemal that is the connection

of the past and tuture. Time in the cosmos becomes a circle. The past therefore is recollected (from

dispersion?). The Jer^.'ish concept of time seen in an historical sense is ftlbural, seeing the

forthcoming last judgement as always contained in the moment. For the Christians the moment

becomes the moment oi decision.172 Tlne Christiaru achieved this balance between past and fufure

because their consciou-<ness was determined by hvo equally important moments in the past and

the fulure: the bi¡th oi Christ, and the possibililv of redemption and the Second Coming and

salvation. When an event becomes and takes the form of a crisis this moment is freecl from its

restrictions. The resporse of the individual cannot be defined - nor determined - by the past. The

clilfure or the mles of :he tradition that usually determine an action in the course of everyday life

are no longer valid. Ti.ese solrrces are no longer adequate to the dernands of this new moment. It

therefore becomes a trjque event: an event that demands a unique action. The question remains,

horver.er, how should rhis unique action operating outside of the traditional sr,'stem of values to

evaluated? Heidegger'' concern in the context of this part of his interpretalion is to direct the

attention of his lister.er to the potential Lnauthenticity of the Heideggerian individual. This

ndividlral cloes not see this moment at all brrt instead ignores its inlrusion into their life allowing

::i See I IeiLleggor, i j:.'B¿-.:- ?',blcnts of PhL'nomanolo¡; introdlrclion,rnct t¡anslation by Albert IIofsiarìter, (Bloornington,

Indian¡ Umrersitr Press, lv:: . Rev Ecl., p.409/28S
1;: 

Qr.rotr.d in Pöggeler, Nlú'::'. H¿ù1Èggtr's Pstlt of Thtn.::r.g, p.716
r;r Pöggeler, "Destruction ar.i \loment" n Rcnding l7e:rlegger lrom tha Stnrt, p.145.
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them to fall back into security of the 'They'.773 For Arendt, however, this moment raises some

powerful considerations. The potential freedom of this moment and the ability of the individual to

start afresh if they must has a powerful impact of Arendt's thinking. This is the concept of natality

and source of her critique of history in Arendt's later thought. The question of how to evaluate the

action of the resolute individual in this unique context slill remains. When asked how one acts in

the moment, Kierkegaard answers with 'earnesbness' and by allowing a myriad of possibilities to

present themselves. This provides an indication at least of Arendt's evolving view, where this

eamestness becomes human digrriry and the question of how a unique action can be evaluated by

a non-dictatorial universal.

From this examination of both Arendt's first extended philosophical analysis and a close

examination of her position in the tradition of thought she claimed to belong to, a foundation to

her conceptual framework has been established. This wav of thinking is the pre-War Arendt and

one which did not survive her experiences uncha¡ged. As she emerged from the war she bumed

to the political as a frame of reference, but without an established, though evolving, framework to

utilise. The most powerful element of this political period was her theory of action. What was not

stated with similar emphasis was a framewo¡k for establishing a valid action. This is not a

moralily in Arendt's specific understanding of the term, rather an attempt to provide direction for

an individual who had lost their traditional bearing in the world, or a groundless world. This

framework can be seen in its genesis as a lecture given by Heidegger. In the winter semester of

7921-22, during the lecture "Phänomenologísche interpretntionen zu Aristotles" Heídegger lalks aboul

a Kairological ethics based on his reading of Kierkegaard, faspers and Aristotle.|74 Kniros ís

defined in Aristotle's thought as a category that guides things; "There are many skills even of the

things that fall under one category e.g. that of kairos, for kairos in war comes under strategies and

in disease under medicine."175 Aristotle, similar to Arendt, is interesled in that critical moment

when pre-givens are no longer adequate. That momenl exists neither in the past nor in the future

but belongs to both. The past is used as an aid to search the future to understand whal now

means. Understanding what 'now' means - a special understanding of the word rnenning here -

enables a decision to be made. In other words, Judgement is this decision.

rtr Sce Bi;rr¡i tntlTima, p. 328 [pr. 376 of Shrnrbatrgh] Anc-l others sr.Lggestetl by Pöggeler, /VLrrll¡? H¡lúû'.(S'¿r's P¡tlt oiThinkittg,
p 137.
r7r Brrren, TheYoung Heitlegger, Chaptcr 15, p. 315 and p. 326 on\\arLìs.
17i Nico¡n,tchcnn Ethics, 1096a.
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\ /hat is important here is Heidegger's Kierkegaardian interpretation of Aristotle's practical

writings in which phronesis played such a strong ro\e.776 Heidegger is seeking his a¡swers through

an Aristotelian framework that Arendt does not follow. Yet she clearly responds to Aristotle's

archni when sketched in its dual senses, one of principle stating points of both action and

ontological inquiry. This outline of practical philosophy calls or urges the reader forward and

heralds or moLivates a way - a way for the reader and listener; "The beginnings/principles have

great importance. For what follows for the beginning/principle seerrs to be more than half the

*¡o1"."177 The theory of action is always incomplete in the begirming. The ontology of human

existence must be particularised to its applicafion o. ¡i"1¿.178 Pracbical philosophy goes from

theory to prais to theory again.779 Aristotle wanted rough guidelines: guidelines that set out the

terrain for the active person.180 They are not proposed to simplify the solution to a problem or

even construct the problem.

In Heidegger's thought and especiallv tn Being nnd'I'ime, this present is absent. In Beíng nnd

Timehe builds up an understanding of the three horizons of time. The'existentials'in Heidegger's

philosophical rvork can be divided into these three categories (for the purpose of illustration only)

yet that of 'present' is empty (though onlv if talking about authentic existence). As a feahrre of

Heidegger's study this period is missing. The present is referred to continuously, yet only in

relation to something else and never as a point itself. The moment of decision illustrates this point.

When a decision is made the future and the past (Gnuorþnheit¡ are employed in the "moment"

(furyenblick) though this moment has no duration but ralher a presentation. As Hans Jonas says it

is "a crealure of the other fwo horizons of time, a ftrnction of their ceaseless dlmamics, and no

independent dimension to dwell ¡.'181 However, Jonas argues that there is a designation of the

present in Heidegger's thought. The concepl of Verfnllenheit or'everl'man' and those attribtttes

Heidegger related to it such as idle chatter presides in this moment rvithout relationship to past or

future. This is in comparison the roles of pasl and fufure in the existence of being. As Jonas

divides them, the past ("facticity"), is necessity, having become, having been thrown, guilt while

r;6 See B,,ren, ThcYoung Hetdegger,p.3S2for a fruther discussion oi this point Buren believes that lhis started the

rehabilitation of practical philosopl'ry that became er ident in Arendt's work as * ell .rs Cadamer.
lli Ni,'.,rnn¡ll¡,lr Eljuis, 1096a
ti 3 

i !, ¡ rl, Io96.r-109i.r.
i;e ib¡rl ,1095a. This is against Plato's ¡rcrfcct rcalm turc{erstanding
ll0 Brrren, T/¡c )'rrlrn.i H¿i¿l.':,i¿r, p. 333.

1963),p 335 The ,lugenblrc< is also thc name of Nietzsche's Gaterr'..rv ¡¡ Jft¡¡5 ,Sprt::r Zdralhn:tro, "On the Vision and thr'

Ricidle", Section II, p 56. Heidegger cliscusses this Section in Ni¿t:-çch¿, Voh'rme One
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furure ("existence") is anticipation of death, care, and resolve. What remains for the present is

nothing. The tension belween the past and the future produces a moment of present but nothing

can reside within this moment unless it is apathetic; "[]eaping off, as it were, from its past,

existence projects itself into its future: faces its ullimate limit, death: returns from this

eschatological glimpse of nothingness to its sheer factness, the unalterable dah¡m of its already

having become this, there and then: and carries this fonvard with its death-begotten resolve, into

which the past has now been gather€d up."182

The relevancy for this understanding is Arendt's concepbualisation of 'bebween past and

fuhtre'. This phrase became her favourite book title as well as indicating a perspective in her work

and is also very important to her dissertation on Augustine. This moment of presence is also a

moment of crisis as a decision is made, a decision that leads into the next moment and the next

decision. The moment for Kierkegaard is of course the moment of decision - self-choice (he

thought that Plato and Hegel made the moment a'mute abstraction'¡.183 4r.t't¿¡ talks of a similar

moment when man uses his capaciFy to forgive. The moment in the etemitv of man's existential

time is also a new beginning, and moment of principle.ls4 y"¡ similar to Kierkegaard and in a

rejection of Nietzsche, Arendt still seeks to retain the relevance of the neighbour through knrdia tn

her approach to this moment of decision. The community is very imporlant to Arendt's

consideration of this concern. In a consideration of judging Arendl has a specific conception of the

community that emerges out of her reading of Augustine, especially as she deals with the clash oi

singularity and universality in this context. This element is slow to emerge as first Arendt is

personally and philosophically confronted with the unfolding events of the 1920s and the

outbreak of the Second World War. When Arendt approaches the political in her post-World War

II writLngs this framen'ork is used to examine the failure of the tradition through the emergence of

totalitarianism and the implications of the tradition of thinking to combat these new

:rr.¡onas, The Cnostic Religion, pp. 336-7.
:li The role of the eternal in temporal existence is also seen in Goethe's Parable (Märchcn), a kniros, Lq a man's redemption

ancl fime Ls the greatest gift oi God. See Wílh¿lm Meisters Wnndetjahte
:q ln the clescription 'a moment of presence' the meaning of present is ambiguous as it is in the English language. Presence

c.rn also mean some[hing more solid than a 'r.isiting'; the presence of an object. This presence Heidegger calls'standing
be[ore rne' \Lúnntlan) indicating th.rt this prcsence docs not really interest him. Yet it is still rclated to the past-ftLtr.rre

.lrn¡nric¡sitisrclatcdtothemomcntof prcsencc'ltsconsiderationthoughissimilartothatof l'¿'i,tllcnheit. Butthisnotion
oiobioci.not*orthvof consitierationhasl.rrgtrcorìse(lurìtìccsthan.rmere'lr clisintcrt'stce1 .rttittrdett¡*¡rclstablcsand
ch.rirs I ic.irleggor is rcaLly talking aLrotrt nattrre'and existentialism cloes not conccrtì itsclf with natrt¡c As Bhikhu C

P.rrekh, i:..¡¡tnnhAr¿ttltnntlthcsctrcl'rforntl¿¡t'Political Philosophy,(ArlanticHighlands,N.J.,[-ltrmanitir'sPrcss, 1981)poìnts
or-rt Theideahereisthattheancie¡rtslrsc'dtheorytolookatnattt¡eandnotvnatttrehasnousesolheorl,is.rlsoredtrnclanl
T,t¿on¡l rças a clignifiect activitv because of the hvo-rvorld argument put fonvard by Plato.
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circumstances. Arendt uses her Augustinian irsights to establish a new framework Urat deals with

the individual-in- the-world.
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Section II

Iudgment and Vitø Actio)ø

The Political: Action and the

Search for Meaning



Chøpter Four

TemporalitY ønd the Principle of Action

Lost Trensure and the Search for Principles

(Ð The Lost Treasure: Arendt's Augustine in the Political

(iÐ A Philosopher of Action: A Guide for the Individual-in-the-World

Freedont, Action, nnd Attgustine in The Human Condition...'...'
(Ð Reading The Httman Condition: In the Political World

(iÐ The SPace of APPearance: The ln-between out of the Desert of the World

Attgttstine andThe Human Condition; Hor¡o Temporalis ønd Trust

(Ð The Human Condition and Trust: Porver, Force and Strength

1.30

131

136
...145

747

152
L56

757

759
(iÐ H omo T empor alis : T tusl, Promise-ìvf aking and For giv eness

Lost Treøsure ønil the Seatch for Principles

The search for a guide to Arendt's polihcal action has been an ongoing discussion especially since

Arendt,s did not provide her readers with a possible solution bv completing her third volume of the

Lrf, of the Mind.The search is not for an ethical system due to Arendt's disavowal of this possibility'

Instead it is a search for her lost treasure: a principle for acting transmitted through the act of

storytelling. Therefore the dimension which is significant for the political act is time' The notions of

immortality, memory and imitation appear to piay small and iruignificant roles in her specifically

political writings. But each of these three elements is corurected bv the strong foctts she is developing

nThe H,mnn Conclition and one which is a direct continuation of her pre-World War Two phase; that

is, man as homo tertpornlis.T Arendt, a thinker rvho dealt n'ith spatiality in political reasoning, is

actually a temporal thrnker by nature, a¡ illustration of her intellectual foundation based on jaspers

and Heidegger and their readings of Augustrne. In this manner Arendt's dissertation on the Christian

father provides the indications for her later, more political \\'ork'2 I argue that my reading of her

dissertation on love and St. Augustine provicles an indication oi horv Arendt would have sought to

argue her own gr-ride to political action. From this basis and br- revisiting her use of power, trust'

promise-making, and forgiveness in her political work of The ÍIttmnn Condition I suggest there is an

rndication of how this style of thinking ied \rendt to her theorv of judging and a concept of authority

through principle in foundation.

: An i¡rlication 6 bc. seen in las:ers' orvn rvork lvhen he savs in a Potent shltcmcnt that "[i]n acts of

rrrigi.al freedom rte conscious:..-;, in evcrv.lct of love. . ..mv temporality-not [()rgotten, Lrttt accentrtated,

r¡lher, .rs cìccisio t¡^co.slr.t riì<:n throrrgú to ete rnitr.: existential timc as a phcuomcnon oI trtrc bcing

trr.crìr.noS both inexorablc time. as strch ¡ncl its tran;¡::..1cnce i¡ etcrnitr"'J'rs¡-t¡¡3' P)uloso¡shy' Vol 3' ¡r 50

: it t.-rkes her biogra tcl tc. er.rminc her ¡rolilic.ri cxistcncc for l'rer Atrgtrstinian implication-s lo

conìe to the stuface nt that lhe inflttcnce of Heirlegger c'rn bcsccn dìminishing and the

inJ-ltrenceof Jaspers transitionseeR¡h¿l vnn:ì:,i¡en,p 1l8and pp. 153-57; andKnnl's L¿tiurt's

on Pol t tícttl Philosophy, pp' 7 0-77'
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(i) The Lost Treasure: Arendt's Augustine in the Political

It is not until after the dissertation is completed and the coûunencement of events leading to the

outbreak of the Second World War does the elements of Arendt's Augustinian studies take on a

specifically political form. The ground for her notion of judgement especially in its early form is the

notion of plurality, a term that reflects the inherent tension belrçeen the individual and their living

world.3 In the process, Arendt is establishing a pathway from her dissertation to her reading of Kant's

Critiqtte of ludgement tnThe Liþ of the Mind series'4

Arendt, in her political thinking, sought to retain the freedom of the individual and still provide a

framework of responsibility for their endeavours. It was Arendt's intention to keep the individual and

their world balanced or in harmony.s This notion of harmonv becomes a key concept to

understanding the imperative at the heart of Arendt's thought in her political phase' This approach to

her work has some significant implications. She is frequentlr- accused of only seeking to deify the

realm of uitn nctian, then she intentionally segregated this idea concephrally simply to highlight the

dominance of aitn contemplntiaa.6 Similar to the individual, both these sides of life, action a¡d

contemplation, are reqr'rired to achieve this harmonr"T

primarily Arendt seeks to achieve this through the idea of principle and the concept of memory

although this emphasis develops into a new framerçork as she turns to remembrance as the significant

faculty. Although an ambiguous term in Arendt's rvork, principle becomes an important reference

J lnThe Human Condition A¡endt made this notion central to her examination but it rvas introduced withoul an extended

ons. This is illushated bv Parekh's concern

notion in Arendt's work, and is "c¡ucial to

Pa¡ekh, Hannah Arendt and the Search for ø

gl lVritten ndt's

¿:.,1 thei¡ b Sile in
ic:-. and er but her

tian categc:-es such as labour, rvork and action ju-st appear

an, and Sar.ira K Hinchman, "ln Heidegger's shadorv:

Polit¡cs,Vol -16 i-åEril, 19S{;, p. 183'

is that Arendt itas seeking the "wav of the phìlosopher be"'o¡rd

n Political Thous-'ri in 1955 Second Session, p' 2 (02116{)

he eresting and suggestive about A¡endt's

Pol nd permanence, unpredictabilih'and
¡,1', ', Reú¿it' o.f Polític;, Vol' 3 No' 2 tJuh"

1986), p. 116 and P. 161
o These commentators do tencl to be the initial interpreters oi -\renclt's thoughr- ¡nd mcst contemPorar)' theorists seek to

challc.nge thc.ir reaclings const.rctively. Noel K. O'Sìrlüvan, "H.rnnah Arendt' H¿lLenic \ostalgia and Induslrlrl Socieh'" in

Contemporttry politicnl philoso¡lrcrs,A. de Crespigny anct K. ¡vfinLrgre (eds.1, {Lor.rc'n, \felhuen, 1976),pP 22E-51 and "Politics'

Totalitarianisnr,anclFreedom: ThePoliticalThoughtof Flannahlre,',dt", Pclt!:-;. Sirr¡i:¿-',Vol 21 Isstte2,(June1973r'pp'153-98

e1 the Orcli¡ance liTirne',Socinl Resenrch, \ ol -l-1, \o 1 (1977)'

-':¡tl.¿, E.'lJ, (C)r: -:J. \lartin Roberlson, 19Si

¡!..rcitv ior prese :',rlion Lt boundless, the ic'¡mer being Limited

':¡'o-a.td the Ìa::¿r br' lhe unpredictabilitv oI the itrt''t¡e \['rn's

.rnd checkecl ea¡i olher " Crisis of thc RaVLtlr, pp 75-79 '\gain
iltuabilitr are l'i.at human beings need precisely because thev

m Ptst and Ftttür¿, P.95 and P 11'
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point for action yet its manifestations are brief and apparently u¡structured'8 When she does mention

it, there is a tendency for them to be as an adjunct to the point she is making' For example' she says

that separate from the intellect and the will, action'springs from something altogether different which

. . . I shall call principle," and this becomes inspirational through imitation because "as such the

principle inspires the deeds that are to follow . . ""9 What is also important to note here is that of the

emerging Arendtian rriniry. she rejects intellect and the will, allowing a third undefined dimersion to

carry the responsibilih' of guiding her actors. This element of her trinily is eventually labelled

,judgrng', suggesting a complex gestation period before its final expression that never evenhrated' The

temporal becomes evident as the template relationship between future, past, and present emerges'

Promising commands an action to honesly, while forgiveness generates acceptance of the u¡rforeseen

corìsequences of an action.lO Trust is a binding force bebween participants in the political' This last one

leads to another notion, power, and is conceived also as onlv generated in collaboration' the real

Arendtian freedom, thus avoiding the corsequences of the totalitarian will'11

Are these possibilities enough to stabilise the public realm in the manner Arendt sees them as able

to, and, if so, are the.,' enough as presented by her public works? They do reqttire the spontaneous

action to exist, but are they guaranteed by it? These questions go to the heart of Arendt's project nThe

H,mntt Conctition and the answers to them provide a framework for her thought into the incomplete

The Li.f¿ of the Mind \!?rile there are many topics that Arendt covered in her work ranging over

political theory, political history, sociologv, and philosophy, it rvas the consideration of the stabilitv of

political action or, in oiher lvords, the individual-ln-the-world that was a continnal reference point for

her thought. Her work rn the dissertation provides the insight required to understand horv she sought

to ach-ier,e stability in the political, and also comprehend it in the realm of contemplation' The

framerr.ork that emerges in her post-holocaust rvritings is articulated in the gLrise of a lost treasure: a

treasure that must t'e recovered from the tradition of thought and in this framework resides the

thought from her dissertation'

s Ler..i..:nc-l Sandr¡ Flinch:.ìn note this in "Existentialisnì Politicized: Arenclt's Debl to Iaspcrs"' R¿'t'i¿'¡u o-f Polt::':; \ ol 5l \o i

(Sumr...: I,1.., l), pf . 135-l-:
eB¡::...,-,:prr-çtr,1.1 Futtrt:,ç.!12rvhilcthcsecorrclqtroteisire.mon R¿t'oltttiott,P ll3 Thereisancrtht'rstrggesfie'nc'f thisr'I'l

Rei'oi:,::-',:,*,hcreArendtd:ctrsses not'tßordorne,lo"u"'rndthebeginningandtheprinciplebecome'coc'al'Sec'pp 311-3

t0 Tit¿ ìi.'.¡tttt¡t Contlttion,p )37.
r1 ibr,i , pp, 199-207
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In the preface to a collection of essays, Between Past and Future, published in 1956' Arendt talks

about the loss of the treasure, meaning tradition.l2 This is the idea of principte and is related to the

loss of meaning in the world for guidance. Together with this principle, remembrance is essential to

Arendt's attempt to salvage this treasure that is lost in existential time' using René char and Fra¡z

Kafka to illustrate her point, Arendt asks whether this lost treasure ever existed in the first place;

,,Does something exist, not in outer space but in the world and the affairs of men on earth' which has

not even a name?" This vague but substantial treasure has in the past gone by the names 'public

happiness' and 'public freedom', though Arendt argues that we fail to comprehend this nolion of

'public', or the manifestation of the community'l3 Regardless, the loss is compounded by the

relatiorship between the past and the future in the present. Becauqe tradition had been unwilling to

pass the treasure onto the next generalion that would have maintained the 'willed conlinuify in time'

thus breaking lhe chain of human (existentinl) time, it is lost. It is not alone in this failure because it Ls

"consummated by oblivion, by a failure of memory" and until there is remembrance nothin'g'

regardless of what it is, can be done.14 with this assertion Arendt is suggesting that a new relation-sl"-rp

befween past and the future in the present is required. Remembrance appears to have a role in thjs

relatiorship although she is not clear on its specific role. The lype of temporaliqv she is utilising is the

dimension of past possibility that assisted her approach to the dissertational studies'

In this context, in her essav "\ÂIhat is History", Arendt talks of 'the growing meanrnglessness of Li'e

modern world'. A person cannot act without meaning, it is a necessity for the existence of àe

individual-in-the-world. Yet, it is important to note, Arendt states equally emphatically Lt'at

,,[m]eaning...canneverbetheaimofaction,andyet,inevitability,willriseoutofhumandeedsalier

action itself has come to an end".15 In previous times there had been manv sources for meanirg

though the present era provides none. Arendt acknowleclged on more than one occasion that thinklrg

in the þventieth century had lost all meaning and that this was an essential part of the process' In fact'

by the end of her life she was willing to state that lhe faculty of thinking had onty one purpose' L"'at

thinking was "the quest for meaning".l6 The general description of this aspect of the tradition is seen

in a sea¡ch for meaning, or rather more specificallv rvhat it is that allows the production of meaning irt

12This conce-rn is espcciallv evic[,nt in the first two essays These essaçs are defi¡recl by Are'ndt in her introduction as critica

more th.rn cxperimental antf conce¡n the motlern break, in dislinction to essays on political concePts and applic'rtion see

Bctttct:¡t Pnst nntl FuttLrt, p 13

l] Aren.lt arg[cs tli.rt this lre.rstrrc existecl r-turing anel jLrst bc'iorc tht'

eighteenth contrrrv. iLtitl ,P t
tr ib¡d., pp.5-6.
t5 ibid., "fl:re Concept of Flistory: Ancient antì Modern"' p' 76

16 Wi[ing, p. 78 anct then B¿fz¿'e¿n Past nnd Fttture' p'79'

rcr-olrttions in Ame rica and Fr.rnce aL lhe cnd of the
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the modern world. This is significantly termed 'depth'by Arendt in her essay "what is Authority?"'

ln this essay she argues that "[w]ith the lost of tradition we have lost the thread which safely guided

us through the vast realms of the past" though her concem is not with the tradition' instead she is

concemed for the loss of the past.17 As a result of this loss, Arendt issues the following waming:

[w]eareindangerofforgetting,andsuchan.oblivionluiteapartfromthe
contents themselves that coulã be lost-lvould mean that ' ' ' we would

depriveourselvesofonedimension,thedimensionofdepthinhuman
existence-Formemoryanddeptha¡etheSalne,orrather,depthcannotbe
reached by man except through remembrance'18

There are echoes of this understanding in Nietzsche's thought as well, and which provides an

illustration of Arendt's intentions. Il:ì this respect Arendt shares the same concelrÌs' looking in the

same location but with a much different emphasis. ln Nietzsche's Thlts spnke znrathnstra' 4lh patl'

,,The Drunken song", he says " . . . joy wants eternitl" Jol' rvants the etemity of nll things , wants deep '

zonnts cleep eternity,,'79 The word deep conveys the same impression as ,deplh,: both are concemed

about the forgetting that leads to oblivion and the loss of an eternity' This was something essential to

the human condition, an anchor that was certaintr-rl-ith timelessness.

In order to understand the relationship to the past Ünat Arendt seeks in her work requires a relurn

to the beginning of her thoughts. This relationship finds its expression in her sfr-rdy of Augustine' and

is ilustrated by another warning given bv Arendt torçards the end of her dissertation; this past is also

a chai¡ that "fettered each successive generation to a predetermined aspect of the past"'20 At the encl

of the concludrng chapter, and referring to the Ar-rgustrnian individual, Arendt says' "it is the very

possibility of isolation that enables us to detach ourselves from human historv and from its

irrevocable enchainment by generation".2l Arendt utirises the tradition of thought in which she

became well versed in just before the events of the \Var' The return sought br' -Arendt in her reading of

Augustine is a retum through the tangled web of the rr-estern tradition of thought' In this tradition

Arendt was seeking this lost treasure that modemiii haci failecl to captttre. Augr-rstine stood at the

point of convergence i¡ the western tradition behçeen the Athenian heritage and the nerv direction of

the Judeo-Hebraic religion, Christianitr'. Arendt *'as conscious of the implications of this ¡rsion'22

lT Arendt,s return a^d. reco'ery i. he¡ work can be seen as pararìiwratic, held up for imitation The influence of both -{ r.rgustine

ancl Cicero are seen in this methoclology ttsed br '{renclt
t8 Brf¡r'c¿¡r Post and Futurc , P.94.
le Quote.l in Bciner's "lnterpretative Ess'rv", p 151

20 Eclirt'¿t¡ Pnst onLl Frthrc, p.91.
2r Lo,'t ,t,rtl St Arrgrl-<tinz, P 101.

zAlthotrghtakingaclifferr.ntclirectiontothisthesisina'speculatir.: *::konA¡enclt'sthoughr'TimRoachalsousesthis

fusion as point of discussion. He investigates the 'tacit metåphorical implicatiors of [.Àrendt's] personal logic" that relies on a

,,Christian-inspired sensibilìty". Timothy Roach, "Enspiriteá ll'ords anà Deeds' Christian Metaphors Implìcit in Arendt's
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Augustine symbolised the complexity of this transformation and out of her examinabion of his

thinking Arendt reveals lwo problematic notions; the relationship of the individual to their neighbour

and the notion of the present. Caught between the past and the future, the other in an individual's

existence is constantly deemed irrelevant. With the re-instatement of the other comes a need to

reconsider the present, and if the present becomes important the other gairs new importance' In

Arendt,s eyes, philosophers and authors from Kierkegaard to Kafka are Preoccupied with the

meaning of life. Her approach to Augustine was irrspired by a single statement, "Love means that I

want you to be,,.23 The openness and frankness illustrated by such an assertion is instilled by the

concem for a meaningful existence and its direction to someone else' ln a world without

transcendental references how was an individual to see the world and those with whom they shared

that world? There was therefore a need to construct the world so that it could be shared' thus

becoming meaningful in the process. This was not the material world of artifices but rather the world

inbetween the individuals, non-material yet tangible in human interactions'

Lo'e was initially considered as the binding force, vet this revealed itself in the holocaust to be

untrusbworthy, or too transient.24 This lef t the question, rvhat could be constructed by man and still be

trustworthy? Flowever, while Arendt's examination of Augustine's thought concerning the topic of

love seems to fail her, as her conclusion seems to indicate, her intellectual armoury is strengthened bv

the analysis of love in Augustine's work. More specifically, the many of the elements she highlighted

in her study emerge rn her attempt to deal with the failure of tradition' The Trinitarian love in

actuality still remains rvith Arendt but it has now been tra¡sferred to a new triadic relationship' It is

this conceptual framervork that Arendt initiated in her dissertation provides the groundwork for her

later explorations in the realm of the political as well as provide the di¡ection of thinking that

Concept of personal Action" n Amor Mundi: Etplorations in the Ftzith ttnìThought of Hnnnnh Arentit,James w' Bernar'rer' (ed')

(Boston, \fartinus Niihoff, 1987), p' 59'
B Kaz:tn,Alfred Nau York lao, (New York, Alfred A Knopf' 1978)' p' 199'

lion in later life. The best example oi this is a letter from Arendt's

itself ir'as a mistaken notion ln fact she is derisive of anyone

November 21,Ig52 on reflection of his article in the N¿zu York¿r

f love which
ed excePt hY

d their huma
oudest possession of all pariahs Lnfortunately, they have

d ancl lår'e belong together, and thev a¡e both destructive; lou

can aiford them only in private ancl, as a people, only so lon ere

.rt'lmir.rtion" ancl le.rves us rvith the suggestion that perhaps

clissertation.I-Iowever,thisletterisabotrttheemotivelover.rthroleoi denial

e is thotrgh mttch morc to Arendt ; ciiscttssiou of love - its

se'rlesigns emcrgc fronr in the inCi''icltrat ['oçc is no basis for a

c rçith h.rtc hints at this othcr dirr'ension in hcr r'Lncìerstanding'

'Correspondence B', Container Seven ll is cliffictllt io

n o[ Iove. Sce Ùf¿n in D¡rkTíntes and her discussion on Lessing;

PP' 2+'5' 
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evenrually leads back to the question of philosophy. while some of these remain with hel, for example

those residing in her assumptions about the individual-in-the-world, some find tiremselves developed

and transformed by the demands of engaging in the theory of the political. This emphasis on the past

when analysing the individual, their neighbours, and the world is drawn out by Arendt in distínction

to the study which Heidegger developed by depending upon the anticipated future'

(Ð A Philosopher of Action: A Guide for the Individual-in-the-World

rnThe Humnn condition Arendt is a philosopher of action and action is the highest activify for her'

The opening quote from Dante in chapter V in this work provides a preliminary understanding of her

project on action. The quote includes several key ideas that she inherited from her study of Augustine'

Every actor seeks "the disclosure of his own irnage"; an essential image found in memory that the

process of remembrance discloses. The actor takes 'delight' and achieves joy in doing so "since

everything that is desires its own being" and seeks to relate bebween the lover a¡d the loved and this

love produces a state of harmonious existence, therefore "nothing acts unless ii makes patent its latent

self .,,25 This echo of her Augustinian framework reveals an insight of the ansrver given what she is

attempting to accomplish with her study of aitn nctiaa. There is a concordance resonating belween the

actor who is simply an acting being as present and the world of disclosure' Arendt has sought to

delineate nitø nctianfrom the tradition of oitn contemplnticn to allow this element to be located' Arendt's

purposeful emphasis on action and freedom requires some further exploration in order to reveal this

framework with which she is developing her analysis' For example ín Between Pnst nnd Ftúure Arendt

discusses freedom in the following marurer providing an irsight into her purPose' she talks aboui the

Platonic dualism giving way to an Augustinian concern and therefore the introdr-rction of the

Augrrstinian ,,hot contention" that rvas actually within the soul itself' Significantlv this conflict 
"ças

belween understanding (reason, knorvledge, insight) and desire; not reason and pa-ssion (the modern

conception). The conviction of philosophers in antiquitv was that reason rvould overcome the

passions and banish them completely.26 But thought in solitude paralyses the rvill rather than

É The Humnn Contlition, p I75.
16Therest¡.liwassocrates,convictionthatvirtuervasakindof knowlec{ge. BetteenPøstandFutur2-,P.159.\rendt'sapprcachis

illustratetl perfectlv by the following tvped '1ge

must have been important to Arendt. It s'rr

conceive of the passion which harass us as

bewail, or blanle thcm, or e\ecrate them, if
rvondr'rfttl, anci rcaching the ¡riruracle of learning, rvhe n thcy art

natrlre, as is no r'hcre to t,c iårrncl, ancl to m.rkc'rerbat attacks on that rçhich, in faci, exists. For the','conc¿iIe !ì[ nìen' nol;'

they are, but as Lrc. whcnce ìt lras comr. to pass that, instead r,f cth.ics. theç h.r'e gcner:-ir -

rvritten s.1tire, a theory of politics, s'hich.could be turned to tse, but strch as might bL- :r:<en

for a chimera, o ,or in the golden age of the poets lvhen, to be stue, there rr'.rs leasl neec o[

it. Accordingly, .,1 applicatLn, so especially in that of politics, theon is suPposed to be ¡t
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generating the imperative to action: "willing in solifude is always aelle and nolle' to will and not to will

at the same time.,,2z The insight of Augustine evolves from the fact thathe acknowledged l-will-and-

cannot is possible and therefore I will and I can are different - a point not appreciated in antiquity'

Later on in the essay Arendt again describes the clash of the two wills, stating that "the will is both

powerful and impotent, free and unfree.'2S The central tenet of Arendt's analysis comes to the fore:

freedom can only eventuate when I-can and I-will coincide' This means that freedom is related to I-

can not I-will and this is the link to action and the political realm' But bchind this examination of

freedom is a more persistent theme in Arendt's work; an appreciation of the role of the mind in the

human world.

The importance of the mind as an avenue of investigation into the world politics and therefore

freedom and action is transparent for Arendt. ln describing the operation of freedom in society'

Arendl states a relationship between the intellect and the will; "[a]ction insofar as it is determined is

guided by a future ¡m whose desirabilitr the intellect has grasped before the will wills it, whereby

the intellect calls upon the will, since onlv the will can dictate action ' ' "" This explanation is follow-ed

closely by a further statement that the lVill follows judgement, "i'e', cognition of the right aírr." '29

Action, or 'I-can" "liberates . . . willing a¡d knowing from their bondage to necesslty ' ' "" Therefore'

Arendt says in summary, "[o]nly where I-rçill and the I-can coincide does freedom come to pass'"3O It

is significant that in this essay the relationship behveen the independent faculties of the mind as the

intellect, judgement a¡d then willing is stated. At present, however, what is of interest is that Arendt

fums to that which guides action and to that which is 'without'' it is neither the will or intellect' nor

motive or predicted consequence, that determines action, rather something Arendt hesitantly calls

,principle,'Thedimensionsofthisnotionofprincipleonlyemergeifthedissertationisconsidered

because the decisive iact of being human is the act of creation.3l This is linked to tvpe of action; that is,

action is purely spontaneous.32 This activity escapes the begirLning and ends of labour and work'

which drawn out of natnral effects and calrses, or the necessity of labour and the false sovereigntv of

fromR H
A Politinlvariance rvith practice; and no men are esteemecl less iit to direct public-affai¡s than theorists or philosophers " [lt is

Vl.Ehves,translationptrblÈheclbyG.BeIl&SoninlS'q]'SeeBeneclictdeSpinoza,ATheological.PclitícdTrentiseantl
Trcotisc, [New York, Dover Public.rtions, 1951), p 23' ]

27 Betu'e¿rt Pnst snd F uturt, P. I58-
28 Bet¡r,e¿n PLtst nntl Future, p 161.
2e Arendt refers to the description by Duns ScottLs as ins¡riralion for this statement Bclzuecn P¡st nntT Fu|urc'pp'151-2'

30 i¿rid,, f'. 160.
3l F{er i n.lcrstancling of re |ohrtion cvolves from this tLlrtlerst.rntl of a common heritag

conclusion of the clisscrtatiern. This can bc reacl in distinction lo hcr later rvork, c-specia

heress.rr.scriesafterthepublication of TltcHumanC,^':,i¡tiorr.rnc'lrcvisingherclissertat

strbject T/re Humn¡t Cotttli!:;rr contains discussion of the .\ncient creek's use of ¿tttlrrl[¡o

192-99 anel p.2267 as*"U u, th" New Testament rvhen .\rendt discusses Jesus and promise-makrng

32 The Human Condition, p 176.
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work. But action occurs within a context for the individual-in-the'world regardless of the purity of the

spontaneity. The community therefore would always be part of an adequate discussion of the actor'

when Arendt turned to the political, a focus already anticipated when she chose the topic of

biography of Rahel varnhagen - a study of thought in sittt - Arendt used her particular language to

understand the significant events and their implications'33

In determining a guide to action a significant point is that the Athenian polis becomes Arendt's

reference point in The Httman Condition.The Nietzschean aspects of her work are clearly articulated in

her understanding of the role of heroic self-disclosure.I The role of acting and speech are very

important in this process of non-teleological activity. Ends a¡e not involved in these actions, only new

beginnings. If ends do occur they are unknown at the colnmencement and the only result of

importance that occurs in this process is the revelation of the actor - the 'who' rather than merely the

,what,. This leads to the question, is it anarchic? Arendt's porfraval, especially at this level, suggests

that no constraints exist for the actor and their actions are therefore 'boundlessness'' The context of the

individual, with the contracliction of the concurrence of isolation and dependence, is at the hearl of

her theory of political action and this is defined in the iragiliw of human action' Therefore what

Arendt wishes to stress is a comprehersion that politics is essentially 'boundless' and it is also

,unpredictable'. "The Frailty of Human Affairs" is the subheading that Arendt gives to this

understandingtnThe Htnnnn Conctition.3S The frailty comes from the premise that for action to occur

there needs an interaction of more than one person; "action and speech are Surrounded by and in

constant contact with the web of the acts and words oi other men'"36 0n the other hand it is

boundless, as one action initiates another action 'that strikes out on its own'; "the smallest act in the

most limited circumstances bears the seed of the same boundlessness, because one deed, and

sometimes one word, suffices to change every constellation." This makes action - of all kinds - its

,,second outstanding character: its inherent unpredictabilit\'."3; The emphasis on'boundÌessness' is to

illustrate Arendt,s criticism of contemplation and the inadequao' of the conceptual framervorks thal it

creates to control the realm of political action.38 Hower-er, thls is not as exact as it appears' Arendt

jr In this marìner, Arendt *.as not then a polìtic.rl theorist, and while she apprecrated the implications of political models of the

state ¡ncl socieby, she, herseli, .,"*'"r rot,g'ht to .rrticulate a coherent model- Her'"' rilings responded to the concepttralisation of

the inclividual in the varior-¡s models o,rollubl" ior the'analysis in the htenlieth cÊnttlrv

r Orr this point I agree with Dana Villa's reading oi thc. Arendtian indiVi,ltral-i¡.-ihe-rvorld' See Ar¿ndt nl,i Hti'ie;qger'p'7

jj Tltt Hwnut Conditiott, pp 1S8-192.
ro rl,¡,/, p ls8
r; rl'irï., pp. 190-t
-.s The ¡rurstrit of trtrth thror-rgh re.esor-r is justiiiecl bi thc bclicf that it .rlre.relr'e:.!:s i¡ estaLrlishcd truths. ln ¡n essâv "Trtrth ar'rci

politics,,, Arendt consie-lers tirrth, opinioÁ, and politics. Trr.rth posite'd bs ¡hiìosc¡h¡'is secn by manr'' such 'rs LloL'bes ar-rd

spinoza. There is a similar ret-lection when Heiilegger discussòs authorit',': "in ll'ne this is first, reason: in realih' this is iirst -

ar.rthoriry comes first yet when we look at it, reason leads 's to authorih'." Th¿ Bttstc Problems of PhenomenoioSlt, introduction and
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does not reject contemplation out of hand, but rather the way it has developed in the tradition and she

considers the role of concepts such as promising, forgiveness, and power aS a framework of this

,boundlessness,. These are a continuation of Arendt's appreciation of the temporal nature of the

individual and the primitive Christian influence on her thought. An example of this continual

consideration comes almost immediately after the publication and public digestion of her thesis in Tft¿

H,mnn Condition. The work tn On Reaolutíon sees within its own thesis a rebum to the question of

promising and power especially; "[t]he grammar of action: that action is the only human faculfy that

demands a plurality of men; and the slmtax of power: that power is the only attribute which applies

solely to the inbelween space by which men are muhrally related, combine in the act of foundation by

virbue of the making and the keeping of promises, which, in the realm of politics, may well be the

highest human faculw."39 Echoing Nietzsche and his search to overhrm the westem spirit of

\:engeance and resenfment, Arendt asserts the power of promise-making and forgiveness'4O ln her

exami¡ration of the American constitution, Arendt sees the contract encapsulated within it as

promising and therefore the transformation oi violence into power. This beginning is controlled by the

mr,rhrality and deliberation contained within its foundation.4l The authoriby is not an apríori; rather it

occlrrs contemporaneously with the act of foundation itself.a2 Questions such as these lead lts to

inquire about the space Arendt believes is required for genuine politics to occur, a pre-defined

structure. The theatrically inspired notion of improvisation that seems to occur in Arendt's Founding

Fathers implies an undetermined direction as weil as end. In The Httmnn condition Arendt does

provide an answer to this question and it is an answer that takes on increased performance as

Arendt,s perspective matures. The answer is contained within the notion of a storyteller' The

storvteller is introduced into Arendt's published thought ín The Htmtnn Condítion; "la]ction reveals

itself frrlly only to the storyteller, that is, to the backward glance of the historian, who indeed always

knon's better what it *'as about than the participants'"43

Gi'en the focus that Arendt places on the actor in her scheme of political action, this introduction

seems lo be out of keeping with her generai infent. The actor, Arendt believes, is a future looking

tr.rnslation bv Albert llofst.¡clter, (Bloomingbn, Indiana Universih'Press' 1988)' rer" ed ' p 231'

'e OtL R¿t,olttion, p.775.
;fi See Keith Ansell-pearson's an.rlysis of Nietzsche's Eternal Rettun ln An Introdttction fo -\:¡l:-çchc cts Politicnl Thinker'

rc.rnrlr¡ic1gc, cambriclge univtrsity prr.ss, 1gg4), pp. lltS-l16, anr{ especially his re.rcling r-,I loan stambatrgh's Nici:-scirc'sThouglr

:':i¡¿ El,'rìtt¡tl Rclrrnl, (Blltinr,rre, Jo-hns t.topkins Unirersih Press' 1972)' p' l13'

i::i'r,i, ¡'¡r li3-'¡
rr Thrs L,.,lief exarninecl br.-\renclt in On Rerclution creatcs other r}restions that need asking For example, authoritv is

traditionallyseenasonlyUerng;oticl-o.acceptable,if.itcomesfròmanexternalandhighersotrrce 
SceOnRr"oltttion'p'206'

:t The Humnn Condition, P Jl.
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individual, seeking to construct the future through their actions' However, Arendt seelns concerned

that meaníng is not also being constructed with their activities. The role of the spectator is given this

role and is a theme that she examines later as she lums towards thle oitq contemplntiaa. Just in case a

reader decides that the actor can also generate meaning, Arendt makes a significant differentiation

between their two roles early in her examination. The actor can and does weave stories from their

aclions in the public arena, yet only the historian or storyteller can provide the real meaning of their

actions.s

Several questions come immediately to mind for the reader. What is the relationship behveen these

different stories, or horv do they relate in the public sphere? Also, why does the actor generate stories

if thev are invalid compared to the storyteller, and why does the storyteller have preference in

Arendt,s understanding? \Alhat is the intent of these stories and how do they relate to the

development of a recor-ery of the political? Arendt's rejection of the role of the legislator, especially

the Kantian legislator, gives some understanding of why she introduced the storyteller into her

account, especially w.hile her attention was drawn to the political actor' Her concem is with the

meaning and purpose of the political actor; a clear indication that she was not leaving the political

actions of the actor unconstrained in society.4s Arendt rejects the idea that storytellers are the source

of sor-ereignty in her interpretation, avoiding the introduction of rules and principles into the

storr-teller,s incantations. The storyteller, like the political actor, is neither the legislative nor the

legl.lator.46 Arendt's consistent persuasion, and one that drew her to Kant's Third Critiqt¿e later in her

intellectual career, vr-as that rules and their other general label principles were dangerous and

corrupfing. The production of meaning, as Arendt sees it, does not involve this disruptive

interierence, instead it allows the activity of thinking to involve itself in the political reaLm and

without its literally ,demeaning' assumptions that have characterised the tradition of rvestem thought'

The principles Arendt is interested in are temporal. These principles of order are not declarative or

prescriptive. In fact thel' are a kind of temporal contradiction and are inherent in begrrLnings' This is

whv thev require a storr,'teller to convey the story and its meaning'

This reading of the role of storytelling and action derives from the one work that enables a reader

to gatrge Arendt's sentiment after the publication and reception of The Origins of Totnlitnrianism -het

r{ ii':,; . pr lSl-188 for more on this distinction'
Ji rh,', , pp 196-7.
t6 úni.,'p 63 for a possible dl.cussion of Kant's understancling that political activitv can only be legislative
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essay 
,,Understanding and politics (The Difficulties of Understanding)", published in 7953j/' In this

essay Arendt rebums to her own foundations and therefore the influence of the thought of Augustine'

This is reflected in the particular notion of phronesis she is using. While several themes are entertained

in this writing but the most significant discussion for her political understanding evolves around the

temporal. Reflecting on her conception of history Arendt states the importance of singular events

because 
,,[w]henever an event occurs that is great enough to illuminate its own past, historv* comes

into being.,,as History is not extant but must be created continuouslY, and conceived afresh each time.

The event is a beginning that also uncovers something else that is new: "[w]hat the illuminating event

reveals is a beginning in the past which had hitherto been hidden." The lost treasure that Arendt is

seeking though requires history not to u¡Jold but to be revealed as "[o]nly when in furure history a

new event occurs will this "end" reveal itself as a beginning to the eye of future historia¡rs." Thus the

fufure is unpredictable; "because the moment even a foreseen event takes place, everything changes,

and we can never be prepared for the inexhaustible literalness of this "everything"'"{9 As an

iilustralion, for Arendt, the thought of modernity, reflected in the work of Locke and Hobbes, has lost

this particular understa¡ding: "[t]he central position which the concept of beginning and origin must

have in all poìitical thought has been lost only since the historical sciences have been permitted to

supplv the field of politics with their metho,ls and categories."S0 Arendt is seeking to reposit this losl

element in contemPorarY thought'

In attempting to do so, Arendt turns to another tradition of political thinking. In Greek thought

nrchc means both beginning and rule in ihe manner of Heidegger's discussion in hj-c lectures

,,phänomenologische intupretntionen at Aristoi¿les" tn792L-22.51 This is still relevant, as Arendt stresses

in her article "Understanding and Politics", and can be seen in the contemporary era in the tJror'rght of

ìrlachiavelli. Machiar'elli signifies the revivaì of this tradition of thinklng beginning' But it is a

tradition that does not necessarily relum to the Greeks at this point as its beginning but rather the

Romaru.52 Machiavelli argues that the act of for-rndation, or the "conscious beginning of something

r; -\rendt, 
,,unclt,rst.rnding and politics (The DifficLr.l,;c of unclerstand ng)" , Arendt: Esssas in L[ndcrstnnding, i930-] i-;1, Jercx"e

Kohn (ed ), (New york, HarcotLrt Brace Jovanovich, 1:9-l ), pp. )07 -327. OriginaIIy published ln Partisnn Reaiezu, Vol l0, Issue 1'

r-ltrìr'-Arrgtrs t 1953), pp. 37 7 -9?
r,ì ,,Understancling ancl politics", p. 319. As Arendt sa', =. 

"histon rvithout events becomes the dead monotony of san"eness'

tnfolded in time-Lttcretns's cncltm sunt omnia -t¿nll'¡-:rlt1 , F' 320'

reri,rri.,pp 319-20.ArendtL.srrggestûrgalinr..rrconce:rofhistorvth.rtisbrokenintobegirLningsandcndsratherth'anone
rvhich h.rs neither and thereiore"io 

"r'"-.,tr, 
or.r cvclica. c.ne. This-rLn.lerstanding means thal Arcndt can argue for a l'<'nt-l oI

reconcil.iation bctw,een the .\thr.nian and the [ lcbr.ric . ]ncePts of time.

r{ ri'iri , ¡. 321.

Klostermann, 1985), PP. 13-17.
;r Lleidc.gger focuse.i on rr.hich Grec'k thinker inlrodu.etl this notion. FIe argues that Anaxim'rnde r rvas the person r:corded in

the litera ttLre who is resporsible. See "On the Being and Conception of Physis in Aristotle's Physics B' 1 "' trans Thomas
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new,,, requires violence.s3 The Romans reflect this understanding in their political understanding'

These reflections lead Arendt to the Roman Augustine. His notion is that man was the beginning, a

reflection of the Roman und,erstanding of foundation in Remus and Romulus. She says that "[i]f the

creabion of man coincides with the creation of a beginning in the universe then the birth of

individual men, being new beginnings, re-affirms the original character of man in such a way that

origin can never become entirely a history of the past, the very fact that the memorable continuity of

these beginnings in the sequence of generations guarantees a history which can never end because it is

the history of beings whose essence is beginnings"'a

In t¡is assertion Arendt encapsulates the dynamics of the temporal dimension she is seeking to

explore. The past is the past and yet it can never remain simply the past' As an origin it remains a

possibiliby, therefore both historical and futural. Memory provides this link with its 'memorable

conlinr.rity' maintained by generations. It can never end because it is always starting afresh'

Nonetheless this leads to the question, what is the original character of man that Arendt is referring to

in this extract? Arendt alludes to this particular line of thinking whgn she notes the importance of

beginning, but this time in terms of origin and therefore the soulce; '" a being whose essence is

beginrring may have enottgh of nn origin zuithin himself to tmderstnnd without preconceiaed categories and to

frr¿ge rvithout the set of customary rules which is morality."5s This vague conception is partly the

purpose for Arendt's exploration of action and then the mind. This link behveen Arendt's first piece of

extended analysis of philosophy is closely linked to her final contribution. In the last sentence of

,,therefore Willing" Arendt talks of an impasse rvhich "cannot be opened or solved except by *

appeal to another mental faculty, no less mysteriotrs than the faculqv of beginning, the faculty of

Judgment, which at least may tell us what is involved in our pleasures and displeasures."56 In this

Arendt is indicating hvo things; firstly, that the pathrvav of thought has an 'impasse' and, secondly,

that she associates the faculty of judgement with the faculty of beginning when conceiving the hvo'

Sheehan, Mnn nntl World, e

Nerr' Edition of ' Wegma rk

Arendt depencled upon o Ou,
rÏithin his German work,
G. Rosenmeyer asThe Discot'ery of the Mind, (Cambridge, Mass 1953)

partll becattse of his thought bnt .rlso because of his cottrage'

eìn t¡adition is indicati" e of Arendt's particular rvay of reading

in .rn er.r of crisis. This G separate from the content of his

r the role of Machiavelli in Arcndt's thought becaltse she rr'as a

rr'erecl bv examining her alte'rnatile readings of conscience antì

"The Baìr.rLity of Virtue: ret-lections ou Flan¡ah Arcndt's
n !ì;¿ Fttitlt tntl Tltotr.;ì"; ;i flanntth Arcnr'li, J'rmes lV Bernattcr'

{c(l r rB\-'ston, lvl¡rrtintrs rr-iihoff, 1987), p. 192.

il "Unrlcrst.rncling ancl Politics", p. 321

ti ii'r,1, Imr italics]
56 Thinking, p. 217.
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This suggests that in Arendt's thought the characteristics of judgement follow the characteristics of

begirming.5T

Arendt,s desire to sweep away the vestiges of the tradition in a Nietzschean manner is very

evident here. But she also indicates that she is conceivin g of a way of replacing the notion of morality

and therefore the vacuum left in its absence. The source and imitation in the guise of the umbrella

term, the beginning, form a part of this replacement yet there is another dimension that requires a

similar articulation in order to complete the investigation. ln an indication of what was to become the

final stage in Arendt's thinking, she introduces a concem for a faculty of understanding: "[i]f the

essence of all, and in particular of political, action is to make a new beginning, then understanding

becomes the other side of action, namely, that form of cognition, distinct from many others, by which

acting men . . . even¡ually can come to terms with what irrevocably happened and be reconciled with

what unavoidably exists."58 Arendt finishes this ret-lection with a summarv- statement of "As such,

understanding is a strange enterprise."

Indicating the evolving dynamics of her own conception of the mind, she says that "[p]reliminary

understanding, which is the basis for all knowledge, and true understanding which transcends it,

have this in common: They make knowledge meaningful."sg Her earlv reading of phronesis is her

reference point for this statement. Especiallv when she states that there is a possibility that this process

of reaching a state of 'comprehension' may onlv simply confirm rvhat the initial offering of

understanding proposed and it is this initial understanding that is alwal's engaged in action'60 Arendt

is sar-ing that there is a kind of intuition' at work i¡ action - such as a rejection of totalitariani-cm - and

this is beginning to reflect her return to Kant and a consideration of his conception of the mind and its

processes. yet the imperative in her thinking which is evident in this essa\- on her 'strange enterprise'

can be devolved back io her dissertation and its intimate discussion of the individual-in-the-rvorid

that it contains. The diificulty with Arendt's discussion rvithout an attempt to fill in this lacuna is the

ambiguorrs notion of origin expected to reside in an individual and hon' does this affect capacity to

judge rvithout traditional morality? For Arendt these moments of crisis, t'here man's capacitr- to judge

rvithout the aicl of tradition is challenged, seem to have another eternal reference point. This reierence

¡; \'c.ru,g-Br'ehl, whc.n reflecting on the thought of K.-rrl laspers, savs that''[f]reedom is the be lpha and

o..,"*., ä[ e.xistcntial elucidation] Be twecn thcl nol r et ,rn.1 the no longer of tht' thottgh-motion s ireedom-

rer t¡ir.tl to Existenz in its olr-n action, the paradorical prcsence ..f .'lcûritY in existerrtial tr¡',e. ' 'nJ" Frtc"'onL

¡ttri ivi': ILrsl,crç's Pltiloso¡'hr,, ¡\erv I laven, Yalc Unir crsitr Prc'ss' 19S1t' ¡' 1S

il ''Underst.rneling anc'l Politics", pp 321-2
t9 ii'r,: , p. 311
æ ibrri, pp 310-1.
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point is the focus of Arendt's search for the lost treasure and its location can be determined by a'

examinalion of the notion of the present at work in her work'
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Freedom, Action, ønd Augnstine in The Human Condition

The fundamental imperative behind Arendt's work is the concept of freedom. This idea or

understanding is probably the destination of most of the political and philosophical thinkers of the

Westem tradition. Each, however, conceives it in substantially different forms, shapes and sizes' In

her essay "\,Vhat is Freedom?" Arendt asserts that the question of freedom is only a question for the

political and not the philosophical. She even says that the involvement of the philosophical "h¿rs

distorted, instead of clarifying, tine very idea of freedom . . .."67 Arendt was no different and

constructed her understanding of freedom in the shadow of this tradition. Her reaction was to the

tradition of liberum arbitrium of the philosopher.62 At the end of her essay Arendt describes her nolion

in a comparison of her understanding and tradition; ". .. the philosophic shift from action to the

Iiberttm nrbitrium, the ideal of freedom ceased to be virtuosity . . . and became sovereigntv, the ideal of

a free will, independent from others and eventually prevailing against them."63 This 'freedom of

choice' in Arendt's eyes is a very narrorv conception of freedom, a¡d embraces onlv a deliberatir-e

concept of freedom. This Stoic conception retains the individual's place in a deterministic universe;

the answer being to accept your place and enjoy freedom only in the mind.

In distinction to this, Arendt introduces a concept of freedom that focuses on Man's capacily to

make beginnings. Again the role of the individual in a deterministic universe provides the context of

freeciom.64 Bul this time it is the individual's capacity to produce something nerv into this world,

something without a cause other than lfan's being and precipitated by that individual's birth'ó5

Arendt refutes the philosophical freedom, or the ìnner freedom, "the inward space into rvhich men

may escape from external coercion anð. f¿el free." This space, Arendt points out, is not the heart or the

mind because they are always in "interrelation-chip rvith the rvorld", rather a sPace of absolute

61 To complete the sentence; " . . . st¡ch as it is gir-en in human experience bv karsposing it from its original field, the realm of

politics and human affairs in general, to an inwa¡d domain, the rçill, l'here it rr'ould be open to self-inspeciio¡ " Bt:,t'cen P¡::

nntl Future, p.145.
62 ,,lyVe cleal here not with the libcrum nrbitriu¡,n, a ireedom of choice that arbitrates and decides behveen hr'o given things, one

good .rncl one evil, and *,hose choice is predetermined by motive which has onl', to be argues to start its operation " ibi'ì ' p

151
6i il,itl ,p 163.
a In,,what is Freectom?,' -lrendt opens her essaç bç discussing the contracìiction betrveen consciousness and conscience: that "

. lell[s] qs t-Ìratlve.rrc free ancl hence responsible,.rnd our evenclav experit'nce rn the or-rter world, in rr-hich rr'e orient

otrrselves according to the principle of catrsalih " :bul , p 1'13

ed on scir'rtce anC ;cientific research This .rspecl oi her rcse.¡r¡h

ancling of tht' ar':'-tments bet*'ecn phiLosophv .rnrl s¡ience. Ft':

.'l'1.' \¡f tir ur!'1 :¿'.-.¿ Sll/irrng i¡t tl¿r t\'¿!! I I9rir in T|'.: ':linnnt:.

"\Vh.rt is Freedc ml" n'ht'n Arcndt u.st's -\lar Pl.rrrck's

her discussion r' hich lvere "rvritten from the shrnCpoint of ihe

scientist", p.144, n. 1,pP.29J-5.
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freedom.66 Arendt explains that this search inwards for the realm of freedom is due to the desire to

obtain the guarantee of domination over the intemal in distinction to the unlnown of the extemal.6T

She rejects this approach because it is determined by the philosopher's way rather than as a response

to the context of the individual. More importantly in doing so she indicates her true focus for freedom,

,the heart or the mind' - fwo options that reveal the Augustinian source of her concephralisation.

Therefore while Arendt is defining her understanding of freedom she is also defining her

understanding of how the mind stands in her referential framework. How TIr Life of the Mlnd becomes

the ,second volume of The Humøn Condition' is made clearer through this dislinction. Arendt signifies

her expectation of the heart and mind and that her concems of uitn contemplatiaa are not necessarily

and simply the mind pu se,bulrather whose that are disentangled and isolated from the world.

Arendt argues that this beginning produces something that is then bevond the control of the

producer. With this in mind the traditional conception of freedom's association with sovereignby

becomes questionable. The freedom is merely the point at the beginning and action's unpredictability

means that its relation to sovereignty is untenable. In fact, in this view, freedom is related to non-

sovereignty. This description of action occlrrs in an intellectual environment that emphasised the

determinism of an individual's existence rn society.6E Arendt's argument is to emphasise the

individualily of each human being and their potential in each society. Freedom requires others ot "the

company of other men who were in the same state, and it needed a common public space to meet

them-a politically organised worid, i¡ other words, into rvhich each free man could insert himself by

word and deeð.."69 Freedom is therefore related to disclosure or the 'who' rather tha¡ 'what'. It finds

its description in action and not in terms of the capacity to choose and its place to be rightly in poliiics;

,'ft]he rnison d'être ofpolitics is freedom, and its field of experience is action'"7O The difference befween

these conceptions is er.idenl when the actual position of freedom in the existence of the individual is

highlighted. The freedom to choose is a result of an indir-idual's actions while the freedom to begin is

at the very start of an action. Arendt regards freedom a-s much more fttndamental than the rhetoric of

the philosophical tradition based onlibentm nrbitrittm'

6g¿lri¿¿n psstantlFutLrre,p.l-l6.Arendtascribesthisphenomenontol.rte.rntiquibvandthosetÌ'.i--kersrr'hohacinotrsefortlte
w'orld
67 Arenc-lt again clistingtrishes terms ancl this time it is behr'een freecìom.rnd Liberation. Libe'ration is defined as the rtmoval of

constraints, an er t'nt precetling frcedom.
ff The rle.scriptior.r of action lnTha Htnnn Co¡ttlittcn is chosen to conver this impression to thc rc¿ii,r'r.rnrl is thcrcfore.rggressive

in ils fc,rceftri portravaI shoulci not be lmtler estim.rle'd rr hen er.rluating her conception oI frceclc::-'

6eB.,i¡..¿:,1 ptlsttutLli,,t,rre,p t-ls.Makingthesamepoirrtürheressar"'L.rbor,lVork,Action"Are:-¿ic.rll-'tht''politicallv
organised r'orlcl, the ,l.rrrm.rn rvorlcl'. Thã essav is pìrblished ín,].nor .\":intlL: Etplorntions ín tha F;::t,tn,; ThorLght oJ Hnnnnh

Arendt, Jame's W. Bernatter, (ed.) (Boston, ìvfartinr-rs \ijhoff, 19S7), p' 39

7o Bet¡t'e¿n Past tnd Frrlure, "lVhat is Freedom?", p. 1{6.
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(Ð Reading The Humøn Condition: ln the Political World

Lr the introduction to the first volume of The Life of the Mind Arendt talks about the tradition of uita

nctianbeingdefined in terms of aita contemplntiaø.7l Consequently, aita ítctiua is seen as'laborious' (to

use her adjective), and is spurned for the truth seeking of contemplation. The result is that all

activities, "whether you laboured and tilled the soil, or worked and produced use-objects, or acted

together with others in certain enterprises" are merely activities and are not 'passivities' or

contemplation.T2 Subsequently, they are not regarded as relevant by the tradition that defines it.

Arendt felt that this matter could be viewed differently, an understanding she felt she alluded to in

her study of Vítn Actii:n, or The Humsn Condition with a quote from Cato; "man is never more active

when he does nothing, never is he less alone when he is by himself."73 In Arendt's eyes, the result of

this unchallenged, almost dogmatic, perception carried through the history of westem thought was

that only contemplation could arrive at truth. Those not involved in the endeavour of contemplation

were then regarded as ignorant, uninformed a¡d irrelevant. Moreover, politics became part of the

ordinarv world together with other realms of activity; activities that were dependent on the search for

answers, or truth, that occurred in the realm of conlemplation. But this denied the particr'rlar ancl

distinctive nature of politics, a nature that also can make it impenetrable to rational, philosophical

inspection. The result of this inspection by philosophy into the indeterminable world of politics is a

mistmderstanding of what occlrrs within its boundaries, and consequently a disposition to

rednctionism and simplification that confused the understanding of the subject matter.

From this perspective, and its subsequent aclvocation of freedom and action as imperatives, Arendt

utilises lhe other concepts that she introduces tnThe Httmnn Condition such as pluralilv, nataliiy, and

the space of appearance. These concepts function as beacons or ontological signposts from rvhich the

problems of freedom can be discerned and confronted through' Their purPose is to display the

meaning of Arendt's understand tng against the lraclitional conceptions. But where does Arendt derive

her unclerstanding that is against this tradilion. what are her sources of understanding? Observing

her cler.elopment of the concepts used to define her discussion of freedom and action there is a subtle

consistency at work. The first is ph-rralitv which Arenclt, in the opening of The Humnn Corl¡'i¡iorr, staies

as being fftc condition of 'all political life'. Arendt wishes to state that the individnal in societv is .r

partictrlar ancl uniqtre entity and should be treatecl as sttch when "men, not \lan" are ttlrder

'r Thinking, ¡r. 6.
;l rir,1., p¡r, 6-7. "colrtemplation is not an activitl but a passivitl", p' 6'

t3O.,,athe.,asArendtherselfstates,ascribedtoCatobvCicero ibirl',pp 7-E
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considerabion. But she goes on to say that "Pluralily is the condition of human action because we are

all the same, that is, human, in such a way that nobody is ever the same as anyone else lvho ever lived,

lives, or will live.,,74 Arendt wants to stress that while we are different we are still human and

therefore the same. While the strangeness of this statement is acknowledged - the fact that we are the

sarne as we are different - the purpose for now is to stress Arendt's treatment of the individual' She

wants to say that each man is different and should not be lreated as an entity vel the,v are all part of a

species being.

The second is the concept of natality, or 'beginninp'. Arendt looks to the Greek word archein

which she describes as meaning "to begin", or "lo lead" (and "to rule") as well as to set something

into motion. This principle of beginning is the same as the principle of freedom.Ts This beginning is

the reason for a person's uniqueness and if they are unique then thev must be able to be separated'

This dislinction is seen through action and speech although they not exactlv equal: "[i]f action as

beginning corresponds to the fact of birth, if it is the aclualisation of the human condition of natalirv,

then speech corresponds to the fact of distincfness and is the actualisation of the human condition of

pluraiitv, that is, of living as a distinct and unique being among eqr'rals." Speech is required to give

action its revelatory porver as well as its subject or agent. Withoul speech action would be worthless'

Both speech and action however are close because thev are both involved in the disclosure of 'who'

somebody is, rather than just the 'what'.76 Pluralitr. and natalitv have been used to get to the heart of

Arendt's project - the revelation of the unknorvn individual. The third aspect, 'the space of

appearance,, is now introduced although it has alreadv been discussed previouslv in a¡r earlier

section. But this time the relationship to pluralitr- and natalit,v becomes transparent' To complete the

description above and to reveal 'lvho' someone is requires a sPace and it is a space of appearance, or

the public realm. As -\rendt savs, "lt]his revelatorv quality oi speech and action comes to the fore

where people are with others and neither for nor again-st them-that is, in sheer huma¡ togetherness"

and further on, "action needs for its Érrll appearance the shining brightness !\'e once called glory, and

which is possible onh'in the public realm'"77

7t Thc Hr,,non Contlition,p. S -\s Heidegger savs, "Every being has a rsar'-of-being. The question is '';hether this $'ay-of-being

h.rs the s¡me character in er.ery-as ur,ü".,t o.rtologv believed and sttt'seqrtent periods haue basicallv had to maintain even

clown to the present--rcr rr h"ti". individual ruour-ãi-b"irrg are mutuallr distinct lVtr-ich are the basic rvar s of being? ls there a

m is the 'ariefy 
? Horv cÃ.te speak at .rll of a rnitarv concept of being despite the varieh oi

ìv ese queslions ted clespite the. rlariet','of rva-r's-of-berng? These questior* can be consolidated

in f thc possib le being a ncl the rLnih oi being'-s v.r rit'tv. " \ fa rtin Ileideg ger ' The Bnsic P roblcn:; ,ti

pt ro.ancltr¿.s. r,(Bloomingtc.n,Indi¡.naUnirersitvPrt.;,19E67,:er.t'ci,p231
rl ,,lviththr,cre.rtionoIman,theprincipLeoibeginningcameinlothe:'orltlit¡ell-,*hich,oIcolrrs¿-.isonì'..rnothcrrvavof

saying that thc pri¡1¡ip[e of ireedom rvas createtl lvhen man rr as cre.rted and nol before ' tíd., p l. .

t6 ibiL|., pp 178-9.
,, it nt., p lg0. The use of the descriptive'glory' causes manv of her commentators concem yet the',' fail to remember Arendt's
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These few pages of The Humnn Condition develop and describe the crux of Arendt's concelîs

during this period of her life. She wishes to reclaim the importance of the individual in an era

concemed about institutions. The meaning of this phase only become apParent when an attempt to

understand the methodology of Arendt's political thinking is made. Throughout this description of

Arendt's basic understanding she wishes to emphasise the true characteristics of politics - novelty,

freedom, and plurality. This involves freedom of the political actor and to make action a necessity, art

understanding that this actor is different from other actors. Without difference, dispute would not

occur: and without community, resolution would not occur either. Arendt is firm that polihcs is about

creation, initiation and natality that denies the destructive trap of cause and effect. This is why action

is central in the hierarchies of human activities and why Arendt reacts against the tradition of westem

thought. Its foundation in Platonic philosophy has severed the human from meaning by disregarding

human experience. The result was a Platonic philosophy that removed innovation, plurality,

membership and remembrance from the realm of political philosophy. The tradition is seen as

continuing this severance, though Arendt acknowledges notable exceptions to this inciination. Bnt as

Arendt points oul, this deification of contemplation in Platonic philosophy was in stark contrast to the

understanding of pre-philosophic thought. Homer's storytelling revered action as the most important

activitv of man, an activity that, in Arendt's view, founded the Greek polis; founded that is, rnpre-polis

experience.TS

InThe Htunnn Co¡dition, Arendt says consistently that action is symbolic in character and the rveb

of human relationships are maintained by communicative i¡teractions. Therefore, action entails

speech - langr.rage articulates the meaning of our actions and co-ordinates the pluraliir-of agents' Also

speech entails action because not only is speech a mode of action br-r[ action is hon' rçe check the

sincerilv of the speaker. Speech must equal action. This link between speech a¡d action is central to

Arenclt's conception oi power - the potential that occllrs when people act in concert, It is actuaiised

"onlv rvhere word and deed have not parted company, where words are not used to r-iolate a¡d

destrov but to esfablish relations and create new realities."79 V,lhat is the purpose oi the disclosing

po\\'er in speech and acLion? One of its central functions is the disclosure of the identttv oi the agent.

people reveal themse['es by distinguishing'who'thev are from'rvhat'they are; "[i]n acting anci

ctr.molo.gicaIriosignsôndLl(rtìotconsiclcrwhatitisth,rtrc¡lLvmL'.rnsb! thenseof tl'risterm.¡\lso.rtthce'n.ì¡iihi.scction

Arcnclt t¡tks ¡L¡out lhc mc.rning oI thc lnontrment to thc "Unknorvn Solc]ier" .rutl ho*' th¿ rvar rcbLrctl Pcr,'rle,'i ihcir htrnl.rn

dignitv - this is ¡n irnpcrrtant rcminc'lcr that Arc'ndt's conceptiou oi.ln i¡rdividtur[.rs cert.rin'traclition.rl' trai;s

73 ilsrtl , pp, 196-7
7e ibid.,p zoo
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human hands ever tell us about the master who produced it"'88 The historian has an important role to

play as

la]ction reveals itself fully only to the storyteller, that is, to the backward

glanceofthehistorian,whoindeedalwaysknowsbetterwhatitwasall
about than the participants. . . what the storyteller narrates must necessarily

be hidden from the acìor himself, at least as long as he is in the act or caught

in its consequences, because to him the meaninglessness of his act is not in

the story that follows. Even though stories,are the inevitable results of

actions, it is not the actor but the storyteller who perceives and "makes" the

storY.89

The weaving of narrative out of action is 'partly constitutive of their meaning' and allows an

evaluation of significance and import' This, in part, means action is very fragile and unstable' u¡like

products of work. Remembrance alone saves the actor from oblivion and futiliqv'90

so far though the atfention has been on the actor, but there is also the existence of the spectator;

consequently we have seen only one side of the story as narratives in hrrn need an mñience to hear

them.el What is this audience that is required to allow narratives to exist? Sheldon Wolin says,

"audience is a metaphor for the political commttnity whose nature is to be a communih of

remembrance".g3 Or, as Arendt explains using ancient Athens as an illustration' remembrance rvas

vital as,,men's life together in the form of thepolis seemed to assure that the most futile of human

activities, action and speech, and the least tangible and the most ephemeral of man-made "products"'

the dee,ls and stories *'hich are their outcome, would become imperishable'"91

Poljs as a metaphor aPpears frequently in Arendt's writings, and by this she seems to mean an

association "where a pr-rblic realm of action and speech was set up among a community oi iree ancl

equal citizens ."95 Buç more importantly,

[t]he organisation of the polis . .. is a kind of organised remembrance' It

assures îhe mortal actor that his passing existence and fleeting greatness rvill

neverlacktherealitythatcomesfrombeingseen,beingheard,and,
generallr-, appearing blfore an ar,rdience of fellow men, who otrtside the polis

.o.rta uit".à only the short duration of the performance and thereiore

needed Homer and "others of his craft" in order to be presented to those

who were not there'

33 Íü,,i, p 184
3e íl'i,i., p. 192.
s d'Ent¡éves Modernity,lrr:::ce nnd Community, p 10l'
eiii'¡,;'.¡ 102.
er Slreld..n Wolin, ,,LIannah -\re.d t ¡ ncl thc orcl inancc o f Time", Social Rcsanrch, Vot' 4'1, No 1, ( 1977)' p 9l See a I-'o \ \'t'Ltn '

"Conlract ancì Birthright", P)liticalTheory,Vol'14' ¡-o 2 (1986)'p'779'

ej Sheldo^ lVoli^, ,,FIa.n.-¡h.\rcnclt a^d thc Orelinancc of -l'ime", Social Rcs¿nrcit, Vol.'l-1, No. l,li9i7l, p :'l Sce '1ls'- 
I'\'¡iirì'

"Conl¡acl .rncì Birthright" , ?:titic¡t'I'hr:ory,Yol' 14' No 2 (1986)' p' 179'

et Th¿ i,u,rttn Condition, PP l!)7-98
ei cl,EntrÉr,cs, Mocle rtrity, Jtisiice nnd Community, p.703.
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Arendt was not suggesting a political structure, but, rather, suggesting a vital asPect to any political

association, the in-between world created out of the desert; "lllhepotis, properly speaking, is not the

city-state in its physical location; it is the organisation of the people as it arises out of acting and

speaking together, and its true space lies between people living together for this Purpose' no matter

where they happen to be." ln other words, the potis stands for space of appearance' "whenever men

are together in action and speech"96 and therefore a space of appearance protected by remembrance'

Nonetheless it is a space that is intangible and highly fragile. what Arendt is suggesting here is that

this space appears only during human action and human deeds, yet it is permanent as a potentinl

spacei a suggestion justified by Arendt by her observation that it can arise suddenly in historv

through revolufions'

(iÐ The SPace of APPearance: The In-befween out of the Desert of the lVorld

This assertion by Arendt appears to demand a political arena where actors can combat each other

as they seek victory in a verbal gladiatorial manner. But the reasoning tnThe Humnn Condition needs

to be read with the dissertation in mincl. Each crealure in this sPace comes from'not vel' (nonùnn) arr.d

Ieads towards 'no more' (inn mon). This first condition would design his search for his own being and

make the question abottt "before" a Process of seeking his own being based on these two aspects of Ns

existence.gT In other rvords, an individual comes from nothing or non-being and this is the 'fi¡ral

limit'. This final limit is important because at this place or point "the creature meets its proper berng

because it has been called into being."98 Before the creation there was therefore supreme Being and

absolute nothing; the supreme Being does not ha'e an origin and therefore the First Principle is part

of the creature,s relation to beginning and this is one of 'coming from'.99

In the space of appeafance the act of foundation becomes political' In the Christian conception'

reflected in Heidegger's reading, death undoes life as a political actor because permanence is sought

outside this earthly realm. The search for permanence in a natural world oi traruience requires a

roofeclness to combat its inherent fragility. This permanence is found by Arendt i¡ the certainh of

e6 Thc Human Condition, pp. 198-9.
e7 ,,No more, is aheacl and Ls c{eath a¡d bebween "not vet/' and "no more" is life itself Thottgh this is clependent on man seer'g

the rvorld as being crea man - s lhat it leacis lc

question or rhinrs rhat il:ii ioîî,liåi,:i:l:
things; abotrt'lvhence'
impäcations - one the 5 itY bu

98 Lcri'¿ ¡ll¿.1 St ,z1rr,çri-slinc, p 70
,r., \la^ is sccn as inbetr*oen bcing ancl no^-bcing and timL. L.econ'res the most important r'at'oi r 1e*'ing him in this positic:

Time is acttrally this periocl or sPacc ancl itr a-footnrrtc (106) Arenclt savs that this time called "tending nol lo bc" irom the

Corrli-.,;iorrs (XI. ll, 17) as an in.ììviciual goes frorn "not vet'l te' "no more " Arcnclt savs lhat "time is not onlv the idea ot

transience--time itself is transience'"
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birth not death.100 Therefore reburning is very important.lO1 The positive aspect of a human's life is

the past and seemingly onty its past, and memory is the onlv way of 'arresting tra¡sience' and

capburing the past. Arendt says that "[t]his is because in memory the past is not pure past (not just "no

longer being,'), but the past is "presented" as present"" and that "Death th¡ows the living back upon

their own source", in that, it threw them to before they existed and they began in the world'102 1¡it it

a particular "nol yet" , particular to an individual. Yet, this "not vet"-which Arendt tells us is the real

/'þsfs¡¿,'-is a time where all individual differences disappear - in death all individuals relum to the

sarne source - 'death is the great equaliser." ln death both "no more" and "not yet" occur as in death

an individual is thrown backwards into the "nol. yet." Arendt relies heavily on her interpretahion of

Augustine to deny the death-oriented philosophy of Martin Heidegger' As Arendt says this Process

indicates that the "not yet" is the most important aspect in an existence which is oriented towards

death and that in this death the "not yet" is important; "[rv]e exist onlv insofar as we relate directly to

the ,,before,, and "not yet" of our existencg."103 1¡it is a displar of Arendt's temporal understanding

at work in her criticism of Heidegger. The ftlture is not rejected or ignored. In fact it becomes involved

in the past and emerges out of it.

Man can look to the world in order to create that n'hr-ich is permanent. Augustine provides a

,,rwofold,, theory of the world that provides a possible clue to rvhere the conclusion of the search for

etemity might be found. God is the Creator of the world rvhile man merely inhabits the rvorld made

by God. yet man who is part of this world is also active i¡ this n'orld and therefore has the capacity to

make a world for himself; as Arendt puts it "the world is a place rvhere things happen " God has

made the world, but man also, through his capacity to *'ill, can also make a world. This capacity of

the will can create the second world in Augustine's understanding. There "the rvorld is therefore

partly constitutecl bv man who inhabits the world" a¡d he can make his own environment. This

particular world is created by love because it is constihrted "bv habitation and love (diligtre)'" This

ot

mtlst

'referringback'.Arendtsavsthat"[d]eathistheutmostremol-allorm(its
being toãeath if life has mor ed away from the sotuce of its being " Loi

lor1i¡.,Proccssthoughisnota'given'inanysense lnArendt'seles't ion'anescapefrom

thecleathof lifcclirection Denth"isgooclasiiallorr'saninitiationófqtr n'rl'obetlestrttctive'

Thcse Arendt wants to escap... The"path of this esc.rpe is lo realisc' that from Li"'o,ghts of

clcath and allows onc to n-r"et th" Cicator or Being. Ìhrough this clttestic.ning, the r ierv oI the "not vet" or the sott:ce is sectr

fro'r the position.I cleath. The restrlt is that this sc.u¡ce is not ;t neg.rtir r', bttt ralher Lrositir e, as it is tho Ab'oltLle 3eng'

I Iowever, cleath trolv l¡ecomes an'absolrrte nothingness"
toz Loae nnrl St. Augustitt,: , p 73.
toi ¡bid.
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love is the Augustinian influenced love and brings a world into being, not just through the creation of

the world by God - as in the ultimate beginning - but through making the world and man's part in this

endeavour; 
,,[w]hat happens by the will is guided by the love of the world (ditectio mtmdÐ."704 Arendt

continues and says that "¡]ove of the world, which makes it "worldly," rests on being "of the world"

(De mundo)', and yet man being in the world does not necessarily mean he is worldly. Arendt says that

,,man has the chance of not wanting to be at home in the world and thus keeping himself constantlv in

a position to refer back to the Creator. . .." and "[oìnly by making himself at home in the world does

man establish the world as such." In other words, Man must find the world and then make it; "marì.'s

dependence as a creafure on "finding" in his "making" exPresses the particular strangeness in which

the world as a "desert" (eremtts) pre-exists ¡ot **'-105

Reflecting her later dismissal of work and labour tn The Human Condition, at the time of the

dissertation Arendt perceives a problem as man does not have the same privileged relatiorship to his

man-made world. After this material worìd has been constructed, man confronts it continually as an

outsider - it maintains its existence even rvhen the maker (man) withdraws from it. He therefore has

no polver over it. And because man has no power over il, and can detach himself from his prodr'rct

when this occurs/ he returns to the 'strangeness' of the world.106 After man has created his own

environment this environment rehurns to being part of God's creation because the material was part of

the dir-ine fabric \fnbrica Dei) and, therefore not under his power. Therefore the solution is for man to

find a rvay of creating a world that exists "independently of pure createdness" and therefore as part of

God,s creation and possession. This reading by Arendt emerges inThe Human Condition as the space

of appearance in the political arena. But Arendt's original development of this idea continues and

leads into a consideration of the mind. This location has profound implications for the interpretation

Arendt was seeking in this phase of her thought. She continues suggesting that lacking use of the

material also provided for him in this n'orld, there can only be one other possibilitv. Again the rvill

tM ibid ' pp 65-6' 
ussion of Augustine's thought can only be u¡derstood through

of interpreting Augustine's though come to the fore here'

ed in rrvo different wavs and these lwo are not compatible -

one of everlastingness. And it L< therefore onìv the'sempitemal

answer and is dependent on the creation of even'thing and its

inherent,un-endrLrabiÌity'- Attgustine is also aclhering to the Christian understanding of the dfference behveen turiverse and

.çr.orlr-1. r,.here world stands for ih..t which is constihrtãd by men. ibid-, p.55. This is ver\' obvious ;r'here Arendt gets her

unclerst.rncting of what the rvorlcl is - in-befween. From this I should bå .rble to rvork out Lhe signiticance for.Àrendt is actualh'

s.rr.ing rr.hen she says that it is'in-belween'. So one on side of these sotuces, i¡ the Greek rr'orld, man is part oi a totalii,v- and its

stftrctrue. on the other side, in the Christian worlcl, man starts to see a point for him outsicle the rçorld and to reflect back on

this ¡.ossiLritity. Arenrlt having rcalisecl this tt'nsion in Augrrstine's thotght no\\'st.1tcs r'hat she js attempting to do *'ith this

cha rac leris.r tion.
106 ThÈ is trrre even if man , makes' the rvorld aro und a eiesign tha t is of a pa rtictila r adr a ntage to iumself Anr proclrrc t.lha I

man prc.tluces and releases on completion into the l'orld, he then sees it as part of the rvo¡ld and il therefore confronts him as

part of that world.
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(Ð The Humnn Condition and Trust: Power, Force and Strength

Arendt, tn The Human Condition, when discussing the Periclean formulations of power notes its

short-lived rule. The idea of 'frust in power' seemed to come and go, even before political philosophy

had been bom. The Platonic and Ch¡istian perspective that is now so strong on corunon perception is

that simply 'power corrupts'. The pfuase by Lord Acton that "absolute power corrupts absolutely' is

seen by many in societv as the ultimate expression of the end goal of politics and organisations in

general. Pericles, though, still thought that both did not comrpt and that a great person could remain

great in their intent whilst at the same time holding power. Dynamis is the word used by Pericles to

describe the result of acting and greatness on the generaÌ population.llO Consequently, the

transmission of this Dynnmis rvas tfuough speech - the dividing factor behveen animals and the

human kingdom. This ¡etained a dignify in politics that rvas, in Arendt's eyes, in need of recoverr-.

But, in answer to the criticism that action is merely measured in the context of action and no criteria

for appraising it are offered br- Arendt, the context of her erposition of Periclean action has to be read

closelv.

Arendt's analysis of action in the chapter of the sanìe name exami¡es this Periclean, or Athenian

notion under the heading "Power and the Space of Appearance.'111 ¡l this section, Arendt

concepFualises her idea that the basis for any public reaLm rvill always be the 'space of appearance'

that comes into being'w'herever men are together'.l12 This space is entirely dependent on the actualih

of this togetherness and its temporality is dependent on this factor alone.li3 y4'r.i1" the space is

dependent on togethemess, the po\ver that derives from this occurrence is de¡endent on action and

speech, or 'where word and deed have nof parted compan\-, rvhere words are not empty and deeds

are not brutal'. This sub-clause, often over-looked, is the vital element in looking for the crileria or

criterion of Arendt's conception of action. If they are then Arendt thinks thai lhey will be used to

violate and destroy not to 'establish relations and create nerv realities'. Th.e power that Arendt

describes, the fragile power of union, is the power that'r'italises and actualises her public realm, and

creates 'potentialities'. This is the porver of past possibilities, or rather power as past possibilities,

Arendl sees this is summarised in the Greek lvord, dvnnnt!; (and Latin potentin. and German,lvlachtl,

and is created afresh each time its potential is realised, trnlike, as Arendt sa,,'s, force or strength;

llo ri'rt/., ¡. 195
ItI tbr,l , p¡. 199-207.
lrr i,ir,/, p 199.
l13 As Arendt stresses, there is always ¡hi-s'potentialih,'not necess.rrily its automãtic activation.
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"[w]hile strength is the nabural qualily of an individual seen in isolahion, power springs up between

men when they act together and vanishes the moment they disperse". Strength and power are very

different things for Arendt, illustrated in the way she understands non-violent resistance, or, for her,

the 'ironic' description of 'passive resistance'.114 This is an example of power overcoming strength.

The only limitation of this power is its demand that people live together, though Arendt says that

/Power is boundless', acknowledgrng in its potential needs togethemess to actualise.

Arendt seems to see the division of power into differing sections in society to be the a way of

generating more Power, through checks and balances as long as the 'interplay' is not checkmated by

the resolution of one section that they are right. This ability to generate more power through division

would be dangerous, as the achievement of 'omnipotence' would become a distinct possibility. But,

Arendt says, Power depends upon the tragite existence of human togethemess. While the Arendtian

attributes of strength could allow this omnipotence to occur power has this existential limilation.

Force is the third topic for Arendt in the context of this di-ccussion. Force is seen as a possible

replacement for power, a replacement that sfrength was not. lVith force, an individual can coerce the

multitnde through the control of the mea¡s of violence. In this siluation, Arendt believes that though

force can replace po\ver, it cannot subsFih-rle for it. The result of a society run by force and its

inevitable downfall, is its impotence. The lack of public sphere resuiting from the successful use of

force then becomes its destruction as creativity is stifled. But violence can destroy power quicker than

it can destroy strength and strenglh's resista¡ce to violence comes from the heroic or the Stoic acLion,

thus the individual's identity is maintained. This resistance though is itself weak in the face of the mob

mentalily. Here, strength is replaced by'the combined force oi the many', Arendt does believe thal

there a¡e advantages to this, however, she rvarns against this rvhen the public realm is also destrot-ecl

through this acting together. The conclusion is that power is the vital force that maintains the public

realm and protects the space of appearances. This is a positive atlilude to power and its effect in

society. The space of appearances is essenfial to human existence as vtell as being dependent upon it.

This interdependence produces meaning in the human rvorld as it becomes the site fo¡ evaluation.

This space of appearance is maintained t'r po\ver and allorvs natalitv or ne\!' beginnings to emerge,

and be considered.ll5

rrr All refe rcnces from ibid., pp 200-7
ttt útitl., pp.202-4.
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(ii) Homo Temporalis: Trust, promise-Making and Forgiveness

\that is also at work in The Human Condition is Arendt's understanding of time; an understanding

that becomes very significant for interpreting Arendt's work. Arendt explores the absence apparent in

Heidegger's thought by using Jaspers' concept of 'existential time'. This concept of time, separate but

not exclusive to Kant's intuitive and therefore objective time, is behween this concept of time and, nuns

sfnn-s' lþ15 understanding was developed under Martin Heidegger, whose inspiration came from

Augustine's thought' Its influence reveals itself in her discussion of eternity and immortality, but also

in the caveat she places on acbion at the end the chapter on the subject: "Irreversibility and the power

To Forgive" and "lJnpredictability and the Power of Promise."116 Arendt acknowledges humanity,s

perpetual dictatorship to the discipline of time, but argues that promise-making and forgiveness in the

web of relatiorships can confound the sense of hopelessness that comes from this state. In this manner

she adheres to the thought of Nietzsche who had already considered this dimension to human life.

Nietz-'che describes his individual as one who can make promises, and in keeping these promises

posses-i lhe 'memorl' of the rvill'. This appears to be contractarian, even nearing the guise of

Rortssealt's Social Contr¿ç¡.777 But the imperative behind this descriplion of man is temporal rather

than political. Consequently, Arendt invokes this Nietzschean concept for this purpose. When an

indii-idual makes a promise they intend to keep it at some future point in time. people make promises,

generalh-' with the undersfanding that they will not forget that promise. When people clo forget it is

nol something that happens to them rather something they clo. The point Nietzsche seeks to make here

is that rememberingísnot forgetting, or the retenfion of the intent to do somethingpromised. This is

the 'memorv of the will'.118 This, holvever, is not the temporal nature that Arendt is wishing to retain.

The next step in Nietzsche's use of promising is where this dimension becomes very importani. This

i¡r-olves the idea that an individuai rvill make a promi-<e rviLh the intent to fulfil it later and in doing

so a-çseris that they will be the same person and therefore obliged to keep the promise. An individual

making a promise states that the'¡ are the same person, or continuant rn time. They establish an

idenhtY rn time. An extension of this, in Nietzsche's thinking, is that this capacitv s'bverts natLrre, as

the in,jir it-lttal mttst become ordered and regular. This is achieved bv inflicting pain on those rvho

116¡r:.: :: ljó-21/ Thcscstrb':itlcsrere¡llhcsenscof paracloxorcon::,:lictionth.rtArencll,,r.asft.c.tly.rrr.arcoiinhc.r
n ritio.:;
rr; -{rù.,t C. Danto, Ni¿lzscir¿ ,¡; Philosoltlwr: ,An Origintl sludy, (Ne*.\ ¡rk, ñlacmil.la n,796j1, p 39
rr8 Nietz-.che, Genealogy oJ Mora!;, Vol. Il, p. 1.
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7. Betzueen Pøst and Future: A Kairologicø I Reailing

Arendt's tum to the political, and away from her primary philosophical concems of her shrdy in

the 1920s, has her seek meaning first in the pre-polis experíence reflected in Homer's storytelling (The

Htmnn Condition) and then in the foundational experiences of the Romars (Betueen Pnst nnd Fúure).

As she picks through the tradition of thoughl the bwentieth century inherited, she finds manv

illuminative occasion-q that echo the experiences of the Romans, though now as revolutions and not as

Rornulu-s and Remus.l In Arendt's discussion of immortalrty inThe Humnn Condition she introduced

several new avenues oi inquiry such as speech and deed, remembrance, and storytelling.2 Although

referring to the Roma¡ concepts of authority, tradition religion, and law amongst others in Betueen

Past n¡d Frúure, the implications are far broader when she says that they cannot be understood

rvithout being centred on the idea of foundation.3 In essence, all of these Roman concepts that are

evident in Arendt's later thinking find their genesis and framework in the thought of St. Auglrstine

and her understanding of the primitive Cfuistian experience.4 One of the major points of interest

f¡om these essays and lectures is whether or not Arendt was trying to invent a decidedly Roman

respon-qe through the Roman mind of Augustine and Cicero. The most significant aspect of Cicero

that mai¡tained Arendt's attention is his introduction of a particular vocabulary into the westem

iradifion.5 Cicero's brilliance, Arendt suggests, was his ability to capture the experience of the

I It is inie:esting to note thar n tlne openìng of On R¿t'oittlio¡t-. Arendt first notes the experiences of .\thens and thcn Rome

trnderth¿,iremeof a justrra: Seepp 72-3.RomultrsanLlRenì[tstogetherlviththcfoundationof Romearediscttssedonpp 20,

28,.rntl l-o-10 Romulns sepa;ately'on p. 123.
2 Seo f;r. i,nutn Contlition, ç: IS-27,55-6, and 314-6 amongst othcrs.
I O'r R¿ ,..,::-trt, ¡t 207.
IClnh c:.-.neocc¡sioncìoes.:.renc'ltinclicate thercl.rlionshi¡rbehvcenthesetrvocrasoithor-rghlrrhenshclinksthethotrghtt.i
Cictrcr ¡¡ Si Patrl in On R¿t'-'.:.::cn, p 230.
i I ha, e.,:.ed the translation.,-.f P.rtrl ìvlacKcnclrick, fh¿ Phíloso¡thictl Booksof Cicero, (London, Dttckl'orth, 1989) and I have.-¡lso

follos'ed .\renclt's selection-. irom L¿ol¡ Clsssical Librarv.
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empire, or the political in terms of its meaning.6 His experience of the political resulted in an

admiration for the powers of persuasion, the role of glorin, and the role of lhe Mniores (the Roman

Founding fathers).7 All are reflected in Arendt's conceplion of the contemporary and the political.s

What occurs through Arendt's reflections on Cicero's example is that she generates a new conception

of immortality as timelessness for the individual through the communify. The direction of Arendt's

discussions in her course lectures such as 'Philosophy and Politics', as well as her work in Between

Pnst and Future, all indicate the need to retum to her own intellectual genesis in order to fully

comprehend the concepfual foundations she was taking for granted throughout this published

material. This provides Arendt with the understanding for her own trinity'

In a lecture on political thought given in Chicago in 1963 Arendt, as part of her introduction, said

"[o]nly at the end of the course, probably during the last session, shall we ask the pertinent question

about this activity itself - in other words, the question where we are localised in time and space, what

our relation to the world and to time (past & future) mav be when we find ourselves thinking. Or: To

rvhat extent is the activity of thinking a politically relevant aclivitv?"9 Significantly, in the margin of

her lecture notes there is a comment of '(Past & Future, Gup)'. This is Arendt's key to understanding

the intentions in her thinking. While the final phase of Arendt's thought reflected tn The Life of the

Mind provides some light on an appropriate interpretation of the passage above and the extra

notation, it is actuallv her dissertation which provides a potential reading. In this context, an

examination of the dissertation's conceptual framework is required with special sensitivity to her

reading of Christianirv.l0 In Betueen Past nnd Future, Arendt plrrsues a reading of the westem

tradition of political thinking, especially the Roman trinily of authority, lradition and religion, that

seeks to develop these elements in her thought bv evaluating some closely connected ideas:

for.rndation, immortalily, and authority. These three poli[ical ideas still reflect her temporal

framervork through the conjunction of past, present and luture respectively and it is by this pathrvay

of thinking that Arendt seeks to explore a foundation of authority i¡ her modern world.11

6 This is echoed in John Glucker's analysis of Cicero's insight into his Rornan mind See "Cicero's philosophical affiliations" in
Tht' Question of " Eclecticism" : Studies in Utter Greek Phitosophy, John ìvl Dllon and A A. Long, (eds ) (Berkelev, Universitv of
C.r lifornia Press, 1988), especia lly pp. 727-2.
' Bct¡wert Pnst md Future, pp 727-2.
i See ii'iri., especially pp.779-20 pnssim.
e Lil¡ra1,of Congress papers, Lecttrres, "lntroduction into Politics", Chicago, (Fall 1963), (023796) [F{crcafter referrcd to as

" [ntrt¡d uction into Politics" j
:D Althotrgh largely rrnspoken in her published rvorks, the temporaldimension ol pasL possibilitv anc-l the translation of love to

trrrst arL'still apparcnt irr hcr rtasoning throu¡;h this pr.riocl of ht'r thinktrg Thcr do not r:xfrlicitlv cnlcrge Lrnlil she rcttlrlls lLì

thr'qtreslicrn of oitfl totttL'ntlj l¡fii'n in thc final phasc'oI her thotrght train.
:l It is ùr'lVilling' th.rt Arenclt provic{es an insight into ht.r orvn ontolc,gic.rl r'rndr'rpinning of her philosophr of politics-

Rcturning to Augustine and the concept of natalitl' she obsen'es the abilily of the OccidentaI tradition to clor-rd this concept bv

returning to the olcler to stop the recognition of thc nerv. This continual denial bv especially the tradition of political theory,
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Also from this introductory quote it is clear that Arendt holds the notion that the mind or the self

was closely cornected to the question of the community.l2 This is caphrred in her phrase the

individual-in-the-world as a description of her concerns. This self in a communiby is framed by their

condition as homo temporalis and as such led Arendt to say in her dissertation that "[w]hile the world

exists, so does the past".13 Her reference for this r.rnderstanding of the individual was Augustine's

concept of memory when he savs that "[t]he triumph of memory is that in presenting the past and

thus depriving it, in a sense, of its bygone quality, memory lransforms the past into a future

possibilily."l4 This is an expression of Arendt's reading of Augustine's memory as memory of the

present and not a platonic memory of the past.ls During this middle period of her thinking, however,

this must be both read and understood in terms of her conception of the political.l6 Subsequently, the

role of Augustine is as a Roman not as a Christian father, and more specifically, as part of the Roman

tradiiion of thinking transmitted through Cicero, ìvlachiavelli, de Tocqueville and Montesquieu.lT

The Roman mind that Arendt sarv in Augustine emerges, for example, when Arendt considers the

role oi habit and imitation in his thought. Arendt sees the significant aspects mirrored in the thought

of Cicero; an ltnacknowledged parlner in her analr-sis of Augustine'18

how.eve¡, can be usurpecl, in Arendt's eves, by one potential altemative. Whjle this is introduced as the potential ontological

underpirLrLing of a Virgilian philosoph','oi politics, it describes .{rendt's own perspective. This altemative, ancl therefore

Arenir's orvi particuìãr purpose, isprovided by Augr.rstine the Roman, not as a Ch¡istian, and "the only philosopher the

Roman-. el'er had".
12 As -{ugtstine says, "ought there then to be no bond (ainculum) of love among people? \fost assu¡edlv there otLght to be . . . "

f"Quià:::cr ipsos homines nlltmne es:¿ .¡,r:oris uinutlum debet? 1t...: t'¿ro itn debet. . .."]. See De Moribu; Ecclesise Catholicae,T 26.

48.
13 Lot¿ ,t'tr', St. Augtrstine, p. 107. When -å,rendt ttuns to temporalih'as important to the "stigma of alÌ created things", she

considers that it ii only men rvho through the capacity of con-.ciou-.ness can acknowledge this in their existence and ¡ealise that

God is eternal and they are not. Arendt savs that "[i]n these ca-s essence precedes existence: "For the essence (rntio) that is

establl.hed as a created thing antecedes in the word of God the cleafu¡e that is established." Arendt quoting Augustine, Loz;e

and St. .\ugustine, p.54.
rJ In¡'e ttrrl St. Atrgustine, p.48.
15 This reading of Augustine's theon of knorvledge is controsersial and one of the most prominent difficulties for Augustinian

scholarship. In fact the debate over ino tJ".ory in Augustine's thcrught rvas reignited in Germanr' ín 1921by the publìcation of

ìvfartin Gråbmann's rvork, Der göttlickt G,iLnd menschlicher Wnh.c¿:!:¿rkenntnis nnch Augttstinus una Thonws t'on Aquin, (MüLnster,

Aschenrlorff, 1924). There is noevidence to strggest Arendt s'as i¡-t-luenced by this publication, there is onlv a matter of

coincidence. It is also worthwhile to reiurn lo her description of Benjamin's and Fleidegger's task as "listening to the hadition

that does not give itself up to past but thinks of the present" for an in-itial understanding of this notion. "Walter Benjamin", p.

43. IHeidegger's words, Arendt's trarr.la tion]
16 The role of St. Paul's thought in Augustine also gave rise to -\¡endt's concerns regarcling the s'o¡ldlessness of his later

lnderstancìing. While Ch¡istianity founci a rvorthy companion in Plato's antiworldliness, is rvas the location where eterniby

resicled that influenced Arendt's work. -\¡endt sees Augrstine as disiding love into ttuee particular spheres - the love of God,

lo'e oi the self .rntj the love of the neiehbotu. The middte love, se.llllove, is considered to be at the root of all desi¡e, both cnriln-'

ancl .;,:':,iihl-", and is also divided into !''r'o
17 These thinkers are essential to her lectrues "The Historv of P".i-itical Thought" given ai Berkelev in 1955 In another lecttue

series, -\renrlt says, "[h]ence, French as ,.r'ell as Ame¡ica Rerolutic.n began to ransack the archives ci Roman antiquilv to find

ans\\'ers to clqesúons which hacl been lain dormant dtrring the cenhuies of Chrisiianity this is the reason lvhy ihe ancients.are

beürg st'.re1iecl rvith ncw interest. We nee,l their hetp " Libran' of Congress PaPers, "[ntrodtrction lo Politics", (Chicago Fall

1963r, p lb (023S01). [Flcre.rftcr refer¡ecl to.rs "lntroduction to P.'[tics"l
I8 These illrrstratìons, ho*,ever, are not elemenls that exist alone i¡ lhe thesis. They .rre related to an r-Lnderstancìing that

inr.crhesihr.fLrsiorrof tr.rrlilionsinAlrEr,rstine'sthotrght,there.ie¡irherçill(ordesire),anc'lmemrrr'.'[nthost'threcl<¡c.rtionsol
thor.rght, bt¡turcl trp in Arrgustine's thr,-Ì<ing, arc' thc themes of d:lc lhe Prcsctlt, ¡r.rst and ftttttrel and space (rvorldlincss and

.1ppeàr.lnce), rcturn.rncl seo.ch for a scLrrce,.rnd the significance i-'i irtrst and faith i¡ a commlnit', ¿s tvell .rs desire, the

neight'..trr, the mintl, icìcntity, conscience, frer'will, happiness, anrì eqtrality. While the origin.rl and cent¡al concern *'as the

topic oi Loye, c.ach of these eÍements mentioned become imporlant tcr the analysis thai Arendt Pursues in her polìtical thought.
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The influence of her dissertational reading leads her to examine the Roman Trinify in search of her

own dynamic relatiorship.lg Her use of Augustine in this context provides an indication of her

direction: "For the mainstay of [Augustine's] philosophy, Sedis nnimí est in memorin ("the seat of the

mind is in memory"), is precisely that concephral articulation of the specifically Roman experience

which the Romans themselves, overwhelmed as they were by Greek philosophy and concepts, never

achieved."20 It is Augustine's concept of the mind (or spirit or sef depending on the translation or

interpretation) that Arendt thinks she needs to develop in order to understand the questions

developed tnThe Humnn Conditíon and her search for the principle for action. In this context, the work

in Betuem Past and Future is a travelling point from the realm of aita actiaa To aita contanplatiaa inher

thought paths.21 With this new focus Arendt simply explores the other side of her distinction in the

anticipalion that she can rescue something from her tradition of thinking that could possibly point

the w-av towards a nelv start. As such, foundation and the source are the key words to her search

through the Roman experience as she expiores action in the world. It is in Arendt's lecture material

ihat her sense of foundation (and an associate notion of imitation) is examined, albeit indirectly. This

element of her thought is corurected to her search for authority in a modern world without

metaphvsical fallacies through an investigation of secular notions of immortality. It is important to

this search, also, that in the dissertation Arendt conceived the basic ontological condition of man as

imitalion and discusses this in terms of Adam as the founder of the earthly community.22 From this

position and by establishing the importance of principle in the everyday world she locates a nelv

authoritv.23

ie The role of memory in polìtics as urdergone a recorrsideration recently prefigured by Arendt's orvn discttssion See N J.

Rengger. Potiticnl Theory, ltl:'iernity ancl Postmodernifu, (Oxford, Blackwell, 1995), p- 752'
)g Bc¡¡r¿m Past and Future,p 726.
r: In her last lectu¡e of "Int¡oduction into Politics" (023U6), Arendt pLuposely defines thor'rght and contemplation in

distinction to cognition and logical process. She ends rvith Kafka's parable regarding time (023847)

r Some of these elements are detailed by Arendt as she examines the significance of the tradition of Greek philosophv and

their \eo-platonic form in relation to the thought of -\ugustine, a major Father of Ch¡istianify. The tradition had a significant

irr-tluence ån Augustine as he dìscove¡ed Christianih', converted ancl then sought to justify his faith. Peter Brown, Augttstine of

Hippo: A Biography, (London, Faber and Fabet,1967), chapter 11. The Neo-platonic thought of Plotinus was Augttstine's Plato,

hence Àuguitine'i rmderstanding of the Greek tradition of thought is conveyed throtrgh the works of Plotinw' The role of this

element in Arendt's tLndersiandìng becomes apparent rvhen her attacks on Plato are considered. Frequently, Arendt's

crilicisrrr< of both PIato and .\ristotle have been characterised as over zealotts. See Villa's discussion on Arendt's anti-

PIatonlçm, ArcndtnndHeiti¿::er,pp.82-3.Butthetenetsof PlatonicthoughtArendtwasattackingweremaniJestedovertlvin
Plotinttç' thoughts providin-< tJre imperative for Arendt's cli¡ection. Arendt then interpretecl back the characteristics she had

determinec-l to Plato.
lì Bo6ie Honig also trndc.rtakes this search for a nerr'-{rencìtian form of political.rttthority in moderniiy bv comparing her

reading of thc Ãmerican Cc,nstitution with Der¡ida's Honig, horvcver, ctoes not see the element of past possibilitt in Arendl's
thorrght See "Dc'cl.rratigns .f Inc-lcpc.ncìence: Arendl.rnrl Derritla on thc Proble'm of For-rnding a RcpubLic", Anrcritn¡t Politi,,tl

-i.:¿r;¡¿ lì.1,û,i¿,, Vot E5, No 1 rVlarch 1991), pp.97-113 Althotrgh not part of the present disctrssion, x'[rat is eqtralh signific.rnt

ior her l.¡i¿r work in Th¿ Lti¿ :i the Nlintl is that tfiis arrthority can only be cleterminecl by illumin.rlion ntrt through a process oi
recolleclion or disclosrrre. For this to happen the rninc'l mttst be in harmony tvith this world of the inbctwecn cre.rted by thc'

individua I orrt of the Augu-.tinian desert.
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(Ð The Mind in the Gap: Kofko't lmnrortnlity nnd a Source of Authority

The temporal understanding that pervades Arendt's thought is one of past possibility in the

timeless moment of decision and it is with this dynamic in mind that she hlrns to Franz Kafka. Hrs

example provides her with a precise illustration of her intention;

Only insofar as he thinks, and that is insofar as he is ageless-a "he" as

Kafka so rightly calls him, not a "somebody" --does man in the full
achrality of his concrete being live in the gap of time between past and
future. The gap, I suspect, is not a modem phenomenon, it is perhaps not
even a historical dahm but is coeval with the existence of man of earth. It
may well be the region of the spirit or, rather, the path paved by thinking,
this small track of non-time which the activitv of thought beats within the

time-space of mortal men and into which the hains of thought, of
remembrance and anlicipalion, save whater-er they touch from the ¡uin of
historical and biographical fime. This small non-time-space in the r-ery heart
of time, unlike the lçorld a¡d the culture into lvhich we are bori into, can

only be indicated, but cannot be inherited a¡d ha¡ded down frorr, the past;
each new generation, hdeed every new huma¡ being as he irueris himself
beþveen an infinite pa.t and infinite future, must discover and pioddingly
pave it anew.27

The answers that Arendt is lookrng ior in her 'experiemental' work in Bei-.':¿en Psst and Fuhre ís

illustrated expertly in her use of F¡a¡rz Kafka's quote. The space that the mind occupies is not spatial

but rather temporal, although it s a partícular type of temporalily - a tinelessness - that suits

Arendt's requirements. This nerv path sr.rggested by Katla is a response to th.e individual's place rn

time as an individual. For Arendt a-. she explains in a lecfure, the purpose of Kafka and this parable

in particular is to "gain some experience . . . to gain the position of the presen: and to be at home in

it."28 Yet there is a universality about this existence as the location for this "ma',- rveLl be the region of

the spirit or, rather, the path par-ed bv thinking, this small track of non-time ',vhich the activity of

2{ So-e of these elements are detailed br' À::r.dt as she examines the sig:jiicance of the tradition.-: Creek Philosophv and

their Neo-platonic form in relation to the t-h,cuzht c.t Åugustine, a major:ether of Ch¡istianity. The =adition had a significant
i¡fluence on Augustine as he discovered Ch¡:-.áaruh', converted and then sought to iustify his faiL;'.- ?eter Brown, Augustine o.i

Hippo: A Brcgraphy, (London, Faber and Fabe:, 196i1, chapter 11. The \e--platonic thought of PloÉ-us was Augustine's PIato,

hence Auguitine's u.nderstanding of the Cr€€k Íadilion of thought is ccr.r eved through the worlc. ,i Plotinus. The role of thlç

element in ^\rendt's understanding become. acparent when her attaclcs cn Plato a¡e considered. F:=iuently, Arendt's

criticisms of both Plato and Aristotle have bæ:r characterised as or.er zealots. See Vi.lla's discttssior. :,n Arendt's ant!
Platonism, Arendt antl Heícleger, pp. S2.3 B'.r: ù-e lenets of Platonic thousht .{rendl rvas attacking ',',-¿re manifested overtly in
PlotintL:s' thoughts providing the imperaiile:.,r.\:endt's direction. -{re:.:: then rnterpreted back::.- characteristics she had

determined to Plato
?5

26 These ilhLs tra tions, hower-er, are no t eler.¿:-:s L.r.r t exis t a lone in the S.¿sLc Thev a re rela ted to ¿:. inders ta nding tha t

involvestheftrsionoftraditionsinAugtrstL'.:=tì'r..trght,theroleofther'jlrorclesi¡e),andmemc:. Intheseth¡eeloc.rtionsoi
thought, botLncl Lrp in Augtstine's thinlin¡ ::e 'ò.e themes of time (the ::¿sent, past.rnd fttture) a:.: ;pace (rvorlcll.iness and

appearance), retum and search tor a sourcÈ, ::.,1 l-I",e significance of trti.::.;rrl faith. in a commttnit',':: rr'elÌ as desire, Lhe

neighbtrtLr, thc mintl, icle n li tr . conscience, j::= .r iìl ha pp incss, a nd eq'.r: -::; lVhjle thc o rigin.r I a;-.: :¿ntra I conce rn rr'.rs lhe

topic of LLì\ r., r'aclÌ of tl'rese clcmcnts menlic:..i. ¡¿:onLe important to ù.¿ ::r¡ltsis ih.rt Arenclt Lrur:-:-< in her political thor-rgh:
27 Bctia¿¿l.P,t;tontlFutttrt,p 13 Are.ndtLll;!..r3.i:tthisparablein"lnr:::,-rctioninloPolitics",(0li:-l;-E).Thisalsoisrcpc'alet1
in a changed form in Th¿ Li.fe of tfu Mintl, Tì^::-.<-r.¡ p 2 10.
2s "lntroduction into Politics", (023848).
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thought beats within the time-space of mortal men and into which the trains of thought, of

remembrance and anbicipation."29 Arendt inadvertently gives her definition of 'spirit' in this passage/

as a path paved by thinking. Just as the hanslation of mens as always caused problems for translators

from ancient texts, defining Arendt's conception of the mind or spirit provides equal difficulties. The

'small non-time-space' can only be indicated, a task she set for herself n The Ltf, of the Mind. The

mind is possibly this space and the complexity of the moment belween past and fubure is located by

Arendt in several different contexts, Taking over Heidegger's (and Aristotle's, Kierkegaard's and

Jaspers') kariological f¡amework for her analysis, she uses her understanding of Augustine's

foundational thought to realise a synthesis between the age and the individual. \Â/hen Arendt asks

how are the past and the future to be linked in sociely, she is also asking how is the individual to

perceive this relationship? The individual is inserted into the order of things, thus creating a new

order, and consequentlv must decide how to interact with this new world.

In the study of Augustine for her dissertation and in the context of her actuality of love, Arendt

locates a foundational principle when she is looking at the collective of living together in the world-

of-the-inbetween and a source of authorily. In understanding the basic ontology as imitation coupled

rvith the Heideggerian Aristotle's insight of beginning containing 'half the whole' in terms of

principles and guidelines for action, Arendt has established a framework for how the individual

stands in the world which leads to the question of horv the individual should judge their own actions

and those around them. Her answer is to look to the Augustinian conception of the trinity. Just as

Augubtine looked to the shadow of the Holy Trinity to understand the mind, Arendt also looks to his

psvchological trinity to understand the needs of the contemporary mind. It is in this exploration that

Arendt uses and develops several of the insights she gained from her dissertational study of

Ar-rgustine. The 'small non-time space' represents the search for the eternal as timelessness in a

sectrlar age and requires, Arendt insists, a reconsideration of both the Christian and the Greek

temporal conceptions. By this direction it is clear that there is no introduction of a third element into

Arendt's thought. Her confidence in the western tradition pervades her ihought and it is here that she

is seeking her tentative answers. As there is not another tradition thal Arendt wishes lo infroduce

into her explorations, she believes the anslvers are contained within the history of the tradition that

everrtr,rated out of the complex fusion of the Platonic ancì Pauline trains of thought.

lo 8.'li¿','¿¡r PLtst nnd Futrrre, p 13
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For example, in her essay "What is Freedom?" inBetween Past and Future, Arendt talks about two

general schools of political theorists who emerged out of the modem age:'the political scientist,

utilising the discoveries in science, and the theorist reh:rning to the lessons and experiences of the

secular Roman Empire. Arendt turns to the thought of Augustine to examine this latter context'3O

Augustine becomes not a Christian Father or even a 'philosopher' in Arendt's reading, but instead a

Roman reflecting the experiences of a Roman in the Empire.3l ln this manner Arendt's understanding

of the primitive Christia¡r manifests itself in her reading of the Roman. She states this association later

in the essay when she says the "shong anti-political tendencies of early Christianitv are so familiar

that the notion of a Christian thinker's having been the first to formulate the philosophical

implications of the ancient political idea of freedom strikes us as almost paradoxical. The only

explanation that comes to mind is that Augustine ivas a Roman as well as a Ch¡islian, and in this part

of his work he formulated the central political experience of Roman antiquih, 
".'-hich 

rvas that

freedom r¡rra beginning became manifest rn the act of foundation."32 The earlv Chr:-.äan becomes a

Roman in Arendt's mind and seeks a temporal as weli as a rvorldly harmonv for ii.e individLral-in-

the-world involving the act of foundation. In a more contemporary respo¡se, Arendt has

Montesqr.rien, 'the greatest representalive of this political secularism', reflect this nohon of harmony.

He too was acutely aware of the 'inadequacies' of lhe philosophical and Chrislian rradition and

postulated instead of I'exercise de In uolunté, a notion of political freedom captured br-the phrase /n

liberté ne petú consister qu' ù portaoir fnire ce qtrc l'on doit t'ottloir.33 Arendt therefore retums to the

Romars and their thought as an illustralíonpnr excellence of rvhat she is seekìng in he: o',vn work. Her

solutions are not found in either the explicit platonic or Cfuistian traditions of thought ursullied bv

one another, but rather in the Roman environment n'here the fusion took place and gained

precedence.34

æ For Arendt, Hobbes is an i.Llustration of the fi¡st and Montesquieu t}re second
3l This is reflectecl strongly rvhen Arendt considers the understanding of freedom in "Wha t is Freedom? " :: 

=r though

Atrgustine introduced via St. Paul the tradition oÍ líLterum arbitrium, in his onlr''polibical treatise' The C!:' --i l:i, another non-

philosophical notion of freedom is discussed. As Arendt puts it, this notion is founded in the Roman exE\e:-e..ce/ o¡

Atrgtstlre's'Roman Mind'. Thus, it is not the i¡rner ireedom of ftrttue philosopher rather freedom in the r' :i'-J. B¿t¡teen Pnst

nnd Future, pp. 765-7.
12 Bettte¿n Ptst nntl Future, p 167.
33 Arenclt statc's that the emphasis is on porttoir, Bet¡ceen Pnst nnd FLttur:, p 161. Referencecl bv Arendt tc i-'r:-:: ,l¿s L¿rs, Book

12,2 and Book I1,3
3r Arend t refers .rga in to the Greek polis and its lessons for twentic th centtur polì iics; " It]o ttse' the ',r'ord ' :':::^cal" in the sen-se

of the Gr¡ek polis is nt'ither arbitrary nor far-fetchctì. Not only e'tymologicallr and not onlv for the' lean-,e: ::¿s lhe I erv rvord

. . echo tlie experiences of the commtrnity which iirst discoverecl the essence and the realm of thc politica, -}is time holvover

she rcfers also lo the Roman expericnces in antirluitr'; "if we trnderstand the politic.-rl in the sense of the cc - ::< r'nd or rnison

rl'úlrc w.i¡rrlcl bc to r:sLrblish ..rnd kcc¡r in cxistence a sp.1ce w hcre freeelt'm ¡. r i¡tlLlsitv calì ¿rPL)ear " To ar ,:.: ::.lr

¡¡isurrr{crst.rrrcling,onthenextpagc; shcisenrFhalicinhercìirectionrr-henshesa'.s;"[c]r'erv.rttcmPttr,r;.t,:'i'reconcePtof
frcctlon1 from cxperienccs in the political realm sotLnrls strange.rnd startLing becaltsc all otrr theories ir, å.¿s- :r-àtlers arc

clominatr.clbythe¡otionthatfrec'rlornisanattriblrtr'of rvillanclthotrghtmttchratherlhanof action." E'::'.'¿.-'.?-t:titrttlFutrLre,

pp. 154-s.
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In Between Past and Future Arendt argues that the beginning of the modem age saw an emphasis

on political action and political life, and not on a trealment of the historical process. In her eyes,

thinkers in this era dealt with their concem for the fubure by erasing the past. Hobbes extended his

understanding so far as to posit a teleological conception of action. The Aristotelian first cause was no

Ionger in Hobbes' philosophical gaze, but rather the purpose of man.35 Subsequently, the political

had rehrmed to the centre stage in the earlv modem era. However, politics did not last long before it

was evenhlally removed by a particular lvpe of history represented by Marx's philosophy of history

and polltics.36 What is important for Arendt is the relationship between meaning and action;

"[m]eaning, which can never be the aim of action and yet, inevitably, will rise out of human deeds

after the action itself has come to an end . . .."37 Action unto itself is in a serse meaningless, though it

does lead to the production of meaning. The problem that Marx generates is that his work does not

distinguish befween meaning and end.38 The conception of history at work here is not the finite past

or future, br-rt rather one with a beginning and an end. The difference is that if a definite end is

conceived then that individual moment t'ecomes a means to that end. The result is a history where

the la.,r's of motion can be determined. This therefore makes hislory equally irrelevant because the

end is all that matters and without their history the individual cannot achieve a politicnl immortalily.

Equallv in this situation meaning cannot be generated; "single events and deeds and sufferings have

no more meaning here than hammer and nails have with respect to the finished table."39 The

continual process of ends even negates the end eventually - one end is negated for the new end.40

With this Arendt turns to Kant. Kant's political philosophy is also involved in this concern with

histon- to the detriment of politics. Kant, however, in Arendt's eyes, was not comfortable with this

transition. His histon- was the history of Herder, and Kant did not retain the faith in history.

However, Kant did realise that a backrvard glance don'n through history led to an understanding of

the "rntention of nalu¡e" and the "guiding thread of reason."41 This Hegelian aspect of Kant, seen in

ll In facl, Arendt suggests, causes were so dorvngraded that Hobbes allorved even animals the capacity to determine causes. It
rvas no longer the presen e cI the single species of n:,an
16 Arendt, as you rvould er:ect, seems to lament ¡¡i. period of poütical action ancl political life, referring to r}relr philosophy oj

ltolitics B¿t¡teenP¡stondF:,:'.,re,p.76.Withtheremc','alofpoliticalagainfromtheagendahiston'm.rkesilsfinalentrance
Politicaltheoryw'asstillderetopedbutonìr rvithlheilestinvof despair-i-Ll.rstrated,inArendt'se'.es,bt'Tocqueville.
37 ihid ,p 78. It shoukl be n.led that the importance oi the observer is evirìent in this formulation.
lJ In \lan, mcaning becor¡.e ends and ends become meaning restüting in a formulation that Arendt fi¡st con*siderecl with
Ar.rgustine and his use of Ê:,: ¡ntl lrfi. Marx rr'.rs concern initi.rlly rvith .rction and Arendt defines him .rs the thinkcr lvho stood

behvr.en conccrn for politic= ¡nrl conccrn for lìistLrr\
l9 B¿11.,.'', Pttsl tlt;L! Frtlt¡r¿, : S0
r0 As Les.ing.rsks, "rvhat ;-. :hr. use oI trsc?" Ser. Àrer.1t's tlisctrssion oi Lessing tn B¿ttt'¿¿n P¡st nnì Fu!ur¿
rL 8¿l;r.¡¡': Ptst í1n1l Futttr¿,: E2. Arendt quoling Kanr in /¿i¿c' :t cincr 

'tl!;entemcn 
C¿schichte in wcltt:irgtrlitì:.zr Abstcltl,

lntrcrdtrction. Udea for a Unir-ersal Flistorr-rr ith Cosc..oPolitan Intent", tr.rns. Carl Frir'drich, itTh¿ Plu[osoti:,t oi Im¡n¡ttttcl Kt¡tt,
Carl Friedrich, ed,, (Nerv \ ork, Modern Librarv, 1919,]
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his understanding of the "ruse of nature" and his almost dialectical "antagonism of men in sociefy",

provides Kant - and this is important for Arendt - with meaning of the whole, but rather than the

"meaninglessness of the particular." In doing so Kant was able to realise the foundahional problem

that beleagUers all philosophies of history and progressi the fact that all generations slrive merely for

the future generation and never for themselves. Arendt says, quoting Kant, "and that only the last

should have the good fortune to dwell in the [completed] building."42 Even though Kant removed a

theory of political actron from his thought, Arendt regards him as a thjnker who understood the

concerns of an age because he retained the question "What shall I do?" al the centre of his philosophy

rather tlran allowing the other concerîs of metaphysics to dominate. Vita actíaq rerr.aned a superior

concem over oita contanplatiut¡, a concem that even Marx and Nietzsche could not retain.l3

Coupled with this concem of 'what to do' Arendt highlights a by-product of the modem era or

more specifically that ". . . the secularisalion of our world implies the revival of the old desire for

some krncl of earthly immortality ", and an immortality that the political could have supplied to the

indivicltral. At this point in time, Arendt argues, action did not fit the demands being made on it in

the nerv age; action is the least motivalion and the most futile of achievements. The resltlt is an

indeterminable sense, a "melancholy haphazardness (trostlose lJngefähr)."44 But rvhere is the

individr.ral in this scheme of thinking? Arendt sees as a corìsequence the loneliness of Men; "[t]he

modem age, with its growing world-alienation, has led to a situation rvhere man, whetever he goes,

encounters only hirruself." Men, in Arendt's eyes, are considering themselves 'self-sufficient' and

consequently their understanding of the implications of time and its meaning is also lost. The result

of both is a loss of nalure and a loss of human artifices a¡d man finds himself either verv alone or

very crowded (the masses). Neither of these contain a common world.l5 The sense of communirr'

buiit upon a secure foundation is the concem for Arendt. The anslver is a space of aopearance but

again this conception means little if il is not coupled with the temporal dimension of this space - the

moment. History is important to Arendt in spite of this concern for the moment, because it actuallr'

assists the strtrcture of the moment.

In the process of examining lhe thor.rght oi Augustine, Arendi constructed an ltnde¡sta¡ding of the

community which she later transposes into her consideration of politics in the modern era. I¡Vhile

12 B¿tar,¡,r pnst nntl Fttture,p Sl K¡nt from thc Third Thesis in [/cc. IArenr-lt's inscrtion]
JrK.rnt...¡shorvcvcr,asArenrltp()irìtsotrt,stilltrou'r,er1 bvthehier.rrchvrvithinthci'tli¡tÌL:¡i?: "Ii]tisasir¡r..ithepolilical
r.rrrk oI K.rnt's phitoso¡rh1' tnat ttrc. olc-l perplexities i¡f-,e¡tnt in.rctiorr rvere botrghl lo the fore.rgain " Bctar':": ---i-'l¡':,i FtLtur¿,t
cr
rl rlrirl , p S-l ancl 85 respecli', elv. Arcnclt is quoting Kanl in the scconcl referencc
ri ri'irl., pp 89-90.
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lamenting the turn of politics to a damaging form of history as Progress and therefore to the future

and the false expectalion of the present generation in their endeavours for the unknown, if not

fabricated, fubure generation, Arendt realises that the concept of the temporal is the problem in

contemporary thinking on this subject. Foundation and the considerations implicit in this subject

require analysis. When approaching the end of her dissertation Arendt noted a change in emphasis in

the communily perceived by Augustine. The new meaning of equality changes from sin to love; the

pre-given asscrciation of sin makes way for one based on freedom of choice and the obligations that

occur with it. However, as Arendt observes, this new Augustinian communiby is still built upon tJre

old foundatiors of 'community-in-sinfulness'. Because we all derive from Adam, Augustine reasons,

we are all sinful. There are therefore manv corrununities and peoples but there are really only fwo

cities - good and bad and one founded on Ch¡ist and the other, Adam. Arendt says that in a similar

sense to this there are two loves; "love of self (or then world) and love of God." Our sin through birth

was always there. However, the possibilih' of imitation required Christ's time on earth and the

occurrence that the grace of God can be ireelv chosen: "[t]hough freedom of choice recalls the

individual from the n,orld and severs his essential social ties rr-íih human kind, the equality of all

people, once posited, cannot be ca¡rcelled out . land i]n this process, equalih' receives new

meaning-love of neighbour."46 The conseqnences of this understandi¡g is the nerv attihrde that the

individual has towards the world - its living environment and the nelv concept of equalilv,

Atrgustine's analysrs of the being of man started as man in isolation, or more specifically complete

isolation. Man's origin is both the sin of Adam rvhich is also the beginning of the ma-n made world

and the separation of man from God; "his descent is defined bv generation and not bv creation."47

Because of this, the world, previously a strange alienated place, becomes the home of this new man;

"It]he world is no longer an utterly strange place into which the indir-idual has been created. Rather,

by kinship in generation the world has alrr-avs been familiar and belongs to him." The Ímportance of

this new man is his relationship through generation, whether this is a definition of hi-ctory, tradition,

or a common past in Arendt's eyes is left uncertain. The fact that God created each is no longer the

only fact that relates man to his neighbour; generation and descent become important and the world

therefore becomes familiar through this process. It is in this conception oi bein-e that we can

i,, Loi,t nnrl St. Arrgrislirrr', p 102. In Btttt,t:t,¡ Pilst nrlLì i:,::.'¿ Åren.'lt rc¡reats this as.r-:iion .aving lh"ri f reedon-. :. not /ib¿'rtt¡rl

¡rbitrittnt, rather it is rvhcn l-can and [-lvill coincide See ¡' li]. ¡n¡-s5¡¡a
l7 Are'clt says that Aclam, lh. first man, is the'source'; "It]he iirst man, the soluce, hands dorvn thi; indirec=.¿ss bv lval'of all

men through the historically'nade world " This sharLng is man as social being. L*;'¿ ¡nd St Attgtrsttu, p. 103+
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"understand the obligatory function of equalify".48 Reflecting the notion of knrdia, love involved in

this is one of mulual interdependence.49 Remembering that Adam represents the Arendtian

community and encapsulates her understanding of foundation and principle, love has now become

hust and she is continuing to develop its temporal dimension in her thinking.

When considering this factor in Betueen Pnst nnd Fttture Arendt discusses two distinct models of

foundation - the Greek and the Roman models - in terms of an analogy using architecture.50 tn the

Greek model, the act of foundation was undertaken by the builder who arrived, constructed and then

left before the dwelling could begin properly.sl The action therefore was constrained or contained

within the framework achieved through the prior and separate act of building.s2 In the Roman

model, making was not separate to the beginning. Action and beginnþg anew were inherent in the

process of foundation. It was the "central, decisive, unrepeatable beginning of their whole history, a

unique event" and one that engaged all the following generations.S3 As Arendt details it further: "[a]t

the heart of Roman politics, from the beginning of the republic until virbually the end of the imperial

era, stands the conviclion of the sacredness of foundation, in the sense that once something has been

founded it remains binding for all future generations. To be engaged in politics meant first a¡d

foremost to preserve the founding of the city of Rome."54 Action rather than fabrícation delermines

Arendt's understanding of the ideal polis and this act of foundation contained the principle that

defined the parameters of the subsequent life of the city or polis. lt is the beginning or act of

foundation that establishes the authority and each generation remains related to this act and therefore

the principles. Authority is generated by the relationship of the individual to the origin.s5 With this

portrar-al it seems as if Arendt has tied each generation to a rigid anchor that would evenbuallv

corstrain the actors or participants in the political realm. But, as Arendt argues in her dissertation, it

as ibi,l , p l04. Later Arendl again says, "[e]strangement itself gives rise to a new togetherness, that is, to a nel-being rvith and

for each other that exists beside.rnd against the old socieh'." ibiti.,p.708.
le "Flotse.'er, redemption occtus without merit on the part of the individual; all are recieemed together, just as all were fotmd
together i¡ the same situation." Consequently Christ does not change anything; "the sinful past has established the earth-lv cih'
and made the world the home of human interdependence." ibid., pp. 104-5. As a consequence, "[t]he neighbour is a corstant
reminder of one's own sin . . [t]he neighbour is a living rvarning of pride becattse he is never vien'ed as he happens to be in
tire rvorld " ibid., pp.105-6. lTo explain this Arendt points to Part I, Chapter Th¡ee, "The Order of Love" and Part Il, Chapter

Th¡ee, "Love of Neighbour"i
fr Betir.c¿': Pttst ¡nd Ftúttre,pp 120-22. There is evidence here thal Arendt was rejecting the social conlractarian model She rvas

seeking to avoicl the social contractarian model of the popular rvi-ll as the "will of the multitude . is ever changing be

definilion . and a structu¡e btrilt on this as its foundation is bttilt on quicksand." On Rei'olution, p 163.
5l Ar..ndt refers to them as a "craftsman or architect" or as "lhe bttilcler of the ciby wall, someone who had to do and iinish his

rvork beiore politic.rl activih could begin." T/re Humnn Co¡ttlition, pp.194-5.
t2 This L. .r problem not of the fragility of action based on this modt'l but rather that thc rtill is botrndless anrl there'iore thc

boturtl¿riesstttrpbyapopr.rlarconstitrrtion',r,otrldch¡ngcasan\ momentawillinthemtrltituc-ledecidcd Thisreflectsa
hesil¡nct rrnArcn(lt'spartloembraccc¡tirclvan¡rþitr.rrvconcr.lrtof action.Butsheclocsnot*'anltocxtilguishìtscre'ative
¡l¡ililr t'it.ircr
;l 

Qtrc.te f¡trrn B¿'l¿rrtt'r¡ Pùst tl ll Futurc,"What is Atrthoritr ?", p tll
'+ il'ai, p ll.o

" ibid., p. 93 .-rncl Or R¿z,olulnn, P. 207.
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is for each generation to re-establish its relationship to the act of foundation. Where do these

principles come from, and how are they understood by each generation and how do they guide the

action of the political actors? It would be easy, however, to see Arendt simply advocahing a space of

appearance in a political communily as a form of etemity. To understand Arendt's purpose in her

essays the space of appearance must be broken down into the constituent parts that form the whole;

the act of foundation, beginning or initialion, and the notion of a principle.

(iÐ Asking the Romnns: Foundation inTime

ln the Tenth Session of her course 'Philosophy and Politics: What is Political Philosophy?' is titled

simply'Rome'. Referring to Hegel, she continues her argument regarding the relatiorship between

philosophy and politics by talking about the flight of the Owl of Minerva and his location of the

source of thinklng in Ancient Greece.il But in doing so, Arendt suggests, Hegel denies its tme

source.65 This particular choice however is not the correct location in Arendt's eyes as both politics

and philosophy found their source in the desire for immortalilv, or nthnnntidzein, acternnre.

Consequently the understanding of Hegel is actually onlv true for Rome. This was because of their

circumstances in that their only philosophy was written as the empire came to an end; first rvith

Cicero at the end of the republic and secondly with Boethius at the end of the empire. This particular

approach to the world at hand, and the empires that are built within ii is regarded by Arendt as

something which is lacking in Heidegger's mind.66 Conversely it is exceptionallv evident in

Augr-rstine's. However, Heidegger eventually was only attuned to the Creek and, to a lesser extent,

56 It is interesting to note that in the opening of On Rnolutions A¡endt fi¡st notes the experiences of Athens and then Rome

under the theme of a just ra'ar See pp.l2-3. Romulus and Remus together rvith the foundation of Rome are discussed on pp 20,

28, and 209-10. Romulus separately on p. 123.
57 See The Humnn Condition, pp.18-27,55-6, and 31{ó amongst others
58 On Rn,oltúion, p 207.
te Only on one occasion does Arendt indicate the relationship between these hvo eras of thought u hen she links the thotrght of
Cicero to St. Paul im On Retolution, p.230
o I ha.,e trsed the t¡anslations of Paul MacKendrick, Ih¿ Philoso¡thitnl Bcck of Cicero, (London, Duckrvorth, 1989) and I have

also followed Arendt's selections ftomkob Classicrzi Librnry.
6l This is echoed in John Glucker's analysis of Cicero's insight into his Roman rnind. See "Cicero's philosophical affiliaLiorr." in
The Question of "Ëclecticism": Studies in Lnter Creek Phlosophy, John M. Dillon and A. A. Long, (eds ) (Berkeler, Unisersih' oi
Callfornia Press. 1988), especially pp. 121-2.
62 Behuecn Pnst nnd Future, pp.127-2.
63 See il¡i¿i., especially pp.179-20 passim.
a Arendt's emphasis on the Roman is highJighted Ln Thinking *'here she discusses in 'The Roman Ansq'er' lhe h pe oi thc.ught

so effectir e for the contemporary. In terms of HegeÌ she sugtests that the "profotmd Roman influence on e\ en so metaph,.'sical

a philosopher as He'gel is quite manifest in his first ptrblished book, rvhere he discusses the relation behveen philosopht ancl

re'alifv: "The nced for philosophy arises rvhen lhe unilv'ing po*'er has disappeared from the life of men, rvhen the opposiles

have lost the living ter-rsion oI their relatedness.rnd their mutualinte.rdependence and have become aLrtonomor6," namelr-, lhe'

necd for recorrcili¡tion " The role of the Ron'ran experience in this is that thinking occtt¡s bec.ruse c-,f existenLi.rlreasorLs, or

Lrccausc.o[.rt]isunitvof m.rn.rnrlworkl,notbec.ruseof reason'so*'nrlent.tncl The resullof thinki¡.slhcreforcmrrstbe
h.rrmonr Ttrinking, p. 153
6i LiLrran of Congrcss paper;: "Philosophv ancl Polilics: Wh.rt is Political Philosoph¡?", .\erv Schcol, (Spring 19r,'9r, Tenth
Session, p.2E. [Flereafter reierred to as "Philosophs and Politics"]
66 ibi,l.,p 73-
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the Ch¡istian in his thought. While Arendt sought her criticisms from the same source, she was also

attuned to Augustine's Roman mind, one that was existing in the world.67

When talking about this loss of human immortality through remembrance, the foundation and

beginning of Rome provided a manner for men to participate in immortality. Arendt continues in her

essay, saying "that the sanctification of the giganlic and almost superhuman effort of foundation

(tnntne molis ernt Romsnam conenre gentum) of laving the fundaments for a new hearth and home

became the comerstone of Roman religion and religious service almost identical with political

activity." Just as Arendt highlighted Augustine's examinabion of man's attempt to mirror God,

Arendt uses Cicero to articulate an earthly, political version; "thete exists nothing in which human

virtue accedes closer to the holy ways (numen) of the gods than the foundation of new or the

presen-ation of alreadv established cities."73 Cicero wrote to aid his feliow citizens seeking the Good

of the community. Cicero concentrated on the ethical and the practical life seeking aitn bentn and uirtu.

His works were corLqequently very practical wribings responding to the issues of the time, such as

practical guides to the good life and seeking an appropriate ordering of both social and political

existence. The context oi this new way of thinking is highlighted by the historical circumstance Cicero

wrote from. Bebween the Greeks and the writing of Cicero, the Athenian relationship behveen the

inclividual and sociefr- rvas dismantled.Ta But the individual was left confused after the break up of

the citv states even as new responsibilities lvas conferred in the large empire. In a reaction to this the

Roma¡rc brought their experiences to the philosophy of the classical Creeks. Greek philosophy was

made to respond to Roman experience. This relafiorship can be summarised in the following manner,

67 InThe L:,fe of the Mind, Arendt seems to favotu Nietzsche's position regarding Ge¡man philosophv that it "is the most
fundamental fo¡m of . . . homesickness the¡e has eve¡ been: the longing for the best that has ever been existed; at last one longs
back for Lh.at place in which alone one can be at home: the Cr¿¿< rvorldl", Willing, p. 157 tsut she continues her commentan',
seeking 1.. place a critical dÈtance between her own posilion and this one.
6 This L. especially true, Arendt thinks, of the temporal rrnderslanding that pewades hi. work See -\rendt's discussion of
"Tradition", p. I (023950) in her "Introduction" to her coruse "History of Political Thought" given at Berkeley in 1955.
u'Su"J.\!.Rist,Plotiruts:Tk¿RondtoEternity,(Cambridge,CambridgeUniversityPress,lg6TT,p 1E1 andalsoPierreHabot,
Plotinus :, The Simplicity of ii-;ion, trans. Michael Chase, intro -\mold I. Davidson, (Chicago, Chicago University Press, 1993),

P. 98
70 Arendt s rather severe reading of the implications of Plato's thought becomes clearer l'hen this is taken into consideration
An intersting take on this relationship see Paul G. Krrntz. "Praclice and Theory: Civic and Spiritual Vi¡tues in Plotinus and
Augtstir,e' tn Arbeit, Musse .\letlitntion: Studics in Vit¡ ,lctito tt".d Vitn Contemplntiutr, Brian Vickers, i ed.) (Ztlrich, Verlag der
Fachr erehe, 1991).
TrM.rcK¿ndrick,ThcPhilosc ,ticalBooksofCicero,p. 12 Emersoninhisessay"OntheOve¡--.otrl"alsosuggesteclthatthe"soul
answers r.ever by words, bui bv the thing itself that ìs inquired after " How therefore can ,\ugttstine seek to speak and
persuade ,,he ineffablc? This p.rraclox also confronted Arendt rr hen she seeks to use both iersrt.rsion ancl illt¡mination as

directionitrthencighbou¡ Forafu¡thcrdiscussionof thisseetheintroductionbyQtrinc', I-lorvelr torSel¿ctetlSermonsof 5!
Attgrr-<l;':.', lr.rns. ancl ecl Quincy LIowc Jr., (London, \-ictor CoLlancz, 1967), p. v
72 Itisn..:.rcoincidt'ncethatrr'henaskccltowriteal¡utldtio forKarlJaspcrsinM¿ninDa..:ltn¿s th¿tArendtttrrnstoCicerolc
irrtrorlu¡¿ rc¡ Karl Jaspcrs
7l "Philc...r.hv arrtl Politics , Section t, p. 10
7l Lib.¿., ..i Congrcss papers: "Philosophy and Politics: The P¡..t'lem of Action arrd Tho'.r:nl.rftc¡ lht French Revoltttiorr", p
10[[r're.riterrcferrr.dtoas"Thc.P¡oblcmof ¿\ctionanclThotrghl"] Tl'risisalcclr.rregiver¿tlheLnirersityof NotreDamein
1951.
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"tradition should not define experience, experience should define tradition". The result was an

enlightened and humane outlook on lile and the individual. It established the Roman spirit and it

was driven by a desire to see the world in harmony; a view reflected vehemently in the writings of

Cicero.75 Lr his work, De Offíciis Cicero says "And it is no mean manifestation of Nalure and Reason

that man is the only . . .. And so no other beauty, loveliness, harmony in the visible world."76 The

problem is that from this new Roman experience no new political philosophv arose. \A/hat emerged

was bound too tightly to its beginning in Greek thought. Arendt is primarily seeking the experience

from which these w¡itings emerged but a theoretical framework is provided many years later when

the classics rehrmed to Europe. An indication of A¡endt's interpretation of this is provided by a series

of lectures on the renaissance thinker, Machiavelli.n This early modem was hailed bv Arendt not

because of his 'Machiavellian' understanding of politics, something Arendt was conscious of but not

distracted by in her reading. Rather she looked to his influence in the tradition of thought that had

found its imperative in the Roman condition and those who loved the rvorld and still sought

immortality.

The direction her thought took from this starting point can be clarified by the wal'she interpreted

those thinkers in a tradition of thought she respects. Introducing her topic with a discussion of the

state and its definition according to Machiavelli, she turned to the role of virtuosih' in his thor.rght.

With the rise of the new state against the Church a new person arises in society, i¡om the private

realm to the public realm. This is also against the ideals of Plato who was concerned as a philosopher

that the worse person would rule. Machiavelli is concerned not for the philosopher's life but rather

for the world. Later in her lecture Arendt paraphrases Machiavelli again, saying, "[t]hose who do not

love the world but love their own soul are bad for the world."78 With this criticism of anti-

rvorldliness Arendt tums to her focus of discussing ìvfachiavelli's question of immortaÌitv. To do this

Arendt is concerned B'ith T/rs Prince not The Discourscs. She separates these bwo iexts i¡ an addition to

page hventy-five of her Lectures. ln The Prince, Arendt sttggests, Machiai'elli u'as inlerested ilr

foundrng a new realm rvhere it is possible that an individual can shine and find grealness. However,

inThe Discourses, Machiavelli is concerned with a'different state of affairs'because the fonndation of

;1 .{ E Douglas, "Cicero the Philosopher" lnCicero, ed. Dorev, p 156.
;óCicero,DtOlficiis,BooklJ.l{.simonCritchleyinTheDictiotnn¡ o,fContinentnl Tltought,p llarguesthatinlhc'Third
Ccntury thr.re is a bridgc behvr.en understanc-ling (epistemologl') and re.rson (ethics) ancì the mediakrr bet',rc-en n¡hrre ancl

frcte{om
;;lrrOn R¿¡'olutton Arencllr.rllir.stohimbecatrsc'he"l.rstht'firstLoçistr.rlisetheriseof apureh'srcul.rrre:,;r,'..,'hosel.rrrs,rnrl

L.rinciples oi action rvcrc indepenrlcnt of tl're tcaching of the Church ' . -"" P 36
;3 "ìvfachì.rvelli Lectures". (02+017), p.23 Llbrary of Congress p.-rpers: "History of Political Thoughl', BerkeLe:, 1955, pp 2tl-i1
(02-1011-25) rvith additions. IFlereafter referred to as the "Machiavelli Lecttues"]
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the realm has already been laid and the 'whole people' maintain its greahness and participation

ensures an individual's fame. This, as Arendt puts it, 'changes everything'.7g This is simila¡ to the

Ancients Greeks after Homer is 'dispensed' with and the instibution participates in making

athnnatídzein possible.

Arendt describes the rise of the new man, though in Renaissance terms it is now the condottierti, or

as she puts it referring to Machiavelli, one "who knows how to "base well" . . . and give the thing

"greatness": on the look out for "great men who redeem their countries.""80 This reflects the new

man of the Roman tradition, or "Nouus Hoffio" of Cato and Cicero. This is compared to the established

nobilily; the 'Known man' of the aristocracy.Sl Continuing her examinalion of Machiavelli she states

that this man "will be a Founder of something new and therefore concept of foundation; and he will

liberate his country, therefore concept of Liberty." And it is the actions of these new men who found

a new organisation, body politic, must follow certain standards which are equally "new"; nerv

moralit-v-, but not reason of state: Not the state, an instilution, reason, but Men" and it is Men in the

plural, and not man. In an addition, Arendt says thaL ìvlachiavelli's concern was not "to teach'hon'

not to be good"' but rather to teach "for foundalion and preservation." But this does not mean, as

Arendt stresses, that Machiavelli soughl to teach his readers how to be bad. Arendt therefore

snmmarises Machiavelli's work as saying that the State is "the realm of politics, as the new public

domai¡" and with this is the "rise of new men who are capable of founding." With this Foundation

¡'irfl and fortunn [are] the chief forces involved" and "greabness [is] the ultimate criterion." And to

rrnderstand Machiavelli's criterion in this respect, Arendt quotes the Discourses "unlike the arts which

shine bv their intrirsic merits, which time can neither add nor diminish . . . things as pertain to the

actions and manners of me . . . (are such that) we do not possess such manifest evidence."82 But airtu

and Fortuna are not ends to themselves. They seek to achieve "Glorin" though not necessarily'for the

Prince or individual but rather for "lvhoever is involved in the business of the world." Though this in

itself does not achieve the elernal. Only when G/orin becomes Fame does it achieve this status. "Glorr-

is the height of appearance and is possible only where others see and I am seen."83 Or, as Arendt sa1's

in another addition, "[lfachiavelli] sees greabness as something which is like beauty, showing itseli,

:e ri,rd , r01{0i9), p 25.
lo ¡l'r,l , rtlltOi{), p 20
i:Throtrghout llrr. Rorn¡n Em¡rirc thcrc *'erc im.rgines, rvax porlraits.rnc-l tril¡tttcs madc o[ [amrrtts Rontans, illttstr.rting the

¡qrl¡' 1rn¡r;:,rito ¡r i¡¡itati1;¡ anrl its mcaning irr tl-reir socicty Bec.rtr-.c'oi the Rttln.rns traclition oIoralhistorv, tho events toltl
reg.rrrìinq tl'rese ¡rc6pl¡ tvcrc scen in intcrpersonal, binary, and mor¡listic terms.
¡r "\lachiavelÌi Le'cture.s", (02-1016),'p. 22,then quoting from the introduction of book 2,(02J.021),p 27.
jr 

¡ärLi, (021018), p 24. She also takes this up in "lntrocluction to Polìtics", (023826-8)-
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exhaustíng its meaning when it has shown itself, therefore endowed with an inexhaustible meaníng"

and in Machiavelli's eyes this is the reality of being. This appearing leads to earthly immortality, as

"Action is what makes immortal." This position of Machiavelli is anti-Platonic because Plato did not

believe these had intrinsic merit, yet - as Arendt now points out - the Romans did. As Arendt puts it

Cicero thought that, "the foundation and conservation of cities is where humans most attain to the

ways of the gods."8a This is also Machiavelli's understanding, greatness and aclion are in the image oÍ

foundation. At the top of her first page Arendt has added a phrase from Machiavelli's work "Past:

not simply enjoy but Imitation: regoln generøle: competition with the Ancients." The act of foundation

to be imitated but there still remains the question of acbually whnt ß to be imitated in this act of

foundation? The new men are virbuous but what virtues are being described bv this label and what is

the Glory or greatness being sough|? In Betueen Past nnd Future, Arendt presents us with an irsight

into her conception when she defines the outcome of Machiavelli'sairtù and_fortunn: "the interplay

bebween them [uirfrì and fortunn) indicates a harmony bebween man and world-playing with each

other and succeeding together .."85 Significantly, she then defines airtì1, or "a specifically human

quality", as "the response, summoned up by man, to lhe world, or rather to the constellation of

fortunn in which the world opens up, presents and offers itself to him, to his airfrì." Given that

Arendt's thinking is temporal in its nature, the broad notion of the past needs to be defined to

understand her intention here, and this requires a retttrn to Arendt's understanding of history.

(iir) Immortnlity nnd the Community: Timelessness not Eternity

In the essay "\,\Ihat is History?" Arendl says that the element that makes the individual mortal is

the fact that his or he¡ life is not an eternal recurrence, rather it is rectilinear. In a world of Being, man

is merely coming and going. What does interrupt the cyclical nature of the cosmos is the singular, the

'single i¡stances and single gestures'. Daily life, also characterised as c-clical or habitual, is

interrupted bv these occurrences and these instances become the material of history. The

everydatness and freqr.rency of the natural are also part of the political realm.E6 Therefore theyhave

been initiated by men ancl therefore were a beginning horvever, they became ar.riomatic; "[t]he truth

is thal automatism is inherent in all process, no matler rvhat their origin mar- be-which is why no

s " M.rchi.r r.elli Lcc trrres", (021022), p. 28.
ji 

Shc, comfrlctcs thc scntence thr,rs: "wlrich is.rs rcntotc from thc tyisrlom oI thc statr:smau as from:]..!'e\ceilence., rnrrral or
othcrrvisc, oi thc inrìividLral, .rnd thc compctcncc oi expcrts " In lhis pass.r,ge, Arentlt ¡lso rcitcratr:s ì.'r desirr. to reacl b¿f¡c¿¿¡:

thc Plirtorric .rnr1 the Christian traditions Bctttt'¿tt Pttst ùt.1l Futtre, p ljl .

s6 In tl'ris c.rse'thcv are the historical rathcr than the cosmic. Thc poll¡iç.1¡ rc.rlm envisagccl by Arcni: rlLres notbeconìe the fin.rl
revolution.rrv stage, rathcr it is in for the long hatrl throtrgh the histort'of m.rnkind.
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single act, and no single event, can ever, once and for all, deliver and save man, or a nation, or

mankind."87 The assumption that everything made by a mortal was also mortal, was broken by the

understanding that if a mortal imbued his or her work with something immortal then it would too

become immortal. Therefore, "human capacity to achieve this was remembrance, Mnemoslme, who

therefore was regarded as the mother of all the other muses."88 In the Greek rvorld, it was mortality

that determined man's misery. Hence, the interchangeability of 'men' (anthropoi) and mortals

(Thneto). Therefore grealness was equated with immortality. The poets were charged with

"preventing oblivion of what was worthy of etemal ¡emembrance."89 However, this was not a

satisfactory situation because of its dependency on the poet for immortality. [n a similar manner

immortality is usually associated with the aesthetic realm of human existence and not the political, or

the building of communities. The Greek thought however, as Arendt shows using Pericles, that the

latler is a much more nafural way of achieving fame. This was to the detriment of the poetical or

Homeric storyteller as they became unnecessary through irrelevance. The remembrance through the

rvord had been replaced with the space of the public-political. The individual, recounting the words

and deeds was replaced by the political space for the achie..'ement of immortality. In Arendi's

reading, the 'polis', in distinction to other forms of living together, is initiated by the "desire of men

to secure for themselves a safe place of remembrance for everything great" a¡d the desi¡e to remove

themselves from the control of the poets.90 The post-Socratic, anti-political r.ersion was the

philosopher contemplating the eternal, rather than acting for it. Christianilr- followed this course.

Christianity's experience of the fall of Rome meant that the earthly was perlchable, For Plato and

-\ristotle the search fo¡ immortality was in the consideration of things immorial, not with fame and

its dependency on the human community; "thev no longer trusted the polilical community to be

equal to the task of remembering that which is great."91 At this moment thoLrght and action were

separated in human existence. Repeating again Arendt's treatment of this topic in The Httmnn

Cottditiott, in this essa,,' she states where permanence can be sought: "[o]nlr- through words can

human action acquire its dignily" and ". . . meaningfulness of the rvhole human condition in its

entiretv and in all its aspects is guaranteed beyond doubt wherever it speak and being heard bv

: ,i¿'lirc¿¡r P¡st nnd Frrlrrrc, p i68.

" ''fhc Concept oi I-listorr -\ncicnl anrl ,\loclcrn" in llrirl., ¡r {3

'- Phi[,sophy anrl Politics ', Sc'ction l, p 5
- L.rler on, Arendt offers a fe',r' illtrstrations of * h.rt lhese other tbrms oi.rssociations such ¡s kinsh:1, j¡Ì-.ri¿j,l or rlc¡rotisrn t:';,: ,

: I0 Thesc arc interesting bec.rusc they offer lrs.rn insight into the elements of, t¡nculunt that ArcnCl cleen'Lcd irnportant.
'' Bet¡t'¿¿n Ptst snd Fúure,"Ihe Concept of Historr': Ancient and Nfodt'rn", p 73
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others."92 Speech provides this certainty because of the collective remembrance and its provision of

immortality. This is illustrated in a lecture course where she says "[o]ne of the reasons for this

extraordinary estimate of speech as harbouri^g i. itself the whole meaningfulness of human

existence was that words seemed to save both action and thought, the perishability of events and the

fleeting passing of ideas from oblivion and conserve them for that earthlv immortality 'which

according to Greek standards was the highest goal of each individual human life."93

Arendt formulates an understanding of immortalily in this essay. Again, Arendt is concemed

about the activity rather than the end its entails. The word is used by Aristotle and is

regarded by Arendt as untranslatable. The point to this word as a description is that it emphasises the

activily of "immortalizing" (as Arendt puts it). The note accompanying this paragraph best describes

the type of endurance sought by the secular man as "to act in a certain way in o¡der to assure the

escape from dying."94 Aristotle is accredited with its 'philosophical' use; a use not repeated by the

Romaru and their understanding of eternal fame - aeternnre. The stress, from Arendt's perspective, is

that, in ierms of immortality, an activity but merely a belief is implied in this rt'ord.95 But Augustine

does not follow the Christian tendency in this matter. The Christian element in Augustine's thought

was of corrrse anti-political. The early Christian Fathers rejected the political and the¡efore its future

conception of political freedom, yet Augustine was also a Roman, and as a Roman could only reflect

the experiences of a Roman; "that freedom qtn beginning became manifest in the act of

foundation."96 The point of the secular was not a recontexbualisation of ideas, rather a change in the

political circumstances of human society.gT Individual immortality is argued to have returned to the

consideration of man, either of the soul or the body. Christian immortalifv however, was not

transformed into a secular one retaining the afterlife, irutead it is a return to the Greek and Roman

e1 The Ht,rr,tn Condition, p.799
e3 "Philosophy and Politics", Section l, pp.9-70.
9r Be ttt een Past nnLl F u trtre, p. 71 and p. 287, n. 26.
ei ibid., pp -l-l-5. The result of this conception is that man-made tlLings are more likely to be considered imrnortal, as part of
natr.ue though the sotrce of materiaì, they côntinue the characteristic of permanence. That which is not part of the natu¡al
cl'cle, u'ords and deecls of man, becomes momentary, and then without trace - though only if ignored by the faculty of
remembrance. In this process, the action and speech, the cleecì ancl word are modc into thc written',r-ord and therefore
enco unter permanc'nce.
e6iLricl.,p 1ó7.Arencìtsaysthathistoriannowtracethelineageof themoc-lernagebacktotheMiddleAges Intheprocess,
horvever, they avoid a signific.rnt element in the rise of the secular age ('and the concomitant eclipse o[ the transcenrlent
rvorld'). \\ ere the aims and rLnderstanding o[ the nerv era simplv continttec-l lvithout any consideraiion into the new location of
lhe earthli'l Thc.se historian argtre thai "thc graclrral tr.rnsform.rtion of religious c.rtcgoric.s into sccular concepts" and jrrstifv il
becauseof thcgencralabyssthattheunclerstandingofideasresides,itsdivorcefrom'realexpericnce'Inthisstate,anything
c.rn bc jr,rstiiicd throtrgh unir ersal interrclationshi¡r of itleas in their ptrre existencc, or 'cxtrerne strbjectivih". ibid., p.69
'r;St't'"PhiL¡sophvanrlPolitics",Sectionl,p l6.Arcndtsaysthattheseparatìonof thcpoliticsandihcchurch,emtroclietlinthe
f lrrlv Rc¡nran Em¡-rirc, rclnor ec'l the rcligiotrs from thc public rcalm (though rrot by making it mcrcl.. private] Religiotrs bt'liefs
still rcm¡ine't{ and wcre parl of thc inte.llecttral's trndcrstanrling ret thev s.rrv no nct'c-l to rccorlrsc to il for their unclcrstancling
Political theology no longcr plryed a part in thc worldlv affairs of men The ptrblic re.alm and the meanings it contained rvere
no longer LLnder the jtrriscliction of God.
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understanding that sought immortality in the bodv politic. This cenbral organisation of man in socieh,v

is defined in distinclion to outside and a life "rvithout meaning and dignity." These lwo elements

were lacking because their words and deeds could leave no trace. Cicero, Arendt points out, argued

that political communities were man's wav of enabling human virtue to mirror the gods.

The search for immortality therefore was sought in a different manner. In an echo of Arendt's

trinity nThe Human Condition of promise-making forgiveness, and most importantly trust, ]aspers in

this sense describes immortality "as fidelilv in action, as trusþvorthiness."98 In other words, as

Jaspers summarises it, immortality is now ín the world; its achievement is a matter of the right frame

of mind.99 Establishing this particular frame of mind becomes Arendt's concem in her later work and

the examination eventually leads to the question of the life of the mind. At this present juncture of her

thoughts, however, this focus is on the suggesliveness of several themes she located in her

examination of Augustine's work and their refleclion on her contemporary love-of-the-world. The

conception of immortalify and its associalion *'ith the act of foundation can be found in Arendt's use

of time in her clissertational interpretation oi -\r.rgLrstine's thought,100 The achievement of security is

the achievement of stability and therefore permanence. This can only be found in Augustine's vieu'

through the attainmenl of etemity for the indir-idual. This is also intimately connected to the role of

desire in an individual's life; "[b]oth csritns and cupiditas depend on man's search for his own being as

perpetual being, and each time this perpehral being is conceived as the encompassing of his concrete,

temporal existence."101 The fragility of man's indir-idual existence is negated by the achievemenl of

'perpelual being'. This search for'timelessness' a-c Arendt now conceives it leads Augustine into a¡

exploralion of the role of time. Because of the Present as a moment of Past a¡d Future means that

both cancel each other out; "[t]he presentation of past and fulu¡e in which both coincide annihilates

time and man's subjection ¡s ¡¡."102 Yet, -{r.rgrrstine proceeds to comprehend the human existence

er 
¡aspers, Philosophy and tke lVorld, p. 738

eKarlJaspersproridesanindicationof A¡endt'sthinkingrr'henhesaysthat". " Philosophy,Yol.2,p.257.IntJ:risquote

Jaspers' distinguishes behçeen eterniby and immortaLih-. Im-rnortalìby is great deeds and words, or an attempt to trarucend an

impermanent rvorld. The di¡ection of seeking immortaüh'Ls al.o about the di¡ecticn of love; "this life-this is horv the seeming

paradox must be phrased--lecides in time about rr'ha t s in ete¡nitv. The decision, made on the strength of love and a t the
bitldingof conscience,isthemanifestationof rvhatalreadversisineternilv The¡resenceof ete¡nilveqrralsirnmortality...
Irnmortaliw* is not an object of our knowledge; it is the spirit ..i iove." Philosophy 'r':'i :he World, p.738
l'sAs.t'aseliscusseclinChapterTwo,withhisfoctu.on.llr.¿::::,;-\ugttstineiscorr.ciottsof man'ssearchforh.rppiness Ifdesire
Ls the permanent element i¡ the human condition, lhen ¡ saliaiìLrn of c{esi¡e'and a removal of its inherent cleskrbilising factLlh'

',r-ould be the prim.rrv goal. This is achieved by re.rchin* l po.iiion where rvh.rt is desi¡ed cannotbr'taken.rrvay, thr,rs

rt'moving aIl fear of dispossession. Subscclucntlv, in !ernr-. rri ¿n.individual's life and his exister-rce in thc lvorltì, the go.rl of the

inrlivirlu.rl in the.{ugustrnian rvorld is sin-rplv thc.rcl'.i.'. -:n'.cni ,.i'h.rppiness' Th. deiinition oI thìs conccpt in Atrgr,rsline's
r.r es is eqrr.rllv as simplc, it is the achievement of secu¡ì¡'. ,:r the negation oi icar I: i. .rlso a rcvt: rsal oI isolalicrn, .rn
.'rccomplishmcnt oi this alc.ne is not enott¡;h.
:ot Loi,e ¡nr| St. Augustine, p 77 .

int .. ."- tùrd., p. 5/.
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from a tutural perspective. The individual who stands in this moment of time has though a fuh-rral

preference in the wav they interpret this moment.103 Through Augustine, Arendt analyses time in

terms of the individual and their desi¡es, seeking to display the tension that Augustine allowed to

exist in this individn¡.104 The fusion of traditions in Augustine's work places a conlinuing tension on

his understanding as he seeks a Christian understanding within the framework of the Athenian

intellectual heritage. Arendt treats Augustine's Christía¡'anticipated future'fi¡st and then focuses on

his Athenian conceplion of the past.

The emergence of the Church as the political institulion on earth is at odds with its anti-political

stance rvhen it was under the control of Rome. It could do this through Augushine who, Arendt

asserts, is the spiritual author if not the designer of our present concept of history. As part of the

Roman tradition, Augustine conceived The Ciaitns Dei, a Roman city where the dweller seeks

immortality, by combining with it the Christian aflerlife.l0s Augustine's aptitude is aided by the Latin

language. According to Augustine, "to live" conclrrs wílh ínter homines esse, or "to be in the company

of others." The Roman could therefore never leave the company of men and the city even in dealh.

lVith the removal of the religious in the modern age, rvhat became of the immortal? The return to

humanism involved in the secularisation of the world, did not in turn realise a retum to the Greeks or

the Romans behaviour regarding immortality. This rvas because the world of the Greek's and

Roma¡ s was imperlchable or eternal. This was no longer part of the seventeenth century man's

beliefs: "Now both life and world had become perishable, mortal, and futile."106 Absolule mortality

onh' becomes part of man's existence after several cenfuries of turbulent thoughl had passed. The

potenbial immortalitv of mankind become evident when the secular searches for the 'enduring

permarìence'. Arendt relums to her studies of Augustine and sees time in its'fwofold infinity', or as

past possibility.toz In this essay Arendt argues that this allows an immortalitr', similar to the Greeks

and th.e Romans, in ihat they disclose grealness and permanence and mentions the present in the

form oi how the twofold infinity establishes a 'time-space'. This introduces an overlooked aspect to

10r Àni :: is this ftrtural ten,rency in Augustine's thought that negates both self-love and neighbourlv love in distinction to the

lor e of C.-d. ibid., pp,45-6
LOl Thrc.u:hout Arendt's treslment of Atrgustine is her concern for his conception of time. It is a conception that seeks to
mediaie i-ehveen the Athenian traclition of thought and the Hebraic The development of Augustine's thought from desi¡e to

menÌor, :,. the mind again retruns to rlesire when the demands of the indivicìual described in Augustine's thought is

recoru.i;¿:etl Arendt'sanal.,sisofAtrgustinc'stre.1tnìentofloveinhis*'orklcadstoseveralconcltrçions,butthern.rinfocus
f.oi¡.t Ln .:,:entlt's exâminati!-n is the conccpt of time at * ork ancl horç it etrides AtrgLrstine's assumptions.
lirið.::.,,': P¡stnntl Frtitrr¿, iheConceptof Ilistor_r:^\ncient.incl\lot'lern",p 73,
ifo¡i':,; : l{ Notcthe'dilir.:enceindefinitionsatuorkhere Thisrefersof cotrrse.tothemodernaze,nototrrmodernrvorlcl
!\'e ar¿ :¿r! of the Moclern \','orld, while the Modern .{ge stretches back even further
'"' trri .: , ).
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A¡endt theory: the space of appearance is not necessarily, and therefore not restricted to, a physical

dimension. It is rather temporal in its nature.1o8

108 il'r,i. In this britf disctrssicn, Arc.nclt comments on the disadr'.rntages of this ht-i-'ld iniiniiv in ccmparison to the::.cient
corìceFti!.n - permanence has become a perpetu.rl motion, a'florving process'ani:.¡t a'stable struc:ure'. ALso lhile ù.e

ancient.lrnception fotrnd iis place in cities, states and nations, the contemporarv r ¿:sion encompas-<es the n'orld ani nankind
becomes distinct from natu¡e or spccies of speech o¡ reason (to mention Aristotle s and the medier al philosopher's C¿iinition
of man\.
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2. The Roman Trinity: The Meaning of Authority, Trødition ønd Religion

ln Bctueut Past and Future, Arendt reveals glimpses of the framework she is using in her thought

and the new trinity that she considers to be the most important one in comparison to the Roman

Triniry-; the trinity of authorilv, tradition, and religion. This trinify is being translated into a

contemporary trinity revitalised for the new polìtical Arendt is still conscious of in her works.

Religion becomes the central concem for her Augustinian thinking. Foundation provides Arendt with

this element of her triniry as she seeks the bond conceived as social caritas in the dissertation and now

trust. This foundation defines the communify in Adam but there is still the question of how it

perpehrates itself in the world that is the Auguslinian desert. This is determined by Arendt as the

foundalion as source and its temporal relalionship to the community. This is equally reflected in her

concept of natality. This understanding of beginning provides Arendt within her established

temporal iramework of past possibility with a reference point for the individual-in-the-world.

It is in the essays oi Betiteen Pnst and Future thal Arendt develops her framework from the broad

concept of natality discnssed tn The Humnn Condition to cover its significance, the description of her

space of appearance, and the search for eternitr- in the new age. Consequently, her exploration of

memor\- and immortalily now' lurns to the roles of initiation, then imitation through inspiration.

\Alhen -\rendt talks about a 'nerv indifference' in history, she does not explore it, but instead argues

that our present concept of history as she has described it evolves out of the context of the immediate

post-religious age: or the period when the assurance of the afterlife and its gift of immortalily had

been removed from the minds of men, yet the belief in its relevance was stiÌl to be cleared. Arendt

clearlr-states here that our prevailing concept of historv is no longer relevant or applicable to the age

in *'hich ,,ve live. She herself is proposing a nel\' concept of history.1O9 As discussed, the argument

sustainng Arendt through this course of the essav is that this historical, automatic process that

captures each generation needs to be disrupted to stall the decline of societies. In suggesting this,

Arendt is advocating an escape from a particular hpe of history but not an escape from tradition. The

key to this is fhe notion of authoritv.

rD 8¿lr¿t'¿': PLtst antl Future, p 73
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(Ð Inspiration, Imítation and the Source; or Action in the Space of Appearance

Arendt while criticising the attibudes of modern intelleclualism does not retum to those of the pre-

modem traditions.ll0 In fact Arendt goes further and says that the tradition does not aid in the search

for an understanding of freedom. The hvo haditiors she has in mind are those that generated the first

mention of freedom or free will, the philosophies of late antiquily, and the Christian and modem

one.111 Both argue that one must leave the world in order to find freedom; that is, the inner dialogues

of thought.or the inner conflict of a Ch¡istian or Kantian notion.112 Simply put, the tradilions of

classical and Christian do not adequately conceive of freedom.113 Nonetheless, while the experiences

of freedom have been lost by these bwo traditions they have been retained in "non-philosophical

literature, from poetic, dramatic, historical, and political writings" because they have not used the

same conceptual framework. Strangely, Arendt does not think it would be worthwhile to attempt to

distil a language from these writings. Irstead, Arendt gairs her irsight from the efymological

significance of the Greek and Latin verbs equal to the modemverb "to act". These definitions are to

begin, to lead, and to rlrle, as well as to carry something through. In Latin they are ngere, to sel

somethLng in motion, and gerere defined bt- Arendt as "the enduring and supporting continuation of

past acts whose results are the res gestne, the deeds and events we call historical."lla This is action a-ç

initiation. The significance of the approach by Arendt is to highlight the achral experiences of being

free. Arendt describes both the Greek and Roman experiences that are conveyed in these Creek and

Latin verbs. The Latin verb also illustrates the element of foundation in the city of Rome leadLng to a

historl' that sought to "augment" this foundation and the responsibilities it engendered.lls The

affirmation of begirLning is in the birth of each individual in the world and is the beginning of an

individr-ral's life that *'ill cease with death. Even more significantlv, she suggests, the begiruring of

their story that will not cease, but instead continue after death. As Arendt summarises it, to be htmtnr'.

\Io ibid.,pp 756-7.
lll The concept of freedom accepted today was introduced bi'Paul and St. Augustine allorving a phìlosophically st1'led

freedom to become current and replace the rejected concept of political f¡eedom. ibttl ,p.718.
112 Arendl is rejecting the intimate relationship of free rçill and ireeclom It was here that the struggle rvas rr'agecl and Arendt
illustrates this with Auglrslrne talking about "the "in¡rer drvelling" of the sotrl" and "the dark "chamber oi the heart"." l&id.

Arendt Lç fitting out the descriptions of Augustine from Confes:icns (Book 8, Chapter 3)
LllArendt,aJew,wasverf impressedbythelifeof Jesr.rsof \azareth Tothcextentthatin"WhatisFreedom?"shesavsthat
his deeds need greater appreciation of their'philosopfrical implications'. The ttndersLrnding of freedom in parls of the New

Testament are seen as containing powerful st.ltements ior the inclivicltral ancl that thev are driven not bv the n'ill, but bv faith-

Arenclt does not eqtrate Jests of Nazareth lvith Socr.rtes, though the them.rtic der elopment of thc'essav could be nsed to

srrpport this argument.
rir8,,l¡m'r¡ P¡st¡ntlFuturc,p l65.Asimilart-liscussionalsocrccrLrsinher"Lal¡or,\\'ork,.\ctjon",p 39ptrbLishedin.-{uor
Nluntlt: Et¡,lorations in th¿ F,i::h ¡ntl Thotgltt o.f Htnnn):.{'¿r¿/1, lamr's W. Bernaucr, 'ecl ) (Boston, VlartintLs -\ijhoff, 19S7)

Il5 Th..se langLragcs lead tó ^\ugtrstinc who introducecl r i.r Sl PaLLI the traclition oi ìi,,'ru¡n ûrbitrium Yet.A.rendt finds i-rr

Augrrstine's the Cìty of God. .rnothcr turphilosophical notion of i¡eedotn. This nolion is fotnclcd in the Roman experience, or
Augustine's 'Roman Mind' Thtrs, it is not the i¡rner freedom oi lìrture philosopher rather freedom in the n'orld.
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nnd to be free qre the same: "lw)hat usually remairu intact in the epochs of petrification and

foreordained doom is the faculfy of freedom itself, the sheer capacity to begin, which animates and

inspires all human activities and is the hidden source of production of all great and beautiful

things."116 In other words, it is a source of imitation. Freedom here relates to the capacity to begin

and especially to iniliate. Arendt's reading of this association is iniiiallv obscure unless her

framework in considered. This notion of freedom can be better described as inspiration that Arendt

recognised in the dissertation as the right order of love. An action is right when it is the proper

imitation of the principle inherent in foundabion.

During her treatment of history in "What is Histon?", Arendt explicitlv returns to the role of

Augustine in her consideration. Arendt suggests that the modem concept of progress has a religious

and specifically Chrislian origin. The 'secularization of originally theological categories' has

produced a new understanding of the world. But for Arendt if is a meaningless world, with only the

potential for questionable meaningfulness at mosl.117 The search is for a common language that

describes terms with a common validitr'.i18 The source of this, the first phrlosophy of history, is

Augustine tn De Cittitnte Dei. Arendt concLrrs rvith thi-. suggestion to lhe ertent that in Augr-rstine

there is a notion that his[ory generates meaning of single hislorical events. :''et this is not necessarily

as evident as is suggested. The argument has at its founclation the cyclical hlctory-speculations of ìate

antiquity, rather than the classical history-concepts of Greece and Rome.l19 A closer reading of

Augustine reveals that he was more concerned rvith the time theories of his orvn era in their cyclical

guise.120 To entertain the message of Christ's crucifixion, time must have started anew and remained

rt6 Bchteen Pqst nnd Frúure, p 167 and quote from p. 169. Or as Arendl s¿r's. "Freedom is a 'mode of being"'. Arendt is

definitely finding the answer to Heidegger's anticipated futu¡e in thl. com¡nitment. The Ch¡istian elements in Augttstine's
thought were of course anti-political. The early Chrislian Fathers rejectec -,,1..e political and thereí¡re its futu¡e conception of
poìitical freedom, yet Augustine was also a Roman, and as a Roman ccr.r.l.i onlv reflect the expeiences of a Roman; "that
freedom qua beginning became maniJestin the act of foturdation."
117 It is on tjre last third of the eighteenth centruy, in Hegel's philosoph'.'Cid this notion of histor, '¡ecome evident. Hegel is

history, placed in opposition to all previous metaphr sics that had sought arr.',r ers in outside of hu:nan affairs. With no
permanence Plato could not look for truth. Historv bv the nineteenth cenþ¡n'because the sole lc,c¿tion for truth, and books
rvere regarded as containing this truth.
l18 Arendt tackìes the'liberal rvriters' who have not stopped !o underslar,.d the implications of deirnitions regarding tyran¡v,
authoritarianism, dictatorship and totaltarianism. The ¡ole of authorih' L. each of these is ven'ciiierent and has implicaiion-s
for the concept of freedom. The main idea is the notion that thev are sin'.rir Cijferences in degree
It9Arendtstrggeststhat,notHerodotus,notFlomer,brrtUlvssesbeganr:sion'',r'hen,inhiscour: relistenedtoarecounting
of his deeds. Worcls were the 'irnitation of action'. The parador illustraÌe,j here, for Arendt, is the :act that the Greek, amongst
nature ancl hence immortalih-, measured human greatness in terms oi ac:ion ralher than fabricar.:n, or even words and deecls.

Bt,tiucen Pnst a¡td Future,pp 1i-6. Yet, action w.rs considered the'most nl:üe of human endeavc,',::¡, rvhile greatness !v¿ìs

measuredinitspermancnce ThePoetslvere thefi¡sttooffer.rsoltttitnb'. castingspeechand¿c:::ninwordsancldcc-dsancl
makingthemperm.rnentbe..onclthelifeof theagent.Thislastedthor-rgh¡n.ii until P.rrmenides,a:-.despeciallvSocr.rtts.-rnd
Plato. The. rcstrlt rvas a Platc¡nic teachings that regarclccl immorlalih' th:¡'.rqh the eves of n.rtLLre :r-:iacin¡; the achievement oi
irnmort¡litv throtrgh f¡mc r.'ith procreation. Plato.rnrl Aristttlle sottsh: :.- jc'n1. mart thc abilif'. :- ::nmortalise thcmselves.rnrl
thr.rcfo¡ccr,alu.rtcthcmsehestothclcvel ofthecosmc.s(rvel.l,almost ll:.:,-r'.anrlnatttrerte::.-,rsirlurcc{bvthepoelsancì
storytellers to be of simjlar ch¡ractcr.
rr0 Sce the chapter on Arrgustine in John F Callah.rn, Fo¡¡r Vi.'¿s oiTtr:: :: .¿.".;L¿ttt Philosophv, iCa:r.bridge, Flarvard Unive¡sibr'
Press, 19.18) and also Gera¡d l. P. O'D.tly, "Arrgustine on the \[c.asu¡err.ent crf Time: Some Compa:sons rvith Aristotelian and
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on a rectilinear course.121 But Augustine only claimed such a significance for this single event, not in

the manner of modem commentators for all events. History as a problem emerged in Augustine's

thought because of the fall of Rome and not the birth of Christ.

Arendt says that determining the modem concept of history as finding its source in Augustine

should make one doubt its Christian source. In these terms, Arendt is saving that Augustine was not

a Christian philosopher.l22 Augustine ignored earthly history, refusing to believe that the falt of

Rome was significant - simply because it occurred on earth.123 The Romans had a similar attitude,

though its import is reversed.124 History was regarded as the storehouse of examples. Both believed

that events were there simply for the acknowledgment that they would be imitated again and again

carrying little significance in terms of the world. The Greeks, however, did not follow this

unde¡standing, seeíng a heroic deed as a potential for imitation not as a standard, but rather as the

measure of your greatness.l2s The fwo kinds of imitation are at work here: "[t]his relatedness of

human existence is actualised in imitation. To imitate, as well as to refer back to one's origin, is a

general characteristic of human existence before it becomes a consciouslv adopted way of 1i¡"."126 ¡t",

the dissertation, Arendt says that "it is tme that imitation as a basic ontological struclure governed

the entire context of life, regardless of whether it was correct or pen'erse imitation."127 But is the

individual determined by this basic ontological structure? Arendt is sensitive to this concem, saying

that imitation leaves each and every act separate from the 'human will that performs it'. Nonetheless,

man's actions become a function of this imitation even though these actions are not done so with any

parlicular knowledge of this. Instead, Arendt believes, as an ontological strucfure, it occurs

independent of man and even while this imitalion operates it leaves man rvith his inherent freedom.

Imitation in this sense has lwo meanings according to Arendt. The first meaning of imitation is

defined by what happens when the individuality is removed by seeking 'out of this world' and

second comes from her mentioning of boasting and the imilation that this can irspire. The concern for

Stoic Texts" lnNeoplntonism nntl Early ChristianThought: Essnys in honour of A. H. Armstro¡,.a, H J. Bl'.rmenth¿l and R. A \fa¡kts,
(eds.) (London, Variorum Publications, 1981), pp 777-179.
rzr Bct¡t'een Pnst nnd Future, pp 65-6.

'- tjttl., p.66.
l¡ Christi.rnity, Arendt believes, could only conceive of or.rier-earthly immortalilv, and not this earihÌv immort.-rlilv of
m.rnkind
121 To the modern mincl, hislorv tclls an ongoing story to trs and repetitions cannot occur, iusl as it h.rs no end or beginning
Insteact thev reach back and fonvard into time lvithout ceasing. The infinite is cvidr.nt in th.is unde¡slanding The birth oI
Christ.rs.rmeasttringgatrgeisnotChristianbutn<¡lv.rsecularjustificationfortheinfirüte 3¿!¡L'e¿,:PnstantlFtiture,p.63 Inlhis
is thc removal of 'cschatological cxpcctations' Nf¡nkincì has become immortal on earth
:15 Thc mor.rl import is not cvitlcnt in the Grcek conception as in the Rom.rn and Chrislian i¡r<tearf a rlrive to accomplish lht
L.est This is the 'Gree.k agonal s¡ririt'
I7o Lo¡'e rrntl St. Augustine, p 53.
117 íbtl , p.79.
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Arendt seems to be that 'imitation' means 'habit', or at least copying those around in order to survive,

is part of human existence.128 However, this only works if imitation is not a premeditated act shorvn

when the individual does not judge his actions in this light as right and wrong from the source. ln

other words, man can still be free if he does not dictate his actions by that of imitation. If an

individual does not decide to imitate (or decides to "leave imitation objective") and therefore does

not make a decision to seek sornething extemal to him, he does not have dependence on something

ebe.129 It is this second definition of imitation that she derives from Augustine's thought which

becomes Arendt's fundamental understanding of 'being-of-the-world." tn other words, man is

created and his being is only a source. His 'concrete existence' is conholled by temporality and this

temporality prevents an individual from conceiving himself orherself as a whole.130 h Augustine's

interpretation man seeks this equalihy tfuough imitation and in the process denies the legitimao'of

the self-in-the-world. The desire to be like God is a rejection of the earthly self.131 But man is not a

true creator, his role of creator is limited. He "cannot call himself into existence and carmot make

anything out of nothing: in other words, he lacks true creative power, rvhich is at the same time pure

being." The consequence to this limited power or potentiality is that he has limited material to work

with; he is "of the t'orld" and "make[s] himself a lover of the world by tuming it into "his orvn

cotrntry" (pntria) and denying that il is a desert." This is a desert because of the 'thirst' that one

reckons with in the u'orld. Thirst for what though? With these desires "he has perverted the original

r28 Arendt clearly sees The Ccnfessions as a catalogue of the problem of habits from Augr.utine's experience in the rvorld.
12e Arendt finishes this paragraph by saying that "[i]t is only n'hen i¡nitation is taken up explìcith' that the demand of "being as

Cod" appears." ibid. Arendt says that the "etemal linLit to this assi¡nilalion process of equalibv." God is out of the world and
though man aspires to this level he is always of this rvorld and it is thls that will always separate him from God and therefore
ptrre Beìng; "[t]his is why man can never have himself as a u'hole (totum)" because ""[i]f he had hi¡nself as a rr'hole, he w'oulci
have his being, as the concept is here understood,." ibid ,p.80.
t30 y¿¡¡" equalifv is the ideal it can not ever be ¡ealised - what is avai.lable as an option though is the search for resemblance
Arendt savs again that man 'c¡eatedness' is the ¡eason diffe¡ence can occu¡ because is dlstinction to God - *'ithout creation -
whose "Supreme Being, as Being pure and sirnple, rvhich makes all indiçidual distinctions vanish because thev pertain to
createdness." ibid.
131 Yet the desire for irnita lion means that man sets himself up as the opposite of God who he can never become. Arendt savs
that this is different and more radical than the attempt than the articulabion of the connection behr een C¡eator (as Being) and
creatwe; "where the world and man constituted an etemal imitation of the divine." And "lt is onl','here, in his chosen lor-e of
the Creator, that the creahue sees his limitations and his utter inadequac of the demand that ljes in being created bv God,
which also must mean "to Goci" as wel.l." ibid So the relation to God in this way means and its too high demands on an
inclividual me.rns that man L. dependent on God and "finds concrete expression in the larr'ad the impossibilih'of compliance
(implerc)." What is this lau,? \Vell it pushes m.rn to do rvhat he ordinarilr' rvoulcl not do and that L< seek his os n being
("adv.rnce to his orvn being'r and acknowledge his orvn "crealedness " This means realisLng that one does not simply exlst btrl
rather rvas created and thal llr-is means a certain fragility that h.rs to be come to terms n'ith the larr 'concrete'clemand is sim¡lr
"Thou shalt not covL-t " Thìs expresses the understanding that "fc]ol'ertousness is the tu¡n lo the',.,'rong "before" " Again
Arenrltcxprcssesthr.ttndersl.rnclingthatmanisbornintoarvorldthatalreaclyexistandrr.henheleavesitremains"ùìtacl'
Whcn m.tn e'xists ht'lovcs the w'orld, clesirr's it, for "its orvn sake".rnr-l conserlucntly kl es lhe rr-orid lvhich is lhe crcaticrn
rathcr than the Crt'.rkrr. Thi¡ focus on the rvurLd means tlrat he iorgets lhe Crcator, or thc "absolute prìorih of Gocl " ArcnCl
goùsontosavthat"Ii]nthisprocessm¡nsecsthathisolvnexistence-de.rth-detcrminetl,andlhtrsobviouslr porrerless¡rerii-¡
own bcing-points b.rckw.rrd-; " ibitl ,p.81. Yet, "he does not see that alÌ c¡e.rtion. . . points backrtards even rvhen it is rro!
mortal and t¡ansient."
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point of his createdness, which was precisely to show him the way beyond the world and to his

proper source.'132

Habit is the cause of this mistaken path according to Augustine and it is habit that allows sin to

take control of life. The world is constructed by those who perceive it to be theirs. Habit is part of the

world (as it was created) and is part of man's "second nature" and it is up to man to turn this

"temptation" and escape its grasp.133 Everything had a beginning and therefore was not always there

and therefore can be mutable as it has become what it is. For Augustine imitation is not the same as

Becoming - imitation is something particular to man.13 Habit 'opposes' the bwo time frames of past

and future because it sends man on a search for the wrong "before" and then to possess it; "Habit is

the etemal yesterday and has no fuhlre" and "its tomorrow is identical with today." What underpins

this "ìevelling of temporal, trarsient existence" death in the fuhrre. Death is the final moment when

the individual realises the limitation of "life's power over itself". This is when man turns to habit as

habit is his only choice. There is a danger with its dependence on the past, and habit "shrouds" this:

"[h]abit shrouds the dangers that this past turn to the world necessarily involves, since it contravenes

the meaning of the creature as such. Death is a peril only rvhere man's dependence on his source has

not been uncovered. To understand the dependence is the function of death." Habit's influence

results in a construction of the wrong etemity as it seeks something imperishable out of life; "the

inclination to sin springs more from habit than from passion itself." The banality of habit is important

here, especially agairst passion, as habit leads man into completely the wrong path: "It]he creahrre,

in search for its own being, seeks security for its existence, and habil, by covering the utmost limit of

existence itself and making today and tomorrow the same as yesterday, makes it cling to the wrong

past and thus gives it lhe wrong securify."l3s

The lessons that Arendl learnt from Augustine's reasoning on this subject are best illustrated b,v-

her reaction to later French existential thought. In an essav titled "Concern with Politics in Recent

European Philosophical Thought" and delivered to the American Political Science Association in

1954, Arendt considers the activities - both intelleclual and political - of contemporary Europeans

philosophers. In particular, Arendt discusses the French Existentialism of Sartre, lvferlear.r-Pon[y,

t32 ibiti., p. E2.
Llr FIabit, through covetousness, .rsks man to beüer e lhat man is "of thc rr'orld" ancl that this is his trtre sorrrce - man becomes
the scrvant of "things made'." Death is important herc'as rvith this turn lo nÌan's sourco as thc lvorld, it lrecome.rn "inrlication
of transicnce "
lllHisconcernisthcr¡.restionof perversion,ortor.riseonc"ssclf upandL.errheregorlis,thatis'abr¡r,eall'ThoughPloli¡trsis
sin-rilar in thinking on evil to Augrtstine - just as is Plotinus's notion of the rvell ordererl universc.
t35 ibitl., p.83.
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Camus and Malraux. She asks that their dedication to the rejection of academic philosophy and the

Iife of contemplation be acknowledged though she also directs concern at the result of their

understanding. Their corunon approach is "that human existence as such ís "absurd" because it

presents insoluble questions to a being endowed with reason". This is not Arendt's position "that the

present world has reached a crisis and is 'out of joint"', reflected in the Catholic interpretations of

Cilson and Guardini. The result is an understanding where "[h]uman freedom means that man

creates himself in an ocean of chaotic possibilities.'136 y¡¡i1" Arendt is happy to acknowledge this,

thei¡ solution does not give rise to a political philosophy. The expectalion that this could 'give rise to

political principles' or even 'give direction to political choice' is denied by them. In Afrendt's eyes,

this leaves the only option available to them and it is an option they take up, seeking in response a

complete transformation of the original world - the one fraught with meaninglessness. However, as

Arendt points out, this can only occur by simply denving the original world - something she is

opposed to in her orvn understanding. The common result is 'activisi or radical humanism' and

therefore an adherence to the belief lhat Man is his orvn God. And further to this is a desire to defv

and therefore reject the human condition. In this picture "human nahrre, conceived as that of the

nnimnl rntionnle, to develop to the point where it builds a reality, creates conditions of its own."137 The

absurdity of human life is thus overcome, by an escape to a new reality of human arlifice.138 Arendi

argues, therefore, that vou cannot build a world to encompass Man in an attempt to vet again change

human nature to suit human existence. This is an attempt to deny the human condition thal remai¡s

the same regardless of the circumstance man puts himself within. These criticisms of the French

exislential position a¡d their origin in Augustine's specifically Christian thought describes Arendt's

own emerging solution to a situation discussed before the Second World War. Arendt's solution as

stated in 1954 appears spatial in its dimensions suggesting that her 'space of appearance' should be

seen as the correct approach to the problems she has outlined. She savs rn replv tha[ all man can build

is that which occupies the space befween men, not anvthing from the material environment, and this

1ìo"ConcernrvithPoliticsinRecentEuropcanPhilosophìcalThoLrght" ín.lrendt:E,.-.n_v,.:,r L[nders::r,:tling,1930-1951,Ieronte
Kolur, (ed ) (Nerv York, Il.rrcotr¡t Bracc Jovanovich, 1994), p 438.
il- ::'rrl, ¡. -139.
irJri't,i,p ll0."tlt'rviltclcfçCodorthegoclsby.livingasthotrghthcli¡nihrtionsoIhisc,¡nrlitionCicinoteri,st.eventhoLrghhe
as ¡n indir iritral may never hopc. to esc.r¡rc them. Man can creale hirnself anrl be'come h.Lç ow'n Cc.d iJ he decides to livc.rs
the.trgh he lvere a gocl. From the ¡raraclox that man, thoLrgh hc did not make himself, is held resporsible for rrh.rt he is, S.rrtre
conclLrdes that he therefore mlrst be held to be his own Maker."
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is dependent upon the abilify of man to recognise his own ability and position in the world. These

abilities refer to his condition as homo tempornlis.LSg

The important element of an ethic of inspiration that both Arendt's and Augustine's thoughts

correspond to is love for its own sake. The significant aspect of this inspiration is that it does not lead

to possessiveness. It therefore can be shared by all without being lost. As Arendt's thought develops

the love of socisl caritns turns to a new form in the political arena becoming almost tJre spirit of the

etemal just as Augustine's love became the Spirit of the Trinity.140 1¡" Auguslinian love of spiritual

Beaulv is translated bv Arendt into the principle of foundation which also retains his association with

orde¡: "ordinate in me caritn¡s1n".74r Capbured in Heidegge¡'s notion of preaching, or the Christian

"bringing of the message" which becomes Arendt's idea of storytelling, is this idea of the aural.142

For Arendt, this is aÌso an aspect of action articulated in Aristotle's concept of energeia, or 'full

achralitv' and which becomes the 'who' of the ¿¡¡e..143 This disclosure of the actor is achrally an

illumination of the principle. In The Humnn Condition, Arendt says that "lg]rearness or the specific

meamng of each deed, can only lie in the performance itself and neither in its molivation nor its

achievemen¡.tr144 ¡n stating this Arendt links grealness to the 'principle' with rvhich she was seeking

to use to guide action. This is a particular trait of the Augustinian concept of love that remains with

Arendt as an undercurrent to her thinking later in her life. This premise yields a framework of good

jr,rdgement that evenh-rally sees Arendt turn to Kant's aesthetics in his Third Critiqrre. Augustine

provides an indication of the forces involved in this process when he equates love with weight,

inferring responsibilih if not an obligation; a "material body is bome along by its weight in a

particular direction, just as a soul is by its 1o,r".-145 This love leads to a delight, or a sense of well-

being, not one of use or enjoyment.

It is rvilh this perspective in mind that Arendf discusses the importance of imitation and its

actuali-çation, or potential actualisation, through the Arendlian love designed in the dissertation. Free

rvill is important, for free will implicitly also wills man lowards his true source; a source that is at the

:le In a i'-uther indication of -{renclt's belief in the condition of homo tempornlis, she equates 'the utmost tirnit of existence' with
the 'tthr.e-st limit of the past anel the fttture'. An inclividtral conceir,ing themselves as .r u hole emerges as a sirnificant goal in
^\renrll ' rhinking She has aìready sotrght to articulate this in Tft¿ Hunnn Co¡ttlition bv r-rsing trr-rst, torgiveness .rnd promise
m.-rki¡c This is the only manner in which time can be restr.rined in the control of one's life
rrlj Thi: i. .'r'idcnt 'tn De Qrirt,:trttttt Animne ,34.77 as Dr.r Roy suggests ln L'rntelligcnct' tfu Ia for en l¡ Tnnité sdo,: :ttint Augustin,
i P.r ris. E ¡ircles Atrgtrs tinienne s, 79 66), p. 261.
:i: i ,., -ji,r,,,s 2¿1

'-ì **r ::r¡ .liscussion in Chaplc.r Thrc.c.
'r-t I;:. .ì:,"¡,¡r¡ Contlition, n )7, p.206.
:::i:,; : 206
rri íi:¿ C::v of Cod,71.28.
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limit of past and fufure; "For him past and future coincide in reference to etemi¡y."146 In the last

sections of the dissertation, Arendt develops further her understanding of free will and the

involvemen¡ sf þ¿þi¡.1{7 This discussion leads into a treatment of the notion of conscience. In the last

sections of this chapter, Arendt notes that there are two 'free' wills' - one from nature (properly called

inclination) and one from love. The latter is considered to be stronger.148 The source the individual is

shown as the utmost limit of its own past and chooses the wrong 'before' , wrong because "it is not

the "whence" of its existence".149 The problem of this understanding becomes manifest when the

notion of 'retum' is considered. If man is part of the whole and is ordered by this etemal whole, a

whole that is no longer connected to the Creator then the part or individual cannot refer back to his

origin. Arendt further discusses the relationship of the whole, universe, origtn and like; "[t]he

universal order is as it is throughout eternify, and so is that which it orders, even though individual

enbities may come and go, grow and perish in their singularity."lsO

For Augustine, the Ímitation provides the route of dependence on the crealor for lhe product,

rvhile in Plato imitation puts dependence bevond the product and the maker (potentially Augustine's

Creator).151 Augr-rstine ¡,vas aware of whal rvas going on because he thought that Becoming can ne\.er

be as elernal as it was for Plato: just as time was brought into being and will end, for Plalo it is

everlasting as is the mobion of the heavenlv bodies.ls2 Becoming becomes important as "[e]verything

that is created exists in the mode of becoming." The word fieri (to become) is important because it is

the passive form of ' to make' (facere) and 'to make' and ' to become' are, as far as Arend t is concerned,

the same thing for Augustine. With this in mind, therefore, the Creator is the unchan&ng one. If God

A6 l-ou nnd St. Attgustine, p. 52. But as Arenclt points out, Augustine distingtdshes between beginning of the rvorld and of time
The beginning of time Augu-.tine calls The'principium' and time itself or 'intitium'was created with the existence of the world
and notably with the existence of change and motion (p 55) In this manner man was created to ¡enember his beginning.
1r7 It shotrld also be noted that passion is mentioned in terms of Iife. ibid., p.83.
ta ibi,l ,pp.9I-2.
lle Arendt continues, saying '[i]t is precisely by clinging alx'avs to the past that habit demonstrates the original si¡ful¡ess of
man's ol\'n will, since this u'ill alone establìshed habit as a har en where death would not remind fLim of the dependence of
c¡eated hrrman l:fe." ibitl.
t1 ibid., p. 62.
ltl The whole becomes very important and this envelopes the individual. All ttLis is Platonic in origin. Plato acknowledged that
the trnií'erse's beginnings were a question however, her believed that an answer was too difficult and that if achieved that it
rvould be of no ttse. The world or moctel even that *'as set up though is of interest and Plato believe that it is open to an
individual's comprehension Lhrough'rational discourse'and that is always the same. So Arendt argues, there a¡e three factors
at *'ork in Plato's understanCirg - simply, maker, model, and the prodrrct. The model has no beginning, is er.erlasting and
l ithout change. Nonetheless. r,Ìre procluct does have a beginning, though is everlasting but only in ils irnitalion of the moclel,
ancl therefore it is 'sempiternal Becoming'.
151 .\rendt goes onto Aristotle ' understanrling of Platonic philosophy - ancl in Aristotle, the cosmos oi Plato has lost its
begirrning See On the Hcnun i.l,238b 26-37. The cosmos norv becomes that which holds together all the variants of the unir erse
- .-r-9.rin the rvholc'is prior to the parts. Thc motion is ci¡clrlar and the'refore withorrt beginning or end. Eternitv is thcreforc not
frc¡m .rn imitation of somcthing bcyontl it rntlicr it is inherent n'ithin it. Aristotlc. gocs on to say that the order of the cosmos
mttst h.tve e.ristccl bcfore cr er. ihe chaos tlr.rt cxisted bec¡nìc orclcred; or, in crther worcls, thc bcginnilg of the cosmos is
incornprchonsiblc.Thislearlsu. loAr"tgustirrc'sPlotinLrsrthr.Creckthi¡rkerlvhoinflucncesArrgtrstinetlìemost) Flclhinksthai
the cosnros is evc'rlasting, for r''ithout a beginning thcrc c.rn be no end and thcreforc confidence is strtrck This is fat.rlism. But
as Plolrnus is concernec{ - trùL\e his prec{ccessors - in the [.rte of man - ancl he raises thc qtrcstion of evil - the same as
Augustine - but Arrgustìne does depart from Plotints x'hen imitation is consiclered
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is not in becoming there is no indicabion that the¡e is anything before him. Things come into existence

and this is the first change. Then things always change and alter because they are thought berween

Being and non-Being, or they are simply in-bebween. Arendt is saying that man is not simply being

but rather being in relation to Being as Being is "the very antithesis of [man's] own mode of

existence."1s3 But this opposition is constructive as in it the individual finds their own being, in that

in amongst his changeable existence there is the true existence. Just as tables, following Arendt,s

thoughts, have their own true being or idea, "human life exists in relatedness to Being.,, However,

human life can never become 'true Being' (Arendt also says "the highest good") or immutable even

'self-sufficient' and yet it can never become nothingness. As Arendt stresses, it is not 'nothing,

because it exists in relalion to its origin. The 'hallmark' of human life is that it can consciously accept

their reference point and maintain it in love (cnritas).It is indifferent to human conduct in that it does

not matter what huma¡s do in the context of cnritss or utpíditns.7sa gt this extenuating reading

Arendt believes she sidesteps the implici[ Platonism in Augustine. The past as origin through

beginning or natality provides Arendl with her alternative source of aufhority in the moment and

imitation ibs relationship to the future.

The Humsn Condition, building upon Arendt's work tn The Origins of Tottlitnrianism, is provided

with a companion in the collection of essays published 1n Betueen Psst nnd Futtre. But Betueen past

and Futttre is also an indication of her directions for The Lrf, of the Mind. In Betrueen pnst and Ftttttrc

many of the qnestions raised tn The Htmnn Condition are given a clearer context, though the a¡swers

confinue to be simply a tentative possibili[v. Each of fhe essays in Betzueen Past and Fttture explore

themes that reach back to Augustine and, implicitly, her treatment of his thought in the dissertation.

The concepts of remembrance, immortalily and imitation are again raised, as are the concem for the

singr'rlar and the moment of the beginning. It is suggeslive that her revisions of the dissertation are

contemporaneolrs with the genesis of these essavs and they can be read critically side by side.

Regardiess, by isolating three indii'idual concepts and altempting to understand their present

meaning, Arendt continues her readrng of the history of ideas initiated in the disserlation. In the

process of this reading she assesses moderniLy's notion of authority and freedom and its role for

his torr'.

l5l Loi','¡t,,i -S/ A¡¿Ersiûrc, p. 53
t5r "Er en rvickedness could not exist without being related to the Strpreme Being and imitating it." ibiri., p 53
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Arendt burns to the Roman understanding of the concept of authority emphasising what concems

her: "[t]he Roman understanding of political authorily, where the source of authorihy lay exclusively

in the past, in the foundation of Rome and the greatness of ancesto¡s, leads into instibutional

struclures whose shape requires a different kind of image."155 Arendt compares these political

possibilities in terms of a pyramid. Each one locates the authorihy of the system in a different palace.

Christianity is top with authority leading downwards, the Roman bottom, or beginning, leading

upwards, the tyrannical pyramid however, has the middle layers removed. There a¡e the rulers, and

then the masses. Arendt now compares the totalitarian regime that is seen as an onion. ln other

words, each layer is another layer of dominion and another layer of authority. The difference is that

people can move belween these layers depending upon their beliel or perceived belief, in the system.

This belief is gauged by the ability to maintain the lie, and subsequently reject reality. The liberals see

freedom as receding, while conservatives see authority as receding but both see the oncoming of

totalitarianism. Both see things in terms of streams or processes due to the birth of their thinking in

the nineteenth centurv. Both assume that history can be changed r,vhile the end of their actions (or

non-actions) is predicta61".156

She returns to the definition of authority, saying that people assume a similar argument in this

regard too. If violence does the same as authority, then violence might as well be authorily. This can

only happen if you define authority in terms of order or obedience. Again, Arendt returns to a

consideration of the Roman meaning, stating that authority is Roman in origin. As a concept, Arendt

says, it does not exist in the Greek vocabulary. In Greek times of Plato and Aristotle, they used hvo

kinds of rule that were evident in the public and the private realm. The first is based on violence,

while the second was drawn from the Greek household and family life but it was still despotic by

nafure.157 In general, the point is that Plato and Aristotle saw authority rn terms of rulecl and ruler.

The Roman trinity of authority, religion and tradition seems to be argued to be a necessity. Luther

was wrong because he thought you could remove the authority of rhe church and leave relígion and

t¡adition intact. Hobbes was wrong because he thought you could remove tradition and the

Humanists, because they believe you could remove both religion and arrthority and retain

tradition.L5S Arenclt seeks to retain the frinity, hence her discussion on the consequences if it is

t55Bct¡t'cenPostttnclFtúrtrc,pp 98-g.Arentltsavsthalshervillfillthisst.-¡tementinonp l2Jn.hr,rcshr.talksabo¡tthc
amalgam.llion of Rom¡r'r politic.rl instittrtions witl.r Greek philosophic idr.as
Ll'' .\rcncìt no\v ttrrns ttt fturctionalistn atrcl shc tliscusscs hammcr (agai:r). Religion is rt'pl.rcecl br cr-,rnnrunisrn ¿rrcl it sen.ts lhe
5¡ n1e PtrrPLrsL.
tiì Bct¡rcr,, Pttst ¡nd FLúura, p 101
r53 iûi'i., p. 128.
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dismantled, and she does this by replacing religion with a concept that started out as love in her

dissertation. The translation of this understanding into the political realm as trust based on mutual

dependence undergoes another transformation as Arendt secures the inbebween world through the

bond inherent in the source as foundation, Authority in the lrinify is still, however, a concem.

In her essay "What is Authorily?" Arendt returns to her particular view of modemity and the

modern age. The modern age is determined by Arendt to have lost the presence of authoriby in the

world; the "constant, ever-widening and deepening crisis of authorihy has accompanied the

development of the modern world in our c€nhrry."159 The crisis is a political crisis, and can be seen in

the processes of child-rearing and education. Arendt looks for authority not in the definition of

authoritv, but rather a particula¡ form of authority - the authoriby of tra¿lition.160 Arendt

distingrrishes between past and tradition and defines her understanding of history. In the process

Arendt also highlíghts how her reading corsiders a paradox of tradition: "[w]ith the loss of tradition

rr-e have lost the thread which safely guided us through the vast realms of the past, but this thread

rças also the chain fettering each sttccessive generation to a predetermined aspect of the past.,, Arendt

chides those rvho react against progress with a simple regression to the past. Nonetheless, there is a

need to ¡e-bala¡ce the common perspective in the prevailing thought of the age and that of the

individual belween past and future. This thought has led to the past also becoming a problem

because

we are in danger of forgetting, and such an oblivion--quite apart from the
contents themselves that could be lost-rvould mean that, humanly
speaking, rve would deprive ourselves of one dimension, the dimension of
depth in human existence. For memorv and depth are the same, or rather,
depth cannot be reached by man except through remembrance.16l

This is becanse "permanence remains bound to memory,,.162 4rr¡1-,oriiv rests on the past and

provicies a¡ unshakeable foundation for the present, or a permanence in the moment befween past

and fulure' Consequentlv its loss to an age is devastating; "[i]ts loss is tantamount to the loss of the

grotndrvork of the world, which indeed since then has begun to shift, to change and transform itself

rçith ever-increasing rapidity from one shape to another, a_c though we were lir.ing and struggling in

a P¡otean ttniverse . . .." Consequently, Arendt defines the loss of worldly permanence and reliability

rr'ith ihe loss of authoritr'. In the nexf sentence however, Arendt qualifies the significance of this loss,

,-::.:,:,p 9I
'" -\:?n!ii rlots not mention th.rt this is hcrsubject tnlil some time into the essav
r!' 

-ì.';1¿,,,,'; PLTSI ¡¡tt7 Future, p 9J.
Ìf: ' The Prtrblem of Action and Thought", p. 15b. Arendt again links this to \ietzsche's assertion of stabi-lih. throrrgh promises.
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saying that it "does not entail, at least not necessarily, the loss of the human capacity for building,

preserving, and caring for the world that can survive us and remain a place fit to live in fo¡ those who

come after ,rt.'163 Arendt evidently sees a particular element to authority - but is not dependent on it

- which can allow the fubure to continue to be built. This element is ¡emembrance, or memory, a

capacity closely associated with history.le The temporal understanding reflected in this is that of

past possibiliry and a solution to the paradox of tradition and its authority.

With this in mind it is interesting to note that there is still the association of memory and

¡emembrance in Arendt's thought at this stage. The past is memory wh-ich seems to be remembrance,

but as Arendt explores this dimension of the political world as she tums to consider the philosophic

dimension of her understanding, she begins to differentiate between the fwo. Memory as recollection

is rejected. Instead, she tums to remembrance as irspiration as a source of principles in action, or the

possibility element in her temporal dimension. The indication that the mind is important to

understanding Arendt's political thoughts can be summarised by a passage in her dissertation. \rVhen

talking about the dependence of the creature on the Creator she provides an insight i¡to her non-

theological understanding of foundation. In the context of discussing happiness that is determined by

Cod she says that,

since the concept of happiness is present in us through a consciousness lhat
is equated with memory (that is, since happiness is not an "i¡Lnate" but a
rentembered idea), this "outside the human condition" actually means beþre
human exisience. Therefore, the Creator is both outside and before man.165

But the creator is in man through memory. Consequently, as Arendt continues, the "absolute future

turns ont to be the ultimate past and the way to reach it is through remembrance." This palh leads to

a questioning at the most fundamental level a¡d occurs when "it acts in accord with its olvn

phenonrenological meaning."166 Arendt states that "Createdness (crenttrm esse) means that essence

and existence are not the same."767 But they can converge. \Â/hat Arendt does nol indicate in lhe

t63 Bettteen Past ond Fulure, pp.94-5.
lil Herodohrs as the fi¡st historian and t¡ue historian because he wishes only to preserve in remembrance the deeds of man,

ce.to men." ibid., p.47. The concem is hough an inmortaliw*
ent though was defined and inspired ience of na ttue. Theii concept
setl an r-rnderstanding that things and ing and remained, or were
need the assistance of remembrance to save them. Arenclt talks about the immortalitv of the sonl

and the af¡erlife as being, the former, beauty as the highest idea of the philosopher and the goocl being the tughest idea of the
statesm.rn PIato, it mttst be noted, mucked this distinction up. She is also concerned about the"fear oiU"I' and its removal in
a sectila¡ itorlc-l? As rvell, the contempor.rrv loss in the ftrturc'state on e.rrth. ibid.., p.133 As Arc.dt points out, Aristotle
assttmed m.rn possessecl immortality bccatrse he was part of the processes of nature, nothing m,rre o,.,.1 nothing less. yet the
int'lividtr.rl rr'.ls not in'Lrnortal, crnlv httm.rnitv. This single instance of mortalitv came to marÈotrt the sig^post of hum.rn
existence - er-eu irom thc animals lvhich lvcrc members of a spsçis5 and not inclir idrrals
'Þ' Lo¿'r' ¡n¿i ,St A¿r.irrsfûlc, p 50
l6b Undersl.rnding this is the prrrposc'of the chaptcr - as Arendt annorrnces.
167 Lote oilLl St. Augilstine, pp i0-1.
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dissertation is how this can occur. It is not until she investigates the facultv of remembrance much

later in her life that this becomes apparent. Through tracing this path that reaches out to the future

and then finds the need to reach back in order to understand requires the acknowledgment of a new

dimension in the temporal. The "supreme Being" is found in Christianity but it is also the "primal

Being" and f¡om this standard everything is measured. The act of foundation is outside but also

available through memory, or rather through remembrance and this leads to a measure of action. To

achieve right comprehension of the principle, the lwo - the outside and the inside - have to be

harmonious. As Augustine indicates "[t]here is both memory and love in the understanding which

takes form in thought."168 1¡is statement reflects the need for a balance belween the outside and the

inside as well as the triniry of the mind. Arendt cannot accept the theological implications of

Augustine's reading but the philosophical ones are apparent for her. The authority of tradition is the

link to the foundation and its principle.

t6 D¿ Trinil,tte, p. 41 from Book 15, "Revierr. and Re-r'aluation: Image and Original"
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7, Arendt's De Trinitatel. or,The Life of the Mind

The political phase of Arendt's thought also sees the development of her theoretical framework for

dealing with the experiences of Europe after the First lVorld War. Arendt subsequently turned herself

to the faculties of the mind, provoked bv her experiences in Israel and the thoughtless Eichmann.

Arendt saw the rise of totalitarianism as an event ltniqr.te to the twentieth cenbr.rry. As a consequence/

for Arendt, its existence signifies a broken chai¡ or relationship to the past, and judgement was an

important element of this; it was "something which has destroyed our categories of thought and

standards of judgement."l Pre-empting this, as a student in Germany in the 1920s Hannah Arendt had

developed her understanding of the western tradition of thinking in a period of perceived crisis. The

response was the need to re-evaluate the western tradition that had inJormed modern, Western

civili-çation. The elements that Arendt had perceir-ed a-c lacking in the events during the early parts of

this century found articulation tnThe Origins of Totttlitarianism.Then, after considering the questions

and critiques in Betite¿n Past nnd Futtre, Arendt n-¡ote her understanding n The Humnn Conditiott.

Afte¡ this focus the emphasis in the posthumouslr- ptrblished work of The Lif¿ of the Mina can be seen

as a trrming away from lhe uitn nctian lo the aits conttntplntian, and consequently a turning away from

politics in general.2 Nonetheless, the trinitarian conceptions of both The Htnnttn Condition and The Liþ

I "Understancìing and Polilics" Ln Arendt: Essnys in L[ntlerstnndp'.a 1:3':-1954,Jerome Kohn, red ; \erv York, Harcou¡t Brace

Jovanovich, 7994), p 373.
r See Ronald Beiner, Politic¡ j itrtlgemtnt, (London, ìrfethuen, 19S j , ¿nd " Hannah Arendt on Judgr¡,q" in Arendt, Lectures on

Kt¡tt': P:iiticnl Phílosophy, Ron.rlcl Beiner (ed.) (Chicago, Universih' ..i Chicago, \982), pp 69-156; \lichael Dennehy, "The

PriçilegeofO¡rselyes: Han¡ahArcndtonJtrclgement'inHnnli..\':".tit:ThcRacoteryO.fThePt:.:tWorltl,ll4elvyr.A Hill,(ed)
(\err \ork, St lvfartins Press, 1979), pp 215-274;Jean Yarbourgh,.rnd Peter Stern,"Vita Achin ¿nd Vitt Contamplntittt:

Ret-lectitnsonIIalnahArendt'sPoliticalThor,rghtnThcLí.fe¡.i il¿-''t;,1¡1",Rcaiazoof Politic-.,\'ol l-1 (1981),pp.338-342;Ffan-'
'Irrn¡s, 

-\cting, Knou.ing Thinking: I I.rnn.rh Arcndt's Philosoph.ic;ri i\ ork". Socia/ Rcscørcl. \'ot -!'l /SPrin¡i 1977), pp.28ff; an.1

Scrl.rtscnh¡bib,"J¡t:lgc'urenl.rnrlthcmor.rlforurd.rtionoipoliticshÀ¡cntlt'sthotrghl",P-'irf:-',r.7):¿ory,Vol. l6,No 1(FeLrnL,rrl'

I9SS,.pr. 29-30.Bc'inòrrvonc-lersl,hcthcritcontril.rrtestotheeìerelt-r,mr'rttoIhcrtheon oiacli,::. \fichaelC.Gobtsegenalso
consid{.rs this point inThc P,i:ttcttl Thouglrt oi Htrnn,tit Arctlrl¡, (Sl.ri¿ 'l-'niversity of New York Pres=, \erv York, 1994), p. 116.

There are othei sympathetic w'riters: Elìz.rbeth Yor.Lng-BruehJ, "Reflections on FIamah Arendt's T;.c Lífe oi the Mind", Polil¡iíìi

Theor,t,\'ol. I0 (1982), pp.293-307, Glenn Gray 'tn Hannnh Arenilt: Ta¿ Rcco:ttcry Of Thc Public !\'ori;, \lelvyn A. I{i[, (ed.) (St
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of the Mind provide an indication of their relationship: through the thought of St. Augushine. Arendt's

shift towards thinking as an appropriate subject for the theorist of action is due to tire notion of

thoughtlessness, or acting without thinking. Subsequently, Arendt sought to outline a theory that

dealt with her concept of the banality of thought. The implications of this shift are varied, but there is

a decidedly Augustinian influence in this new approach to the acbions of the individual.

Augustine's concem with the faculfy of the will evolves around the question of evil.3 Augustine

argued that evil clouded the mind and obstructed the pure working of the mind. There was no

illumination for the individual.a This translates into Arendt's contemporary notion of thoughtlessnes

or rather the lack of real thought. At the beginning of her explorations into the mind Arendt asks the

question: "[i]s not understanding so closely related to and inter-related with judging that one must

describe both as the subsumption (of something particular under a universal rule) which according to

Kant is the very definition of judgement, whose absence he so magnificently defined as "sfupidity,"

an "infirmity beyond rrcmedy"."5 To pursue an answer Arendt felt that she must first establish her

conception of understanding, a [raditionally vague term. llhile she examines these in an article titled

"Understanding and Politics", the crisis of modernity is still rr-ith Arendt when she says that "[t]he

paradox of the modem sibuation seems to be that our need to transcend both preliminary

understanding and the strictly scientific approach springs from the fact that we have lost our tools of

understanding."6 This situation of crisis, and the loss of tLnderstandi¡g, leads to a discussion of the

individual in the world: an in-depth consideration of Eichmann. This evenb highlighted a theme in

Arendt's thought and became another way of illustrating her concern for the indir-iclual and their

being-in-the-world in the modem age in each of her published rçorks.

Therefore the political phase of Arendt's work w'as interrupted by the occasion of Adolf

Eichmann's trial in ]erusalem. This, in effect, re-ignited Arendt's concem over the role of thinking in

the present. The Liþ of the Mind is a result of this and one rr-hich details both the significance of her

Martins press, New \ork,1979) and Ernst Vollrath, "Han¡ah Arendt and the \fethod of Political Thj¡rkin g" , Sccial R¿search,Yol,

44, No. 1 (1977), pp. 68-76 andp. 85. Stern and Yarbourgh , "Vitn Actit'¡ and i'::¡ Contcmplatitta" , p 338, har ing onlv seen the

notesattheend oiLifcof thelvllnrlVol.ll,reiectthenotionthatArendt's'Past-crientatedspectatorship'hasanr releÏanceto

prospective judgement. This, however, does not consider the role of the temporal in Arendt's tmderstanding oi iudgement.
I thi, i, explored in G. R. Evans' cliscussion of this element of the Ch¡istian Father's work in Augtt:itne o¡r Eirl. But it mlrst be

re-emberá.i that Arenclt consielered the actor's iudgement and the spectator's judgement during her rvork and th-Ls distinction

ìs very important. G. R. Evans, Arrgusii ne on Eail, (Cambridge, Cambridge Uni" ersity Press, 1982¡, p 36

J DaTr¡nit,rtc,Book 12, "Kno*.lectgc and Wisclom" (l), Augustine sars that Kno""-ledgc [abstaining from er'il] Ls concernecl rvith

moral actir.ity and tht'hrrman hishory with instructs lrs thercin" l'hile'rçisdtm i< the "contemplation of those elernalforms or

pri^ciples oiivhich plato rvrotc". Flórvever Augustint's.rvs that "throug.h. IPlat,: =] r-loctrinc that the sotrl rctaùr-¡ I nremorl oi

thernfromatbrmcrexisteuceisrursatisfactorr'.;'lnste.r.l,hccortinues'Ii]lL.'ceiterth.rtthemindiser-Llightene.lbi aspirilu.rl

srur, as the cve by thc PhYsical."
5 errotc fron Criliqtrc of Pure Rtnson, Version B L72-73 in Arcndt "Underslandi¡z and Politics", p 313.

6 ibit).
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work on Augustine and the influence of her understanding of the political in her understanding of the

mind.7 Her tum to the thought of Kant in her later years generated a further inquiry of the role of the

Mind in these events. Arendt saw the future (anticipation) deriving from the past (remembrance)

which she reveals in an interpretation of Hegel under the auspices of her exposition of 'Willing'' As

her focus remained on the fundamentals of time and space, Arendt explored the role of remembrance

and imagination in an individual's relation to the world around him or her and the fact that they have

temporal imperatives and limits. This'no more' and'not vet' determined this individual's interaction

with the world and the state of mind that decided it. ln fact, this mind (trwns) evenbually became

Arendt's focus as she furthered her understanding of achion in the world' This individual stands

belween past and future for Arendt and, as a cotìsequence, finds the world through bwo ways that are

not compatible. just as Augustine conceived his individual's mind as a relatioruqhip belween memorv"/

understanding and the will, Arendt evoh'ed her 'mind' into a relationship benveen thinking, willing

and judging that fit this temporal trinity. Understanding the work Arendt uniertook tnThe Liþ of the

Mincl requ,ires an examination of this particular dimen-sion. And w'hen it is -.een through the lens of

,A.ugustine's own deliberations the relationship of memory and remembering to imagination and

juclging provides an exceptionally rich source of material for investigation.S \','hile this becomes her

direction, Arendt seerrì.s to initially tackle the many problems associated with the mind in what should

be regarded as the very politicnt essay "Understanding and Politics (The Difficulties of

Understandhg)'.s It establishes Arendt's frame of refe¡ence for her political work and provides

significant insight into the direction of her intellechual development and the traruition of Arendt's

framework from the thought of Augustine to Kant

; The position of Plotinus and Porphyry on the life of the mind, as rçell as -{ugustine's favourable ::action to it, provides an

interesting comparison to Arendt's úter purpose. Plotinus and Porphvn'reaction to the cult of goc. resuJfing in a treatise bl'
porph'n:iitlecl On the Soul's Retrtrn (to Go¿i. ¡ book that Augtutine forLnd especiallv po*'erful. Tr.e reiection of purification as

o .o^ti^í",t embracing of earthly goods, such as the religious, altar sacrifice of animals and thei¡ er ¿ntual consumption, in'stead

.rc-lr.ocating a "flight fåm the body" and consequentlv the = -i course a se.lrch for

h.rppiness"in wisãom, through thé actage, "Knoiv Thlself' --ìi" is a r'¿riation of this, The

UiË åt tne mincl therefo¡e becomes pred.icated on rejection :-::oles provide an insight ir':o

.\rrgustine's thotLght on thi. m.rtter; "exercise Vou¡seli to rettrrn t :i lhe spi-ritr'ral elements

disiersed ancl red-uced to a mass of bits anct pi"."t". "The soul is th¡trst ìnto poverh', the more th¿: :ts ties to the flesh are

strcngthened. But it can become. trtrly rich bl' discor ering its true sell-, rr hich is inlellect", and "Ci:: :nd is lo .rtta.in the

ct nltíplr tion of Being". Quotecl from Henrv Chadr' ick, "Augttstine" ln FountTer: c,f Thoughl, (Or: ,:d, Oxford University Pr+s,

19e1), p 212
i .\r",l.1t lelt not only lecturr.s on Kant's conception oi'common scnse i¡ her tre.rtisc'on the fllir; --:itqtr.'btrl.rlso Ihc

il.agi..rtior.r. Tl.ris reiationship is yct to be rr.orkerl oLrl satisfactorilv in the secondarr Iitcr.rttLrc a. ::= rolc oI imagination ha'

.rl*'¡r s been suborclinated to thc'lcngthier series of leclttres'
e Arenc-lt, "Understanding and Politics (The DiJficu.lties of Understandingt" published in Es''nvs i. -:v'LlerstLlttLling: 1930-1951'

Jerome Kohn, (ed.) (New York, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 199'l), pp')07-327'
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(Ð The Dynamics of Between Past and Future: The Principle ofStorytelling

The essay "Understanding and Politics" starts by clarifying the role of understanding in

determining the way totalitarianism should be dealt with in the contemporary era. The essay becomes

very quickly, however, an elucidation of Arendt's comprehension of the intellect in the contemporary

world. The division of meaning and knowledge is outlined in the essay and represents the first

concrete statement of Arendt's developing understanding of the life of the mind. She stresses again

the tentative nature of understanding in the world and its lack of finalify. This tension is the energy of

life that Arendt noticed in her experiences. In The Lrf, of the Mind when Arendt is answering her

question, "What makes us Think?", she states her concem about a harmony that ignores 'disharmony,

ugliness and evil'.l0 The question of evil, coupled to ethics and this branch of philosophy's neglect,

leads to a question of thinking,ll and the question of evil is about thoughtlessness. Crtpidítns is seen as

habit and through habit, the individual avoids acknowledging his real "sovrce".72 An important

development of this position is the potential clarification of Arendt's understanding of the Existenz

authenticity. With crtpiditas comes also an avoidance of thinking and responsibility. This suggestion,

that thinking is linked to responsibility, comes to the fore in Arendt's discttssion of Adolf Eichma¡r¡r

and the 'banality of evil'.13

Reconciliation through harmony emerges as a powerful theme in Arendt's work as she seeks to

reconcile the mind to the world , "for every single person needs to be reconciled to a lvorld into which

he was born a stranger and in which, to the extent of his distinct uniqueness, he ahvavs remains a

stranger." This is in distinction to having the mind create the world, or to have realitv con-.hructed to

match.l4 This reconciliation involves the capacity of forgiveness which is "certainty one of the greatest

hnman capacities and perhaps the boldest of human actions insofar as it tries the seeminglr'

impossible, to undo what has been done, and succeeds in making a new beginning r,,,'here everything

seemed to have come to an end."15

ro Thinking, p.150.
tt iL,itl., p. 6.
t) Lo¡'e ,t¡-trl St. Augustine, A:033320.
ll The er.il that Arenclt saw in the bwentieth century was In the form of a socielv that was gearing itself up for rvar a:'.d whal

er errttrallv became known as the Holocaust. The Origins oJTotnlitnrinnism, reflected on the'se events, and Arendt us;¡-'¡ tìre

[r.rmervoik of rrnderstanding developed in her earlier ye.rrs determinecl .r metho<lology of approach to the problen

Conseqtrently, an rurclerstancling of Arendt's political thinking must be determined before the implications of *'har -irendt
argr.rt't-l can be interprctecl. This unrt'rstanding raises the qr.restions of Arendt's understanding of the individual, the :orces at

rtJrk on that indivicltral - not jr.rst institrrtional, the pcrpettral mistake of political theorists, but in terms of conceptua.i-'.rtions

An inrlir idtral's ancl sociefv's undc.rstancling of time ancl thc forces th.tt this generates when the person simph' thi¡.iis, beconies

r r.rr important.
ìì Sct'-A,rcntìt's discussion of Flegcl's thoLrght.rnd thc Frcnch Existentialìsts in "Concern rvith Polilics in Recenl Err :e¡n
philosophicalThought". Essays in L[ndt,rstrtntling, tg30-'l951,Jerorne Koh¡, (et1.) (\erv York, [-larcourtBract'To','.ln¡ ':ch, 199]t,

especialh'pp 444-5.
li "Understancling ancl Politics", p' 308
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This role of understanding in an individual's life is regarded by Arendt as a "specifically human

way of being alive"; "[t]he result of understanding is meaning, which we originate in the very Process

of living insofar as we try to reconcile ourselves to what we do and what we suffer."16 Arendt talks of

the fact that with this you now have "an inability to originate meaning". This statement by Arendt is

immediately followed by the statement that in the twentieth cenlury the "grorvth of meaninglessness

has been accompanied by the loss of corunon serìse." This is, in fact, stupidify in the Kantian sense. To

illustrate this she turns to Paul Valéry, whom she describes as having the "most lucid mind" of the

French, the "classical people oÍ bon sens".lJsingYaléry, she describes the events of the twenhieth

cenhrry as a "Kind of lnsolvency of imagination and bankruptcy of understandng."tZ

Arendt defines corilnon sense halfwav through this essay: coûunon sense, she suggests, "is only

that part of our mind and that portion of inherited wisdom which all men have in corunon itt a.y

given civilisation" and the "political serLce, par excellence".lS Common sense presumes a corrunon

world and this is a world belween men - a world that is easilv destroyed. This introdr-rction of the

notion of common sense into Arendt's thought signals a major stage in the der-elopment of her

thinking. This approach to her concern regarding understanding and judging must be contexbualised

inher later reading of Kant. Ina7964 lecture Arendt reflects on Kant's intellecbual development and

says "In the Crit. of Judgm. there is onlv one faculty which is added: Judgement or Common Sense:

the judgement estimates what the things are worth with respect to us and the common sense is

subject-directed but intersubjective: takes into account all others."19 In the CritiqtLe of ltdgement Kanl

was searching in the cognitive faculties fo¡ a basis for feeling. But Ka¡t had found that imagination

played a great part in the process of apprehension and it was spontaneous and free in its

application.20 But Kant also sees a little more than that as the issue of validih and universal

t6 il.í,1 ,p.3o9.
17 ibid., pp 313-4. This quote comes from Regnrds sur !¿ monde nctuel
t8 ibid., pp. 316-7 then p. 31E.
re Lib.ury of Congress, Lectu¡e notes: Kant, Political Phìlosophv: Chicago, Fall 1961, (032282)' On this theme she later also

reueals r,u'hy the S-ublime in Kant does not interest her The sublime in Kant is Jaspers' 'chffre' or cipher which Arendt defines as

,,in the senie of a secret writing to which rve have not the kev." (032252 and 0322S7) Reason is absent in this process because it

t.rkes one out of the world anJbeyonci intersubjectivirv, "solitude is Sublime, Companv is beautiJul" (0322S5) and later in her

lecture Areldt says "Kant has an ineasy feeling throughout: "the concePt of the sublime is far less important ancl rich in

conse(l¡ence than that of beauty"" [Arendt q"oting Kant from Critiqtte o.f lutl3ewtnt ,523]ß32286t This similarh'explains r''hv

the contemporary commentatoi is mistaken in .rssociating her proiect *'ith thal of Ll'otard For Lr otard's position in the conlext

of reaclirg Arendt, Jean-François Lyotard, "Le Sun iving" in Ontologíe e! Pclitir1te: actes du ColloL¡tLe HLtnnnh Arenrlt, editê par

Vliguel Aãensour (Paris, Editions Ticrce, 1989), pp 217-276. For examples of the association see Davicl Ingram, "The

Pos'tmodern Kantianism of Arenclt and Lvotarcl", R''mt, of lvletnpftysic-., \'ol 12 rsePtember l9SS,t, pp. 51-77.lnd f.rmes P Cla¡ke,

"A Kanti.rn Theorv of Political Jr¡clgcment: Arenclt and Lyotard" Philo:aLtlttt Tocl.at,Vol.35 No 2 (StLmmer 199-l), pp. 13{-l+.i
20 "The cognitive polvL'rs brought into plav b1' this re-nresentation are here engaeecì in a frec plar', since no definitc concePt

rcstrictstilcmtoaparticularrtileof cognitinn [lencethementalstateinlhisreprt'sentationmuslbeoneoiait'r'Lingoitheiree

¡-lavof t¡epowcriof representationin.rgivenrepr.-tnrrt,tot,foracogrutioni¡general "K.tnt,C':llr¡rrt'o-ilr,iil¿r¡l¿nl,59 Thc

.,.,"i"1u git". is transccndcd.ls well as the charm.rnil cmotion the stLbject atl.lches to the objcct, or at lt'ast the rt'presentation oI

the objeit. It c{qe,s not necessarily know the object.rs it only rvants to plav rvith the signific.rtiorr of lhe Presence oi the ollject

Lastly, no effort is expended in its interpretation, its conceptuaìisation'
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communication is still of concem. Taste demands that it is not mere sensation that creates the appetite,

but seemingly the altemative is to impose an interpretative framework upon sensation to achieve

apparent taste and this is too much for Kant. But the imagination does 're-configure' the pure

experience, or rather the form (as opposed to matter) of the experience. Imaginative configuration is

without concept (it does not concem itself with the material) and also without sensation as it goes

beyond the given. So this is a special configuration and it takes harmony of the faculties to achieve'2l

With this discussion Kant introduces the notion of sensus communis. The individual is only feeling

what he/she presupposes everyone else would feel on the same occasion. But this is as far as the

individual can go unless she/he delves into the search for transcendental philosophy.22 Knowledge

and beauty are therefore bound together, though only beauby without purPose. These Fvo being

together are in harmony and this is the key to Kant's understanding of beauty.23

The foundation of the validity of judgement is imagination and understanding being able to work

together. Kant is working towards an understanding of "subjective formal purposiveness" n-hich is at

the centre of his endeavour at this stage. Imagination and ltnderstanding come across an object and in

mutr,ral agreement enter a process of "play".2a The play of imagination is in itself pleasurable; "[w]e

dwell on the contemplation of the beautiful because this contemplation strengthens and reproduces

itself."25 Kant stresses that the harmony and the singular lead to sensus communis and universality; a

2l The indi,ridt al on perceiving something that goes bevond the o¡dinarv pleasurable perception begins to wonder the sotuce of

this feeling. The feeling of the Úeat¡tifu-l isãlways accompanied by the charm or emotion and conseqttently the indiYidual

rvonders ni'heth". something more is affecting him. If the individual considers that this is actually so and acknowledges that

she/he is not being influencãd by interest, appetite or preference what else is there? The feeling of freedom in this perception is

one that the objecimeans nothing else to him other than its beauty, and beattlv that rneans nothing in connection to her/his

situation ihen it must be the samã for everyone else. Or as Kant says, "since the delight is not based on any inclination of the

subject (or on any other deliberate interest) ... he must regard it as resting on what he may also presuppose in even'other

person; and tlr".áfo." he must believe that he has reason for demanding a si¡nilar delight from every one." This leads to the

conclusion that it is a logical judgement and that "it may be presupposed to be valid for all men". ibid.,36
2 Kant, of course, does go beyond this initial position. In his introduction Kant savs that; "For tha t apprehension ct forms in the

imagination can neve¡ tike pioce without the ìeflective judgement, even rvhen it has no intention of so doing, com,oaring them

at leãst x'ith its faculty of reierring intu.itions to concepts. If, norv, in this comparison, imagination (.rs the facu-ll,v of intuitions n

¡tríori) is undesigne<ily brought into accord with understanding (as the factûh'of concepts). by means of a given representation,

and a feeling of-pl"or.,r" is ùrereby arotrsed, then the object must be regarded as fpurposive] for the reflective judgement." ibirl ,

SVII
4 As Kant says, "[n]ow a representation, whereby an object is given, invoh'es, in order that it may become a source of coglrition

at all, imagination for bringing together the manifo e

representations. This state of free play of the cognit
admit of r,rniversal communication: because cogniti
subiect s'hatever) are to accord, is the one and onlv representa

coÁmtLnicability of the mode of representation in à judgement o( taste is to subsist apart from the presttpposition o[ any

deiinite .on."pi, it can be nothing èlse than the mental itate present in the free plav of imagination ancl tmderstancing (so far as

these a¡e in mut¡al accord, as is åquisite for cognition in general); for rve a¡e consciotts that this subicctive relation sttitable for

a cognition in generaI mrrst be jttst as valid for every one, and conser]t¡enth as univers.llly communicable, as is anr'

inclci..rmin.rteiognition,whichahvaysrestsuponihatre'lation.rsitssubjectiveconclition." iLt¡d.,59

2t ibirl , gO. "The quickcning of both faculties (imagination and rutclerstancling) to an inclefinite, but I'e't, thanks to the given

rt,presr.ntatior.r, hirmo¡riorr.i activity, such as br'longs to cognition generallr', is the sr'ns.rtion n'hosc ttnivers.rl commtmicabilih'is

pL)stul¿lled Lry tlrc jtrcìge rncnt of tastc."
lr.,i,f ,cn.loi$12'fhisisatthehcartof K.rntcritir¡treoitastc;"itissubjectire.itm.rybciellinitscffcctupontherùnt-l,¡nd,in
tht c.rsr. of a relation (tikc that of the powcrs oi represent.rtion to a fìctdlr'of cogrution generalll) which does not resl on anv

concept, no other consciousness of itìs possible beyond that through sens.rtion of its effect upon the mind -an effec! consisting

in the more facile play of both mental p-owers (imagination and urderstanding) as quickened by their mutual acco¡d " ibid , 59
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representafion which is singular and independent of comparison with other

representations, and, being such, yet accords with the conditions of the

universality that is the general concem of understanding, is one that brings

the cognilive faculties into that proportionate accord which we require for all

cognition and which we therefore deem valid for every one who is so

constituted as to judge by means of understanding and sense conjoíntly (i.e.,

for every rnan).26

In the essay, "Understanding and Politics", Arendt's reading of the concept of common sense is

given a background. Common sense relates to the Arendtian concepts of foundation, storytelling and

evenhrally imagination. Arendt says that "[i]f the creation of man coincides with the creation of a

begiruLing in the universe . . . then the birth of individual men, being new beginnings, re-affirms the

origínnl character of man in such a way that origin c¿ìn never become entirely a historv of the past, the

very fact that the memorable continuity of these beginnings in the sequence of generations guarantees

a history which can never end because it is the history of beings whose essence is beginnings." Arendt

suggests that there is guidance for the individual that does not depend upon the redu¡dant concept of

moralitl,; because " . . . a being whose essence is beginning mav have enough of an origrn rvitlr-in

himseli to understand without preconceived categories and to judge rvithout the set of customarv

rules rr.hich is moralitv."27 Thís origin is the foundation that contai¡s within its temporal nahtre

principles that the art of storvtelling convevs.

Arendt maintains the central concern for the role of understanding and judging' At this point she

sees the need to expand upon the notion of understanding she is articulating in this essav. Everything

that has a beginning also has a new story beginning with it but also an end. So therefore it carurot just

trulv 'l¡s'. Quoting Augr.rstine, Arendt says that "[h]e [that is trtte being or God] who "is and trulv Lq ' .

. is without begiruring (inititnn) and without end"" but when talking about man; "[h]is end starts

rvorking with him from his begiming", or that in life is his end and "[w]hile this life that approaches

death is and is not at the same time, it also has as its source eternal Being." This is unlike Being that it

is ber-ond this and "Being relates to human life as that from which it comes and to u-Lrich it goes, and

is "be[ore" (ante) man in the lwofold sense of past and future."2s Here Arendt focuses upon that

26 il,i,/ , en.1 of 59. So only some objects initiate this reaction, begging the question as to rvhai partic',r1ar aspec: it is in the o'¡lett

that rloes procluce this réachion. Given that Kant focused on the subject (traditionaLh'it rras ahvars the objec:r it still leaves:r.e

pe.plex^g t-¡trestion as to rr h¡t attril¡utes in objects provoked the subjective reaction? Thus if through empirical experirnents

à.,".n^.1ã.ìirce which aspecls cause these sensations tJren logically they can be found, Änticipation is Kanr's b.rse for refutr¡.s

this; prs5ç¡ip¡isn is impoisible bc.cause it create anticip.rtion and thus interest Beautv is Iot¡¡rcl in exemplar' i¡stances, .rnrl j ¿ll

ngr"", th"r., ih"y .o.r becom" empirical cxnnltl¿s and that is a11; "A judgement upon an object of our clelighr nar be rvhollr-

disinterestecl but rvithal ven LntÈresti¡rg, i.e., it relies on no interest, but it produces t¡ne Of this kind are ai.l cLue mor.rL

jrrclgemenls."
li "Un.lcrshrndin¡; ancl PoLitics", p 31l.
lôItisc.nlVrc.allyattheendof Art'nrit'sdissertation,inf¡ct,attheverVenc'lof herrrork,doesshcrrpLiciti , i:alervhathor

an.rlrsisoiA¡gústine'sconceptionoilovemeansforherru-rderstanding Thistopicisseparate,butLnvollerì.inherclL'crts.:-n
of lor.e .rnd tl.rci role of the neighbotrr. It must be remembered, though, that Arendl e'xplicitlr,'states th.ri the 'application' of i^.er

analçsis of Augustine's .o.r."pt of lor e will not be m.rr1e, and consequcntly.littie indication is available lo deternrine horr-such ¿
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which is 'belween past and fufure'. Being human is to have a beginning and an end. Consequently, an

understanding of what the past means is required. The traces of time operate from the absolute past

and the absolute fulure. The lwofold 'before' is both past and future and is essential in the

understanding of the individual in the world. This is because it is "[t]hrough remembrance man

discovers this bwofold "bef.ore" of human existence" and memory plays its part in this as it recalls of

the present that which resided in the past. But this is nol all as during the "process of re-presentiog" -

the past is not only contextualised in the present but iT also develops or accomplishes a possible role in

the fulure. Arendt uses the i¡stance of joy and sorrow to explain this notion. An individual

remembering joy will also hope that joy will occur in the fufure. When remembering sorrow an

individual will become aware of the perpetual possibilify of disaster and "this is why the rehrrn to

one's origin (redire nd crentorem) can at the same time be understood as an anticipating reference to

one's end (se referre ad fnem)" and this is extended rvhen Arendt says, "[n]ot until the beginning and

the end coincide does the twofold "before" acquire its proper meaning.-29

The role of the source and imitation seen previouslr- Ln the discussion of political action, notv come

to bear in the emerging understanding of judgement. These are clearly linked when Arendt says, "[i]f

the essence of all, and in particular of political, action is to make a new beginning, then understanding

becomes the other side of action, namely, that form of cognition, distinct from many others, by which

acting men . . . eventually can come to terms wi[h r,r.hat irrevocably happened and be reconciled with

what unavoidably exists."30 Thought, distinct from logical reasoning and cognition, is the acbr.ral topic

n Liie o.i the Mind. This definition gives contemplation the vital relationship to action. This is read

against cognition which is essentially contextually bound in its application and methodology. It

operates rvith distinct relevancv to the theories, concepts and behaviour required by its subjecl matter

and is ieleological in nature for -\rendt by always being instrumental and goal-oriented in natttre.3l

True understanding on the other hand emerges from a condition prior to cognition. It evoh'es out of

studs rr'ould have been developed. Nonetheless, there are some sug,*estive sentences that enable a tentative undenianding of

A¡endt's mind around this time to develop For example, in the lasi paragraph, she ends by saying that "With thl.. åe being of

man is urderstood as derived from a t",r'ofold sotuce." Loae ¡nd St .1:,:'.i:tine, p.73.
" rÞhi,F :6.
30 The complexilv of the problem Arendl h.rs alluctecl to ìs acknos'leC¡ecl rvhen she says, "[a]s such, understandins 5 a strange

enterprl.e" "Unclcrstanding and Politics'' , pp.321-2.
rl Arendt Ls.riminB to avoid a teleological uncle-rstanrling of ethical aciion. Utility ancl the telcologic.rl are to be avoi;ed. This is

se'en in -\¡enclt's cognitive turderstanding slatr.d at the encl of her er:t'sition of Work inTh¿ Hu¡nan Con,lition. Areni: defines

cogniti.ril as that rvlrich "alrvavs pr¡.rsues.r clefinitc. aim, lvhich can b¿ 'et bv practical considcratittns. " and an r.r.::ersl.rntling

lhat is pr,,'núncnt in l.rbotrr, 1\'ork, and scienct. Arenclt, Tl:r., Huntttr. C-'.;:!tot'1, p. 170. For morc on this set¡ Yarbou¡::. .rnt1 Sfern,

"Vtttt -1;::.'Lt ¡nd [/ih¡ Contaml¡lttit,l", pp 3-10-2, Hans Jonas, "Actin.-. Knorving Thinking: Flannah Arencit's philosr',::ical
Work", pp. 36ff, George Kateb, Hnnndt Ar¿ntlt: Politics, Conscient¿, E:': j, {Oxford, Martin Robertson, 1983), pp.I%Íi.:nd Bhikhtr

C. Parekh, Htlnnah Arenclt and the Senrch.for Lt Netu Political Philoso¡,h',t, pp.60tf .
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an initial relationship between preliminary understanding and knowledge.32 The status of

understanding she is referring to here is a primitive condition. But she states that there is a possibility

that this process of reaching understanding may only simply confirm what the initial offering of

understanding proposed and it is this inibial understanding that is always engaged in action. For

example, Arendt says that there is 'intuition' at work in action - such as a rejection of totalitarianism.33

(ii) From Augustine to Knnt: The 'Understnnding Heørt' in Transition

The development of Arendt's own trinity also leads to a discussion of the heart in the role of

understanding and judgement. In this context, Arendt introduces a reading of King Solomon and his

desire for an understanding heart in "Understanding and Politics". The human heart is the "only

thing in the world that will take upon itself the burden that the divine gift of acfion, of being a

beginning and therefore being able to make a begiruring, has placed upon us."a The 'understanding

heart' - in distinction to mere reflection and mere feeling - provides the ability to live with other

people and for them to live with us. The neighbour has this capacity to live in a common world lçith

those around him or her. The depth of this association is significant. Arendl is indirectly referring

back to her understanding of primitir-e Christianity from her Augustinian studies and also

Augustine's conception of the mind. What is important for Arendt's consideration of the mind is

Augustine's conclusion that the human mind must be a reflection of the Holy Trinity - even in the

course of Dc Trinitafe, Augr-rstine re-evaìuates and changes his conception of the mind.35 Augustine

therefore uses love, memory, and understanciing as his trinity.36 What echoes in this underslanding of

the mind is Arendt's own particular version of the trinity inThe Lrf, of the Mind. By establishìng this

connection another more subtle relationship can be explored; one of the most significant elements of

32 As detailed previously "Understanding and Politics', pp. 310-1.
33 ibicl., p.322. What does this mean: "it may in some r¿spect even somewhat resemble philosophv, in which great ihoughis

alrvays ttun in ci¡cles, engaging the human mind in nc'thing less than an interminable dialogtte bet',veen itself and the essence of

everything that is."
x ibid. This is not a sentirnental request, as Arendt iniorms us with a strange analoSv with paperwork.
3j The relationship of this Augustinian tnderstanding io Àrendt's own developing one becomes clear when it is remembered

that Th¿ Lífc of the Mind as divided into three inte¡relaled, but independent and therefore dynarnic facttlties thìnJcing, willing
ancl judging.
36 Amor or Charitns is love but meaning desire, and is làe ftndamental motivation of man's existence. This acl of desi¡e itseli has

no value as the object of desi¡e determines whethe¡ cr not is goocl or bad to dcsi¡e in a particular case. If it is desires something

deemed as lower it is "covetousness" (concupiscentiat and if it is directed towards God it is chnritas. You har e to be careiul as in

Thc Spirít tncl the Letter, Atrgustine also uses the con-.tr',rction of conatpiscentia bona to mean caritns. (6 (iv)). It is not the same as

the will and the distinction is important because lor-e nvolr es feeling as well as the motivational force it generaies. The

.rssoci.rtion of Arendt's emerging thotrght with a founJ.¡tion fotmd in her fi¡st extended analysis of philosophy, Augttstine's

¡rhilosophyanclhisconceptof love. Mcmoria meansmemor\ asthecollationof me.rningfulexperiences.Thttsrvecanonlt
remcmber lvhat lve havc experienccc{ yet Augustine goes huther than sense perception ancl the notiott of tabtrla rasa and

incltrtfu.s, ¡s Goci's creation, the memory of God Augr:,,.tin€'notL's that thotrgh memorv is limited bv experit'ncc, imagin.rtion is

rrot sinril.rr corrst¡.rincd. DcTrinitntt, Book tl, "The Inr.:qe in thc Outwarc{ NIan",31 Intalligentin meatrs tmclerstanding simiJar lo

.r¡rprehc'nsion ¡nd not whcn the association is lvith ci'n-Lprehensiou (lvhen this indicates re'alisation of meaning). It ìs associ.rietl

throtrgh thc Platonic scheme as knorving throtrgh sight rrhile.rll else must be knor''n through faith. Consequcntly sight.rs a

scnse is prioritised - to understand in the Augtrstinian ;ense is to see with the mind. The'act of understanding' is therelore

intrritive not discu¡sive.
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Augustine's understanding is his understanding of the heart and the role it plays in the existence of

man.37

The ambiguity of Augustine's conception has had an interesting role in the succeeding discussion

of this aspect of humanity's consciousness. Augustine's conception of "mens" or the mind can be

defined not simply as the faculfy of reasoning rather the intellect. A closer description can be obtained

by calling it the 'rational soul', one that includes the capaci$ to feel, desire, and will as well as to

think.38 h other words the life of the mind was not a simple scheme of logic, but a complex mixture of

laws and passions, or primitive Christianity's knrdh.39 This conception of the mind has had a

significant impact upon the way the tradition has conceived the mind and its role in philosophical

analysis and discourse. The influence of Augustine's conception of the Trinity derives from the

questions he pursued tn De Trinitate.40 In De Trinitnte, especially from books nine to fourteen, Man is

argued by Augustine to be a psychological image of the Trinifv.4l The Trinilarian focus was already

evident earlv in Augustine's thought and appears in Confessions42 where man is a blend of being,

knorving and willing. lVith the age, Augustine started oif believing that man is made in the image of

God, then developed into an image of the whole Trinih-.13 Augustine means by this that our minds

are the amalgam of three activities, though they remain distinct - "self-memory, self-understanding,

a¡cl self-lovatg".44 Ar.rgustine believes that the true self is already contained and that the material

37 just as Arendt inherits an understanding of the trinity in the mind trom .\ugustine, the Ch¡istian Father also inherited a

conception from the Cappadocians. Thei¡ view became the vierv of the Cotrncil of Constantinople in A.D 3E1 Consequenily the

trinitv rvas conceived around the distinclion betw een hypostasis and -':.-.:,¡: the Trinity was a deily of thrce hypostnseis and one

ol¿sin in the Godhead. This combination of tfuee elements (or a pluralìfur in the One rvas regarded Platonically as one essence

rvith three modes of being For a discussion on this point see C1'ril C. Rjchardson, "The Enigma of the Trinity" ln A Compønion to

the Study of St. Augttstine, Rov W. Battenhouse, (ed.) (New York, Oxford Unir ersitv Press, 1955), p.237.ldh':l.e the original

expression of this relationship was in Greek and therefore beyond .{ugu-<tine's reach, this was the one that he fi¡st considers in

his twenç vear struggle u.itlt this topic. Augustine starts his examination of the Trinify by explaining to the reader how hard it
is for him. Driven by'compuJsion' (1.3.6) yet cautioned by the danger of error, he sees no other greater profit from its success.

(1.2.5).
$ In BtLmabv's introduction he notes the terminology used in the harr.laiion. ALLgtrstine: btter Work (including TheTrinity,The

SpiritnndtheLetter,TenHomlliesontheFirstËpistleGenernlof St lohrtt,ei andtrans.JohnBurnabr',TheLibraryofCh¡istian
Classics, (London, SCMPress, 7955),p 3a
3e Elserçhere lf¿ns is defined as the i¡rner man. Augustine belieçed in L.ing Stoic language for the Platonic idea of the inner self.

This idea of tlre inner self becomes partictrlarly an Augustinian nofion a¡.d is seen in the Confessions, (10.16.9) whe¡e it is

described as inner man or n¡lim¡rs. (Also Againsl Fnustus,24.2 and D¿C:':: 2 4, On lohn's Cospel 99 1, Letters, 238.2 72).InThe
Sermons, Augustine talks aboui the inne¡ man being the Trinitarian gfcup of memory, intellect and the n'ill Echoing this in De

Trinitrtte, Augustine says that the 'persona' equals the'I' and this equals lhe triniby of love, memor)', and tnderstanding. See

74.22.]2.
r0 Remarkablv this work has received comparatively less attention in 'ù,e ;htdv of Atrgustine's thought than the Cont'essíons and

Tht Citv of Gor/. \onetheless, in these trvo rvorks the concept of the kirú¡ Lç itLndamental to r.rnderstanding the text.
ll Not an ontological image of God, as suggested by Victorintts, but is ¡is not another way of e.rpressing an ontological image?

See R. A. \larkus' cliscussion in "Marius Victorinus and Auguslure ' ir, C.i"ttrii7e History of tnter Grcek nncl Ettrly lvleclìnanl

Thonghl, R. A \l.rrktts, (ed t {Cambridge, Universiby of Cambridge Pres=, 19S0r, pp' 331-367
:2 Dt Trinúú,,,13 11.12.
¡r This mor-e to qnt-lerstanding man as srrch began in Tagaste in 3S9 lc 191 See Teske, "The Image and Likeness of Coc{ in Saint

Àrrgrrstine's DeCcntsi nt1 Lti!¿rnmLiberinryterfectus",Arrgrtstinínrlt¿rn,\'e'i 10r1990),pp.441-'151.
ll L)i, f¡ttrlrlic,, Book 9.-1.4 ln Cotl these three activities work togelher ::::.'cll\ brrt not in Lrs though \\'e can move tow'.rrt'ls

F.trfcction.rsrvcll lVeharehroproblemsthough;cliffictrltyanclignc':::.ceor',rccattnotkltorvrrhotve.rre,¡sArendt
.-liscrrsse.l lnTlt¿ Hunnn Conittio¡t. Augustùre sought in his o*'n tr c.rk ¡. Eain .rn ttnclc'rstancling oi Gocl He dicl this through the

tcchniqr.rc o[ introspection, seeking undersLrncling of himself as a pat]'. to unclerstanding God. For Augttstine, however, the

clictpni"Knorv Thyself" Ieads not in the Socratic sense to a realisation of ignorance and the consequential acknowledgment of
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reality has distorted if not superficially erased its presence from perception. This journey makes

evident for Augustine an understanding of the mind as containing memory, understanding and

love.45 Augustine's dynamic energy of love was seen as the driving force of the individual, stronger

even than volition. ln Book 15 of. De Trinitate, "Review and Re-valuation: Image and Original",

Augustine says that "the will, or the love which is will in fuller strength .". Yet this is not as

significant as that which follows this staternent, He goes onto say that "[t]here is both memory and

love in the understanding which takes form in thought." T?tis expression comes from Augustine's

mature Christian thought and had undergone a change through several versions, even in this text

alone.16

In this change we also see Arendt's interests emerging. Augustine is involved in an interpretation

of the Platonic tradition as it had developed into the Roman era. The mind is a complex entify, and not

the skipped down version represented i¡ modem thought. The relationship of this Augustinian

understanding to Arendt's own developing one becomes clear when it is remembered that The Lífe of

the Ì\,lind has divided into three interrelated, but independent and therefore dlmamic faculties:

thinking, willing and judging. The relationship bebween the three faculties is left vagLre. Thinking,

holvever, conceives its content in the form of generalities while willing and judging deal wifh

particnlars only; "thinking, though unable to move the will or provide judgement with general rules,

mtrst prepare the particulars given lo the senses in such away that the mind is able to handle them rn

their absence, in brief, de-sense them."47 In a preliminary re-conceptualisation that has not reached its

full potential, Arendt defines memory as 'the mother of the Muses' and remembrance as having to'do

iherealrealify,northeCartesianlocationofcertainh'Arendtwaslate¡tocriticiseDescartespositioninthismatterbyusing
Augusiine. Rather it leads to a simple acknowledgment thât one does in fact exist. What we actual.lv are in the Cartesian serse is

nottetermined by this process - it remains a mysterv What can be determined though is the presence of God and it is Gocl tha t

provides the sectre for¡ndation for the individual in the world, beyond the subiectivity i¡lerent in u¡derstanding the self.
-Dtrring 

all this Augustine maintained that rve remain a mystery to otuselves. John M. Rist, Atrgrrsline: ancient thought baptized,

(CamÚridge, Cambridge University Press, 1994), p. 8S. Sirnilarly Arendt argued that we could never unde¡sland ou self, onlv

olu condition.
li Thi-. comparison is however not as easy as it fi¡st seeins. A seconct consideration of change is reqtúred because in a sirnilar

manner,.\tigustine's description of the mind is not a simple as it appears. In the process of writing D¿Trinildte over a period of

iolr¡teen veais, Augustine changed his rninci as he rieveloped his understanding Gilson summarises the main three versions for

the ¡eacler; the first ß mens, notitin, nmor; (De Trinitnte, Book IX, 2,2-5, I ); the second is me¡noti¡ stri, intelligentia, rcluntas; (De

Tri¡itn:¿, Book X, 11,77-12,19 ); anci the third is ntenoria Dei, intelligentia,omor (DeTrinitnte, Book XIV,8, 11-12, l6). See Etierure

Gilson, fh¿ Christian Philosophy of Soint Augustina, trans L. E. M. Lynch, (Lonclon, Gollancz, 1961¡, p 219 lVhile Cilson goes on

to ¡emi¡cl the reader that these variations all occt¡r in the ¡nens, or'the spiritual eye of the soul' and all refer lo the indelible

im.rge ot Cod in each indivicltral's existence, he r-loe.s not explain the developrncnt of Ar.rgtrstine's thottghts Cilson docs

horvever s.ry that only sin has madc this im.rgc clistorlEd ancl tmrecognisablc. Hence evil is a lack of claritv in thinking for

.\ rrgrr: lLnr'
rô Atrsrrslirrc tlocs not drvell on the trinity oI love, lrorr-eve.r, becat¡se in tht'rtcxt Book of [)¿ 7'rínttai¿, he focttses insteatl on tht'

rel.rtie¡nship of knorving and lvilli¡rg. A nerr. triniiY L'nìerge's in his understant{ing th.rt sccs the mind .rs crlnt.rining the factLlties

of rr.illing ancl knorving that can rellc.ct trpon themseh'es, not simply look otttwards upon the rvorld.
ll-, '" I iltn\tng, PP. /J-/.
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with things that are absent'.48 What is absent must be de-sensed, and this ability to 'hransform sense-

objects into images is called "imagination."

The faculty of the imagination, Arendt ínforms the reader, is the modem term - though still

inaccurate - for the biblical term 'understanding heart'. What we have here is the translation of

Augustinian language into a Kanbian context. Therefore, it should be noted that this conception of

imaginalion has nothing to do with fantasy (which is Arendt's interpretation of productive

imagination); rather, "imagination is concemed with the particular da¡kness of the human heart and

ihe peculiar density which surrounds everything that is real." The darkness and density she mentions

is equated with the 'nafure' or 'essence'. Imagination is given the ability to determine that which is

significant to an individual in the communify. The power of this conception of imagination in the role

of understanding is given a clear statement; "[t]rue understanding does not tire of interminable

dialogrre and "vicious circles," because it trusts that imagination evenbually will catch at least a

glimpse of the alwavs frightening light to truth."49 In this sentence Arendt encapsulates the essence of

her eramination of the mind in the search for unclerstanding. Trust figures again in her articulation,

presenting the bindins of the three temporal periods. This moment is expected to provide the glimpse

of the presence of Berng, or Augustinian notion of illumination that is the Heideggerian inner terror

that he reflected upon before his move to Freiburg.5o This does not lead to irrationality becattse, as

Arendt stresses, reason still plays a central role. She quotes Wordsworth as an illustration is what she

rntends to says with this conception; "On the contrarv, imagination is but another name for

clearest insight, amplifrrde of mind/And Reason in her most exalted mood." Its power is evident

because "Imagination alone enables us to see things in their proper perspective .."51 Arendt norv

savs that connection L< the important thing - determining which should be connected with and which

should be rejected - tìls is parl of the dialogue of understanding: "[w]ithout this kind of imagination,

rvhich actually is unde¡standing, rve would never be able to take our bearing Ln the world."52 And as

Arendt says simply and forcibly at lhe end of the paper, "It is the only inner compass rve have".

-'¡lrrr; . rr 5f
r" "L nicrst.rncling and Pr.i:::¡s', p 322
r')SeefhclcctLrrei¡B¡sicl',-:::t¿s;JrorrrBci¡garì(lTirne(1927)toTheT.rskofThinking(19ó1l,cd ¿nr1 tr¿rns DavidF¡rrell K¡ell,
( LonC!ìn, Routlcdge, 1993 . : 105.
irFronr l\'ordsworth. Thc ?.|ufu, Book XIV, 190-9?, qtrotcd in "underslancling anil Politics", p 323
5r ¡¿rr,i. This clialogue that -{:enclt is talking about is rçith the essence of totalitarianism.
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(iiÐ The Source and ludgement: Looe, Memory and Authority

This profound framework of understanding, even if it is in the course of comprehending the

Trinily, becomes a powerful commentary on the human condition.S3 ln De Trinitnfe Augustine also

develops a treatise of the psychology of man.il As man is created in the image of God, the Trinity is

also apparent in man. It is this part of De Trinítate in which Augustine is at his most original, the final

and most mahrre section of the work.55 Augustine uses the analogy of man as the image of God to

examine the subtle nature of the Trinily. This leads Augustine to delving into the nature of man in an

attempt to find the best possible description that also explains the nuances of the Trinity.

Augustine's major contribution to the development of the Ch¡islian understanding of the trinihy is

the role of the Spiriç it is cast by Augustine as the unifying component in this Godhead. This unifying

bond of the Spirit is therefore cast as lor-e in the analogy of the human condition. Love plays an

important part in this discussion and in passing provides an insight into the role of ainculum in

Angustine's thought. Belween the lover and the loved is the bridge of love. Il is in the eight book of De

Trinitnt¿ that Augustine reveals this understanding when he savs, "he that loves, and that which is

loved, and love" itself.56 This potent analogv of love is developed by Augustine and leads to a

discussion of the mind's love of itself. Thi-ç lead to the mind is due to Augustine's belief that it is in the

mind rvhere the image ancl likeness of God is captured.sT But Augustine reasons that if the mind loves

itself there is no trinitv evident; only the mind a¡d love. Therefore, the mind must know itself first and

this addition leads Arrgurstine to describe the trinity of the mind as "the mind itself, the love of it, and

5l Augrstine himself acknor''ledges the difficully of the subject he had chosen to examine. He also acknowledges the frr'rits of

such a sludy because of this and its central place in the doctrine of Christianitv. As .{ugustine states: "l am compeLled to pick

m\,\\'aç tluough a ha¡d and obscu¡e subject", DeTri::late, (1.3 6). In the introducfion, Augustine says "[i]n no other subiect Ls

errornoredangerous,orinquirymorelaborious,ordl.covervof truthmoreprolilable" DeTrinitnte,(7.2.5)
a Vvhile .{ugustine did not question why the question of the trinity was also a central question of Cfuistiani$, he indirectlr'
gir es ser eral reasons why and these reason flow into the lradition of western thought. The Ch¡istian trinity sees Cod in the

trip.rrbite; He is the father, the Son and the Spirit. ThLs trinih allows a Christian to separate God from FIis cre.rtion. The divinih'
rri Cod Ls separated from His creation, and therefore separating Him from a dependence of that creation. If Cod was the One

and onlv O¡e then the created world would be part oi the One. Another essential reason for the exlstence of the trinify in
Ch¡istian thortght is the need to set up a relationship behveen God and the world that includes both a relationship lo ant'l a

relrtiorL-qhipfom. The Christian God in the form of Ch¡ist u'as both incarnate and tran-scendent. One of Augustine's

contribution to the discussion of the trinify is his understanding for the role of the Spirit in the tripartite conception. The

relationship in the Codhead is formed by the Spirit. This de[beration became the Creed in West against the original in the

Grr'ek rsorld. The role played by the Spirit is better i,lir,L..b¡ated by one of Augustine's orvn analogies. The Trinity is conceived as

the Lor er, Br.loved and Lor e. Demanding Christ is bot-h is impossible withorrt a der'.rstating compromise. The ctiffictLlty lies in

re.rsoni¡q God as both though. Alrgrrstine never douL'ted the trinity as its trtrth came from revelation, yet he'wanted to trse

re.lson to explain its presence. The authoribv o[ revelation provicles ihe truth, but ¡eason can also access ihis in hindsight.
-i 

De T,:titûe, was a slow and painfttl work for AugrL-.iinr', .r rvork of ürtrospectic'n .rs hc tried to find .r langtrage with rvhich lo

talk tt Gorì Ilis pr.rrpose is to undersLrnd how the f.rc'.dlies of the mincl rvhich a¡e involvecl in the perccption and storagc of

corpore..tl llringsaccessedthrotrghthe scnses FIispre.ElemevoLvesarotrndtrfingroturtlershrndhorvwecancapturcthat
,¡rrlsirlt ¡i trs, Lrrin¡; it rvithin us ¡ncì then being ablt'l.r ¡n.rLvse it. Thc proccss is .ri<in to Dcscartt's'qtrestiorrirrg trnde r the

lrestLmp[ionttf .rneviItyrant,andasking*h.rtcanr'eknorvforcertaü-r Atrglrslu'.e.rlsttlvishcdtoknolvn'hc'thcrhisCodrr'as
.r gotì, ancl nota phantom. C R Evans,Atigttslittcor: !::i, p i8.

'" D¿ T r;,tit¡tc, 8. 10. I4.
;; Genesis 1:26 says "Let trs make man afterottr image and [keness".
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the knowledge of it'.58 The relationship of these th¡ee components of the mind (and by analogy the

Trinity) is one of equaliby. Ostersibly because the mind cannot love more than it knows of itself

otherwise it would an impure and arrogant love that leads to trarugression. The mind therefore comes

to know itself and becomes dynamic through this desire. Referring to one of his previous assertions,

Augustine suggests one can not love something that thev do not know'

The traditional reading of this position sees Augustine advocating a discovery of the self. This is

supported by a theory of knowledge that is disclosive in its nabure.59 Revelation provides the access to

this source of knowledge which is the self. But there is another reading of Augustine's thoughts at this

point in his life. This reading tums to illumination as the unveiling of the self. Disclosure locates the

truth, suggesting a spatial location with illumination implicit in the act of discovery. Illumination does

not suggest a location rather a sense of presence, or a serìse of spirit to use Augustine's trinitarian

language.60 L:r De Nlagistro Augustine asks these questions about hime and knowledge directly

suggesting the past is images.61 The language of ¡eilection or illumination is pervasive throughout

Augustine's exploration of Trinity. The presence oi God is important for the Ch¡istian call of

conscience, and furning to a mundane reading gii'en br- Arendt of socitl cnritns in her dissertation, she

talks of the role of Adam in the earthly communih'. lVhen Arendt turns to the problem of the isolation

of the individual and the proposed connection to the neighbour there is lhe roie of foundation in her

work. In the disse¡tation Arendt wishes to detail horç an indir idual can meet their neighbour and

escape the isolation inherent ut csritns. The result of this search, Arendt believes, will iead to a new

Iove. This new love is dependant on the ¡ehrm and the remembe¡ed past and she terms this new love

as "social cnritns".This socinl cnritns is justified because "human beings belong together due to their

common historic descent from Adam" and "[e]ven though this belongrng is of the world, it gives the

ß DeTrinitate,g.4.q.
5e For Marktrs this position indicates a retention of the ¡ole of PIalo s thought in -{ugustLne. Ca¡nb':i1e Histor,l of Lnter Grcek nnd

Enrly Medineunl Thought, p.368.
æ It is important to differentiate this illustration of Arendt's thought l¡om the use oi'presence' in Heidegger's intentions of

deconstructing the western tradition of thìnking. In the glossan' oi Theodore Kl.iel, få¿ C:nesis o.f lleidegger's Bdtng and Time,

he explains thè meaning of this term in Heideggerian thought The definition of .t'r.ircse':i¿it Ls'presence. Heidegger first

consiàerstlrefullimplicationsof'presence'inhiscourseonAristotleinsslg2l TheheadingGegenuärtigkeit,orpresentness. In

November 1924, Heidegger is exploring two clifference ideas in thls deiinition One has sratial prioritv, as in location, and his

desc¡ibed trsing a La tinised rvord (die P räsenz) and a temporal piiorih', o r 'Norr" : ;,t: P';::¿ns). Ho',r'ever, bv SS 7925, Heidegger

is eqtr.r ting Cegemt ärtigke it, Anzuesenheit and Priísenz ('appresenta lio n t .\ppräsenir:Dr ) r'L€aIìS sor,ething diJferent, such as

'absence presence' (remarkably similar to imagination though ilG Ls nc.t mentioned.rl- B',' i!'S 79?-t4, Gegent'ärtígen is seen as an

intense vórsion of the present ('empowering presentifving', as K-L.iel puls it). ThÈ mean*. :he 'dl.cc','eredness of truth'. Which

ir.rvolves presence (Aniuesenheit) and the present (Gegeniaart) makes Prä-.¿n:. This',''as er:ected to be the topic in the sêcond-half

of Be ing Ltntl Time, but never rvas composecl. Arendt is seeking tc Freser, e the second de:hjtion I' hile follorr ing Heiclegger's

criticism of the firsi rvhich rr'as ftLndamental to his philosophicaì critiqtre .rs clisctr.set'l ir. Chapter T"vo
6lSee D.' Magistro,l2 39. Augustine savs that thc. contents of m¿¡non are images, cersoral ¡ctior-;, nttmbcrs, ancl things

rcceilr.clthror,rghthcrnindancìnotthesenscstrchasthegramn',;r,antlsoon ScrC ts i,1¿tthe".;.".{trgtrstineonSpeaki¡g
frorn ìlfr'nrory" , Anrricttn Philosophicnl Qunrturlq, Vol. 2, (1961 ,ii 1-l reprinled i:"..r.r,a:.'::z¿: ,1 C.)!¿ctiott i-iE-.sn¡i-', R .\
-Llarktrs,(er1.) (Nt'rvYork,\fodernStudl'inPhilosophr', l972.r,pc ió'c-L75.Since:he[ai:.r.Lmanit.constrtrctsrvhonc.rrefrom
imaginesof otrrselvesaroundusandourorvnpartictLlarsell--image Thisishelpedbr lc',ingther"rongthings,orcu¡titlitns.De
Trinitntc, 10.5.7ff.
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neighbour a definite relevance even in seU-denying love."62 Because of the corrunon descent from

Adam all individuals share a coÍunon ancestry and "[t]his kinship creates an equalily neither of traits

nor of talents, but of situation . . . they all share the same fate". Therefore an individual has others who

are connected themselves by this common destiny. And from this the community is linked; through

their fellowship or as Arendt translates il, societns.63 From this fact an interdependence is generated

and tlLis underlies all interactions in the community. Knowing the will of a friend towards you is only

required in mufual interdependence. Yet in a twist to Augustine's view we all derive from Adam and

therefore we are all sinful. Consequently there are many communities and peoples of the world but

there a¡e really only trvo cities: good and bad or one founded on Christ and the other, Adam. Arendt

says that in a similar sense to this there a¡e but two loves: "love of self (or then world) and love of

God". -{rendt however is seeking another dimension to this dualify. In the process she bums to tlee

question of sin. What is important for her later thought in this particular investigation is the notion of

foundarion and the role of this foundation in future generations.d

Bv continuing to analyse Augustine's thought and in a Christian context, Arendl savs oltr sin

throu:h birth was alrvavs there, however, the possibility of imitation required Christ's time on earth

and the occurrence that the grace of God ca¡ be freely chosen: "[t]hrough f¡eedom of choice recalls the

indir iilal from the rr'orld and severs his essential social ties with human kind, the equality of all

peopìe. once posited, cannot be cancelled oLtt . . [and] . . . in this process, equality receives new

meamng-love of neighbour".6i The change in emphasis in the community - the nerv meaning of

equaliv from sin to lor-e - is that the pre-given association of sin makes way for one based on freedom

of choice and the obligations that occur with it. However, this new community is built upon the old

founciations of 'community-in-sinfulness'. The consequence of this is an i¡dividual's new attitude

torvalis the lvorld and a "nerv, crucial importance of eqr.rality". To understand this, Arendt launches

into a iiscussion of the rvorldlv communitv going back to Adam rvhich is based on an association lhat

she ,jces make explicit at this stage of her thinking. This association is that Adam represents the

primiii','e communitv reflected in her dissertation and discussed in Chapter Two and Three. During

the i3cussion, she mentions that Adam, the first man, is the 'source', or the "first man, the source,

',1 L.-:, : :,; -Sl Ar¿¡'tr-sfinr:, p il .{nr1 .rgain on ¡rp 1()3-J, .\rlam.rs thc "first man, lhc sLrttrcc, hancls do*'n this inclircctnt'ss L'"

rr'¡r ¡: :-i men throtrgh the i-'jstc-ricalh' m.lc1c lvorltl

"l \..1., :-¿ rrsc of socit'ft1-< i,lì:r- HtLnt¡n Condilion
il L.':. ;":-i St. Arrgustine' P I02.
6l ¡1,:,:
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hands down this indi¡eclness by way of all men through the historically made world."66 Augustine's

analysis on the being of man started as man in isolation: in fact, complete isolation. But Arendt rejects

this view and man's origin is both the sin of Adam which is also the beginníng of the man-made

world and the separation of man from God. Therefore, "his descent is defined by generation and not

by creation". Therefore the "world is no longer an utterly strange place ínto w'hich the individual has

been created. Rather, by kinship in generation the world has always been familiar and belongs to

him."67 The possibility of imitafion hums to Adam and the proper life that Adam represents which is

the foundation of a communily-in-togethemess. Imitahion and inspirabion are involved in this reading

and this in hrm influences Arendt's understanding of action in socieby.

Adam is foundational for the earthly communily but what you do not seek is his disclosure; rather

his role is one of illumination. This means for Arendl that you do not love him in the "concrete and

worldly encounter with him" but rather in his createdness defined by generation through inspiralion

and imitation. This i-q something that you see residing in him and notabh-, something that he is

unaware he is: "[f]or vou love in him not what he is, but what you wish that he may."68 This wish i-c

temporal and illustrates the dimension in which illumination exists and that Ls past possibilih. ThL. is

Arendt's 'call of conscience' in its temporal dimension noted in Chapter Th¡ee. ln an added dimension

to this notion evident in Arendt, Rist talks about Augustine's notion of our presence in Adam (and

therefore Adam in us). lVhen we are born we will lir,'e our personal life, or (persona aitn).69 The soul is

both universal and individual, and there is a duai life.7O In this manner Adam becomes the

illumination as he is n-ithin the individual while the individual is within him. This becomes Arendt's

intent when she turns to Kant in search of a 'larv that is not a law'. The ímportant part of this

discussion emerged rvhile Augustine was attempting to refute the Sceptic's accusatiors.Tl This

element explains Augustine's attempt to ground an epistemological theorv in Book Eler-en of the

Confessíons, Augustine's discussion of time eventuates after a long treatment of memorv. \femon'

delivers the past as knorvledge, and that same is said for the future. Augustine is saving that we cio

not know the past excepl in the Mind as the past no longer exists.72 Therefore, vou can 'knou" things

æ ibid., pp.103-4. This sharing is man as social being. Now Arendt s.rvs that Augttstine seeks an orìginal definition of man a.

sociaI being and this sotrce lhat col]aborates rvith ttris is different irom ihe one she cliscrr.ses in Pait Trvo.
67 ibid.,p 704.
ffi Arrgrrstine tn Homilias on tit¿ First Epistlc of St. lohn, Y1-I,10'
6e Rist, Arrgrrsli nc: nncicnt thou;ht baptized, p 126
70 Nfavbe one etc.rnal ancl one tr.rnsient. ibul., p.722
;LRist,ilr¡,/,p. 113, lr.6l,discussesthetrvoconceptsoitimeinrohedinAtLgttstine'stmderstand::.¿oihtuu.rnit't Tir¿iirslì-..
dr.r'elopec{ lvas thc cyclical tmderstanding of tl-re.rncient Greeks Thev believcd that humans rr'ot-t.j retttrn to its ori.cin.-ìl sL¡:= --i

cxcellence betbre the falt. The second is more Christi.rn ancl believes tl.rt timc is line.rr.rnd goes f¡¡,m the Fall to Last Ìtrtlgt'n'.=rl
and then a supcrior state The first prescribes h.rppiness on earth *'hìle the second 'a[tc'r'
72 This in a way develops Pla to's thesis of ,V[¿no anà Thenetetus
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first-hand (a particular understa¡ding of knowing) and if it was in past it become 'known' (and a

different type of knowing comes in). The question that arises from this understanding of the past is

how ca¡ an individual protect ourselves against false knowledge from the past. While Augustine is

not as worried about the philosophical implication of this though he is certairLly aware of them. He

does say however that we develop a belief in the knorvledge of the past and the justification of that

belief is therefore dependent upon the authoritv that provides this knowledge. Therefore given that

the past is unknowable in the first sense of the word, the question moves from this to one of validating

the authority. This treatment is expanded in rhe Confessions - what has the facility to do this is the

memory, to which Augustine gives great power - a storehouse, depth and prodigious power.73 These

are all used by Arendt to describe the power of memorv- but her use of this faculry is evolving the

more she explores the dynamics of this dimension.

Augustine's dependence on Plotinus' concepfion of 'self-recollection' is very evident here.74

Augustine, however, developed his understanding of self-recollection (or memory) as he turned away

from the overt influence of the Platonic tradition. The Platonic concept of Recollection was part of

Arrgustine's underslanding until he started his deliberations in De Trinitqte. He had been dependent

on the rvorks of Cicero and Plotinus, following the general understanding of the day.75 In De Trinítnte

though there is a_new attempt at justi$ing lhe nolion of impressed idea. Augustine maintained the

idea from Aristotle that we desire happiness above all else in our lives. This desire was part of the

impressed ideas that includes not only happiness, but al-qo wisdom, goodness, human naLtrre and the

etemai and just law. The last one, a just law, \\'as a¡ impression on the human heart.76 But in De

Trinitnte, pre-existence became untenable.TT At this stage Augustine is talking about an unplatonic

version of 'existence outside our proprin t¡ita in Adam'.;S In his work on Augustine's thought, O'Daly

argues that Augr.rstine rvas talking figrrrativelv w'hen using recollection, "prestrpposing a theory of

knorvledge by illuminalion."T9 As such, there *-as never a theory of pre-existence of knowledge in

77 Conf¿::;ons: Book 8.12, 9 76,8.15, and 13 20 respectively.
;l Ancl Plotinus'dependence - to a certain extent onlv - on Plalo shou.ld elso be noted.
7tRist,.-l:i¡rrsllne:nncientthoughtbrytizeti,p 50. Inu'orksbr'.\r-rgu.bìr.e,srLchas,{gninsf theSceptic.tIg.22),Reconsiderntions,
(1 1.3), -<r/r/or7u ies, (2.20.35), Grentness o-f tì;¿ Soul, (20.3-l), and L¿!!er:, :7 1 1,, this understanding is ¡elevant.
76See'D¿Trinitate,(14.75.211 AndGilson.TircChristinnp¡¡¡o;;,.ti:'L:f-'.r:'::.'{¿¿grsline,p.89,andR -\ \larkus,CnmbridgeHistory
o.f LtttcrC,¿¿knndÊnrlyMctlinnal Thought,R À.MarktLs,(ed;iç¿¡l¡.'3:e,UniversityofCambridgePress, 1980),p 367,
:i Dt Tnnrtnte,12.75.24 and see .rlso Rt'c¡r:sirieratiotts,7 4.4 and 1 S l
;sRist,.1:,:r¡sfine:nncicntthonghtbn¡ttí:tti.pp 126-7 Formoreonth-i-¡asrectof histhoughtseetherntrototheFrench,Bibliotcclt
,{rrsr¿-.f;r::.';¿r¡/orRttottsitlu¡t!;ons,Vol. ll,rp l{l-1-lSanclO'D.rLr'.i.:,i;,j::':¿'-;Phtlosophr¡ a.ft11t.\l:"..',,(London, 1987),pp. 199-

l0l
i" O,r conrmentaries see Gerarr-l J. P. O' Dalv, "Did Atrgrrstine er-er beÌje'. e in the Soul's pre-existence?" , Augustinian Sirrdit's, Vol
t, (197J j, pp.227-235. And O'Conncll. "Prc-existence in thc Earlr' .\r,rgr.r.:ine", Rrcue tlcs Étutles Atlzttstiniennes, Vol. 16, (19S0),

pp. 176-l'qE.
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Augustine's thought.S0 The source of these re-interpretations is the seminal work of Etienne Gilson

who Arendt later become to rely on for its detailed reading of Augustinian thought. Central to this

reading is his interpretation of intellectus as a faculty above reason, or the soul proper. This intellectrc

is the inner sight.

Similar to the Neoplatonists, for Augustine this search for himself in terms of his soul is also a

search for God.81 Arendt states that in Augustine's thought, because man ís tied to his own 'source'

(which is God) he cannot relate to the neighbour for the neighbour's sake or even for his own sake.

Within an Augustinian self, therefore, is not only the self but also God. The necessity of the

Neoplatonic project to 'retum to the self' as Augusfine assumed just after his conversion was to

acbually become a search for God. This is wisdom (snpientin) rather than knorvledge (scientin) of the

extemal world. InThe Trinity, the difference in these cognitive states is examined as Augustine seelcq a

language to discuss the human mind in terms of the Trinihv. Thus our own remembering, loving, and

knowing leads us to God.82 For Arendt, God is replaced bv the act of foundation. At best, Augustir,e

suggests we can achieve self-understanding and self-knorvledge and the rool of all our kno,,vledge =

ourselves - br"rt only of ourselves in terms of intentional objects. The words used by Augustine are

nosse and notitín. These indicate that our understanding is slill only explicit and we do not vet

understand - scíre and nol intelligere.S3

So Augustine is generating a psychological profile of man in terms of perfection of God and the

Trinity.Sa The mind is where this perfection could hypotheticallv- occur but rvhat is the relationshir

between the three aspects? The weak link for man is in knorving'rvho'he is, as only God can know u-.

in this way. Arendt also believed this and therefore investigated the human condition insteac.

Augustine moves away from the Platonic idea that the earthly and corporeal body is a burden to our

80 Others such as O'Connel.l "Pre-existence in the Early Augustine" and Teske, ".{ugustine on liberation from time", Trsdític,
Vol. 41, (1985), pp 24-47 have also ptusued this interpretation.
8l When talking aborrt the soul Plotinus agrees with PIato and A¡istotle, rr'ho disagree rvith the general rLndersLrnding in G¡ee-<

thought and cultu¡e at that time. Simila¡ to Plato, Plotinus in On Benuty argues that the essence of beauhv lies in a non-materia:
realm of the intelligible being The difference between Plato and A¡istotle comes out when Plotinr-rs attacks A¡istotle's
rtnderstanding of the soul as entelechy. Seeing the sot¡l as the body's form, A¡istotle moves towards the materialist btrt not clc-
enor.rgh to be fairly included in ihis category. The tradition thatbecame Christian had to reject melempsychosis [transfer of a so':
from a dead body to a newlv born one] because if the imptications on the Ch¡istian ttnderstanding oi creation and the eternal
retrun of Greek conception of time. Taking r.rp this Platonic formtL.lation rather than the Aristote[an means that the Christian
tradition seek ethics in laws bevond and in absolrrte standards. Aristotle and his empiricism takes a humanistic/scientific, er.:.
relrtive stance. In all this Plotinus retrrrns to the in¡er experience, or a 'reh¡.rn to oneself' (see opening of the treatise inEnned;:
Book-1,$8ancllxxviii).TheseparationofactionandcontemplationfoundsthephilosophicaltreaiisePlotinus*,rites Formc::
on this reacl On Contemplnlio¡r, Book 3, S 8. The clifference behveen Pl.rto and Aristotle is the first's concern rvith the One or sc,:
anr-l the latter concem with naturc As Aristotle's work has l¡cen c¡lled mehrphr sical for more than one credible' rc'ason, PLrtc
shouH thc.n be caIlcc{ mcta-¡rsçq[1¡l¡gy.
{t Da Tr¡n¡t¡tt, t{ 12.15.
sr Risi, Arrgrrsli nc: nnti¿nt lhought baptizcd, p.745.
u Rist, ¡&irl., says that this is a phenomenological psychology but the metaphvsics rs incomplete because .{ugrrstine tioes not
know what a perfect man wotdd be like. Only faith can be used to recognlse the perfect man.



true existence and embraces the body and this life. So the perfection of man is dependent on the way

the mind is conceived and interacts in its distinct faculties.s5 ln Arendt's thought this is transferred to

an understanding that this perfecbion allows the right action to emerge in the moment of decision.

This harmony or the right state produces appropriate principles or criteria for judgement through an

illumination. This is the correct blend of the triniry of memory, understanding and love, and the role

of past, present and fufure are important here. This can be seen as another dimension in Arendt's

search for the right action, only this time through the temporal trinity. In the moment a decision is

made to determine a fufure course of actiory the past is important. Therefore, memory is important to

Augustine's rrinity, and Arendt's own parbicular discussion. The importance derives from

Augustine's search for authority, or a different concept of knowledge,

85 The idea here is that ou¡ minds are in the image of God though we are concerned with our bodies and a¡e ahvavs focuses

r¡pon ou.r bodies. But unlike the early Platonic Ch¡istian that determined .{ugustine's r-rnderstanding of thl< sitlration, and the

idea that the bodv rvas an earthly nuisance and to be ricl of if possible, Augtstine now conceives relevance :or the bodv aspect

of the duality and this emerges in the Li teral Commentary and Tfte City ol Cctl and the later books of 'Jre Co':-¿;-.rons. StiLl in the

Conlessions, Augustine is not vet ready to embrace the implications of thj-. trnderstanding fully. IrL,.iead llhen ansrvering the self
imposed tpestion of "Who are yotr?" in Book 10, he.rnswers 'a man' thotLgh he stills talks about i¡ierior bcdr and the strperior
sor.rl Later on he cl.rrifics this and clc'velops arr'.r1,from Plato even furthe¡, introdttcing a dualih'i¡ the soul- This is "l .-rm and I

knowandlrvill.- Iknowthatlam...lnthesethree'lethimrvhocandosoperceivehorvinseparablealfethereis,onclife
ancl onc mincl and one bcing, anrl finally horr'inseparable a distinction there i-ç, anrl yet there is a j:.tinclicn r13.11 1lt Pi¡e

!rrrts it thrrs "There are. thrcc things, all forrnd in man himsclf, rvhich l should like man to consider fher a:¿ l¿r clifferent irom
the Trûritr, but I sr.rggest them as a subject for mental exercise by lvhich tve can test ourselves, and :ealise hcir'great this
difference is. The three things are existence, knowledge, and will, for l can sav that I am, I knorr', a¡.d I *'ill i am .r being rvhich
knows and will; I know both that I am and that I will; and I will both to be and to know . . .."
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2. Seørching for Founìlationsr De Trinitate øndThe Life of the Mind

Thinking, Willing, and Judging are basic and each are self-contained and obey their own particular

laws. Nonetheless, they are dependent on 'the stillness of the soul's passions', though not the

mind's.86 As Arendt says in Thinking, "[w]e are so accustomed to the old opposition of reason versus

passion, spirit versus life, that the idea of passionate thinking, in which thinking and aliveness become

one, takes us somewhal aback."87 Arendt does state that man is totally conditioned existentially.SS

Subsequently, man can explore the reality of the world and those areas that can never be experienced

such as etemal life, and speculate about the unknowable. Nonetheless, this examination can never

change realify, although many philosophers have thought so and attempted to do just that. Arendt

points out this at this stage to reveal with clarity her distinction being thinking and doing. Having

stated this, however, Arendt then provides a condition on this position, and one that raises some

problems for her examination. She says that our acts and their judgement depend on the iife of the

mind. The 'sheemess' of reality, in its un-interpreted state, is unchangeable by the philosopher's gaze

but man as a free agent can change his perception of that realily, especially withor,rt the traditional

reference points. One of Arendt's intellectual platforms, apparent in all her work, is that of pluralibv,

derived from a conception of man as unique, yet existing in a common world: "plurality is one of the

basic existential conditions of life-so thal inter homines esse, to be among men, was to the Romans the

sign of being alive, a\\'are of the realness of world and self . . .."89 Both the world and the self are there

to be perceived and subsequently understood. The world is the world of the in-behveen, the ma¡-

made world resisting the onslaught of the desert which man is born into, and this is Arendt's

community. The self, or the individual-in-the-world, relates to this world through action and the

faculties of the mind. The purpose of this relationship in the end is to achieve harmonv belween the

lwo. This in fact is her definition of freedom, the concurrence of will and to-be-able-to.90 This is

Arendt's major concern in The Life of the Mind series and is contained within a fundamental

recognilion that determines this concern; that while man is totally conditioned existentiallr', time is a

dominant factor in this existence. Man is homo tempornlis.

]6Thinki,rg,p.70 ThoLrghlatcrinthisvollrmcArendtis.rtpainstosavth.rtcvcnthescstìllctlpassionsisnc,i.rprecontlition
.\rcnrlt riisctrsses lhe roìc c-f lht'sotrl latcr on in the chapter, p 72
); ibirl., p.51.
rr ibi,t., p.70.
se ibirl , p,74.
Ð Sce for example her discrrssìon 1n Behoeen Past tnd Futurc, pp.158-162
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With this in mind, Arendt asks the question, where are we when we think? First Arendt establishes

the notion that thinking is 'out of order', meaning that it is the exception to the temporal continuum of

the world of action.91 Aristotle was the only philosopher who was aware of the thinking process's

sense of 'homelessness', or its lack of temporal reference in its existence: or, rather, himelessness in

Arendt's reading. Thus, Arendt identifies an importa¡t dimension to her thinking: rvhen thinking

about the location of thought she suggests that our sense of realness inherent in s¿nsus communís

would be wrong if only determined by our spatial existence. Using Augustine as a reference, she

reminds the reader that we arc homo temporalis and that lime should be a significant part of our

condition: "remembering, collecting and recollecting . . . anticipating and planning in the mode of

willing what is rrot yet."92 This summarises Arendt's fundamental perspective and leads her towards

her understanding of judgement in an age without the aid of the Roman Trinif,v. The space of thinking

is actually a non-time space, temporal not spatial; "[t]hinking a¡r¡rihilates temporal as rvell as spatial

distances"93 It stretches the moment out, creating a 'spatial habitat' for itself, although rve determine it

thus by using spatial metaphors to describe it.94 It is therefore regarded as an exlension bebween what

lays behind and in front of us.

Following her second analysis of the Kafka metaphor for the location of thinking she observes lwo

things that are relevart to her later work. The first reiterates what she has already said regarding the

location of thinking, but now she reveals the implication of this location for thinking: "ln this gap

belween past and present, we find our place in time when we thlnk, that is, when we are sufficiently

removed from past and future to be relied upon to find out [hei¡ meaning, to assume the position of

"umpíre," of arbiter and judge over the manifold, never-ending affairs of human existence in the

world, never arriving al a final solution to their riddles but already with ever-nerv amvers to the

question of what it may be all about."e5 The gap provides the individual rvith an opportunity to

determine the meaning of actions in the ongoing continurrm of reality. The second aspect to the use of

Kafka is a clear statement of what she is looking for and the difficulties she is facing; "[t]his small non-

time space in the very heart of time, unlike the world and the culture into which we are born, ca¡not

be inherited ancl handed down by tradilion . . . "e6 This suggests that the individual in their society is

erTlirrking, p.200.
e2 íL,id., p 2ot.
e1 Tltitrking, p. 85. Arcnclt notcs that no philoso¡rhical or metaphrsical conccpts en..ìpsulatcs tl'ris bul the nr¡lr--:. ,,f ,r¡i¡rc shrns

rìoos in nìL.r-liL-vaI philosophv
e' Wi/l¡lrs, p 13.
et Thinking, pp. 209-10.
eG ibi,l., p.2lo.
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stranded, helpless to establish a certainby f¡om which they can determine a position to judge. Yet there

is a sense in Arendt's thought at this stage that there is a link back when she conditions this statement

and says that "every great book of thought points to it somewhat cryptically". She uses a saying from

Heraclifus, who referring to the Delphic Oracle remonstrates, "oute legei, oute kryptei aIIa sunainei, or 1t

does not say and it does not hide, it intimates."97 Eachnew generation therefore must fit itself into the

continuum of time and "discover and ploddingly pave anew the path of thought". Moreover, she

continues to say that it seems likely that some texts can be used to aid this paving because these 'great

works' have achieved their own parbicula¡ non-time space, or present belween infinite past and

infinite future. These "timeless works . . . transcend thei¡ own finiteness".9S Arendt is still able to think

that a reference point is available and that the location is in the stories from the past.

(i) Storytelling: The Foundationnl Principle

There is a need to retum to thinking as an aspect of the mind in order to determine how Arendt is

setting r.rp this source for the contemporary age. Again the temporal aspect of Arendt's thought is

involved in her examination. Arendl discusses the order of the faculties and she says that willing and

judging need 'representation', but she does not call this memory or remembrance, but rather thinking

and the ability to de-sense particulars in their absence. Significantly, she uses Augustine's De Trinitnte,

Book 11, chapter 3, to describe the process, thus providing the reader with an indication of her source

for her deliberations. The image is stored in memory, and when the mind gets hold of it, it is 'vision in

thought'. This only occurs after a 'two-foid' transformation, horvever. This vision-i¡-thought then is

taken by the mind and through the process of remembrance a¡d imagination lakes the visible object

and remakes it as an invisible object stored in memory.99 This is now awaiting use by thinking;

"It]hese thought-objects come into being onlv when the mind actively and deliberately remembers,

recollects and selects from the slorehouse of memory whater,'er arouses its interests sufficiently to

eî ¡bitt.
e8 ibid., p 211. She ends the volume on thinking by quoting W. H. Auden from his poem "As I walked out one evening".

O plturge your hands in r..-.rter,

Plunge them in Lrp to the rsrist;
Stare, stare in the basin
And woncle¡ what you'r e missecl.
'The glacier knocks in the cupboard,
The dr'sert sighs in the be,l.
Ancl the crack in the tea-cr.rp opens
A lane to the laud of the cle.-¡c{. . ..'

.\rcntltflrrthcrcxplainsherreadin¡;trt'againquoting-\uc1ens.rying"Somt'L¡ortL..rrcundeserredlr forgotten,non€.G-ìre
turdt-se n cr1l1' rcmcmbc.red" The first rltrote comes fron'L Coll¿ctcrl Pocttts, p. 115, r hile thc sccond irom fhe D',¡t'r's Hnntl tntl
Oth¿r E-.-:,rvs, (Ncw York, \'intage Books, 1968).
t The re is somc conftsion here. The first assertions suggests that memory is not part of the mind w'hile this sugge.sts that
remembrance does not equal mernory though Arendt norv says it is the mind, theretbre memory is part of the mind?
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induce concentratiot',.'100 lhtough this process, Arendt suggests, the mind "leams how to deal with

things that are absent and prepares itself to 'go further,' toward the understanding of things that are

always absent, that cannot be remembered because they were never present to sense experience."1O1

These are 'concepts, ideas, categories and the like'. Reason's need, or the quest for meaning is the

same for philosophy's desire to search beyond as for the act of storytelling. Both involve the search for

meaning. Arendt is suggesting here that the art of storytelling is about the sea¡ch for meaning, hence

principles, and similar to the philosopher's transcendental ideas and concepts? Therefore thinking

implies remembrance.l02 Later, on the next page of Thinking she says that de-sensed objects are drawn

back into our minds (presence) by rememberingand anticipation.l03 Using the myth of Orpheus and

Eurydice, she says that the faculty of anticipation derives from the facully of remembrance, which is

dependent on the imagination, reproductive imagina¡is¡.104 This is defined by Arendt's temporal

conception of past possibility as the source of meaning. Preliminary understanding sourced from her

dissertalion is the focal point in Arendt's investigation as she seeks the moment of harmony that

oPens Llp meaning for the individual. The real faculty is remembrance rvith its element of anticipation.

The division behween meaning and truth is still a topic of concem for Arendt tnThe Life of the Min(t.

In the introduction to the first volume, 'Thinking', Arendt outlines the contours of her intended study.

Pa¡t of this outline places special emphasis on the distinction behween 'reason' and 'intellect'. This

particular distinction is significant for Arendt's broader understa¡ding buf what is significant here is

that she also divides meaning and truth; "[t]he need of renson is not inspired by the quest for tnùh brLt by

the quest for menning. And truth nnd menning nre not the same."\05 This is reflected in the fact that her

rvork in The Life of the *tind series places an interesting amount of importance on the separation of

Vernunft and Verstnnd. Mary McCarthy, Arendt's editor tn The Lrf, of the Mind, spent considerable

effort trvrng to convince Arendt that her translation of these terms rvere incorrect. In The LiJÞ of the

Àfi¡lrl, "Thinking", Arendt states that what is critical to her understanding is Kant's dislinction

behveen Verrumft and Verstnnd, meaning "reason" and "intellect" (and not "understanding", e'u'en

]toì 
-¡ ,'"' IhÙ1ñÛts,P. //

''' IOIL1

toz ibirt.,p 7s
:ti úitl , p 86. Does this mean juctging and willing, or is it another element in the mùrd?
lÈ She.l..es not say the imagination br¡t the rlefinition before can be usecl to label it as such Arendt is sr¡ddenlr- talking.rbout
these trso.lircrrlti¿s btrt where clo they sLtnr-l in tt're life of the mind?
:t'r fltrrri-rrrg-, p. 15. (Arenctt's it.rlics). This is a maior divergence from l-lcideggcr, and the implications of this sep.rr.rlion neecl to
bt'realiser.l Arcndt sarv Kant ¡s arguin.g that thinking and re.lson tr.rnscend cognition and the intcllect becatrse lhet cle.rl ,,r ith
lhe trnknc.rrablc. -[he 

¡rroblen is that reason is ins¡rirecl by the qttest for meaning not for trulh (likc cognitionr Trulh.rnrl
nìL'.ìrìilìg .rre not the s.rmc. The mctaphysical fallacy of the wt'stern tr.rdition is to interprel the qLrcst tbr meanrng on the s.rme
n'Lodel as tbr truth. Fleidegger makes this mistake ln Being and Tinc, when he says "'Meaning of Being' and 'Trtrth of Being' s.rl.
the sanre" Heidegger, What ;: Metnphysics?, quoted inThinking, p.75.
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though Verstand derives from the verb oerstehen or'to understand'¡.106 a¡g justificatiory Arendt says,

is that Kant used Verstand to translate the Latin, íntellectus.rÙT The point is to retain the corurotations

inherent in the German das Verstehen, which "understanding" does not do justice to in terms of the

greater meaning inherent in the word.108 Arendt is seeking a specific ability in her definition of the

mind. lVhen Arendt tums to Kant and the dístinctions she wishes to make, she is seeking the capacity

lhal. ntnkes sense of the world. In her dissertation she resisted understand ng (intelligere), instead

seeking a role for trust in the same manner Kierkegaard in his idea of community resisted Hegel.ror

The question that emerges is regarding the nature of Arendt's notion of reason in this reading.

This apparent pedantry reflects the i¡Jluence that Gilson is exercising over Arendt's interpretation

of Kant. The influence, however, comes from his reading of Augustine that Arendt became familiar

with again when deliberating on her trarulation of the dissertation. Tine Thomisfic interpretation used

by Cilson for reading Augustine allorvs Arendt to decide her own approach to this aspect of

Augustine's thought.l10 In Gilson's estimation Augustine's intellectus can also be called intellígentia

and Cil-son conlinues to suggest that the "accepted practice of thinking in terms of "faculties" leads us

to speak of intelligence as a power in the soul really distinct from the mind and reason." He goes on to

say that "[t]hese real distinctions are foreign to Augustine's thought, since for him intelligence is

rathe¡ lhe result nttaíncd by the mind in uirhte of its nctiaity ns renson."l17 Intellectus is the faculty above

reason, or the soul's inner sight. The description of this capability as intellectus or intelligentia

according to Gilson is due to Augustine's use of the Scriptures before he turns to lhe Hellenic tradition

to explaLn his reading.112 Ar-rgustine's justification of this is that reason can exist without intelligence

(in Arendt's terms it rvould be producrng pure cognition) but intelligence cannot survive without

reason because it is due to the capacitv of reason that man seeks to attain intelligence, or 'reason's

need' ihat Arendt speaks about.

106 In hi. Critique of Pure Reri:':n, A302/B 359, Kant distingrLishes between understanding and reason as understanding seclr¡es

_-,I". i,.' of appearances bu means of rules" and reason pursues "the unity of the rules of understanding under principles".
lo7 Thn::::r.1, p. 1.1.
108 An erample of how thi-. causes confusion is seen in John Br.tmaby's attempt to clari,$r certain aspects of his ox.n Eanslation.
Atrgutine used intellectus in a deüberate manner w'ith a meaning that has been distorted through translation. According to John
Bumat'ç n the cou¡se of hr-< iranslation of Augtrshine's rtorks, he believes that mtelligentia means understanding rrhenlhe
implìca:icn is similar to apprehension ancl not rvhen the association is with comprehension. But as Brrnabv sa.tá in:etligentin
indicates tJte renlisntion of nt:tning, which in the modem sense is frequently expressed bv the generalised cãncept of
tmderslar,ding. It is associaied throttgh the Platonic scheme as knowing thror,rgh sight n'hile all else mr¡st be knou.n throrLgh
faith. Cc¡tec¡rently sight as a sense is prioritised - to understand in the Augustini.ln sense is 'to sc.e' rvith the mind The 'act of
turderstarCing'isthereforei¡ttútivenotdiscursive.l:,¡rrsiine:I¡terWorks(intltd:rgTheTrinity,TheSpiritttndtheLellcr,Ten
Hontilt¿:.':llt¿FirstE¡tistleC-:,:ernlofSt fohn),ecl.andtrans.JohnBurnaby,TheL:braryolChristinnCla-s5i¡,<,(Lonelon,SCMpress,
19551, f il
læL¡¡'.'';':,;-Çl ,'lrr,qrrsfittc,p irll ForKic'rkcga.rrcl'spositionseeElsebetJegstnlp.'.{Qucstioningoflusticc:Kierkt'ga.rrcl,the
Postnrc,c¿m Criticltrc and Pciitic.rl Thcory" Politic,ti T::z:n¡,Yo1.23 No. 3 (Atrgust \o 3¡, p. {30
ri0Thei¿rf mostpromincnthereisAcluinas'Ontit¿LIt':!',tofthalntcllectrtgninst!ì:zA¡¡crrotsts
rrrGilson, T'neChristinnPh:!-:cphyof St.Augustine,p.)39,n. 10 [myemphasis]
tr2 ib¡,i
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But this must be seen in the context of a position stated by Arendt n The Lrf, of the Mind series.

From Arendt's reading of the tradition in constructing his position she argues that Thomas Aquinas

separated the lwo'apprehensive'faculties as intellect and reason (and made the appetitive faculties of

will and free choice as corresponding). Nonetheless, while the intellect and reason have been

separated both still deal with truth. For example, intellect, or universal reason, is about mathemalical

truth, while reasory or particular reason, is about drawing particular conclusions from universal

principles. The latter, particular reason, is the dominant one and Arendt determines it to be

'discursive reasoning'; and '. in discursive reasoning the mind compels itself'.113 this is in

distinction to the intellect where the mind has truth merely revealed to it. Arendt is seeking a tvpe of

reason that is infuitive, similar to the one she referred to in "Understanding and Politics" when she

spoke of resisting totalitarianism. She is seeking an inhritive reasoning that is comprehensive not

apprehensive. The question that eventually emerges is what kind of principles Arendt is seeking that

can be used in the manner Kant is talking about in Critique of Pure Renson. Arendt is seeking a

comprehensive capability which is actuallv Gilson's intellectus. Only Arendt is seeing this intellectu; in

the context of her interpretation from her extensive studies of Augustine, for the dissertalion

conceptualises it in terms of trust. The trust that Arendt spoke about in her dissertation is the reason

that she now discusses in terms of Kant's thought. Gilson's intelligence is the inner sight of the soul

that Augtrstine discussed in Ennrrntiones in Psnlms which is the Christian Father's truth by

illumination.l14 This refers to Arendt's primitive Christian element that developed into a proposiiion

similar to Augustine's Song of Songs and the question of the moment discussed by him tn TIrc

Confessions. The story in the temporal dimension of past possibility presents the listener with the

principles with which the individual-in-the-world can guide themselves. The intrigue of Augr.rstine's

thought is partly explained by his position in lhe history of western thorrght. As Robert E. Meagher in

An lntroduction to Attgttstine explains, Augustine stood at the moment in history when lhe hvo great

traditions of thought clashed at the death of an empire. Consequentlr,', humanity was conceived bv

Augustine in terms of human speech as the signifier of humanness and he therefore found in both

traditions a path to follow. The word was of conrse mnch more important than utterances, instead the

emphasis is nof its uniqueness and encompassing at the same time. If, as Augustine did, you n'ere to

ask the qr.restion "know' thyself", the aspect that stands eminenf as a consideration is the worcls oi an

llr l,Vi/1irr.-, p 116
IIt Conmrcntttrics on th¿ Psalms,32.22. Are¡rclt rcfcrs to these Commentarics in sever.rl occasions in her tlissertation anc-l rr'hj]e ;he
does not refer to this paragraph explicitly she elocs quote from the preceding one, strggesting at least that shc was au'are
Atrgrrstine's thorrghts of the matter. See Loue nntl St. ArLgustine, p. ST of the original, p l09 in translation.
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individual. However to understand these words requires a methodology to determine the purpose of

these words. AugusLine had two traditions to draw upon and each gave him a different a¡-swer. The

Hellenic tradition suggested speech as disclosure, while the Hebraic hadition suggested speech as

creation. There is therefore a tension at work in Augustine's understanding that travels on forn ard as

his influence and the merger of the Hellenic and Hebraic tradition continues through other passages

created by the ongoing tradition of western thought.115 Arendt embraces creation through her reading

of natalily but alwavs seeks to ¡etain the disclosive tradition that reflects her understanding of

Heidegger's thought. Illumination emerges out of a fusion of these two conside¡¿¡ie¡s.116

This is illustrated when she says that the five senses give the intellect (apprehension, Verstand) Ihe

information to determine the existence of an object, as suggested by the German translabion of the

Latin, perceptío as Wahrnehmung, or truth through the perceptions. The sixth sense, however, is to do

with reason (comprehend, begreifen, Verrumft) or meaning. It asks not rvhether an object exists 'åuf

uhnt it menns for ¡¡ ¡s 6.'.777 The confusion that Arendt is seekrng to avoid is Verstnnd being mistaken

for her conception of ihe nnderstanding heart and its mixture of knrdín and phronesis. This is reflected

rn her own foundational imperative that framed her dissertation - "Love means that i want you to

6r".71s Arendt explairu this understandíng in detail stressing the end of the 'threefold commonness' is

the acknowledgment of a reality. Yet the meaning of this reality is not provided by these five senses.

The sixth sense is required, the sense that provides the context, or the meaning of the five senses'

collaboration:

[i]n the rvorld of appearances, filled with error a¡d semblance, reality is
guaranteed by this three-fold commonness: the five sense, utterly different
from each other, have the same object in common; members of the same
species have the context in common that endows every single object with its
particular meaning; and all other sense-endowing beings, though perceiving
this object from utterly different perspectives, agree on its identity. out of
this threefold common¡ess a¡ises the sensatio¡t of reality.119

Each of these five senses relates to the w'orld through a 'perceptible propertv'. Yet there is a sixth

sense. The property of relation isrealn¿ss. The sensation of realitv, or the sheer thereness, is a context.

This feeling of sheemess is an existential condition lhat signals lhe condition of harmonr. in pre-

risSeeRobertE.\feagher,.lnlnlroductiontoAug'.,:::ne,(NewYork,\el'YorkUnir.ersibvPress, 
197E),p.3-4.

lIb At the hc'art of this division in Meagher's eves L. a question of strength ancl t'e.¡kness. For his Atrgustine asks the
confronting !-ltlL'stion of whethe¡ we have the capacih' to create the rçorld in lvhich we live in, or do iue me¡elv chvel] on the
rr orLl th.rl is constrlrcted prer ious to orLr existencel Ph¡ased in this n-ar- Arendl mtrst seek to find a relationship behr.een these
t*'o rr r.rlc'ls .rs rvell. This she tloes through the iclea ..f simtrltaneitv
:l;lrrr:t:'r1,p.57 (Arendtsitatics) Thisdistinctioni-.ofcotrrse¡tthefolnrl.rtionof rvesternphilosophy Scep isfc,ra
cliscussic¡n of Aristolle and then Leibniz.
rr j Qrrote.l in Alfred Kazi¡, -\'¿u York lciu, (Nerv \ e.rk, Alfred A Knopf, 1978), p 199
lle ftirrirrrg, p. 50.
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understanding in the sense of delectatio. Significantly for Arendt's investigation, she says that this

context never appears entirely, just like Being.120 Disclosure which suggests revelation in entirely is

therefore not the appropriate description, but rather the notion of illumination. In her section on

Thomas Aquinas tnThe Life of the Mind, slire discusses this identification of a sixth sense in the work of

this inheritor of the Augustinian tradition. Aquinas defined his common sense as an inner sense, the

common root of all exterior senses, because they need the realness to exist. On the next page of her

analysis she further clarifies this notion by saying that thinking can neither prove nor destroy the

feeling of realness arising out of the sixth sense. ." which, she adds, the French call le bon sens,

recalling her words in "Understanding and Politics//.121

(ä) Kniros nnd the Future: The Pnst ns PossibilitV

The most interesting aspect of Tlne WiIIins volume emerges when it is read as if the third volume is

ready for the reader to commence al the end of section IV. The topic of the conclusion to WiIIing is

"The abvss of freedom and the noaus ordo seclorum".lvfore specifically, it is the thought and influence

of Augrrstine. The conceptual focus is on the nolion of foundation, principles, the moment bebween

past and future, and the Roman experience (and therefore Cicero, Montesquieu and Machiavelli).122

As previously mentioned, Arendt turns to the thought of Thomas Aquinas unde¡ the influence of

Cilson. The lineage of Augustine is the basis for choosing this reference point in the history of the

faculty of willing. But Arendt refums the emphasis to thinking as part of her discussion. The thought

of Augustine has noçr' becomes the monastic tradition of thinking. Augustine, regarded as a man of

experience not a product of monastic seclusion, is advocated as a thinker whose thoughts emerge

from experiences in the world.123 Experience in the Scholastic tradition is used merely to confirm their

titt contenrplstíoa dertved conclusions. From this position, Thomas Aquinas therefore determines his

seminal understanding of the role of thinking in the tradition. In discussing this Thomastic version of

the mind's workings Arendt reveals her understanding of the mind's dvnamic, and she cloes this by

referring back to Augustine and interestingly the emergence of what later becomes her definition of

the imagination - the faculty that holds the key to her understanding of judgement.

The rvill is given its objects by the intellect, and the apprehensive o¡ders proceed and therefore

dictate the appetitive orders. Arendt says thal in Augr-rstine the Intellect relaLecl to whatever n'as

il0 For o dcfinition for Arenc]l's'Bcing': "Bcirrg, sincc Parmenides thc'highcst conccpt of \\esle rn philosophy. is a thoiLghÞthing

'- i /ttilKir:-1, Lì )l
:l The fir..¡l sentenco, ûr facl, providc-s us explicitly rvith the general link betrve.en thc trv<¡ r'oltrmcs.
i5 tv¡l/in..-, p. I13.
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present in the mind. ln Thomas this is further clarified as he says thatfrst principles start the reasoning

process that deals with particulars presented to it. Overall the conception of the mind in Thomas is

that the will is regarded as the end whjle these first principles are regarding as the beginning but,

Arendt walTrs, these a¡e not temporal descriptions but rather logical ones. The first principles are

defined later as BeinB or Life and the life inslinct.l24 The implications of this are significant for Arendt

as they taint the tradition of thought that bases its understanding on the mind and its faculties on this

interpretation of Thomas' Augustine. As a consequence of Aquinas' ínterpretation the ultimate goal of

the lntellect is now to exist forever while the Will's goal is seen as directed to particular goods. But the

will is different from the desires and the rvill must ascend to a desire before it is pursued. tn the later

reading of Schopenhauer the Will becomes primal or the Thomaslic,rgrst principle or life irstinct. As the

truth becomes that which the will demands to carry on living, the rvill dictates truth replacing reason

in this role. This leads to the idea that the universal is nobler that the particular. This is very

Aristotelia¡ as Thomas also said that the sum is greater than the parts. Yet, in the tradition, Duns

Scotus objected, and he is regarded by Arendt as the onlv one rlho reallv has taken this approach. The

individual has grealer 'ontological stalus' than the species. This leads to the idea that an individual is

more important than the species (like Kierkegaard over Hegel, as -\rendt points out).

With this in mind Arendt details a cla-ch behveen thinking and rvilling. This clash is seen by her as

having a significant impact on the wa,v thrnking has been concei,,'ed in the modern age. The temporal

aspect oi Arendt's interpretation again comes to the fore. In her view the Now of thinking is replaced

by the hrtural aspect of willing. The inhoduction of progress resulted from this change. In doing so

Arendt is prefiguring her conclusions that Heidegger was equallv captured by this change in

perspective and is essential to her own perspective when she discusses Jaspers and Heidegger and

their ideas of the will in the modem age. She focuses especiallv on Heidegger and his early emphasis

on the tutttre (though not progress), although she acknorvledges that the wiìl was not necessarily at

the cenfre of his philosophical treati-çe. The Augustinian term of Sorge, or care, became the

philosophical term that encapsulated hj-c understanding of the ¡ole of the fuhrre. This conception

developed and in his later work it was tran-sformed into a passi','itv oi willing-not-to-will.125 Arendt

focttses on the impact that this nelv persF,ective has on the role of remembrance and she does this by

exploring Hegel's concept of historv and ihe 'World Spirit'. In Hegel's thought the past becomes

tJJ ibid , p 119 (Arendt's italics) The implic.rtions lbr'JrL¡ determination come laie: Ln the disctrssion.
ta ibid., p. t3
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simply the disappearance of the ¡¡¡¡s.126 Hegel says that the I-shall-be becomes the I-shall-have-

been. Therefore the past is produced by the future and thinking is the result of the will. The will finds

its primacy. The implications for this become apparent for Arendt when she savs that Heidegger also

conceptualises this rn Beíng and Time: the three-dimensional temporal dynamic in Heidegger,s thought

retains this Hegelian formulation, leaving the fubure as the foundational tense: "Die Gnaesenheit

entspringt in gauísser Weise der Zukunft".727

To solve this problem Arendt believes that she needs to return to the original notion that love is

desire.128 Huma¡rs aim to make him or herself huppy. This happiness is premised though on life itself,

rvhich being mortal is not in the possession or control of the individual. Craving has to work from

some point and it is always the present and includes the present notion of happiness. Subsequentlv it

is always frustrated. As a consequence to this, a life (though only a self-reflective, thoughtful life)

must project its desired happy life into the absolute furure or etemity.129 This, -\rendl suggests, gir.es

u-ç an insight into the way memory uorks through sttch remembrance. Augustrne states that memor\,s

great power is its capacity to bring back the past. The imporfance swings from the future to the past as

ihe future is basecl upon the past and memory drives expectation and it is in "the presenl in which

they coincide that determines human existence." In other words, this is the opposite to what she

discussed regarding Hegel for The Lrft of the Mind. This, as she explicitly states in the dissertation,

rejects the undersfanding of Heidegger and his emphasis on the 'expectation of death' in his

philosophy.l3O Arendt now says that this process enables an individual to participate in the

'immutable'; "the remotest pasf a¡d the most distant fuhrre are not only, objectively speaking, the

single hwofold "before" of human life, br"rt can be actualised as such while man is still u1irr".'131 ¡¡'r"

present thus becomes importan! because it is 'now' that focuses these hço important aspect of

eristence, past and futttre, remembrance and anticipation.l32 3, understa¡drng the way memorv

'-' tbid., p.42.
'- -às Heidegger savs, " the past, the "having been," has its origin in a certain sense in the futue." tsang nnd Time, $ 65, p. 326.
:f Bv looking at the command of "love thv neighbotu as thyself" the expectation is that selfJove is important to understanding
iL< meaning, yet it is not. The rtrtu¡al dependencv of Atrgr,rstine's notion of love in this instance nega:es both selflove and love
,l: the neighbou¡. What aboul that which is next to yotuself - the neighbou? To be true to this stater.ent what is required is a

It",'e that is separate from desire; love that is not a kind of craving is the best description of this goai, On the other hand, as
{--endt points otrt, desirc', being dependent on the future, seems to invoh'e a love that is "nondesi¡c'.:s"
::e This paints a particularlv gloomy picture for a thoughtful person. Hon'ever if they can possiblr si-.ecl the turstable reference

¡,rint of the desiring sell, resulting in, as Arendt herself puts ii, self-oblivion. This self-oblivion is noi libe¡ation, rather it mean:¡
c:mpete absorption of the seli'in the desiring process The "horizon of human experience" is nox'¡-lricted bv the fttture and it
i-. -.n.lv this rcfercnce point that ¡;ood and evil c.rn be cìetermine'd from correctly
'' Sct' Bcrrrg nnrl Tlnt, ${6-52 .rs the footnote i¡ the. text susgcsts
''' ::¡'¿ nntl St Arrgusttna, pp 56-7.
''- The'potential for etcrnitv lht'refore enables m.rn to be'happy'anr-l reme'mber hcre. that the prrrpr-t is to cscape time ancl
¡cìrieve etemity; "It]he presentation of past and futttre in rvhich both coincide annihilates time and r.an's subieition to it " ¡i':-i ,
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works, we can determine whether this role of remembrance allows such a solution to be viable.l33

Memory therefo¡e transcends the present and to guard the past. Arendt concludes that "it is the

nabttre of memory to transcend present experience and guard the past, just as it is the nafure of desi¡e

to transcend the present and reach toward the fufure."13a Instead of assuming that desire is forwa¡d

looking only, we find that in fact it is dependent on the past - through memory.135 The direction of the

looking back into the past is of course towards the creation of human existence. Following

Augustine's belief that remembrance is recollection, or the collection of one after a process of

dispersion, as Arendt says, "[t]he search for the origin begins with recollection f¡om dispersion.,,

Therefore, to have an understanding of happiness it must be present ín the individual to begin with as

part of being an individual.l36 The dependency on the future leaves out a dependencv on the present.

It is the past that produces the understanding of what the huppi' life is, and should desire rvhen this

has occurred. And the amor smoris Dei, under whose auspices the recollection goes about its business,

already presupposes a relation with God that the simple amor Dei, the craving for God, seeks to

establish."137 This is similar to confession, Arendt suggests, and the real purpose of this remembrance

is not simply the search for the huppy life, but, rather, the desire to gain an understanding of fhe One

who ultimately created, or in Arendt's framework, the moment of for.rndation.13S Arendt says :¡

reference to her portraval of Augustine's thought thal onlv humans can take themselves back to thei¡

133 The_question of interpretalion comes to Arendt's inqtLiry at this moment as she argues that the p¡eseni context i¡J1uences the
form of the past memory. The past is interpreted through the present and subsequenily i^pi."r the desi¡e for the futu¡e.tA Lo,t'e nnd St. Augustine,p. {7. But there is another element in man's life that makes hirn dependenl - that is, desi¡es - he desire
the object. As Arendt says, "[h]owever, this dependence arises otrt of the specific inadequaci of life and is alrr'ar-s determined
by thè futrue, from which he expects "good" ancl "evil" in hope or fear". The dependenie fåm createdness is ¿ifferer,t thouù
from this ciependence on the object. It does not entail anticipation nor is it directód, rather it is based upon remembr..,." u.d i5
backward looking. (p. 51)
r35 She sees herself as having set Augustine up as defining the C¡eator and eternih.; that,,the twofold ,,before., grorss out of
these two intentions whose diametrical opposition he must reconctle. ibid., pp.5940. The¡e is no doubt in A¡endt,s mind that
Atrgtrstine priorities the Christian element in his thought I'et he still lingers rvith that conceplion of the Greek unir e¡:e and ir
pttrstting his notion of the "'hrofold" before'he has to ignore tÌre Ch¡istian aspect of his peispective. In sumrnan,, Ccire can
onlv desi¡e something it has acknowledged before hand Augustine, Arendt says¡ s¿!v tlLis knowledge residing in menorv;¡r.r.i
as rve caLl memory the faculh'of remembering things past, thus rve mav rvithout ab'su¡dih also call memon. rr hat in iire
Presentenablesthemindtobepresenttoitself thatmavunderstandbrlri¡tl¡eof ißorvnúro,rght." DeTrinifn:¿bookiá, 1.1, 1i
and not 11, 14 as the edited volitme states.
136.Arendt asks the question, is it an innate idea; prior to all experience? In fact, A¡endi sar-s that it is not simplr.an i¡.:rate idea.
rather it is "specifically stored up in memory as the seat of consciousness " Arendt goes further saying that ,,irr:;h"., happiness
is projected into the absolute futue, it is guaranteed by a kind of absolute past, since knorvledge of it, which Ls prese;rt in rs,
cannot possibly be explained bv any experience in this s'orld." So do *'e remember the happvlife? Augustine ans.çr'ers this
qrrestion, thtts; "is it like the ttav we remember joy? perhaps so, tbr even *'hen I am sad, I remember joy, ju_.t as *'hen I am
miserable, I remember the happv life. But I never sarv, or heard, or smeLled, or tastecl jor rvith the Uoáily sen-.e i exFeienced i:
in my m.ind rvhen I rejoiced and knowledge of it has clung to mv memorr.' " What should be noted here is the notion oi the fiÏe
senses do not provir{e a suitable reference point for the individual, rather something else is reqtúred in the mind Lo¡.¿ ¡ntl St.
Augustine,p 47.
t)7ibid.,pp 18-g.RememberlhatintheConfessions,(II, 1.) Arencltasks*'hr'"theloveofThr love"cannotbetheobjec:cf a
rlesirc'? Arendt is linking the desi¡e to be happy rvith a more si;nificanl, r'et more ii-sguised desire to find g.ho createi rJre

dtsircr Thereisaclcpendcncehereanditis"alreacìymanifestinclesi¡ei¡soiarasde.sirerefersbacktotheseii.rnclnt-:onl'
ainrs at thc clesired goocl." (p 19)
lisThcdesirerisclepcnclcntonCocl;"Il]h.rtmaninhiscìesi¡eloLreh.rppr 

r-lt'pendsuponcìnotionof h.-rppine,.ih¿t¡.=corrlcl
ncr er cxperience i¡ his earthly life, and that sttch a notion, moreover, shoLLlcl be Lhe ,ole delerminate ofÏis ea¡thlr cciLluct, ca:-
onlv signiiy that htrman existence as such clepends on something outside the htrman condilion.rs rve knorv ancl expelence it
ibid., pp.50-1.
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ovvn origin tfuough the capacity of consciousness. She suggests that only when this occurs "car. a

c¡eated thing be said to be truly" and achieve an ontological status.139 And this involves the idea of

desire without possessiveness. As she says during her lectures on Kant, "Augustin: Amo: Volo ut sis.

A confirmation of the sheer arbitrariness of being: We have not made ourselves, we stand in need of

confirmation. we are strangers, we stand in need of being welcome. !_wa!tJou_!q bg."140

This is a particular existential state, with participation of others (to welcome), and it must be seen

in the context of Arendt's temporalily. Arendt wanted to balance the past and the future in the

present, respecting the present. To do this she had to balance the role of memory and imøgínafíon in the

present. This is helped by the understanding that "the retum to one's origin (redire ad crestorem) can at

tlre same time be understood as an anticipating reference to one's end (se referre ad finem¡.,'t+t ^"
'anticipated fuhrre' is still important to Arendt, but she wishes to balance the thought of Heidegger

a¡d his one-dimensional emphasis on this future. As Arendt savs "[n]ot until the beginning and the

end coincide does the hvofold "before" acquire its proper meaning" and this is in the moment because

"the postulated eternih-of Being makes b,eginning and end interchangeable in terms of the temporal

creatttre's reference to its own existence."ll2 The Augustinian Creator resides in a iocation that is

etemal [no-time], nol of a different temporal mode; man rvho has three tenses of time can only unite

them through memor\. and expecta¡is¡.u3

It is significanf that e','en though Arendt places the past as her foundational tense she does not infer

anv faihire on Hegel's part however. The reasons for this become evident rvhen she describes his

attempt to re-balance the lemporal drnamic. Arendt believed that Hegel rvished that the future

becomes the Now and therefore willing becomes thinking again. With this in mind it is significant that

Arendt follows on from this and speaks in admiration for Hegel's notion that "thought precedes and

shapes reality". This notion, Arendt poinis out, is the opposite of the Owl of Vfinerva perspective.

\onetheless, it is this attempted reconciliation - or in another term, a harmonv - that Arendl admires.

:le .\¡endt's original italics. She continues saying that "[rv]ithorrt it, man's existence, like the existence of the ivorld, is uiterly
perishable For Augustine it Li a matter of cotuse that true Being and perishabün' are mutually exclusive." ibitt., p. Sl. Arenãt
quotes Attgrstine saying thal "man is something so lcng as he adheres to him bv rr'hom he was made a man. Foi if man
rr'ilhd¡a*'s from God, man Ls nothing." This shon's that man is dependent and thr-s clependence is 'i¡herent' because it is an
essenti¡l aspect of the act of c:ea tion.
lil Lecttue notes: Kant 1961, Lì32288).
t=: :,'t,l , p 56. Arendt focuses on the exchangeabilih t i ihe beginning and encl - and this, for her, gi'.'es ¡ise to three quesiions
that emerge out of Augustine : unde'rstanding. The li-rsl question is rvhat is -{ugustine's uncierstanding of Being as this enables
him lo tlelermine man's "true being" that is represenretl to man as "the hrofold "betore" of absolute past and absolute futn¡e."
The seconei is what is of 'this iie' that enables man th¡i-ugh "returning to the self" (redirc as sc) to re., à.rlsomethine that he
x-ctrlc-l not be'able to reveal in ihe actrr.rl possibilin'oi lije in itself. FinaLlv, -\rendt asks, w'h.rt is this l.ife or rather rvorld in which
rr',.rn erists rçithin, a w'orld tha: he "both c{clcs ant-l dc.¡ rol belong" (p 5i,
---::1:rì,P )O
-" -\s -\rt'ndt says "existence :-.-fr¿ri lbecoming]" In th-Ls procLrss an indir idtr.rl makes meaning of rr hat othenvise rvotL[ì be
mt'relr, ..r link of singtrlar temporal rnits, and enables lhe indir idual to escape the 'distraction' of this othenvise meaningless
progresslon
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She uses the example of the French Revolution and the idea that a reconciliation had occurred

belween the 'Divine' and the 'secular' and this is mirrored in her own relationship between Arendt,s

'Divine' or the Now of thinking and her secular or her aitø actiaa.T& Consequently, the attempt to

unite the fufural perspective of the Will and the enduring present of thought was not successful.l4s

Arendt argues that Hegel would have seen it as a success, however, due to his cyclical view of lime.

Yet the Will demands a rectilinear notion of time. Hence, behind Hegel's solution is the World Spirit.

Accordingly, recollection only allows the mind to take one more step further up the levels of

existence.146 Arendt says that Heidegger attempts the same thing and in the process clearly defines

her position. Hegel's dialectic starts from Being (negating nothingness automatically) rather than

Creatio ex nihilo (Arendt's position), and it is therefore foundation.l4T So when A¡endt quotes Hegel

saying "All we can think is "a Nothing from which Something is to proceed; so that Being is already

contained in the Beginn-ing"", she is rejecting that idea that being is contained within the Beginning

but nof the idea that something else is such as lhe principle of foundation.lls

The problem is one of beginnings, which is also highlighted in Kierkegaard's criticlue of Hegel.1a9

As he saw it, the great Hegelian system had no beginning.15O An illust¡ation of Arendt's

understanding of this comes much later, but it is essential to the notion of the moment that is a focus

in her dissertation.InThe Lrf, of the Mind, 'Willing', Arendt explores Hegel's theon-of the'triadic

dialectical movement' as she examined Hegel's attempt to reconcile classical and post-classical

conceplions of time. Inspired by the French Revolution, Hegel attempted to syrrthesise both the

rectilinear and cyclical as he also reconciled the antagonislic thinking and willing ego.151 The'ftrtural'

characteristic of the will and the 'enduring present' of thinking had to be reconciled br- Hegel because,

according to Arendt, while "the wills of men are necessary to bring the spiritr.ral reaLm about", the

1Ð wiuing, p.46.
ta5 ibid., p. 17.
1J6 ibid , p. 18.
tr7 ibid., p 30.
rr8 Quoted Írom ibitl., p. 51. Hegel's qrrote comes fromThe Science oJ Lcgic, Vol. 1 pp. 85,95, and 97 .

rJe Niels Thulstrup, Kierkegodrd's Relationship to Hegel, trans. George L. Stengren, (Princeton, P¡inceton Unir.ersitv Press, 19S0), p
231 and Gregor Malanstschuk, The Controaersinl Kierkegnnrd, trans. Horr'ard l{ong and Edna Hong, (Wate¡lco, lVilfrid LaLuier

, P l15'
i-ri the

ril wiuing,p 47 possim.
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spiribual realm is Norv, the enduring present, in the minds of men. Arendt uses her own translalion

here and not the translation of Sibree whom she frequently quoted. Arendt wanted to emphasise her

own readingi the result is not Sibree's ". . as occupying itself with the True, has to do with the

etemally present' Nothing in the past is lost for it, for the Idea is ever present; Spirit is immortal; with

it there is no past, no fuhrre, but an essenbial rro*."752 Rather "what is true etemally, neither with

Yesterday nor with the Tomorrow, but rvith the Present as such, with the 'Now' in the sense of

absolute presence . . .."753 The emphasis is on the'Now' as timelessness between past and future.

Hegel's project though is within his larger project and is therefore still involved with his

dependency on the furure, or when the Owl of Minerva starts to fly. Men and their thinking will

always have time while 'the flighf will arrest time completely. This is because nothing new could ever

happen again for this flight to sta¡t. This reconciliation is a failure though as Arendt argues Hegel

would not have thought so. The reason is that Being was rather Becoming in Hegel's thoughts. The

assertion of Becoming for the thinking ego meant that its mor-ement could be circular and, if tJre

willing ego demands a rectilinear trajectorv, where the beginning and the end occur in succession

becomes the trajectorr-. This trajectory is aclually lhe 'World Spirit' behind huma¡itr's succession of

the generations. However, Arendt cannot see Being as Becoming and deems that Hegel's attempt fails

as it negates in the pro{ess both willing a¡d thinking instead of relating them and maintaining their

prominence. This system of Hegel also assumes a begiruring that can never be. The question of where

does lhe motion of the dialectical begin Lq never fully examined; partly, Arendt suggests, becar.rse of

the difficulty and challenge of the answer. As such, in Arendt's terms, Being is assumed to always be

(or the start that started the start). Hegel does not consider "Christian metaphysics" in this and

therefore Creøtio ex níhilo. Hegel does not allow the thinking and rvilling ego in his understanding to

cause friction, desiring Lnstead to resolve their temporal problem. As a consequence, Hegel's system

does noi satisfactorilv answer the queslion of the beginning. Hegel simply wrshed to design historv

for the fuFure. Arendt .,,,'ished to correct thr_q emphasis in contemporary thinking.

As Arendt leaves it in the completed sections of Thc Lrf, of tlrc Mind, with the temporal dimersion

of past possibility, the principle caplured in the act of foundation provides the individr-ral with their

reference point for the acting world. The principle is part of the world inbehveen, *.hich is of the

'community-in-togethemess' that is norv -{rendt's space of appearance, establishecl thror.rgh fhe act of

fotrndation and is simil.rr to the role of Arlam in her dissertation. The disctrssion of -\clam is norv an

Ijl ¡b¡d., p 79. [Sirbce's italìcs1
t'i il¡i,l.
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exploration of a metaphor that Arendt associates with principle and foundation. What this principle

is, however, is not specified by Arendt. Therefore, instead of this pursuing focus, Arendt concentrates

on the conditions required for its revelation where the process is encapsulated by her notion of

storytelling. Regardless, the individual though still has to comprehend the principle and this can only

occur through illumination and the act of storytelling. For this to happen the individual must achieve

the right state of mind. Arendt never explicitly articulates this state yet her original work on

Augusline provides the framework for her intentions to be understood. Arendt develops her own

trittify that requires harmonisation so that it can connect with the world and its principle and provide

the authoriÇ for the individual. This hinity expressed in the terms being used so fa¡ is Remembrance,

the Understanding Heart and Gemüt. With this reading it is now appropriate to explore Arendt's

reading of judgement in the context of the following observationi ". . . a being whose essence is

beginning may have enough of an origin within himself to understand without preconceived

categories and to judge without the set of customary rules which is morality.'1il

Ia "Understanding and Politics", p.321
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Chøpter Seaen

Arendt, Kant and her Theory of |udgementz Memory, Understanding and Loae

1. The Foundntions of the ArmdtianTrinity: Memory, Understnnding and Loae '...'.'..,..
(Ð The lndividual and the world: Between the singular and the universal
(iÐ Individual-in-the-World: An Arendtian Self and the Community
(iiÐ Judgement: The Evolution of Arendt's Trinily from Love to Gemät

2. Towards theTrinity The t-lnderstanding Heart, Remembrnnce, ønd Gemilt

(Ð Past Possibiliry and Remembrance: Reading'Anaximander Fragment'

(iÐ The Imagination and the Search for Political Principles

(iiÐ The Trinily: The Understanding Heart, Remembrance, andGemüt

7, The Foundations of the Arendtian Trinify: Memory, Understanding and Love

An interpretation of Arendt's overall project tn The Lrf, of the Mind is provided by her orvn

tìroughts when she focuses on the need for harmony in the faculties in her volume on 'Willing'. In a

strange section of this ',vork, Arendt talks about tonalitv or the production of moods, and the wav in

rvhich the mind effects the soul. Suddenir- the reader is provided with a discussion on moods, or the

affect the mind has on the passions of an individual. Having separated the soul and therefore the

passion from the mind she seeûìs to return to an Augustinian definition of the mind as a'rational

soul' and its encompassLng of the passion-s as lvell. The rvill produces tenseness and therefore upsets

the balance beFween thinking (serenity) and remembrance (melancholy), and therefore the harmonv of

the world.l The self, defined as the faculfies of the mind, achiel'es a harmony rvhen the abrasiveness

of the will's condition is assuaged bv the harmonious association of thinking and remembrance.2 In an

important indication of Arendt's thought, she suggests thal this relationship interferes with the

harmony of the Arendhan world, that is, the idea of communilv. Arendt's endpoint is to achieve and

maintain this relatiorrship so that the rvorld ancl the self are in harmony providing the conditiors ior

good judgement.

: fi.¡e of the Mind,Yol.2Wil!:'.;, Mary NlcCarth.v-, (ed r r\err'ì'ork, Harcorut Brace & Company, 19731, p 38 Arendt uses Leibniz

ntorífess¡o phitosophi(a biLi¡,sual edition edited b1'Otto Sa.rmer to make this point. A similar idea js expressed in his N¿zu E-'¡¿vs

¡n Httmon lJnclersttnding, trars and eds. Peter Remnant ancl Jonathan Bennett, (Cambriclge, Cambridge University Press, 19Sl),

especially p. 466 and pp. +U-;. See Donald Rrrtherfc,rd, Lcibn¡:,tncl th¿ Rtltionnl Ortler of Nnture, (Cambridge, Cambriclge

Unir.ersiiyPrcss, 1995), pp. i3-.1 and his second chapter for.-r discttssion of LeibnÞ's intentions in this text.

r Thc importance of Nietzsche.rnd Flcidegger to Arendt's thorL<ht is obviotrs given her tradition. BtLt il is not turtil the end oi

ihe h'o ih.rpters o^ thoir role in thc histoir of the !\'ill that thei¡ signific.rnce for.\rcnr'lt in l'rer later thoughtbeconres rcadilr

er iclent. These hvo thinkers, ,imil¡r to Areìndt, road the existence of man as being out of h.rrmonv lVhile the tradition had

¡ssumr'tl that thinking .1¡çl :..lling rvcre simplv trr o factrlties t f man, \ietzsche and Éleidc'gger proposed them as antagonisric

oF-ilrosites. With willing this ciisjtmcturc had been freque.ntlr commented upon in lhe traclition. The consciousness of man, rr ilh

its rruo-ir,-one dialogtrã behr een command and reslstance, is norv regarded as being out of harmonv Bttt now, lvith Nietzsche

and Heidegger thinking becomes involved in this disharmonr"
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By taking into account this and the Augustinian element in Arendt's thought, a new interpretabion

of the final phase of her thinking can be made, one that is sensitive to her mafure understanding of the

individual-in-the-world. In Arendt's final return to Kant's thought, the influence of lrinitarian

thinking again comes to the fore. The Augustinian notion of love has now evolved to become the spirit

in a similar marìner to Augustine's own progression in the De Trinitate.ln retaining the inference of

ordering from Heidegger and her early reading of Augustine, the original notion of right love in

Arendt's thought becomes the right actiory and if only implicitly, her theory of judgement. This is

apparent in her method of thinking where she states in the 1964 Kant lecfures that the theory of taste

in Kant's understanding is equal to his theory of judgement. In the same lecbure, follorving this

comment, she details what this taste is as a faculty. The principle of judgement in Kant's theory of

taste presumes an order in nature.3 Arendt's theory of judgment makes a similar presumption of

ordering of her own world initially - the public realm or space of appearance - but also the temporal

'order of everything' or the 'principle of order'.4 At the very end of these leclures (though not the

notes) Arendt says "Judgments of this kind are possible because World corresponds to Humanitv.

\Alhat appears not in the tulip but as it n'ere behind it is the idea of an ordered natltre, a¡d what

appears not in my judgement but behind it, rvhat it refers to tacitly, is an ordered human communiby -

Humanity."s Although important to her understanding, but as a marginal comment in her lectttre

notes, Arendt highlights the "stress on Future" in Ka¡t as well as her role of foundation and principle

when she responds, "You turn to the past i¡ order to find the truth because truth can be only where

things begin."6 Arendt is seeking her principles in this man¡er because the hwo previous sources, failh

and reason, no longer provide the appropriate foundation for guiding humanity in action.T

In her later lectures on Kant, Arendt makes the influence of Augustine more explicit n'hen she

continues this analysis by saying that Kant sarv taste as equalling imagination, the intellect, and spirit;

3 A point made by Werner Pluhar in the "lntroduction" to his neu' hanslation of Kant's Critique of luclgement, p. lr'ü- \ote his

conirast to Paul óuyer's reading in Knnt nntl the Claims o.iTsste, (Cambridge, Han'arcl Universibv Ptess,7979), pp. 6i{.
4 In her Kant 1964 lectu¡e notes Arendt says, "World defined as reaLm of appearances".Library of Congress papers, LecttLre

notes: Kant, Political Philosophy: Chicago, FalÌ 1964 (032757). [Hereafter referred to as Kant 1964]

5 Kant 1964 (032295). This is rc.inforced by her belief that the "Cribiqr.re of JtLdgement is the only of his great writings ',r'here his

point of clepartrr¡e is the World antl the senses and capabilìties $'hich man or men (in the plural) fit to be inhabitanÈ of it"

(03225e).
6 Kant 1964, (032252). On the principle of ,iudgement, .A.rendt quotes Kant from the introduction of Critique of lutlge'-.:ttt "The

possibility of a teleological juágement about na ture can be deduced irom a hottt necessarv reiecting

.,po.r a piinciple of Juãgement;, namely as an independent human iactúby hetic . . . juctgement, on the

cå.,t.ary, i.e. i ¡uctgemcnt of Taste, can be justified onl'.- il w'e prove throttg nt that Judgernenl e\ists as .1

fac.lty't conhrininf its own prirLciple". Conclrrcling: "FIence it is actuallv only Taste in rr'hich alone Judgement r¿'.'e¿ls itself

as a [.rctrlty with its orvn s¡'eciaI principle" (032257)

Z Ttris is disct¡ssecl in her 195:; Iecttrre on potitic.ll theon-rvhen she erplores the b¡eakdo',r'n of tradition in thesc teri:-': "The

orclering princip¡,, the stand.rrcls of jtrclgement were folrnd in the t orlcl disclosed either b1' reason or by faith. lVhe:ebl' R.rson

[sic] anã iaith úelong together. When faith was challengetl, reason !Òo rvas challenged, and vice versa." Library oi Congress

paPers: "History of Political Thought", Berkeley, 1955, p.9 (02J9i2)
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or what was, in Arendt's reading, his trinity of the mind. She goes even further suggesting that the

spirit ß the special faculty over imaginahion, the intellect and now reason' In this context, Spirit is

defined as the communicability of a state of mind and the ability to express a state of mind is

Gemütszustand.s Indicating she is still thinking politically, on the following page Arendt relates

judgement to the creation of a space of appearance.9 Thjs element of Gemüt becomes Arendt's

unspoken reflection of love from her dissertation that would have finalised her own trinity through

the human facully of judgement if the lecture series had been completed. It is this element of her

lectures that reveal Arendt's thought hains from Augustine to her potential destination in the

philosophy of Kant.

(i) The lndiuidual and the World: Betweat the and the Uníaersal

Arendt's individual-in-the-world has now developed to a final stage in her thinking' Arendl's

concept of the individual as homo tempornlis and the world as sPace of appearance provides her with

the context for her notion of judgement. These elements provide a different interpretation of Arendt's

intentions in her final, unfinished work. They allorv a reconsideration of horç she intended to answer

the question of judging in a contemporar)' rvorld. Steinberger and Beiner follorv Gadamer in radically

s¡bjectivising the Kantian aesthetic leading them to exclude cognivitist elements and a theory of

judgement excluding knowledge. Beiner uses Habermas and Aristotìe to restore content the to

Arencltian theory of judgement. Steinberger sees Arendt allowing too much for ambiguilv, ineffability

and flux. Steinberger sets up a dichotomy belween cognivitist and non-cognir-ilist modes of rationality

and belween cognivitist rationality and nihilism.l0 He argues that Arendt's theorv does not provide

the norms lhat are required to provide foundations for making judgements. Arendt's theory, instead,

is based in a 'radicallv historicized, antimetaphvsical, post-Nietzschean tradition' a¡d this tradition

demands that the foundations are to be onlv 'conventional or contextual'. In replv to this, Biskowski

has found Arendt suggesting that these standards come from the human capacitv to present the heroic

or exemplary figure for comparison in their minds. But the question remains as to holv lve are

expected to distinguish between the good and the bad in order to determine the appropriate

examples. The criteria could exist, as Biskowski notes, in the broader spectrltm of her polifical

thought. Judgement for Arendt exists rvithin the political tradition rather than the philosophical and

iThisiscricle^thow.eve-rinherKant1964 lect¡resiinots¡reltoutrrhenshesats, ic.rncommlu..i, atr'iniu:¿rngofanobjcct
¡¡1. 5¡¡lrjectiyity, or the'"moc,,l" into which the accord cI mv iacu]tie-s brings me; a:,,i the tffect oi::.','beins .¡nsciotLs of this

nrtocl, this accorcl in confronting things qtra appearances, is a "qtúckening", Beleb'Lmg, of the mi¡i '' (032179,.

eLcctttr¿sonKdnt'sPoliticnlPhilosophy,editedbyRonaldBeiner(Chicago,Universih'of Chicago,itEZ),PP 6)-3
l0 Biskoryski, "Practical fou¡rdations for political judtement: Arendt on action and rvorld", p. 86E,
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metaphysical tradition and it was this tradition that Arendt sought to re-endow with meaning.The

Greek option that Arendt seemingly presents does not stand up to closer inspection. Her romanlic

notion of Athenian life is not stable enough for this; other themes in her work have to be referred to as

Biskow'ski does when he opts for action and her Heideggerian understanding of the 'world'.11 But as

has already been investigated, Arendt's references to the tradition provide a very different approach

to this topic.

ln Arendt's reading of Kant's Third Critiqu¿ the method of thinking is very important; specificaily

its non-cognitive attempt at disceming the truth.1z This is radical subjectivisation of the Kantian

aesthetic in the eyes of Beiner and Steinberger, and is similar, as both noted, to Gadamer's approach.l3

Steinberger says that Arendt's theory of judgement cannot be "a master of knowledge".r+ Yet, taking

different directions in response, Beiner has to look to Aristotle and Habermas to gain some moral and

political content in her work, while Steinberger argues that Arendt sails too close to nihilism a¡d

relativism and retains too much ambiguity in her solution. In another approach, Dana Villa says that

Arendt's aesthetic is vital to her understanding but in a Nietzschean vein. The wav Villa sees it, the

attraction of Kant's theory of judgement for Arendt was the solution to a problem she perceived

required a solution to satisfy the demands of politics in the twentieth century.ls The crealion of a

space behveen the understanding of Plato and the understanding of Nietzsche is vital to her project of

providing political action with a sustainable guide. The objective universal validity of Kant's first two

critiques that founds the cognitive and practical aspects is absent. Instead, what Kant formulates is

one that resides ir-r-behveen these dichotomies of objectivity and perspeclivism. Both are drarvn upon

to create Arendt's (and Kant's) understanding of reflective judgement. For example Arendt sees the

validih' of this way as it retaíns the understanding of it "appears to me" because "each person

occupies a place of his own from which he looks upon and judges the world", while the other hand,

the u'orld by exist within this actually "common to all its inhabitants".16 The relatiorship behveen the

rl ibr,i, p S70.
12 Kant's entire purpose in attending to the "Critique of Taste" was to ground feeling in reason. The first iruight that facilitates

this ls the li¡k befween pleasure and purposiveness. Purposiveness (or, as Meredith, renders it finaLity) or ¡ather the "ptupose

[ag.rin, end] is the objeci of a concept in so far as the concept is regarded as the catue of the obiect lthe real grotLnd of its

po"ssibilitr.t; and the causalih' of a concept in respect of its object is its ptuposiveness (formtt finalis)." In other rvords it is the link

ivherebç the concept makes the existence of the object actual. Remember that Kant belie" ed that the obiect cotúd not exist u.nless

the htLman mind cóulct apprehencl it. Just by recognising and acknowledging an obiect rr'as not enough, as the obiect needed to

be formed tluough a co.,iept - or caused tluorrgh a concept and process called noumenal causalih So distingLLished because it

cotdc-l nc.r occur in the world of phenomena. For Kant tlLis needed a 'will 'to allow this to occur so he has to explrin the'wi-ll' in

$10 l-lr.ncetherelevancyof thisthinkingtohtrmanfreeclomanclresponsibilityancitheuseof táeSecontlCritiquefortheTlr¡r,i'
r3 FI.rn-.-Gr.orB Caclamer, Wnhrheil untl Mtthotle, (Tiirbingen, l;/rohr,7972) translation asTr',Lth nnd lvletlrcd, trans Joel

lVc.insheimer ancl Donalcl ìvlarshall, (New York, Crossroacl, 1989).

rJPet..rI Steinberger,"Flann.rhArcndton.iur-lgemcnt",Arncritnnlournnl of Politiml Scie¡;':¿ Vol.3'll.{ugttst1990),p il$.
15 Dan.r R Villa, "Beyoncl Coocl and Evil: Arcndt, Nic'izsche, and the Aesthe'tization of Political Action", Pcliticnl Ti:i':ry,Yol 20

No 2 r\far' 1992), p.297.
16 Betir'¿m Prct and Fulure: Six Exercises in Politicnl Thought, (New York, Viking Press, 1961¡, p.227
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particularity and the general is very evident in this formulation. The universal that Arendt is talking

of is acfually the universal of the world inbetween, created by men in the desert or the natural oi

Kant,s phenomenal world. Further a challenge to judgements that come out of this formulation can

only be resolved by acts of persuasion as the platform of an objective principle is absent. The

resolution by this process is with specified criteria or even a criterion.

Also attractive to Arendt in Kant's theorv of judgement was its concem for the singular without

any reliance on the universal.lT Ttris was the specific problem that Arendt was searching for an

answer to in her Lurn to Kant.18 She was seeking to establish a relationship between the particular and

the universal where the particular contaíned a universal that could be used to judge other events

without a dictatorial imperative. It must be remembered that this line of thinking was considered bv

Arendt to be required only in the sibuation rvhere the traditional methods of judging had failed and

the standards that derive from that traditional thought were no longer valid in the context Üre

individual found themselves in. This demanded a creafive conception of judgement. The normal

capacity of judgement rvas different, though jrist as important. To think representationally was argtied

to be central to this normal state of judgement. Kant's aesthetic judgement was the source of Arencit's

reflections and she went so far as to assert that Kant's unwritten political philosophy was contai¡ed

within his work on aesthetics. "They were", she slated in her lectures,

the only of [his] great writings rvhere his point of departure is the lVorld and

the senses and capabililies rçhich made men (in the plural) fit to be

inhabitants of it. This is perhaps not vet political philosophy, but it certainly

is its conditions sin¿ qtß non.lf it could be found that in the capacities and

regulative traffic and intercourse behveen men who are bound to each other

Uy tne common procession of a world (the earth) there exists an a priori

principle, then it would be proved that man is essentially a political being.19

In an early essay on Kant's thought Arendt nrites that it is normally argued that Kant's polifical

philosophy occurs in Critiqtte of Prncticnl R¿¡son but suggests a different focus because "it can . . .'¡e

seen from all his political writings that for Kant himself the theme of "judgement" carried mo¡e

dgement rvhile '¡oses are beautiful' is a cognitive, t¡.niversal

atisfy a new sti¡nulus. Therefore no previous concept is

.,t"s. Th" result for Kant is a judgement that is subiectir e ar';
consent and necessih , or the fea tu¡es o1 ø príori itrdgements' 

': : I

Kant's anslver. The universalily x'as not logic.rl turiversalih; :ut

rather intersttbjective. Thc necessily w ':
that p.rrticrùar instance. See Kant, Crit
necessih', could they still leacl to an nP -.":'
trc trnivcrs¿l ¡nd nccess¡rr','Jt ttPriori. '-:e

conìmon sense. I Ie lvants to .rchievt'something and a= long 'rs : :'¿

oLrtcorììc is beyond question
lB In her K.rnt 196.1 lectures she reitcrates this s.rving ÌtLdgement the connecting link behveen the particr-rlar and the gener:^

(03221\)) and then later "Judgement: thc facultr.of thLnking the particular in con¡ection rvith the u.nive'rsal" (032260],.

te erroted in Beiner's interpretative essay disctssingLzctures on Kttnt's Politic¡tl Phtlosophy,p.15.
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weight tlran that of "practical Íeason"."20 Arendt saw Kant's political philosophy in Practical Reason as

a particular way of thinking that evolves around the age old ideas of non-contradiction and agreement

with one's conscience. But with Judgement, Arendt suggests, Kant provides a different understanding

that exceeds this limiting conception by demanding the subject be able 'to think in the place of

everyone else'.21 Another important aspect of Kant's thought here that is relevant to her political

project is the more existential emphasis that this concept of judgement requires. No longer is the

noumenal self law-making for humanity in general but embodied subjects existing in the important

world of appearances.22 Arendt argues that Kant's moral theory does not consider judgement in the

context of the particular; "For judgement of the particular - This is beautiful, This is rtgly; This is right,

This ts wrong - has no place in Kant's moral philosophy. ]udgement is not practical reason; practical

reason'reasons' and tells me what to do and what not to do; it lays down the law and is identical with

the will, and the will utters commands; it speaks in imperatives. Judgement, on the contrary, arises

from 'a merely contemplative pleasure or inactive deligtrt'."23 And this is the crux of Arendt's

analysis.

Arendt believes it is important in the ftrird Critiquc that Kant does not see the subject merely as an

abstract cognitive being but as they 'really are'; that is beings in society and this society is still the idea

of community. It is indicative that Arendt involves a concept of care in her own thoughts which is still

close to its Augrrstinian roots. She suggests its lineage in her 1964 Kanl ìectures when she says "[w]hat

Kant calis taste, Cicero called culhrra animi, a mind so trained and cultivated that it can be trusted

with judging and taking care of the world."24 Horv clearly this perspective ties in with her emphasis

on the mind is apparent when she states what she is investigating in these early, exploralive lechrres;

simply "how adequate our faculties are for being at home in the world".25

Kant has moved from thinking about all intelligible beings to actuallv acknowledging that human

beings are the subjecl and that they exist on earth in a society amongst other human beings.26 Kant

now sees the particular first without the demand thal it is subsumed under lhe universal that is pre-

20 "Freedom ancl Politics" ln F reedom and Serfdom, Arnold Hunold, (ed ) (Dordrecht, Reidel, 7961), p 207.
21 To continue, "freedom is portrayed as a predicate of the porver of imagination and not of the will, and the power of

imagination is lìnked most closely with that rvider man¡ter of thìnking rvhich is political thinJcing par excellence, because it
enables us to "put ourselves in the minds of othe¡ men", ibid., and also the essay "Crisis in Culture" published 'tn Bet¡t'cen Pnst

and F nture, pp. 219-220.
2r d'Entrèves, The Politicnl Philosophy of Hannnh Arentlt, p. I55'
23L¿ctur,:sonKlnt'sPoliticfllPhilosophy,p. 15 inherKani1964 lectruesshegivesaninterestinglinkbehveenCiceroandKant
rr.hen she uses a rluote fron-r Cicero's De Orntor¿ III "Al1 men dis-cri¡nin.rte betrveen right and wrong in mattcrs of arl and

Lrrol'ortion throtrgh some silent se¡rse withorrt any krorvleclge of art or proportion." Arendt follorvs this by s.rying, "This ther

clo bv r irttre of commrncs senstts" (032262)
2i K.rrrt 196{ (032298). Arcndt extends her disctrssion of his point in "The Crisis in Cttlture", Bctttctn Pnst nntl FutLLrc, p.271-21j
]i Kant 196.1 (032281).
2o [¿ttures on Knnt's Politicsl Philosophy, p. 73.
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given. Moreover, he can see the possibiliry of the universal coming out of the particular.2T This fits in

perfectly with the discourse required for the public realm because of its non-coercive nahrre; "[o]ne

can never compel anyone to agree with one's judgements - 'This is beautiful' or 'this is wrong' (Kant

does not believe that moral judgements are the product of reflection and imagination, hence they are

not judgements strictlv speaking); one can only 'woo' or 'court' the agreement of everyone else."28

Reflective judgement is seen by Kant as a judgement that does not require mediating concepts or

categories that have been determined in advance.29 This aspect of the chapter on reflective judgement

is the aspect that is most attractive to Arendt. The role of the particular in understanding a universal,

which does not negate the particular; "one may encounter or think of some table that one judges to be

the best possible table and take this table as the example of how tables actually should be: the

exemplary table ('example' comes from eximere, 'to single out some particular'). This exemplar is and

remains a particular that in its very particularity reveals the generality that otherwise could not be

defined."30 Arendt takes this definition further. She does see reflective judgemenl as restricted to onlv

objects, or heroes. History can also be the subject of reflective judgement. Arendt's conception of

storytelling means that the particular event in history can contain meaning that goes ber-ond its

historical location. In this notion of storytelling is the answer to Arendt's understanding of. l}re Third

Critique. When Arendt tr.rrns to the mind in her thinking, her initial investigation of this faculh though

her dissertation returns lo assist her. She is still conscious of Heidegger's failure of the selÏ,

compounded after the turn. Her dissertational reading of phronesis, kardin, and'rcniros explicitlv ¡ehrrns

to her considerations and provide Arendt with the framework fhat leads her to utilise Kant's 'enlarged

mentalitv', sensus comnnoús, and finally imagination in her theory of judgemenl. Her conception of the

neighbour and her temporal dimension of past possibility are all embraced in her final projecf.3l

27 Kant's llr.ird critiqrLe contai¡s a distinction behveen tlvo theories of )udgement. The separation of judgement into hço

categories, determinate and retlective, enables Kant to separate the situation where a universal legr-<ìalion applies and tJrat

which reqrrires a universal to be fo¡mulated. The second theory, reflection, is the attractìon for A¡endt's purposes. The

particular comes fi¡st and the universal has to be found for it. Coruequently, Kant saw the determi¡ate judgement as cogniËre

and the rel-lective judgement as non-cognitive. In the chapter of reflective judgement Kant goes fu¡ther and divicles it L'ehr'eer
"Critique oi Aesthetic Judgenent" and "Critiqtre of Teleological Judgement". The first part is aboui'Jre understanding ci
beauh u'hile the second is at out the "finality of nattue". The fi¡st part of the book is what interests -\rencit thotrgh boLr con=in
the feattre that she is looking for, namely the lack of a tLniversal tirat substtmes the particular given before its existence
28 Lectur¿: o¡t Ksnt's Politicnl P:ttlosophy,p.72.
29 "Critiqrre of Aesthetic Judgement" is about the r-rnderstanding oi beautv and the emotive reaction drat occur u,hen se.rr,et¡.:-rg

is rccognìsed .rs beautiful; "lhe f.rculty of estimating what make's our feeling in a given represent.rticr'. unit,ersallr'
commLnic.rble without the meditation of a concept " Critique of lutlgement, p 757.
30 ¡,,¡¡¡1r¿-: on Knnt's Potiticnl P::ttoso¡ilty, p.77.
lr Karrt'slhor,rgl'rtinCritityuc-.;luclgtnttnt¡rrovidesArencltwiththem¡terialshereqttirestodevelopr.erorvnpath llisn'.i
surprisine th.rt while Jaspcrs r\ ¿s very enthusiastic that Arendt rvas rettLming to Kant in her intellect'.r.rl travels, er en oiierj¡.¿ :r.

<lrrange somc. joint scminars rçith hc'r to teach Karrt, he declined rvhen he discovered the actual path. >he was seeking to i.rke

rvith the Cerman master's n ork. See Young-Bruehl, Hnnnnh Arendt: Lorc of thc World, P. 422.
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Arendt was attracted to Kant's notion of 'enlarged mentalily'because it contained the ideas of the

primitive Ch¡istian experience. This can be seen in the way Arendt presents her understanding of

Kant's "enlarged mentalify" in "Truth and Politics"; "[t]he very process of opinion formation is

determined by tJrose in whose places somebody thinks and uses his own mind, and the only condibion

for this exertion of the imagination is disinterestedness, the liberation from one's own private

interests." Consequently, even a philosopher in isolated contemplation is still in discourse with

somebody else, whether they admit it or not. Yet, as we have seen in the last quote, this

intersubjectivity also requires, for Arendt, a quality that is much discredited in today's understanding;

"the qualify of an opinion, as of a judgement, depends upon the degree of its impartialify'" Arendt

berates modem man in general, not just the philosopher; "nothing indeed is more common, even

among highly sophisticated people, than the blind obqtinacy that becomes manifest in the lack of

imagination and failure To judge."3z Kant's enlarged mentalify was "pulting ourselves in the position

oi er-en-one else".33 For Kant this was an attempt at universality but it also reveals the shift Kant

makes arvay from the preceding philosophy's emphasis with beauty in the object to its conception in

the subject. The faculties that determined beauty become the presiding factor in Kant's scheme as he

attempts to comprehend their "harmony" or seek the "basis of . . . pleasure in the harmony of the

cognitir-e faculties." In the process Kant realises the importance of the capacity for social

communication; "It]hat an ability to communicate one's mental state, even though it be only in respect

of our cognitive faculties, is attended with a pleasure, is a fact which might easily be demonstrated

from the natural propensity of mankind to social life, i.e., empirically and psycholog¡cal|y."3a Arendt's

initial conception of enlarged mentality contains the kemels of Gemiit in its formulation, and also the

primitive concept oÍ knrdia; elements that were retained when she developed this idea into the concept

of sgt'¡-ç¡¿s comntunß.

The aclual lectures doseem tobe on the role of.sensuscommunis in Kant's thoughts and thisbrings

into focus Arendt's concern for an individual and whether they have any reference point in their

response to the rvorld.35 While Kant spoke about the common sense as having a role in founding a

hi-pothetical universal validation of aesthetic judgement, Arendt changes its role and seeks a role for it

rr,,Trtrth ant-l poItics,,, pp 239-42.
l-' As K.rnt s.rr.s, "lhe investigation of the facrrlties of cognition and their ftrnction in ihcse jtrdgements, and the illustration, bv

ih!, ¡na¡\.:L\ óf .,x.-rm¡.1¡5, of [hui. mt¡tual stútjtcti¡¡c finality, the form of rvhich in.r given represenLltion h.¡s bcen shorvn abore to

irrnsfitirfe thc bc.rulv of their objcct." Kant, CrifirTrie o.f lmlgcntnt, $34. (niy italicsl
r K¡n!. C,tlíLlue o.i lutlgcmcnt,$9.
¡i Arcn.lt defines "common sense" as ".rn extra sense . . . that fits trs into a commr'urity". Lcchr¿s on Knnt's Politicd Philosophu, p.

;0
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in understanding. This role is one of staking out the terrain in which knowledge can become objective

in the Arendtian sense. This has meant that Arendt has rejected Kant's ontological understanding in

the first Critiqtte where the theoretical relationship with the world that man constructs is where

objective understanding can come from. This rejection derives from Husserl and Heidegger's

arguments against this foundation of knowledge and their suggestions that it is our immediate

relationship to the world where this understanding should occur'36

Even though Kant's notion of sensus communís is an aesthetic one, Arendt quickly utilises this in a

political and even moral 1orm.37 She does not adhere to the Kantian idea of humans sharing a'nature'

as rational beings, rather Arendt uses her notion of the human condition. The five senses that we a¡e

born with are compatible with the way the world exists: sight, smell, sound, tactile, and taste. Our

interpretation of these five different signals is not always coherent, but the sixth sense is the arbiter

belween them - cor¡unon sense.38 This gives us the sensation of reality that fits us into the world of

appearances.3g This is not the only factor as it depends as well on intersubjectivity. ln The Hwn'tn

Contlition, she says "ihe presence of others who see what we see and hear assures us of - . . realih-",

and later, in On Reaoltttion sine continues to say "as we can never be sure of anything that onlv rçe

ourselves know."4O People who do not exist in public have only sensus priunfirs to guide them, which

in Arendt's eyes is no guide at all.a1 For the judgements to be communicable, they must be inter-

subjectively valicl, thev must be in terms that other could comprehend. This means, for Kant, the

existence of some common ground for understanding, or sensus communis, a level beyond the

strbjective point of vietv; "[u]nder the sensus communís we mttst include the idea of a sense contmon to

nll, i.e., a faculty which, in its reflection, takes account (a príori) of the mode of representation of all

other men in thought, in order, as it were, to compare its judgement with the collective reason of

humanity, and thus to escape the illusion arising from the private conditions that could be so ea-'ilv

taken for objective, u'hich would injuriously affecl the judgement."42 This quote lays out the essenrial

role of Kant in the project of Arendt. The "common sense" of Kant provides the way to liberate a

36 This is illtLstrated by a person kept in solitary confinernent. His realih' is affected and to be in this situation is "to be deprir-ed

of realilv, which, humanl'r,and polìtically rp.otit g, is the same as appearance. To men the realih'oi the world is gr"raranteed bv

the presence of others, byit-. apþearing to uìt; . . . and whatever Lrcks this aPPearancc comes and Passes alvay like a dream,

intimatelv and excìtrsivelv oLtI own but without realitv." TItc Humnn condition, P.191)-
37 See'Kant, Critit¡ue of lutlgt'nent, $40.
38 Life oJ tlteùtin¿l, Voi. 2Thrtking,Mary McCarthy, (ect.) (Nerr'York, H.rrcourt Brace & Companr'. 1975), p 50 ancl Origin-' cr

Totalitnri¡nism, p. -175 and P 119.
3e Thinking, p. 50
J0 Th¿ Hu¡nttn Conditiott, p ir.) ancl thcn On RctolLttion, P.92
tr Lecttrcs on Knnl's politicûl philosoptty, p. 71. Thc same is s.ricl for icleologv; "ir'leological thinking becomcs cm.rrrcipated irci',

the realily concealec-l behind all p..t."þtibl" things. dominating therr [ron'L this place of concealmenl and requiring a sixlh se:l*re

tl'rat enables us to bccome a',\'are of it." Origins of Totnlítnrionsm, pp 470-77'
12 Kant, Critiquc of lutlgemeni, \40.
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person from one-dimensional thinking; achieved simply by the method of placing yourself in other's

perspective.

These fwo notions of enlarged mentalily and sensus communís have become a corunon reference

point for Arendtian commentators to develop an ethical theory from her works' ln his own

commentary on Arendt's theory of judgement, Lawrence Biskowski is right in a certain manner to

point out that "[t]here seems little room . . . for social concems and justice in Arendt's vision of politics

and action. All that matter is that actions stand out and generate stories."43 This also summarises the

accusations, in the various interpretations and commentaries produced since her death, that have been

made against Arendt's work regarding the substantive content that appears lacking in her thought. In

The Httman Condition, Arendt seems to clearly advocate a posihion of 'action for action's sake'.4 It

appears not to allow for the legislation belween good and evil actions.4s In Arendt's case if this

criticism is followed tJrrough then it is possible to argue that her version of action has latent

totalitarian characteristics as it is "similar to the fascist devaluation of private experience and cult of

"deeds" as against thought."46 The romantic ancl fascist ideal of the 'deed' have entirely different

frames of reference to Arendt's theory of action.47 Arendt believed that moral rules could be utilised

to control action in the public realm, moreover to promote a¡d demand conformity and predicability

in action and curtaii r-italising sponlaneily. Given this measure, politics would become then merely

the administration of society, as someone interprets the rules of conduct with the consequence, for

Arendt, that people become objects in the course of existence.l8 This use of morality then denies the

power for people to open the future; a polver Arendt holds as vital to a vibrant society' Arendt, then,

saw the solution not in a new morality of old, but contained with the actual dynamic of political

action, the production of "common sense".19 This common sense is produced through undertakings in

13 Larvrence J. Biskowski, "Practical foundations for political judgement: Arendt on action and world", p. 878.

s Sandra Hinchmann considers this criticism in "Common Sense and the Political Barbarism in the Theory of IlarLnah Arendt",

Polity,',/o1.17 No. 2 (Winter 198a), pp. 317-339'
:i This echoes the criticisrns di¡ected at Heidegger's early conception of authenbicitv tn Being and Time.

rb Kateb offers this suggestion lnHnnnnh Arendt: Politics, Conscience, Er.¡l, pp 163-168.

li As a.r example, Arendt discusses Sorel's 'deed' theorv that comes f¡om nineteenth centtuy'Life phìlosophy'. Arendt notes this

inCrísis of theRepublic,(Nerr.york,HarcotutBraceJovanovich,lgT2),pp.766-69 Sorelrvasalsoanti-intellectttal,ashistorytr'as

between ihe extremes of elnn a¡d décntlence, ancl poliiical acts r+'oulcl shake up Lhe mediocre age he lìved in.

ri Flinchman, "Comrnon Sense and the Poütical Barbarism", p 33'l
+9 Here is the potential to ansrver the criticisms, or on occasion even the'.rdvantages, taken bv commentators of the app.rrent

.rbsence of moralibv in Arendt's understanding. Common is no longer the 'common' of everyday langttage. Like Kant, Arendt

reclefincscommonasanaggregateevervcl.rr.notmerelvreoccurring.HercommonsensereliesheavilyontheLatin;¿nstls He¡e

it mcans meaning n.,ct signlficance, as rr:ell as opinion. All of these def initions are implicit in the usagc'of common sensc l¡'t'

Arenclt;.rll clcrivãd from a single meaning, or single root experience .\s Flinchmam descrìbcs this proccss; "[c'l]rau'ing thc

'tr¡nds togetht'r, lve nlight sa;- that common scnse is a consenstls an

()pinion th-a t internalised br' .rll members of .r political cotnmunitv t

rrloukl be non-sensical o, tiiolnto of the imperitive of public existe r¡ is ¡

tenclcncv to describe this understanding in a Rousseatúan moulcl' ndt

criticises in Chapter Tw o of On Reuolutrbn. This is mainly for his assumphion that general agrecment would arise natually
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public, and the consequenhial considerations of another's point of view. It must be remembered that

action was a definite category of human behaviour. The "who" rather than "what" is revealed by this

section, and is where the creativity is required. Ideology intervened in the individual's conception of

realily and the intersubjectively derived capacity to understand experience and thought. This vacuity

of thought allowed the modem being to be receptive to evil without consideration.S0

Arendt's action has common sense as a guiding principle, where the fascist appeal to action was

based on manipulated emotions that prevented considerahion of the reasons for action; a vital element

in the immediate success of the fascist movements. The 'power to speak meaningfully'was Arendt's

logos, not the affirmalion of a transcendental absolute. This reflects Arendt's debt to the potential

Aristotelian and actual Kantian emphasis on the principles of freedom, human rights and autonomy.

These are the ideals of the Enlightenment and therefore Hannah Arendt is trying to affirm these ideals

through the use of an amoral morality, or common sense. So the faculty of judgement is of a similar

nature. Common sense is not something we are born'with, rather it is something that is continually

appraised through public interaction, and therefore conli¡ually reconstructed. Without this process all

beliefs become mere dogma and ideology. Public life requires "the simultaneous presence of

innumerable perspectives and aspects in which the common world presents itself and for which no

common measLlrements or d.ominator can ever be devised."51 Common sense therefore resides and

arbitrates in the space present bebween human beings. It belongs to no one person and therefore

carurot be control led decisively by any one, organisation or government. Without the association that

creates if, it cannot exist and disappears'sz

Another commentator who seeks to take the same direction is Michael G. Gottsegen in The Politicrtl

Thotrght of Hnnnah Artnrlt.S3 Gottsegen wishes to extend Arendt's understanding of common sense

through his understanding of her 'Action-ldeal' and produce a 'postmodern conception of common

sense' rvith a sound exposition of its epistemological basis.5l The purpose is to maintain the element

$,ithout discussion. The idea that a common good exists beyond the existence of human beings is against Arendt's basic

assumptions.
r ln the context of Kant, ideology is to reason as coûunon sense stands to judgement. Reflective judgement of Kant only reallr

rvants to fincl a general ru]e Th.is rule is tìren t¡sed to evalrrate single pariicula¡ cases. Reason on the other hancl is

rtnconditional. Understanding comes from experience ancl then goes ftuther than experience to the u¡riversal System building

is then seen as the next step 
"Ád 

.o.rr"qu".,tly an ideology rvhich from a single premise explains hìstory, bolh past and futtue.

See Orig;rt-. o.f Totnlitnrinnisr., p.350.
j! 

Th¿ Ht,tt,t,t Conrlition, p.57
52 It seer¡t* from all the discts=ion regarcling common sense that Arendl \\'as asking for a culttt¡all','homogenotts co¡nmtnih

rr'hen sayi¡g that'o¡ly thos.'rr-ho aÃ funclament.rllv alikc. . c¡n.rct to-qelher as eqttals in the public ro¡lm" QLrotctl in

Benjamin Schrvartz, "Thc R.ligion of Politics: Ref'lcctions on thc. Thotteht oI I lann.rh Arendt", Dis;ent, Vol l7 \o 2 (1970), p

1+7.
5r ìvlichael G Gottsegen, Pol¿:ical Thought of Hnnnah Arerfult. (New York, SUNY Press, 1994).

A ibid., p tto.
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of human dignity of difference that emerges out of the "welter of perspectival heterogeneity"' This

desire on Gottsegen's part is driven by seeing Arendt as attempting to transcend the Cartesian

epistemological dead-end that prevented the fruition of her idea of political action caused by the

breakdown of common sense. This epistemological dead-end was grounded in the Ancient Greek

roots of westem knorvledge. But Arendt is aware of the another form of knowledge f¡om her

dissertation shrdies. This dead-end of the singular perspective also leads to the question of the other.

By attempting to maintain the dignity of individuals the dignity of others must also be respected. This

associalion also has a role in Arendt's understanding of Kant. Kant argues that politics must always

bend its knee to the services of morality and therefore the political serves moral purPoses or ends'55

The imperative to do this is the notion of 'respect for persons'. But what does this respect for persons

actuallv mean in terms of trarsferring it to the political realm?

Kant is asking us to see individuals as preciselv that - individuals. They are unique and therefore

vital to our existence. The notion of self-love has a position i¡ the schema. The desire is to link the

other to yourself and that seekLng their surr,'ival a¡d betterment, vou are also sr'rrviving yourself. This

is part of the Augustinian roots of Kant's composition (and then transcendence) of his Platonic,

Aristotelian, (and even Augr-rstinian) intellectual roots.56 Arendt takes up the suggestion that Kant

was still being political even in his analysis of the beautiful - political, that is, in terms of the ethical'

Arendt's reading of the individural-in-the-rvorld ailows her to do this and her justification is found in

her imtial study through Auglstine of primitive Christianilr- and their experiential concepts of

phronesis, kardin, andkniros, The Kantian element of respect is taken up bv Arendl as a reflection of her

love of the neighbour represented in the concept of social cnritns.iT What is happening is a collapse of

Kant's polilical and ethical understanding into his aesthetic one described in his Critique of Judgement.

Arendt lays down thi-ç i¡tent with her search for Kant's political philosophy in this texf. However,

Arendt's lechures merelr- explarn to us that Kant had a¡ eye on the singular in a plural rvorld, yet

wanted to still locate a transcendental source of its appreciation. Her concerns with lhe Third Critique

55 patrick Riley discusses Kant's ethics in relation to Augtstine's. The focus is Augusti¡e's concepi of free rçill and iis source in

his Li¿i;-.::0. Arenclt was careirl to sepafate these lw'o aspects io.\ugttstine's thought, therefore avoiding Riler"s reading
,,Flannah 

^\rencit on Kant, Truth nnà Po[ti.r" in Es-cnvs on Knn!'s Politic¡l Philoscthv, Wi-lliams, Howard Llorcl, (ed ) (Universiby

of Chicago Press, Chicago 79921,pp.11-3. Reprinted from Pofifr;nl 5lr¿.1'i¿s, Vol 35 \.io.3'1987), pp 380-2

56Ril.-t,,¡¡,i. pp.9-37andaÌ.olhegener.rldisctrssionin"The"Elements"of Kant'sPractic.rlPhilosophy:TheGroundrvorkAfter

200rears.IlTSi-7985)",Pol::::a!Theon¡,YoL14No.{(\-ovembe 19S6),PP'552-iô3
57ForK¡nt,respectdrivesti-.etrtremoralchoice.Thesamehadtobetrueinthecaseof th.ejudgcmcntof taste Beaul','must

clrivc th., ..resthe tic - in order to remain pure ancl im¡..1¡¡io¡. This is nol lo rlenv lh.al certain happincss (in the case of aesthetics

Kant'st.riksabotLt'charm'i¡:¡rLIf notbà.rsicleprocluctof thrsprocess,btrtitcoulddefinicelvnr¡tbeitscaLrse; "[.-r]jLrdgemenlof

taste rr h.ich is uninfluenced b'. charm or emotion (though these m.rv b'e .rssociated rvilh the clelight in thc beautiftrl/, and whose

determining groqnd, thereic-re, is simplv finality of form, is a ptue judgement of taste." Kant, Críttc1ue of /lt1;rnle,rt, (trans.

ìvleredi¡h), 5t¡-ff 
'O+-S. 

So autonomv from outside i¡rflttences categorises this process - free choice. 332:721.
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point to an interesting use of this text. However, her graduate lectures are merely an indication of her

intent. What we can discern from the published work available to tts is simply what Arendt found

attractive about Kant's thinking in the Third Critique. The question will always remain, what Arendt

would have actually done with her understanding of Kant's political philosophy? While a reader has a

fair idea of which direction Arendt was seeking in Kant, the final argument was never articulated in

any form.

ln the Kønt Lectures, Arendt highlights the political aspects of nolions such as'the common world',

'publicity' and the complex notion of 'universality'. She also therefore highlights the role of the self in

his thought and its connection to other selves in a comrnunity.This leads to the role of the neighbour.

Arendt saw that the problem was in the way these rigid ideologies were accepted by the populations,

or at least the sectiors of the populations, and preserved the rule of these regimes. Conventional

moralifv in the form of the Christian code of ethics was itself brutalised at the same time as members

of the populations sufiered.SS The individual consciences that were supposed to protect the public in

general seemed to har-e failed; seeming to be too self involved to tell the ramifications of an individual

action in terms of the general direction of the community surrounding them. Even if the individual

listening to their consciences did operate as opponents of the regimes, the lack of publicity meant il

became merely another opinion, and an opinion lacking the weight of public argument.sg Arendt,

having noted all this, decided to confront this problem in non-moral terms, therefore avoiding the

language of moral analvsis. This approach on how to examine these problerLs was suggested to her

through her reflections on the Eichman¡r trial. In the book Eichmnnn in Jentsnlenr .A.rendt recorded

Eichmann saying ". . . no one publicly objecled to the Final Solution . . .."60 This statement, and similar

ones, Iead her to realise that Eichma¡ur's evil derived from the simple failure to see anything,

including the issues contained within his actions, from another person's - or, more specifically, any

person's - point of vie.,r'.61 This assertion and her use of Kant's enlarged mentality echoes her original

understanding illustrated in her dissertation and represented by her reading of phronesis.62

5s Thinh6, p 777
5e Cr¡srs o.i tlie Republic,p. 6c and Eichmnnn in lerusalem: A Report on the Bannlity of Ettil, revised and enlarged edition, (New York,

Viking Press, 1965¡, p.1O3.
æ The complete sentence br .\rendt is: "As Eichman¡r told it. the most potent factor in the soothins of his oru'n conscience h'as

the sirnple iact that he could !€e no one, no one at all, rvho actuallv was against the Final Solrrtion. ' Br.rt Arendt Soes on to s.rv

he "did encountcr one excer':ion, however, lvhich he mentioned several times, and which mttst ha', e made a cleep impression

on him . [Dr.] Kastner, aprarently embodied bv the new turn of affairs, had asked Eichmann to 'lop "the death mills at

Atrschrçitz".Eichmannhaá¡nsrveredth.rthervorrlcldoit"withthegreatestpleasure"(httrzlichge":rbtrtthat,alas,iiwas
otrtside his competence and -,tLtsicìe thc competcnce of his superiors-as intleed it *'as " Eichm¡nn:' l-:rt;ttt;:n":, pp. 116-117'

btErclrrn¿¡r¡r i¡lirtrstl,:m,pp =;-Sancip.4g.Theclamnationof Eichm.-rnn*'.rsbasedontheontcorr,er¡f hisaclions Convcntion¡l

moralih.haclbccnpresentl,rtheeclucationoIEichmarurandhc.*'asaninlelligentanclconsidcredman Bulconveutional

moralih.had not inìibited Eichmann in his ¡ole as a member of the Si(-/l¿rh¿itstlienst. (Tl'rc Securitr Sen'ice of the Reichsfiihrer

S.S., heá,led by Heiruich Himmler. ibid., p.35.) What had gone wrong in the context of this man? \"-trat had prohibited this man
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(iÐ Indiaidual-in-the-W orld : An Arendtian SeIfand the Community

For Benjamin Barber tnThe Conquest of Politícs: Liberal Philosophy in Democrntic Times judgement is

rightly seen as the tension behveen the individual and the communify in political judgement, or the

'political' (plural) and Judgement' (singular¡.63 It is about the individual in the community' The role

of alterify is illustrated by this problem. Barber believes in the communitv rather than the individual,

and this is his foundalional position in his critique of political judgement. Barber argues that the manv

theories attempting to understand judgement see judgement as a cognitive faculfy not political; the

understanding of judgement as an epistemology, as a cognitive facul$.fl Peter J. Steinberger tn The

Concept of Potitical ludgement also considers this argument by Barber.6s Steinberger questions Barber's

understanding here, saying that all the verbs used to describe the process of judgement a¡e for the

individual. The individual composes the multilude that Barber emphasises; "political judgement is the

multitude deliberating". Political Judgement "is defined by activiby in common rather than thinking

alone."66 Many modem, post-Wittgenstein, thinkers on this subject argue that there is no such thing as

thinking alone. This is because there is no private langr-rage to think as an individual; all concepts

evolve out of a collective form of life. Gadamer, Oakeshott, Arendt and Kant all acknovvledge that

thinking cannot exist alone.67 This is therefore bound up with the notion of "common sense".68

Judgement is about agreement.

from seeing the evil of his actions, or allorving this evil to genera te revulsion a t their con-.equences? These question-' and manv

others raisãd at the trial of Eichmann, led Arendt to the conviction that vou could not simph' impose a set of rtúes Ce:ived Írom

outside or intemally. What rr'as in Arendt's eyes a more porverhrì and reliable code was rather a simple appeal to t-h.e

perspective of otheis. Here the evil of totalitaiianism comes not fo¡ er'il intent, but from er'il reascning that concludes in evil

consequences.
62 The essay, "Truth and Politics", was a recall on the topic of Eichmann, and resulted from a lectu¡e tou¡ after the publication

and ensuing controversy of her book. The period tha t ^{rendt spent drvelling on the subject rvas ertensive as the conmentaries

maintained the topic. TÁe final essav rvas published trt B¿tueen Pdsf ¡rnLi Future and part of her dr.cussion * as on th,¿ lopic of

philosophy a.d pãlitics. "Raiional tiuth", as she calls phjlosoph-r''s concern, is fundamental]r'hosble to politics and iis actiYe

i"otm. inir truth, being tran-scendental to life, becomes a given ior socielv The result is a coercile tool of the phìlosccher as

other members of society are requûed to accept its stahrs, or become estranged from the 'realih'' oi existence. What'¡othe¡s

Arendt most about the philosop-n"r's truth is ihe ovay it is obtained. Again contemplation ìs seen as being hostile io -ciety. The

element lacking in this iruth is þluralih,v; plurality thàt erstued i¡eedom and natalil,v: "Poliiical thought is represen'.aive. I form

opinion by coniidering a giveiissue fiom dfferent viervpoinLs, bv making present lo m'. nLind ',he standpoints of b,ose *'ho

ui" abs".,[." In the same paragraph as this statement, A¡endt acknorvledges her debt to Kant (even though Kant H'c'¡ld not be

able to acknowtedge the reason why, we are told).
63 Beniamin Barber,The Conquest of Polítits: Libernl Philoso¡thtt n D¿ntcc,,tticTimes, (Pr'tncelon, \ I , ?rinceton Univer¡lir' Press.

1988). lvlore speciiically, Chap. 8 "Political Jtrclgement: Phjlosophv as Practice"'
s Barber, ibid., pp.794ff .

65PeterJ Steinberger.TheConceptof PoliticnlJudgement,(Ctr-icago,UnirersibyofChicagoPress,Tv93¡,pp 83-86

66 Barbe r, Thc Cont1uest of Polttics, p. 799.
67 Steinberger, The Concapt o,i Political Judgemtnt, p' 85

ß Arendt's rrsc of Kant's sen:tts communis does not mean th.rt she provides a dcfinition The qr-tesiion of horv'conlr¡.:n' it
contained in which level rf lhe c.,:¡rmrtnitr [s it on-'. lhe

slate identitv that corrnts ;¡-'r the rrmmtrnitt"? Alsc rrtlh the

ange otrlsicle of tht- mindl Oi cor.r.e not onlv the i¡:=:n.rl,
I'and the other'l'appears to lake place Th.is othe: i' becc'r:-.es

ts oi sociely that are normallv suppressed sttch as racists an.l

fascists, shorrld these be included as contributors to ssnstts comtnunis, and, if so, horv do the"'eifecl its final form?
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Barber might understand that thinking alone occurs in the context of the community, but he

denies that "intersubjectivity" is involved: "[w]here intersubjectivify suggests individuals in

agreement, citizenship suggests individuals transformed by membershiP i. a political association into

common seers who produce a corrunon judgement."69 ¡udgement is about the multitudes in the end.

The tension belween the individual and the communily is a mis-definition of the problem' It is

belw'een an individua-l and an individual(s) who are part of a community. Hence the relationship is

not behveen the 'I' and the 'We', rather between the 'I' and the perceived 'We' represented by the

other 'I'. This is a perception that a harmony needs to exist bebween the individual (their self and the

mind) and the world (the in-between world of the commdty) for good judgement to take place. This

is indicated in Arendt by the intemal relalionship she sets up between the inner 'I' and 'I' in an

intemal Socratic dialogue.

Arendt reads the role of the self as important to understanding Heidegger's tum and this also

indicates Arendt's orn,'n definition of the individual's self. lVhat is important about Arendt's reading of

-\ugustine earlv in he¡ intellectual career i-q that she rejects Heidegger's understanding, partly because

this understanding is the same as God in Christian theologr', As she said in an early published

commentary, "man is compelled to assent to a Being which he has never created and to which he is

essentially alien."7O The atomisation of the individual rn relalion to others was the result of this

understa¡ding.InThe Lrf, of the Mittd, Arendt provides ftrrther evidence of the early problems she

encou¡lered with Heidegger's work bv introducing the temporal dimension. She comments on [hree

elements of Being nnd Time; Care, Death, a¡d the Self. All of these elements are future orientated - as

Arendi herself comments later on - especially Care rvhich eventually evolves into Heidegger

conception of the Will. Another important observation is that at this stage of Heidegger's intellecbual

development, and the one which Arendt is concerning herself rvith, ail these concepts evolve out of

his sf'.rdl'on Augustine.Tl In this section of the lectures, Arendt comments specifically on Heidegger's

Seli. It is a label for man's existence and the answer to the Heideggerian question of Who man is

"e B.rr'er: The Conquest of P - .::ics, p.2O3.
;0 " \¡,'l-.¿: is E.r'isf¿n: Philoscrhy?", Pnrtisnn Rei'irc, \'erl. 13, No. 1 (Win ter 1946), p 37 " Fleidegger's o nto logica I a pp roa ch hides .r

rigid i'.::-.ctionalism in rvhjch \I.rn appears onlr' .rs a conglomerate of modes of Being, which is in principle arbitrary, since no

....r."F, ,.i ¡,lan determines'Jre mocles of his Beine " "iVhat isEsistenz?", p.48. In a leiter datcd 31 December, 1955 (009166)

rr.hile ¡=:lving to Calvi¡r Schrag on some questiorrs emerging orrt of his dissertaiion studies Arcndt says ser er.rl things; she is

trnhap¡r'^'ithPaulTillich'sinÞrpretationof Heidegger'sSein;that"Sei¡randDaseinareneverthesame;Daseinisc'xclttsirelv
us"d ì.1: 'Jre Scin of man "; >:in ancl time are ner er lhe same; "The ch.rrge of atheism against Hc'idegger is in mv opinion quite

rutjust..::=.-ì [ts rr'sts entirr.l., ,¡n intcrpretation.rncl th¿se inter¡rret.rtions.rre ttsttalli'.r bit.rrbitrarv He himself h.rs oncc taken.l

st.rnd ¡r. :h.is rltrestion. You :rrtl it in the Vortrrgs.rLr:.schttss der Sttttlenlenscharft der Univcrsit¡e I Zrrrich, Attss¡rrachc mit

\lartin :-eiclcgger am 6 Nc., embcr 1951, Zuerich 1952, p 1l "; and also "Finallv, I mttst rv¡rn vou oi my essa\ on Existcntialism,

espccialì., of the part on Fleidegger which is not * hollv inadeqtrate btrl in part simply wrong. So, pleasc' forget abottt it."
;rSee Tieodore Kisiel, The G¿nesis of Heidcgger's Being and Time, (Berkeley, Caüfomia, Universih- of CaliJornia Press, 1995)-
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rather than what Man is. The evolution of the Self comes from the They and leads towa¡ds the

principium indiaiùtntionis. In the first volume, Arendt quotes Bergson in illustration saying "To will

always means: to bring oneself to one's self . Willing, we encounter ourselves as rvho we

authentically . . .."72 This self though - as Arendt immediately points out - is not the creative self of

either Nietzsche or Bergson. Arendt compares Heidegger's treatment of the Will in the pre-turn

Volume One of his Nietzsche lectures with the Self in Being and Time.73 The role of Care has been

replaced by that of the Will. An examination of the self cannot be self-contained, but rather requires

the illumination of willing. Hence, while following Nietzsche, Heidegger uses the will as both the

environment and tool of understanding. In the second interpretation of the will in Nietzsche's thought

Heidegger emphases the destructiveness of what Nietzsche regarded as a crealive faculty. The Will is

seen as obsessed with the fufure "which forces men into obliuion".74 The con-sequence of this Will is

that it destroys the Present. Nietzsche's Will attempts to control the fuhrre, against the traits of the

past. But as Nietzsche believes that everything that is has become, desiroving the past destroys the

present in which the future is demanded. The will is therefore resistant to - a¡cì therefore resentful of -

the past, or that which by being backwards is bey-ond the will.7s A conceqltence therefore is the

destructiveness of the will. Heidegger later introduces a concept of thinking that is also not-willing;

letting-be or Gelnssenheít.7 6

The Self in Heidegger's Being nnd Time is the self of responsibiliW, the seif of the "call of

conscience". This guilt is the guilt represented bv the German Schttld, rvhich, as Arendl specifies, is

both responsibility for and the debt one owes someone eIse.77 After the turn the rndividual oi'letting-

be' used to be the authentic Self seen rn Being snd Time. The call is now though of Being rather than of

conscience. This new thinker does not call himself to his self, but still hears the call, though now

issued by Being.Ts This 'somebody' in the They, listening to the call, is the saì',-ation of the They who

are no longer engaged in'idle talk', or Gerede, instead after the reversal thev foliow the destructiveness

of willing. This call of conscience resides in Arendt's thoughl with its foundation in Heidegger's

72 Willing, p. 183. Quoting Bergson, Crentit'e NIind, trans. Mabelle L. -{ndison (New York, 7946t, ç: 63-1
;r Fleidegger, "The lVill to Power as Art" in Ni¿tzsche, Vol. 1 & 2, trarr. David Farrell Krell, íLoni'n, Harper CollirL-' 1991).

i] willing, p. 178 (Arendt's italics)
75 Arendt calls this a raclical understanding of Nietzsche, an r.rnderslanding that she herseJi pror iies dr.rring her reaing in the

preceding ch.rpter of Nietzsche's tmderstanding of the w'ìll. Because c¡i lhis, Arendt's reading of -\:etzsche Ls an odd r'ne. She

ãoes notlakc' iime to illtrstr.rte hc'r trnderstaneling of Nietzsche's i\iil but, r.rthcr, distils the diffe¡¿rt conceptions oi re rvill that

abornrl in his thoLrght. The ptrrpose oi this delineation is not app.rrr'nl, thotrgl'r each inr ol', es a dr::erent trerlnent u'i p..rst,

prcscnt .rrrrì ftrtttre
;bSoe Discor¡rsc onThitiking(Celassenheit),trans JohnNl Anderson.rrrclE [[.rrlsFrcturd, \e'.r ì :k,Ilar¡re¡J¡¡ç¡¡-.rks, 1966),

p, 60 [p. 33 of original]

" Willing, p. 178
;3 Bcing nnrl Tlrrc, Division II, Chapter lI, pnssinr.
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thought prior to his tum. This Arendtian conscience still reflects tJre Augustinian foundation of her

thinking. The community Arendt's individual constructs in the in-between world with its primitive

Ch¡istian conception of the other relaled through knrdin evolves on rememb¡ance and gratihrde' The

drawing of 'oneself to one's self is part of this relationship as the will facilitates the establishment of

harmony and, in Heideggerian terms, authenticity. The rejection of the futural in Heidegger's thought

is due to its imbalance. Arendt seeks to retain its harmony through remembrance in her temporal

dimension of past possibility.

Arendt's conclusion contains the assertion that the human condition of the acting man - that

specifically of natality - is better positioned to comprehend the lVill than that of the thinker's; the

"same self that the th-inking activily disregards in its withdrawa-l Érom the world of appearances is

asserted and ensured by the Will's reflectivity." Just as lhinking prepares the self for the role of

spectator, willing fashions it into an "enduring I" that directs all carticular acts of volition."79 Arendt

comments that this 'l' is sometimes seen as a solrrce of identitr' ¿. rvell; Tine principitLm indiuidtntionis,

or the "source of the person's specific identity".80 This is the \Ato rather than the !!'hat, or i¡ other

rvords the identity available through the space of appearance. Thr-c connection between the 'enduring

I' and the space reveals again that Arendt conceived the space not specifically spatially but also

temporally; as a particular type of timelessness. The question ihat remains is what is the role of

judging as a faculty of the mind and how this relates to the Arendtjan self.

While the 'I' of Arendt's thought is concepfualised in this harmonious relatiorship the idea of

community requires further investigation. The idea of comrnunih is the inbehçeen w'orld constituled

b,u- each individual, but there is also the existing world into which the individual is bom and remains

after they have left. These bwo worlds must be related even though they become one temporarily

u-hen the individual contributes to this space of appearance as a:r acting being, Arendt has actually

alreadv explored this problem as part of her dissertation. ln a fooü",ote to Heidegger in her dissertation

she talks of these two rvorlds, ats crentum and díIectores nuLndi ar,ci this is an essential kev to Arendt's

thinking on this matte¡ that has resided in her thought throughout her political phase. She discusses

her nnderstanding of Augustine's thor.rght suggesting that he determined fhat reallv onlv the species,

the collective of man, not the indii,.idual can participate in the'simultaneitl" of the universe and is

:'r\r'illing,Fr 195 lnhcrleci,.rresArcncltbLrildsrrpantnclerstanclingof \ielzsch.. ¡nttchabtrscd',"illtopu"rer.rrrc-llherolt'oI

pr.,misirr-g Esscntially ¡rromisine attcnrpts to slrbvert the ttnprt'tlictabilitr oi the j::'-trr: "B.rsic ìVIr-'r¿i p¡¡p¡r¡i¡ions" Sixleenth

iessi..n, p 3 (02a5iAi While',vill-to-porver "or tr the future is i¡herenl in all ¡ctic:-. ¿', en if it cannot remo\ e "onc of the b.rsic

elent'nts of the hum.rn condition " "The Problem of Action antl Thought", p' 15b

ú rv\'il[ing, p. 195
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therefore of a similar nature. This is Augustine's Greek influence at work, meaning that the universe is

not a sum total of its parts nor is it created, implying that a creator exists outside of the whole.Bl But

the species, she points out, is only composed of individual men and "[h]ence, existence, but not

essence, in the universe is actualised through time."82 This is the same for an individual's life as his

entire life exists through "the actions of man which are its parts".83 This life is believed to be etemal

and therefore must have the simultaneity that is of Being. Arendt suggests that this understanding - as

she has presented it - has several severe implications. As the whole is indifferent to its parts, it does

not depend upon them nor does it care for their actions. The uniqueness of humans, therefore, is not

important to the whole and its worth is never a concem.84 Being equals the universe and trme is not

part of this or even subordinate to it. Another corollary to this is that as a part had no significance to

the whole it can have no 'evil': a thing that seems bad for the perspective of a part can actually be a

'good' in terms of the whole; "[t]his quality of goodness does not arise from the particular thir,:s

themselves, but is bestowed upon them by the universe."8s Wickedness is therefore an individual rt-io

tries to escape the predefermined path of the whole - a good man is "a well-ordered man" or lr,-.0

ordinntissimus.S6 Augustine says that temporal law is derived from etemal lan'. However, eternal 1:',v'

does not necessarily derive from God or the Creator; rather he still sees the larvs as given bv physics,

snch as motion and causal action, as part of the encompassing whole. Arendt reacts to this stateme:rt

of simultaneity by simply changing the notion of world in her own thoughts but retaining the elemer.t

of "all at once" (simul) by understanding the theological and cosmological etemal as limelessness. S:,e

choses an ex[ensive quote by Augusline to reveal her perspective on AugLrstine's Greek derir':cl

position on this matter:

"[t]hey attempt to grasp etemal things, bul theii heart flutters among the

changing things of pasl and future and is still futile. \^Iho will catch hold of it

[the heart] and make it fast so that it stands firm for a little while, a¡rd for a

little while may seize the splendour of eternity standing still forever, and

compare this with the times thal never sfand still, ancl see that it is without
comparison? Let lthe heart] see that a long time could not possibly be long

unless it be composed of many transient motions which cannot extend

themselves all at once [simul], but that in eternity nothing can be transient

since the rvhole is present; and surely, no time is ever totallv present. And let

8l Arendt says "Being is for Augustine . . . the everlasting, forever larvfrù structure ancl the harmonr of all parts of Lhe

nniverse " Loztc nnd St. Attgustine, p.60.
"- tblLl.
3l An rurrefcrencecl quote from Augrrstine. This does appear to be'sinúlar to Arentlt's tmderstandrng though at the ntomen!:: 

-<

p.rrt of her clescription of *'hat Augttstine is saying
il This does seem to be. gelting to the heart of Arenrlt's Lrter concerns over the role of the'indir idual in societv ancl mavbe tL.
'rr hole' represents totalitari.rnism in modern times.
li ls this the need for gogd jtrdgement, a time whcn the ru'rclerst.rncling oia part bigger than appears on the strrface L. neede:

:lî,lj:å:"O 
jrdgement? Arendt has Atrgtrstine fighting rvith the ancient problem of lrorv can evil exist if God crcatetl the

86 Lote and St. Augustinc, p.65.
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the heart see how every past is propelled out of the future, and every fulure
follows from the past, and all past and future are created and flow out of

what is ever present."87

This quote contains many of the factors that Arendt took from her reading of Augustine. She again

uses Augustine's words to characterise a temporality that Arendt chooses as her own, especially the

phrase "no time is ever totally present" indicating the temporal dimension of past possibility. The

reference to the heart is the Augustinian mind that later becomes Arendt's. The "splendour of etemily

standing still forever" is Arendt's timelessness not the Ch¡istian etemity. Its placement is significant

because it is within her discussion on simultaneity. This is the clue to Arendt's inte¡pretation of the

relationship belween the particular and the universal. The evidence of this relationship is further

developed through Arendt's focus on the concept of the rvorld that is the next topic for discussion in

her dissertation - if not the translated edition.

In the original publication of her dissertation her extended reflection on lhe Greek influence on

Augustine thought was not as evident as in the rer-isions of the translated text.E8 In the original

Arendt just relates the point she is making regarding this matter to Heidegger's thoughts in "Vom

Wesen des Grundes".s9 She then continues straight into her discr.tssion of simulta¡re-itr., suggesting she

wished to substantiate her reading of Augustine a¡d Heidegger on this point. The lwo readings by

Heidegger refer to the rvorld as ens crenturn and the rvorld as ens in toto, or dilectores ntundi. Heidegger

invesligates the second way of undersbanding the rvorld as constituted b1' man or as Heiclegger

phrases it, "living with the world at heart" but not the iirst. Arendt states that it is her purpose to

investigate the first as God's creation making the hçofoid approach (Doppltheit) understood. These

two ways of conceiving the world are corrnected in Arendt's el'es. The second involving the heart is

suggested in Heidegger's interpretation and becomes in Arendt's thought the world of the

understanding heart and her own dilectores mtmdi. The first, Arendt states, is left nndeveloped by

Heidegger. This world is the world created not corstituted by'God, or in non-iheological terms, the

pre-existing world man is born inlo. Arendt finishes this seclion with the suggestion "[w]hen lir-ing

man finds his place in the pre-existing creation he is bom into, he turns the fabric of creation into the

world."90 She is focusrng on the impact of this pre-existrng rvorld on man ihe individual-in-the-worlcl'

This pre-existing worid is still lhe world of the commnnitr-bttt it is a communitr,' thror.rgh foundation:

s7 S.'e L.,¡t'¡ur¿/ -Sf ,-lri¡ll¿-çline, p 5L) fronCont'cssiotrs, 11 13

8sser.tlrelinccrfargumentfrom¡rp.40-J3inDcrLicbesbcgrilfbet.4:'-1:,:::': Inthererisetl,tr.rnslatcitextthecrte'ntìctl
investigation of ALrgrtstine's Greek influence divorces these tlvo pcrinis icr lhe reaCer
3e Dcr LiebesbcgriJJ bci Augustut, p 42
% Lntc and St. Augustine, p.66.
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the "fabric of creation". The first world constituted by love in the individual's world. The second

world is the world of the universal, the one the individual is bom into by foundation' This is the

experience of communily that the primitive Christian experience articulated through the letters of

Paul. And this world gives rise to llne homo ordinøtissimus, a man in harmony with his self or 'at heart"

This order requires a confluence between the foundation of the community and the individual. The

link is the temporal dimension Arendt has been explicating throughout her work; the dimension of

past possibility. The dimension comes into play through the individual's use of their faculty of

imagination which is the essence of foundation and one that leads to the principle of action.

(iiÐ ludgemen t: The Eaolution of Arendt's Trínity ftom Loae fo Gemüt

What is certain regarding Arendt's unlvritten finale is that she wished to base her theory of

judgement on Kant's third critique,The Critiqtrc of Aesthetic Judgement.el Her unfinished volume on

jr-rdgement was to be a continuation of the themes examined in the hvo preceding reflections on

thinking and willing, as well as the culmi¡ation of her life's work resulting in the final statemenl on

the concept of judging. But the book was never completed resultrng in much specnlation as to the final

emphasis Arendt was aiming for. Arendt did, though, leave commentators with a skeleton of her

thoughts on judgement before she died. These are in fact Arendt's thoughts on political judgement

from her lecture notes on Kant's Critíque o_f ltñgement; no[es which were to form the foundation of her

r.oltrme of judgement and have been since her death published as Lectures on Knnt's Political

Pltilosophy.s2 This was a topic that had grorvn for her in interest as her understanding had expanded

and developed from the Origins of Totnlitnrinnism. Her early works never specifically concentrate on

the notion of judgement, but there is much material contained in her literary outpr"rt that can be

associated with her understanding of political judgement. Judging develops in Arendt's written work

from 'Understancling and Politics' to 'ThinkLng and Moral Considerations', the chapters 'Culbure in

Crisis'and'Truth and Politics' of Between Past nnd Future ancl then Lectures on Knnt's Politicnl

er Kant's intention to ptrsue a correlation between aesthetic and ethics is signalled from around 1764 and his essav Obseruntions

on thc Fee!ìng of the Benutiftil antl thc Sublime. Previous to this work Kant has entertained a rationalist approach to aesthetics only

to revlce tlLii method for replacement with the British conception of s¿n-s¿¿s comtnunis and the intersubjectivity of agreement tha t

this inr olr ed. This notion ri'as to remain with Kant, as Ls evident by its discussion remair.ing in the final ve¡sion of the distant

Crítiqtte. Horvever, one ftuther shift in Kant's thinking Ls worthy of note here, and arvay from the overt i¡fluence of the British

school of aesthetics (but not completely as the continued reliance on'common sense' illtrstr.rtes). Kant's new destination was

one of originality - his own "ratiónalisi ethics". The real starting point of lhe Thmi Critlt\ue come's in the form of one of Kant's

N,rcltricll: Kantitatcsinthisw'orkthathcwantstofi¡stexarninewhat.rctuallvhappensbeforearguùrgrvhatorighttohappen.
This is .r nerv approach to mor.rI theory ancl one that, r''hen combinecl w'ith his tmderstanding of the Sublime, inclicates a

s¡bst.rnli¡lshiftìn his appro.rch to ethics - the feelings resrrlting from aesthetic appre'ciation arc no!\/ associated *'ith "trtte
çirttre" Sce Jot-rn FI Za¡rmit9, Tltc Ccncsis o.f Kntrt's Critirltrc of Jtrclgt'nient, (Chicago, Thc' Univc'rsil" oi Chicago Press, 1992), pp

9l L¿.-frrr¿-. on K¡nt's Politic¡t Philosophy lve.re lvritten for graduate stttclents in tht'\etv School to allorv her to extend her

reilectic¡n-s involving Kant's Critique of !udgcmmt in "Thinking and lvloral Considerations" Elizabeth Yotrng-Brr'rehl, Lilltmllt

Arntít: For Loae of the Worlr/, (New Haven, New York I-niversity Press, 1981), pp. -130-1.
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Phitosophy.In the chapter essays of Between Past and Future, Arendt considers the differences belween

judgement and opinion in the context of culture and taste, and the question of tn¡th. These articles are

very important to a consideration of Arendt's preliminary examination of the question of judgement.

What is important is to acknowledge the echo of the grounding she developed to explicate the

argument of her dissertation; phronesis, eudaimonin, krdis atrtd kairos 'tn the form oi remembrance,

harmony (or Gemüt), the understanding heart, and past possibility are still providing Arendt with

strucfural guidance for her deliberations. The relationship that these elements form is a hinitarian one

although she never developed her true trinity before she passed away. Given the influence of

Augustine that has been traced f¡om her dissertation, the suggestion is that it would have been

remembrance, understanding heart and her version of Gem\it: a trinitarian relationship best

understood in reference to Augustine's original formulalion as memory, understandrn& and love. The

early form of love or spirit now emerging as the connection through an achievement of a harmonious

mood that resembles Kant's enigmatic concept of Gemüt that reveals meaning through a process of

illumination.

The attraction of Ka¡t's third book in a search for 'his' political philosophv is Kant's subjective

consenslts for community standards and norms that a theory of aesthetic judgement can comprehend'

Coupled with the interpretation of Arendt's thought developed in the previous chapters we are no\v

in a position to understand the impact this particular element of Kant's thought had on Arendt's

attempts lo establish a non-cognitive theory of judgement. The concepts of Pfuonesi: and Knrdin are

especially evident in Arendt's thoughl throughout this development. In the fi¡st essa''- oi Betrueen P't;t

nnd Ftttttre, she suggests "that the capacity to judge is a specificallv political abilifv in exaclly the sense

denoted by Kant, namely the ability to see things nol onlv from one's own point of r ierv but in the

perspective of all those who happen to be present, even thal judgemeni mav be one of the

fundamenfal abilities oi man as a political being insofar as it enables him to orient himself in the

public realm, in the common world.'93 Having eslablished the context of this capacity, Arendt

continues through an association and at this introduclorv stage she considers the role o1. phronesis tn

judgement: "It]he Greeks called this ability phronesís, or insight, and they considered it the principle

virttre or excellence oi the statement in distinction from the wisdom of the philosopher."9'l While

pltroncsis indicales this there is also its connectionwith ctdnintonin that is AugustÍne's siate of delcctatio,

et Bet¡tc¿n Prct nnLi Future, p 9l
er íl:irt., p.221.
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(or pleasure) that leads to 'joy in truth' (guadium de aeritate).gs This is Arendt's harmony, a state of

Gemüt.ln her 1964 Kant lectures she alludes to the understanding heart when she says that this state is

"mutual accord" and "[o]nly by judging do I become aware of the harmony."96 These dimersions in

Arendt's thought all relate back to Augustine's theory of illumination and reading Arendt's Kant

through her understanding of Augustine's thought provides a possible struchrre to her unfinished

volume on Judgement.

Kant saw the appropriate relationship between reflective or originary judgement and the

imagination as creating a harmony when the imagination becomes irurer sense or a 'law tithout a

law' directing the relabionship belween the universal and the particular.gT This 'law'becomes Arendt's

solution to the problem of determining a particular that does not take the characteristics of a

prescriptive universal.es Gemüt is the imagination and understanding in harmony and in lhe Critiqrc

of ludgement, Gemüt is the life principle. In the Critíque of Pure Reason, Kant provides a role ior Gemüt

that provides a guide lo the harmonious synthesis belween Arendt's remembrance (her original

memorr') and imagination (her understanding heart). It is involved in "receiving representaiìons (the

receptivily of impression)" and the "knowing an object through these presentations (spontaneity of

concepts)".99 In the Critique of Judgemenf these lwo capacities become central to his argument. In the

opening paragraph of this work Kant ascribes fhe role of pleasurable perceptionto Gemíit. The hvo

processes oÍ GemÌit mean that when the indiviclual regards something that is pleasurable Gentiit

becomes aware of itself, or of its condition and as a consequence finds delight in its abilities. The

Geniitskrtifte is therefore a harmony behween the hvo faculties of the Kantian mind, between

understanding and imagination.l0O This is actually a jov similar to the Augustrnian state of living.l0r

In S10 of Critique of Judgement. Kant follows this up saying that this is a harmony of powers between

understanding and imagination, or more specifically lheir Gemütskräfte.

9i Confe::ions, Book. X, Chapier 33.
e6 Kant 1964, (032278).
e; See C.::irJr¿¿ of ludgetnent, i)1
e3 lr,.\1"-r :rt DukTimes, p 1. .\rendt characterises her approach to jr.rdgement and Kant by saying that the categoricai

imper.rli., e is inhuman, beca,rse it "is postulated as absoltrte and in its.rbsoluteness introduces into the'interhuman:¿¿lm-
rr hich bv its nature consists ..f relationships-something that rtrrs cotr¡rler to its ftndamcnLrl relativify."
* See C';:rl¡te of Ptre Rensor.. Sections A50/874.
:ðWemerS Pltrharcontinu¿sthispointinhisintroc{Lrction.Hesavsitis"onethatmatchestheformthatirøn.girlai::':assttch
nrust h.¡r e (as it.r¡rprchend= in genc.ral, something in enrpirical intuition) in order to harmonise *'ith understandi¡: ¡s stLch so

¡þ.1¡ ç¡rgnitittn m.rv arisc, Br':ht'same token, the sârn€ clsSunccl indeterminate lalvfulncss is one that matches the fc:¡. oi the

per,.r'err-ijtrrlgcmcrrt.rsstrch ic,itrnatchcsthe'finn¡lcr¡tv(whichitst'lf is.rform) l¡ctrvccnim.rgination.rssrtchancl
rmrlcrst.ìnding as s¡ch th¡t s rL.!luircrl for all juclgcment .rurl cognitirrn " (Pluhar's it.rlics) See his section "Kant's .A¡::turt of

Ilrclger:.,t'n ls of T.rstcs" in th¿ 'lntrocltrction", p. lvii.
r0L Else,.t'hcre in Kant 196i, -\rendt says "Criticlue of Jucìgement: ìvlrn qua alive and ltttman", (addition 0322J7). Fu:ir'r in a

hand noles shc writes "lvlan qua being alive with others" (032271)'
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The reconstruction of Arendt's Kantian conceplion of the mind also involves a need to realise the

relationship that Arendt perceived to exist between the individual's mind and the world defined in

her thought. Assistance for this purpose is provided by her concem for the history of the faculties she

chose for her trinitarian analysis of the mind. A revealing pivotal point in her histories is a particular

Christian thinker she dwells upon in this discussion: St. Thomas Aquinas.102 His seminal place in the

translation of the Augustinian theory of the mind for the westem tradition is evidence that Augustine

was still exerting an influence over Arendt although now the Catholic interpretation of the Christian

Father is through the erudition of Elienne Gilson, and not Heidegger's earlier phenomenological

version.103 Gilson's subtle but authoritative influence emerges in Arendt's later thought especially

during The Humnn Condition and The Life of ¡¡t ¡4¡r¿.704 For example, the role of Aquinas throughout

the histories she wrote reveals the preferences of Gilson's interpretations. On the question of

Augustine's theory of recollection, Gilson offers an altemate theory of illumination that influences

Arendt's own choices in her interpretations. Gilson's inquiry into the evolving trinities of De Trinitate

is another example of lhis potential influence but the most powerful illustration is the role of Gemiit in

Arendt's thought from her early reading of Augustine to her mature appropriation of Kant. Arendt

was conscious of Gilson's preferences for Aquinas in his understanding of the tradition of westem

thought but also admired his reading of Augustrne as the Ch¡istian Father. The specific link is the

concept of Gemtit, a term that remains vague in its articulation but rich in inference.l0i In translation it

emerges as the mind, or the inner sense, even the soul. Cilson calls this capacifv the "stable disposilion

of the soul which conditions, in good or evil, the exercise of all its faculties."106 This impact is evident

on Arendt's theory of knowledge that emerges out of her treatment of the mind in the Gifford

lectures. Arendt's Aquinas provides an illustralion of her perceived link belween the mind and the

toz 1¡ir is pertinent given the tone of her discussion regarcling .\quinas in relation to Augustine's interpretation by Martin
Luther in "Augustin rnd Protestantismus" from 1930
103 Arendt pays homage to Cilson in her recorrnt of Augustine's thotrght suggesting his seminal work establ.ishes the framervork
for her analysis. See his role in he¡ interpretations in fVilIing, especially p. 84 and pp 113-7 as examples.
l0'l While only speculation, her return to the disse¡tation and then its lack of completion could be due to this influence.
r05 Heidegger touched on Gemiit in his wo¡k and Arendt does acknowledge this in her wo¡k. This reference appears in an earlie¡
version of hcr essav titled, "Concern with Politics in Recent Eruopean Philosophìcal Thought" and rvas left ont in the final
version. In this earlier version of the essay, Arendt provides a liltle more detail of her opinion of Fleidegger's philosophy and
more specifically his potential political otrtlook. The r ersion presented in Essays tn Llnderstanding, n. 5. Arendt di¡ects the reacler

to Se in tnd Zeit 526 a ncl $27. In bo th she refers to two section-s oi Bei ng and Time lVha t is significa nt in this refe rence is the

nrrmber of concepts th.rt this part of the volume introdrrces These inchrde the Vlind (Gemtit) and the present (furge nblick)
106 Gilson, History of Christnn Phitosophy in thc Mittdle,Agcs, p {1{. The location of this disctrssion in Gilson's rvork is verv
intercsting. When discussi¡g Albcrtists and Neo-Platonists he ttrns to P.rul Tauler ancl Johr Ruybroeck and says "Tauler's
mvsticism aims to provide.rn op¡rorttrni$ for a soul created br Cod to rcturn to its trncre.rted idea in God . Betwe.en the centre.
(or groturrl) of the sotrl and its factrltic's propcrly so-calletl corres the Centit .. . If the C¿r¡riil trrrns to lhe clcplh of thc- soLrl,.rnrl
conse.r¡rently k>rr.rrr{ Coc'I, all thc rcst is arrr-l ftrnctions.rs it shc.rLle-l. On the ct¡nirarv, let the Gc¡nilf ttrrn artar frorn the cenlre. oi
thcsotrl,allthcsolrl'sfacultiesturnawayiromCocl Inshort,tht'Cc¡rliitisthepermanent.rttitudcof thc.soultow¡rditsorr'n
centre." In the footnote Cemi.it is ecluated with thc fttndamental disposition of the will See n. 30, p 758. This mer'lieval definition
finds its source in Atrgustine ancl his attempt to define the tri¡ulv that was man.
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world. Arendt refers to this inner sense in her discussion of 'Willing'; "[t]he sixth sense's

corresponding worldlv property is realness".707 Reality is the context and individuals appear in this

realily as do the objects they perceive. However "the context 4tm context never appears entirely; it is

elusive, almost like Being, which quaBetng never appears in a world filled with beings, with single

entities." Being is a thought process while realness is a sensation. Aquinas called it the inner sense, the

root of the exterior senses. The temptation - as Arendt calls it - is to equate this inner sense with

thinking, or rather thought.1O8It involves things that are reconstructedfrom realitybut are no longer

in reallty.In other words, they are in the memory. But Arendt has developed this understanding of

Augustine's reference point acknowledging that while memory is the storehouse, retrieval is the

essential capacity. Remembrance is the faculty that provides Arendt with the necessary focal point in

her investigations.

' In Arenclt's volume on Willing the next section on judgement must have been in her thoughts. As

she proceeds through her examination of this facr.rlfv she is constantly indicating her future direction

in her exposition. So rn a different return to tn" t.odition Arendt illustrates the framework of her nexf

inr.-estigation.l09 Thomas Aquinas and Duns Scotus, like Augustine, were interested in the Will. Also

neither of them are rviiling to acknowledge the role of the memory as a facully;". ..of Augustine's

three mental faculties-Memory, the Intellect, and the Will--one has been lost, namely, memory the

most specifically Roman one, binding men back to the past." This loss is final as the memory does not

rebum to the fold. Again without stating directly the implications of this loss, Arendl posits this lurn

in the tradition of western thought as a potential disaster. Arendt tells the reader that "quite apart

from the consequences of the loss for all strictly political philosophy", the loss of memory or sedes

nnimi est in memorin, goes the understanding thai man had Augustine's temporal natttre, or honn

tanpornlis.T\O lVhile these two suggestions are left rvithout further explication and frustratingly

rvithotrt a discussion oi the conseqllences, she goes on to offer another dimension to her thinking. She

does state that lvhat is lost is the link between thinking and remembrance as Augustine equates the

mrncl rvith the memorv as remembrance has a nalural affinity to thinking because all thinking arises

:'-: \r'illing, p. 51. In Arendt ; description of Heidegger's thought there is an appreciation th.ri occu¡s throughorLt Arendt's work
antlisespeciallyfavoured nThcLifeoltheNlintl.Arendtalrçalstalksaboutthe'sheer'or'sheerness'of thingsùrdicatingastate
c.frealih'.rnditsimmediacr The"ontologicalcliffercnce"inHt'ideggeris"betw'eenthesheerisnesslSciendheitloÍbeìngsandthe
Being of this isne.ss itself, the Being of Being" (p.17a)
::l Both are invisible, and tlLLs is where Pierce'trips up. FIe thinÌ--s th.rt "realitv has a relationship to human thotrght" (Pierce), yet
tr.Lr\ing is invisiL.le, .rnd in'. '¡h'es invisibles, iltitl , p 5l
:i",{sÀre,rcltsavslhecliscr,.'.ervof 'torvill'.rnd'iobeabletLr'a¡enotthesame(i'¿//¡andito,.s¿) This|actcartst'smttchteusiotr
.1rìLì thl' solution is simplv tL, rlo, or.rction iûid , p. 38.
'':t:!,:,1 ,p 117 Allof thesereferencesarefromtheCitvoiCo,lshileinthedissertationArendtdidnotr,rsctheC¡lyofCotlasa
sc.ruce becarae is w'ottld have broaden her investigation too mttch. Lorc and St. Attgttstine, p. 703.
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out of remembrance.lll The role of remembrance is therefore very important to the solutions that

Arendt is developing in her work.

Kant played a significant role in the development of Arendt's understanding of common sense.112

Her Kantian source was Critique of ludgemenf. Kant's Critique of Pure Reason and Critique of Practicnl

. Renson had argued that scientific knowledge and morality legislated for all rational beings and

provided rules that were superior to contingent circumstances. It was up to the individual to apply

those rules to their circumstances. This does not apply,in Kant's view, to the matter of taste, the

determinant for pleasure or displeasure. For Kant, taste was to be different and it was the pinnacle of

the aesthelic senses. It could not be limited by want, desi¡e or material gain - it had to stand apart and

above from these limitabions. Kant therefore sought to discover a transcendental ground in the faculty

of understanding thus establishing for taste a transcendental validity. To do this Kant notes its

similarily with the judgement of experience; as "with all empirical judgements, it is, consequently,

unable to announce objective necessity or lay claim to n príori validity. Bnf, then, the judgement of

taste in fact only lays claim, like every other empirical judgement, to be valid for everv ot'r" . ..'113

Neither of these types of judgement require n priori as in logical understanding, but the empirical

judgement does utilise universal rules that are n priori valid (therefore intersubjectively valid and

objectively truthful). This is his aim in the context of beauty; to ground it in the a priori structure of

the conscior-rsness. Florvever in beauty, tas[e is constrained by its judgements residing rn the sphere of

beauty and not concepts. Therefore logical rules are of no use to Kant; the "pleasure i¡ the beautiful is

. . . neither a pleasure of enjoyment nor of an activity according to law, nor yet one of a rationalising

contemplation according to ideas, but rather of mere reflection."l14 Kanl rejects the idea of pleasure as

enjoyment, law-based and rational, rather settling on a response to 'mere reflection'. Augustine

articulated a similar rejection of fruî and uti in his cnrifns, therefore achieving the state of delectntio.Tl5

Phronesis is embraced but on a foundation of a primitive or preliminary understanding. This was

Arendt's project in her mature reading of KanU to decide what it was about this Kantian 'mere

reflection', a mental activity for itself, which allowed judgement to occur.

rrr vvilIing, p. 32.
r12 Se.e the Twelfth Session of her Kant lectures i¡Lectttres on Ktnt's Politìcal Philosophy.
Lrr Kant, Crítìque of !trlgement,i7.
11{ il'i,l , ,Q39
lliAsdisc.,ssuclintheintrodrrction,thekevistheexistentialelernentof lovc.:"Augtrstin:Amo: Volotrtsis Aconfirrnationof
[hcshee.r.rrbitrarine'ssofbcing:Wchavenotmacleourselvcs,rvestancl inncccl ofconfirmation l\'earcstr.rngers,lvcslandin
nL'ed of being rve lcomc. I lvanl ]¡otr to be." Latcr in thc same lc'cttrre Arenc'lt further clarifics this sar ing "lt de¡cs nL)t prcsrrme a

"nec.d or x.ant". (!Vhat Aug. actrtally meant: I want votr to be - independent of any neod on my part, indcpendent of .rnv Lrse

etc. And tht'clistinction behleen rLti and frtri which rr.ns through Augustine has something to do rvith this )" Kant 1964, (032lSE
and 90).
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At the heart of this search is a statement made in "Understanding and Politics" just after the

ptrblication of Origins of Totalitnrinnisn. When discussing the reasons why an individual in the

totalitarian regime should have rejected its reality she says that intuition should have been at work.

This aside is not an admission that she is seeking a post-modern answeri rather this 'sense' "may in

some respect even somewhat resemble philosophy, in which great thoughts always hlm in circles,

engaging the human mind in nothing less than an interminable dialogue belween itself and the

essence of everything that it."776 This is the actual inner 'I' and 'I' exchange in an intemal Socratic

dialogue and leads to the illumination that is sourced in her reading of Augustine. Reluming to the

last chapter's discussion of Thinking, the link is in her reply to the question "Where are we when we

think?". She replies to this question by saying that which becomes meaningful duríng the process of

thinking is essence, or "distillations, products of de-sensing".117 Jt', other words, the product of

imaginalion plays a role in the harmony behveen the self and the world. As Arendt says, "[rv]ithout

this kind of imagination which acbually is understanding we would never be able to take ou¡ bearing

in the rvorld. It is the only inner compass n-e have . . .. If we want to be at home in the world on thi-ç

earth, er-en al the price of being at home in this century, we must try to take part in the interminable

dialogue with its essence.'118 The act of foundation of the public realm and its role in an individual's

life is articulafed through this process when the individual refers lo the essence of the public realm

rvhich is the principle of acting in the rvorld.

This is the return to the source that Arendt reflects upon in the work of Augustine in her

dissertaLion and driven by the statement that "I have become a question to myself".119 The facl that

the question has been raised is a suggestion that there is a disharmony or rupture in the individual. In

an appropriate frame of mind - to use a modern phrase - or Gemiit as harmony of the mind, the retum

to the presence of God is successful, allon,ing judgement to happen. This is therefore linked br- Arendt

through remembrance to the conscience and good judgement as "[c]onscience puts lnim cornm Dco,

into the presence o¡ 6o¿'.120 In Arendt's i-ersion God is replaced by the communitv that man ha-c

created i¡belween for a space of appearan.".121 1¡ir seemingly all-encompasstng Geniif is the

fundamental element in the abilities of man to feel, reason, and understand. It can be described as the

L16 "Unde¡st.rncling and PoLitrcs", p. 322.
rri Thinking, p. 199
llJ "Unelerst.rndìng .rnd PoLi;cs", p 392.
l:q ¿\s Arendt retlects in reLai:¡n to Augr.rstinr:'s rhoLrghl, "[l']hat makcs mv neighbour.rppear in the reler'.rnce rcqr.Li:ed ior the

conìnr(ìnrlmLrntoiloreisthai lhavebecome'.rquestienlonlvself "'Sec\LrnttscriptA:0333-18,orLo¡'eonl,-i¡,{¿¡g1¡-.;;,:¿,¡r.53
ll0 Lo¡t'¡':,: Sf , Argrrsfinc, p. lJ
Irr In terrns oi Tauler's wav of clefinin gCemiit the seli ancl its mind seek a h.rrm<¡niorts relationship n'ith this cre.rted rr'orld
Gi.lson, Hrsfory of Christian Ph:iosoþhy in the Mitldle Age-<, p. .144.
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spirit of man in the Augustinian trinity or the love of social caritns in Arendt's original engagement

with Augustine. In theThird Critique, Kant says that "the Gemüt is all life (the life-principle itselfl".l22

It is associated with animus in contrast To Seele or nnima in To Sömmering, Concerning the orgnn of the

Sottl. Gemüt is therefore the "capacity to effect the uniby of empirical apperception" or an inner

sense.123 It is essential for judgemen[ as Kant reveals tnThe False Subtlety of the Fotrr Syllogistic Figures,

sapng that it is a 'mysterious power' as the "the faculty of inner sense, that is to say the faculby of

making one's owrl representahions the objects of one's thought."124 In a less expansive and therefore

more precise mood, Kant provides another definition tn lhe Critique of Pure Reason, saying that it is the

"essence llnbegrtffl of all representations which in the same place occupy a sphere which includes the

tfuee basic faculties of knowledge, the feeling of pleasure and displeasure, and the faculty of desire . .

.."725 Tlne mind through remembrance and imagination and therefore Gemät seeks a synthesis with

this world. As man is lnmo temporalis and the temporal space of appearance has three dimensions of

time this harmony is sought in the moment of limelessness or immortality.l2' ln this way GemÌit

ret-lects the role of love or social carítas that Arendt articulated in her dissertation. Another important

dimension To Gemüt that became important for Arendt's political engagement is its universality

through communication. Each individual participates in the communication that is universal because

of this inherent structure of each mind. Storytelling, preaching, psalms and the song of songs all seek

this moment bebween the listener and the talker. This foundational process of Gemiit is reflected in the

foundational principle of the space of appearance and at tfLis point becomes illuminated (not

recollected or disclosed). This is the essence revealed lhrough imagination and remembrance or the

reception and presentation of images and experiences of the individual. With this harmony good

judgement is achieved: Arendt's final destination in the life of the mind.

r: Critit¡ttt of ludgement, g29
l1tPatùCvver,KantnndtheEtperienceofFreedom,(Cambridge,CambridgeUnive¡sitvPress, 1996),p 256.Formoreon'i¡rne¡
serl.ce' see Critiquc of Pure Rea:on, A 107.
1r; Qtroted in Lewis White Beck's introduction lo FotuLtTntion o.i the Metnphysics o.f \Iornls and What is Enlightenmen lT, 2nd ed.

tr.rns and i¡tro. Lewis White Beck, (New York, MacmiÌlan, 1990) p 5 and Oi'senir:to¡t on tht' Fr:eling of the Bnuti.fil ond Sublintc,

lr¡ns. lohlr T Coldthwait, (Berkeley, t-.lni. of Californi.r Press, 1960), p. 101.
:r¡ fue C';ir,/r¿¿ of Pure Ranso.,, A $7. This is his own trinih'
:l'The trvofold"before"'isalsorcìevant.rsonlyinthiscaseitis"setasideinfarotrrofCod'simmetliatepresr'nce".The
'bpiùre' is levelled or past and present arc ccltral anci m.rn realises ihis relationship in crrrilns ancl in its place is Corl's imrnecli.rte
presence; "It]hus cornm Dco is possible onlv on the ground of man's structrLrallink x'ith his "before"." Loue and 5t Augtstine, p
s-l
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2. Towards the Trinity: The Understanding Heart, Remembrance, and Gemüt

In the Postscriptum of The Lrft of the Mind Arendt is very frank about her tasks rvith willing and

judgJr:1g.127 They deal with the 'not yet' and the 'no more' respectively and also importantly with

particulars in the world of appearances, not the generalisations of the thinking process in the world of

invisibles. Arendt discusses the relationship between the th¡ee faculties. It appears from the

perspecfive of the acting individual, she comments, that thinking lays the foundation for judging and

willing, and judging determines the direction of willing. But the will is not the result of the intellect as

the will breaks into the causal events of the world. The major purpose of her theory of judgment is an

attempt to regain the dignity of man by reclaiming the role of judgement from the Hegelian 'World

Spirit', or the passivi$'of the new Heideggerian individual. Apart from this desire, and in the course

of her description of her direction, Arendt provides one of these indications. Judgement, she says, is

the silent sense, or conscience. Moreover, Arendt points out quickly, conscience did not judge and

therefore she is looking for an authority not from the tra¡-çcendental above but from human rules and

laws. This confirms her humanistic desire to locate a reference poinl for judgemenl lhat is not

melaphysical, yet still transcendental in its scope. Judgement is taking on the role of the sixth sense

that Arendt has been developing, but it also alludes back to her reading of Heidegger's call of

conscience and its non-theological implications. The source is manifest in this call that cannot lead into

the presence of God. Rather another presence is the result, a presence of foundation. This point of past

possibilitv now provides the Christian notion of phronesis w'ith its presence, and still retaining its

involvement of the heart (knrdin) and therefore a sense of communal mercy. This element of mercy

with the existence of the other leads to a sense of graliLude brought about by co-existence in the

inbetween world created out of the Augustinian desert. This is Arendt's 'understandrng heart' and an

early conception of imagination.

This is coupled with the complicit idea that Arendt n'as seeking a notion of 'Willing' that was non-

autocratic and non-commanding. The only philosopher rr-ho had pursued a similar design for this

faculty rvas Duns Scolus.128 Scotus, through the qr,restioning of 5t. Thomas Aquina-s, followed rlp on

5t. Atrgustine's radical rvill. He embraced the particr.rlar oçer the general/ttniversal, and by rejecting

the 'casrral chain of er,'ents' as a linear projection, i¡rçtead argr"red for a pluralitv o[ causes that

Il; 
I n thc. Postscripttun Arend t s.r ys tha t she rvill conclude the second r olume *'itl'. ¿ n ana 1,, sis of judge rnen i - rol three volumes

rzs Elizabeth Young-BruehÌ, For the Loae of the lVorld, p.139.
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con\¡erged producing a new moment and a new happening. Scobus though did not link these thoughts

regarding events to action or the free will.l29 Arendt does however, subsequently embracing this new

moment through natalify and develops the implication of this capacity. This moment is a new

beginning that has a relabionship to the past even though a plurality of causes preceded it. This link is

through the faculfy of remembrance and is related to memory. By the time Arendt reaches her

reflections tnThe Lrf, oJ the Mind she has evolved her understanding of Augustine's memory realising

that she needed to articulate a way of discerning what should be brought back from the storehouse of

examples that was memory. The actor produces the examples and the spectator judges them and tells

their story.130 Arendt has assembled an armoury of concepts from her dissertation and through her

political writings that she now seeks to use to establish her theory of judgement. Imaginalion and

remembrance are bwo faculties involved in the temporal that provide her with the facilily of past

possibiiilv. This temporal dimension involved in the timeless present provides Arendt rvith the

bala¡ce bebween past and fuhrre she has been seeking in order to establish a foundation for the

indiiidnal-in-the-worli. Each of these elements of pasl possibility, remembrance, and imagination

pror-ide an indication c¡ Arendt's potential final trinity.

(i) Pnst Possibílíty 
'znd 

Remcmbrance: Rending ' Ansximsnder F rngment'

The temporal condi:ion of the individual has been essential to Arendt's thought throughout her

i¡tellecfual career. Her search for a new temporal dimension to salvage Heidegger's thought from the

int'luence of the destr-,rctive Augustinian temporal imperative eventuated in the concept of past

possiL'ilitv. This temporal dimension occurred in the Nolv of the present and rvas possible because of

the gap belween past arrd future. It is Arendf's reading of kniros and therefore the moment of decision.

It i-ç a rehrrn and reco',-ery that travels back to the past to generate a new future providing natality

rtith iis ongoing powe: and the individual w'ith the capacity to render judgement in their rvorlcl. Only

n Tiv Li.fÞ of tlrc Mind, or in rather the complete trinitarian version, would Arendt attempt to articulate

its undercurrent evident in her life's work, a life's work inspired by the thought of Heidegger br-rt

coru.lrai¡ed by the ser..ibilities of Jaspers. Confirmation of this attempt comes in her finaÌ publicalion

and at a time when s...e felt that her criticism could be made public, a feeling that derived from

Heidegger's diminishir,g mentaì capacity as both their lives moved towards completion.l3l 1r.rl¿¡

:roS:u.r:.:rcJacol¡itti,"IIanr.::.\renclt.rntlthcWilt",P:!ilit,tl Thconl,\ol l6No. 1(1938),p60Jacobitti'sintentionL.tomcdi[r'
.\¡cr,.i: . lonccption of tht' r.:1 in ordcr to make it more .rccc'ssibk' to thc' usc oI a thr'o¡l of action
l''l ?l¿.1;.'notc the.rctor is a*-. iho s¡rcct.rtor rvhen decitling rvhat to do, ¡uother cx.rmplc oi Arendt's distinclion nr.rkinq
ii: The r¡Ì¿ of I'le'ide'gger n':.ar Li.fe of thc ùlin¿i series occtrrrerl cltte to his olcl age and emerging lack of compel",,¡1', ¿llqrrr'ing

.\rendi te. [reely convey he'r',:nr'lerstanding withorrt irsu]t to her mentor What is available to the reader is a comp[.x
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uses the occasion of the Cifford Lectures to reflect on Heidegge¡'s various positions and his 'silence'

during his own intellectual development. There was an interruplion of Heidegger's 'silence' when he

produced bwo extended essays. The first, Letter on Humnnism, is the conduit of Heidegger's own

directions, while the second is "The Anaximander Fragment". It is this second essay - regarded bv

Arendt almost as an aberration - that she finds the speculative Heidegger addressing the real potential

of the question of Being. Arendt's trealment of this essay is also an indication of horv Arendt felt the

question should be approached. In the process of explicating her reading, Arendt also provides an

insight into her own thinking of the subject posed by Heidegger and her own project. The location of

this essay is the first indication to Arendt of its worth.ln Between Past and Futttre, Arendt taiks of the

Cap in history where the truth can be revealed. Arendt sees this enforced 'silence' of Heidegger and

the defeat of Germanv in a similar manner; a moment that becomes proximate to truth.

Arendt devotes some considerable time to Heidegger's reading of The Anarimnnder Frngment.

\,\Ihen Arendt could finally contemplate the meaning of his silence following this involr-emenl in

National Socialism, another consideration emerged. There are hr-o silences here. The first is the mosf

commentated upon in the recent secondarl' literature and non- lermed as Heidegger's silence. The

second, and the one concerning Arendt, ìeads from the first and focuses upon the rvork produced in

that silence: both the "Letter on Humanism" and, surprisinglr', "The Anaximander Fragment". Its

relevance for Arendt's understanding of Heidegger's involvement in National Socialism is

significant.l32 During lhe Nietzschr: lechrres, Heidegger's 'hrm' produced a change in his thìrrking that

Arendl suggests is a disdain for action.133 In a potent association with Augustine's Adam, she

comments that "the rvill to rule and dominate is a kind of original sin, of which [Heidegger] found

himself guilty when he tried to come to terms with his brief past in the Nazi movement."l! The

passiviiy that Heidegger then succumbed to - if the critics are correct - meant action !va-q ¡.o longer

even being considered as a possibilitv for hnman existence. Arendt's main point is the locaiion of hi-s

actual reversal as a mood rather than his ¡eversal stated in the l-rtt¿r on Humnnism. The location of the

mood is between the first and second lecture courses on Nietzsche's thought.l35 The second is notable

intc.4rretation of his'turn', a reflc.ction (and *'hat aFpears to be an acknox'ledgment to a certain extent) of Heidegg:: s orvn
rearling of hìs thoughts
132 As Heidegger's later wrilings reveal, his o\\'n reading of his clecisions anrl .rcticns are usually ven,difierent fron'. àose rr'h,-.

conulent upon them. As fa¡ as Fleidegger w'as concerned The National Sochlist ?arty that had inspired him had aL-¡ iailed
him,resultinginhis'action'beinglinkccltoclominalion AsArcncltsavs,"therer-,'possibililyof taking.rction .,
l3l Arendt c'locs not, of cottrse, rleny tl-rc frLnd.rment.rLs of Ftcidegger's nerv philosophv. Instead she focuses on his rt', =rsal as si..¿

sceks to elelormine thc clrange in his thinking.rnd its eifect on his projcct
r! w'illing. p 173.
l'Ì5 L.rter published as fotrr r r.ltrmcs cntitlod simplr', \ lrl:-;cl¡t'. Thcsc vollrmes n er: ùritiallv prrblished in i961 and r':¡e finall',
tr.-rnsl.rtedintoEnglishbyDaviclFarre.llKrell See\larlinlleiclegger,Nir'¡:-çch¿,\-c.l l-4,(SanFrancisco,Harper&ìì.r,1962r
Arenrlt rvas very inflr.rential in Krell's relationship as a stttdent with Heidegger, in a similar manner to Joan Stambau:h.
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because Heidegger starts to interpret against the thought of Nietzsche, rather than explain his

philosophy as was the íntention in the first volume. The hrm in Heidegger's thought evolves around

his own turn against Nietzsche's conceplion of lVill-to-power. The result, in Arendt's eyes, is a

'recasting' of his entire reading of the western tradition from the Creeks to the present, replacing his

concem for the Will with the relation belween 'Being and Man'. This change in perspective, though,

does not mean, for Arendt, a change in focus: what still remained was Heidegger's concem for "the

question of the meaning of Being".137 3n¡ the focus lums from lvfan to Being, making man the passive

element in the relatiorship. A consequence to this change is that man c¿ìn only wait for Being to

disclose itself: "it cenhes on the notion that to th-irù, namely, "lo say the unspoken word of being," is

the only authentic "doing" (Tun) of man; in it the human acts and superior to them, actually comes to

pass."138 This reading of Heidegger's hrm to the passivity of man is as it stands now a corurìon

reading of Heidegger's lum. Moreover, Arendt provides a hwist to this, as her own interest emerges.

The result of this change is a change in the relation of man to time. The state of man is one of a passive

thinking being that rr-aits to hear lhe "uttera¡ces of the great philosophers of the past". But the

condition of man is such that rvhile standing in the no*'searching back through the past as a descent

or Abstieg, there is a simultaneous expectation oi the ftlture, or nuenant. Past possibility is read into

Heidegger's unrealised potentinl philosophr'.

Her comments on Heidegger's use of "The A¡ra-rimander Fragment" (and Heraclitus also) reads in

all of the drafts of the lectures as an appeal to the rvav Heidegger should have read the pre-Socratics.

The reading deals with the temporal in the Fra-:'ttttttt and reflects Arendt's own concem with the

moment beLween past and future. In the context of the lectures, Arendt comments on lhe relationship

belween thinking and rvilling in Heidegger's thoughts, a relationship that goes without reference -

according to Arendt - before his turn. It emerses as a topic from Heideg3er's changing attilude

[orvards the will during his famous interpretatioru. oi Nietzsche's thought after his involvement in the

Nazi Party. This readi¡g, though, is Arendt version of Heidegger's own reading - another 'way of

thinking'. That is not a repeat reading in the sen-se of a surunar\', ot a supportive reading that

attempts to gloss through his changes. Rather, Årendt rvishes to follo,,r' Heidegger's own thinking on

136 tvilling, p. 173.
137 Arendt intercstingly uses a quote from Jarava Lal \fehta r':.en .rsserting this interpretation, rather than relying on her ou'n
rurr-lerstanding. Me'hta is regarded bv Arendt as the onlv auth.-: io er er itrllv rccognise and capture Fle.idegger's change in
nroor-l She placcd his book i,¡c Philosophrl of Mnrtin Fl::,;.'.-¡¿' ,::. her rniversity lecltrre readrng lists Fleidegger.rlso became

f.rlnili.¡r rçith Mehla's intcrpretation,.rpp.rrently gir ir,< it.r i¡', :.s.rble rr.r'ierv, and i¡sti<aterl thc ch.-rnge in title to ,Vf¡trli¡l

Hc¡ri¿i.\-dr; Tlrt Wny ¡ntl tl'Lr',:-.:orr, (FIarv.rii, Univc'rsit'. Pri.ss r: :--..rr,rii, 1976), Re', ised Ed , on its reprrblic.rtion. Thc reg.'rrd for
tl're'book .lppears to be helped bv Mehta's backgrotm.'i i¡r E.rs:=::. \lr thologv w hich intl-rences his approach to Fleirìeggcr's
thought.
r38 vvilling, p. 125.
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the reversal and justifications of his latter phase of thought - another change in 'mood' and

significantly regarded by Arendt as equally important as the one she has just evinced. Her purpose is

to provide the context for her own particular reading of Heidegger's transformation of a thinker of

man to a thinker of Being, one that closely follows his involvement in National Socialism and the final

fall of Germany.139 This particular localihy in the development of his thought is regarded by Arendt as

a interruption containing 'hints' of possibilities and potential. After all this was the thinker that

Arendt described in a hibute as "[aying] down a vast network of thought-paths".140 The fragment is

rendered by Heidegger as "But that from which things arße lgenesisl also gives rise to their passing

away lphthoral, according to what is necessary; for things render justice ldiken didonail and pay penalry

Itisínlto one another for their injustice fndikinl, according to the ordinance of ¡¡tt',".'111While there is

strong imputation to read promise-making and forgiveness in the temporal suggestiveness of this

fragment Arendt points to a reading that highlights the implicahors of the transience evident. Arendt

immediately points out that the main theme in this fragment, as translated bv Heidegger, is that of

'coming-to-be' and 'passing-away'. In bebween these fwo states i-q that of is', while n'hatever lingers in

the presenf. This moment of lingering is the moment of presence between bwo absences. Heidegger

states that this lingering is in the world of appearances, rather than the more typical statement of this

unconcealment, or truth, residing on the side of Being. What is therefore unconcealed according lo this

essay belongs not to truth but the beings.la2

Arendt details a reading of Heidegger that inverts the usual ontological difference befween Being

and beings. While Heidegger usually sees the concealment oi Being as caused by beings, instead in

this essay Being itself causes the concealment. Beings emerge from where they come from and linger

due to the light provided by Being, and this consequently conceals Being. Beings evenfr.rally return to

Being as they pass-away. Therefore, there is a becoming; "evervthing we knolv has become, has

emerged from some previous darkness into the light of dar'; and this becoming remains its law while

it lasts: its lasting is at the same time its passing-away."7r3 After this summary, Arendt goes on to say

that becoming provides the measure for beings, rather than Being - its opposit..14l T¡. result of this

r3e Arendt trses Ernst Jünger's ¡eference of "point zero" to describe this momeni ',\'ill¡ng, P.788'
lr0Arendt,"MartinHeideggeratEighty"TheNeuReuinuofBooks(Octoberl9li;reprintedinHeide;:ger¡nti\lotlernPhilosophy:

Criticnl Essttys, Michael Murrv, (ecl.) (New Haven, Yale Universitv Press, 197S '. : 196.
rrrQtrotedbyArencìttnWilling,p. lsg.Arencltusesthetranslationof theessa','1,. DavidFarrellKrell.
1'\,Vhile natality is not mentioned explìcitly in her interpretation, it is its preser.re in her thotrghts th¡t allorçs her to generate

thisturdersianding Thepriorityof deathinFleiclegger'sttsttalthoughtisbalanc¿dinhisinterpretationbr'Årenc'ltbecatrseof
her.r¡rprr.ciation of birth. The r\trgustinian focus on'not yct'alttl'tto more' .ls ¿c,r¡l to thc lifc'in behrcen ihese lrvo moments

Connccted rvith time in this m.rnner becoming emcrges as an itnporlrnl factcr:, :he conside'ration e.i Beins
Iri tvi/lirrg, p t9t.
ls Construcrl in this rv.ry, becoming is the light ancl being is the clarkness anC 'j..e ontological clifference is behveen Being and
becoming.
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change is that man is no longer the initiator of the forgetfulness of Being, i¡ a serue Being is by

concealing itself as it reveals beings. Man no longer hides in "mfln" or inauthenbic existence and life is

no longer a waste for now "[t]he Oblivion of Being belongs to the self-veiling essence of Being . . .."r15

No longer is the Heidegger'World Spirit' at work, just a history of errancy or the common history of

man in the world.1a6 Arendt has ridden Heidegger's philosophy of the influence of Being, a universal

without application but acknowledged its role in the guidance of the individual. Moreover, the kev to

Arendt's reading here is illumination not disclosure. Light is provided for the individual to see. The

capacily is still with the individual unlike disclosure where the implication is that Being provides the

guidance. This requires a relurn to the past but one balanced with the needs of the present.

Remembrance and imagination provide this role in the temporal moment of past possibility.

This therefore provides the context for Arendt's reading of remembrance that has emerged out of

Augusline's memory. Tlne role of remembrnnce provides a further indicatron of Arendt's potenfial

trinitv. In the revisions to the dissertation, Arendt concludes that the 'decisive fact' that determines a

human being (as a "coruccious, remembering being") is the act of creation, or birlh. The significant part

of this is that birth gii es man a special capacily; "the decisive fact determining man as a con-çcioLrs,

remembering being is birth or "natality," that is, the fact that we have entered lhe world tluough

6ir¡¡."1{7 Arendt developed the concept of natalily in her revisiors of the dissertation and

consequently they provide an indication of the evolving arvareness of her understanding of

Augr-rstine.148 However, while natality became a significant element in Arendt's later lvorldr-ierr-, in

the original text she i-c more determined to undermine the death dependence of Augustine (and,

indirectly, Heidegger). She does this through using the concept of remembrance and another concept

that emerged later, thanking - one she sees in operation in Heidegger's thought. This a-spect to

Augustine's thought is considered by Arendt to be his most original contribution to westem tJroug:ht

over and above his discussions on desire and fear. While man becomes a desiring being thror.rgh tå"

"[f]ear of death and inaclequacy of life", the factor that "ultimately stills the fear of death is not hope

or desire, but remembrance and gratitude."lag Gratilude in this early n'ork is art underder-eloped

rr5 Qrrote from "The Anaximanc{e¡ Fragment", Arion, p.618.
116 |líltin.., p.792.
tt7 ¡o''t nntl St. Augustine, p -aI.
113 From ,A,rendt's reading of -\ugustine, lve see Augustine's importance in the relation of man th¡., Llgh crea tedness n':¡. GcJ
There Ls .rn indissoluble link bebween man and Gocl because throtrgh this creation man'became' 'ou: also if this link È :.eqlec:et{
then.rll is lost. There is simplv no escaping it as desire also makes a man dependent on the w'rong åings, as Arendl r¿!:rrìis'.ts
lle 1.,¡'c ¡'r,i ,Sl. Ar¿grr-sfin¿, L' il Arcndt is saying that the will-lo-liit'is im¡r6¡¡.1¡¡ but th.rt it is als¡- ::iven bv some'thi¡: ::...'::
founrlation.rl The*'ill-to-àxistence'isevidentinallsittrationsth.rlm.rnfintlshimself anclisthe"j-¿-lnarkof m.rn's¡t::¡:-::.¿:.1
to the lr.rrrsmrmdane sorrrce of his existence". (p. 5¿) Now the desire for the highest good is man's i:ze choice., but on 'i-; ;,:=ct,
the * ill-to-be, it does secm that this is an inherent part of man's lolition In f.rct Arenclt says that ir r< part of the human
condition Arendt notes that.{ugr,rstine's consicle¡ation of the human existence focus on the relatic¡'ship behveen Creaicr-
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concept and marginal in terms of Arendt's overall concepbual framework. Nonetheless, it encapsulates

a thrust in Arendt's work than is only evident in her work on the periphery. Il is a notion intimate

with the conclusion to the trinity of promise-making, forgiveness and trust.

On December 9th7974, Glen Gray writes to Arendt having read her manuscript intended for the

Gifford Lecbures. In this aside, he picks up on a theme that is still emerging again in her work on the

faculties of the mind. Having translated Heidegger's Whnt ís cnlled Thinking?, he is sensitive to the

confluents belween A¡endt's thought and Heidegger's. He opens his letter with this reflection:

"Somewhere in your chapter on Aquinas and Scobus you mention the fact that these scholastics did

not count memory as a power of the mind, however subtle they were in distinguishing desire, will,

and intellect. ln your chapter on Nietzsche and Heidegger on Will, I wonder if you will find it possible

to note MH's reflectiors on memory, the best early in WHD?'150

Similar to Arendl, Gray's close intellectual companion, the idea of harmony was part of his

understanding of the rvorth of memory and its role in lhe pivotal present.151 But he also links the

concept of memory to that of willing: "[m]r' guess is that his recovery of memory as a large aspect of

mind influences his ideas on will and willing." Remembrance and gratitude are again merged in this

line of thought: "Denken slips easily into sndenken for ¡i*.-152 Provoked by Arendt's rvo¡k and

presumably conversation, Gray considers his own direction: "I have a halfthought belief thai memory

may be the very core of mind, the basis for thinking, willing, desiring."153 This observation reveals

how Arendt was forming her understanding of the faculties arottnd a central focal point; "[e]arly in

lnis Metnphysics Aristotle remarks that memory makes experience possible, one of those haunting

'asides'in Aristotle lpríze so much. Every so often in him there comes a chance, offhand remark thai

is not supported further, almost an aphorism, and once noticed one never forgets." Gratilude and

thinking are closely related in their purposefr,rl underpinning. Thinking seeks an embracing and

creatlrre in biblically based and more original than his consicleration of desi¡e and fear (that Arendt points to in Part 1 Chapter
1).
1il Librarl'of Congress papers: Container 35, Correspondence "G", letter dated December 8rh, 1974 (not numberedr Cray later

follorvs this up saving "In lhe myth of Theuth Plato complains that rvhat is written in books is dead, only rvhat is in nincl and

memorv c.rn still become, etc. It is strange that these great scholastics neglected to make memory as integral to mi¡d as the other
porvers "
lil ¡¿'¡d Gr.rv goes on to asserl that this unclerstancting is very irnportant to Heidegger's worth when he sal's "l confess that his

thotrghts on n'ì.emorv as gathering the dimensions oi lime and enabling us to balance past, future, antl present in mindftrl
nìemor\'seem to me among his best icleas."
llz ¡¿,¡,/. Grav summarises his LLnderstancling of Heidegger's imperative revealecl through his rcading of Arendt's mantscript
thus: "Heir-lcgger has gone'cack to tht'Greeks for l'ris notions of memon .rncl its relation to time and ternpora[ìtv, ren'.cmbcring
anrì [orgetfrrlness."
l¡rrltir/ flecontinrrestosa\,".\partfrornthis, Ih.rr-ebeenponc{cringtheplaceof memorylately,erenthe rolec.Imemorizi¡rg,
and strspect that there is a lot lo say that I have not read .rnd which m.rv not have been written. Such basic rvork as \ DLt are

doing in these Gifford Lecttues intárcsts me so proformclly becatrse it gives rise to nelv reflections of my own."
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therefore relationship reflected in the act of thanking. But this current in Arendt's interpretation only

prefaces some more specific instructions she provides the reading thinker on this subject.

ln Liþ of the Mind, Arendt emphasised the differences in Heidegger's early and late writings, and

focused on Heidegger's notion of the will - one of autocracy and affected by technology's negative

influence resulting in his rejection of it and its replacement with thinking. This disassociation of

thinking and willing was an aspect of Heidegger's thought that Arendt desired to attack, together

with his understanding that thinking was a form of aclion. Arendt says that Heidegger "is no longer

content to eliminate the willing ego in favour of the thinking ego-maintaining for instance, as he does

in the Nietzsche, that the Will's insistence on the fufure forces man into obliuion of the past, that it robs

thinking of its foremost activity, which is an-denken, remembrance .."7il The tension seen in

Heidegger (and Nietzsche) between thìnking and rvilling is therefore resolved in will-not-to-will. This

conclusion, together with the final and perfect personificabion of the Hegelian World Spirit, results in

the individual as the new Heideggerian passive ¡¡itl¡...155

Arendt reads Heidegger as saying that Nietzsche loses a biological understanding of the will (a

will-for-life) to one of power, but instead of echoing \ietzsche's embracing of the creative power of

this, il highlights its destructiveness.156 This destructir-e nature emerges from the will's demand for

the future and its result of forcing men into oblivion (by destroying the past). The overriding

consequence of this play bebween past and future is the destruction of the present, or everything'that

is' because it had 'beco^"'.157 Arendt description oi Heidegger's hrrn leads to an important statement

for Arendt's own work. Arendt reads the changes rn her own thought as a reflection of her orçn

interests. Arendt's descriptions of Heidegger's thought maintain the focus of her own concerns; the

relationship bebween past and fulure. In response Arendt seeks to counler this destruction because the

lsa Willing, p. 178. Arendt finishes off the sentence with a quote irom Heidegger; "The WiIl has ne.. er owned the beginning, has

left and abandoned it essentially through forgetting." Taken from -\:¿;:-.cåe, Vol II, p. 468. Arendt notes in a foohrote as u.ell as

in the text that Fleidegger develops his understanding of the lVill along the same lines as his examination of the selÍìnBeing antl

Time.The difference being that the Will replaces the role of Care in hi. ear.[er work. Both of these concepts however, are based

on the same thinker, Augrrstine.
lss Approaching this topic through the tife of the mind allorvs Arendt to discuss action at a iheoretical level, something that
seems a paradox given her disdain of western theoretical thought See Kimberly Hutchings, Kant, C,ítique and Politics, (London,

Rotrtlcdge, 7996), p.89. In writing a philosophic text, Arendt needs ic iind a place for that thought She does this by prioritlsing
actionoverthoughtbutnotdiscarditsroletotallv Thisdesi¡etcr¡etainthoughtinthepoliticalreaLmisanearlv'rvarningofher
intent to retrtrn to the philosophical realm as she did later in her intellectual career It is also a refutation of lhe notion that
Arcndt turned from action to thought later in her life, *'hether due to lhe b.rnkruptcy of her politicaL storytelling, or because oi
the perceived inaclcquacies of her early position on polìtical action The liie of the world and the lùe of the mincl are alrval's
conceived as being related. To elaborate on this position Arendl ¿skeel, horv can the mincl lvilhdra'..,' iro¡n lhe *'orld and nol
dcmcan or ignore it; for example the I-legelian alternative n'here hr'ats..rberl the rvorld into his noiion of the spirit, Ceist or thr'

Stoic situation which avoicled its existence.
150 W¡llinii, p 17E
L5lAgainArencltqtroteFleidegger.thotrghfromW]mtrsC¡llet1¡;';'':'.,'¡3 Thcfinalsentenccis"Therevulsionarisinginthei\ill
is tlren the rvill against evervthing that passes<,rrcrything, th¿It is, lhât.omcs to be otrt of a comrng-to-be, and that enduras."
(Arentlt's italics)
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"world is irrevocably delivered up to the ruin of time unless human brings are determined to

intervene, to alter, to create what is new'.158 The location of the concem is also maintained from her

early analysis of Augustine's thought, or, in other words, the relationship of man to the past and to

the fuhrre. Arendt reflects on the change in Heidegger's thought in terms of thinking and willing but

as the faculties of the future and the past. The 'foremost' activity of thinking is nn-denken, or

remembrance. After the reversal though Arendt notes two important consequences: that thinking is no

longer subjective and that the "Oblivion of being", or Seinsaergessrnheit, is part of man's relationship to

Being. In other words, Heidegger has tumed to Being and away from man. The second is of interest

because it provides an illumination of how Arendt saw the proper relationship befween the particular

and the universal. Arendt describes the hiding of being from man by an analogy of the forest: "very

much as the trees hide the forest that nevertheless, seen from outside, is constihrted by ¡þgm.z'159

(ii) The lmnginntion and the Senrch for Politicttl Principles

Arendt's lectures on Kant's 'unwritten' political philosophy also contain a fragment on the role of

the irnagination in Kant's Critiques. This approach has developed from her understanding heart and

Kant's 'enlarged mentality'.160 Arendt opens her discussion of imagination by using hvo quotes. One

is from the revised edition of The Critique of Pure Renson (traditionally referred to as the 'B' version)

and the seconcl from the Anthology from n Pragmatic Point of Vieu. The significance of the first quote is

in its choice of edilion. Arendt's concerns can be traced back to her understanding of Heidegger's

philosophical position prior to the Second World War. Heidegger in Knnt nnd the Problem of

Metnplrysics compares the first version of The Critique of Pure Resson (A) with the second revised

volume (B). The difference in Heidegger's reading is the role of the imagination. The removal of the

imagination from the consideration of philosophy by the Enlightenment philosophers and especially

Kant is the concern. Imagination's removal saw it seconded by the Romantics and philosophers of

aesthetics in retribution. The three sources of knolvledge are reduced to bwo with the removal of the

imagination the remaining sources being sensibilily and understanding (receptivity and spontaneity).

The 'faculties of the soul', as Kant phrased it, derive from three original sollrces, "rvhich contain [he

conditions of the possibility of all experience, ancl cannot themselves be derived from any other

facultv of the mind, namely, sense, irnnginntio¡t, and appercep¡¡or."t'61 In the second revised version

li3B,,li¿r','l P¡stttnt!Futurt,p lg2andalsoanothcrsrrggestionof thisinTlt¿FlunnnCont'i.itLotr,p.2)6
lre fvr/lnri, p l7+
rÐ In lrr.r K¡nt 196{ lcctures she states that enlirrgcd mer-rtalify equaLs imaginatíon(032267¡ and th.rt "lmagin.rtion guide.s
common sense " (032282).
1ór Kant, Cntityuc of Pure Rtason, trans. Kemp-Smith, p. 127 nore. This assertion is replaced rvith a discussion of Locke.rnd Hume
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Heidegger argues that imagination has a presence "in name oniy". While it still has a function it is

derivative in relation to the remaining faculty of understanding "under the title of a trnnscendentsl

synthesis of imaginntion".762 ¡¡" independence is now lost in the Kantian scheme of the Platonic irspired

understanding of knowledge as seeing. With this demotion Heidegger reads Kant as being a

philosophical coward: "He saw the unknown, and he had to draw back". Heidegger reasons that Kant

had actually made imagination the "common root" of both sensibilily and understanding. The

understanding of this faculty though is not stable enough, nor could it ever be, to ascribe such a

significant role.163

Yet Arendt does not mention this discussion, instead simply saying that Kant's discovery of the

role of imagination in the cognitive faculties is the greatest facet of The Critique of Pure Reason.T& Yel

while Kant constructed his cognitive structure in the Critique of Pure Reason by having the intellect

controlling the imagination, he changes by the time the Critique of ludgement is formulated in response

to the exemplar. Norv the "intellect is "at the service of the imagination'".165 pro^ here Arendt

immediately eslablishes that imagination is the faculty that presents what is absent and this is

achieved by presenting an image to the mind.166 1¡" significance of this descripfion is only apparent if

Augr.rstine's conception of memory is examined. The difference between Augustine's theorv of

memory in Tlrc Confessions and Arendt's faculty of the imagination appears i¡substantial.l67

Nonetheless, she quickly acknowledges this association, and immediaiely seeks to classify

imaginafion as "a condition for memory, and a much more comprehensive facr,rlty". Remembrance is

defined separate to the imaginalion as it becomes the simple 'representation'. Representation re-

presents what was once present while the "Imagination (the root of representation) which makes

present what is alwavs absent and can never become presenl altogether . . .." representation is the

schema and "serves knowledge or intellect" while "lw]ith the exemplary. Here, the understanding

serves imagination. And the judgements [handwritten changed from 'products'] of taste are lookedon

that ends Section l of Chapter l, Book, 1 of the Fi¡st Division. This assertion is repeated later in Version A on p. 115. (See p 1'11

of the Kemp-Smith translation.)
162 Critique of Pttre Renson, B 153.
16l This assertion by Heidegger has been the sou¡ce of many exchanges rvith other coÍrmentaiors such as Dieter Hen¡ich and

both Gernot and Flartmut Böhme. The point in contention is whether Kant actuallv strbscribed to the theorv that a "common

root" er er existed. Just as Christian Augr-rst Crusitts .rrgued against Christian Wolif thai subjectil itv ciid not evoh'e out of a

single facrrlly, Kant never believecl this as a possibilify. Heidegger, Knnt u¡ttl dns Problem cler Melnphvsik,2nd ed., trans. James S.

Chrrrchill, (Frankfurt, 7951 ¡, p. 149.
Ld L¿cttLres on Kont's Politicnl Philosophy, p. 80.
rbi Arendt qtroting Kant from Critiquc of ludgcmtnt, General Remark to $22, translalion bv Bernard. Lectnres on K¡nt's Polittc'ii

Pl¡rlo-sol'l¡V, p 84.
Ibó ¡\rent'lt usL.s tlvo tlrLotes [rom K.rnt's work to introdtrce her inter¡rrctation: "lma¡;in.ttion is lhr: factrlby of rePresenting in

nlttuti,Jn.rn objcct that is not itself ¡rrescnt" ancl "lm.rgination (/ncrrlins [naginnntlil is a [aculh'of perccption in lhe .rbsenct'oi.rn
object " Refercnced to Criliqrre of Purc Renson, B15l (Arcnclt's italics), tr.rns. N K Smith, rnL'w'York, Si. lvlartin's Pross, 1963,anr{
Anthropotogy front n Prugmnlic Point of Vieu, $28, (Arenc{t's italics), trans. ìvfary J. Cregor, (Thr' [-lague, Nijhoff, 197-l) respectir elv
167 Arendt terms this facuìh' as 'reprodtrctive'.
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as exemplary."168 In this the temporal aspect to the mind is defined by Arendt. She presents Kant as

defining the faculty of memory together with the faculty of divination as faculties that associate the

'no more' and the 'not vet' with the present. Imagination does not require this ability of association

because "it can make present at will whatever it chooses".169 5o the faculty of the imagínøtion is the

faculty of the present in terms of the temporal division at work in Kant's own theory of the mind.

Arendt goes even further in her differentiation when she contexbualises her notion of imagination

in the history of westem thought. Imagination, she states, has less to do with memory than any other

facully leaving room for her reading of remembrance that evolves out of memory. This new faculty

that Arendt seeks to inlroduce into her discussion is illustrated through the work of the pre-Socratics,

Parmenides and An¿ragoras. In Fragment Four, Arendt says, Parmenides called this faculty of

imagination 'notß', or the presentation of that which is not present.17O Arendt now introduces the fact

that Being is not present either, or the 'it-is' that is absent from the other senses. The significance of

this introduction is not entirely clear. She may be seeking to clarify this with Anaxagoras' phrase

"Opsis tõn ndëlõn tn uhainomena" and the 'glimpses' of that which is there; not as a complete

appearance but rather a suggestion of the nonvisible Being. The implications of this section of her

analysis only become evident when linked to the other developmenls in her schema on the topic of

thinking. Thev equallv suggest that the faculty of imagination is the facully thai can see achrally see

this Being.171 Arendt's Being, however, is the being of foundation and principle in the present that

become apparent as appearance in the right sbate of mind for the individual-in-ihe-world.

The imagination presents to both the segments of the Kantian mind: the schemata for cognition

and examples for judgement. The difference between sensibility and understanding, or intuition and

concepts is again reiterated by Arendt. Intuition is the avenue for the experience and the concepts

makes it comprehensible to the mind. The question that Arendt proposes is horv do these two faculties

come together? The arLsrver is a synthesis, thal is a consequence of the operation of imagination.lT2

The mvsfical nature of this process is apparenl even in Kant when on one occasion he calls it an "art

lß Kant 19il, (032276). La ter rr'hen she discusses harmonv A¡endt savs "Intellcct serves Imagination, but also as plaving
together" This is purposelessness though "purposiveness is sho*'n" (032278), or "lmagination guides this interplav" (032281)
t6e ktnt'; L¿ctures an Politica! Philosophy, p.80.
170 This L. also an element in her discussion of 'What is Politics?' in Library of Congress papers, Introdr.rction to Politics,
Chicago, FaU 1963, pp.6-7 (AT807.rnd 023809 respectivelr'). It directlv follows from a discussion of immorality and politics.
l7l Becalr.e of this re.rsoning .\rendt s.-rvs in her Lectures th.rt throrrgh this process metaphvsics norr' becomes the ontology, or
the 'science oi Beilg'
l7lA.".r.'lisprrtsitthus:"Th¿(ìns\\'eris: "synthesisofanr.rnifc¡lci...is*'hatfirstgivcsrisetokno,,r'Leclgc...[lt] galhr'rsthe
clc.menls f..r knorr'ledgc, and lLnifies them into a ceriain contcnt"; this svnthesis "is thc merc result oI thc f.rculty of im.rgination,
a blincl but inrlispensable funclion of the sotrl, without rvhich *e should never h.rve no knorvlcdge thttsoetcr, btrt of w'hich n'e
are scarcelr ever consciotrs " ' Qtroted fromLectures on Kr,ìtt's Political Philosophy, p. 81 with Kant's tvorcls frornCritique of Pure

Renson, 8103.
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concealed in the depths of the human soul", and interpreted by Arendt as "we have a kind of

"intuition" of something that is neaer presen¡".r73 y¿¡ elsewhere she also reflects the uncertainly of the

philosophical tradition in pinning this function down with rational confidence when she calls it a kind

of 'witchcraft'. The magnitude of this synthesis especially in terms of a humanistic and transcendental

reference point is stated by Arendt when she develops the potential of this process in terms of

communicabiliry. The image is a schema given to sensibiliry and understanding and it is the basis for

all our communications, because without this aspect nothing could be shared.l74 Particulars can be

shared because they reside in the mind, all minds (or, soul, as Arendt explains in parenthesis).

The implications of this focal point in her examination of Kanlian philosophy emerges when she

defines the two judgements at work in the Third Critique. In the Critique of ludgement, determinate

judgements subsume the particular by the concept. Reflective judgements ""derive" the rule from the

particular. In the schema, one actually "perceives" some "universal" in the particular."775 This ability

occurs in the act of recognition itself, or by recognising a table as a table. The schema as such has

changed its definition from thre Critique of Pure Reason to ludgernent. It is now regarded as the example

that leads and guides us allowing the judgement to achieve "exemplary validity". That is "the

example of rightly chosen-.176 The schema of the Critique of Pure Renson is now the "go-cart

lGÌingelbandl of judge¡y¡s¡1¡¡'.177 Arendt summarises her conclusion thus: "The example is the

particular that contains in itsell or is supposed to contain, a concept or ø genertl,,¡t."778 She follorvs

this by explicitly using an example herself, asking the questiomng, "how . . . is one able to judge, to

evaluate, an act as courageous?". The answer in the context of Achilles, and therefore as a Greek one

would have in "the depths of one's mind".ue

This example highlights, however, a problem in her analysis. Using the very Hegelian example of

Napoleon Bonaparte is conditions the validity of achievi.g * exemplary validity as being used by

"the heirs to this particular historical tradition." Yet she lear,'es some room for the achievement of

exemplary validity of the rational identity of the person, not just the cultural identity of the person.

She follows this by saying that "most concepts in the historical and political sciences are of this

r73 yrn¡'t Lccturcs on Political Philosophy, p. 81,
t7t ibi,l., p.83.
175 ibi(t
t76 ibitl , y..84.
17i ¡¿¡¡,1. W¡th qtrotes references for Kant. In her K.rnt 196.1 lecture she is .rrr'.rre c¡f ihe tr pe of 'right' imitation she is advoc.rlirg
rvhr.n shc says ""Following" is not "imitation" in terms of cxamples, o¡ the "so-ca:: of .jtrrleen'rcnt" (Critiqrc oj Pure Rnson,
Br7+)" (0322e3).
r;8 Knnf 's Lactures on Politicnl Philosophy, p. E{ [my iLrlics]
r7e ibirl.
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restricted nafure" as they derive from a specific historical event. Arendt clearly states here the role of

the imaginafion. The imaginalion is the essence of foundation, the principle that needs to be

uncovered from a particular. In terms of politics it is the meaning of the historical event. This is

reinforced when on the next page Arendt quotes Kant saying imagination is "one of the original

sources . . . of all experience" and stands prior to all other faculties of the mind. Further on Arendt

quotes Kant as saying the synthesis of imagination, prior to apperception, is ground of the possibility

of all knowledge, especially of experienc".180 a¡¡ foundational faculty provides the particular that

can be a universal.

(iiÐ The Trinity: The Understnndíng Heart, Remembrnnce, nnd Gemit

This is Arendt's reading of Kant's political philosophv. Arendt sees more n tine Thírd CrítiErc than

merelv a discussion of taste. In fact, she sees it as the most political of his works; politics as human

pluralitr is seen in Kant's contex[ of taste. Humanih is seen as mutna]lv dependent rather than

sirnplr- being subsumed under universal larvs.1sl Kant sees aesthetic judgement as requiring to be

rntersubjectively valid. For Kant, a judgement of aesthetic taste is behveen the subjective element of

sensorv judgemenbs and the objective element of cogniFion. It is in her discussion of the mind that

Arendt uses the work of Jefferson to illustrate the principles of action. The definition of power is again

referred to as the conjunction of I-can and to-be-able-to, or Arendt's conception of freedom. The

principles inspiring action are defined as Montesquieu's "energetic principles" and polilical freedom

defined through his statement that it "can consist only in the power of doing what we ought to will

and in not being constrained to do what we ought not to *1¡1.'182 A couple of pages later she again

refers to these definitions suggesting that ìvlonfesquieu is right in saying that each community does

have differenl and particular principles.l83 The foundation occurs when individuals become a"We".

This tends to happen ',vhen freedom is the activator of action.l84 She seeks these 'human rules and

laws' to guide action but not by looking al the tradition as it can no longer provide a suitable

framen'ork. However, instead of looking to the future, n-hether it is founded on the dangerous notion

of progress or not, she still wishes to look to the past. This involves her iechnìque of return and

l3o i¿ri,/ , p .s2 .rnd then ¡r. 8l
18l See t'r,i., p. 2Z

¡ttoins tit¡¡',: l'c¡rn¡¡pn quL'l'on a ,ie so sûr¿té "
I8l¡l'i,l ,p l0l Shegivesexamplesandsavsthatthese.rreinadeeltr.rlebecauseof thetraditiondratclefinesthem.
ril ibi,i., p lo3.
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recovery she was first introduced to in her dissertation studies, and the thought of Augustine. She also

provides a warning to those who simply seek to capture a section of the past and use it in the present.

She says that there is a political principle contained within the technique of recovery and encapsulated

enigmatically by Cato's phrase, Víctrix cnusø deis placuit, sed oicta çn¡on¡.185 Understanding the correct

conceptions of temporalily, the individual and the community in the context of he¡ trinity is essential

lo comprehending Arendt's thought and especially when determining how her acting individual was

to guide their actioru in the world shared with their neighbour.

Exploring Arendt's thought from its beginnings in the her dissertation on Augustine through to

her final unfinished work on Kant provides an insight into her own thinking, its dynamics and

therefore potential trajectory. When Arendt sought to uncover the original experiences of the

primifive Ch¡istians bv examining the thought of Augustine she focused on th¡ee elements: kniros,

phronesis, and eudnimonin. These elements were part of the Greek tradition of thought but they

represenled experiences that were part of the foundational Christian experiences as part of fhe Roma¡

Empire. It seems a con-ciderable distance from this explorafion to the thought of KanU especially when

Kant is synonymous rr-ith a rigid formal investigation of the boundaries of human reasoning. But

Arendt burned to the Critique of ludgemenf and the final if unstable product of these investigations.

This enables Arendt to finally assemble her own trinity. She finally turns from Augustine to Kant in

her search for a contemporary trinity of the mind and the rvorld. This trinity brings about a

harmonisafion of the self and the world thus providrng an individual's illumination as they seek

guidance for their actiors in the world

This brings about a proposal as to how Arendt would have conceived the difficult task of

conv'eving a directive without compromising the autonomy of the individual. A variant of

Augr-rstine's theory of illumination, rather than the Heideggerian sense of disclosure, could have been

Arendt's chosen framervork for exploring this potential. The communication of the product of this

illumrnation is a varia¡t on Augustine's ethics of inspiration. Given Arendt's temporal dimension, the

harmonv of the acting individual-in-the-world would reveal the political principle that was the

essence of this foundational world and this principle would lead to the right inspiration and imitalion

thror.rgh the return lo the source. The individual would remain an individual r,vith trniversal, non-

dictatoriai guide for that particular moment of decisron.

" "The r ictorious cause pleased the gods, but the defeated one pleases Cato", as Arendt interprets the phrase
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From this examinafion it would seem that Arendt had developed a trinity that would have fitted

the individual into the temporal world that was their condition and reconciled them to their world of

the inbetween. Augustine's trinity of understanding love and memory that been developed by

Arendt mirroring Heidegger's care, or the trinity of comprehension, mood and discourse. Arendt

maintained the role of the neighbour in her thoughts and the commonality of collectivity through the

man-made world constructed to provide permanence in the transience of the natural world defined by

time. The generation of this non-material world brought a source into focus through the act of

foundation. Using this together with the spirit of Augustine's concept of love enabled Arendt to locate

a fundamental order in the scheme of life that generated a reference point for the free, acting

individual. This foundational moment had a perpehral existence in the kariological moment of the

decision-making individual that could always become the fuLure. therefore providing the individual

with a guide. This moment was known when it was right - a reconciliation belween the indivídual

and the world in the temporal dimeruion of the past possibility. The actual kev to Arendt's thought is

the notion of essence. She derives an essence that the tradition would reject because of its

incleterminable nature. Yet within the rvorld conceived bv Arendt this essence provides the comfort

modemity has denied the individual. The grand scheme that Arendt set under lvay in her own

foundation in the thought of Augustine and the inflnence of Heidegger, the mentor of Jaspers and

finallv the confrontation with Kant leacts to a desire to eslablish the individtial in the world, and

subsequently reject the antiworldhness of thought in her century - the hventieth cenfurv.
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